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        CYBER CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION FACT SHEET 
 
This application fact sheet is intended to be a “finger-tip” summary of your application. The 
information furnished below must be an accurate representation of the application and must 
correspond to the information provided in the body of the application. 
 
Proposed Cyber Charter School Name (Must Include “Charter School” in the Title) 
Synergy Cyber Charter School 
  
Proposed Cyber Charter School Administrative Location (Address, City/Town and Zip Code) 
222 Keswick Ave, Glenside, PA 19038 
 
County :  Montgomery   
Intermediate Unit:  IU-23 Montgomery County Intermediate Unit 
Proposed Start Date: September 2014 
Federal Employer Identification Number: 46-3750258 
 
Contact Person:   
First: Elbert                 Middle                    Last: Sampson 
Organization:  Synergy Cyber Charter School Group        
City: Glenside       State:  PA               Zip Code:  19038 
Telephone: 215-485-2013   Fax Number:                   E-mail: elbert.sampson@comcast.net  
 

Founding Coalition: Indicate Number 
 of Representatives per Group 

Grade and Age Ranges Projected Student 
 Enrollment Year 1-5 

Parents___________35_____________ Elementary__Ages 5-13____225_______ 1st Year: 325 (K-12) 
Teachers___________20___________ Secondary_Ages 13-17___100________ 2nd Year: 325 (K-12) 
Business Partners_______8_________      Age of Kindergarten_____5______ 3rd Year: 325 (K-12) 
Community Based Orgs.____6______      Age of Beginners______________ 4th Year: 325 (K-12) 
Museums______________________ Circle Appropriate Grade(s) 

(K  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12) 
Grades K-12 

5th Year: 325 (K-12) 

Higher Education______2_________ Kindergarten: Full Day or Half Day? Total Number of 

Other Group 
(Identify)______________________ 

 Full Day Teachers Yr. 1-18;  
Yr. 5 - 18 

 
Does the cyber charter applicant have an existing retirement system?  Yes  No  X  
The school will establish a relationship with an established 403 (b) provider to provide retirement 
services for employees. 
 
Does the applicant group presently have access to a facility suitable for the cyber charter school’s 
administrative offices?  Yes__X__   No   
The administrative offices will be located at 222 Keswick Ave, Glenside, PA 19038. 
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b. Information regarding suspension and expulsion of pupils   
 

1. Suspension procedures 
2. The type of student conduct that warrants suspension or expulsion 

 
  The Board of Directors, with selected and appropriate staff, shall establish disciplinary 

procedures and rules as required.  The purpose is to create minimum standards for acceptable student 

behavior.  Furthermore, all school personnel must enforce these rules and regulations within the 

procedures with students whose behavior or conduct is determined to be in violation of these rules.  

 The following is a partial list, subject to change and approval, of school rules where a violation 
initiates the procedures of suspension and, in extreme cases, might lead to expulsion: 
 

1. Being late to class 
2. Demonstrating unacceptable behavior during class periods 
3. Failing to be prepared for class   
4. Failing to complete assignments 
5. Obscene note-writing 
6. Cheating on school work 
7. Leaving the computer during school day without permission 
8. Being inappropriately dressed 
9. Profane or vulgar language or verbal threats 
10. Verbal and/or physical intimidation (Bullying) 
11. Misuse of computer 

 
The above examples are neither exclusive nor-all-encompassing, nor do they in any way limit the 

discipline policy.  

Disciplinary Procedures 

 At the direction of the Board, the Administrative Team will be responsible for disciplinary action 

at Synergy Cyber Charter School.  No student will be disciplined without due process.  This means that 

all students who are subject to discipline shall be informed of the reason for any action taken and given 

an opportunity to respond.  The appropriate administrative member shall direct all students who are 

recommended for expulsion to the Board of Directors. 

Suspension Procedures 

1. All suspensions must be followed by a phone call and written notification to the parent detailing 
the reason for the suspension.  

2. For a suspension of more than 3 days, the student and parent shall be given an opportunity for 
an informal hearing with the Administrative Team.  

3. Sufficient written notice of the time of the informal hearing shall be mailed to the 
parent/guardian.  

4. All informal hearings shall be held within the first five days of the suspension.  At the informal 
hearing students shall have the right to question witnesses and to present witnesses. 
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5. No suspensions shall exceed 10 consecutive school days.  
6. Parents with help of their child are responsible for arranging to complete exams and work that is 

missed while on suspension.  A note can be written by the parent requesting the 
aforementioned.  Teachers can assist parents in this effort by sending a reminder.  

7. Parents/Guardians must communicate with the school with their child for a readmission 
conference after the completion of the suspension. 

 
Please note that a student who receives three or more suspensions during one academic school year 
may qualify for an expulsion hearing.  
 
Expulsion Procedures 

 Expulsion is an exclusion from school by the Synergy Cyber CS Board of Directors for a period 

exceeding 10 school days and may include permanent removal from the school.  

1. Students who are recommended for expulsion shall first have an informal hearing with the 
Principal prior to the end of the 10 day exclusion period.  

2. After the 10-day exclusion period, but prior to the formal hearing by the Board of Directors, the 
student shall be allowed to attend classes unless it is determined at the informal hearing that 
the student poses a threat to the health, safety, or welfare of the school community, 

3. Whenever possible, all formal hearings will be held before the end of the 10-day exclusion 
period.  

4. Parents/guardian shall receive notice of the time and place of the formal hearing by certified 
mail at least 3 days before the scheduled hearing.  

5. The formal hearing is to be private unless the student or parent requests otherwise.  
6. At the formal hearing, the student has the right to counsel, to have the names of witnesses, 

copies of statements, and affidavits of witnesses, to request the presence of witnesses to be 
cross-examined and to present witnesses.   

7. Record of the formal hearing must be made either by stenographer or tape recorder. 
 
Some Basic Understandings 
 Synergy Cyber CS recognizes that the School’s Board has the authority to make reasonable and 

necessary rules governing the conduct of students in school. As provided by section 1317 of the School 

Code of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania: “Authority of Teachers, Vice Principals, and Principals over 

Pupils. Every teacher, vice principal, and principal in the public schools shall have the right to exercise the 

same authority as to conduct and behavior over the pupils attending this school, during the time they are 

in attendance, including the time required in going to and from their homes, as the parents, guardians or 

persons in parental relation to such pupils may exercise over them. (Amended July 25, 1963, P.L 315)” 

DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 

 Synergy Cyber Charter School is committed to complying with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 

Act of 1973 and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).   In order to fulfill all of the 

procedural safeguards that are required by law when disciplining special education students, Synergy 

Cyber CS has devised the following procedures: 
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 All special education students, except those determined to be mentally retarded, may be 

suspended for violation of school rules for no more than 10 school days in the same school year without 

a change of placement occurring and triggering the obligation of the school to provide services during 

the suspension. 

 Any suspension from the current educational placement is a change of placement for mentally 

retarded students and triggers the obligation of the school to determine whether the violation was due 

to a manifestation of the child’s disability and to provide services during the exclusion. 

1. Special education students who are suspended for more than 10 school days in the same school 
year are to be provided with interim alternative education while excluded but not for more than 
45 days in the following instances; 
 

A.) The child carries a weapon to a school function, or 
B.) The child knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs or sells or solicits the sale of a 

controlled substance while at a school function. 
 

2. The Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Education shall contract for coordination 
services in support of mediation hearings conducted by Synergy Cyber CS in regard to disputes 
concerning special education students. 

 

CHILD WITH A DISABILITY DEFINED 
 Under Section 300.7 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), the implementing legislation for 

IDEA, a child with a disability is defined as having mental retardation, hearing impairment including 

deafness, a speech or language impairment, visual impairment including blindness, serious emotional 

disturbance, a specific learning disability, deaf-blindness, or multiple disabilities and because of such 

conditions needs special education and related services.  A child who only needs a related service and 

not special education is not considered a child with a disability unless the related service is considered 

special education under State standards.  See Appendix A for a copy of the Synergy Discipline Policy 

  c. Information regarding involvement of community groups   
 
Involvement of Community Groups 
 
 Synergy has enlisted the involvement of a number of community groups that represent the 

interests of many of our probable students.  The school will maintain on-going relationships with these 

groups through periodic newsletters and, when possible, through meetings with the leadership of these 

organizations. 

 A letter introducing Synergy and requesting support is being sent to organizations that we 
believe share interests with Synergy and have a constituency that will use the services of the school and 
will provide support to the school in various areas of interest and in various communities throughout 
the state.  A copy of the letter is attached at Appendix B. 
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Some of these organizations are: 
 
 1.  OIC 
 2.  Urban League 
 3.  City Year 
 4.  Goodwill 
 5.  Art Sanctuary  
 6.  YMCA 
 
Failed to explain how the community will assist in planning and implementing programs. 
  
 Synergy has had meetings with various community organizations in the state and has made 

contact with a significant number of potential student families.  Evidence of contact with potential 

student families is evidenced by the petitions that are being submitted.  

 d. Sufficient information regarding parent complaints.   
1. Describe procedures established to review complaints of parents regarding the 

school’s operations    
 

  All parents, guardians and caretakers will be afforded an opportunity to make complaints to the 

school whenever the need arises.  The complaints will be accepted in both written and oral forms and 

will be logged and an initial acknowledgement will be provided by the recipient of the complaint.  See 

Student Family Handbook; Appendix J in Appendices to Original Application.   

 The Family Handbook states that “The right to file a complaint with the U. S. Department of 

Education concerning alleged failures by the school to comply with the requirements of FERPA.  The 

name of address of the Office that administers FERPA is: 

Family Policy Compliance Office 
U. S.  Department of Education 
400 Maryland Avenue SW 
Washington, DC 20202-4605 

 
2. Specific procedures that school will use to intake, review and respond to parent  

complaints    
 

 Upon indicating that a complaint is to be filed, parents, guardians and anyone else with a 

recognized relationship to a student will be provided a form upon which the complaint can be recorded.  

Within a reasonable period of time, to include time to complete an investigation, the complainant will 

be notified that the complaint has been recorded or investigated and that a resolution would be 

forthcoming.  These complaints will be retained as an official document of the school.  Where the 

complaint is about the actions of a school employee, such complaint will be noted in the employees file.  

Parents, guardians and others will be informed that they have the ability to file a complaint with the 

school’s Board of Directors and will be given necessary information to make such filing possible.  The 
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complaint will be reviewed with the complainant and when a response has been formulated by the 

school as meeting with the complainant will be scheduled so there can be a discussion and, hopefully, a 

resolution to the complaint. 

 If the meeting does not result in a satisfactory resolution, the complainant will be advised of the 

procedure to file the complaint with the school’s Board of Directors. 

 e. Sufficient information regarding authenticity of student work and the proctoring of exams. 
 
 Synergy will use a discrete student identification number for all computer assignments.  These 

Unique ID numbers will be required to be affixed to all work submitted to the school.  Work or other 

types of assignments will not be accepted or recorded without this identification, and students will be 

required to electronically sign their work if it is a contributor to their course grade (e.g., major project or 

final exam). State exams will be proctored by an employee of the school who is trained to proctor 

exams, and will require parents sign a statement verifying the identification of the student prior to that 

student taking their exam. State-level exams will be administered in a location convenient to the 

student’s family.  

1. Description of methods beyond acknowledgments that it will use to ensure the 
authenticity of student work and how it will adequately proctor exams. 
 

 Whenever an exam is given, the students will be required to affix their discrete identification 

numbers to the examination answer sheet and the proctor of the exam will also affix a discrete 

identification of the specific examination.  These numbers will be randomly generated and changed for 

each exam and will be distributed to students at the time they log on for the examination.   In any 

instance, where the numbers are duplicated or do not match the student identification number and 

name the exam will be processed by hand and might be disqualified if there is evidence that there has 

been any type of misbehavior. 

 f. Identify provisions to comply with state reporting requirements   
 

1. Failed to identify a specific system that the school will use to securely house 
student-specific information and records.    

 
 Synergy will develop and use at least two discrete systems to record and store student records 

and information.  The school will purchase and use PowerSchool or a comparable electronic system for 

this purpose.  PowerSchool would be an ideal system because the data recorded is stored off-site by 

Pearson, the company that distributes PowerSchool.  Also, PowerSchool is designed to interface with 

Pennsylvania’s PIMS reporting system.  There are other comparable systems available and the 

determining factors that will be factored into a decision on which to use will be price, ease of 

implementation, the scope of the information that can be recorded and utilized and the breadth of the 

reports that can be produced.  This decision will be made as quickly after the charter is granted as 
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possible so the administrative staff can be trained on its use and so the administrative staff will be 

prepared to train the teachers on elementary tasks like attendance and recording grades. 

2. Failed to identify the necessary support and planning to comply with this 
requirement, including knowledge of state reporting requirements other than 
enrollment data.   

 
 Synergy is aware of the state reporting requirements, including PIMS, as published by the PA 

Department of Education.  Synergy has reviewed the reporting requirements and the dates that various 

reports are due and is prepared to fully comply with the mandated reporting schedule.  Additionally, 

Synergy has also reviewed the Federal reporting requirements and is also prepared to comply with those 

requirements.  The state reporting schedule and the reports are appended as part of the appendix to 

this re-submission.   As part of the optional services with Charter Choices, Synergy can utilize Charter 

Choices to work with the school to train and assist with these requirements. 

 Synergy is aware that there are various areas of PIMS reporting including: 
 
 Students 
    
 All Pre-K through Grade 12 and Adult Affidavit Program (AAP) students enrolled in a public 

school, and Pennsylvania students enrolled in an Approved Private School (APS) or Private Residential 

Rehabilitation Institution (PRRI) shall be reported in PIMS. Student data will be submitted through 

templates. See the template section of this document for more information. Data will be collected for 

the following grades.  

 NOTE: The term “grade” is used in this document to imply the instructional levels from Pre-K 

through Grade 12, including the adult instructional level for career and technical education registered 

Adult Affidavit Programs. For Special Education students, please see the paragraph, “Reporting 

Exceptional Students.”  

The following grade levels will be collected in PIMS: 
    
Kindergarten    Grade 6       
Grade 1     Grade 7     
Grade 2     Grade 8      
Grade 3     Grade 9         
Grade 4     Grade 10 
Grade 5     Grade 11 
     Grade 12 
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  Reporting Exceptional Students 
 Regarding students in full-time programs for the physically or emotionally disabled, mentally 

gifted, mentally retarded and other exceptionalities, we will report the student’s actual grade level as 

indicated in their IEP. 

 Staff   
 Staff records should be created for all certificated and non-certificated personnel who are 

employed in the public elementary and secondary schools of the Commonwealth. This includes all 

personnel who are subcontracted to provide services to Pennsylvania public elementary and secondary 

school students.  

 Staff that is collected each year in the Public School Support Personnel (SupPer) Collection 

should not be reported to PIMS, i.e., Instructional Aides, School Admin Support Staff, Library/Media 

Support staff, LEA Admin Support Staff, or Other Support Staff. 

 Courses 
 Course records should be created for all core-content courses taught to public school students 

from pre-kindergarten to twelfth grade. Core content courses generally include Math, Science, Language 

Arts, Social Studies, World Languages, and Art.  Please see Volume 2, Appendix A for a complete list of 

course codes and related core-content indicators. Submission of data related to non-core content 

courses is optional. 

 Race/Ethnicity: Federal Race and Ethnicity Standards 
 The U.S. Department of Education (ED) directs the way state education agencies (SEA), local 

education agencies (LEA), and charter schools are expected to maintain, collect, and report data on race 

and ethnicity.  

 Beginning in the fall of 2010, SEAs, LEAs, and charter schools are required to report aggregated 

data to the U.S. Department of Education using the standards detailed in this section.  

 These standards mandate a two-question format categorizing the race and ethnicity of students 

and educators. Refer to the chart below for further instructions. In order to implement the required 

change with minimal burden, LEA requirements for collecting and maintaining race/ethnicity differ from 

those for reporting these data in PIMS. 

 School Performance Profile 
 The Pennsylvania School Performance Profile (SPP) is an integral part of the Educator 

Effectiveness System (teacher and principal evaluation).  As an online site, the SPP provides a school 

level academic score for all Pennsylvania public schools, including charter and cyber charter schools, and 

full-time comprehensive career and technical centers.  The quantitative academic score is represented 

using a 100-point scale.  Scores are calculated based upon defined weighted data elements. If a school 

has insufficient data to calculate a representative score, the display area will reflect that circumstance 

and adjust total points accordingly.  
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 While not included in the calculation of academic scores, fast facts are also reported for all 

schools and at the district level to provide demographic and other relevant information for each 

district/school entity. District fast facts include such items as district enrollment, number of schools, 

average years of educational experience, and geographic size of district. Links to related agencies, such 

as career and technical centers and intermediate units, are available. School fast facts include similar 

information but are school specific (e.g., school enrollment, average years of educational experience, 

school enrollment data). 

  
The PA School Performance Profile is designed to serve several purposes:  

• Provide a building level score for educators, as part of the Educator Effectiveness System  
• Provide parents with performance measures for selected schools to include a school of 
residence, neighboring schools, and schools across the state  
• Inform the public of the academic performance measures of each school to include 
comprehensive career and technical centers and cyber charter/charter schools in Pennsylvania.  
• Use as a tool to inform goal setting, planning, and resource allocation to improve student 
achievement.  
• Offer a resource for LEAs to communicate and compare performance, analyze performance 
indicators as related to achievement, and encourage best practice  

o  Communicate performance to various constituencies  
o  Employ as an analysis tool to inform goal setting, planning, and allocating resources to 
improve student achievement  
o  Compare performance to local schools  
o  Compare performance to schools with similar demographics  
o  Encourage implementation of best practices  

 
All data comes from PDE’s authoritative data sources that include the following:  

• ACT, Inc. (ACT scores)  
• Bureau of Assessment and Accountability  
• Bureau of Career and Technical Education  
• Bureau of Special Education  
• College Board [Advanced Placement (AP) and SAT]  
• Data Recognition Corporation (PSSA/Keystone results)  
• Education Names and Addresses (EdNA)  
• Pennsylvania Information Management System (PIMS)  
• SAS, Inc. [Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System (PVAAS)]  

 
 Synergy will comply with the then available PIMS reporting calendar found on the PA 
Department of Education website at http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/pims-
pennsylvania_information_management_system/8959.  This calendar was produced for the 2013-2014 
academic year.   
 

3. Although applicant testified that a compliance officer will fulfill these 
requirements, the budget does not list a compliance officer as administrative 
staff   
 

http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/pims-pennsylvania_information_management_system/8959
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/pims-pennsylvania_information_management_system/8959
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 The school’s Chief Academic Officer (Principal) will assume responsibility for reporting to the 

state and will enlist the support of administrative workers as needed. 

 The budget detail includes a Chief Academic Officer (CAO) and an administrative assistant.  The 

CAO will assume responsibility for reporting to the state and will enlist the support of administrative 

assistance as needed.  The CAO will manage the relationship of contracted assistance. 

 Synergy recognizes the importance the requirements to report the PIMS data and intends to 

engage Charter Choices to assist with the reporting.  Charter Choices provides services to over 30 

charters in the Commonwealth and will assist in identifying the appropriate student information system.  

The cost of both the service and the system are captured in the submitted budget. 

 g. Failed to provide information concerning all facilities and offices of its school and any lease 
arrangements   
 
 Synergy recognizes that the initial application did not include the information noted and has 

since determined that it would not be practical to house its offices in Oakmont, PA and has decided that 

a more practical location for its operations will be located in Glenside, PA.   

 Synergy has received an appropriate proposal and letter of intent (LOI) to lease facilities at 222 

Keswick Avenue, Glenside, PA 19038.  This document can be found at Appendix D.  The terms and 

owners are identified in the LOI.  The lease costs are captured in the attached five-year budget. 

 Synergy recognizes and appreciates the Basic Education Circular (BEC) guidance issued on July 

11, 2013.  This BEC provides guidance to cyber charter applicants and cyber charter school operators 

relating to the requirements for delivery of curriculum and instruction to students through the internet 

and other electronic means and the proper use of a cyber-charter school’s physical facilities.   

1. Applicant must include the addresses of all facilities and offices of the school, 
the ownership thereof and any lease arrangements 
 

 Other than the office indicated above, there are no other physical locations that will be used on 

a regular basis by the school and there are no other real estate leases to be considered. 

2. Applicant is not required to produce a lease but must produce letters of 
intent, documentation concerning the ownership of potential properties or 
any proposed lease arrangements associated with proposed properties 

 
 A letter of intent to lease space is attached to this document as an Appendix D.   

3. Failed to provide the lease arrangements associated with the Oakmont office 
and the associated lease costs in the budget 
 

 Lease costs for the space that will be used for administrative offices, studios and for other 

occasional uses has been put into the budget.  The budget is sound with the addition of these expenses. 
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4. Failed to provide a proposed facility in which the school will be located and 
has not provided any location for the school other than Oakmont 

 
 The school will not be located in Oakmont.  When the application was initially conceived, it was 

thought that basing the school in the Pittsburg area would prove advantageous to recruiting teachers 

and students.  As we have discussed the concept of the school during the ensuing months, we have 

determined that there is no advantage to being located in the western part of the state.  Most of the 

people involved in the development of the school are located in and around the Philadelphia County.  

We will locate the offices of the school in the greater Philadelphia area. 

 The school’s administration offices will occupy space at 222 N. Keswick Ave in Glenside, PA a 

suburb of Philadelphia located in Montgomery County.  This location is approximately 5,000 square feet 

and will be adequate for the anticipated administrative needs of the school.  

5. NOTE: if the school is granted a charter, the school’s location would have to be 
at the address identified as the administrative office in the application since 
no other location for the school has been identified 

 
 If the school is granted a charter, all of its operations will be at the address indicated in this 

response; 222 Keswick Ave., Glenside, PA. 

 h. Failed to provide significant information concerning school audits   
 

1. The school’s Board must retain authority to engage an independent public 
accounting firm to perform the audit.       

 
 The Board of Directors will adopt a policy that will define the role of the Board in the process of 

identifying and retaining the services of a firm to conduct the school’s audit.  This policy will state that 

the Board has the exclusive authority to identify and contract with a firm to conduct the audit.  The 

school’s proposed Audit Policy indicates that In accordance with State law, the Board will authorize an 

annual audit by an independent auditor.  See Audit Policy at Appendix E   

2. The proposed Charter Choices Services Agreement indicates Charter Choices 
will engage an independent public accounting firm to perform an audit    

 
 Synergy recognizes the audit requirements in section 437 of the PA School Code and will be 

compliant. 

  The Charter Choices agreement will be reformed to indicate that Charter Choices will not play 

any role in the selection of an audit firm to conduct audits for Synergy Cyber Charter School.  The 

school’s Board of Directors will be the sole entity responsible for selecting and engaging a firm to 

provide audits for the school.  The Board will have a committee, an Audit/Finance Committee that will 
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be responsible for recommending to the full Board a firm to conduct audits and which will interface with 

the firm engaged to perform the audits. 

 i. Failed to describe how the school will define and monitor a student’s school day and failed 
to provide sufficient information about the delineation of the amount of on-line and off-line time 
required for students.   
 
 The typical school day will be segmented into the following: 

 Core courses:  3 hours - the students will spend this time in core classes, generally working 

through online learning materials.  

 Assignments:  2 hours – this time will be spent working on teacher’s assignments related to 

the individual student’s interests and demonstrated achievement levels (a combination of 

assigned online materials, offline texts and projects, worksheets linked to PA Academic 

Standards, and writing assignments) 

 Reading:  1 hour – students will be engaged in reading assignments during this time 

assigned by the teacher or selected jointly with the teacher based on student interests and 

reading lexile scores.  

 Independent Reports – 1 hour – students will work on reports and projects that will average 

one hour for each school day. Projects will be developed jointly with a student’s teacher and 

will be aligned with PA Standards. Projects will be evaluated based on clear rubrics that are 

based on performance expectations in PA Academic Standards and Eligible Content.  A 

student might work on a project for three hours on one day, and fewer hours two successive 

days, with an average of one hour per day.  

 Time periods will be flexible, when needed, and for the Reading and Independent Reports and 

Projects Another reason for segmenting the day as we have is that the schedule will allow 

teachers adequate preparation time and will allow for the rotation of teachers so the after-school hours 

will be covered by teachers.  Teachers will be available to students to assist them with projects by 

computer or by telephone during school hours. 

 The above scheduling will vary depending on whether the student is in the Elementary grades, 

Middle School or High School.  As the students move into the Middle School grades there will be more 

independent study.   

  Failed to provide the hours of school operation   
 
 During the first year of operation, the school will begin classes at 7:30 AM and will continue, 

with periodic breaks, until 4:30 PM.  On Tuesday afternoon of each week classes will be suspended from 

1:00 PM until 3:30 PM so professional development classes for academic staff can be held.  This 

schedule will be in place from Monday through Friday.   
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 During the second and subsequent years of operation, the hours of the school will be from 7:30 

AM until 5:00 PM, Monday through Thursday.   

 
1. Indicated that students will learn material independently but failed to explain 

whether those hours were when teachers will be available to answer 
questions and act as guides to help students construct their knowledge   

  
 Teachers will have scheduled time during the week, outside of regular classes, when they will be 

available to students who need special attention, tutoring or mentoring.  This time will be scheduled and 

the schedules will be published to the community of the school.  Students and parents will be able to 

schedule time outside of the regular school day, and during the regular school day, to work directly with 

a teacher on any academic issue for which they may need assistance. Teachers will not be available from 

1:00 PM to 3:30 PM on Tuesdays, as that time will be scheduled for professional development and staff 

meetings.  In addition, Synergy will utilize a technical support call center to provide telephone support 

from 3:00PM – 7:00PM.  The call center will be manned with a ratio of one (1) support technician per 

500 students.  Students requiring support outside of school hours may leave a voice message for 

immediate call back the next school day.  

2. Failed to explain whether those hours were when teachers and administrators 
would be available to students   
 

 The academic schedule will be structured so that students will have a distinct period during the 

day when they will be able to engage teachers, tutors or mentors and will be able to communicate with 

one another- an academic study hall period. During the first year, teachers and administrators will be 

available for communication with parents and students from 7:30 to 4:30 every week day. In subsequent 

years, teachers and administrators will be available for communication with parents and students from 

7:30 to 5:00, with the exception of the professional development time.  During these times, the 

aforementioned call center support will be used. 

3. Although, Synergy stated that it was going to incorporate an extended school 
day, it never explained what that meant and did not provide information 
about the delineation of the amount of on-line and off-line time required for 
students   
 

 A major aspect of the philosophy of Synergy Cyber is the fact that we intend to substantially 

increase the amount of time students spend learning throughout the day and, ultimately, throughout 

the school year.  An extended school day is one in which students will have longer class periods, longer 

times in which teachers are working to consult with students and parents and provide tutoring to 

students.  The day will be longer than most school schedules and will incorporate time for the students 

to have a dialogue with teachers, tutors or mentors (study hall period and tutoring “office hours” for 

teachers).   
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 Failed to explain how the school plans to define attendance, such as by tracking students’ log-

on status and/or work progress.   

 Students will be logged into classes when they sign onto the system and log in using discrete 

student identification numbers.  The electronic system will be able to determine that students are 

logged on by employing a feed-back system that will monitor the computers logged on and that will 

randomly request a response to a signal generated by the school. Students will get credit for the number 

of days and amount of time that they are actively logged into the system, which may or may not be 

during the official hours of the school. In other words, a student working all day on a holiday or on a 

weekend day will have that day counted toward their required number of days per year.  

 j. Failed to provide sufficient information concerning financial procedures   
 

1. Applicant failed to describe the implementation of required financial 
procedures pertaining to the investment and bank deposit policies of the 
school. 

 
 Synergy recognizes and will comply with both the investment/deposit and audit requirements.  

Synergy will adopt the attached proposed policies for Investment/Bank deposits and audits  

 The Board of the school will adopt a resolution that will describe the financial procedures that 

will define how the investment and bank deposit policies will be administered.  This resolution will be in 

the form of an Internal Controls Policy.  That policy is appended to this document as an Appendix.  See 

Appendix N. 

2. Failed to provide any description of implementation plans  
 
 The CEO of the school will be directed and empowered by the Board to administer the Internal 

Controls Policy.  The CEO will work in concert with the Board as needed; especially when the Board or its 

committees are developing policies.  The CEO will report to the Board on a regular basis any acts 

regarding investments or banking. 

 k. Failed to provide appropriate information concerning the applicant’s retirement system.      
  

1. If granted a charter, applicant would have to notify PSERS and the Department 
about the alternative retirement plan to be used by the school. 
 

 Synergy recognizes the need to notify PSERS and the Department about an alternative 

retirement plan.  Charter Choices has worked with numerous clients and have obtained approval on 

numerous plans.  Synergy intends to utilize the attached plan which has been utilized by Charter Choices 

in the past and has been approved by PSERS. 

 The school has elected to use the option available that will be an alternative to PSERS for the 

purpose of a retirement plan.  The school will adopt a 403 (b) plan for its employees and will make the 
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appropriate contribution to that vehicle.  The school will notify PSERS and all other institutions of this 

election.  A description of the plan Synergy Cyber intends to use is found at Appendix M. 

 l. failed to provide sufficient information concerning the  curriculum to be offered and how it 
meets the requirements of 22 Pa. Code Chapter 4   
 

1. Applicant must demonstrate that it has the capability, in terms of support and 
planning, to provide comprehensive learning experiences to all its students. 

 
 Synergy Cyber Charter has a team of experienced educational leaders that will develop plans for 

and implement the school’s unique design, recruit high quality staff and manage the day to day 

operations of the school in pursuit of a high quality education that meets the requirements of 

Pennsylvania’s Education Code. Elbert Sampson, the school’s team leader, is an experienced charter 

school administrator, having led Wakisha Charter School in Philadelphia, and has served as a Board 

member for both Wakisha and for a Pennsylvania cyber charter school- Achievement House.  Alex 

Schuh, Ph.D., has been planning, developing, and assisting with the implementation of dozens of 

charters, both public and cyber, since the advent of charter schools in Pennsylvania in 1998. His charter 

and cyber charter designs are found throughout Pennsylvania and nearby states, and he is intimately 

familiar with the requirements of Pennsylvania’s Education Code with regard to charter schools and 

cyber charter schools, as well as with educational technology, curriculum, assessments, personnel 

requirements, fundraising, special education, English Language Learning, and the intricacies of federal 

education programs.  Michael Whisman, CPA of Charter Choices likewise has a wealth of experience 

with charter schools, both regular and cyber charters, having supported dozens of schools in 

Pennsylvania for over a decade. Our team includes members of the International Society for Technology 

Education, American Evaluation Association, Pennsylvania Coalition of Charter Schools, and INACOL.  

Our team’s expertise is explained in more detail in the Founders section of the application, and in the 

resumes included in the Appendix C.   

2. Application must include all required courses in all grade levels along with a 
description of the course offerings and a demonstration that the programs will 
enable students to meet the academic standards under 22 Pa. Code Chapter 4 

 
 A scope and sequence for all of the required courses in grades K to 12 have been included in the 

appendix to this document.  The vast majority of the curriculum offerings are provided through the 

Compass Learning Odyssey system, which has extensive online curricula designed specifically to engage 

students at an appropriate age/grade level, and is correlated to and based on both national standards 

and Pennsylvania Academic Standards. The courses in the Appendix are presented by subject and by 

grade with their correlation to the Pennsylvania Academic Standards in the appropriate subject areas, 

including the Pennsylvania Common Core State Standards. Successful completion of these courses will 

allow students to meet all academic standards under 22 PA Code Chapter 4. The school’s full curriculum 

is summarized here.   
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Curriculum Overview and Curriculum Description by Grade and Subject 
 
Curriculum Materials and Academic Progression K to 12 (Revised and expanded from initial 
application) 

 
[See Appendix to this document for a detailed description of Synergy’s Curriculum 
Scope and Sequence and alignment to PA Standards and Assessment Anchors] 

 
 Materials used in Synergy Cyber Charter School’s program are of the highest quality, and have 
been reviewed and recommended by national educational organizations including iNACOL (International 
Association for K–12 Online Learning), the International Reading Association, the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, the National Council for the Social Studies, and The National Science Teachers 
Association (NSTA). They have also been reviewed by the founders of the school, who have chosen them 
because of their ability to support student interest-driven learning and self-paced progression. All of the 
materials have been reviewed for Pennsylvania’s Academic Standards, and the Common Core State 
Standards where appropriate. It is understood that online learning materials, as well as Common Core 
Standards-related materials, are in a rapid state of development and that there may be materials 
available soon that build on this substantial base.  We will continually research and add materials and 
online tools that appear to work best for our teachers, students and parents, provided that they support 
our model of student-centered, year-round learning.  

 
 In order to manage the progression of our students through the curriculum, Synergy will utilize 
Haiku Learning’s Learning Management System. This system allows individualized student academic 
planning, standards-based progress monitoring and built-in assessment, and collaborative 
communication with students and parents regarding planning and academic success 
(www.haikulearning.com). With Haiku, students and parents will be able to: 

 
• Review and comment on Individual Learning Plans 
• Access lessons and assignments.  
• Check on up-to-the-minute grading of assignments.  
• Access webmail and communication tools  
• Access online curriculum and learning resources.  
• Collaborate with teachers and students on projects  

• Comment on progress or request tutoring and academic assistance.  
 

 Because the school is predicated on the concept that learning is a continual process of creating, 

exploring, internalizing ideas, practicing and applying skills and sharing representations and projects 

with others, there is no particular notion of “lower school” vs. “middle school” vs. “high school”.  

Learning is viewed and presented as a continuum, a process of cycling through, reviewing and applying 

ideas that will be a primary operating mode for a person from childhood through adulthood.  Child 

development is certainly recognized, particularly as one moves from a more concrete way of thinking 

within a more isolated context to a more abstract way of thinking across a broad array of local and even 

global contexts.  However, one is not restricted to learning in a particular way or about a particular 

phenomenon simply because they are “in middle school”.  Students are assigned to grades more out of 

http://www.haikulearning.com/
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recognition of the need to demonstrate proficiency on a particular exam than on an understanding that 

learning is in any way particularly linear.  

  
 The centerpiece of our curriculum offerings is CompassLearning Odyssey, an online learning 

system that integrates assessment into online lessons, and uses results from assessments to help 

parents and teachers assign appropriate lessons while providing feedback to students regarding their 

current state of mastery of a particular concept or skill. CompassLearning allows the school to set 

mastery levels for student progression to the next concept, skill or academic content piece, which 

supports our school’s mastery-based progression model. Students will demonstrate mastery of the 

curriculum through built-in assessments, teacher-made assessments, nationally standardized 

assessments (NWEA/Map), ACUITY testing, and state assessments (PSSA and Keystone tests). Results of 

these assessments will be used to set the next set of tasks for each student, allowing teachers, parents 

and students themselves to monitor their progress, and to set a path of academic acceleration in each 

subject that does not limit them to a particular “grade level” in their studies. CompassLearning’s 

Odyssey will form the core of our academic program in Math, English/Language Arts, Science and Social 

Studies, with supplements from other PA Standards-aligned curricular materials. Arts and Music will be 

integrated into CompassLearning lessons and activities in English/Language Arts and Social Studies, and 

will be supplemented with materials from MusicPlay Music Education (student and teacher texts, cds 

and online curricula),  A Survival Kit for the Elementary/Middle School Art Teacher by Helen D. Hume 

(2002); Understanding Music, 4th edition by Prentice Hall, 2005. Artsguide:  World and Web, Dennis J. 

Sporre, Prentice Hall. Perceiving the Arts, 7th edition, Dennis J. Sporre, Prentice Hall, 2002, and Reality 

Through the Arts, 6th ed., Dennis J. Sporre, Prentice Hall, 2006.Technology curriculum will be based 

largely on EasyTech interactive online learning program from Learning.com, which is aligned to both 

National Educational Technology Standards (NETS) and PA Academic Standards in Science and 

Technology. Health and Physical Education studies will be based largely on the Fitness4Homeschool 

online curriculum and Glencoe’s Health texts and online materials.  World Languages (Spanish) will be 

offered to students in grades 7 to 12 in Spanish through CompassLearning Odyssey, with the option of 

taking additional languages using RosettaStone online language learning programs.  

 
About Compass Learning 

 The CompassLearning system advocates and uses frequent monitoring of learning and 

teaching, using multiple forms of data to diagnose student learning, resulting in increased student 

learning. The instructional component is based on current and confirmed research and 

recommendations from leading educational, psychological, and neuroscience researchers including the 

recommendations and research of the national professional organizations, federal advisory panels, and 

independent groups such as the Instructional Research Group (directed by Russell Gersten and Joseph 

Dimino) in Long Beach, CA. CompassLearning takes cues from a variety of experts and researchers in 

the field of cognitive and instructional theory. 
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Odyssey was developed using the latest cognitive research and research on best teaching 

practices, including substantial input from the Understanding By Design program at Harvard University 

(Wiggins and McTighe, 2005), Odyssey is designed to create learning experiences that engage learners 

and result in learners gaining more sophisticated insights and abilities that will be reflected in a variety 

of performances both in school and in the real world. The big, transferrable ideas are communicated to 

students through the video lectures and a conversational interface. Additional information to build the 

understanding of the ideas is communicated through archival video and short reading passages. 

Understanding by Design is a way of thinking about the design of curriculum, instruction, and 

assessment that pulls together many ideas and processes that have been tested both through research 

and classroom use. Used independently, these ideas and processes are valuable. Used within the 

conceptual framework of Understanding by Design, these ideas and processes can result in a way of 

thinking about curriculum, instruction, and assessment that can give rise to powerful learning 

experiences that result in deeper understandings of facts, concepts, generalizations, principles, and 

other ideas contained in the various state standards. 

CompassLearning applied the suggested instructional strategies and corresponding questions 

from Classroom Instruction that Works (Marzano, Pickering & Pollock 2001) to plan and develop 

assessment and content for positive effects on student learning and offer students the technology 

resources and opportunity to increase their academic achievement. The following activities drive the 

development of CompassLearning’s Odyssey, combined with the new emphasis on teaching the 

Common Core State Standards and national and state standards in all areas: 

What will students learn? 

• KWHL—Use interactive whiteboard technology 
• Learning goals and contracts—Odyssey Community 
• Surveys—Pre assessments 

Which strategies will provide evidence of student learning? 
• Feedback—Odyssey Community; existing questioning 
• Games—Simple games; outside resources through Odyssey tasks 
• Recognition—Existing questioning; Odyssey Community Which strategies will help 

students acquire and integrate learning? 
• Advance organizers—Drag & drop; morphing maps; Odyssey Writer; use interactive 

white board technology 
• Cues and questions—Strings of questions designed to elicit inferences and analyze; 

Odyssey Writer; Odyssey Community 
• Graphics enhanced notes—Direct instruction videos, summary screens, Odyssey 

Writer, Odyssey Community 
• Summarizing—Odyssey Writer, Odyssey Community 
• Note Taking—Note Card templates and draft tool in Odyssey Writer; Odyssey 

Community 
• Cooperative learning—Odyssey Community 
• Reinforcing effort—Existing questioning/feedback 

Which strategies will help students practice, review, and apply learning? 
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• Identifying similarities and differences— Drag & drop; existing questioning; explicit 
instruction in direct instruction videos; graphic organizers in Odyssey Writer; use 
interactive whiteboard technology 

• Homework and practice— Existing questioning; Odyssey Writer; offline 
resources/worksheets; Odyssey Community; games; quizzes; web activities; tool- kits 
(math and science) 

• Generating and testing hypotheses— Offline science lab kits; existing questioning; 
Odyssey Community; tool-kits (math and science). 

 
Odyssey combines 1500+ multimedia lessons, printable worksheets and graded activities in a largely 
student-paced environment that brings concepts to life. Math and language arts lessons are correlated 
to state standards. Science, social studies and are also provided. Parents get access to lesson plans, 
printable worksheets, teaching tools (located in the parent administration section), detailed reporting 
and parental support through the online Parent Forum. 
 
Overview of Synergy Cyber’s K to 8th Grade Curriculum Provided by Subject 
 
English/Language Arts K to 8th Grade 
Primary Materials: CompassLearning Odyssey by CompassLearning 
 
 Early elementary curriculum (K through second grade) focuses on phonics, verbal 
comprehension, reading fluency, vocabulary development, reading comprehension, grammar and other 
language arts skills by integrating age-appropriate concepts within thematic units of study. Children 
learn to identify sounds, decode words, and analyze characters and settings in text. 
 
 In third, fourth and fifth grade, grammar, language conventions and reading strategies are 
further developed. Students expand upon literary knowledge through exposure to various genres. 
Grammar skills such as verb tenses, dialogue, and spelling rules are reviewed and applied. Students 
begin learning elements of the writing process, and respond to stories using critical thinking skills and 
written communication. 
 
 Sixth, seventh and eighth graders embrace literature, writing, and grammar through an 
extensive series of lessons on reading analysis techniques and writing strategies and styles. Advanced 
comprehension skills are developed through the use of context clues, figurative language, point -of -
view, and cause and effect. Students learn to create summaries, identify main ideas, and compare and 
contrast story elements within various literary genres including: news, articles, short stories, persuasive 
texts and poetry. The writing component focuses on proofreading and editing skills, allowing students to 
apply their knowledge of conventions and appropriate use of grammar. 
 
Mathematics K to 8th Grade 
Primary Materials: CompassLearning Odyssey by CompassLearning 
 
 Through an interconnected set of online visual examples and interactive learning tools, 
worksheets, assessments and reading materials, Odyssey’s math program teaches the following math 
strands: 
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• Number Sense and Operations - Knowing how to represent numbers, recognizing 'how 
many' are in a group, and using numbers to compare and represent paves the way for 
grasping number theory, place value and the meaning of operations and how they relate to 
one another. 

• Geometry and Spatial Sense - Children build on their knowledge of basic shapes to identify 
more complex 2-D and 3-D shapes by drawing and sorting. They then learn to reason 
spatially, read maps, visualize objects in space, and use geometric modeling to solve 
problems. Eventually children will be able to use coordinate geometry to specify locations, 
give directions and describe spatial relationships. 

• Measurement - Learning how to measure and compare involves concepts of length, weight, 
temperature, capacity and money. Telling the time and using money links to an 
understanding of the number system and represents an important life skill. 

• Data Analysis and Probability - As children collect information about the world around them, 
they will find it useful to display and represent their knowledge. Using charts, tables, graphs 
will help them learn to share and organize data. 

• Algebra - The ability to sort and order objects or numbers and recognizing and building on 
simple patterns are examples of ways children begin to experience algebra. This elementary 
math concept sets the groundwork for working with algebraic variables as a child's math 
experience grows. 
 

 Students are able to accelerate beyond the elementary math curriculum at young ages by 
demonstrating mastery, providing the ability to study high school level Algebra, Geometry and more 
prior to entering 9th grade.  
 
Science K to 8 
Primary Materials: CompassLearning Odyssey; Pearson Interactive Science 

 
CompassLearning Odyssey Science 
 CompassLearning Science is correlated to the PA Academy Standards in Science and Technology, 
providing a wide range of lessons in all major areas of science- Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, 
Chemistry and Earth and Space Sciences. Odyssey Middle School Science: 

• Includes a comprehensive suite of four science subject areas with the depth and breadth 
needed to address all learners 

• Offers engaging, age-appropriate curriculum and  multi-media activities designed to spark 
students’ interest in science and prepare them for in-depth high school science courses 

• Requires critical thinking, collaboration, research and analysis skills, and the ability to apply 
learning, all essential to 21st century college and career readiness 

• Can be customized to address particular areas of interest for students 
• Provides nearly 500 learning activities, more than 200 quizzes, and 200+ Flash activities 

(multi-media  activities with videos, animations, and more).  
 
Pearson Interactive Science 

Pearson’s online, Interactive Science program is correlated to the PA Academic Standards in 
Science and Technology, and is designed to be hands on and very user friendly. It offers many 
opportunities for student self-directed learning, as well as for teacher-student collaboration.  The 
program is fully digital, and there are several resources to support the student.  Additionally, the reading 
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level management allows students to change the reading level of the text to meet their individual needs.  
This allows students to study the deeper aspects of scientific knowledge and thinking even if their 
reading skills have not reached the level of their science skills. Interactive Science was designed using 
the principles of Grant Wiggins’ Understanding by Design (UBD), which encourages the asking and 
pursuit of Big Questions- which is what this school is all about. UBD is also “backwards designed”, 
beginning with what students are expected to understand, and building up through Bloom’s Taxonomy 
their knowledge and skills to the level of analysis and evaluation.  

 
The program has the following features: 

 Completely digital 

 Aligned with PA science standards (soon the New National Science Standards NNSS) 

 Engaging videos 

 Interactive art simulations 

 My reading web 

 Takes full advantage of technology 

 Big question chapter opener- Grant Wiggins understanding by design 

 Trace big question mark throughout the online chapter 

 Getting started activity at the beginning of each chapter 

 Follows the 5-e concept: engage, explore explain elaborate and evaluate 

 My planet diary feature- students blog about science concepts and answer questions 

regarding content material and text reading 

 Dig deeper into science by reading text and interacting with the content 

 Elaborate: apply interactive art simulations, engaging games, 

 Evaluate- students assess by responding to key questions 

 Saved and submitted to teacher 

 More practice with virtual labs 

 My science coach- students can do extra activities, games, choose reading level, 

assessments, etc. to support students 

 My science online.com multimedia content for lesson planning 

 Teachers can access resources and manage classes online. 

 
Social Studies K to 8th Grade 
Primary Curriculum Materials: Scott Foresman Social Studies (K to 6th); Compass Learning Odyssey (5th 
to 8th) 
 
Scott Foresman Social Studies  
 Scott Foresman Social Studies is a PA Academic Standards-aligned, complete social studies 
curriculum that is designed to be engaging and to help every child become an active, involved, and 
informed citizen. Scott Foresman Social Studies content covers the key social studies strands: 
Citizenship, Culture, Economics, Geography, Government, History and Science/Technology. Scott 
Foresman Social Studies content is organized to provide flexibility in learning and teaching. Ample 
material is provided to explore topics in depth. Scott Foresman Social Studies provides systematic 
instruction to improve comprehension and to reach out to all learners.  In every unit, reading skills are 
developed through built-in lessons. Target comprehension skills are pre-taught and then applied 
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throughout the unit for sustained practice.  Graphic organizers provide support for every skill. The 
curriculum is filled with compelling visuals, intriguing facts, and exciting real-world learning.  Colonial 
Williamsburg Lessons provide exciting, special features from the nation’s largest living museum.  Dorling 
Kindersley Visual Lessons provide bold, large-as life photographs with interesting, easy-to-read 
expository captions. Music lessons introduce or reinforce important concepts and vocabulary. Discovery 
Channel School projects provide exclusive, hands-on unit projects that synthesize and enhance learning.  
A special feature entitled You Are There provides captivating suspense-packed reading that builds 
excitement and lets students experience the event from a personal perspective. Online materials for 
learning are pervasive, and connected to the offline curricular materials in all areas. A Web-Based 
Information Center continually updates information, maps, and biographies. 
The curriculum provides built-in skill lessons in every unit and multiple assessment tools to develop 
thinking citizens. Informal assessment opportunities monitor children’s learning and provide If/then 
guidelines with specific reteaching strategies and effective practice. Formal assessment opportunities 
assess children’s learning and provide practice for key test-taking skills. Test-taking strategy lessons 
provide test preparation for national and state tests. 
 
CompassLearning Odyssey Social Studies 
 CompassLearning’s Social studies curriculum at the middle school level provides numerous 
lessons, worksheets, quizzes and tests, organized into a variety of chapters. The online materials 
correlate to the PA Academic Standards, providing lessons about topics in world history, US history, and 
state history, geography, economics, and social sciences. Some of the topics include, e.g., Ancient 
Hebrew, Early Civilization of India, Early Civilization of China, Roman Empire, Settling the Western U.S., 
United States 1877-1914, Characteristics of Pennsylvania, Economics, and Maps/Globes/Geographic 
Tools. 
 

Physical Education/Health Grades K to 8 
Primary Curriculum Materials: Fitness4Homeschool; Mcgraw Hill’s Glencoe Health 

 
Fitness4Homeschool by Family Time Fitness 
http://www.familytimefitness.com/fitness4homeschool/Fitness4HomeSchool.php  

Physical Education and Health Education are vitally important to all children, but particularly 
when students will be spending a large amount of time in an online learning environment.  We will help 
all of our students to develop a deep understanding of the importance of exercise and personal and 
public health, beginning with the online physical education and health curriculum provided by 
Fitness4Homeschool.  The Fitness4Homeschool program is designed specifically for students who learn 
primarily at home, addressing some of the common problems that often arise with homeschoolers, such 
as limited time spent exercising and interacting actively with peers.  Their 260 planned lessons require 
minimal preparation time, and are designed so that they do not require a large investment in 
equipment.  The lessons are designed to accomplish the following objectives: 

 
• Increase knowledge and teaching on how to exercise 
• Improve gross motor skills 
• Childhood obesity prevention 
• Diabetes prevention 
• Weight management 
• Develop self-confidence 

http://www.familytimefitness.com/fitness4homeschool/Fitness4HomeSchool.php
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• Increase energy and focus for academic studies 
• Provide family fitness experience 
• Increase PE/ Fitness options 

 
Lessons are designed to be appropriate to the age level of the student and modifiable for those who 
are ready to challenge themselves to reach higher levels of fitness.  
 
Glencoe Health 

Students will also learn about health and fitness using McGraw Hill’s Glencoe Health. Both 
sets of resources stress healthy choices and decision making. Glencoe Health teaches students the 
skills necessary to weigh options, to make responsible decisions, and to develop behavior that 
promotes healthy lifestyles.   The materials also give students the skills they need to stand up to 
peer pressure, avoid risky behaviors, and develop the resilience they need to handle the changes 
they’ll face during their school years and throughout their lives using real-world examples. Students 
will also have the tools to become fit and active teens with the online Fitness Zone providing fitness 
and nutrition information in print and online including tips, energy boosters, and videos. Glencoe Health 
uses the most complete teacher resources and the latest technology resources, including the Health 
e-Spotlight Video Series for Glencoe Health, to help build a healthy generation.  

 

Arts and Music Grades K to 8 
Primary Curriculum Materials: MusicPlay Music Education (student and teacher texts, cds and online 

curricula); A Survival Kit for the Elementary/Middle School Art Teacher, Helen D. Hume (June 2002, 

Jossey-Bass); Understanding Music, 4th edition Prentice Hall, 2005.  

MusicPlay Music Education 
Musicplay is an award winning music curriculum for elementary grades. Musicplay is a 

sequential curriculum with lessons that follow the calendar year. The weekly lesson outlines the 
new concepts that will be taught, those that will be reviewed, and include seasonal and holiday 
repertoire. It can be taught by musical novices or experts. Important concepts are taught through 
play. Each week in each grade a new singing game is featured. The songs and games are chosen to 
teach musical concepts, to teach children about cultures around the world, and to provide songs for 
special days and performances throughout the school year. The Musicplay teacher's guides include 
CD recordings. Each teacher's guide includes 4-6 full length CDs with more than 100 musical 
selections per grade level. Children and adult voices are used, and there are many recordings 
licensed from popular children’s entertainers. Accompaniments include Orff arrangements, piano 
accompaniments and orchestrated accompaniments. Performance songs on the CDs have both 
performance tracks and accompaniment tracks.. Multicultural songs feature authentic 
performances- songs in original languages and sung by native singers. Many of the multicultural 
songs are game songs that appeal to children even though the language and sound may be 
unfamiliar. The Listening Resource Kits provide the most comprehensive listening component of any 
music curriculum in North America. There are 24-40 examples per grade level. The reproducibles, 
maps, listening logs and activities are unique and teach children to become perceptive listeners. The 
student book is a 60-72 page soft cover book and is also available as a PowerPoint Edition.  
 
A Survival Kit for the Elementary/Middle School Art Teacher, Helen D. Hume  

Teachers, parents and students will use Helen Hume’s award-winning Survival kit to teach 
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and learn about the fundamental concepts of art. This comprehensive resource provides practical 
information, proven management tips, and over 100 specially selected art projects to help K-8 art 
teachers implement an effective art education program and make art appreciation and activities 
fun. Materials are printed in a big 8 " x 11" format with lay-flat binding for photocopying of various 
management aids and student project handouts, and organized into two main parts.  

 
Part I, The Art Program, provides tested guidelines and reproducibles for building the 
program and making art appreciation and activities fun. Included are tips for writing art 
lesson plans, creating bulletin boards, and assessing artwork as well as the 
developmental characteristics of students as they apply to art at each grade level, K 
through 8, discipline suggestions, safety precautions, and more. 

Part II, The Art Curriculum, presents more than 100 specially selected art projects organized 
by medium into nine units. Each project is illustrated, complete and ready for use, and 
includes adaptations for younger students, alternative project(s) and interdisciplinary and 
multicultural connection. They include: 

 Exploring the Elements & Principles of Design. Unit 1 features 12 stimulating projects to 
help students understand the basic elements and principles of art, such as Costumes & 
Color(color)...Collage Cityscape (space)...Mexican Sun (texture)...and Black & White 
Makes It Right (contrast). 

 Paper. The 10 projects in Unit 2 include a paper-making activity, Handmade Paper, and 
introduce various techniques for creating with paper in activities like Story 
Quilt and Pop-Up Greeting Cards. 

 Drawing with Pencil, Pastels, Crayons & Markers. Unit 3 offers 14 projects exploring 
new ways to work with unfamiliar materials. In The Bestiary, Animal Drawings, for 
example, students draw an imaginary creature by combining parts of familiar animals. 

 Painting. The 15 projects in Unit 4 introduce painting in tempera, acrylics, watercolor, 
and ink. For example, in Open the Door! Students study different examples of historical 
doors and arches then paint their own doorway. 

 Printmaking. Unit 5 presents 11 methods of printmaking with how-to tips for each 
process, plus 7 stimulating printmaking projects such as Colorful Tiles, Relief Prints, 
and Japanese Fish Printing. 

 Three-Dimensional Design. In Unit 6, you'll find 16 projects that give students the 
chance to assemble, carve or create masks with paper, wood, metal, soap and other 
materials, including Rolled Paper-Tube Sculpture, 3-D Sports Heroes, and Assemblage. 

 Ceramics. The 8 popular projects in Unit 7 involve students in working with clay. 
Examples include Double Pinch Pot, Architectural Birdhouse, and Mural: Ceramic, 
Cement, Marbles, Noodle and Glass. 

 Architecture: The Built Environment. Unit 8 features 10 architecture-based research 
activities, such as City Planning...Victorian Houses...Design a Chair...and Paint Your 
Dream House. 

 Technology: Computer, Photography, Video. All 7 projects in Unit 9 utilize a computer. 
Students learns how to produce different typefaces, add texture, transform black and 
white copies, manipulate photos and more in activities such as Graphic Design: A Public 
Service Flyer, Line Drawing with a Flashlight, and Video Production. 
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Resources for all grade levels and All Subjects (K to 12th Grade) 
Safari Montage K to 12 Supercore 
https://www.safarimontage.com/Default.aspx 
 

Safari Montage provides educational video titles tied to the curriculum and indexed to the 
Common Core Content Standards and Pennsylvania’s Academic Standards from the industry’s leading 
video publishers, which include Schlessinger Media, PBS, The History Channel, National Geographic, 
Scholastic, Disney Education, BBC and more. SAFARI Montage is now the only commercial digital 
distributor of PBS’ library of full-length programs to schools nationwide. SAFARI Montage provides an 
integrated Learning Object Repository, Video Streaming Library, Media Delivery System and Digital 
Learning Platform all wrapped into one. A full suite of integrated modules provides a single interface for 
users to access and manage all digital video and other visual resources from within the school’s network 
or from home. Through Safari Montage, the school can easily upload and manage its own digital 
content, and disseminate it to all users throughout the school. The service provides K to 8 students 
5,121 fully segmented and searchable video titles, 6,692 fully segmented and searchable video titles, 
along with 17,195 still images, 2,226 web links, 259 audio files and 246 documents. The content covers 
the areas of Social Studies, Math, Science, Language Arts, Art & Music, Foreign Language Instruction, 
Physical Education, Health & Wellness, and more. Each title includes extensive, standardized metadata 
to ensure that teachers can find exactly the clips they need. All video titles have been segmented into 
chapters and key concepts, and many include a quiz. 

 
Safari Montage Topics  
 

Algebra Agriculture American History 

American Literature Ancient Civilizations Art Appreciation 

Art Instruction Astronomy Authors 

Biology Black Studies British Literature 

Business Calculus Career and Technical Education 

Character Education Chemistry Conflict Resolution 

Earth Science Economics Editing 

Education Environmental Science Family & Consumer Science 

Fiction Folk & Fairy Tales Forensics 

Geography Geometry Grammar 

Health & Wellness Holidays Human Anatomy 

Life Science Literacy Meteorology 

Middle Ages Middle East Multiculturalism 

Music & Dance Appreciation Mythology Native Americans 

Nonfiction Physical Education Physical Science 

Physics Poetry Pre-Algebra 

Proofreading Psychology Renaissance 

Shakespeare Space Science Study Skills 

Technology Trigonometry U.S. Government 

Women's Studies World Cultures World History 

World Language Instruction World Religions Writing Skills 

https://www.safarimontage.com/Default.aspx
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(Spanish, French, Chinese, 
Japanese, German, Italian) 

 
Reading List - All Grades 
 

Title  Author 

Aeneid, The  Virgil 

American Dream, and the Zoo Story, The  Albee, Edward 

Americans' Favorite Poems: The Favorite Poem Project 
Anthology 

 Pinsky, Robert (editor); Dietz, Maggie 
(editor) 

Ariel  Plath, Sylvia 

Blood Wedding  Lorca, Federico Garcia 

Book of Luminous Things, A  Milosz, Czeslaw (editor) 

Collected Poems  Auden, W. H. 

Coney Island of the Mind, A  Ferlinghetti, Lawrence 

Crucible, The  Miller, Arthur 

Cyrano de Bergerac  Rostand, Edmund 

Doll's House, A  Ibsen, Henrik 

Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds  Zindel, Paul 

Fences  Wilson, August 

For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the 
Rainbow Is Enuf 

 Shange, Nzoke 

Glass Menagerie, The  Williams, Tennessee 

Hamlet  Shakespeare, William 

Hedda Gabler  Ibsen, Henrik 

House That Crack Built, The  Taylor, Clark 

In the Trail of the Wind: American Indian Poems and Ritual 
Orations 

 Bierhorst, John 

Julius Caesar  Shakespeare, William 

Jump Ball: A Basketball Season in Poems  Glenn, Mel 

King Lear  Shakespeare, William 

Life Doesn't Frighten Me  Angelou, Maya 

Macbeth  Shakespeare, William 

Major Barbara  Shaw, George Bernard 

Master Harold and the Boys  Fugard, Athol 

Maus: A Survivor's Tale  Spiegelman, Art 

Maus: A Survivor's Tale, II: And Here My Troubles Began  Spiegelman, Art 

Merchant of Venice, The  Shakespeare, William 

Midsummer Night's Dream  Shakespeare, William 

Mind's Eye  Fleischman, Paul 

Murder in the Cathedral  Eliot, T. S. 

Navajo: Visions and Voices Across the Mesa  Begay, Shonto 

Nothing but the Truth: A Documentary Novel  Avi,  

Novemberland: Selected Poems, 1956-1993  Grass, Gunter 

Oedipus the King  Sophocles,  

http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1669
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=310
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1311
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1311
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=165
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=149
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1144
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=106
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1835
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4323
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1386
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4294
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1782
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=197
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=183
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=183
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4319
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=175
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4295
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1608
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=455
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=455
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=176
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1988
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4301
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=354
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=177
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4313
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=129
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1531
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1532
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4300
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=178
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1849
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4306
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=439
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=3
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=2015
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1522
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Othello  Shakespeare, William 

Out of the Dust  Hesse, Karen 

Paradise Lost  Milton, John 

Playboy of the Western World; and, Riders to the Sea, The  Synge, J. M. 

Poems of the Aztec Peoples  Kissam, Edward 

Rhinoceros  Ionesco, Eugene 

Rime of the Ancient Mariner, The  Coleridge, Samuel 

Romeo and Juliet  Shakespeare, William 

Shaking the Pumpkin: Traditional Poetry of the Indian North 
Americas 

 Rothberg, Jerome 

Six Characters in Search of an Author  Pirandello, Luigi 

Sonnets, The  Shakespeare, William 

Spoon River Anthology  Masters, Edgar Lee 

Stop Pretending  Sones, Sonya 

Streetcar Named Desire, A  Williams, Tennessee 

Tempest, The  Shakespeare, William 

This Same Sky: A Collection of Poems from Around the World  Nye, Naomi Shihab (editor) 

Threepenny Opera, The  Brecht, Bertolt 

Twelfth Night  Shakespeare, William 

Two Trains Running  Wilson, August 

Waiting for Godot: A Tragicomedy in Two Acts  Beckett, Samuel 

What Have You Lost?  Nye, Naomi Shihab (editor) 
 

 
Overview of Synergy Cyber’s 9th to 12th Grade Curriculum Provided by Subject 
 
 It is important to note here that the high school level curriculum scope and sequence is meant 
to be taken as continuous with the curriculum offered at the lower “grade” levels.  The scope and 
sequence flows up and down across the continuum of learning in a discipline, and is meant also to be 
continuous with study at the AP/college level and above.  Thus, a student could be studying Reading at 
a 7th grade level based on his or her needs, and simultaneously studying “high school” level Geometry, 
based on their demonstrated level of achievements and desire to learn.  Likewise, a student taking the 
majority of their coursework at the high school level might need to learn science content that was 
offered at a lower grade level based on his or her demonstrated needs.  The school and the curricula 
will be organized to support learners who have needs and are ready to learn at whatever level is most 
appropriate for them.  Students will be assigned resources and coursework in their Learning Plans that 
correspond to their interests, levels of needs, and demonstrated mastery of content and skills.  
 
High School Program and Graduation Requirements 
 

Twenty-two (22) credits are required to graduate from Synergy Cyber Charter.  This is higher 
than the former Pennsylvania state requirements, and provides the foundation we believe is necessary 
for adequate college preparation.  High school courses are structured to assist students with achieving 
proficiency on the relevant Pennsylvania Academic Standards, PA Common Core Standards, and the 
Keystone Exams.  In addition to the 22 required academic credits, in order to graduate, all students must 
complete a Senior Demonstration Project, be Proficient in required Keystone Exams (beginning in 2017) 

http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=180
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=705
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4325
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1591
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=885
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=777
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=618
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=181
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1388
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1388
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1312
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1460
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1078
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1521
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4320
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=4302
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1215
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=494
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=182
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=199
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=437
http://crl.startest.org/book.do;jsessionid=LJ4GJJPHXDYHKYPNCOV2MZI?no=1216
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and apply to at least one postsecondary institution.  AP exam scores of 3 or higher may be substituted 
for the Keystone exams subject to approval by the PA Department of Education.  
 
Twenty-two Credit - Core Curriculum 

 

Credits Subject Area 

4 English 

4 Science 

4 Math 

4 Social Studies 

2 Spanish/World Language 

1 Technology/Computers 

1 Phys.Ed/Health 

2 Senior Project 

22 TOTAL 

 
World Language Fluency 

All of our students must be able to read and communicate in a World Language (e.g., Spanish) 
prior to graduation.   Certified Spanish teachers will provide coursework and instruction for students, 
and students will use CompassLearning Odyssey and Rosetta Stone online software to learn how to 
communicate in a language other than English. Additional languages will be provided to study through 
the Rosetta Stone online courseware, by request of parents and students and with approval by the 
school’s administration.  

 
AP Courses 

In addition to the standard upper level coursework and topics identified below, students will 
have the opportunity to study college level content in AP courses will be offered through the 
CompassLearning Odyssey system. Students will therefore have the opportunity to 5 or more Advanced 
Placement credits prior to graduating high school:  

 AP Calculus AB 

 AP Biology 

 AP U.S. Government 

 AP Macroeconomics 

 AP Microeconomics 
 

 Additional online AP classes will be made available to students and parents requesting higher 

level coursework through Apex Learning, in the following subjects, AP Physics, AP Chemistry, AP 

Psychology, AP Statistics, AP U.S. History and AP English Language and Composition. 

 
  

English/Language Arts- High School  

English 1 (Compass Learning) 

 English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, essay development, 

research, functional text, and communication. Through the study of short stories, poetry, drama, and 
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nonfiction, students analyze literary elements, devices, text structure, author’s purpose, and historical 

significance. Students read the novels, “Old Man and the Sea” by Ernest Hemingway, “Farewell to 

Manzanar” by Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston and James D. Houston, and “Homecoming” by Cynthia Voigt 

to examine the concepts of point of view, setting, character development, conflict, rising action, climax, 

falling action, theme and motif. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and vocabulary 

acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds. In addition, writing 

instruction focuses on the writing process with integrated grammar instruction. Students write a variety 

of multi-paragraph essays as well as study a variety of communication strategies and the research 

process. Students will connect to their own lives while demonstrating proficiency of writing process 

through narrative, reflective, descriptive, persuasive literary analysis and research writing. The 

instructional design is based on Common Core Standards and Pennsylvania Academic Standards and 

Pennsylvania Academic Standards. 

English II (Compass Learning) 

 English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, essay development, 

research, functional text, and communication. Students will have the opportunity to expand their 

knowledge of technology, listening and viewing while studying a variety of genres. Through a wide 

variety of literature, students further analyze literary elements and devices, text structure, author’s 

purpose, and historical significance. Students also read the novels “Of Mice and Men” by John 

Steinbeck, “House on Mango Street” by Sandra Cisneros, and “The Body of Christopher Creed” by Carol 

Plum-Ucci to further examine the concepts of setting, character analysis, inference, sequence of events, 

voice, dialogue, point of view, theme, conflict and motif. Students develop strategies for reading 

comprehension and vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-

alouds. In addition, students write a variety of essays focusing on the writing process with integrated 

grammar instruction as well as study a variety of communication strategies and the research process. 

Students will connect to their own lives while demonstrating proficiency of writing process through 

narrative, reflective, descriptive, persuasive literary analysis and research writing. The instructional 

design is based on Common Core Standards and Pennsylvania Academic Standards. 

English III (Compass Learning) 

 English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and functional text. 
Through the study of American literature covering the period from 1400’s to the present, students 
analyze literary elements and devices, text/story structure, author’s purpose, and historical significance. 
Students will read a variety of genres including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and folktales, while 
identifying author’s view point and use of language. Students develop strategies for reading 
comprehension and vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-
alouds, and apply these strategies to complex texts. Students compare forms of media and evaluate 
information presented using different text features. Students write a variety of essays with an emphasis 
on responding to literature through analysis and synthesis. The instructional design is based on Common 
Core Standards and Pennsylvania Academic Standards. 
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English IV (Compass Learning) 

 English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and functional text. 
Active reading strategies process writing, and higher order/critical thinking skills will be utilized to 
analyze and interpret reading selections from specific time period. Through the study of British 
literature covering the period from 449 to the present, students analyze literary elements and devices, 
text structure, author’s purpose, and historical significance. Students develop strategies for reading 
comprehension and vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-
alouds, and apply these strategies to complex texts. Students write a variety of essays with an emphasis 
on responding to literature through analysis and synthesis. The instructional design is based on Common 
Core Standards and Pennsylvania Academic Standards. 

MATHEMATICS- High School Level 

Algebra I (Compass Learning) 

 Algebra I includes the continued study of variables, equations, and functions. Topics include 
solving equations and inequalities, simplifying expressions, polynomials and factoring, graphing, radicals, 
and expanding arithmetic knowledge. The instructional design is based on state standards and research 
stemming from the National Mathematics Advisory Panel’s Final Report. This course includes scaffolding 
in the form of animation, feedback, hints, and a glossary. Embedded critical mistakes and common 
misconceptions guidance lead students to understand the reasoning behind correct and incorrect 
responses. There is also an emphasis on repetition and practice. The instructional design is based on 
Common Core Standards and Pennsylvania Academic Standards. 

Geometry (Compass Learning) 

 Odyssey’s Geometry course includes the study of two- and three-dimensional objects and their 
properties as well as deductive and inductive reasoning (i.e., proofs and coordinate geometry). 
Properties of geometric objects are covered including the study of: points; lines; angles and planes; 
polygons with a special focus on quadrilaterals, triangles and shapes; circles; and solids. The 
instructional design is based on state standards and research developed by the National Mathematics 
Advisory Panel’s Final Report. This course includes scaffolding in the form of animation, feedback, hints, 
and a glossary. Embedded critical mistakes and common misconceptions guidance lead students to 
understand the reasoning behind correct and incorrect responses. There is also an emphasis on 
repetition and practice. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards and Pennsylvania 
Academic Standards 

Trigonometry (Compass Learning) 

 Trigonometry is a course for students who have successfully completed Algebra I, Geometry, 
and Algebra II. The materials cover a development of trigonometry right triangle trigonometry to 
oblique triangles and the polar plane. Throughout the course, students will develop trigonometric 
formulas and use them in real-world applications, evaluate trigonometric proofs using complex 
trigonometric identities and solving trigonometric equations with regard to the unit circle. The 
instructional design is based on Common Core Standards and Pennsylvania Academic Standards. 

The course seeks to help students expand their knowledge and skills so that they may achieve the 
following goals: 
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 Use trigonometry as a tool for indirect measurement. 

 Model natural phenomenon with trigonometric functions. 

 Perform operations with complex numbers using trigonometry. 

 Use trigonometric identities to evaluate trigonometric proofs and solve trigonometric equations 
with regard to the unit circle. 

 Solve for unknown sides and angles of right and oblique triangles using right triangle 
trigonometry, law of sines and law of cosines. 

Pre-Calculus (Compass Learning) 

 Pre-calculus completes the formal study of the functions begun in Algebra I and Algebra II. 
Students focus on modeling, problem solving, data analysis, trigonometric and circular functions and 
their inverses, polar coordinates, complex numbers, conics, and quadratic relations. Discrete topics 
include the Proof by Induction and the Binomial Theorem along with sequences and series. The 
instructional design is based on state standards and research developed by the National Mathematics 
Advisory Panel’s Final Report. This course includes scaffolding in the form of animation, feedback, hints, 
and a glossary. Embedded critical mistakes and common misconceptions guidance lead students to 
understand the reasoning behind correct and incorrect responses. There is also an emphasis on 
repetition and practice. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards and Pennsylvania 
Academic Standards. 

SCIENCE 

Physical Science (Compass Learning) 

 Physical Science begins high school level Science. Introductory chemistry topics include matter, 
the periodic table, chemical reactions, and acids and bases. Introductory physics topics include motion, 
energy, waves, electricity, and magnetism. Odyssey High School science courses include strategies for 
dealing with common misconceptions, based on information gathered from Uncovering Student Ideas in 
Science by Page Keeley and Joyce Tugel, and the Pennsylvania Academic Standards for Science and 
Technology and Engineering. Courses integrate questioning strategies and additional structuring of the 
learning experience guided by the Model Instruction Program started by David Hestenes and the 
American Modeling Teachers Association. 

Biology I (Compass Learning) 

 Biology builds on middle school life sciences and the high school level Physical Science course. 
Biology topics include biochemistry, the cell, genetics, natural selection, the history of life, viruses and 
bacteria, protists, plants, animals, the human body, ecosystems, and environmental topics. Odyssey 
High School science courses include strategies for dealing with common misconceptions, based on 
information gathered in Uncovering Student Ideas in Science by Page Keeley and Joyce Tugel, and the 
Pennsylvania Academic Standards for Science and Technology and Engineering. Courses integrate 
questioning strategies and additional structuring of the learning experience guided by the Model 
Instruction Program started by David Hestenes and the American Modeling Teachers Association. 

Chemistry (Compass Learning) 
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 Chemistry is for third-year high school students. Chemistry topics include matter, the periodic 
table, chemical reactions, solution chemistry, organic chemistry, and nuclear chemistry. The course 
includes state-of-the-art animation and computer graphics to simplify concepts with visual explanations. 
Step-by-step instructions for solving quantitative chemistry and physics problems are provided 
throughout the course. The course includes strategies for dealing with common misconceptions, based 
on information gathered in Uncovering Student Ideas in Science by Page Keeley and Joyce Tugel, and the 
Pennsylvania Academic Standards for Science and Technology and Engineering. 

Physics (Compass Learning) 

 Physics builds on the ideas of previous high school courses, including Physical Science. Topics 
include motion, Newton’s laws, universal gravitation, thermal physics, optics, electromagnetism, and 
introductory relativity and quantum physics. Earth and Space Science topics are also taught. Odyssey 
High School science courses include strategies for dealing with common misconceptions, based on 
information gathered in Uncovering Student Ideas in Science by Page Keeley and Joyce Tugel, and the 
Pennsylvania Academic Standards for Science and Technology and Engineering. Course integrates 
questioning strategies and additional structuring of the learning experience guided by the Model 
Instruction Program started by David Hestenes and the American Modeling Teachers Association. 
Courses include original reading passages with instruction in reading comprehension for scientific topics. 

 
SOCIAL STUDIES- High School Level  
 

US History I – (CompassLearning Odyssey) 

 Students will explore the history of the United States from its beginning until the year 1850. The 
course covers such topics as the exploration and colonization of America, how America got its 
independence, how the Constitution was formed, and the reforms that took place along the way. This 
course prepares students for US History II, which covers post-1850 history. 

US History II – (CompassLearning Odyssey) 

 Students study the history of the U.S. from the Civil War to the present. Historical content 
focuses on political, economic, and social events related to sectionalism, slavery, industrialization, 
urbanization, major international wars, domestic and foreign policies of the Cold War and post-Cold War 
eras, and reform movements including the expansion of democratic processes and civil rights. Students 
examine the impact of geographic factors on major events and analyze causes and effects of the Great 
Depression. Students examine the impact of constitutional issues on U.S. society, evaluate the 
relationships among the three branches of government, and analyze efforts to expand the democratic 
process. Students analyze the impact of technological innovations on the American labor force. Students 
learn contemporary U.S. history, including the election of 2008 and the terrorist threat of the early 21st 
century. The course includes a review of U.S. history prior to 1850. 

World History – (CompassLearning Odyssey) 

 This course highlights the nature of changes in international frameworks and their causes and 
consequences, as well as comparisons of major societies. The course emphasizes the development of 
relevant factual knowledge, leading interpretive issues, and types of historical evidence. Beginning with 
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the earliest known civilizations, the course builds on an understanding of cultural, institutional, and 
technological precedents that, along with geography, set the human stage up to the present. The 
division of world history into broad chronological periods forms the organizing principle for dealing with 
change and continuity from the earliest civilizations to the present. Specific themes provide further 
organization, along with consistent attention to contacts among societies that form the core of world 
history as a field of study. A significant portion of the content dealing with the 20th and 21st centuries is 
accompanied by archival video footage. 

U.S. Government/Civics – First Half – (CompassLearning Odyssey) 

 Government Students learn major historical political ideas, forms of government, and founding 
principles of U.S. government. Students learn the functions, structure, and powers of government at all 
levels. Emphasis is placed on the U.S. Constitution, its fundamental principles, and the form of 
government it created. Students analyze concepts of republicanism, federalism, checks and balances, 
separation of powers, popular sovereignty, and individual rights. Students compare the U.S. system of 
government and economics with other systems. Students analyze the impact of individuals, political 
parties, interest groups, and the media; evaluate the importance of voluntary individual participation in 
a democratic society; and analyze the rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. Students examine the 
relationship between policies and cultures in the U.S. Students learn the requirements for citizenship 
and the importance of active citizens in a democracy. 

U.S. Government/Civics – Second Half – (CompassLearning Odyssey) 

 Economics Students will learns basic principles of production, consumption, and distribution of 
goods and services in the United States and compare them with those in other countries. Students will 
learn the rights and responsibilities of consumers and businesses. Students will enterprise system. 
Students will understand market structures. Students will examine economic indicators and tools 
relevant to the study of international economics and identify how economics plays a role in the 
development of countries and the future of the global economy. 

TECHNOLOGY STUDIES – High School Level  

Introduction to Computers and Applications (Compass Learning) 

 This course helps students understand hardware, software, and operating systems. Topics 
include hardware features and commonly used business applications. Students will learn the basics of 
creating a word-processing document in Microsoft Word®, a spreadsheet in Excel®, and PowerPoint® 
presentations. Internet safety skills are also covered, including the effective use of search engines and 
respect for intellectual property rights. In addition, students create their own presentations on subjects 
such as cyberbullying.  

PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH – High School Level  

Personal Fitness (Fitness4Homeschool.com) 

 Physical Education and Health Education are vitally important to all children, but particularly 
when students will be spending a large amount of time in an online learning environment. We will help 
all of our students to develop a deep understanding of the importance of exercise and personal and 
public health, beginning with the online physical education and health curriculum provided by 
Fitness4Homeschool. The Fitness4Homeschool program is designed specifically for students who learn 
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primarily at home, addressing some of the common problems that often arise with homeschoolers, such 
as limited time spent exercising and interacting actively with peers. Their 260 planned lessons require 
minimal preparation time, and are designed so that they do not require a large investment in 
equipment. The lessons are designed to accomplish the following objectives: 

•  Increase knowledge and teaching on how to exercise 

•  Improve gross motor skills 

•  Childhood obesity prevention 

•  Diabetes prevention 

•  Weight management 

•  Develop self-confidence 

•  Increase energy and focus for academic studies 

•  Provide family fitness experience 

•  Increase PE/ Fitness options 

 

Health (Compass Learning) 

 Odyssey High School Health gives students the opportunity to learn about overall health and its 
many facets, to practice life skills, and to develop attitudes that can benefit them throughout their lives. 
The course provides opportunities for students to practice and reflect upon healthy decision-making 
strategies and their use. The content for the course is based on current information provided by the 
Centers for Disease Control, the National Institute of Health, and many of the NIH divisions. High School 
Health is a course that gives students the opportunity to learn about overall health and its many facets, 
to practice life skills, and to develop attitudes that can benefit them throughout their lives. The course 
provides opportunities for students to practice and reflect upon healthy decision-making strategies and 
their use.  

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to do the following: 

 Demonstrate awareness of health as it applies to their own bodies, minds, and emotions. 

 Demonstrate awareness of health as it applies to their living environments. 

 Identify the components of a healthy lifestyle and set reasonable goals to achieve a lifestyle of 
wellness. 

 Understand that incorporating sound health practices creates a lifestyle of moderation and 
wellness. 

 Understand the responsibility of properly caring for their bodies. 

 

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC – High School Level  

Art History (Compass Learning) 

 Art History is a year-long elective designed to enable students to develop knowledge of the 
history and theory of art and the relationship between artist, artwork, and society. Students will 
research and critique periods, styles, and works of art from early civilizations through modern and 
contemporary art. They will address questions such as: What makes an artwork a masterpiece? Why do 
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artists create art? What is the difference between Rococo and Art Nouveau? Students will learn about 
the elements of art and principles of design, and learn how artists have used these elements and 
principles in the creation of art for centuries. This course focuses on the development of artistic 
traditions in Western culture. Major artists, periods, and movements from Prehistory to Modernism will 
be discussed. 

 

Digital Arts & Photography (Compass Learning) 

 Digital Arts is designed to provide students with an introduction to digital cameras. Students will 
be able to display the photos they captured through various projects. Other projects will include virtual 
field trips and researching artists. 

 

Music Appreciation (Understanding Music, 4th edition, Prentice Hall, 2012) 

 The goal of this semester-long course is to provide instruction in basic musical elements, trace 
the development and growth of classical music, and give students a strong foundation for a greater 
appreciation of music. Students will examine music in the world around them and discover how they 
experience music. They’ll be introduced to the basic elements and sounds of music and instruments. 
Students will learn the names and backgrounds of several famous musical composers. Students will also 
learn how and where classical music began, how it developed over the centuries, and the ways in which 
music and culture affect each other. Lastly, students will examine the ways modern music has been 
influenced by classical music. This course also provides students with lessons in engaged listening. These 
special lessons allow students to listen and respond to music. A template for how to listen and respond 
is provided. 

 

Digital Arts (Compass Learning) 

 Digital Arts provides computer science students with an introduction to visualization-graphics 
programming on computers. To equip students for today’s digitally driven lifestyle; this course focuses 
on using a digital camera and the practical application of digital imaging and editing programs. 
Additionally, students will work with audio-editing programs, and will also examine 3D technology and 
cinematography. 

 

WORLD LANGUAGES- High School Level (Students may start in middle school or earlier) 

 
Spanish I (Compass Learning and Rosetta Stone Online) 

 Spanish I is an entry level high school foreign language course that explores the Spanish 
language through communication, culture, connections, comparisons, and communities. Course 
materials are designed to support students as they work to gain a basic proficiency in speaking, listening, 
reading, and writing Spanish, and in cultural competency. 

 

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to do the following: 
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 Use Spanish in everyday situations in a basic manner and in both oral and written 
communication. 

 Use vocabulary necessary to function as a tourist in Spanish-speaking countries. 

 Demonstrate a basic knowledge of the Spanish-speaking world. 

 Listen to and understand basic passages in Spanish related to various themes. 

 Read and understand basic passages in Spanish related to various themes. 

 Compare and contrast cultural aspects of Hispanic countries and the United States. 

 

Spanish II (Compass Learning and Rosetta Stone Online) 

 Spanish II is a high school foreign language course that builds upon skills and concepts taught in 
Spanish I, emphasizing communication, cultures, connections, comparisons, and communities. Course 
materials are designed to support students as they work to gain a basic proficiency in speaking, listening, 
reading, and writing Spanish, and in cultural competency. 

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to do the following: 

 Use Spanish in everyday situations in both oral and written communication. 

 Use vocabulary necessary to live in a Spanish-speaking country. 

 Demonstrate an understanding of Hispanic countries. 

 Listen to and understand passages in Spanish related to various themes. 

 Read and understand passages in Spanish related to themes. 

Compare and contrast cultural aspects of Hispanic countries and the United States. 
 

3. Planned instruction for each course offering must be aligned to the following:  
 
1. Learning objectives and outcomes;  
2. Eligible content and assessment anchors that will be measured on the PSSA 
and Keystone assessments and 3. Pennsylvania academic standards. 
 

 The school’s curriculum is fully aligned to the Pennsylvania Academic Standards in all areas, with 

learning objectives and outcomes aligned to eligible content and assessment anchors that are assessed 

on the PSSA and Keystone tests. See Appendix R for the full scope and sequence, grades K to 12.  

4. Application is not clear how materials included in application will be used to 
provide planned instruction at the elementary, middle and high school levels 

 
 The main curricular materials for Synergy Cyber Charter will be the online curriculum from 

Compass Learning Odyssey, which is a K to 12 curriculum fully aligned with Pennsylvania Academic 

Standards. The school employs an individualized performance based progression that is personalized to 

a student’s needs, and Just in Time learning that uses a responsive system that provides learning 

activities tailored to a student’s needs and interests within a full K to 12 curriculum.  The core of each 

student’s learning experience is a “smart” system that assesses student mastery, provides a lesson on 

the next step in the progression of the curriculum sequence, checks for mastery and either provides 
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opportunities for re-teaching (through the online system or by teachers and tutors) if a student has not 

fully mastered the topic or allows a student to move forward to the next topic if they have 

demonstrated mastery.  Teachers will use feedback from the Odyssey system and other assessments to 

develop a plan for each student’s learning that is shared with the student and their parents, and 

managed through the Haiku Learning Management System.  Odyssey provides individualization of 

learning, based on continual assessment, feedback, and presentation of appropriate challenges and age‐

tested material that supports a smooth progression of learning through the grade levels and within and 

across academic disciplines.  An online, K‐to‐12th grade, progressive curriculum provides an ideal 

situation for students who might be advanced in a particular discipline area but behind (for their peer 

group) in another area.  A student in our school will be able to progress through the curriculum based on 

his or her current skill levels and demonstrated needs.  Students will be assigned resources and 

coursework in their learning plans that correspond to their interests, levels of need, and demonstrated 

mastery of content and skills. Teachers will also develop and utilize their own Pennsylvania Standards-

based assessments and project rubrics that will serve to assess student mastery of subject topics and 

units and assign students to topics and projects based on their mastery of those particular academic 

topics and/or units.  Teachers will work with parents when students are in elementary grades, and 

parents and students when students are in upper grades, to craft learning plans that keep them 

challenged and moving toward academic achievement levels in line with their learning plan 

expectations. 

5. Failed to provide course descriptions at the elementary, middle and high 
school levels 
 

 Course descriptions are provided in the Appendix to this document for all courses, grades K to 

12. 

6. Applicant only provided evidence of curriculum alignment for the high school 
level 

 
 All curricula are aligned to the PA Academic Standards- see the Appendix to this document.  

 
7. Applicant only listed learning objectives and outcomes for the elementary and 

middle school levels and made a conclusive statement that the learning 
objectives and outcomes are aligned to PA academic standards 

  
 Learning Objectives and Outcomes are provided for all courses with alignment to the PA 

Academic Standards in the Appendix to this document.  

8. Applicant should explain the research basis for the school’s educational 
program including how the planned instruction and assessments will enhance 
student performance 
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 The idea of “extended-time schools” is not unique.  There have been schools over the years that 

have extended both hours and days and have done so with varying success.  In the fall of 2005, a report 

on extended school time was published by Massachusetts 2020, an organization in Boston with a 

mission to expand educational and economic opportunities for children and families in the state of 

Massachusetts. 

 The study on which the report was based profiled seven schools in and around Boston and one 

in the Bronx.  The schools were of different grade configurations; seven went to the eighth grade and 

the eighth was a high school, 7 through 12.  Four of the schools were middle schools; two were 5 

through and two were 6 thorough 8.  Massachusetts 2020 was able to augment the budgets of the 

schools with the support of a foundation and a major corporation.  The additional funds were 

committed to the schools for a one year period during which the schools extended the time of 

operation.  The percentage of students who qualified for free and reduced lunch ranged from 64% to 

95%; the average was 76.86%. 

 The report stated that “Classroom observations, and interviews with school leaders and 

teachers, revealed five key ways that additional time, if structured effectively, can promote student 

learning and achievement: 

 1. Increased time on task, 
 2. Broader and deeper coverage of curriculum, 
 3. More opportunities for experiential learning, 
 4. Greater ability to work with diverse ability levels simultaneously and 
 5. Deepened adult-child relationships” 
 

 The report on this project concluded that “As educators and policymakers struggle to surmount 

the dogged achievement gap and the worrisome flattening of proficiency rats overall, they may be 

ignoring one of the most fundamental truths of all: human cognitive capacity (i.e., learning) is limited by 

time.  The more content and skills there are to master, the more time is needed to master them.” 

 Synergy believes that it will be able to increase the performance of its students with an 
altered schedule that will allow for more time to learn critical subject matter and critical thinking 
skills. 
 
 See the discussion, above, about a report that was published by Massachusetts 2020, an 

organization in Boston with a mission to expand educational and economic opportunities for children 

and families in the state of Massachusetts.  As discussed above, the report chronicled a year-long study 

of nine schools that extended the learning day.  The result of this effort was an increase in standardized 

test scores for students in all grades and in all subjects.  The expense of extending the school day was 

subsidized with foundation and corporate donations. 

9. Applicant failed to explain the research basis for the year round school and 
the performance-based progression education models 
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  In the act of learning, people obtain content knowledge, acquire skills, and develop work 

habits—and practice the application of all three to “real world” situations. Performance-based learning 

and assessment represent a set of strategies for the acquisition and application of knowledge, skills, and 

work habits through the performance of tasks that are meaningful and engaging to students. 

 Performance-based progression  

1. Students become leaders of their learning process. 

2. Teachers become facilitators and partners. 

3. Students must demonstrate a much higher level of mastery. 

4. The pathway from level to level—and ultimately graduation—is transparent to 

everyone. 
5. In a traditional system, time is the constant and learning is the variable. In a RISC 

system, the reverse is true: Learning is the constant and time is the variable. Students 
move at their own pace, which honors natural developmental differences. 

 See the discussion, above, about a report that was published by Massachusetts 2020, an 

organization in Boston with a mission to expand educational and economic opportunities for children 

and families in the state of Massachusetts.  As discussed above, the report chronicled a year-long study 

of nine schools that extended the learning day.  The result of this effort was an increase in standardized 

test scores for students in all grades and in all subjects.  The expense of extending the school day was 

subsidized with foundation and corporate donations. 

2. Governance   
 Applicant failed to submit sufficient evidence of proper governance and necessary support 
and planning to provide a comprehensive learning experience to students  
  
  Synergy Cyber Charter School has formed a Board of Directors comprised of members 

who all have significant professional, management and Board experience.  The members have all 

accepted the Board appointment with an understanding of the complexities of governing a charter 

school and with an understanding of the responsibility inherent in the task of managing and overseeing 

the activities of a chief executive.  Among the skills represented among the members are financial 

planning, architecture, community development, planning, arts management, board participation on a 

wide-range of organizations including colleges and hospitals.  It is our belief that this Board is well 

prepared to undertake the task of governing Synergy Cyber at the highest level of competence and will 

be capable of managing relationships with management, vendors, consultants, and regulators. 

 a. Failed to submit sufficient evidence of effective governance by an independent board of 
trustees   
 
 Synergy Cyber has built a Board of Directors that is well prepared to manage the complexities of 

a cyber school; manage the chief executive and manage any and all of the third party examiners of the 

school such as the auditors.  These are all people who have had a wide range of experience on Boards 
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and who all have training and experience that evidences an expertise in management and governance.  

The resumes of those who have committed to serving on the board are presented in Appendix H. 

 Those who have agreed to serve as members of the Board are: 
 
 Mark Coleman - A minister who has served on the Board of a local YMCA, located in 

Philadelphia.  At least two years of that service were as the president of that Board. 

 Derric Heck - An architect by training, a developer by experience and a current employee of a 

large charter school in the city of Pittsburgh.    

 Carmen Scott Dawson - Vice President, Uncommon Individual Foundation in Erie, PA 

  The following are persons who have accepted invitations to join the Board subsequent 

to the filing of the initial application.  Their resumes are appended to this document at Appendix H. 

 Valerie Gay – Executive Director, Art Sanctuary and Certified Financial Planner.  She is former 

Assistant Dean of the Temple University College of Education.   Ms. Gay has earned a Masters of Music 

Degree in Voice.  She is a VP and Portfolio Manager for PNC Financial Services Group.   

 George Liles – Senior Account Executive, Clear Channel Media & Entertainment.  He holds a BA 

from Temple University in Radio/Television/Film. 

 Nina Rosalie Smith – Retired teacher and principal.  She holds two Masters degrees; from 

Howard University in Elementary Guidance and Counseling and from Rider University in Educational 

Administration.  She has held teaching and administrative positions in several schools and in several 

subjects and grade levels.  She has served as Chief Academic Officer for two charter schools in both NJ 

and PA. 

 Ignatius Wang – Mr. Wang is a practicing Architect and founder of UCI Architects.  He has served 

two terms on the Philadelphia City Planning Commission.  He has served on the Board of Trustees of the 

Community College of Philadelphia and Chestnut Hill College.  Mr. Wang has a Master in Architecture 

and is a graduate of the Graduate Management Program at the Wharton School at the University of 

Pennsylvania. 

Conflict of Interest Policy 
 The conflict of interest policy assists directors, officers and others in the organization in 

identifying, evaluating and resolving conflicts of interest. A conflict of interest arises where a board 

member, management or other decision-maker has an outside interest or relationship that conflicts or 

may conflict with his or her ability to act strictly in the interests of the organization. For example, a 

board member is said to be conflicted where the not-for-profit organization is considering a commercial 

transaction with another company in which the board member has a financial interest. 
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 The policy will define conflicts of interest and should require that the organization’s officers, 

directors, trustees, and key employees disclose or annually update their interests that could give rise to 

conflicts of interest (usually by completing a “Questionnaire Concerning Conflicts of Interest and 

Affirmation re: Organization Policies”). The conflict of interest policy will also include practices for 

monitoring proposed or ongoing transactions and dealing with potential or actual conflicts, whether 

discovered before or after the transaction has occurred. The conflict of interest policy will specify the 

committee or other body that determines whether a conflict exists and the body that reviews actual 

conflicts (typically the audit committee or the full board). Persons with a conflict will be prohibited from 

participating in the deliberations and other decisions regarding the conflict.  A sample policy is provided 

by the IRS on Appendix A to the Instructions to Form 1023. Note that not-for-profit organizations that 

are required to file Form 990s with the IRS are required to disclose whether they have adopted a conflict 

of interest policy that meets certain requirements 

 In addition to the fact that the Board will be completely responsible for the governance of the 

school; the Board will also institute a Conflict of Interest Policy that all members of the Board and the 

administration of the school will sign annually.  That policy will be in concert with the Public Official and 

Employee Ethics Act.  The Public Official and Employee Ethics Act prohibit a public official from engaging 

in conduct that constitutes a conflict of interest.  65 Pa. C.S. § 1103(a).  Trustees of a charter school are 

considered public officials.  24 P.S. § 17-1716-A(11).  A conflict of interest occurs when a public official 

uses the authority of his or her office “for the private pecuniary benefit of himself, a member of his [or 

her] immediate family or a business with which he or a member of his immediate family is associated.”  

65 Pa. C.S. § 1102.  Immediate family members include a parent, spouse, child, brother, or sister.   65 Pa. 

C.S. § 1102.   

1. Two of founders are also a principal and director in other companies with 
which Synergy plans to contract with for services; Chip DiLoreto and Alex Schuh 

 
 Two founders, who participated in the hearing at the Department of Education, Chip DiLoreto 

and Alex Schuh, work in the areas of Technology and Curriculum/Assessment, respectfully.  As to both of 

them there was some indication that they would be asked to serve on the Board of Directors.  We have 

had discussions since the hearing and clarified the fact that neither of the men will serve on the school’s 

Board of Directors.  Also, there is no commitment that either of them will be engaged to provide 

services to the school once it has been granted a charter.  The decision to secure services from either 

will be made by the Board of Directors. 

2. Synergy did not submit sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the 
administrators will comply with applicable provisions of law relating to charter school 
administrators 

 
 Synergy will comply with all laws relating to charter school administrators.  
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3. Having two of the initial board members affiliated with other companies with 
which Synergy intends to contract creates, at a minimum, an appearance of a conflict 
of interest.  

 
 Synergy is sensitive to the concern of the Department that the school will avoid, at all costs, any 

conflict of interest and likewise avoid any appearance of a conflict.  In that regard, it has been decided 

that Chip DiLoreto and Alex Schuh will only provide contract services to the school if they are selected by 

the Board of Directors in a competitive process.  The Board of Directors will make final decisions on how 

contractors will be engaged and who will provide services to the school within the aforementioned 

conflict policy. 

  b. Applicant provided conflicting information about the status of initial board members.   
 

Applicant stated that the founders will be the initial board members 
 The founders will not serve on the Board.  Therefore, anyone who has participated in the 

development of the school and the application that has been filed with the Department of Education for 

the purpose of securing a charter will not become Board members or contractors to the school absent a 

competitive process defined and executed by the Board of Directors.  

1. However, elsewhere applicant stated that the founders have not officially 
been appointed as board members, that Mr. Sampson was selected as the 
incorporator, and that there are two other individuals being considered for 
board membership 

 
2. Synergy’s bylaws state that the school’s incorporator will appoint the school’s 

initial Directors. 
 

 Above you will find a number of people who have committed to serve on the initial Board of 

Directors and a listing of others.  These initial Board members will adopt the Bylaws and pass requisite 

resolutions.  They will also adopt the method by which terms will be limited and by which the Board will 

be expanded, if necessary.  See the discussion of the Board of Directors, including information about the 

members of that Board, above. 

 3. Sustainable Support  
 Applicant failed to submit evidence that it has the demonstrated, sustainable support for the 
cyber charter school plan and the necessary support and planning to provide a comprehensive 
learning experience to students. 
 

1. Indicia of support are to be measured in the aggregate rather than by individual categories; 

the department looks for letters or other indications of support from teachers, parents or 

guardians and students submitted with the application 
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2. Only 35 signatures evidencing support for the cyber charter school plan fails to demonstrate 

sustainable support for the cyber charter school plan and the necessary support and 

planning to provide a comprehensive learning experience for students. 

 Synergy recognizes the need for support to maintain the school as an ongoing entity.  With that, 

Synergy respectfully disagrees with the assessment of the Department on this item.  Synergy has 

compiled a group of individuals who are life-long educators, advocates for choice in education and 

service providers who have been involved with the charter school community since its inception in 1997. 

 The signatures received more than meets the requirements of sustainability and the number is 

much higher than 35 when counting the actual students listed on the signature for support. 

4. Use of Physical Facilities 
 Applicant failed to provide sufficient information to establish that it will operate as a cyber 
charter school and use physical school facilities in a proper manner     
 
   Synergy recognizes and appreciates the Basic Education Circular (BEC) guidance issued on July 

11, 2013.  Synergy recognizes this BEC provides guidance and does not replace the laws around the 

requirements for charter approval.  Instruction will be on-line and the students will be provided 

instructional services via the computer.  We will maintain a facility that will serve as the school’s 

administrative offices.  The space will also be used for professional development and other staff training.  

This facility will also be where the school will ready computers that will be sent to the students.  We will 

also use the space to do the imaging of computers, make repairs and load software.  Repairs beyond the 

capability of our in-house computer person will be sent to an outside service provider.  If that location 

cannot make the needed repairs the computer will be sent to the company that handles warranty 

repair. 

 To the extent that there will be a need for students to visit a facility we will have in place an 

arrangement whereby our students will be able to visit the local library or the IU that is closest to the 

student’s home.  All of the students enrolled in the school will have comparable access to these 

facilities. 

  a. Applicant failed to demonstrate that it has an understanding of the proper use by a cyber 

charter school of physical facilities and that it has the capability, in terms of support and planning, to 

provide comprehensive learning experiences in a manner appropriate for a cyber charter school. 

 
 As previously discussed in our responses, Synergy recognizes and appreciates the Basic 

Education Circular (BEC) guidance issued on July 11, 2013 entitled “Cyber Charter School Operations and 

Proper Use of Physical Facilities”.  Synergy recognizes this BEC provides guidance and does not replace 

the laws around the requirements for charter approval.    
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 The support signatures included students on both the western and eastern sides of the 

Commonwealth and areas in between.  Synergy believes this support indicates our ability to enroll 

students from across the state and provide excellent education services.    

  5. Technology 

 Applicant failed to provide sufficient information to demonstrate compliance with technology 
requirements applicable to and necessarily part of the operation of a cyber charter school.  
  
 a. Applicant failed to demonstrate planning for the necessary level of internet connectivity.    
 

1. Formalized policies and procedures must be established defining the specific 
broadband requirements for students, including the options that will be 
offered to get high-speed access to cyber charter school students who may 
currently have only dial-up available to the home. 

 
 All of the students registered with Synergy Cyber will have access to the internet.  In the event 

the student lives in a part of the state that does not have broadband access.  The school will provide the 

student with a mobile hotspot that will provide, at minimum, a 3-G broadband equivalent. 

2. Failed to identify the specific internet connectivity requirements for all 
students to access the school’s curriculum. 

 
 We have determined that the connectivity requirements necessary for all students to access the 

school’s curriculum will require, at a minimum, 3-G connectivity.        

3. Unclear how a DVD media is a viable alternative to high-speed internet access 
when the curriculum is accessible via internet. 

 
 After doing further research, the applicant has determined that it will be able to provide true 

internet access to all students in the state, regardless of location and regardless of whether internet 

access is provided to the student’s location, or not.  The use of DVD’s as an alternative to the internet is 

no longer being considered. 

 b. Applicant failed to define the technology and equipment standards that promote equitable 
access to online learning.   
 

1. Synergy failed to explain, in detail, how the tablets will complement the 
desktops and failed to demonstrate that the tablets will be compatible with all 
planned applications and usage. 

  
 When Synergy developed the application that was filed in pursuit of a charter it was determined 

that the use of tablets would provide flexibility to students.  We have since decided that having more 

than one technology platform while building the school would be complicated and unnecessary.  As a 

result of this reconsideration, we have decided to forgo the use of tablets.  We will continue to research 
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the use of tablets in the field of education, especially cyber education.  However, for now, at the 

beginning of the school’s development, we will use only laptop computers to deliver our content and 

lessons. 

2. Synergy failed to specify all necessary minimum technology standards, such as 
the web browser, operating system and browser settings, for the e-readers 
and tablets to demonstrate that students will have an effective and equitable 
educational experience.  

 
 As stated in the paragraph above, Synergy has determined that it would not be in the best 

interest of the school to pursue the idea of introducing e-readers and tablets in the beginning stages of 

the development of the school.  Therefore, we will not need to pursue a discussion of the web browser, 

operating settings and browser settings. 

   c. Applicant failed to demonstrate compliance with requirements for reimbursement 
for internet and related services.   
 

1. Synergy failed to provide evidence that it will fully reimburse students for 
total internet costs, especially considering it will also provide students with 
tablets. 

 
 Synergy will fully reimburse students for internet.  Such costs have been captured in the 

attached budget.  

Synergy failed to include a policy addressing the amount and frequency of internet reimbursement. 

 
 Synergy’s Board of Directors will pass a resolution affirming its plan to reimburse 

parents/guardians for the expense of having internet service in their homes.  Reimbursements will occur 

quarterly or earlier when needed or upon presentation of the bill for the service.  The cost of 

reimbursements is included in the attached budget. 

 d. Applicant failed to explain policies, procedures and software that the school will use to 
ensure internet safety for all students.   
 

1. Synergy failed to explain procedures it will use to monitor the online activities 
of minors. 

 
 Synergy will adopt OpenDNS, to ensure that the internet activities of minors are both monitored 

and safeguarded.     

2. Although, Synergy testified about filtering software, it failed to identify 
internet filtering software and the process for installing and updating filtering 
software on student’s mobile devices in its application. 
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  The filtering software is addressed in the paragraph above.  The installation and updating of 

filtering software will take place in two stages.  The initial installation will occur when Synergy takes 

deliver of the computers before they are sent to the students.  These computers will be loaded with the 

software that will be used, the filters will be set and internet filtering software will be installed.  

Subsequently, as software requires updating, this will be done remotely.  Synergy will have the 

capability to access all of the computers that are distributed by remote access.  This will provide the 

ability to install updates, do basic troubleshooting and check on the status of any of the computers. 

 e. Applicant failed to provide sufficient information to demonstrate preparation and 
education of students in the area of appropriate online behavior.   
 

1. Although Synergy testified that it will teach appropriate internet-related 
behaviors using Cybersmart’s curriculum it failed to include any information as 
to the educational experiences available to students regarding appropriate 
online behavior in its application. 
 

 Synergy did indicate that it would teach appropriate internet-related behaviors, however, the 

application did not specifically mention Cybersmart.  We will use a training that incorporates all of the 

aspects of the Cybersmart training.  We may, indeed, use CyberSmart.  The training offered by 

Cybersmart has components that include safety and security online; manners, bullying, and ethics; 

authentic learning and creativity’ research and information fluency; and twenty-first century challenges.  

These are all discrete workshops which will provide Synergy with the ability to assess the level of 

understanding and mastery that the students have achieved.  We will also encourage parents and 

caregivers to participate in this training. 

 f. Applicant failed to provide a damage/repair policy that addresses procedures and financial 
responsibility.   

1. Synergy failed to provide procedures for the repair and replacement of 
damaged and stolen equipment to ensure a student’s educational experience 
will continue without disruption in the event of such malfunction, damage or 
loss. 

 
 Synergy will have in place a policy that articulates its approach to repair and replacement of 

damaged equipment.  The first level of repair will entail our technical support people working with the 

student to try to walk the student through an explanation of the problem and an approach to a solution 

of the problem.  The second level of the repair effort will entail the technical support staff capturing the 

computer remotely and working to a solution of the problem.  There will likely be instances when the 

effort to repair the computers or peripheral equipment is unsuccessful.  When it has been determined 

that it is not possible to make repairs remotely, a replacement computer will be sent to the student.  In 

virtually all circumstances, the replacement computer will be in the hands of the student the next day.  

The student will be instructed to put the non-functioning computer in the same box and to use the 

supplied pre-paid, self-addressed label to return the computer to the school.  An assessment of the 
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problem with the computer will be made and a decision to return it to the point of purchase, if the 

warranty allows for this option or to use the computer for parts.  

 The enclosed budget assumes a 50% replacement of student computers each year. 

6. Curriculum 
 Applicant failed to provide proof of curriculum and assessment alignment that meet the 
requirements of 22 Pa Code Chapter 4.   
 

1. Synergy failed to provide course descriptions and the research basis for its 
education model 

 
 The research basis for the education model that has been adopted by Synergy and proposed to 

the Department is supported by the experiences of schools which have utilized an extended school 

day/year.  It seems that there has been consistent improvement in the standardized test scores of 

students who have had an opportunity to learn in a time intensive environment.  When classes for math 

and reading are routinely doubled, there is a corresponding increase in the performance of students on 

standardized tests.  The Massachusetts 2020 study of eight schools in Massachusetts and New York 

demonstrated that there was a relationship between extended school days and increased test 

performance.  This occurred regardless of student income or previous academic deficiencies.  This 

premise is supported by the results of a year-long demonstration using eight schools as reported in a 

2005 reported titled “Time for Change: The Promise of Extended-Time Schools for Promoting Student 

Achievement. 

 The premise that extending the day and year will likely produce positive results has been 

demonstrated.  The issue is how this increase of time on task is financed.  Synergy has taken the 

approach that everyone connected with the school will work a standard work day and work year.  We 

will employ teachers who will be connected to the school for 12 months and who will enjoy generous 

time away from work but only have time off when there is an intersession scheduled.  This means that 

the traditional nine or nine and a half month work year will not exist.  We believe that we can do this 

within the budget constraints and in a manner that is fair to the teachers and other staff and that will 

provide a much greater benefit to the students and families.  

 The idea of “extended-time schools” is not unique.  There have been schools over the years that 

have extended both hours and days and have done so with varying success.  In the fall of 2005, a report 

was published by Massachusetts 2020, an organization in Boston with a mission to expand educational 

and economic opportunities for children and families in the state of Massachusetts. 

 The study on which the report was based profiled seven schools in and around Boston and one 

in the Bronx.  The schools were of different grade configurations; seven went to the eighth grade and 

the eighth was a high school, 7 through 12.  Four of the schools were middle schools; two were 5 

through 8 and two were 6 thorough 8.  Massachusetts 2020 was able to augment the budgets of the 

schools with the support of a foundation and a major corporation.  The additional funds were 
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committed to the schools for a one year period during which the schools extended the time of 

operation.  The percentage of students who qualified for free and reduced lunch ranged from 64% to 

95%; the average was 76.86%. 

 The report stated that “Classroom observations, and interviews with school leaders and 

teachers, revealed five key ways that additional time, if structured effectively, can promote student 

learning and achievement: 

 1. Increased time on task, 
 2. Broader and deeper coverage of curriculum, 
 3. More opportunities for experiential learning, 
 4. Greater ability to work with diverse ability levels simultaneously and 
 5. Deepened adult-child relationships” 
 
Computer Adaptive Learning- Using Technology to Tailor Instruction to Student Needs 

Synergy Cyber utilizes Compass Learning Odyssey as the school’s foundation for student-driven learning. 

CompassLearning  Odyssey® assesses a student’s  strengths and needs, and prescribes a personalized  

learning path complete with rigorous and engaging   curriculum. Odyssey also offers educators 

customized reports to track and measure student, school, and district progress, and to inform 

instructional   decisions and planning of student learning pathways.  

CompassLearning Odyssey’s educational model is based on proven educational methods and cognitive 

psychology, including Vygotsky’s Social Learning Theory, Richard Mayer’s Principle of Personalization 

(which showed that students performed up to 40% better when content was delivered in a first-person, 

conversational style rather than with a formal tone), Madeline Hunter’s Direct Instruction methods, 

Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences,  CompassLearning Odyssey’s Incorporation of 

Learning Theories and Research-Based Instructional Methods 

• Direct instruction—Direct instruction is a model for teaching that emphasizes well developed 

and carefully planned lessons designed around small learning increments and clearly defined 

and prescribed teaching tasks. It is based on the theory that clear instruction that eliminates 

misinterpretations can greatly improve and accelerate learning.  Skill and mechanics mastery are 

provided as a way to improve the student’s comprehension of material. Opportunities for 

exploration, discovery, and problem solving, as well as guided work, are included to ensure 

retention.  

• Differentiated instruction—Assessment-driven instruction focuses on meeting the needs of 

students at different levels of competence, as identified by diagnostic and progress monitoring 

test results. This includes appealing to students who are at different readiness levels, responding 

to students' interests, and offering students choices in preferred ways of learning or expressing 

themselves. There are four ways in which differentiated instruction can be a powerful teaching 

method: 1) it provides just-in-time learning for students who show a special interest in a subject; 
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2) it allows students to move forward in the curriculum once they have achieved mastery; 3) it 

provides branching-down opportunities for students who need intervention; 4) it enables the 

educator to track the path a student takes as he or she moves toward mastery. 

CompassLearning differentiates instruction through Odyssey Explorer assessments and Learning 

Paths. 

 • Scaffolding—CompassLearning uses scaffolding to prepare students to complete learning 

tasks on their own. The inclusion of technology-based content provides some unique new 

opportunities to scaffold. CompassLearning creates online and offline performance support 

documents to help students master specific information processing and communication skills. 

CompassLearning instructional models include: o modeling performance in lessons; o providing 

prompts, links, guides, and structures for learning complex concepts; and o removing those 

structures when the student is ready to learn without them.  

• Tiering modifies instruction and level of difficulty based on results of the Explorer assessment 

or custom assessment. 

 • Instructional branching—Instructional feedback is embedded to assist student learning 

before, during, and after activities in all CompassLearning products. Assessment tools prescribe 

an individual Learning Path based on student mastery before the student begins the activities. 

At selected points in Odyssey, when a student has demonstrated that he or she is not mastering 

the concept, he or she is branched to a remediation activity that addresses the same objectives 

as the original activity, but takes a different approach. Offline activities provide follow-up 

remediation and practice based on teacher observation and data from reports. To encourage 

critical-thinking skills, exploratory activities are included in key activities as well. In addition to 

the embedded branching, teachers can add their own “decision points” to instructional 

sequences to assure that students who are not mastering materials are branched to additional 

intervention.  

• A spiraled curriculum ensures that important skills and concepts are reintroduced throughout 

different levels with increasing difficulty to ensure mastery and retention.  

• Technology and active learning lessons address the wide variety of learning modalities—visual, 

auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic—that are characteristics of today’s learners.  

• Online and offline activities provide materials in various media to address students’ diverse 

learning styles.  

Some key, research-based aspects of CompassLearning’s online learning model includes:  

Student-driven learning paths, with emphasis on personalization of learning - CompassLearning Odyssey 

was specifically designed to help teachers provide a successful, personalized learning experience for 

each and every student. By utilizing current and confirmed research about the way young minds learn, 
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CompassLearning’s online products are designed to do the following: 1) assess each student’s interests, 

learning style, and expression style, 2) evaluate strengths and weaknesses in specified subject areas. 

Once these things are determined, their products automatically prescribe a personalized learning path 

that includes engaging, rigorous curricula. 

Mastery/Competency-based progression and pacing- Gradual mastery of content has proven to be a 

very effective way of learning content by putting learners in control of acquiring knowledge through 

gradual demonstration of success.  Students can progress at a pace that is unique to their learning 

styles.  

Flexible, Anywhere, Anytime learning - The 21st century learning environment provides new and exciting 

learning opportunities. Compass Learning’s online learning solutions can be accessed anytime, 

anywhere as long as there is an Internet connection. Access to teaching and learning at anytime, from 

anywhere with an Internet connection is revolutionizing the way that people are learning about both 

simple and complex topics. Teaching is no longer the domain of a single building or classroom. A 

thoughtful, organized curriculum organized a scope and sequence that utilizes gradual mastery to 

acquire and apply knowledge is necessary to make sense of this new access to information. 

CompassLearning provides that opportunity to Synergy’s students. 

 
How Computer Adaptive Learning works in CompassLearning 

Assess: To get started using CompassLearning Odyssey, students  take an assessment from 

which teachers are able to   identify students’ strengths and needs; determine ability  levels; 

pinpoint foundational skill gaps; and even challenge  more advanced learners. Teachers at 

Synergy will excercise option of integrating assessment data from external assessments, such as 

the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA)  Measures of Academic Progress (MAP).   

Prescribe: Once assessments are complete, the system   automatically creates an individualized 

learning path with explicit instructions and learning activities for each student, based on his or 

her specific needs and abilities.   

Instruct: Direct instruction is delivered through reading passages, manipulatives, videos, and 

animations. The curriculum — which is available for every grade, across every subject — is 

rigorous, and the activities are interactive and engaging. Plus, it’s all based on current and 

confirmed research around how young minds think and learn, and is directly aligned to State 

and Common Core Standards.  

 Track and Measure: As students complete the online, interactive activities, Odyssey provides 

ongoing assessment to help teachers track progress toward academic goals in real time. 
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More details regarding the extensive cognitive psychology foundation and educational theory that 

supports the various aspects of CompassLearning’s Odyssey online learning curriculum can be found at 

the following Web address http://it.dadeschools.net/CompassLearning/ResearchBehindOdyssey.pdf. 

2.  Only provided curriculum alignment for the high school level and made a 
conclusory statement that the learning objectives and outcomes are aligned to 
PA academic standards 

  
 The full curriculum for Synergy in grades K to 12 in all subjects is provided in the Appendix to 

this document, with alignment to the PA Academic Standards.  

7. Special Education 
 Applicant failed to demonstrate that it was prepared to meet the needs of students with 
disabilities.   
 
 A cyber charter applicant must describe the provision of education and related services to 
students with disabilities, including evaluation and the development and revision of individualized 
education programs. 
 
 a. Applicant failed to demonstrate that it has reasonable knowledge of the requirements for 
providing special education programs and services   
 

1. Synergy demonstrated an understanding of the special education program 
design, as there were several references to it throughout the application, 
however, it is unclear whether Synergy understands the process and 
implementation associated with each stage of a special education program. 

  
 The founders of Synergy are well aware of the process and implementation associated with each 

stage of a special education program.  If that knowledge was not communicated during the hearing 

before the Department, there was a communication problem but not the problem of a lack of 

knowledge.  In any event, prior to the opening of the school a certified special education specialist will 

be employed and that person will be responsible for reviewing files, communicating with parents and 

guardians and engaging caregivers and who will be responsible for working with students and teachers.  

2. Synergy stated that all students enrolled will be in need of special education 
services and programs, however, there is no presumption of eligibility. 
 

 Synergy recognizes that there is not a presumption of eligibility.  . 

3. Synergy discussed IEP development but failed to include several state and 
federally mandated components of an IEP. 

 
 The Appendices contain a reference to a document, a side-by-side comparison, prepared and 

published by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Education which compares; Chapter 14 

Special Education Services and Programs State Regulations and Part 300 Individuals with Disabilities 

http://it.dadeschools.net/CompassLearning/ResearchBehindOdyssey.pdf
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Education Act Federal Regulations.  It is the intent of Synergy Cyber to adhere to the mandated 

components of the IEP development and execution process.  See Appendix S.  

4. Synergy only provided a general explanation of the special education program 
and failed to include specific information related to timelines, processes and 
implementation. 

 
 A fundamental element of special education is the fact that there is an obligation on the part of 

the school to evaluate a child and issue an Evaluation Report.  This report must be issued 60 calendar 

days from the time a parent signs a Permission to Evaluate Consent Form and this time period does not 

include summer months.  If the parent writes a letter to the school requesting an evaluation, the school 

must make the Permission to Evaluate-Consent Form readily available.  If the parent makes an oral 

request, the school has 10 days to provide the parent with a form that will put the request in writing. 

 The subsequent Evaluation Report must be provided to the parent 10 days before the IEP 

meeting.  If the child is found to be eligible for special education services, the Special education team 

must meet within 30 calendar days.  The team should be comprised of the child’s parents, a special 

education teacher, an administrator and a regular education teacher.  This team must develop the 

child’s IEP within 30 calendar days.  After the development of the IEP, the school has 10 days to begin to 

implement the IEP. 

 The IEP is structured with several sections.  The sections are described as follows: 

   The first section of the IEP explores whether the child has any special considerations; whether 

the child is blind or visually impaired, deaf or hearing impaired, or has needs in the areas of 

communication.  It inquires about whether or not the child needs assistive technology devices or 

services or if the child has limited English skills.  It also investigates whether the child has behaviors that 

impede his/her learning of the learning of others.  If it is determined that the child’s behavior is getting 

in the way of learning or the learning of others, the IEP Team must consider and include strategies to 

help the child. 

 The second section of the IEP will contain the child’s current educational levels; the child’s 

present levels of achievement and functional performance.  This section of the IEP will contain 

information on how the child’s disability affects his/her involvement and progress in the curriculum. 

 The third section of the IEP will include the child’s post-secondary goals; the child’s transition 

from high school.  This section will outline the services the school will provide to the child to help 

him/her achieve the goals that have been established.  These goals might include college, employment, 

independent living and community involvement.  This section is a requirement for children who are 14 

years old or older during the school year covered by the IEP. 

 The fourth section of the IEP is where the IEP Team determines whether the child can 

participate in the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) and district-wide achievement 
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testing, or not.  In this section it is also determined whether the child needs accommodations during 

testing, or not.  If it is determined that the child has significant cognitive disabilities and that the PSSA 

would not be appropriate, the child will take the Pennsylvania Alternate System of Assessment (PASA).  

An indication that the PASA would be more appropriate would need to be included in the IEP. 

 The fifth section of the IEP will indicate the learning goals of the child for the year.  The IEP must 

list annual functional and academic goals for the child.  The goals must be measurable and designed to 

meet the child’s needs.  The goals will be designed so that the needs can be met to allow the student to 

make progress and be involved in the general education curriculum; that which the school follows for all 

children at the child’s grade level.  The curriculum must align with the standards that are found in the 

School Code, Chapter 4.  This section provides that the child will be taught what all other children at the 

student’s grade level are taught unless there is a disability-based reason why that cannot happen.  The 

school cannot refuse to include the student in the general curriculum solely because that curriculum 

would need to be modified.  For children who will take the PASA the IEP will include short-term 

objectives in addition to the annual goals.  This section of the IEP must explain how the child’s progress 

will be measured and when progress reports will be issued. 

  The sixth section of the IEP lists the modifications and supports the child needs to 

receive an appropriate education.  This section will state what the school personnel will do to help the 

child learn.  This section should state what specially designed instruction supports and services the 

school will provide to the child.  This section also includes the supplementary aids and services the child 

will receive.  All aids and services needed for the child to succeed in the regular education class must be 

listed on the child’s IEP and provided by the school.  This section also lists the related services the child 

will receive.  These are support services that will help the child benefit from the special education 

program.  This might include transportation, therapies such as speech, physical, occupation or 

psychological, interpreting services for deaf children, parent training and counseling, and school health 

services.  The IEP will discuss how often these services will be provided and how long each session will 

last.  This section of the IEP will also discuss the help the school will give to the staff, especially in the 

form of training and the addition of a special education teacher to help the regular education teachers 

modify the curriculum or to provide extra support to the child in the regular education classroom.  

Support services for gifted children who have a disability are also listed in this section of the IEP.  These 

services might include counseling, career guidance, flexible grouping and transportation.   

  The last question in this section of the IEP is whether the child needs extended school 

year services (ESY).  All children with a disability must be considered for ESY as part of the annual IEP 

meeting.  These services are particularly appropriated for a child who regresses over the summer or a 

child who needs the extra time in the summer to learn skills that are crucial for the child to receive an 

appropriate education.  If the child has severe disabilities, such as autism, serious emotional 

disturbance, severe mental retardation, and severe multiple disabilities, the IEP Team must meet by 

February 28 of each school year to review the child’s need for ESY.  The ESY eligibility must be 

determined by March 31st for those children and the parents must be given a Notice of Recommended 
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Educational Placement/Prior Written Notice (NOREP/PWN) so the IEP Team can plan for the child’s 

summer program. 

 The final two sections of the IEP will discuss where the child will receive services.  Section seven 

will discuss whether the child will be included in regular education classes and activities and, if so, for 

how much of the school day.  The IEP Team must decide if the child can make progress in a regular class 

with supplementary aids and services.  The team must also decide the amount of special education 

support the child should receive in a typical school day and how much time the child should receive 

special education supports from special education staff.  This will define the amount of: 

 Itinerant support – 20% or less of the school day; 

 Supplemental support – more than 20% but less than 80% of the school day; and 

 Full time support – more than 80% of the day; this section of the IEP will also identify the 

location of the program. 

  The last, section of the IEP, the eighth section contains information that the state uses to track 

whether school districts are placing children with disabilities in programs with children who are not 

disabled, as opposed to separate special education programs. 

 
5. Synergy failed to submit policies or procedures in key areas of special 

education to demonstrate a working knowledge of how special education 
operates and how Synergy will implement these requirements within its 
program, including… (See letter from PA Dept of Educ for list of requirements 
– Pg 12) 

 
 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE EDUCATION OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 
 
The following are the issues that define how Synergy Cyber will work with students with disabilities. 
 
Procedures for Locating, Evaluating, and Identifying Children with Disabilities (Child Find) 
 According to state and federal special education regulations, annual public notice to parents of 

children who reside within a school district is required regarding child find responsibilities.  School 

Districts, Intermediate Units and Charter Schools are required to conduct child find activities for children 

who may be eligible for services via the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and Section 504 of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973. School districts are also required to conduct child find activities for children 

who may be eligible for gifted services via 22 PA Code Chapter 16.  

Legal Standard 

Each school district is required to:  
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  • adopt and use a public outreach awareness system to locate and identify children thought to 

be eligible for special education within the school district’s jurisdiction;  

  • conduct awareness activities to inform the public of its early intervention and special 

education services and programs and the manner in which to request services and programs; and  

  • provide annual public notification, published or announced in newspapers or other media, or 

both, with circulation adequate to notify parents throughout the school district of child identification 

activities and of the procedures followed to ensure confidentiality of information pertaining to students 

with disabilities or eligible young children in accordance with this chapter.  

Screening 

School-Based Screening - Each school shall establish a system to accomplish the following:  

 • Initial Screening – Identify and provide initial screening of students to identify any with academic, 

social/emotional or sensory (vision/hearing) or speech/language difficulties. To facilitate this process, 

Synergy Cyber will:  

 - provide peer support for teachers and other staff members to assist them in working effectively with 

students in the general education curriculum; and  

- conduct hearing and vision screening in accordance with Section 1402 of the Public School Code of 

1949 (24 P.S.§ 14.1402) for the purpose of identifying students with hearing or vision difficulty.  

 • Purpose – Identify students who are suspected of having a disability and who may need special 

education services.  

Requirements 

The screening process shall follow, as appropriate, the School District’s procedures described for CSAP. 

The following areas will be considered:  

  • Academic – for students with academic concerns, an assessment of the student’s functioning 

in the curriculum including curriculum-based or performance based assessments;  

  • Behavior – for students with behavioral concerns, a systematic observation of the student’s 

behavior in the classroom or area in which the student is displaying difficulty;  

  • Intervention – intervention based on the results of the above academic and behavioral 

screenings;  

  • Progress Monitoring – progress monitoring of the student’s response to the intervention;  
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  • Appropriate Instruction – a determination as to whether the student’s assessed difficulties are 

due primarily to a lack of appropriate instruction in reading or in math;  

 • Limited English Proficiency – a determination as to whether the student’s assessed difficulties 

are due primarily to a student’s limited English proficiency; and 1-3  

 • Parental Involvement – activities designed to gain the participation of parents and through 

written notice, inform the parent of the results of the screening and whether follow-up is required. 

 
Public Awareness and Outreach Activities 
Outreach  
  Synergy Cyber Charter School will conduct professional development activities and ongoing 

trainings for staff, organizations, agencies and individuals to ensure that child find, screening activities 

and referrals for special education evaluations are carried out in a manner consistent with the timelines 

and requirements established by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and 

operationalized in this procedure manual. Through its communication links with agencies that provide 

services to children with disabilities within the community, the school will disseminate child find 

materials to hospitals, clinics, pediatricians, pediatric nurses, and social service professionals involved in 

family or child services.  

 Obligation  
The school will locate, identify and evaluate all students’ ages 5 through 21 years within the school who 
may be eligible for special education and related services.  This process will include:  
  

• collecting, maintaining and reporting current and accurate data on all public awareness and 
child find activities;  
  
• reviewing the overall success and effectiveness of the school’s public awareness and child find 
activities;  
  
• modifying the school’s public awareness and child find activities, as necessary and 
appropriate;  
  
• utilizing data relative to the school’s public awareness and child find activities to plan for the 
delivery of services to students with disabilities; and  
 

Annual Public Notification 
 The school will publish and announce in newspapers and other media, with a circulation 

adequate to notify parents connected to the school of child identification activities and of the 

procedures followed to ensure confidentiality of information pertaining to students with disabilities or 

eligible young children.  

Identification Timelines  
Constantly    
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 Child Find – Policies and procedures to identify, locate,  and evaluate all children with 
disabilities.  
 

 As Early As Possible  

 Early identification and assessment of disabilities in children means the implementation of a 
formal plan for identifying a disability as early as possible in a child’s life.  

 
 60 Calendar Days  

 An initial evaluation must be conducted within 60 calendar days from the receipt of parental 
consent for the evaluation timeline 

 
COMPREHENSIVE STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROCESS (CSAP) 
 
Purpose 
 This chapter describes supports in regular education settings for students experiencing 

academic or behavioral difficulty. CSAP is the district’s framework for student assistance, governed by 

federal and state mandates. CSAP is a three-tiered collaborative team process, which provides 

progressive levels of support to students. 

Legal Standard 
 Pursuant to the IDEA, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (Chapter 15), and the Pennsylvania 

Public School Code: Students and Student Services (Chapter 12), CSAP is the mechanism by which the 

school provides regular education interventions to students with academic or behavioral difficulties, as 

appropriate, so that students are not inappropriately referred for an evaluation for special education 

services.  CSAP also provides the mechanism to support the State of Pennsylvania’s Buckley 

Amendment/Act 211, which mandates education and counseling support for students experiencing 

barriers to learning due to substance use.  

Overview 
CSAP performs the following functions:  
  

• Provides staff with a system for ensuring that underachievement is not due to a student’s 
limited English proficiency, ineffective instruction in reading and in math, and that positive 
behavioral supports are provided to students experiencing barriers to learning.  
 
• Facilitates a process for removing student barriers to learning. This process involves 
assessment, intervention planning, and progress monitoring by the team to be provided through 
the regular educational program.  
 
• Serves as a screening mechanism for students who may be eligible for special education 
services under IDEA or for accommodations under Section 504.  
  

NOTE: Parents continue to have a right to request an evaluation for their child, at any time, including 
prior to or during the conduct of CSAP activities.  CSAP teams may refer a student for evaluation for 
special education services at any time. 
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The CSAP Process 
Tier I: Removing Group Barriers to Learning  

 • Purpose: The Tier I level of intervention is designed to support groups of students experiencing similar 

barriers to learning. Both behavioral and academic issues are addressed at Tier I. The groups can be 

comprised of multiple students presenting with the same issue from the same classroom or students 

from multiple classrooms all exhibiting the same need.  

 • Description: Teachers meet regularly with their colleagues as (Grade Group, Academy Teams) to 

identify challenges and develop effective intervention plans through a strengths-based, problem-solving 

process. Teachers share effective practices in curriculum, instructional assessment, classroom 

management and accommodation for identified groups of students.  

 • Timeline: Progress toward goals set in Tier I is measured over a 30-day period. If an individual child 

fails to make adequate progress via group intervention, following a 30-day period, that child must be 

referred immediately to Tier II.  

 • Setting up the Tier I Process:  

  - The administrator creates a schedule for Tier I meetings and the beginning  of the school year, which 

is based on a common prep schedule for each  grade group or academy and distributed to each teacher 

in the group or  academy, as well as the counselor, and consulting personnel at the start of  the school 

year.   

- The administrator appoints a Tier I Coordinator for each grade group or academy team.  

- The Tier I Coordinator ensures teachers are reminded of the meetings each week.  

- The Tier I Coordinator ensures teachers are familiar with the following  

 CSAP Tier I documents:   

• CSAP Tier I Pre-Meeting Checklist Referral Form  
  
• CSAP Tier I Support Log (Intervention Plan)  
  
• CSAP Tracking Form  
 

 The Tier I Coordinator creates the Tier I agenda based upon CSAP Tier I  

 Pre-Meeting Checklist Referral forms submitted by teachers.  

  - The Tier Coordinator keeps the record of Tier I intervention by creating a binder to include copies of 

relevant Tier I documentation, including:   
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 Meeting agendas  
 

 Meeting sign-in sheets  
 

 Copies of completed CSAP Tier I Pre-Meeting Checklist Referral forms, completed and 
revised CSAP Tier I Support logs (Intervention Plans), and CSAP Tracking forms  

  
 - The Tier I Coordinator invites additional personnel for consult, as appropriate.  Consulting personnel 

may be the Principal, Assistant Principal, Counselor, Nurse, Psychologist, Academic Lead, Special 

Education Liaison, and School-Based Behavioral Health professionals, depending on the presenting 

concern.  

 
THE EVALUATION (ER) AND REEVALUATION (RR) PROCESSES 
 
Legal Standard 
 To be eligible for special education programs and services, students must be both determined to 

have one or more of the disabilities defined by the IDEA and Chapter 14, and in need of special 

education (i.e., specially designed instruction).  

Initial Evaluation, Special and Mandatory Reevaluations 
Three Types of Evaluations:  
  

• Initial Evaluations – conducted to determine whether a student is eligible for special education 
programs and services;  
  
• Mandatory/Mandated 2- and 3-Year Reevaluations – at least every two years for students with 
mental retardation [based on Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Citizens (PARC) Consent 
Decree]. At least once every three years for students with all other disabilities, unless the parent 
and the Local Educational Agency (LEA) agree that a reevaluation is unnecessary.  
  
 NOTE: The screening of a child by a teacher or specialist to determine appropriate instructional 
strategies for curriculum implementation is not considered to be an evaluation for eligibility for 
special education and related services; and as such, parental consent is not required in this 
instance.  
  
• Special – Other Circumstances – evaluations conducted because of specific concerns about the 
student communicated outside the regular cycle of evaluations/reevaluations. The LEA has 
determined that the educational or related service needs of the student, including improved 
academic achievement and functional performance, warrant an initial evaluation or evaluation. 
A student’s eligibility may not be determined without an initial evaluation or changed without a 
reevaluation. 
 

 - Hearing Order. A hearing officer orders a reevaluation.  
  
- Terminating Eligibility. Prior to terminating eligibility EXCEPT:  
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• Graduation from High School – An evaluation is NOT required before the termination 
of eligibility due to graduation from high school with a regular diploma or because s/he 
turns 21 years of age during the academic year.  
  
• Summary of Achievement and Performance – Upon graduation, the IEP Coordinator 
must provide the student with a summary of his/her academic achievement and 
functional performance, which shall include recommendations on how to assist him/her 
in meeting postsecondary goals.  

  
Timelines  

 Initial Evaluations – may be conducted at any time if requested in writing by the parent(s), 

teachers or other appropriate individuals. Upon request for an initial evaluation he school will 

provide parent with Permission to Evaluate (PTE) Form and the Procedural Safeguards Notice. 

Within 60 calendar days of the receipt of the parent’s written consent to conduct the 

evaluation, the Evaluation Report (ER) Team must conduct the evaluation, prepare an ER, and 

provide the ER to the parent.  

 

 Mandatory 2- and 3-Year Reevaluations – As indicated above, re-evaluations must be performed 

every two years for students identified with mental retardation (MR) and at least once every 

three years for students with all other disabilities, unless the parent and the LEA agree that a 

reevaluation is unnecessary. NOTE: If a student has multiple disabilities, an MR diagnosis is 

always primary. When issuing a PTE because additional data is required, the parent must be 

provided a copy of the Procedural Safeguards Notice. The Special Education Liaison (SEL) 

reviews the Penn Data worksheet to track 2- and 3-year reevaluation due dates. No later than 

90 calendar days prior to the reevaluation due date, the SEL initiates the reevaluation process 

following the relevant procedures in this chapter.  

 

 

 Transfer Students – For students transferring into the school during their evaluation process, the 

evaluation timeframe will not apply only if one of the conditions below is met:  

 

o Parent and School Agree. A child enrolls in the school after the evaluation timeframe has 

begun and prior to a determination by the child’s previous district/school as to whether the 

child is a child with a disability. The school must show sufficient progress to ensure a prompt 

completion of the evaluation; and the parent and the school must agree to a specific time 

when the evaluation will be completed; or  

 

o Student Not Available. The parent of the child repeatedly fails or refuses to produce the 

child for the evaluation.  
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 IEP Team Meeting – If the evaluation team determines that the student is eligible or continues 

to be eligible, the IEP team must meet within 30 calendar days of the determination of 

eligibility.  

Limitations  

Reevaluations are not to occur more frequently than once a year, unless the parent and the LEA agree 

otherwise.  For a student with any disability other than mental retardation, the parent(s) and the LEA 

can agree that a reevaluation at the 3-year interval is unnecessary.  

 Referral for Initial Evaluation and Reevaluations   

An initial evaluation may be initiated pursuant to a CSAP referral.  The CSAP process should continue for 

the student during the eligibility determination process. The school will follow the evaluation timeframe 

referenced above, unless extended by mutual written agreement of the student’s parents and the 

eligibility team. The following persons may request an initial evaluation or reevaluation: school 

personnel, parent(s), a student at the age of 21, public agencies, persons having primary care and 

custody of a child, and an employee of the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE). Upon an initial 

evaluation referral or any time a parent requests an evaluation the school will provide the parent with a 

copy of the Procedural Safeguards Notice.  

 

 Responding to Oral Requests for Initial Evaluations and Special Reevaluations   

Discuss with the parent a possible referral to CSAP (see Chapter 2). The provision of CSAP shall not be 

construed to limit or create a right to FAPE or to delay appropriate evaluation of a child suspected of 

having a disability. The staff person receiving an oral request must notify the principal within one day of 

the request and ask the parent to provide a written request. Assist the parent in preparing a written 

request, if appropriate. If the parent does not respond with a written request for the evaluation, the 

principal and appropriate staff must provide follow up to obtain the request. If the parent continues to 

be unresponsive, staff must take one of the following actions:   

- If the student was not involved with CSAP, refer the student to that process.  

 - If the student was involved with CSAP, request that the CSAP team provide a recommendation for 

further action which could involve continuation of CSAP, evaluation referral, or Section 504 eligibility 

determination.  

 - If no referral is appropriate, inform the parent of that decision through a Notice of Recommended 

Educational Placement (NOREP).  

Organizing the Evaluation Process 
Purpose of Evaluation  
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An evaluation is the process by which a multidisciplinary team, including parents, uses a variety 
of assessment tools and strategies to evaluate current information available for the  
student to gather relevant functional, developmental, and academic information, including 
information provided by the parent that may assist in determining whether the student has a 
disability [NOTE: This includes a determination that the student needs special education services 
(i.e., specially designed instruction) and related services.]; the content of the student’s IEP, 
including information related to enabling the student to be involved in and progress in the 
general education curriculum; or, for preschool children, to participate in appropriate activities.  

  
Principal Selection of Evaluation Coordinator   

The principal designates the Special Education Liaison (SEL) as the evaluation coordinator to 
assemble the evaluation team; monitor completion of the evaluation and assessment activities; 
and prepares the ER/RR.  The Evaluation Coordinator is the school’s SEL, or the related service 
provider for a student receiving only speech/ language, occupational therapy (OT) or physical 
therapy (PT) services.  
 

Responsibilities of the Evaluation Coordinator   
The SEL ensures timely and appropriate student assessments and distributes and collects forms, 
reports and data:  
  

• Provides the parent with the PTE and the Parent Input forms within 10 calendar days 
of receipt of parent’s written request;  
  
• Gives parent Invitation to Participate form 10 calendar days prior to the ER Team 
meeting;  
  
• Gathers relevant evaluations from all evaluators, including the student’s core 
academic teachers, and other relevant staff connected with student’s education and 
services using the Staff Input Form for the ER.  
  
• Distributes reports and data (including those from parents) to relevant individuals, 
including medical information, assessment data, professional evaluations, staff input 
reports and observations.  

  
 The SEL collects background information for students with special circumstances; for students 

with communication needs and for students who are English Language Learners (ELL) before the 

evaluation begins and gathers the student’s language use pattern and cultural background, the student’s 

mode of communication, and if the student has a non-English background, the student’s proficiency in 

English.   

 The SEL organizes the process by inviting participants, including parents, to ER team meetings; 

schedules meetings to complete ER within the required timeframes; and selects the ER team 

participants. 

ER Team Participants 
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 The ER Team is the group (including parents) that reviews current data, determines need for 

additional data, and reviews the evaluation results to determine a student’s initial and continued 

eligibility for special education and related services. The ER Team must include the following individuals:  

• Parent/Guardian or Surrogate Parent – A surrogate parent is someone other than the parent 

who is designated to make educational decisions for the student, and to receive and execute 

procedural safeguards (e.g., consent for evaluations). The following circumstances necessitate 

the designation of a surrogate parent:  

o A child is designated a ward of the State;   

o An unaccompanied homeless youth;   

o The whereabouts of the parent is unknown;   

o The rights of the parent have been terminated in accordance with the state law.  

 • Local Educational Agency (LEA) Representative – The principal or principal’s designee.  

NOTE: The principal may delegate the functions but not the responsibilities of the LEA 

Representative as follows:  

o qualified to provide or supervise special education services;   

o knowledgeable about the general education curriculum and special education 

services;   

o knowledgeable about the availability of resources of the school district;   

o has the authority to commit school district’s resources;   

o ensures provision of IEP services and materials specific in the IEP; and   

o chairs the IEP meeting.  

Evaluation Coordinator – Designated by the principal, the Evaluation Coordinator is the school’s 

SEL, or the related service provider for a student receiving only speech/language, OT or PT 

services.  

• Special Education Teacher  

• Speech/Language Therapist, OT or PT (for student considered for, or receiving, only 

speech/language or OT/PT services.)  

 • Regular Education Teacher – At least one regular education teacher if the student is or may be 

participating in the regular education environment. For reevaluations, if the student does not 

have a regular classroom teacher, a regular classroom teacher qualified to teach the student’s 

age may be identified to participate. The participation of more than one regular education 

teacher is not required for a student with more than one regular education teacher. Select a 

teacher who does or may implement portions of the IEP, or who instructs or has supervision of 

the student. Other teachers provide input through the Staff Input form.  
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 • Certified School Psychologist – Required when evaluating a student for autism, emotional 

disturbance, mental retardation, multiple disabilities, other health impairment, specific learning 

disability or traumatic brain injury.  

 • An individual who can interpret instructional implication of the evaluation results (role may be 

assumed by one of the above participants).  

 • The Student, as appropriate.  

 • Other Individuals – at the discretion of the parent or school, e.g., bilingual professional, ESOL 

teacher, person knowledgeable about positive behavioral supports, interpreter for individuals 

who are deaf or translator for those who are English Language Learners, an individual familiar 

with the student’s culture or with specific information about the student, etc. 

Evaluation Process 
 The LEA shall ensure that a full and individual evaluation is conducted for each child being 

considered for special education and related services under IDEA. In conducting the evaluation, the LEA 

shall use a variety of assessment tools, including information from parent, not use a single measure as 

the sole criterion for determining eligibility, and use technically sound instruments.  

 
Determining Scope of Evaluation and Need for Additional Data 

 Review the existing evaluation data as part of an initial evaluation (if appropriate) and as part of 
any reevaluation review existing data. Review existing evaluation data on the student, including 
valuations and information provided by the parents, local or state assessments, current 
classroom-based assessments and observations (required in order for a student to be 
determined eligible in the area of learning disabilities), and observations by teachers and related 
service providers. This review may be conducted without a meeting. If the team meets, the 
parent must be notified and invited to attend. The parent may participate by telephone or 
conference call. The EL facilitates the meeting using the Invitation to Participate form.   
 

 On the basis of review of existing data, and input from the student’s parents, identify what 
additional data, if any, are needed to determine present disability whether the student has or 
continues to have a disability and the student’s educational needs; the present levels of 
academic achievement and related developmental needs; whether the student needs or 
continues to need special education and related services; and whether any additions or 
modifications to the special education and related services are needed to enable the student to 
meet the measurable annual goals set out in the IEP and to participate, as appropriate, in the 
general education curriculum.  
 

 If additional information is required for the evaluation, the SEL completes the PTE form, 
indicating any preexisting data and assessments that must be completed, and obtains the 
parent’s consent.  Specifically, include the types of measures, assessments, and other evaluation 
materials that will be used to evaluate the student and the timeframe in which they will be 
administered.  No assessments may be initiated until the parent signs the PTE form.  If a parent 
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refuses consent, the team may request a due process procedure or mediation. In this case, the 
SEL must consult with the Regional Special Education Director.  Parents may withdraw their 
request for a special education evaluation at any time by so indicating on the PTE form, or by 
notifying the school principal in writing.  In this case, the evaluation process must cease and the 
school district must initiate due process procedures. Once the SEL receives written parental 
consent for the evaluation, s/he notifies the ER Team of the referral, and the members gather 
the necessary information and conduct assessments as necessary.  
 

 For a reevaluation the school will follow the above procedures for obtaining parental consent, 
using the PTRE form, except that if the SEL has documentation of at least three reasonable 
attempts to obtain the parent’s consent and the parent fails to responds, the assessments may 
proceed without the consent (preferably, based on consultation with the Regional Special 
Education Director). Reasonable attempts include:  

 
o detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted and the results of those calls;  
o copies of correspondence sent to the parents and any responses received; 
o detailed records of visits made to the parent’s home or place of employment and  the 

results of those visits; and  
o if there is no need for additional data, the SEL notifies the parent that no additional data is 

needed.  If the parent asks that additional assessments be conducted, then the SEL arranges 
for the additional assessments to be conducted.  

 
Required Evaluations and Assessments 

 School Psychologist - Evaluation report of a certified school psychologist when evaluating a 

child for autism, emotional disturbance, mental retardation, multiple disabilities and other 

health impairments.  

 Teacher Summary of student progress and performance in the classroom from each teacher 

who provides instruction.  

 Observation Report - For students with or suspected of having a learning disability, a 

classroom observation report will document the student’s academic performance and 

behavior in the areas of difficulty. At least one ER Team member other than the child’s 

regular teacher will observe the student’s academic performance in routine classroom 

instruction and monitoring of the child’s performance that was done before the child as 

referred for an evaluation; or after the child was referred and parental consent was 

obtained. For a student less than school age or out of school, the student will be observed in 

an environment appropriate to the student’s age. 

 Relevant Domain - Additional assessments and evaluations related to those domains as 

appropriate to evaluate student (e.g., speech/language therapist, occupational and physical 

therapist, psychologist, and behavioral specialist).  

 Independent Educational Evaluations obtained by the parent and presented to the school. 

However, if the parent does not provide an IEE report in sufficient time to complete the 

evaluation by mandated timeframes, the process should continue without the IEE report. If 
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the parent provides the independent evaluation after the eligibility decision, the SEL must 

reconvene the ER Team to consider the new information.  

Evaluation Report (ER) Summary Document 
 The ER is intended to incorporate the key findings from each evaluation performed and their 

implications for the education of the student. While interpreting evaluation data, the ER Team draws 

upon information from a variety of sources, including teachers and related service providers, aptitude 

and achievement tests, curriculum-based assessments, parent input, teacher recommendations, 

physical condition, social or cultural background, adaptive behavior, and records, e.g., school 

attendance, anecdotal, classroom observations, cumulative, discipline, group standardized achievement 

scores, individualized standardized achievement scores, CSAP results, and ensures that information from 

all of these sources is documented and carefully considered. The ER Team uses the ER and the attached 

reports to determine the student’s initial eligibility for special education services, and educational 

needs.  

Providing ER and Reports to Parent 

 The SEL must complete the ER and document that a copy was provided to the parent by hand-

delivery or first class mail no later than 60 school days from the date the school received the 

signed PTE form and at least 10 school days before the IEP meeting unless the parent agrees to 

waive the 10-day review period and proceeds immediately to the IEP meeting by signing the 10-

day Evaluation Report Review Waiver form. The LEA provides a copy of the ER at no cost to the 

parent.  

 

 Parents have the right to review assessment reports and protocols in the presence of examiners. 

Protocols must be released to individuals having expertise in interpreting such protocols 

(consumable test booklets, behavior ratio scales, drawings, etc.).  Protocols must be removed 

from the student’s cumulative file. 

 

Determining Eligibility for Special Education and Related Services 

 While the ER Team is not required to make its eligibility determination in a meeting, the Team 

may choose to do so. If the ER Team chooses to meet, the SEL facilitates the ER Team Meeting 

using the Invitation to Participate form. If the parent does not attend the meeting the SEL must 

document that s/he has made at least three reasonable attempts to include the parent in the 

meeting. If this documentation is in place, the meeting may proceed without the parent. 

 

 Based on all of the information collected during the assessment process, the ER Team 

determines whether the student is eligible to receive special education and related services. To 

determine initial eligibility for special education services, the Team must establish all of the 

following:  

  That the student has one or more of the following disabilities: 
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- Autism  
- Deaf-Blindness  
- Developmental Delay  
- Emotional Disturbance  
- Gifted without Disability  
- Hearing Impairment, including Deafness  
- Mental Retardation  
- Multiple Disabilities  
- Orthopedic Impairment  
- Other Health Impairment  
- Specific Learning Disability  
- Speech or Language Impairment  
- Traumatic Brain Injury  
- Visual Impairment, including Blindness  
-  

 At least one of these disabilities has an adverse effect on the student’s educational 

performance, and as a result of one or more of these disabilities, the student needs special education 

(specially designed instruction) and related services.  

 • When all three factors are present – IDEA disability, adverse effect on educational 

performance, and need for special education services – the student is eligible or continues to be 

eligible for special education and related services and an IEP is developed.  

 • For all disability areas, a student may not be determined to have a disability if the 

determinant factor for the finding is lack of appropriate instruction in reading, including 

phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary development, reading fluency, including oral reading 

skills, and reading comprehension strategies; lack of appropriate instruction in math; or limited 

English proficiency. Students who are ELL may be eligible for special education services only 

when it is determined that the disability exists independent of the student’s limited language 

proficiency in English. The disability must be present in the student’s native language and/or 

outside of the school environment. Speaking a language other than English is not a disability.  

These conditions are required of students suspected of having specific learning disability eligibility:  

 The student does not achieve adequately for his/her age or to meet state-approved  grade 

level standards in one or more of the following areas when provided with  learning 

experiences and instruction appropriate for his/her age or state-approved  grade-level 

standards. The areas are: oral expression, listening comprehension,  written expression, 

basic reading skills, reading fluency skills, reading  comprehension, mathematics calculation, 

and mathematics problem solving; and  

 

 The student does not make sufficient progress to meet age or state-approved grade-level 

standards in one or more of the areas identified in above when using a process based on 
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his/her response to scientific, research-based intervention; or the student exhibits a pattern 

of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, relative to age, state-

approved grade-level standards, or intellectual development, that is determined by the ER 

team to be relevant to the identification of specific learning disability; and  

 

 The findings under the above cannot primarily be the result of a visual, hearing or  motor 

impairment, mental retardation, emotional disturbance, environmental or cultural or 

economic disadvantage, limited English proficiency, or lack of appropriate instruction in 

reading (including phonemic awareness, phonemics, vocabulary development, reading 

fluency, including oral reading skills, and reading comprehension strategies) or lack of 

appropriate instruction in math.  

 

 To ensure that underachievement is not due to a lack of appropriate instruction in reading 

or math, the ER Team must review the data demonstrating that prior to or as part of the 

referral process, the student was provided appropriate instruction in a regular education 

setting. The ER Team must also ensure delivery by qualified personnel; data-based 

documentation of repeated assessments of achievement, at reasonable intervals, reflecting 

formal assessment of student progress during instruction, provided to the student’s parents. 

 

 Specific documentation for the specific learning disability determination in the ER must 

document if the student participated in a process that assesses his/her response to 

scientific, research-based intervention; the instructional strategies used and the student-

centered data collected; and the documentation that the child’s parents were notified about 

the State’s policies regarding the amount and nature of student performance data that 

would be collected and the general education services that would be provided; strategies 

for increasing the student’s rate of learning; and the parent’s right to request an evaluation.  

Each team member must certify in writing whether the report reflects his or her conclusion.  

If it does not so reflect, he/she must submit a separate statement presenting his/her 

conclusions.  If a parent is unable to provide a written dissent, the staff should assist in 

reducing the dissent to writing. 

 

 Speech-language is a disability only when it is the only disability category identified for a 

student.  If a student is determined to have a disability in another category, then the 

speech-language is a related service and is not identified as a disability. 

 
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS  

 If the ER Team determines that the student is not eligible for special education and related 

services, give a Non-Eligible Notice of Recommended Education Placement (NOREP) to the 

parent. If the parent believes the student is eligible and disapproves the Non-Eligible NOREP, the 

parent may request mediation or a due process hearing. As appropriate, the ER Team may 
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consider providing support for the student through a referral to CSAP or may consider whether 

the student meets the Chapter 15 definition of a Protected Handicapped Student.  

 

 If the ER Team determines that the student is eligible for special education and related services, 

give a NOREP to the parent to document this finding. The ER Team (with change in participants 

as appropriate) may continue on as the IEP Team to develop the student’s IEP under one of the 

following circumstances:  

 

o The Parent Invitation to Participate form included reference to both the ER Team  and 

the IEP Team meeting.  

 

o The parent agrees to waive the 10-day written notice for the IEP meeting.  

 

If neither of the above circumstances is present, the school will send an Invitation to Participate 

form to the parent for the IEP meeting. This meeting must be held within 30 calendar days from 

the determination that the student needs special education and related services.  

 

 If a parent disagrees with an initial, continuing, or change in a child’s eligibility, the parent has 

the right to disagree with the eligibility determination by requesting mediation or a due process 

hearing.  

Changing or Terminating Eligibility for Special Education Services 
 A student must be reevaluated in accordance with the above applicable procedures prior to 

changing or terminating the student’s eligibility for special education services. For example, if a student 

with a diagnosed learning disability is suspected of having an emotional disturbance, staff would have to 

initiate a reevaluation to effectuate this consideration. The IEP team would have to consider relevant 

information showing that a student required speech services or any other related service, such as 

physical therapy (PT) or occupational therapy (OT). If sufficient information was not available to make 

this determination, a reevaluation or special evaluation would be required. The team would follow the 

procedures above to initiate the reevaluation or special evaluation to consider the student’s need for 

speech, OT or PT. Speech-Language is a related service and is not considered to be a disability. Thus, the 

speech-language services may be terminated at an IEP meeting based on performance and other data 

provided by the speech-language clinician and considered by the IEP team. OT and PT services could also 

be terminated if there was sufficient information provided by the clinicians to support the decision of 

the IEP team.  

The Evaluation Process 
 An evaluation is the process by which a multidisciplinary team, including parents, uses a variety 

of assessment tools and strategies to evaluate current information available for the student to gather 

relevant functional, developmental, and academic information, including information provided by the 

parent that may assist in determining whether the student has a disability [NOTE: This includes a 
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determination that the student needs special education services (i.e., specially designed instruction) and 

related services.]; the content of the student’s IEP, including information related to enabling the student 

to be involved in and progress in the general education curriculum; or, for preschool children, to 

participate in appropriate activities.  

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAMS (IEP) 
The IEP must offer the following:  

 • A Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) in the Least Restrictive environment (LRE).  An 

“appropriate” program is one that is compliant with mandated timelines, procedures, and offers 

a student the opportunity to be involved in and progress in the general curriculum.  

 • The LRE is the environment that offers the student participation with non-disabled peers to 

the maximum extent appropriate.  

 The IEP is a legal document that describes the specially designed instruction (special education) and 

related services designed by the IEP Team to meet the student’s unique needs.  This document identifies 

the resources that the school commits to meet the student’s educational needs.  

 
NOTICE OF RECOMMENDED EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT (NOREP)/PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE (PWN) 
 The school must provide parent with prior written notice each time it proposes or refuses to 

initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of a child or the provision of a 

free appropriate public education (FAPE) to a student.   Specifically, a NOREP/PWN is required in the 

following circumstances:  

 at the conclusion of the initial IEP;  

 at the conclusion of each subsequent IEP meeting;  

 upon decision that a referred student does not require an evaluation;  

 when an Evaluation Team determines that a student does not have a disability, establishes a 

disability, changes the type of disability or upon consideration of additional data does not 

change the type of disability;  

 when the school has conducted an evaluation and considers the data to be valid and 

comprehensive and therefore refuses to pay for an independent evaluation.  In this case, the 

principal in consultation with the Regional Special Education Director would be required to 

request a due process hearing to demonstrate the appropriateness of the school’s evaluation;  

 when an IEP Team determines a need for a change in placement or level in service, such as part-

time to resource;  

 on the date the decision is made that a student’s suspension constitutes a change in placement 

(i.e., more than 10 consecutive school days; more than 15 cumulative school days; or series of 

suspensions constitutes a pattern of suspension;  

 when an IEP Team conducts a manifestation determination;  
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 when a student is referred to an interim alternative education setting or approved private 

school;  

 at the conclusion of a pre-hearing conference to settle a disagreement between the parent and 

district/school representatives about a student’s program and/or services;  

 when a student no longer requires special education services;  

 when a student graduates from high school; and  

 when a student with mental retardation is suspended from school for any period of time.  

Dispute Resolution 

 Parents and the School District have a variety of means to resolve disputes, which are informal 

schools meetings, pre-hearing conferences, mediation, and due process.  

 Informal meetings, pre-hearing conferences and mediation may not be used to delay a parent’s 

right to a timely due process hearing.  

 Proactive Resolution. School personnel may meet with parents and attempt to identify and 

resolve issues proactively and informally.  

 Agreement Reached. If an agreement is reached, it must be written and signed by the parent, 

Regional Special Education Director and Principal or designee. Attach a NOREP/PWN to the 

written agreement.  

 Agreement Not Reached. If an agreement cannot be reached, the parent is given a NOREP/PWN 

and (s)he may request one of the processes described below.  

Mediation 
General Requirements of Mediation   

 is a voluntary process in which parents and school agree to obtain the  assistance of a 

qualified impartial mediator who is trained in effective mediation  techniques.  

 cannot be used to deny or delay a parent’s right to a hearing or to deny any  other rights 

under IDEA.  

 cannot include lawyers for the parent or for the school.  

 must be provided at no cost to the parent.  

 must be scheduled in a timely manner and must be held in a location that is  convenient to 

the parties to the dispute.  

 

 Agreement.  If school officials and the parents resolve a dispute through the mediation process, 

they must execute a legally binding written agreement that sets forth the resolution terms and 

that states that all discussions that occurred during the mediation process will remain 

confidential and may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearing or civil 

proceeding; and is signed by both the parent and a Regional Special Education representative or 

Principal/designee.  
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 Mediation Confidentiality.  Discussions that occur during the mediation process must be 

confidential and may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearing or court. 

 

 Facilitation.  Contact the Regional Special Education staff to request mediation. NOTE: The 

written and signed mediation agreement is enforceable in court.  

Discipline of Students with Disabilities  
 If a student violates the Code of Student Conduct, before consequences or punishment are 

imposed, a school must consider whether the student has a disability evidenced by an IEP or Chapter 15 

service agreement. While all students may be disciplined, it is both illegal and unjust to punish a child 

when the offense is directly related to his disability or when the IEP or Chapter 15 service plan is not 

implemented. A student with mental retardation can never be suspended without either the written 

consent of the parent or by written approval of the Pennsylvania Department of Education.  

 Disciplinary actions give students with disabilities extra legal protections when the discipline 

constitutes a change in placement. A “change in placement” is a legal term that applies to the following 

situations:  

 • Any suspension (even one day), expulsion, or transfer to another school of a student with 

mental retardation.  

 • A suspension, expulsion, or disciplinary transfer to a remedial disciplinary school for either 

more than 10 consecutive school days or more than 15 cumulative school days in a school year 

is a change in placement. If a student has transportation on his IEP, then bus suspensions are 

also counted.  

 • Suspensions that may total less than 15 cumulative school days in a school year may be a 

change in placement if they appear as part of a pattern of suspensions. A pattern of suspensions 

may be found if the student is suspended for behavior that is “substantially similar” to behavior 

for which the child has previously been suspended. Factors may include same type of behavior, 

same victim, same class, same day of the week or same time of day.  

 • If the offense is not committed by a student with mental retardation or if suspensions do not 

exceed 10 consecutive or 15 cumulative days nor constitute a pattern of suspensions, than it is 

not a change in placement and the student may be subject to the same consequence the school 

applies to all students who violate the Code of Student Conduct.  If the offense is a change in 

placement, the school team (including the parent) must hold a Manifestation Determination 

meeting to determine two issues:  

 • Was the student’s misconduct caused by or directly and substantially related to the student’s 

disability?  

 • Was the student’s misconduct a direct result of the school’s failure to follow the child’s IEP?  
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  If the team answers yes to either question, then the student’s behavior is a manifestation of 

his/her disability. The student may not be suspended, expelled or transferred to a remedial disciplinary 

school as a punishment for misbehavior. The team must conduct a functional behavioral assessment and 

create a behavior plan addressing ways that the school can help a student with a conduct issue. If the 

student already has a behavior plan, the plan must be reviewed and modified to address how the school 

can better assist the student with the conduct issue.  

  If all team members agree that the student’s conduct was not a manifestation of his disability, 

then the student may be subject to the same consequences as all students. If a parent disagrees with 

the team’s decision that the behavior was not a manifestation of the student’s disability, the parent may 

request a due process hearing to challenge this finding. If the Hearing Officer agrees with the parent, the 

student will remain in the school where the offense was committed unless the parent and the school 

agree otherwise. However, during the period of expulsion or transfer to an alternative placement or 

remedial disciplinary setting, the student must continue to receive special education services prescribed 

by his IEP and a Behavior Plan must be created or revised to address the offending conduct.  

 
Homeless Students 
 As provided by the McKinney-Vento Homeless Act of 2002, schools must immediately enroll 

homeless children or youth, even if the children or youth are unable to produce records and materials 

normally required for enrollment, such as previous academic records, medical records, proof of 

residence, or immunization records. 

Change in Housing Status of Currently Enrolled Student 

 • Required Meeting  

 Whenever a current or receiving school is informed that a student is or has become 

homeless, the principal or his/her designee must immediately arrange for a meeting with the 

parent.  

 • Discussion about Placement Options  

   The staff member must discuss with the parents the student’s options and the best 

interests of the student.  Information concerning issues such as overcrowding and special 

education delivery should be brought to the parent’s attention.  If questions arise, consult with 

the District’s Homeless Liaison.  

 • If Relevant, Facilitate Transfer  

   At the conclusion of the conference with the parent, the staff member must facilitate 

the immediate transfer of the student, if relevant, in accordance with the parent’s decision.  
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Protected Handicapped Students  
Legal Standard   

• Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and its implementing regulations, 34 

Code of Federal Regulation Part 104, and its Pennsylvania counterpart, 22 PA Code Chapter 15, 

prohibit discrimination and require the school to provide accommodations to identified students 

with disabilities to access the school and school activities and programs.  

 • The school must provide each identified Protected Handicapped Student enrolled in the 

school, without cost to the student or family, those related aids, services or accommodations 

which are needed to afford the student equal opportunity to participate in and obtain the 

benefits of the school program and extracurricular activities without discrimination and to the 

maximum extent appropriate to the student's ability.  

Gifted Support 
Assessing a Potentially Gifted Student  

 • Students need to be screened as possible candidates for gifted support using multiple criteria, 

such as, report card grades, scores on standardized state and local achievement testing, teacher 

recommendation, and parent request. When a school believes that a child is a candidate, the 

principal will issue a Gifted Permission to Evaluate. The teacher will complete a Staff Input form. 

The parent will complete the Gifted Parent Input form and sign the Gifted Permission to 

Evaluate. The SEL will make sure that all the necessary documentation is in the student file as 

per the Permission to Evaluate checklist for Mentally Gifted Students.  

 • The guidelines in Chapter 16 state that a student is considered to be mentally gifted when she 

or he receives an IQ score of 130 or above and when other criteria reflect gifted ability.  At the 

same time, a student obtaining an IQ score less than 130 may be considered for programs for 

the gifted when other criteria strongly indicate gifted ability. IQ score alone may not be the sole 

determining factor in determining giftedness. This means that a 130 IQ is neither a necessary 

nor sufficient criterion.  However, the student must be given an IQ test to obtain a score that is 

used in the determination.  

 • The choice of the IQ measure rests with the psychologist. The psychologist may choose to use 

a full IQ test or a reliable abbreviated scale of intelligence. The psychologist may choose to 

report the GAI of the WISC-IV, for example, if in the opinion of the psychologist, that is more 

reflective of the overall potential of the student than would be the Full Scale IQ given the 

greater g-loading.   

• When the student does not achieve the 130 IQ, an alternative measure is used. This is the 

Raven Progressive Matrices (Colored version up to 8 years of age and the Standard version 

above the age of 8). The Raven is administered with coaching prior to administration. The 

protocol for the coaching will be part of the Regional test supplies. In order to qualify using the 

Raven, a student needs to score at the 95th Percentile or above.  
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• The psychologist will document in the psychological report and the Gifted Evaluation Report 

what test measures were used and what additional criteria were included. These additional 

criteria may include the same measures that were used for screening, but must be documented. 

In addition, the psychologist must include recommendations to the Gifted IEP (GIEP) team of 

areas of particular strength and interest that will be used in developing the GIEP.  

Additional Services 
 Related Services - Related services means transportation and such developmental, corrective, 

and other supportive services as are required to assist a child with a disability to benefit from special 

education, and includes speech language pathology and audiology services, interpreting services, 

psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, recreation, including therapeutic recreation, 

early identification and assessment of disabilities in children, counseling services, including 

rehabilitation counseling, orientation and mobility services, and medical services for diagnostic or 

evaluation purposes. Related services also include school health services and school nurse services, 

social work services in schools, and parent counseling and training. 

 Every student receiving special education and related services provided for in an IEP developed 

prior to July 1, 2008, shall continue to receive the special education and related services under that IEP, 

subject to the terms, limitations and conditions set forth in law. 

 In addition to the requirements incorporated by reference in 34 CFR 300.324 (relating to 

development, review, and revision of IEP), each school entity shall designate persons responsible to 

coordinate transition activities 

Parent Training 
 Synergy will take advantage of the many training components offered by the Pennsylvania 

Training and Technical Assistance Network (PaTTAN).  These training modules cover many aspects of the 

knowledge parents will need to be effective with children with disabilities.  The training is offered at no 

cost and Synergy will be able to guide parents through various aspects of the training through our online 

connections with the families. 

 Examples of the PaTTAN training modules are: 

 “What Parents of Students with Disabilities Need to Know About the Implementation of an 

IEP” 

 “Empowering Families as Partners in the Least Restrictive Environment – A Presentation for 

Parents” 

 “What Parents of Students with Disabilities Need to Know About the Student Voice in the 

IEP Process” 

 “What Parents of Students with Disabilities Need to Know About Assistive Technology” 

 “Inclusion: A Parent’s Perspective” 

 “Talking to LEA’s About Meaningful Parent Engagement” 
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 “Parent Involvement Survey: Your Participation Matters” 

 “Engaging Parents and the Community in the Implementation of PBIS” 

 “Resolution Meetings: A Guide for Parents and Educators” 

 “General Due Process Hearing Timelines When the Parent Files a Complaint” 

 “Parent’s Rights: Understanding the Procedural Safeguards Notice” 

 “A Parent’s Guide to Response to Instruction and Intervention (RtII) in Pennsylvania” 

 There are many other training modules available through PaTTAN.  Synergy Cyber will use the 

PaTTAN training and will find, acquire and use other training as the needs of our parents are assessed 

and understood.  As parents make the school aware of specific needs, we will find means to provide a 

better understanding of how to manage the concern. 

PSSA and Alternate Assessment   
 The Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) will be administered to all of the students 

enrolled in the school except If it is determined that the child has significant cognitive disabilities and 

that the PSSA would not be appropriate.  In that event, the child will take the Pennsylvania Alternate 

System of Assessment (PASA).  An indication that the PASA would be more appropriate would need to 

be included in the IEP. 

GRADUATION AND DROPOUT  
Least restrictive environment requirements: 
 

Students with disabilities shall be educated in the least restrictive environment.  The school will ensure 

that: 

1. To the maximum extent appropriate, and as provided in the IEP, the student with a 

disability is educated with nondisabled peers. 

2. Special classes, separate schooling or other removal of a student with a disability from the 

regular education class occurs only when the nature or severity of the disability is such that 

education in the regular education class with the use of appropriate supplementary aids 

and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily. 

3. A student may not be determined to require separate education because the child cannot 

achieve at the same level as classmates who do not have disabilities if the child can, with  

the full range of supplementary aids and services, make meaningful progress in the goals 

included in the student's IEP. 

4. A student may not be removed from or determined to be ineligible for placement in a 

regular education classroom solely because of the nature or severity of the student's 

disability, or solely because educating the student in the regular education classroom would 

necessitate additional cost or for administrative convenience.  (5) School entities shall be 

required to provide access to a full continuum of placement options. 
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 To the maximum extent appropriate, children with disabilities, including children in public or 

private institutions or other care facilities, are educated with children who are nondisabled; and (ii) 

Special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of children with disabilities from the regular 

educational environment occurs only if the nature or severity of the disability is such that education in 

regular classes with the use of supplementary aids  and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily. 

Independent Education Evaluation 
   Provisions for Extended School Year – In addition to the requirements incorporated by 
reference in 34 CFR 300.106 (relating to extended school year services), school entities shall use the 
following standards for determining whether a student with disabilities requires ESY as part of the 
student's program: 
 

1. At each IEP meeting for a student with disabilities, the school entity shall determine whether 
the student is eligible for ESY services and, if so, make subsequent determinations about the 
services to be provided. 

 
2. In considering whether a student is eligible for ESY services, the IEP team shall consider the 

following factors; however, no single factor will be considered determinative: 
 

a. Whether the student reverts to a lower level of functioning as evidenced by a 
measurable decrease in skills or behaviors which occurs as a result of an 
interruption in educational programming (Regression). 

b. Whether the student has the capacity to recover the skills or behavior patterns in which 
regression occurred to a level demonstrated prior to the interruption of educational 
programming (Recoupment). 

c. Whether the student's difficulties with regression and recoupment make it unlikely that 
the student will maintain the skills and behaviors relevant to IEP goals and objectives. 

d. The extent to which the student has mastered and consolidated an important skill or 
behavior at the point when educational programming would be interrupted. 

e. The extent to which a skill or behavior is particularly crucial for the student to meet the 
IEP goals of self-sufficiency and independence from caretakers. 

f. The extent to which successive interruptions in educational programming result in a 
student's withdrawal from the learning process. 

g. Whether the student's disability is severe, such as autism/pervasive developmental 
disorder, serious emotional disturbance, severe mental retardation, degenerative 
impairments with mental involvement and severe multiple disabilities. 

 
3.  Reliable sources of information regarding a student's educational needs, propensity to 
progress, recoupment potential and year-to-year progress may include the following: 

 
a. Progress on goals in consecutive IEPs. 
b. Progress reports maintained by educators, therapists and others having direct 

contact with the student before and after interruptions in the education program. 
c. Reports by parents of negative changes in adaptive behaviors or in other skill areas. 
d. Medical or other agency reports indicating degenerative-type difficulties, which 

become exacerbated during breaks in educational services. 
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e. Observations and opinions by educators, parents and others. 
 

 4. The need for ESY services will not be based on any of the following: 
a. The desire or need for day care or respite care services. 
b. The desire or need for a summer recreation program. 
c. The desire or need for other programs or services that, while they may provide 

educational benefit, are not required to ensure the provision of a free appropriate 
public education. 

 
5. Students with severe disabilities such as autism/pervasive developmental disorder, serious 
emotional disturbance; severe mental retardation; degenerative impairments with mental 
involvement; and severe multiple disabilities require expeditious determinations of eligibility for 
ESY services to be provided as follows: 

a. Parents of students with severe disabilities shall be notified by the school entity of the 
annual review meeting to encourage their participation. 

b. The IEP review meeting must occur no later than February 28 of each school year for 
students with severe disabilities. 

c. The Notice of Recommended Educational Placement shall be issued to the parent no 
later than March 31 of the school year for students with severe disabilities. 

d. If a student with a severe disability transfers into a school entity after the dates in 
paragraphs (2) and (3), and the ESY eligibility decision has not been made, the 
eligibility and program content must be determined at the IEP meeting. 

 
6. School entities shall consider the eligibility for ESY services of all students with disabilities at 
the IEP meeting. ESY determinations for students other than those described in subsection (d) 
are not subject to the time lines in subsection (d). However, these determinations shall still be 
made in a timely manner. If the parents disagree with the school entity's recommendation on 
ESY, the parents will be afforded an expedited due process hearing. 

 
Intensive Interagency Approach -  
 Disproportionate Representation - Policies and procedures designed to prevent the 

inappropriate over-identification or disproportionate representation by race and ethnicity of children 

with disabilities, for those school districts identified with significant disproportionality in accordance 

with 34 CFR 300.646(a) (relating to disproportionality). 

 Each school district may develop a program of early intervening services. In the case of school 

districts meeting the criteria in 34 CFR 300.646(b)(2) (relating to disproportionality), as established by 

the Department, the early intervening services are required and must include: 

1. A verification that the student was provided with appropriate instruction in reading, 

including the essential components of reading instruction (as defined in section 1208(3) 

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) (20 U.S.C.A. § 6368(3)), 

and appropriate instruction in math. 
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2. For students with academic concerns, an assessment of the student's performance in 

relation to State-approved grade level standards. 

 

3. For students with behavioral concerns, a systematic observation of the student's 

behavior in the school environment where the student is displaying difficulty. 

 

4. A research-based intervention to increase the student's rate of learning or behavior 

change based on the results of the assessments under paragraph (2) or (3). 

 

5. (5) Repeated assessments of achievement or behavior, or both, conducted at 

reasonable intervals, reflecting formal monitoring of student progress during the 

interventions. 

 

6. A determination as to whether the student's assessed difficulties are the result of a lack 

of instruction or limited English proficiency. 

 

7. A determination as to whether the student's needs exceed the functional ability of the 

regular education program to maintain the student at an appropriate instructional level. 

 

8. Documentation that information about the student's progress as identified in paragraph 

(5) was periodically provided to the student's parents. 

 

9. Screening or early intervening activities do not serve as a bar to the right of a parent to 

request an evaluation, at any time, including prior to or during the conduct of early 

intervening activities  

10.  

6. Synergy failed to include a narrative explaining how the school will make 
these services available to students statewide. 

 
 Special Education services will be provided to all students by using a network of providers in 

areas where there is a low concentration of students.  It is anticipated that the students who enroll and 

who live in rural counties of the state will be serviced through the efforts of providers who will travel 

through the state and visit students in their homes.  The number of the providers that will be needed 

has not been specifically determined because the number of these people will be defined by the 

enrollment of students with IEP’s and by those students who are found to be eligible for special 

education services. 

7. Synergy failed to explain the accommodations and modifications the school 
will make available to enable special education students to participate in the 
assessments and alternative assessments. 
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 Synergy Cyber will ensure that all children with disabilities are included in all general State and 

district-wide assessment programs, with appropriate accommodations and alternate assessments, if 

necessary, as indicated in their respective IEPs. 

 

Accommodation Guidelines  
(1) The school will develop guidelines for the provision of appropriate accommodations. 
 
(2) The school’s guidelines will-- 

i. Identify only those accommodations for each assessment that do not invalidate the 
score; and 

ii. Instruct IEP Teams to select, for each assessment, only those accommodations that 
do not invalidate the score. 

 
Alternate assessments 

 The school will develop and implement alternate assessments and guidelines for the 

participation of children with disabilities in alternate assessments for those children who cannot 

participate in regular assessments, even with accommodations, as indicated in their respective IEPs, as 

provided in paragraph (a) of this section. 

  For assessing the academic progress of students with disabilities under Title I of the 

ESEA, the alternate assessments and guidelines in paragraph (c)(1) of this section must provide for 

alternate assessments that-- 

1. Are aligned with the State's challenging academic content standards and challenging 

student academic achievement standards; 

2. If the State has adopted modified academic achievement standards permitted in 34 CFR 

200.1(e), measure the achievement of children with disabilities meeting the State's criteria 

under Sec. 200.1(e)(2) against those standards; and 

 If the State has adopted alternate academic achievement standards permitted in 34 CFR 

200.1(d), measure the achievement of children with the most significant cognitive disabilities against 

those standards. 

Explanation to IEP Teams  
 The school will provide IEP Teams with a clear explanation of the differences between 

assessments based on grade-level academic achievement standards and those based on modified or 

alternate academic achievement standards, including any effects of State or local policies on the 

student's education resulting from taking an alternate assessment based on alternate or modified 

academic achievement standards (such as whether only satisfactory performance on a regular 

assessment would qualify a student for a regular high school diploma). 
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Inform parents  
  The school will ensure that parents of students selected to be assessed based on 

alternate or modified academic achievement standards are informed that their child's achievement will 

be measured based on alternate or modified academic achievement standards. 

8. Synergy referenced a Surrogate Parent Policy as an attachment; however, 
there is no such attachment.    

 
 The Surrogate Parent Policy was inadvertently omitted from the original application submission.  

The proposed policy is appended to this document as an Appendix.  See Appendix J.   

 The following is language from the US Code that defines the obligation to protect children who 

have no parent.  Synergy Cyber commits to adhere to all of the mandates in the state and federal codes 

and regulations regarding surrogate parents. 

§ 300.519 Surrogate parents 
 
 Each public agency must ensure that the rights of a child are protected when 

1. No parent can be identified; 

2. The public agency, after reasonable efforts, cannot locate a parent; 

3. The child is a ward of the State under the laws of that State; or 

4. The child is an unaccompanied homeless youth as defined in section 725(6) of the 

McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11434a(6)). 

 
Duties of public agency  
  The duties of a public agency under paragraph (a) of this section include the assignment 

of an individual to act as a surrogate for the parents. This must include a method 

1. For determining whether a child needs a surrogate parent; and 

2. For assigning a surrogate parent to the child. 

 
 
Wards of the State 
  In the case of a child who is a ward of the State, the surrogate parent alternatively may be 

appointed by the judge overseeing the child’s case, provided that the surrogate meets the 

requirements in paragraphs (d)(2)(i) and (e) of this section. 

Criteria for selection of surrogate parents.   The public agency may select a surrogate parent in any way 

permitted under State law. 

Public agencies must ensure that a person selected as a surrogate parent— 

1. Is not an employee of the SEA, the LEA, or any other agency that is involved in the 

education or care of the child; 
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2. as no personal or professional interest that conflicts with the interest of the child the 

surrogate parent represents; and 

3. Has knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the child. 

 
Non-employee requirement - compensation  
 A person otherwise qualified to be a surrogate parent under paragraph (d) of this section is not 

an employee of the agency solely because he or she is paid by the agency to serve as a surrogate parent. 

Unaccompanied homeless youth 
  In the case of a child who is an unaccompanied homeless youth, appropriate staff of emergency 

shelters, transitional shelters, independent living programs, and street outreach programs may be 

appointed as temporary surrogate parents without regard to paragraph (d)(2)(i) of this section, until a 

surrogate parent can be appointed that meets all of the requirements of paragraph (d) of this section. 

Surrogate parent responsibilities.  
 The surrogate parent may represent the child in all matters relating to— 

1. The identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child; and 

2. The provision of FAPE to the child. 

SEA responsibility.  
 The SEA must make reasonable efforts to ensure the assignment of a surrogate parent not more 

than 30 days after a public agency determines that the child needs a surrogate parent. 

   b. Applicant failed to demonstrate that it has sufficient resources established across the state 
to meet the needs of students with disabilities.   
 

1. Synergy failed to include an acknowledgement that some of the school’s 
special education student population may not be able to receive the special 
education program and related services through the internet or electronic 
means 

 
 Synergy acknowledges that some of the school’s special education student population may not 

be able to receive the special education program and related services through the internet or electronic 

means.  Those children will be provided services from special education specialists who will visit the 

students in their homes.  In the event that the parents or guardians do not want representatives of the 

school visiting their homes, we will find mutually accessible locations in which these services can be 

provided.   

2. Synergy also did not explain how it will deliver the special education program 
and related services to those students who are unable to participate in the 
program and services through the internet or electronic means. 
 

 Synergy readily acknowledges that some of its students may not be able to receive services 

through the internet and is prepared to provide those services in the home of the students or in some 
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other location that is convenient to the student and his/her parent or guardian.  Synergy will identify 

and employ contract teachers and special education specialists who will be available to travel to any 

location in the state.     

3. Regarding the provision of special education services by third parties, Synergy 
did not identify specific actual or potential service providers and the pricing, 
location and transportation associated with these providers.   

 
 Charter Choices currently represents six cyber charter schools in the Commonwealth and has 

the information when needed regarding the potential providers, pricing location and transportation.  

The estimated costs are captured in the submitted budget.  In addition and when it is determined that a 

special education student requires the services of a special education facility, Synergy Cyber will 

consider engaging an IU  or the services of an Approved Private School (APS).  There are thirty-seven 

schools on a list of such schools approved by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for special education 

services.  Appendix K contains a directory of the APS located in the state.  This directory provides 

information about each school including information about the specific services offered, the time the 

services are available and the cost.  Synergy Cyber will utilize the services of these schools based on the 

student’s individual needs and the mandates in the student’s IEP.  See Appendix K 

4. Synergy stated that it will commit to a staffing level at the beginning of the 
school year; however, Synergy must be prepared to employ a special 
education staff member prior to the opening of the school.   

 
 Synergy agrees with this informational statement and intends to employ special education staff 

prior to the opening of school.  Synergy will have a specialist who is available to review policies, review 

files of incoming students with IEP’s and to work with parents who request that their children be 

evaluated.  The attached budget reflects this staffing commitment. 

5. Synergy failed to address transition planning and the resources that it has 
established to address post-secondary education, employment and 
independent living.   

 
 Synergy is committed to adhering to the state and federal guidelines for transitioning students 

from high school into post-secondary education, employment and independent living.  Synergy will 

adapt all of the standards that are outlined in this area to ensure that our students have as great an 

opportunity for success as is possible. 

 The following are Federal and State Transition Guidelines.  Synergy Cyber will adhere to these 

guidelines for the support of our students. 

FEDERAL – TRANSITION SERVICES 
Transition services. Beginning not later than the first IEP to be in effect when the child turns 16, or 
younger if determined appropriate by the IEP Team, and updated annually, thereafter, the IEP must 
include— 
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1. Appropriate measurable postsecondary goals based upon age appropriate transition 
assessments related to training, education, employment, and, where appropriate, 
independent living skills; and 

 
2. The transition services (including courses of study) needed to assist the child in reaching 

those goals. 
 

3. Transfer of rights at age of majority. Beginning not later than one year before the child 
reaches the age of majority under State law, the IEP must include a statement that the 
child has been informed of the child’s rights under Part B of the Act, if any, that will 
transfer to the child on reaching the age of majority under § 300.520. 

 
4. Construction. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require— 

a. That additional information be included in a child’s IEP beyond what is 
explicitly required in section 614 of the Act; or 

 
b. The IEP Team to include information under one component of a child’s IEP that 

is already contained under another component of the child’s IEP. 
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1414(d)(1)(A) and (d)(6)) 

 
§ 300.321 IEP Team. 
(a) General. The public agency must ensure that the IEP Team for each child with a disability 
includes— 

1. The parents of the child; 
2. Not less than one regular education teacher of the child (if the child is, or may 

be, participating in the regular education environment); 
3. Not less than one special education teacher of the child, or where appropriate, 

not less than one special education provider of the child; 
4. A representative of the public agency who— 

 
i. Is qualified to provide, or supervise the provision of, specially designed 

instruction to meet the unique needs of children with disabilities; 
ii. Is knowledgeable about the general education curriculum; and (iii) Is 

knowledgeable about the availability of resources of the public agency. 
 

5. An individual who can interpret the instructional implications of evaluation results, 
who may be a member of the team described in paragraphs (a)(2) through (a)(6) of 
this section; 

6. At the discretion of the parent or the agency, other individuals who have 
knowledge or special expertise regarding the child, including related services 
personnel as appropriate; and 
7. Whenever appropriate, the child with a disability. 

 
(b) Transition services participants. 

(1) In accordance with paragraph (a)(7) of this section, the public agency must invite a child with a 
disability to attend the child’s IEP Team meeting if a purpose of the meeting will be the 
consideration of the postsecondary goals for the child and the transition services needed to assist 
the child in reaching those goals under § 300.320(b). 
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(2) If the child does not attend the IEP Team meeting, the public agency must take other steps 
to ensure that the child’s preferences and interests are considered. 

 
 To the extent appropriate, with the consent of the parents or a child who has reached the age 

of majority, in implementing the requirements of paragraph (b)(1) of this section, the public agency 

must invite a representative of any participating agency that is likely to be responsible for providing or 

paying for transition services. 

6. Synergy stated that it will provide transportation to students who have IEP 
needs, although, it failed to discuss how it will meet the transportation IEP 
needs of special education students.   
 

 Transportation IEP needs of special education students will be met in accordance with the State 

Regulations and the Federal Regulations, Part 300 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.  Synergy 

will contract with one or more bus companies in order to facilitate transportation to students in all 

counties of the state. 

  These regulations state - General. Related services means transportation and such 

developmental, corrective, and other supportive services as are required to assist a child with a disability 

to benefit from special education, and includes speech language pathology and audiology services, 

interpreting services, psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, recreation, including 

therapeutic recreation, early identification and assessment of disabilities in children, counseling services, 

including rehabilitation counseling, orientation and mobility services, and medical services for diagnostic 

or evaluation purposes. Related services also include school health services and school nurse services, 

social work services in schools, and parent counseling and training. 

 
Transportation includes - 

1. Travel to and from school and between schools; 

2. Travel in and around school buildings; and 

3. Specialized equipment (such as special or adapted buses, lifts, and ramps), if required to provide 

special transportation for a child with a disability.   

c. Synergy failed to demonstrate that it has allocated sufficient special education teacher and 
support staff resources to meet the needs of students with disabilities.       
 

1. The Department typically evaluates the adequacy of special education 
personnel by comparing teacher-to-student ratios to the caseload chart in the 
PA regulations.  Synergy did not provide such ratios but stated that it will base 
staffing level on anticipated enrollment, projections of needs and parent 
surveys.      
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 Synergy recognizes that the department is asking for this information only as an evaluation tool 

and for informational use, not as a requirement under the charter laws.  The attached budget assumes a 

14% special education population of 46 students.  In addition, the budget assumes 2 full-time special 

education teachers and 4 learning coaches.  Synergy will adopt appropriate staffing levels in accordance 

with the registration of students who require these services. 

(c) Caseload. 
 

(1) The following words and terms have the following meanings, unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise: 
 

1. Full-time. Special education supports and services provided by special education 
personnel for 80% or more of the school day. 

2. Itinerant. Special education supports and services provided by special education 
personnel for 20% or less of the school day. 

3. Supplemental. Special education supports and services provided by special education 
personnel for more than 20% but less than 80% of the school day. 
 

(2) The following chart represents the maximum number of students allowed on a teacher's caseload: 
 

Itinerant         Supplemental    Full Time 

(20% or less)          (<80% but >20%) (80% or More) 

 

Learning Support 50 20 12 

Life Skills Support 20 20 12(Grades K-6) 

    15(Grades 7-12) 

Emotional Support 50 20 12 

Deaf And Hearing 50 15 8 
Impaired Support 

Blind And Visually 50 15 12 
Impaired Support 

Speech And 65 8 
Language Support 

Physical Support 50 15 12 

Autistic Support 12 8 8 

Multiple Disabilities 12 8 8 
Support 
 

(3) Each student with a disability shall be assigned to a special education teacher's caseload. 

 
(4) ) A school district may request approval for a caseload chart that varies from that in 
paragraph (2) as part of its special education plan consistent with § 14.104 (relating to special 
education plans). The caseload and supporting documents submitted must: 
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Ensure the ability of assigned staff to provide the services required in each student's IEP. 
 
 d. Applicant failed to demonstrate that it has a continuum of placement options available to 
meet the needs of students with disabilities. 
   
  The IEP team shall recommend early intervention services to be provided in the least 

restrictive environment with appropriate and necessary supplementary aids and services. The 

placement options may include one or more of the following all in conformation with the PA Education 

Code, Chapter 14: 

1. Early childhood environment. Services provided in a typical preschool program with non-
eligible young children. 

2. Early childhood special education environment. Services provided in a special 
education preschool program funded by the early intervention agency. 

3. Home environment. Services provided in the home. 
4. Services outside of the home environment. Services provided outside of the home 

environment. 
5. Specialized environment. Services provided in a specialized setting, including the 

following: 
i. An approved private school. 

ii. A residential school, residential facility, State school or hospital or special 
secure setting. 

iii. An approved out-of-State program. 
 

  The duration of early intervention services, in terms of program days and years, must 
accommodate the individual needs of eligible young children. 
 

1. The duration of early intervention services shall be developed by each early 
intervention agency in accordance with the Mutually Agreed upon Written Arrangement 
(MAWA) and shall be included in the MAWA's plan under § 14.104 (relating to 
educational plans). 

2. Some eligible young children may lose skills over breaks and have difficulty in regaining 
these skills as evidenced through child performance data. In those cases, the IEP team 
shall consider whether services should be provided during the break period to maintain 
skills. 

 
 The caseloads of professional personnel shall be determined on the basis of the amount of time 

required to fulfill eligible young children's IEPs. The following caseload requirements shall be used for 

preschool early intervention programs: 

1. Early intervention itinerant teachers. Teachers who provide services in a typical preschool, 

community program or the child's home, shall have a caseload range of 20--40 children, 

based on the duration and frequency of service as indicated on each IEP. 

2. Early intervention classroom teachers. Early intervention classroom teachers, who provide 

specialized instruction in an early intervention classroom, may have up to 6 young children 
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in their classroom and may have additional children up to a maximum of 11, provided that 

one additional teacher or paraprofessional is assigned to the classroom. Speech therapists. 

Speech therapists who provide services in classrooms, typical preschools, community 

programs or the child's home shall have 25--50 children based on the duration and 

frequency of service as indicated on each IEP. 

 
2. Although Synergy referred to alternative placements, such as within its policy 

pertaining to disciplinary exclusions of special education students, Synergy 
failed to explain the types of alternative placements that will be made 
available to students with a disability.       

 
 
Alternative Placement   
 Synergy Cyber will utilize alternative placements for students with disabilities that conform to 
the requirements articulated in the Basic Education Circular, “Placement Options for Special Education” 
published by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. The circular can be found at 
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/pa_codes/7501/placement_options_for_sp
ecial_education/507357. 
 
 The following language is from the BEC on Placement Options. 
 
 The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) requires each Local Education Agency 

(LEA), including charter schools to make available a free appropriate public education (FAPE) in the least 

restrictive environment (LRE) and provide a continuum of placement alternatives for students with 

disabilities.  As part of the Individual Educational Program (IEP) meeting, the IEP team must consider 

where the special education services will be delivered. Like FAPE, LRE is a determination that must be 

made on an individual basis.  To accomplish the delivery of special education services and program in 

the LRE,  LEAs are required to ensure (1) that the placement be determined by the student’s IEP team; 

(2) that a continuum of placement alternatives be discussed; and (3) that a student with a disability be 

provided with  instruction in a setting different from that of non-disabled peers ONLY when the nature 

or severity of the child’s disability  is such that education in regular classes with the use of 

supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily. In addition to regular and special 

education classrooms, the continuum of placement alternatives the IEP team can consider public or 

private institutions or other care facilities. 

 Private Academic Schools are licensed by the Board of Private Academic Schools under 

22 Pa.Code, Chapters 51--63.  Licensure as a private academic school does not ensure compliance with 

IDEA and Chapter 14 or Chapter 711.  It is the responsibility of a school district or charter school that 

chooses to place a child with a disability in a private academic school as a means of providing FAPE to 

determine, prior to placement, whether that service or program will meet Chapter 14 or Chapter 711, 

and IDEA requirements.  The LEAs have an obligation to ensure the child receives FAPE to the same 

extent the child would if placed in a public school.  FAPE includes not just the special education and 

http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/pa_codes/7501/placement_options_for_special_education/507357
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/pa_codes/7501/placement_options_for_special_education/507357
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related services that a child with a disability receives, but also includes an appropriate preschool, 

elementary, and secondary school education.  Since private academic school licensure does not ensure 

that the school’s program, service or personnel meet the IDEA, Chapter 14 or Chapter 711 

requirements, the school district or charter school cannot rely on licensure alone.  The minimum 

individual personnel qualifications required for private academic school licensure is different from and 

not equivalent to those required for public schools. Therefore, before placement, the school district or 

charter school that chooses to place children with disabilities in private academic schools for the 

implementation of  IEPs, are responsible for determining whether the private academic school will 

provide the special education and related services in accordance with the IEP including the maintenance 

of pendency, at no cost to the parent, and to determine if the special education program will meet the 

state standards that apply to private academic schools.  

 During the routine special education cyclical monitoring, school districts and charter schools will 

be monitored for the provision of FAPE for students placed in other settings, including other educational 

settings operated by public or private organizations and agencies.  The school district or charter school 

will be responsible for corrective action, if required, in the same manner as if this were a public school 

placement. 

  e. Applicant failed to provide sufficient information regarding parent training. 
 

1. Although Synergy stated that it will offer parent training classes in the use of 
the learning and assessment tools, ILP’s curricula and communication tools at 
least quarterly, it failed to include any information as to the types and extent 
of training that will be made available to parents who have children with 
disabilities.       

 
 Synergy Cyber will offer training to parents of children with disabilities.  Additionally, there are 

many organizations in the state that provide training to these parents and Synergy will regularly 

disseminate information about these organizations and the training they offer.  Appendix L is a 

Directory of Resources for Parents of Children with Disabilities located throughout the state that provide 

resources to these parents.   The disabilities addressed by these organizations include but are not 

limited to: 

 AD/HD 

 Autism/PDD 

 Cerebral Palsy 

 Deaf-Blindness 

 Deafness/Hearing Loss 

 Developmental Delay 

 Down Syndrome 

 Emotional Disturbance 

 Epilepsy 

 Intellectual Disabilities (formerly Mental Retardation) 
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 Learning Disabilities 

 Other Health Impairment 

 Rare Disorders 

 Severe/Multiple Disabilities 

 Speech-Language Impairments 

 Spina Bifida 

 Traumatic Brain Injury 

 Visual Impairments 
 
 
8. English as a Second Language 
 Applicant failed to provide sufficient evidence of an English as a Second Language Program.   
 

1. Synergy failed to discuss its intent to review student records for students from 
other states and school systems when assessing students for placement in 
language instructional programs for ELL students. 
 

 All student records for students transferring from other states will be assessed by Synergy 

personnel.  The purpose of the assessment will be to determine how the students should be placed and 

what support those students would need to be successful in language instructional programs from ELL 

students. 

2. Synergy failed to explain the type of instruction associated with each of the 
five levels of ELL instruction and to discuss the educational theory that 
supports the instructional model. 

 
Types of Instruction Associated with the Five Levels of ELL Instruction 
 Students in the ESL program must be provided with meaningful, comprehensible access to 

instruction in all content areas required by Pennsylvania academic standards. The PA ELPS (English 

Language Proficiency Standards) are an overlay to the academic standards and will be incorporated in 

planned instruction for ELLs by all teachers. Content area instruction will be aligned with the 

corresponding standards and adapted to meet the needs of the students. Accommodations and 

modifications provided to the student will be provided by the ESL teacher, which will be collaboratively 

developed by the ESL teacher and grade level/content teacher(s).  Appropriate academic support 

services will be provided to ELLs within the content courses and may include an ESL teacher or 

supplemental materials. Common planning time to support instructional planning and evaluation efforts 

between the ESL teacher and grade level/content-area teachers will be provided.  

 ELLs must be graded using the same grading system as all other students. Grading of ELLs must 

reflect what the students know and are able to do at their level of English language proficiency. The 

content teacher(s), ESL teacher, school counselor, and principal will monitor all ELLs' progress during the 

school year to determine if programming changes are necessary. 
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 The linguistic program goal of the ESL program is developing literacy in English using Content-

Based ESL as the program model. English instruction is adapted to student’s proficiency level and 

supplemented by gestures, visual aids, and manipulatives.  This approach of teaching ESL makes use of 

instructional materials, learning tasks, and classroom techniques from academic content areas as the 

vehicle for developing language, content, cognitive, and study skills. 

ESL Classes 
 At the Elementary Level (K-8th), all ELL student’s receive English Language instruction in core 

content classes; Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies using the Collaborative Teaching 

Model (ESL Push-in). Collaboration occurs in grade level/content classes; both teachers provide 

individualized direct instruction and identification of students’ strengths and weaknesses in the form of 

anecdotal records. The ESL teacher reinforces pronunciation, language usage, and decoding and 

comprehension strategies. ESL certified teachers also provide English Language instruction during core 

contents and intervention periods via curriculum based on the PA ELPS (English Language Proficiency 

Standards) using the ESL Instructional Framework K-5 and ESL Instructional Framework 6-12. 

 At the High School level (9-12), all ELL’s receive English Language instruction in core content 

classes.  Content area teachers are responsible for modifying and adapting instruction and assessment. 

Content knowledge skills are taught within the departmentalized classrooms of English Language Arts, 

Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies; with an emphasis on vocabulary.  ELL’s, Levels 1 -4; Entering 

through Expanding, receive English Language/English Language Arts instruction through a Sheltered 

English program model using curriculum based on the ESL Instructional Framework 6-12 and Harrisburg 

School District English Language Arts 9-12.  For the purposes of meeting graduation requirements, all 

ELLs will follow the graduation requirements specifically described in the school’s strategic plan. 

Appropriate accommodations may be applied. 

 There will be 5 levels of ELL instruction at Synergy Cyber Charter School which directly correlate 

to the ELL proficiency levels outlined by the state of Pennsylvania and mimic the five levels found on the 

states’ ACCESS exiting exam.  They are: 

 ESL 1A- (entering) -These students have just recently arrived in the US within the past academic 

year without much English language instruction and test at the lowest level on the WAPT screening test.   

 New language learning student.  The student has limited communication in English and limited 

or no receptive or expressive vocabulary.  The student is only able to produce isolated words and 

expressions and has limited or no understanding of English structure or phonology.  The student only 

operates in the concrete and is unable to understand standardized tests. 

 ESL 1B - (beginning) - These students have some social language proficiency and some, but not 

extensive, academic language proficiency in English   

 Starts to use English in speaking.  The student has limited ability to communicate in English and 

has a limited receptive or expressive vocabulary.  This student is able to use some phrases but produces 
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incoherent sentences.  There is little understanding of English structure and the sound system of the 

language and has little experience with reading visual symbols.  The student is able to understand 

concrete concepts and understands about 25% of standardized tests. 

 ESL 2 - (developing)  - These students have social language proficiency and have acquired some 

literacy in English yet are not at grade level proficiency. 

 Processes, uses, and practices the English language.  This student has some communicative 

abilities in English and some receptive and expressive vocabulary.  The student is able to construct some 

complete sentences, although, with errors and has some understanding of the structure of the language 

and the sound system.  The student has some experience with reading visual symbols and 

understanding of concrete concepts and some understanding of abstract ideas.  Standardized test scores 

are below grade level.  

 ESL 3 - (expanding) - These students have social language proficiency and have acquired some 

literacy in English and are approaching grade level but still need assistance in the core content areas.   

 Cognitively understands the English language.  Some receptive and expressive vocabulary and 

some complete sentences with errors.  Good understanding of the English structure and sounds.  

Student will have some experience with reading visual symbols and will understand concrete symbols 

and at times, abstract ideas.  Standardized test scores are below grade level. 

 ESL 4 - (bridging) - These students are about to reach (or have reached) grade level proficiency 

in English and are approaching grade level literacy in the core content areas.  These students will likely 

meet the state’s exit criteria for support services by the end of the academic year.   

 Student has attained the state academic content standards.  The student will have almost 

native-like communication skills in English with developing receptive and expressive vocabulary.  The 

student will speak in complete sentences for developmental age and have good understanding of 

English structure.  There will be occasional errors with well-produced phonetic sounds.  The student will 

have advanced decoding skills and well-developed literal comprehension skills and will understand 

concrete and abstract concepts.  Standardized tests will still be below grade level but closer than that of 

intermediate language learner. 

  Every year the English language learners at the Synergy Cyber Charter School must take the 

ACCESS test for ELL’s.  This tests the learner’s proficiency in social and academic English.  The academic 

English is specifically assessed in Science, Math, Language Arts and the Social Sciences.  The exam is 

divided into four sections and tests these skills in the four communication domains which are: Reading, 

Writing, Listening and Speaking.   

 In order for students to exit the ESL program they will need to score Basic on the PSSA and have 

a score of Proficient in the areas of Listening Speaking, Reading and Writing on the annual state English 

language proficiency assessment called ACCESS.  The student must also meet one of the additional 
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criteria; final grades of C or better in core subject areas; Mathematics, Language Arts, Science and Social 

Studies.  Also the student must achieve scores on the district-wide assessment that are comparable to 

the Basic performance level on the PSSA. 

 The Educational Theory that Supports the Instructional Model of ELL Instruction 
 

 There are a number of theories about ESL acquisition and ESL literacy acquisition.  These 

theories focus on different ideas of how people best learn literacy in an additional language.  The 

following introduces a range of theories.  While some of these theories are widely accepted today, not 

every theory listed here will resonate with every instructor.  Most instructors tend to collect and use 

pieces of several theories in their instruction. 

The theories are: 

1. The Participatory Approach 

2. The Whole Language Approach 

3. The Language Experience Approach 

4. The Competency or Performance-based Approach 

5. The Functional Approach 

6. The Communicative Approach 

7. The Ethnographic Approach 

8. The Task-Based Approach 

9. The Natural Approach 

10. Total Physical Response 

 The Participatory Approach 

 This approach is highly learner-centered and seeks to build literacy through discussion of the 

learners’ real life issues and concerns.  Generative words are chosen to help learners begin to discuss 

these issues and concerns as well as begin reading and writing; decoding and encoding.  This approach 

stresses instructor and learner as collaborators and they use objects, pictures and written texts to help 

them describe and examine relationships between the different aspects of the issue they are discussing.   

(Peyton & Crandall, 1995; Huerta-Macias, 1993) 

 The Whole Language Approach 

 This approach suggests that the language should be learned from top to bottom; it must be 

considered in its whole before it is broken down into smaller, decontextualized pieces.  Whole Language 

centers on the needs of the learner and considers the learner to be the driving force in the development 

of his or her language skills.  Function, the ability to communicate, comes first and form, standardized 

spelling, grammatical endings, etc, follows.  The Whole Language Approach emphasizes the importance 

of a collaborative approach to learning. (Peyton & Crandall, 1995; Huerta-Macias, 1993) 
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 The Language Experience Approach 

 Language Experience capitalizes on the learner’s background knowledge and allows instructors 

to provide target experiences designed to enrich language learning.  Learners’ experiences are dictated 

and then written down, either by the instructor or by another language learner.  The transcribed text is 

then used as reading material.  The substance of the text comes entirely from the learners. 

 This technique capitalizes on a learner’s ability to verbalize his or her experiences and provides a 

way for reading and writing to grow naturally.  The Learning Experience Approach also helps to solve a 

common problem in literacy teaching: finding age-appropriate reading material for low literacy adult ESL 

learners.  Language Experience is a very common approach especially at the lower levels of ESL literacy 

because it allows instructors access to texts that are entirely based on the vocabulary of the learners, 

and it allows learners a chance to author and own their own texts. (Peyton & Crandall, 1995; Taylor, 

1992) 

 The Competency or Performance-based Approach 

 Learner evaluation is based on whether or not the learner can perform the tasks on a list of 

competencies developed by the instructor.  The intent of this approach is learner-centered in that each 

group of learners is assessed and instruction is based on their needs.   

 The Functional Approach 

 Life and workplace skills are at the heart of this approach to teaching.  A needs analysis allows 

the instructor to assess which functional skills the learners need to learn.  Learner outcomes are usually 

written as competencies and area sequenced according to priority.  This approach focuses on skills the 

lea=earners need in order to function at home or at work.  Communicative and behavioral skills are 

combined with linguistic objectives.  This approach tends to neglect the development of creativity in 

language and avoids social issues. (Mora, 2008) 

 The Communicative Approach 

 Abstract concepts such as when, where, how far, and how much as well as culturally appropriate 

communication are the core of the Communicative Approach.  Functional language such as apologizing, 

complaining, contradicting, and offering allows learners to communicate well with native English 

speakers.  This approach will suit learners who want to become bi-cultural and who see learning English 

as a way of “fitting in” with the society around them.  This teaching method tends to downplay the 

expressing and creative aspect of language.  (Mora, 2008) 

 The Ethnographic Approach 

 Combining aspects of the Communicative and Participatory Approaches, the Ethnographic 

Approach considers the socio-cultural aspects of language as well as linguistic and cultural awareness to 

be the focus of language teaching.  This approach helps learners to become aware of how people 
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communicate in their own lives and the community in which they live.  Instructors use ethnographic 

strategies to examine the struggles their learners face.  Learners become observers of language as it 

occurs naturally around them; on the bus, in the doctor’s office, and in the supermarket.  As learners 

who have the cognitive and oral language skills needed to analyze the language they hear around them. 

 The Task-Based Approach 

 Task-based teaching involves the importance of pair and group work as opposed to instructor-

fronted instruction.  The instructor provides learners with tasks that are intended to foster genuine and 

meaningful communication.  These tasks area interactive and can concern topics that are new or 

unfamiliar to the learners.  Most effective are topics that involve a problem or ethical dilemma of some 

kind.  Participants must exchange information and opinions with each other and the task must have a 

specific outcome – such as making a decision by reaching a consensus.  Information gap exercises where 

all learners have information to share with their group or partner are also effective as they require all 

participants to take roughly equal parts in completing the task.  Research indicates that learners who are 

working through these kinds of tasks speak in longer sentences and work harder to understand what 

others are saying.  (Moss & Ross-Feldman, 2003) 

 The Project-Based Approach 

 In this approach, learners are involved in lengthy projects instead of short-term tasks.  Projects 

are heavily dependent on pair and small group work and involve the pair or group solving a problem or 

producing a product.  The learners must communicate clearly and cooperate to plan and achieve their 

goals.  Projects require learners to use both language and cognitive skills to deal with real problems.  

This gives language learning a real context and allows learners to practice skills they will need in their 

home and work lives (Moss & Van Cuzer, 1998; Gaer, 1998; Wrigley, 1998). 

 The Natural Approach 

 When learners enter the ESL literacy classroom with little or no English, the Natural Approach 

seeks to help them develop English in much the same way as they developed in their first language.  This 

approach is meaning-based and allows learners to receive extended language input (listening and later 

reading) before requiring language output (speaking and later writing).  Learners begin with single words 

and then move on to two and three word combinations.  Finally, they are able to use whole sentences.  

Then Natural Approach requires a safe and supportive classroom environment where learners are 

encouraged and their errors are not corrected.  (Illinois Resource Center, 2005) 

 Total Physical Response 

 Total Physical Response (TPR) focuses on developing oral language through physical response to 

commands.  This not only allows for extended exposure to English before the learners begin to speak 

but also helps learners to remember what they have learned through muscle memory.  Children learn 

their first language through interaction with their family members.  These interactions are both physical 
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and verbal.  When children begin to speak, they are rewarded by the positive response of the family 

members (Asher, 1995).  In the ESL classroom, this approach relies heavily on language in the imperative 

case: “sit down.  Stand up.  Close the door.”  While this method cannot fill an entire language program, 

it can provide variety to a lesson and it requires the full engagement of the learner.  It also gets the 

learners moving around, often a welcome break to pen and paper work.  TPR is a very  common 

technique at lower levels, when learners are still developing concrete vocabulary.  It is less effective at 

higher levels, as it is very difficult to use TPR to acquire abstract vocabulary.  

1. Synergy failed to include a discussion of planned instruction for middle school and high 
school students who are English Language Learners 

 
 See above discussion of ELL education techniques that will be used at Synergy Cyber.  The 

discussion includes a description of ELL education models for elementary level, middle level and high 

school level students with English Language challenges.  

2. Synergy failed to include any information regarding the provisions of services and/or 
instruction for ELL students with disabilities pursuant to IDEA and Pennsylvania 
regulations. 

 
 Synergy Cyber recognizes that students who are English Language Learners who have learning 

difficulties must be identified and assessed as early as possible.  English-language learners with learning 
difficulties fall into four categories: 

 Students with learning disabilities 
 Students with language disabilities 
 Those who are at risk for developing significant learning disabilities 
 Those who are receiving preferential interventions 

 A critical concept for second-language development for students with and without learning 
difficulties is comprehensible input – students being able to understand the essence of what is being said 
or presented to them.  
 
 The purpose of providing comprehensible input to English-language learners with learning 
difficulties is to ensure that instruction deals with grade-appropriate content, concepts, and skills.  

 The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEA, 2004) defines 

federal guidelines and provides partial funding for the education of students with disabilities; the 2004 

reauthorization includes an increased focus on early identification of disabilities.  One method that is 

being considered as a means to assess for LDs is Response to Intervention.   

 In RTI, a student struggling with literacy skills is considered as possibly having a learning disability 

if he or she is dually discrepant, that is, he or she has low achievement levels, and makes little or no 

progress in a three-tiered intervention program. In the first tier, students participate in reading 

instruction activities that are similar to those used with students generally across the nation (Fuchs, 

Mock, Morgan, & Young, 2003).  Each student’s rate of reading growth is evaluated periodically 
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throughout the year.  A student who is dually discrepant is designated as possibly having a learning 

disability.  This student moves to the second tier in the RTI process, in which progress monitoring is 

conducted again—this time in a small-group or individual instructional format.  The aim of the second 

tier is twofold: (a) to prevent reading difficulty by delivering a more intensive intervention that improves 

reading development and (b) to assess the level of responsiveness to intensive instruction from which 

most students should improve. If progress occurs, the student returns to the regular classroom program 

and is no longer viewed as dually discrepant.  If the student does not make appreciable progress over 

time, an intrinsic deficit is implied. Failure to improve at the second tier of instruction indicates the need 

for the third and final RTI tier: special education placement following a condensed special education 

evaluation (Donovan & Cross, 2002; Fuchs et al., 2003; Heller, Holtzman, & Messick, 1982). 

 The overrepresentation of English language learners in special education classes (Yates & Ortiz, 

1998) suggests that educators have difficulty distinguishing students who truly have learning disabilities 

from students who are failing for other reasons, such as limited English.  English language learners who 

need special education services are further disadvantaged by the shortage of special educators who are 

trained to address their language- and disability-related needs simultaneously. 

 The intent of early intervention is to create general education support systems for struggling 

learners as a way to improve academic performance and to reduce inappropriate special education 

referrals. Examples of early intervention include clinical teaching, peer and expert consultation, teacher 

assistance teams, and alternative programs such as those that offer tutorial or remedial instruction in 

the context of general education. 

 General education, not special education, should be primarily responsible for the education of 

students with special learning needs that cannot be attributed to disabilities, such as migrant students 

who may miss critical instruction over the course of the year or immigrant children why may arrive in U. 

S. schools with limited prior education. General education alternatives may include one-on-one tutoring, 

family and support groups, family counseling, and the range of services supported by federal Title I 

funds. Such support should be supplemental to and not a replacement for general education instruction. 

 When prevention and early intervention strategies fail to resolve learning difficulties, referral to 

special education is warranted. The responsibilities of special education referral committees are similar 

to those of TATs. The primary difference is that referral committees include a variety of specialists, such 

as principals, special education teachers, and assessment personnel. These specialists bring their 

expertise to bear on the problem, especially in areas related to assessment, diagnosis, and specialized 

instruction. 

 Decisions of the referral committee are formed by data gathered through the prevention, early 

intervention, and referral processes. The recommendation that a student receive a comprehensive 

individual assessment to determine whether special education services are needed indicates the 

following: (1) the child is in a positive school climate; (2) the teacher has used instructional strategies 

known to be effective for English learners; (3) neither clinical teaching nor interventions recommended 

http://www.cal.org/resources/digest/0108ortiz.html
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by the TAT resolved the problem; and (4) other general education alternatives also proved unsuccessful. 

If students continue to struggle in spite of these efforts to individualize instruction and to accommodate 

their learning characteristics, they most likely have a learning disability (Ortiz, 1997). 

3. Synergy did not demonstrate support for instructional planning and evaluation efforts 
between ESL and content area teachers, such as common planning time. 

 
 The response to this point has been discussed in the immediately preceding section of this 
document. 
  

4. Synergy failed to identify the modifications and accommodations that it will make available 
to ELL students to ensure they can participate in state assessments. 

 
 The PA Department of Education has published a document entitled “PSSA and Keystone Exams: 
Accommodations Guidelines for English Language Learners (ELL)”.  This document is dated 2013-2014. 
 
 Synergy Cyber intends to follow the prescribed processes for testing contained therein.  The 
document defines English Language Learners as one who: 

 
1. was not born in the United States or whose native language is other than English and comes 
from an environment where a language other than English is dominant; or  
 
2. is a Native American or Alaska Native who is a native resident of the outlying areas and comes  
from an environment where a language other than English has had a significant impact on (the 
student’s) level of English language proficiency; or  
 
3. is migratory and whose native language is other than English and comes from an environment 
where a language other than English is dominant,  
 

and  

  1. has sufficient difficulty speaking, reading, writing or understanding the English language; and  

2. has difficulties that may deny (the student) the opportunity to learn successfully in classrooms 
where the language of instruction is English or to participate fully in our society.  
 

 The school must involve the appropriate personnel in the determination of appropriate 

accommodations for ELLs. The ESL/bilingual teacher, the ESL/bilingual education coordinator, other 

classroom teachers, the test administrator or coordinator, a parent, the principal or counselor and the 

student (when appropriate) may be involved in this determination. Identifying the appropriate 

accommodations should be a collaborative process and should include content area teachers consulting 

with ESL/bilingual teachers.  

  For dually-identified students, the IEP team should be aware of ELL-specific needs and should 
cooperate in identifying ELL-specific accommodations.  This determination must be done at least 
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annually on an individual basis and must not be done for groups of ELLs.  
 

5. Synergy did not indicate its intent to administer state assessments to ELL students. 
 
 Synergy Cyber intends to administer the state assessments to ELL students.  The WIDA 

Consortium developed an assessment entitled Assessing Communication and Comprehension in English 

State to State for English Language Learners (ACCESS for ELLs).  Therefore, the Pennsylvania Department 

of Education will be using the ACCESS for ELLs as the statewide assessment instrument for the required 

annual assessment of English language proficiency.  Access for ELLs is a standards-based, criterion 

referenced English language proficiency test designed to measure English language learners' social and 

academic proficiency in English.  It assesses social and instructional English as well as the language 

associated with language arts, mathematics, science and social studies within the school context across 

the four language domains of listening, speaking, reading and writing.  

6. Synergy failed to describe a process by which it will use the assessment data to adjust its 
program regularly and periodically to ensure that students overcome language barriers. 

 
 Pennsylvania’s PreK-12 English language proficiency standards represent an amalgam of the 

thinking of Pennsylvania’s educators of English language learners participating in the various 

development/writing teams.  More than 50 teachers, administrators, teacher trainers and additional 

personnel at the classroom, district, IU, university and state levels, all closely or directly involved with 

creating and implementing programs for English language learners, have provided invaluable input and 

feedback to the process.  The result is the creation of a useful document which serves to ground 

classroom instruction as well as stimulate and guide curriculum and assessment.   The development of 

PA ELPS has been an arduous process. 

 The theoretical base for the standards comes from a model developed by the WIDA Consortium 

which envisions academic language proficiency as a three-dimensional figure that addresses language 

complexity, cognitive engagement, and context within the domains of language (Gottlieb, 2002; 2003).  

In the case of PA ELPS, the contexts of interaction are defined by the five standards themselves; that is, 

social and instructional settings, English language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies. Varying 

degrees of cognitive engagement are incorporated into the model performance indicators while the 

range of language complexity is expressed by the performance definitions. 

 It should be noted and emphasized that these standards are not content standards and as such 

do not replace any academic achievement standards.  The Pennsylvania English Language Proficiency 

Standards are standards developed to advance academic language proficiency across the curriculum.  

Thus, there is a relationship that exists between the PA ELPS and the PA Content Standards and PSSA 

Assessment Anchors, for without appropriate development and comprehension of the academic 

language of the various content areas; academic achievement becomes an insurmountable task for 

Pennsylvania’s English language learners. 
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 The notion of academic language proficiency, the language used in the classroom or other 

academic settings directly tied to learning, has been acknowledged in research (Bailey & Butler, 2002; 

Stevens, Butler, & Castellon-Wellington, 2001) and has, in recent times, transformed instruction into 

content-based methodologies in second language classrooms. Thus, the Pennsylvania ELPS represent 

both the social and academic contexts that students encounter in school and provide the road map to 

sound instruction and assessment. 

7. Synergy did not mention using the annual PSSA score to exit students from the ELL 
program. 

 
 As stated above, In order for students to exit the ESL program they will need to score Basic on 

the PSSA and have a score of Proficient in the areas of Listening Speaking, Reading and Writing on the 

annual state English language proficiency assessment called ACCESS.   

8. Synergy did not demonstrate an intent to administer this assessment to ELL students. 
 

 Synergy will administer the PSSA to ELL students.  If the student is to be administered the PASA, 

that test will be used instead of the PSSA. 

9. Synergy failed to provide any information relating to how it will monitor students after 
exiting the ESL program. 

 
 Students exiting the ESL program will be monitored for two full school years.  The ESL teacher 

will be responsible for the monitoring and it will occur formally at the end of each marking period and 

informally throughout the school year.  Monitoring may consist of several measures of student progress; 

grades, test scores, student performance and teacher observation.  

10. Synergy failed to explain how the information on children’s ACCESS results will be 
communicated in the preferred language and mode of communication. 

 
 WIDA (World-class Instructional Design and Assessment) has produced a letter that can be sent 

to parents indicating that the student’s test scores are being sent to the home.  This letter will be sent to 

the parents by the ELL teacher and the principal.  The letter provided by WIDA is available in twenty-six 

languages.  In the event that we have a student whose parent/guardian does not speak English nor 

speaks any of the languages in which this letter is written, Synergy Cyber will have the letter translated 

into the appropriate language.  See Appendix O for the text of the letter.  

11. Synergy failed to include translation services or staff with specialized language abilities in 
its budget to support its demographic target of students from immigrant families.   

 
  Translation services and an ESOL teacher were included with the original budget and 

included in the attached budget. 
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12. A Charter Choices representative testified that only one ESL certified teacher is included in 
the budget   

 
   The number of ESL certified teachers that will be employed by the school will be determined by 

the need.  This determination will be made on an on-going basis as the school enrolls students. 

13. A Synergy founder testified that he did not believe the budget included translation 
services.   

 
Contracted services covering translation services are included in the attached budget.  
 

14. The school must be ready to administer an ESL program when the school opens and the 
plans for, and resources allocated to, the school’s ESL program are not sufficiently 
addressed 

 
 The school will have an ESL program in place when it begins to recruit students.   

 
9. Assessment and Accountability/School Improvement 
 Applicant failed to demonstrate a necessary understanding of applicable academic assessment 
and accountability programs and of the resources available to schools and students.   

 
a. Applicant failed to demonstrate an understanding of academic assessment and 
accountability for defined subgroups and content areas. 

 
1. Synergy set measurable academic goals only for year five of operations 

 
 The following indicators will be tracked to gauge the impact of our school and assess our success 

in helping our student to achieve high levels of academic performance and growth. These measurable 

academic goals are the same measures used in the calculation of the Pennsylvania School Performance 

Profile (% of students scoring proficient or advanced on PSSAs/Keystones in Math, Reading, Science and 

Writing, growth of students on those four areas of PSSA and Keystone assessments based on PVAAS 

calculations, and closing of the achievement gap for all students and for historically underperforming 

students). Our ultimate goal is to maintain a School Performance Profile overall score of 70 or above, 

something that has been achieved by no Pennsylvania Cyber Charter School as of the 2013 SPP. 

Indicators of Effectiveness: 
 Type: Annual 

 Data Source: 2014-15 PSSA Scores, Grades 3 to 8, in Reading, Math, Writing and Science; 

Keystone Exams in Algebra I, English Literature, Biology 1 

 Specific Targets:  

 PSSA/Keystone - 40% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient or advanced on the 

Mathematics PSSA/Keystone Algebra 1  
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 PSSA/Keystone -40 % of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Reading PSSA/ Keystone English Literature    

 PSSA/Keystone - 40% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Science PSSA/ Keystone Biology 1 

 PSSA/Keystone - 40% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Writing PSSA 

 PVAAS Reading - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 66 based on achieving 

growth just below (between 1 and 2 standard errors below) other similarly sized schools in 

PA. 

 PVAAS Math - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 66 based on achieving growth 

just below (between 1 and 2 standard errors below) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Science – Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 66 based on achieving 

growth just below (between 1 and 2 standard errors below) other similarly sized schools in 

PA. 

 PVAAS Writing- Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 66 based on achieving growth 

just below (between 1 and 2 standard errors below) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 Closing the Math Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 50%. 

 Closing the Reading Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 50%. 

 Closing the Science Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 50%. 

 Closing the Writing Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 
combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 
achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 50%. 

 
Type: Annual 

 Data Source: 2015-16 PSSA Scores, Grades 3 to 8, in Reading, Math, Writing and Science; 

Keystone Exams in Algebra I, Literacy, and Biology 

 Specific Targets:  

 PSSA/Keystone - 45% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient or advanced on the 

Mathematics PSSA/Keystone Algebra 1  

 PSSA/Keystone -45 % of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Reading PSSA/ Keystone English Literature    

 PSSA/Keystone - 45% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Science PSSA/ Keystone Biology 1 
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 PSSA/Keystone - 45% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Writing PSSA 

 PVAAS Reading - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 70 based on achieving 

growth just below (1 standard error below) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Math - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 70 based on achieving growth 

just below (1 standard error below) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Science – Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 70 based on achieving 

growth just below (1 standard error below) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Writing- Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 70 based on achieving growth 

just below (1 standard error below) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 Closing the Math Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 55%. 

 Closing the Reading Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 55%. 

 Closing the Science Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 55%. 

 Closing the Writing Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 55%. 

 
Type: Annual 

 Data Source: 2016-17 PSSA Scores, Grades 3 to 8, in Reading, Math, Writing and Science; 

Keystone Exams in Algebra I, Literacy, and Biology  

 Specific Targets:  

 PSSA/Keystone - 51% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient or advanced on the 

Mathematics PSSA/Keystone Algebra 1  

 PSSA/Keystone -51 % of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Reading PSSA/ Keystone English Literature    

 PSSA/Keystone - 51% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Science PSSA/ Keystone Biology 1 

 PSSA/Keystone - 51% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Writing PSSA 

 PVAAS Reading - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 75 based on achieving 

equivalent growth (0 standard errors below) to other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Math - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 75 based on achieving 

equivalent growth (0 standard errors below) to other similarly sized schools in PA. 
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 PVAAS Science – Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 75 based on achieving 

equivalent growth (0 standard errors below) to other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Writing- Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 75 based on achieving 

equivalent growth (0 standard errors below) to other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 Closing the Math Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 60%. 

 Closing the Reading Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 60%. 

 Closing the Science Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 60%. 

 Closing the Writing Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 60%. 

 
Type: Annual 

 Data Source: 2017-18 PSSA Scores, Grades 3 to 8, in Reading, Math, Writing and Science; 

Keystone Exams in Algebra I, Literacy, and Biology  

 Specific Targets:  

 PSSA/Keystone - 51% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient or advanced on the 

Mathematics PSSA/Keystone Algebra 1  

 PSSA/Keystone -51 % of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Reading PSSA/ Keystone English Literature    

 PSSA/Keystone - 51% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Science PSSA/ Keystone Biology 1 

 PSSA/Keystone - 51% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Writing PSSA 

 PVAAS Reading - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 78 based on achieving better 

growth (just under 1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Math - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 78 based on achieving better 

growth (just under 1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Science – Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 78 based on achieving better 

growth (just under 1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Writing- Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 78 based on achieving better 

growth (just under 1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 
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 Closing the Math Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 64%. 

 Closing the Reading Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 64%. 

 Closing the Science Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 64%. 

 Closing the Writing Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 64%. 

 
Type: Annual 

 Data Source: 2018-19 PSSA Scores, Grades 3 to 8, in Reading, Math, Writing and Science; 

Keystone Exams in Algebra I, Literacy, and Biology  

 Specific Targets:  

 PSSA/Keystone - 58% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient or advanced on the 

Mathematics PSSA/Keystone Algebra 1  

 PSSA/Keystone -58 % of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Reading PSSA/ Keystone English Literature    

 PSSA/Keystone - 58% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Science PSSA/ Keystone Biology 1 

 PSSA/Keystone - 58% of  Synergy Cyber students will score proficient/advanced on the 

Writing PSSA 

 PVAAS Reading - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 80 based on achieving better 

growth (1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Math - Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 80 based on achieving better 

growth (1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Science – Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 80 based on achieving better 

growth (1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 PVAAS Writing- Academic growth score on SPP will be at least 80 based on achieving better 

growth (1 standard errors above) other similarly sized schools in PA. 

 Closing the Math Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 68%. 

 Closing the Reading Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 68%. 
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 Closing the Science Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 68%. 

 Closing the Writing Achievement Gap with Historically Underperforming Students (e.g., 

combination of Black, Hispanic, Special Education Students)- Synergy will close the 

achievement gap with historically underperforming students by 68%. 

2. Synergy listed various non-academic goals and objectives, but failed to explain how it 
will achieve these goals. 

 
 The non-academic goals (in BOLD print below) have objectives for building the educational 
program that reflects a commitment to academic excellence for all students.  The following are the non-
academic goals articulated in the application: 
 

A. The school will maintain a staff of certified teachers.   

Teachers will be recruited from many sources including various sources that are used for 

this purpose.  The school will focus its hiring of teachers on those who are certified in 

the areas in which they would be employed.  Synergy Cyber is committed to employing 

certified teachers and those teachers who bring to the school the best experience and 

knowledge as well as a passion for teaching. 

 

B. The school’s parents will maintain a critical role in the life of the school and will be education 

partners with the school for the benefit of their children. 

The school will foster the development of a parent organization that will be able to 

interface with the management and staff of the school.  Synergy will task an 

administrative employee to manage and coordinate the parent organization.  At the 

beginning of each school year, there will be a meeting of parents during which the 

school administration will present the goals for the school year, the opportunities for 

parents to participate in the operation of the school and will solicit input from the 

parents.  This will take the form of a webinar or an electronic town hall.  We envision 

having a meeting on a monthly basis that will be designed to keep parents apprised of 

the progress of the school and to be a forum for eliciting input from the parents. 

 

C. The school will build a network of community partners and assets that will play an on-going 

and critical role in the life of the school and the academic well-being of the students. 

Synergy will contact organizations throughout the state that provide services, play and 

advocacy role and engage families in any number of forms.  We will ask that these 

organizations work through the Synergy network of families to provide their services, 

inform our families of the services they provide and establish a mechanism for our 

families to participate in their activities. 
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D. The school will participate in research to learn more about how students learn in a cyber-

environment and will apply the lessons to the operation of the school. 

Synergy will engage schools of Education and Social Work at a number of the 

universities in the state and elicit research involvement in the life of Synergy Cyber.  The 

operation of cyber schools is still new and there have not been many significant analyses 

of the productivity of cyber education, especially with the lower grade students.  

Synergy will pursue access to professors who have an interest in education or computer-

based learning and who are teaching courses at the graduate level.  Synergy will be 

actively involved in structuring research projects that will enhance our understanding of 

how computer-based teaching and learning fit into contemporary society. 

 
3. Synergy failed to explain the ways in which it will engage parents and how this 

engagement will support students 
 As discussed above – “The school will foster the development of a parent organization that will 

be able to interface with the management and staff of the school.  Synergy will task an administrative 

employee to manage and coordinate the parent organization.”   

4. Synergy failed to explain the types of community involvement that will be available to 
students or how this involvement will support the students’ academic well-being. 

 Synergy will foster the involvement of students in civic activities.  Some of the involvement will 

be required as a form of community service for which students will receive some form of credit.  At the 

lower grades, this involvement will be a form of “field study” for students as a method of making their 

text and classroom experiences come to life.  We will attempt to provide several options for all of our 

students in the form of volunteer time at local social service institutions, colleges and universities or 

service organizations.  

5. With regard to the plan to measure and achieve student progress towards academic 
goals and objectives of the school, it is not clear how Synergy plans to measure 
student progress. 

  
 The five year academic goals and objectives for Synergy are stated in section 9.a.1 above. 

Student progress will be measured by feedback from the Compass Learning Odyssey system that 

provides evidence of particular academic standards and content mastered by students as they progress 

through the system, by NWEA Map assessment scores administered as interim math, reading and 

science assessments three times a year from grades K to 12, and from PSSA scores and Keystone scores 

that will be administered once per year at their respective grade levels (or course enrollments in the 

case of Keystone Exams). These measures, taken together, will provide a wealth of evidence regarding 

each student’s progress, the progress of the school as a whole, and the progress of groups of students 

(e.g., black students, Hispanic students, ELL students, special education students, low income students).  

6. Synergy failed to explain how it will measure academic growth in a self-paced learning 
environment. 
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 Growth in a self-paced learning environment, what we are calling Performance-based 

Progression, will be measured by the same means as we would use in any education environment.  We 

will use testing, project completion, and subjective measures such as observation and verbal assessment 

by our teaching staff. 

7. The circumstances under which the school will measure one year of academic growth 
as well as retain and promote students given the educational program is unclear. 

 
 This is the question about how we will pass or retain students based on their performance in the 

Performance-based Progression model.  We need to have a measurable and predictable means of 

determining that a student has successfully completed the requirements for the grade.  I suspect that 

we can form a matrix that includes work accomplished, tests and quizzes and a final assessment by the 

teacher for each mini-component of the course.  These mini-components could then be added together 

to provide an equivalent for a semester of work.  I think the idea would be that instead of three or four 

marking periods, we could have eight modules.  The student would need to successfully complete six of 

the eight modules to get a passing grade in the class.  As soon as the student completes all eight of the 

modules, he/she could “pass” the course and start the next level of instruction. 

 We will designate that the student has to achieve 75% proficiency in a course (e.g., a “grade 

level” in the scope and sequence within a subject), and that proficiency requires a combination of online 

quizzes (mostly Compass Learning built-in assessments), teacher made quizzes, projects and teacher-

made tests, the same way it is done in schools all over the country.  We will have clear criteria for 

student progression through all of the offerings of the school. In determining student proficiency (e.g., 

“passing” scores), the greatest weight will be placed on assessments built into each Compass Learning 

program.  Teachers will actively monitor student progress, and assign both Compass and other 

supplemental assignments and tutoring based on student performance on ongoing assessments. Growth 

rates are expected to be at least a grade level’s growth in each subject each calendar year for each 

student. Students will be encouraged to achieve more than one grade level’s worth of growth in each 

subject each year, and will be provided extra support in terms of tutoring and additional resources if 

they appear to be progressing less than one grade level each calendar year.  Students mastering 

different subjects at different rates will not be penalized or discouraged for studying different subjects 

at different grade levels.  

8. Synergy scheduled the school to meet academic goals only after year five of 
operations; the Department is not convinced that the interventions listed in the 
application will adequately remediate academic deficiencies. 

 
 This supplement to the application describes the curriculum that will be used at Synergy, the 

alignment of the curriculum to the Pennsylvania Academic Standards , Anchors and eligible content, the 

blended model of self-paced progression and teacher-assigned projects and online learning 

assignments, the extended hours of schooling and support that Synergy will provide, and the research-
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basis of the CompassLearning Odyssey curriculum and online learning model that will be the core of our 

teaching and learning program. In addition to these elements, which are described above, Synergy will 

utilize a Response to Intervention (RTI) model that will continually assess student academic skill levels 

and provide tiers of additional intervention and support in areas in which students are lagging behind 

their peers.  

The Response to Intervention Model at Synergy 

Response to Intervention is designed to provide early, effective assistance to struggling learners. 

Response to Intervention seeks to prevent academic failure through early intervention, frequent 

progress measurement, and increasingly intensive research based instructional interventions for 

children who continue to have difficulty. Synergy will use CompassLearning to provide a Response to 

Intervention approach by employing various levels of student support and additional time on task. 

Online and offline activities provide intervention opportunities at the following levels of student 

proficiency: 

• 1. Benchmark:  Students who, while generally making good progress, may be experiencing 

temporary or minor instructional difficulties 

• 2. Strategic:  Students who function one to two standard deviations below the mean and need 

systematic, explicit instructional support in a smaller group setting 

• 3. Intensive:  Students who are seriously at risk of failure and who have demonstrated 

chronically low performance on multiple measures of academic proficiency.  

 Synergy will assess student progress and assign students to appropriate levels of additional 

support and/or CSAP Teams to determine whether or not they might need Individualized Education 

Programs and special education support. Each tier of support will require assignment to additional 

academic support and review, additional tutoring, and targeted assistance in the form of additional 

types of online learning curricula.  

 b. Applicant failed to demonstrate a necessary understanding of school improvement 
programs and resources.   
 
Comprehensive Planning Program  
 Synergy Cyber will develop a school improvement process that will include the involvement of 

the entire staff.  Parents and students will be encouraged to participate in the planning and 

implementation of the process and the ultimate plan. 

 The Comprehensive Planning (CP) process contains six sections.  Those sections are Profile, Core 

Foundations, Assurances, Needs Assessment, Action Planning and Plan Submission.   CP is a continuous 

process used to ensure that all students are achieving at high levels.  All LEAs can create better 

environments so that more students are successful.  Continuous planning of Local Educational Agencies 

is essential to providing increased student performance and quality results.  Innovative, exemplary, and 
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research-based programs, coupled with staff development, focused and aligned resources, and public 

participation in planning, are critical factors in districts that demonstrate continuous growth. 

  High performing LEAs with varied demographic conditions have shown they share common 

characteristics. These nine characteristics are strongly correlated to consistently high performing 

educational institutions. As planning teams go through the CP process, they will look for the presence of 

these characteristics.  The characteristics are:  

Clear and Shared Focus 

 Everybody knows where they are going and why.  The vision is shared—everybody is involved 

and all understand their role in achieving the vision. The vision is developed from common beliefs and 

values, creating a consistent focus. 

High Standards and Expectations 

 Teachers and staff believe that all students can learn and that they can teach all students.  There 

is recognition of barriers for some students to overcome, but the barriers are not 

insurmountable.  Students become engaged in an ambitious and rigorous course of study. 

 

Effective Leadership 

 Effective leadership is required to implement change processes within the school. This 

leadership takes many forms. Principals often play this role, but so do teachers and other staff.  Effective 

leaders advocate, nurture, and sustain a culture and instructional program conducive to student 

learning and staff professional growth.  

High Levels of Collaboration and Communication 

 There is constant collaboration and communication between and among teachers of all grades. 

Everybody is involved and connected, including parents and members of the community, to solve 

problems and create solutions. 

Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment Aligned with Standards 

 Curriculum is aligned with local, state and national standards. Research-based materials and 

teaching and learning strategies are implemented. There is a clear understanding of the assessment 

system, what is measured in various assessments and how it is measured. 

 Frequent Monitoring of Teaching and Learning 

 Teaching and Learning are continually adjusted based on frequent monitoring of student 

progress and needs. A variety of assessment procedures are used. The results of the assessment are 

used to improve student performances and also to improve the instructional program. 

Focused Professional Development 

 Professional development for all educators is aligned with the school’s common focus, 

objectives, and high expectations. It is ongoing and based on high need areas.  
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Supportive Learning Environment 

 The school has a safe, civil, healthy and intellectually stimulating learning environment. Students 

feel respected and connected with the staff, and are engaged in learning. Instruction is personalized and 

small learning environments increase student contact with teachers.  

High Levels of Community and Parent Involvement 

 There is a sense that all educational stakeholders have a responsibility to educate students, not 

just the teachers and staff in districts. Parents, as well as businesses, social service agencies, and 

community colleges/universities all play a vital role in this effort.  

  The following key principles form the basis for the Comprehensive Planning Process: 

1. The superintendent/CEO must be at the helm of this process—without support and 

leadership of the superintendent/CEO the planning process lacks the leverage that is 

needed for change to occur in a learner environment. 

2. Key members of the staff, and representatives of as many other stakeholder groups as 

possible, should participate and/or be aware of the planning process.  The more of the 

community that is “in the loop,” the better the chances the school will achieve 100% "buy-

in" by the entire community. 

3. A representative group of stakeholders can do the bulk of the work if results and updates 

are reported back on a regular basis to the full planning team and other stakeholders; 

especially as critical decision points are reached. 

4. Decisions about CP goals and solutions must be based on careful consideration of multiple 

sources of data and research. 

5. Comprehensive planning is a journey of continuous planning that demands ongoing 

monitoring and adjustment of programs and processes. 

6. Comprehensive planning in student outcomes is directly related to what happens in the 

classroom. Teachers must be willing to be reflective about their practice and relentless in 

attempts to meet the needs of every student. 

7. The written plan document is only as good as the quality of thought, effort, and the degree 

of “buy in” by staff. 

  Synergy did not provide any information that demonstrates a working knowledge of the ESEA 
Flexibility Waiver; the Department’s planning tools and SPP.  
 
 Although, Synergy did not discuss the specific details of the ESEA Flexibility Waiver, the 

Department’s planning tools and the School Performance Profile, the organizers of Synergy are well 

aware of all of the details and requirements that comprise these matters. 

 In accordance with the mandate of the waiver, Synergy will make sure all our students are ready 

for careers or college.  Synergy will develop recognition and accountability standards and develop 

processes for proving and supporting effective teachers.    
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 Synergy will commit to doing all that is necessary so that our students will graduate from high 

school with high-quality academic credentials regardless of their career path. Synergy will utilize the 

high-quality assessments developed by the state to make sure students achieve those academic 

standards.  

 Synergy is aware of and recognizes the value of the School Performance Profile that will provide 

parents, guardians, students and the community of the school with a comprehensive overview of 

multiple measures of student achievement.  All who are concerned will be able to determine the quality 

of the educational programs and how students are performing in our schools and any other schools in 

which they are interested.   

 It is not yet know whether Synergy will be designated a Priority or Focus school within Title I 

categories.  Assuming that the school is not so designated, it will have a School Performance Profile 

based on an academic score, which will be based on multiple indicators of academic achievement, 

including student performance on the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment and Keystone Exams; 

closing the achievement gap; graduation rate; promotion rate; and attendance rate. 

The conditions of the waiver are: 

The waiver is based on three key areas: 

 College- and career readiness for all students; 

 State-developed recognition and accountability for all public schools; and 

 Improving and supporting effective classroom instruction and school leadership. 

The waiver applies to all public schools and local education agencies 

 Traditional public schools and school districts 

 Brick-and-mortar charter schools 

 Cyber charter schools 

 Career and technology centers 

 Intermediate units 

Eliminates Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and replaces it with an improved accountability system 

 Instead of identifying schools as making or not making Adequate Yearly Progress and declaring 

them in School Improvement or Corrective Action, the new accountability system designates Title I 

schools – those with a high percentage of low-income students – as “Priority,” “Focus” or “Reward” 

 The Pennsylvania Department of Education will recognize “Reward” schools and provide 

intervention and support services for “Focus” and “Priority” schools 

Accountability Measures 
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 The new accountability system focuses on four Annual Measurable Objectives and recognition 

and intervention systems for Title I schools – those with a high percentage of low-income students: 

 Test Participation Rate – to meet this goal, a school must achieve 95 % participation rate on 

the PSSAs and Keystone Exams 

 Graduation Rate/Attendance Rate – to meet this goal, a school must achieve an 85 % 

graduation rate or, if a graduation rate is not applicable, the school must meet the target of 

90 % attendance rate or improvement over the prior year 

 Closing the Achievement Gap for All Students – The achievement gap is determined by 

comparing the percentage of students who are proficient or advanced on the PSSAs, 

Keystone Exams or the PASA in 2012-13 (baseline year) 

 50 % of the gap will be closed over a six-year period 

 Closing the Achievement Gap of Historically Underperforming Students – Same approach as 

for All Students, this objective applies to a non-duplicated count of students with disabilities, 

economically disadvantaged students and English language learners enrolled for a full 

academic year taking the PSSA, Keystone Exams or PASA 50 % of the gap will be closed over 

a six-year period 

 Non-Title I schools will not receive a federal accountability designation, they will receive a 

School Performance Profile score and will have access to all the interventions and supports that are 

available to Title I schools.   Pennsylvania students, parents, taxpayers and educators will have access to 

a user-friendly, easy-to-understand means of school performance using the School Performance Profile 

Intervention System. 

 The Pennsylvania Department of Education is committed to providing meaningful and 

sustainable interventions to Title I schools in “Priority” and “Focus” 

 Strategies include leveraging already available resources as well as integrating continuous 

improvement processes offered by professional organizations 

The following turnaround principles provide focus for Pennsylvania’s school improvement efforts 

 The Elementary and Secondary Education Act Turnaround Principles are aligned with the 

department’s school improvement, principal, and teacher effectiveness frameworks as well as 

its overall theory of action 

 Principle 1 – providing strong leadership by (1) reviewing the performance of the current 

principal; (2) either replacing the principal if such a change is necessary to ensure strong and 

effective leadership, or demonstrating to the state education agency that the current principal 

has a track record of improving achievement and has the ability to lead the turnaround effort; 

(3) providing the principal with operational flexibility in the areas of scheduling, staff, 

curriculum, and budget 
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 Principle 2 – ensuring that teachers are effective and able to improve instruction by: 

a) reviewing the quality of all staff and retaining only those who are determined to be 

effective and have the ability to be successful in the turnaround effort;  

b) preventing ineffective teachers from transferring to these school 

 

 Principle 3 – redesign the school day, week or year to include additional time for student 

learning and teacher collaboration 

 

 Principle 4 – strengthen the school’s instructional program based on student needs and 

ensuring that the instructional program is research-based, rigorous and aligned with state 

academic content standards. 

 

 Principle 5 – use data to inform instruction and for continuous improvement, including 

providing time for collaboration on the use of data 

 

 Principle 6 – establish a school environment that improves school safety and discipline and 

addresses other non-academic factors that impact student achievement, such as students’ 

social, emotional and health needs. 

 

 Principle 7 – provide ongoing mechanisms for family and community engagement 

 

 Because Synergy will not be able to meet accountability standards until students are enrolled for 

at least a few years, knowledge of the accountability standards and tools available to schools to assist 

them in meeting accountability standards is even more critical. 

10. Finance 
 
 Applicant failed to demonstrate the necessary financial support and planning       
 
 a. Applicant failed to provide sufficient evidence of start-up funding and expenditures. 
 

1. Synergy provided a letter from Meridian Bank indicating that a line of credit would be 
made available, however no start-up revenues are shown in the budget; the only 
revenues included in the year one budget are school district payments and federal 
grant revenues. 

 
 The attached budget and cash-flow was prepared by Charter Choices which has been providing 

business services to Charter Schools (including 6 Cyber Charters) in the Commonwealth for over 10 

years.  Based on the experiences of Charter Choices, including a Cyber that opened in 2012, Synergy 

believes the timing of the district payments (uni-pay to start in August if districts do not pay) and federal 

payments ( to start in April after the Department of Federal Programs releases the allocation in 

February)  are accurately planned.  In addition, Charter Choices has secured a line of credit for all new 
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charters with which it works, including the Cyber in 2012.  Synergy believes that the line of credit will be 

adequate to cover costs in July and August with the first planned uni-payment from the Department of 

Education on the last Thursday in August. 

2. The cash flow projection includes a line in both the revenue and expenditure sections 
labeled “LOC” but no amounts are included. 

 
 The attached budget and cash-flow includes two line of credit borrowings in July and August to 

cover costs prior to the anticipated funds from the districts and Department of Education.  Interest costs 

associated with these borrowings are captured on the site costs & debt service line item. 

3. Since start-up expenditures are not clearly identified in the budget and not 
transitional funding source is included in the budget, Synergy failed to demonstrate 
that it has the financial capacity to pay required expenses to commence operations. 

 
 As noted above, Synergy is aware that costs will be incurred prior to the receipt of funds from 
the local districts or from the Department of Education utilizing the uni-payment process.  With the 
utilization of the line of credit and the experiences of Charter Choices, Synergy believes it has 
demonstrated the capacity to pay the required expenses to commence operations. 
 
 b. Applicant failed to provide expenditure estimates that are sufficient, reasonable, and 
consistent with the rest of the application.   
 

1. Synergy’s cash flow projection in Section B of the application is inconsistent with the 
timetable of projected steps and dates leading to the opening of the school.     

 
 The initial application and timeline assumed that an approval from the Department of Education 
would be in January 2014.  Synergy believes that payments for expenses will begin in July 2014.  Any 
costs prior will be negotiated with terms that provide payments to begin no earlier than July 2014.  
Again, Synergy believes that a line of credit with Meridian (letter of intent/interest provided with 
original application) will be sufficient to commence operations. 
 
 A revised timetable is found in the Appendices at Appendix I. 
 

2. Personnel costs are not consistent with the number of staff and stated 
student/teacher ratios.       

 
 Synergy believes the attached budget, adequately reflects the needed staffing levels for the 

assumed student population.  Please refer to the staffing sheet for actual costs assumed. 

3. Synergy stated that school calendar is 187 days for first year and 225 days thereafter, 
however, the school failed to demonstrate and account for the fiscal impact of 
increased days of instruction       

 
 Synergy believes the attached budget, adequately reflects the needed staffing levels for the 

proposed school calendar.  Synergy respectfully disagrees with the Department’s statement “it is 
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unreasonable to expect that Synergy can experience such a significant increase in instructional time 

without paying higher salaries to the same number of teachers or increasing teacher”.  In fact, this 

commitment to extended education time will be explained to applicants prior to hiring commitments.  It 

has been our experience that educators welcome this approach in the Commonwealth.   

 
4. The application failed to demonstrate corresponding increases from year one to 

following years in additional line items, i.e. supplies, instructional materials and 
software licenses.       

 
 Both the initial and the attached budget have increased from year to year in the identified 

categories.  In fact, the budget assumes a 3% real growth factor in most line items.  The budget assumes 

325 students in years one to five.  Many expense line items are based on a per-pupil cost which was 

provided by Charter Choices based on their experience.  Synergy believes that the department assumed 

that enrollment was budgeted to increase which would require additional expenditures in the noted 

items.   With the assumed flat enrollment, the line items are increased by the real growth factor of 3%. 

 d. Applicant failed to demonstrate the school’s ability to manage and oversee finances 
appropriately. 
 
 (NOTE: the Department’s letter omitted Paragraph “c” in this section.) 
 

1. THE Charter Choices Services Agreement fails to identify the staff that will provide 
services to the school, minimum qualifications and professional experience required 
of the staff; or the amount of time dedicated by Charter Choices staff to provide 
services to Synergy.       

 
 Synergy believes that it has demonstrated the school’s ability to manage and oversee the 

finances appropriate.  Synergy proposes to engage Charter Choices to assist in this effort.  Members of 

the Charter Choices leadership team have been involved with the Charter movement since inception.  

With board oversight, Synergy believes that there is no one individual or group of individuals that the 

school could employee that has the knowledge, experience and expertise of Charter Choices. 

 Both the business service agreement with the original application and the agreement attached 

identify Michael Whisman, CPA as the manager representative.  With the distinct Certified Public 

Accountant designation, Michael will oversee the day-to-day services. 

2. Synergy failed to identify the minimum qualifications and professional experience that 
a Synergy board member or employee will be required to possess in order to 
adequately oversee Charter Choices’ performance.        

 
 The attached audit policy requires the establishment of a committee that includes a member 

who has the ability to understand and analyze the financial statements of the school and who possesses 
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the overall competency level of the outside auditor.  In addition, the policy tasks the committee with 

various duties including the oversight of outside service providers with finance responsibilities. 

3. The proposed Charter Choices agreement states that Synergy will pay a management 
fee to Charter Choices as a percentage of revenue but the agreement does not 
obligate Charter Choices to provide Synergy with a report regarding services provided 
to enable Synergy to determine whether the services provided were consistent with 
the fees paid to Charter Choices.       

 
 The attached business service agreement with Charter Choices identifies the duties 

responsibilities.  As mentioned above, these responsibilities will be monitored by the committee 

establish in the audit policy.  In addition, the service agreement has a termination clause allowing 

Synergy to terminate with cause.  The agreement is included in the Appendix to this document at 

Appendix Q. 

4. Synergy did not demonstrated that it has the necessary support and planning to 
properly oversee finance and accounting functions directly or under its proposed 
contract with Charter Choices.       

 
 As mentioned above, Synergy believes that they have in fact demonstrated the school’s ability 

to oversee the finances appropriately by engaging Charter Choices and establishing a committee.   

 e. Applicant failed to provide evidence of proper internal controls.   
 

1. Synergy failed to demonstrate that it has systems in place to minimize the risk of 
financial mismanagement. 

 
 Attached you will find an internal control policy.  This policy is included in the Appendices at 

Appendix G in that document.  This policy is designed to minimize the risk of financial mismanagement. 

2. Charter Choices would be permitted to make payments to itself from Synergy’s funds 
for services provided to Synergy 

 
 Charter Choices will NOT be permitted to make payments to itself from Synergy’s funds.  

Payments to all vendors, including Charter Choices will be included in the accounts payable process 

requiring approval before payments are made. 

3. Proposed Charter Choices Services Agreement does not define internal controls or 
discuss how accounting functions will be segregated. 

 
 The internal controls are defined in the Internal Controls Policy.  This policy can be found in the 

Appendices at Appendix G.  This policy defines internal controls and defines how accounting functions 

will be segregated. 

11. Professional Development/Teacher Induction 
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 a. Applicant failed to provide evidence of sufficiently developed professional education plan. 
    
  

1. Synergy did not include a detailed Professional Education Plan or information 
sufficient to address a professional education program in the application. 

 
 Synergy Charter has developed a detailed Professional Education Plan that will be in 

conformance with the Professional Education Plan Guidelines published by the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education in January 2007.  The Synergy Cyber plan will be created by using the 

following: 

 1. Identify the student learning needs that the professional development will address, by 

a. Citing the specific student achievement data or other student/school/community data. 

For all classroom teachers and other certified staff who work directly with students in 

academic subjects, the minimally acceptable data are PSSA results in subjects and grade 

levels where they are available, and if available, associated benchmark assessments (e.g. 

4sight).  In other subjects and grade levels, the school will rely on other standardized 

tests, benchmark assessments, local assessments and, if necessary because other 

assessments are not given, classroom assessments; and 

 

b. Describe the need for professional development that is shown by the data, including 

which Professional Development Content Criteria the activity meets; 

 2. Indicate which groups of educators will participate in the activity; 

 3. Describe the proposed professional development activity, including the knowledge and skills 

that educators will gain.  An activity could be a course, a multi-session program, or other specific 

planned set of activities or instruction – each must be documented; 

a. A course is a series of lessons offered for credit by a college/university or intermediate 

unit where each credit is equivalent to 14 hours of study and 16 hours of related 

assignments culminating in an evaluated final product. 

b. A program is a series of related continuing professional education events with a 

common theme and outcome that are offered for the specific number of hours, but it is 

recommended that they be at least 3.5 hours in length. 

c. Activities are the components of programs such as training sessions, specific and 

relevant conference sessions, walk-throughs, and the alignment of curriculum and 

standards. 

 4. Describe the follow-up activities that will ensure successful implementation; 
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 5. Provide the name of the professional development provider and whether the provider has 

been approved by the Department of Education.  If the provider has not received PDE approval, then the 

Professional Development Plan will need to include a copy of the Pennsylvania Professional Education 

Provider Application (refer to the Act 48 Approved Provider Guidelines) approved by the school entity; 

and 

 6. Specify the method that will be used for evaluating the effectiveness of the professional 

development activity in addressing the needs identified in 1 above. 

2. Synergy testified that it will create a professional development plan upon hiring a 
chief academic officer. 

 
 Synergy has developed a professional development plan in accordance with the PA Department 

of Education’s requirements and suggested plans.  

  An applicant must explain the professional development program, including a name 
and description for each professional development offering, the identification of the 
knowledge and skills that educators will gain as a result of participating in each offering 
and an explanation of how the content of each offering is based on research and best 
practices. 

 
 The preliminary plan has been developed; however, the final plan will be developed with the 

direction and input of the principal of the school. 

 The principal will chair a committee, the Professional Education Committee that will be charged 

with the task of defining the content and scope of the education program and then undertake the 

execution of that program.   

The Professional Education Plan will have the following elements: 

Professional Education Committee 

 The school’s Professional Education Plan will be prepared by a committee consisting of: 

 Teacher representatives divided equally among elementary, middle, and high school 

teachers, chosen by the teachers; 

 Educational specialist representatives, chosen by educational specialists; 

 Administrative representatives, chosen by the administrators of the school entity; 

 Parents of students appointed by the school’s Board of Directors; 

 Local business representatives, appointed by the school’s Board of Directors; and 

 Other individuals representing the community, appointed by the school’s Board of Directors 
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 The PA Department of Education recommends that the committee also include early childhood 

education educators and community partners, and, when applicable, representatives from tutoring 

programs and Synergy Cyber will follow that recommendation. 

The Professional Education Committee is responsible for: 

 Establishing operating functions/subcommittees 

 Conducting a needs assessment and setting clear goals for professional education 

 Creating a delivery system for approved professional education that is designed to meet the 

identified needs of students 

 Preparing the plan aligned with the district’s Chapter 4 Strategic Plan 

 Signing-off on the Professional Education Plan and submitting it for approval by the school 

board 

 Reviewing the plan annually making revisions as needed 

Needs Assessment and Goal Setting 

 The professional education committee will assess the educational and staff development needs 

of the school and its professional educators, students and the community.  The needs assessment will 

be data-driven and identify the staff development needed to achieve the academic standards and goals 

of the school’s strategic plan. 

 After the educational and staff development needs have been evaluated, goals will be 

established for the three-year professional education plan.  This includes setting goals for students and 

goals for staff that support achievement of the goals for all students. 

Delivery System 

 When the professional education needs and goals have been identified, the plan to achieve the 

goals will be designed.  The delivery system will create learning communities, be intensive, and be based 

on data that indicate it will lead to higher achievement.  Opportunities for implementation of new 

knowledge and skills will be provided to ensure that they are mastered, applied, and result in student 

success. 

Options for professional education delivery may include, but shall not be limited to: 

1. Collegiate studies from nationally accredited colleges/universities 

2. Continuing professional education courses taken for credit 

3. Other programs, activities or learning experiences taken for hourly reporting that comply with 

the requirements of these guidelines 

 If the school has a significant proportion of students with limited English proficiency and/or 

students who are English language learners, the Professional Education Plan will include strategies that 
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are designed to meet the needs of these students and that are demonstrated to be effective in the 

removal of language barriers. 

 Professional Education Plans that are focused, measurable and specific are most likely to 

achieve their goals.  Therefore, action plans to achieve the professional education goals over three years 

will be developed and included in the plan. 

Evaluation and Revision 

 Professional education plans will be reviewed annually and revised as needed.  The review will 

include evaluation of the goals, activities, and delivery system, and attainment of the competencies for 

each activity.  The five levels of evaluation of professional development will also be utilized.  These 

include: 

1. student outcomes 

2. participants’ use of new knowledge and skills 

3. participants’ learning, 

4. participant reaction, 

5. organization support and change 

 Amendments to the plan will be recommended by the Professional Education Committee, 

approved by the Board of Directors, and submitted to the Department for approval. 

The professional development activity will be designed to accomplish:  

For classroom teachers, school counselors and education specialists: 

1.  Enhance the educator’s content knowledge in the area of the educator’s certification or 

assignment 

2.  Increase the educator’s teaching skills based on research on effective practice 

3.  Provide educators with a variety of classroom-based assessment skills and the skills needed 

to analyze and use data in instructional decision-making 

4.  Empower educators to work effectively with parent and community partners 

For school and district administrators, and other educators seeking leadership roles: 

5.  Provide the knowledge and skills to think and plan strategically, ensuring that assessments, 

curriculum, instruction, staff professional education, teaching materials and interventions for 

struggling students are aligned to each other as well as to Pennsylvania’s academic standards 

6.  Provide leaders with the ability to access and use appropriate data to inform decision-making 

7.  Empower leaders to create a culture of teaching and learning, with an emphasis on learning 
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8.  Instruct the leader in managing resources for effective results   

3. Synergy failed to include the research or best practices that professional development 
offerings are based on or the names and descriptions of professional development 
offerings. 

 
  Synergy has used the Standards Aligned System and the What Works Clearinghouse to 
determine research and best practices upon which our professional development offerings are based.   
 

4. The school calendar for 2015 through 2018 does not contain professional 
development 

 
 Professional development will be incorporated into the school calendar on a regular basis every 
week that school is in session.  The professional development courses will be offered on Tuesday 
afternoons for at least two hours. 
 

5. Synergy failed to indicate the duration of the 2014 – 2015 offerings per day. 
 
 The duration of the professional development training will be from 1:00 PM to 3:30 PM each 
Tuesday during the school year. 
 

6. Synergy failed to identify the name of professional development providers, other than 
Study Island. 
 

 Professional development providers must be approved through an application process 
contained in the guidelines put forth by the PA Department of Education.  There are many potential 
providers that Synergy can use for this service.  The criteria for being considered as a provider are: 
 
Eligible providers include: 

 Institutions of higher education for their noncredit continuing education offerings; 

 Professional associations; 

 Non-governmental organizations; 

 Nonprofit organizations; 

 Corporations, partnerships and limited liability companies; and 

 Sole proprietors (individuals). 

 
 Synergy is aware that there are many providers who are available and eligible to provide 

Professional Development services.  Synergy has not yet contacted or contracted with any of these 

providers.  This step will be taken when a detailed calendar of training is developed.  That will happen 

when the school has a better understanding of the staff capabilities and interests. 

 The continuing professional development education program in Pennsylvania is a competency- 

based program whereby professional educators may earn credits to maintain active certification. The 

three typical offerings include a course, program and/or activity which are defined as follows: 
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 A course is series of lessons offered for credit or non-credit by a college/university or 

intermediate unit where each one semester credit is equivalent to 15 contact (direct instructor 

led) hours of study (i.e. in-class, online and blended learning) and 30 hours of related 

assignments (i.e. supplemental readings, culminating project) resulting in an evaluated final 

product. If the course exceeds 45 hours in value, the 15/30 relationship must be maintained in 

the overall course design. A collegiate one quarter credit must maintain at least a 10/20 

relationship. 

 A program is a series of related continuing professional education activities with a common 

theme that are offered for the specific number of hours, but must be at least three hours per 

activity with a minimum of five component activities, resulting in a minimum of 15 professional 

development hours. 

 Activities are the components of programs such as training sessions, specific and relevant 

conference sessions, walk-throughs, and the alignment of curriculum and standards. An activity 

must be a minimum of three hours. 

 Participants can only receive credit for the actual time involved in the offering. No credit can 

be given when direct instruction is not taking place (i.e., breaks, lunch, dinner, etc.). 

7. Synergy failed to indicate whether the Department approved Study Island as a 
professional development provider. 

 
 All approved providers have the authority to employ educators, consultants, agencies, trainers 

or others qualified to provide continuing professional education activities for educators in local school 

entities or other settings. Approved providers, as part of their approved provider application, must 
include a representation of their instructors’ credentials and professional experience. 

 
8. Synergy failed to address program follow-up and monitoring. 

 

 Professional development plans typically provide an overview of the focus of professional 
development and of how professional development will be implemented on a school- wide basis over 
the course of a school year. Such plans tend to center on specific professional learning themes and 
school-wide goals. 

Professional development plans should: 

 Align the focus of school-wide professional development with school, district and state 
goals; 

 Prioritize and allow for a variety of learning opportunities; 
 Emphasize classroom follow-through and implementation; 
 Support ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of professional development; and 
 Identify and address the needs of the staff as a whole and also allow for individuals to seek 

out opportunities to address personal professional learning needs. 
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 Programs will be monitored and evaluated to determine whether they meet the needs of the 
school community, or not.   
 
 Some of the criteria that will be assessed are: 
 

 Supports overall school performance 
In schools where instructors participate and apply the findings of professional development in the 

classroom, the effects of professional development may reach more students and all programs 

because of the overall emphasis on common professional development goals and activities.  In such 

cases, the entire school benefits when there is a culture centered on professional development. 

 Strengthens instructor performance 
Effective and research-based professional development may help instructors to teach more effectively.  

The full realization of this benefit is contingent not only on instructors participating in professional 

development but on the extent to which they apply the knowledge and skills they learn. 

 Contributes to improved student performance 
Students benefit when instructors understand and use research-based instructional strategies. 

Effective professional development helps instructors improve and refine their teaching skills.  It also 

helps to keep them up to date in pedagogy and in their technical fields, benefits that may be passed on 

to their students in terms of how and what they teach. 

 Boosts instructor motivation and retention 
Quality professional development can play an important role in educating and supporting both novice 
and veteran instructors. Professional development often provides instructors with new knowledge 
and skills, which in turn can boost their confidence and their belief in their ability to have a positive 
impact on their students.   It can help motivate instructors and encourage them to stay in the 
teaching profession. 

 Addresses needs identified through data analysis 
Professional development should be provided to target areas in need of growth as documented in 

assessment data.  Effective professional development can train instructors on instructional strategies 

that may help address these needs. 

 
 b. Applicant failed to provide evidence of a sufficiently developed teacher induction plan. 
 
 Synergy will execute a comprehensive teacher induction plan that will reflect a mentor 
relationship between the first-year teacher, long-term substitute or educational specialist, teacher 
educator and the induction team. 
 
 Criteria for the induction plan will include induction activities that focus on teaching diverse 

learners in inclusive settings.  Diverse learners include English language learners (ELL) and students with 

Individualized Education Programs (IEP). 

 The induction plan will include the following staff: 
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 All full and part-time regularly employed teachers engaged in their initial teaching 

experience in a Pennsylvania public school entity must participate in the entity’s 
induction program. 

 Substitute teachers and other professional employees may be required or minimally 

afforded the opportunity to participate in an induction program at the option of the 

employing school entity. 
 Newly-employed educators with prior school experience may be required to participate 

in an induction program at the option of the employing school entity. 
 Participation in the induction program process is optional for nonpublic and private 

school entities birth through grade 12 but is required for permanent certification. 

Nonpublic and private school entities may submit induction plans to the PDE for 

approval. 

 Synergy will build its training around the research that has been conducted as to what 
makes a great school.  Research supports the idea that high performing schools have six common 
elements which will be incorporated into induction training as well as the core culture of the 
school.  These elements are: 

 Standards – Pennsylvania’s Core Standards define what students should know and be able to 
do as a result of instruction. 
 

 Assessments – Assessments offer tools and resources to support the process of assessing, 
evaluating and documenting student learning in order to improve professional practice and 
increase student achievement. 
 

 Curriculum Framework – Drawn from the Pennsylvania Core Standards, the Curriculum 
Framework is a set of teaching topics by subject and grade level further defined via Big Ideas, 
Concepts, Competencies, Essential Questions, and Vocabulary. 

 Instruction – Pennsylvania has adopted the Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching 
as the overarching vision for effective instruction in the commonwealth.  The model 
focuses the complex activity of teaching by defining four domains of teaching 
responsibility: 

 Planning and preparation 

 Classroom environment 

 Instruction 

 Professional responsibilities  

 Materials and Resources – Support standards aligned instruction and include Voluntary 
Model Curriculum, learning progressions, units, lesson plans and multimedia content 
examples for use in planning and delivering instruction. 
Learning progressions span grades K-12 and include what all students should know and be able 

to do as a result of successfully moving through grades K-8 and by taking specific courses in 

grades 9-12. 
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 Safe and Supportive Schools – Supplies resources and exemplars to promote active student 
engagement in a safe and positive learning environment. Areas within the element include 
the following: 

 

 Engagement 

 Safety 

 Environment 
 

1. Synergy failed to demonstrate any knowledge of the Department’s induction 
requirements or the plan components. 

    
 Synergy is aware of the Department’s induction requirements and the plan components.  

Synergy founders have reviewed the “Educator Induction Plan Guidelines”, Published September 2013.  

Synergy is in full agreement with the principals articulated in the Department’s guidelines, including: 

 Support for new teachers increases retention rates and those who participate in intensive 

induction programs are more likely to: 

 Use instructional practices that improve student achievement; 

 Assign challenging work to diverse student populations; 

 Use standards-based curriculum frameworks; and 

 Accomplish the goals of the curriculum. 

 Without supports of a standards-based system, even the most talented educators are at risk of 

leaving the profession.  High-quality induction programs can help to prevent new teachers from leaving 

the teaching profession. 

 School districts, intermediate units, charter schools, and area vocational-technical schools in 

Pennsylvania have been required by the Pennsylvania Code (22 Pa. Code §49.16 and §49.83) to have a 

state-approved teacher induction plan for first-year teachers since 1987 

 Each school entity shall submit to the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) for approval 

of a plan for the induction experience for first-year teachers (including teachers in pre- kindergarten 

programs, when offered), long-term substitutes who are hired for a position for 50 days or more, and 

for educational specialists. 

 The length of the induction program must be a minimum of one school year: however, the 

school entity may choose a longer period. The regulations require that induction plans be updated every 

six years. 

 The induction plan shall be prepared by an induction educator committee which includes teacher 

or educational specialist representatives, or both, selected by teachers, educational specialists and 

administrative representatives chosen from the school entity.  Newly employed professional personnel 
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with prior school teaching experience may be required by the school entity to participate in an induction 

program. 

 The induction plan shall reflect a mentor relationship between the first-year teacher, long-term 

substitute or educational specialist, teacher educator and the induction team. 

 Criteria for approval of the induction plans must include induction activities that focus on 

teaching diverse learners in inclusive settings. Diverse learners include English language learners (ELL) 

and students with Individualized Education Programs (IEP). 

 In accordance with the Department’s directives, Synergy will submit to the PDE a plan for the 

induction experience for the following staff: 

 All full and part-time regularly employed teachers engaged in their initial teaching 

experience in a Pennsylvania public school entity must participate in the entity’s induction 

program. 

 Substitute teachers and other professional employees may be required or minimally 

afforded the opportunity to participate in an induction program at the option of the 

employing school entity. 

 Newly-employed educators with prior school experience may be required to participate in 

an induction program at the option of the employing school entity. 

 Participation in the induction program process is optional for nonpublic and private school 

entities birth through grade 12 but is required for permanent certification. Nonpublic and 

private school entities may submit induction plans to the PDE for approval. 

STANDARDS ALIGNED SYSTEM 

 The Standards Aligned System (SAS), developed by PDE, is a comprehensive, researched-based 

resource to improve student achievement. SAS identifies six elements that impact student 

achievement: Standards; Assessments; Curriculum Framework; Instruction; Materials and Resources; 

and Safe and Supportive Schools. Schools and educators across Pennsylvania are supported in their 

efforts to integrate SAS into the classroom by PDE’s SAS portal at http://www.pdesas.org/. 

 The SAS portal is designed to organize and deliver educational content carefully aligned to 

the Pennsylvania Academic Standards and provide educators with integrated classroom tools to 

enhance their teaching effectiveness. The SAS portal also provides Pennsylvania educators with 

leading edge networking technologies that create opportunities to communicate and collaborate 

with peers across the commonwealth. 

 Effective professional development, beginning with aligned induction activities, will help to 

prepare new teachers to utilize the SAS framework, along with student performance data, to improve 

student achievement and enhance instructional practices. 

http://www.pdesas.org/
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Curriculum 
 
Curriculum 1.  English Language Arts Scope and Sequence K to 8th 
 
Curriculum 2.  English Language Arts Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
 
Curriculum 3.  Math Scope and Sequence K – 8 
 
Curriculum 4.  Math Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
 
Curriculum 5.  Science Scope and Sequence 1 – 8 
 
Curriculum 6.  Science Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
 
Curriculum 7.  Social Studies Scope and Sequence K – 8 
 
Curriculum 8.  Social Studies Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
 
Curriculum 9.  World Languages 7 – 12 
 
Curriculum 10.  Physical Education and Health K – 12 
 
Curriculum 11.  Arts and Music K – 12 

 
Curriculum 12.  Technology Scope and Sequence K to 8 
  



Curriculum 1.  English Language Arts Scope and Sequence K to 8th 
  



English Language Arts Scope and Sequence K to 8 Synergy Cyber CS  1 
 

English/Language Arts Scope and Sequence with Pennsylvania Standards and Common Core Correlations Synergy 
Cyber Charter School–  

By Grade, Kindergarten to 8th Grade 
 

Primary Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning Odyssey online curriculum 

Kindergarten English/ Language Arts 

Overview:  Kindergarteners learn through guided lessons, direct teaching and the exploration of fundamentals with 
specific focus on the alphabet and letter sounds, phonemic awareness, and rhyming words. Game-like activities, 
decodable stories, and the “writer’s corner” isolate two letters at a time and allow students to explore all possible sounds 
and blends, creating phonological and phonemic awareness. 

Through a series of pre-reading, reading, comprehension, and prewriting activities, students will further develop 
strategies such as recalling details, drawing conclusions, and summarizing stories. Kindergarten culminates with a 
thorough review of phonics, highlighting letter and sound recognition. 

 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Print Awareness The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target the alphabet and concepts of print. 

3 weeks 

Active Listening and Sound The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target active listening and address the 
concepts of rhyme, rhythm, pattern, and syllables. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of m 
and s 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonological awareness, and phonics. The anchor 
story is the nursery rhyme, Mary Had a Little Lamb, and the focus 
phonemes are the sounds of the letters m and s. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of d 
and a 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonological awareness, and phonics. The anchor 
story is the nursery rhyme, Hey Diddle Diddle, and the focus 
phonemes are the sound of the letter d and the short sound of the 
letter a. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of p 
and i 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, 
and phonics. The anchor story is the nursery rhyme, Pease 
Pudding, and the focus phonemes are the sound of the letter p and 
the short sound of the letter i. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of l and 
n 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, 
and phonics. The anchor story is a retold version of the classic 
children's story, The Little Red Hen, and the focus phonemes are 

2 weeks 
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the sounds of the letters l and n. 

Review 1 The student will engage in a series of assessment activities that 
target phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, and phonics. 
The focus phonemes are the sounds of the letters m, d, s, p, l, n 
and the short sounds of the letters a and i. 

1 week 

The Sights and Sounds of t and 
h 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor 
story is an authentic piece of nonfiction titled Busy Baby Animals: 
Tiger. The focus vocabulary words are "practice" and "cool" and the 
focus phonemes are the sounds of the letters t and h. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of o 
and b 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target fluency, reading comprehension, 
phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor story is a retold 
version of the classic nursery rhyme, There Was an Old Woman. 
The focus phonemes are the short sound of the letter o and the 
sound of the letter b. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of e 
and r 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target fluency, reading comprehension, 
phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, and phonics. The 
anchor story is the nursery rhyme, It's Raining, It's Pouring, and the 
focus phonemes are the short sound of the letter e and the sound 
of the letter r. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of k 
and f 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target fluency, reading comprehension, 
phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor story is the nursery 
rhyme, Ride a Black Horse. The focus phonemes are the sounds of 
the letters k and f. 

2 weeks 

Review 2 The student will engage in a series of assessment activities that 
target phonemic awareness and phonics. The focus phonemes are 
the sounds of the letters t, h, f, r, k, b, d and the short sounds of the 
letters o, a, e, and i. 

1 week 

The Sights and Sounds of Hard 
g and Short u 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target fluency, reading comprehension, 
phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor story is the classic 
fable, The Lion and the Mouse. The focus phonemes are the hard 
sound of the letter g and the short sound of the letter u. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of Hard 
c and w 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor 
story is the authentic nonfiction book, My Cake. The focus 
phonemes are the hard sound of the letter c and the sound of the 
letter w. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of y 
and qu 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonemic awareness, phonological awareness, 
and phonics. The anchor story is the nursery rhyme, Little Girl and 
Queen. The focus phonemes are the sound of the letter y and the 
sound of the letter combination qu. 

2 weeks 

The Sights and Sounds of v The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 2 weeks 
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and x assessment activities that target fluency, reading comprehension, 
phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor story is the classic 
fable, The Fox and the Crow. The focus phonemes are the sounds 
of the letters v and x. 

The Sights and Sounds of z 
and j 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, phonemic awareness, and phonics. The anchor 
story is an original story titled Jake and the Zany Zebra Show. The 
focus phonemes are the sounds of the letters z and j. 

2 weeks 

Review 3 The student will engage in a series of assessment activities that 
target phonemic awareness, phonological awareness, and phonics. 
The focus phonemes are the sounds of the letters c, z, v, w, ,j, g, x, 
and y, the letter combination qu and its sound, and the short 
sounds of the letters i, a, u, and o. 

1 week 
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PA. Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.K.A 
RL.K.1 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
With prompting and support, ask and answer questions 
about key details in a text. 

KR023 KR024 KR035 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR036 KR051 KR052 
KR064 KR065 KR084 

ATKR084 KR085 KR097 

KR098 KR110 ATKR110 

KR111 KR123 KR124 

KR144 KR145 KR157 

KR158 ATKR158 KR170 

KR171 KR183 KR184 

KR196 KR197 LA259 

LA260 LA264 LA265 

LA269 LA270 LA274 

LA275 LA279 LA280 

LA284 LA285 LA289 

LA290 LA294 LA295 

LA299 LA300 LA304 

LA305 LA309 LA310 

LA314 LA315 ATLA315 

LA319 LA320 ATLA320 

LA324 LA325 LA329 

ATLA329 LA330 LA334 

LA335 LA339 LA340 

LA344 LA345 ATLA345 

LA349 LA350 ATLA350 

10494 10263 10495 

10282 10496 10269 

10497 10303 10498 

10315 10499 10328 

10500 10340 10352 

10353 10389 10379 

10364 10365 10475 

10476 10433 10434 

10391 10392 10407 

10408 10420 10421 

10446 10447 10456 

10460 10469 10482 

10505 10506 10518 
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10519 10531 10532 

10543 10544  

CC.1.3.K.C 

RL.K.2 

Reading Standards for Literature KR063 KR064 KR065 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Key Ideas and Details: 
With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including 

KR195 KR196 KR197 

key details. KR023 KR024 KR110 

ATKR110 KR111 KR144 

KR145 LA259 LA260 

LA284 LA285 LA329 

ATLA329 LA330 10494 

10263 10495 10282 

10496 10269 10497 

10303 10499 10328 

10500 10340  

CC.1.3.K.B 

RL.K.3 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major 
events in a story. 

LA289 LA345 

10408 

LA290 

ATLA345 

LA34

4 

1040

7 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.3.K.F 

RL.K.4 

Reading Standards for Literature KR051 

AQKR083 V 

KR085V2 

AQKR124V 

KR145V 

AQKR159V 

ATKR159V2 

LA295V 

AQLA298V 

LA315V2 

AQLA323V 

LA333V 

AQLA340V2 

KR022 

KR063 

KR122 

KR182 

LA263 

LA283 

LA308 

LA333 

10265 

10311 

10348 

10386 

10429 

10468 

KR052 

KR085V 

AQKR085 
V2 

KR143V 

AQKR145V 

KR159V2 

LA260V 

AQLA295V 

LA300V2 

AQLA315V2 

LA325V 

AQLA333V 

KR001 

KR034 

KR096 

KR143 

KR195 

LA268 

LA288 

LA318 

LA343 

10278 

10324 

10375 

10403 

10442 

KR083V 

AQKR085
V 

KR124V 

AQKR143
V 

KR159V 

AQKR159
V2 

AQLA260V 

LA298V 

AQLA300V
2 

LA323V 

AQLA325V 

LA340V2 

KR012 

KR050 

KR109 

KR169 

LA258 

LA278 

LA303 

LA328 

10259 

10299 

10336 

10360 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Craft and Structure: 
Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text. 
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10503 

10516 

10539 

10471 

10506 

10519 

10416 

10455 

10501 

10514 

10527 

  

CC.1.3.K.E 

RL.K.5 

Reading Standards for Literature KR002 KR012 KR013 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Craft and Structure: 
Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, 

KR014 KR023 KR083 

poems). KR084 KR085 KR034 

KR035 KR051 KR064 

KR110 KR123 KR143 

KR144 KR169 KR170 

KR183 10295 10288 

10275 10308 10321 

10333 10345 10358 

10384 10370 10486 

10439 10397 10413 

10426 10452 10465 

10491 10511 10524 

10536 10549  

CC.1.3.K.D 

RL.K.6 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft 
and Structure: 
With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story 
and define the role of each in telling the story. 

KR001 KR003  

CC.1.3.K.G 

RL.K.7 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
With prompting and support, describe the relationship between 
illustrations and the story in which they appear (e.g., what moment in 
a story an illustration depicts). 

KR001 

KR123 

KR097 

KR124 

KR098 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.2.K.A 

RI.K.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key 
details in a text. 

LA274 LA275  

 

RI.K.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text KR156 KR157 KR158 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Key Ideas and Details: 
With prompting and support, identify the main topic and 

ATKR158 LA274 LA275 

retell key details of a text. LA299 LA300 LA314 

LA315 ATLA315 

CC.1.2.K.C 

RI.K.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
With prompting and support, describe the connection between two 
individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text. 

KR083V 
AQKR085 V2 
KR145V 
AQKR156 V 

ATKR159 V2 
LA295V 
AQLA323 V 

LA340V2LA32

5 LA349 

AQKR083V 
KR143V 
AQKR145V 
KR159V2 
LA260V 
AQLA295 V 
LA333V 
AQLA340 V2 

LA339 

LA350 

KR085V2 
AQKR143 
V 
KR156V 
AQKR159 
V2 

AQLA260 V 
LA323V 
AQLA333 V 

LA324LA34

0 ATLA350 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
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CC.1.2.K.F 

RI.K.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about 
unknown words in a text. 

KR083V 
AQKR085 V 
KR124V 
AQKR143V 
KR156V 
AQKR159V 

ATKR159 V2 

LA315V2 

LA323V 

AQLA325 V 

KR083 

LA293 

LA323 

AQKR083 V 
KR085V2 
AQKR124V 
KR145V 
AQKR156 V 

KR159V2 

LA300V2 

AQLA315 V2 

AQLA323 V 
LA340V2 
KR156 

LA298 

LA338 

KR085V 
AQKR085 
V2 
KR143V 
AQKR145 
V 
KR159V 
AQKR159 
V2 

AQLA300 
V2 

OTLA315 
V2 
LA325V 
AQLA340 
V2 

LA273 

LA313 

LA348 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.2.K.E 

RI.K.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and Structure: 
Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book. 

KR001 KR003 KR004 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

RI.K.6 Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and Structure 
Name the author and illustrator of a text and define the role of each in 
presenting the ideas or information in a text. 

KR003  

CC.1.2.K.G 

RI.K.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
With prompting and support, describe the relationship between 
illustrations and the text in which they appear (e.g., what person, 
place, thing, or idea in the text an illustration depicts). 

KR084 
KR085VLA31
5V2 
AQLA325 V 

ATKR084 

AQKR085 V 

AQLA315 V2 

AQLA300 V2 

KR085 
LA300V2L
A325V 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.2.K.H 

RI.K.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
With prompting and support, identify the reasons an author gives to 
support points in a text. 

LA324 LA350 LA325 

ATLA350 

LA349 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.2.K.I 

RI.K.9 

Reading Standards for Informational Text LA299 LA300 LA344 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
With prompting and support, identify basic similarities in and 

LA345 10259 10260 

differences between two texts on the same topic (e.g., in 10261 10263 LA349 

illustrations, descriptions, or procedures). LA350 ATLA350 10442 

10443 10444 10447 

LA329 LA330 10501 

10502 10503 10506 

CC.1.1.K.B 

RF.K.1.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Print 
Concepts: 
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of 
print: Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page. 

KR004  

CC.1.1.K.B 

RF.K.1.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Print Concepts: 
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic 
features of print: Recognize that spoken words are 
represented in written language by specific sequences of 
letters. 

KR001 KR011 KR212 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR213 LA002 LA006 
LA010 LA014 LA018 

LA022 

LA037 

LA027 

LA042 

LA032 

LA048 

LA049 LA050 LA051 
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LA052 LA056 LA061 

LA066 LA070 LA071 

LA072 LA073 LA077 

LA082 LA087 LA091 

LA092 LA093 LA097 

LA102 LA121 LA122 

LA129 LA134 LA138 

LA139 LA143 LA148 

LA152 LA156 LA157 

LA158 LA161 LA165 

LA169 LA173 LA174 

LA175 LA178 LA182 

LA186 LA187 LA191 

LA196 LA200 LA204 

LA205 LA206 LA210 

LA214 LA218 LA219 

LA220 LA224 LA233 

LA241 LA243 LA244 

10271 10273 10284 

10286 10291 10293 

10304 10306 10317 

10319 10329 10331 

10341 10343 10354 

10356 10380 10382 

10366 10368 10435 

10437 10393 10395 

10409 10411 10422 

10424 10448 10450 

10461 10463 10477 

10480 10483 10487 

10507 10509 10520 

10522 10533 10535 

10545 10547  

CC.1.1.K.B 

RF.K.1.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Print 
Concepts: 
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features 
of print: Understand that words are separated by spaces in print. 

KR010  

CC.1.1.K.B 

RF.K.1.d 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Print Concepts: 
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic 
features of print: Recognize and name all upper- and 
lowercase letters of the alphabet. 

KR002 KR006 KR007 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR008 KR009 KR043 
KR105 KR162 KR040 

KR115 KR131 KR149 

KR092 KR059 KR204 

KR128 KR069 KR028 

KR072 KR102 KR056 
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KR178 KR118 KR031 

KR089 KR152 KR188 

KR165 KR191 KR175 

KR201 10264 10283 

10270   

CC.1.1.K.C 

RF.K.2.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR012 KR013 KR014 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and 

KR016 KR017 KR018 

sounds (phonemes): Recognize and produce rhyming KR042 KR114 KR058 

words. LA021 LA190 LA209 

LA331   

CC.1.1.K.C 

 RF.K.2.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR019 KR020 KR021 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds 
(phonemes): Count, pronounce, blend, and 
segment syllables in spoken words. 

KR182P 
KR042 AQKR182 

P 

KR103 

KR041 
KR104 

KR160 KR161 KR038 

KR039 KR113 KR114 

KR129 KR130 KR147 

KR148 KR090 KR091 

KR057 KR058 KR202 

KR203 KR126 KR127 

KR067 KR068 KR026 

KR027 KR070 KR071 

KR100 KR101 KR054 

KR055 KR176 KR177 

KR116 KR117 KR029 

KR030 KR087 KR088 

KR150 KR151 KR186 

KR187 KR163 KR164 

KR189 KR190 KR173 

KR174 KR199 KR200 

KR076 KR077 KR078 

KR135 KR136 KR137 

KR138 KR208 KR209 

KR210 KR211 LA001 

LA005 LA009 LA013 

LA017 LA021 LA026 

LA031 LA036 LA041 

LA055 LA060 LA065 

LA076 LA081 LA086 

LA096 LA101 LA128 

LA133 LA142 LA147 

LA190 LA195 LA209 
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LA223 LA232  

CC.1.1.K.C 

 RF.K.2.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds 
(phonemes): Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable 
spoken words. 

KR071 

KR210 

KR078 

LA147 

KR177 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.1.K.C 

RF.K.2.d 

Reading Standard for Foundational Skills 
Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and 
sounds (phonemes): Isolate and pronounce the initial, 
medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in three- 
phoneme (consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC) words. (This does 
not include CVCs ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.) 

KR041 KR042 KR103 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR104 KR160 KR161 
KR038 KR039 KR113 

KR114 

KR147 

KR129 

KR148 

KR130 

LA128 

KR090 KR091 KR057 

KR058 KR202 KR203 

KR126 KR127 KR067 

KR068 KR026 KR027 

KR070 KR071 KR100 

KR101 KR054 KR055 

KR176 KR177 KR116 

KR117 KR029 KR030 

KR087 KR088 KR150 

KR151 KR186 KR187 

KR163 KR164 KR173 

KR174 KR199 KR200 

KR076 KR077 KR078 

KR135 KR136 KR137 

KR138 KR208 KR209 

KR210 KR211 LA001 

LA005 LA009 LA013 

LA017   

CC.1.1.K.C 

RF.K.2.e 

Reading Standard for Foundational Skills KR041 KR042 KR103 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and 

KR104 KR160 KR161 

sounds (phonemes): Add or substitute individual sounds KR038 KR039 KR113 

(phonemes) in simple, one-syllable words to make new 
words. 

KR114 

KR147 

KR129 

KR148 

KR130 

LA128 

KR090 KR091 KR057 

KR058 KR202 KR203 

KR126 KR127 KR067 

KR068 KR026 KR027 

KR070 KR071 KR100 

KR101 KR054 KR055 

KR176 KR177 KR116 

KR117 KR029 KR030 

KR087 KR088 KR150 
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KR151 KR186 KR187 

KR163 KR164 KR173 

KR174 KR199 KR200 

KR076 KR077 KR078 

KR135 KR136 KR137 

KR138 KR208 KR209 

KR210 KR211 LA001 

LA005 LA009 LA013 

LA017   

CC.1.1.K.D 

RF.K.3.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Demonstrate basic knowledge of 
one-to-one letter-sound correspondences by producing the 
primary or many of the most frequent sound for each consonant. 

KR105 KR162 KR040 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR131 KR149 KR092 
KR204 KR128 KR069 

KR028 

KR056 

KR081 

KR178 

KR072 

KR118 

KR031 KR089 KR188 

KR165 KR191 KR175 

KR201 KR079 KR080 

KR139 KR140 KR141 

KR142 KR212 KR213 

KR214 KR215 LA002 

LA006 LA010 LA014 

LA018   

CC.1.1.K.D 

RF.K.3.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR043 LA061 LA071 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

KR115 KR059 LA097 

skills in decoding words: Associate the long and short LA121 KR102 LA102 

sounds with common spellings (graphemes) for the five 
major vowels. 

LA122 

KR079 

LA220 

KR080 

KR152 

KR139 

KR140 KR141 KR142 

KR212 KR213 KR214 

KR215 LA002 LA006 

LA010 LA014 LA018 

LA143 LA156 LA353 

10273 10274 10319 

10320 10329 10330 

10435 10436 10393 

10394 10422 10423 

10341 10342 10409 

10410   

CC.1.1.K.D 

RF.K.3.c 

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills 
Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

LA003 LA007 LA011 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
LA015 LA019 LA023 
LA028 LA033 LA038 
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skills in decoding words: Read common high-frequency 
words by sight (e.g., the, of, to, you, she, my, is, are, do, 
does). 

LA045 

LA067 

LA057 

LA078 

LA062 

LA083 

LA088 LA098 LA103 

LA108 LA113 LA118 

LA130 LA135 LA144 

LA149 LA153 LA162 

LA166 LA170 LA179 

LA183 LA192 LA197 

LA201 LA211 LA215 

LA225 LA229 LA234 

LA238   

CC.1.1.K.D 

RF.K.3.d 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR183P AQKR183 OTKR183 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test Phonics and Word Recognition:  P P 

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Distinguish between similarly 

KR196P AQKR196 
P 

OTKR196 
P 

spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that 
differ. 

KR071 KR078 KR177 
KR210 KR043 LA061 

LA071 KR105 KR162 

KR040 KR115 KR131 

KR149 KR092 KR059 

LA097 LA121 KR204 

KR128 KR069 KR028 

KR081 KR072 KR102 

LA102 LA122 LA220 

KR056 KR178 KR118 

KR031 KR089 KR152 

KR188 KR165 KR191 

KR175 KR201 KR079 

KR080 KR139 KR140 

KR141 KR142 KR212 

KR213 KR214 KR215 

LA002 LA006 LA010 

LA014 LA018 LA143 

LA156 LA353  

CC.1.1.K.E 

RF.K.4 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Fluency: 
Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and 
understanding. 

KR032 KR044 KR060 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR073 KR093 KR106 
KR119 KR132 KR153 

KR166 KR179 KR192 

KR205 LA004 LA008 

LA012 LA016 LA020 

LA024 LA029 LA034 

LA039 LA046 LA053 

LA058 LA063 LA068 
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LA074 LA079 LA084 

LA089 LA094 LA099 

LA104 LA109 LA114 

LA119 LA126 LA131 

LA136 LA140 LA145 

LA150 LA154 LA159 

LA163 LA167 LA171 

LA176 LA180 LA184 

LA188 LA193 LA198 

LA202 LA207 LA212 

LA216 LA221 LA226 

LA230 LA235 LA239 

LA246 LA261 LA266 

LA271 LA276 LA281 

LA286 LA291 LA296 

LA301 LA306 LA311 

LA316 LA321 LA326 

LA331 LA336 LA341 

LA346 LA351 10352 

10364 10389 10391 

10407 10420 10433 

10446 10456 10469 

10475 10494 10495 

10496 10497 10498 

10499 10500 10505 

10518 10531 10543 

CC.1.4.K.G 

CC.1.4.K.H 

CC.1.4.K.I 

W.K.1 

Writing Standards for Text Types and Purposes: 
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to 
compose opinion pieces in which they tell a reader the topic 
or the name of the book they are writing about and state an 
opinion or preference about the topic or book (e.g., My favorite book 
is . . .). 

KR023 KR032 KR033 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR035 KR044 KR045 
KR051 KR060 KR061 

KR064 

LA025 

KR073 

LA030 

KR074 

LA035 

LA040 LA047 LA054 

LA059 LA064 LA069 

LA075 LA080 LA085 

LA090 LA095 LA100 

LA105 LA110 LA115 

LA120 LA127 LA132 

LA137 LA141 LA146 

LA151 LA155 LA160 

LA164 LA168 LA172 

LA177 LA181 LA185 

LA189 LA194 LA199 

LA203 LA208 LA213 

LA217 LA222 LA227 
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LA231 LA236 LA240 

LA247 LA249 LA251 

LA253 LA255 LA257 

CC.1.4.K.A 

W.K.2 

Writing Standards for Text Types and Purposes: 
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to 
compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name 
what they are writing about and supply some information 
about the topic. 

KR084 KR094 KR157 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR167 LA294 LA297 
LA299 LA302 LA314 

LA317 

LA339 

LA324 

LA342 

LA327 

LA349 

LA352   

CC.1.4.K.B 

CC.1.4.K.M 

CC.1.4.K.O 

CC.1.4.K.P 

W.K.3 

Writing Standards for KR023 KR033 KR035 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test  Text Types and Purposes: 
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to 

KR045 KR051 KR061 

narrate a single event or several loosely linked events, tell KR064 KR074 KR097 

about the events in the order in which they occurred, and 
provide a reaction to what happened. 

KR107 

KR123 

KR110 

KR133 

KR120 

KR144 

KR154 KR170 KR180 

KR183 KR193 KR196 

KR206 LA259 LA262 

LA264 LA267 LA269 

LA272 LA274 LA277 

LA279 LA282 LA284 

LA287 LA289 LA292 

LA304 LA307 LA309 

LA312 LA319 LA322 

LA329 LA332 LA334 

LA337 LA344 LA347 

LA357 LA359 LA371 

LA373 LA399 LA401 

LA406 LA408 LA413 

LA415 LA420 LA422 

LA427 ATLA427 LA429 

LA441 LA443  

CC.1.4.K.U 

W.K.6 

Writing Standards for Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of 
digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 

KR023 KR033 KR035 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR045 KR051 KR061 
KR064 KR074 KR097 

KR107 KR110 KR120 

KR123 KR133 KR144 

KR154 KR170 KR180 

KR183 KR193 KR196 

KR206 LA259 LA262 

LA264 LA267 LA269 

LA272 LA274 LA277 

LA279 LA282 LA284 
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LA287 LA289 LA292 

LA304 LA307 LA309 

LA312 LA319 LA322 

LA329 LA332 LA334 

LA337 LA344 LA347 

LA357 LA359 LA371 

LA373 LA399 LA401 

LA406 LA408 LA413 

LA415 LA420 LA422 

LA427 ATLA427 LA429 

LA441 LA443  

CC.1.4.K.W 

W.K.8 

Writing Standards for Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
With guidance and support from adults, recall information 
from experiences or gather information from provided 
sources to answer a question. 

LA025 LA030 LA035 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
LA040 LA047 LA054 
LA059 LA064 LA069 

LA075 LA080 LA085 

LA090 LA095 LA100 

LA105 LA110 LA115 

LA120 LA127 LA132 

LA137 LA141 LA146 

LA151 LA155 LA160 

LA164 LA168 LA172 

LA177 LA181 LA185 

LA189 LA194 LA199 

LA203 LA208 LA213 

LA217 LA222 LA227 

LA231 LA236 LA240 

LA247 LA249 LA251 

LA253 LA255 LA257 

CC.1.5.K.B 

SL.K.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Comprehension and 
Collaboration: 
Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information 
presented orally or through other media by asking and 
answering questions about key details and requesting 
clarification if something is not understood. 

KR023 KR024 KR035 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 
KR036 KR051 KR052 
KR064 KR065 KR084 

ATKR084 

KR098 

KR085 

KR110 

KR097 

ATKR110 

KR111 KR123 KR124 

KR144 KR145 KR157 

KR158 ATKR158 KR170 

KR171 KR183 KR184 

KR196 KR197 LA259 

LA260 LA264 LA265 

LA269 LA270 LA274 

LA275 LA279 LA280 

LA284 LA285 LA289 

LA290 LA294 LA295 
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LA299 LA300 LA304 

LA305 LA309 LA310 

LA314 LA315 ATLA315 

LA319 LA320 ATLA320 

LA324 LA325 LA329 

ATLA329 LA330 LA334 

LA335 LA339 LA340 

LA344 LA345 ATLA345 

LA349 LA350 ATLA350 

10494 10263 10495 

10282 10496 10269 

10497 10303 10498 

10315 10499 10328 

10500 10340 10352 

10353 10389 10379 

10364 10365 10475 

10476 10433 10434 

10391 10392 10407 

10408 10420 10421 

10446 10447 10456 

10460 10469 10482 

10505 10506 10518 

10519 10531 10532 

10543 10544  

CC.1.5.K.G 

L.K.1.a 

Language Standards Conventions of 
Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Print many upper- and 
lowercase letters. 

KR043 

KR040 

KR149 

KR204 

KR028 

KR056 

KR031 

KR188 

KR175 

KR105 

KR115 

KR092 

KR128 

KR072 

KR178 

KR089 

KR165 

KR201 

KR162 

KR131 

KR059 

KR069 

KR102 

KR118 

KR152 

KR191 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.5.K.G 

L.K.1.b 

Language Standards Conventions of 
Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Use frequently 
occurring nouns and verbs. 

KR112 KR146 KR198 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.5.K.G 

L.K.1.c 

Language Standards Conventions of 
Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Form regular plural 
nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes). 

KR146 
LA117OTLA
275 V2 

KR198 
LA275V2LA1
25 

LA116 

AQLA27
5 V2 

LA430 

Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.5.K.G Language Standards KR023 KR024 KR064 Teacher Made 
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L.K.1.d Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 
Understand and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., 
who, what, where, when, why, how). 

KR065 KR084 ATKR084 
& DRA Test 

KR085 KR110 ATKR110 

KR111 

KR157 

KR144 

KR158 

KR145 

ATKR158 

KR170 KR171 KR183 

KR184 KR196 KR197 

LA259 LA260 LA264 

LA265 LA269 LA270 

LA274 LA275 LA284 

LA285 LA289 LA290 

LA294 LA295 LA299 

LA300 LA304 LA305 

LA309 LA310 LA314 

LA315 ATLA315 LA319 

LA320 ATLA320 LA324 

LA325 LA329 ATLA329 

LA330 LA334 LA335 

LA339 LA340 LA344 

LA345 ATLA345 LA349 

LA350 ATLA350 10260 

10263 10279 10282 

10266 10269 10300 

10303 10312 10315 

10325 10328 10337 

10340 10349 10353 

10376 10379 10361 

10365 10472 10476 

10430 10434 10387 

10392 10404 10408 

10417 10421 10443 

10447 10457 10460 

10470 10482 10502 

10506 10515 10519 

10528 10532 10540 

10544   

CC.1.5.K.G 

L.K.1.e 

Language Standards Conventions of 
Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Use the most 
frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, 
by, with). 

KR037 

KR159 

KR099 ATKR099 Teacher Made 

& DRA Test 

CC.1.5.K.G 

L.K.1.f 

Language Standards Conventions of 
Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Produce and expand 
complete sentences in shared language activities. 

KR052  
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CC.1.4.K.R 

CC.1.4.K.L 

L.K.2.a 

Language Standards Conventions of 
Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing: Capitalize the 
first word in a sentence and the pronoun I. 

KR010 
OTLA293P LA293P AQLA293 

P 

Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

CC.1.4.K.R 

CC.2.4.K.L 

L.K.2.b 

Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: Recognize and name end punctuation. 

LA293P 

LA348P 

LA321 

LA346 

LA376 

LA411 

AQLA293P 

AQLA348 
P 

LA326 

LA351 

LA397 

OTLA293P 

OTLA348
P 

LA336 

LA369 

LA404 

Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

CC.1.4.K.R 

CC.1.4.K.L 

L.K.2.c 

Language Standards KR043 KR105 KR162 Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

KR040 KR115 KR131 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when KR149 KR092 KR059 

writing: Write a letter or letters for most consonant and 
short-vowel sounds (phonemes). 

KR204 

KR028 

KR128 

KR072 

KR069 

KR102 

KR056 KR178 KR118 

KR031 KR089 KR152 

KR188 KR165 KR191 

KR175 KR201  

CC.1.4.K.R 

CC.1.4.K.L 

L.K.2.d 

Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: Spell simple words phonetically, drawing on 
knowledge of sound-letter relationships. 

LA002 LA006 LA010 Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 
LA014 LA018 LA022 
LA027 LA032 LA037 

LA042 

LA050 

LA048 

LA051 

LA049 

LA052 

LA056 LA061 LA066 

LA070 LA071 LA072 

LA073 LA077 LA082 

LA087 LA091 LA092 

LA093 LA097 LA102 

LA107 LA112 LA117 

LA121 LA122 LA123 

LA124 LA125 LA129 

LA134 LA138 LA139 

LA143 LA148 LA152 

LA156 LA157 LA158 

LA161 LA165 LA169 

LA173 LA174 LA175 

LA178 LA182 LA186 

LA187 LA191 LA196 

LA200 LA204 LA205 

LA206 LA210 LA214 
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LA218 LA219 LA220 

LA224 LA233 LA241 

LA242 LA243 LA244 

LA245 LA360 LA367 

LA374 LA381 LA388 

LA395 LA402 LA409 

LA416 LA423 LA430 

LA437 LA444 LA451 

CC.1.2.K.K 

CC.1.3.K.I 

L.K.4.a 

Language Standards Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on kindergarten reading and content: 
Identify new meanings for familiar words and apply them accurately 
(e.g., knowing duck is a bird and learning the verb to duck). 

KR085V 
AQKR124 V 

AQKR159 V 

AQKR085 V 

OTKR124 V 

KR124V 

KR159V 

Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

CC.1.2.K.K 

CC.1.2.K.I 

L.K.4.b 

Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on kindergarten reading 
and content: Use the most frequently occurring inflections 
and affixes (e.g., -ed, -s, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, -less) as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word. 

LA275V2 AQLA275 
V2 

LA300V Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

  

AQLA300 V LA315V AQLA315 
V 

LA335V 
AQLA335 
V2 

AQLA335 V 

LA106 

LA335V2 
LA107 

  

LA111 LA112 LA116 

LA117 LA123 LA124 

LA125 LA535 LA536 

LA423 LA430 LA479 

LA486 LA493 LA500 

LA507 LA514 LA521 

LA528 10487 20219 

20220 20264 20265 

20316 20317 20318 

20319 20370 20442 

 

L.K.5.a 

Language Standards LA275V AQLA275V LA340V Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use   

With guidance and support from adults, explore word 
relationships and nuances in word meanings: Sort common 

AQLA340 V KR012 KR015 

objects into categories (e.g., shapes, foods) to gain a sense 
of the concepts the categories represent. 

KR022 KR025 KR083 

KR122 KR125 KR143 

KR169 KR172 

L.K.5.b Language Standards KR034 KR037 KR050 Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
With guidance and support from adults, explore word 
relationships and nuances in word meanings: Demonstrate 
understanding of frequently occurring verbs and adjectives 
by relating them to their opposites (antonyms). 

KR053 KR063 KR066 
KR096 KR099 ATKR099 

KR156 KR159 LA458 

L.K.5.c Language Standards KR083V AQKR083 KR143V Teacher 

Made & DRA Vocabulary Acquisition and Use  V  
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With guidance and support from adults, explore word 
relationships and nuances in word meanings: Identify real- 

AQKR143V KR156V AQKR156 
V 

Test 

life connections between words and their use (e.g., note 
places at school that are colorful). 

OTKR156V 

OTLA323V 

KR001 

KR034 

LA323V AQLA323 
V 

AQLA333V 

KR022 

LA333V 

 

KR012 

KR050 KR063 

KR083 KR096 KR109 

KR122 KR143 KR156 

KR169 KR182 KR195 

LA258 LA263 LA268 

LA273 LA278 LA283 

LA288 LA293 LA298 

LA303 LA308 LA313 

LA318 LA323 LA328 

LA333 LA338 LA343 

LA348 10259 10278 

10265 10299 10311 

10324 10336 10348 

10375 10360 10386 

10403 10416 10429 

10442 10455 10468 

10471 10501 10514 

10527 10539  

L.K.5.d Language Standards Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use 
With guidance and support from adults, explore word relationships 
and nuances in word meanings: Distinguish shades of meaning 
among verbs describing the same general action (e.g., walk, march, 
strut, prance) by acting out the meanings. 

KR085V2 
KR145V 
AQKR159 V2 
AQLA260 V 
LA340V2 

AQKR085 V2 
AQKR145 V 
ATKR159 
V2 
LA295V 
AQLA340 V2 

OTKR085 
V2 
KR159V2 
LA260V 
AQLA295 
V 

Teacher 

Made & DRA 

Test 
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FIRST GRADE ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview: Students begin their study of the English language by focusing on five building blocks: Phonemic awareness, Phonics, 

Fluency, Vocabulary, and Comprehension.  Through this framework, students build their ability for speaking, writing, and reading.  

Language arts activities help students learn to: 

 Know the names and sounds of all the consonants and vowels 

 Understand phonics concepts such as consonant combinations 

 Follow along, reading, and summarizing simple stories with pictures 
 Develop an understanding of composition 

 

Language Arts enrichment provides story-base4d reading skills development. Each chapter starts with a story that introduces 

vocabulary, develops reading skills and enhances phonemic awareness. Through a series of learning activities focused on 

discovery, recognition, and application, first graders will learn to generate ideas, demonstrate comprehension of a theme, create 

graphic organizers and write diary entries. At the end of each chapter, the “Story Creator” teaches first graders to apply their 

knowledge and use their reading skills to compose grammatically correct sentences and stories. 

 

Units/Assessments  Timeline 

Topic Essential Content  

Consonants and Short Vowels The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the alphabet. The 
student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with the sounds of 
the alphabet in a decodable story. 

 2 weeks 

Digraphs and Vowels The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the consonant digraphs 
ck, sh, th; the long vowel digraph ea; and the r-controlled vowel ar. The 
student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with these sounds in 
a decodable story. The student will interact with this story through the 
Think and Respond activity. 

 2 weeks 

Digraphs and Long Vowels The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the consonant digraphs 
ng, ch, and the long vowel a. The student will build sight word 
vocabulary integrated with these sounds in a decodable story. The 
student will interact with this story through the Think and Respond 
activity. 

 2 weeks 

R-controlled Vowels, Digraph, 
Soft c 

The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the r-controlled vowels 
er, ir, and ur; the consonant digraph wh, and the soft sound of the 
consonant c. The student will build sight word vocabulary integrated 
with these sounds in a decodable story. The student will interact with 
this story through the Think and Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Long Vowels, Suffixes, Plurals The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of CVCe words i_e and 
o_e; the suffixes ed and ing; and plurals s and es. The student will 
build sight word vocabulary integrated with these sounds in a 
decodable story. The student will interact with this story through the 

2 weeks 
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Think and Respond activity. 

Soft g and R-controlled 
Vowels 

The student will engage in a series of instructional activities that target 
the sounds and letters of the r-controlled vowels or and ore and the 
soft sound of the consonant g. The student will build sight word 
vocabulary integrated with these sounds in a decodable story. The 
student will interact with this story through the Think and Respond 
activity. 

2 weeks 

Long, Variant, and Vowel 
Digraphs 

The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of CVCe words a_e, e_e, 
i_e, o_e, and u_e; the variant vowel all; and the vowel digraphs ai and 
ay. The student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with these 
sounds in a decodable story. The student will interact with this story 
through the Think and Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Long Vowels The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the vowel pair ee; the 
long sound of i with the igh spelling; and the long sound of e with the y 
spelling. The student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with 
these sounds in a decodable story. The student will interact with this 
story through the Think and Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Long Vowels and Vowel 
Digraphs 

The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the long sound of i with 
the y spelling; the long sound of i with the ie spelling; and the long 
sound of o with the vowel digraphs oa and ow. The student will build 
sight word vocabulary integrated with these sounds in a decodable 
story. The student will interact with this story through the Think and 
Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Variant Vowels and 
Diphthongs 

The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the short sound of the 
variant vowel oo as in book; and the diphthongs ow and ou. The 
student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with these sounds in 
a decodable story. The student will interact with this story through the 
Think and Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Variant Vowels The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the long sound of the 
variant vowel oo as in spoon; and the variant vowels ue and ew. The 
student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with these sounds in 
a decodable story. The student will interact with this story through the 
Think and Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Variant Vowels, Contractions, 
Diphthongs, Compound 
Words 

The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that target the sounds and letters of the variant vowel aw; 
contractions; the diphthongs oy and oi; and compound words. The 
student will build sight word vocabulary integrated with these sounds in 
a decodable story. The student will interact with this story through the 
Think and Respond activity. 

2 weeks 

Reading Comprehension, 
Vocabulary, Fluency 

The student will engage in a series of instructional assessment 
activities that teach vocabulary and comprehension skills, and promote 
fluency and writing. 

 1 week 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

CC1.3.1.A 

RL.1.1 

Reading Standards for Literature KR023 KR024 KR035 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

KR036 KR051 KR052 
KR064 KR065 KR084 

ATKR084 KR085 KR097 

KR098 KR110 ATKR110 

KR111 KR123 KR124 

KR144 KR145 KR157 

KR158 ATKR158 KR170 

KR171 KR183 KR184 

KR196 KR197 LA259 

LA260 LA264 LA265 

LA269 LA270 LA274 

LA275 LA279 LA280 

LA284 LA285 LA289 

LA290 LA294 LA295 

LA299 LA300 LA304 

LA305 LA309 LA310 

LA314 LA315 LA319 

LA320 ATLA320 LA324 

LA325 LA329 ATLA329 

LA330 LA334 LA335 

LA339 LA340 LA344 

LA345 ATLA345 LA349 

LA350 ATLA350 LA357 

LA358 LA364 LA365 

LA371 LA372 LA378 

LA379 LA385 ATLA385 

LA386 LA392 LA393 

LA399 LA400 LA406 

LA407 LA413 LA414 

LA420 LA421 LA427 

ATLA427 LA428 LA434 

LA435 LA441 LA442 

LA448 LA449 LA455 

ATLA455 LA456 LA462 

LA463 LA469 LA470 

LA476 ATLA476 LA477 

LA483 LA484 LA490 

CC.1.3.1.C 

RL.1.2 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate 

KR023 KR024 KR110 Teacher 

Made & 
ATKR110 KR111 KR144 
KR145 LA259 LA260 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

understanding of their central message or lesson. LA269 LA270 LA284 DRA Test 

LA285 LA319 LA320 

ATLA320 LA329 ATLA329 

LA330 LA511 LA512 

LA525 LA526 10494 

10263 10495 10282 

10496 10269 10497 

10303 10499 10328 

10500 10340 20458 

20192 20459 20203 

20461 20226 20462 

20261 20463 20281 

20466 20315 20467 

20326 20472 20389 

20457 20417 20475 

20428   

CC.1.3.1.B 

RL.1.3 

Reading Standards for Literature LA289 LA290 LA344 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, 

LA345 ATLA345 LA357 

using key details. LA358 LA371 LA372 

LA399 LA400 LA427 

ATLA427 LA428 10404 

10405 10406 10407 

10408 20309 20304 

20306 20346 20310 

20375 20376 20377 

20471 20378  

CC.1.3.1.F 

RL.1.4 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft 
and Structure: 
Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or 
appeal to the senses. 

KR085V2A
QKR145 V 

OTLA260 V 

OTLA484 V 

AQKR085 
V2 

LA260V 

LA484V 

LA474 

KR145VAQ
LA260 V 

AQLA484 V 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.3.1.E 

RL.1.5 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft 
and Structure: 
Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that 
give information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types. 

KR083 

KR143 

KR170 

KR084 

KR182 

KR171 

KR085 

KR169 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.3.1.G 

RL.1.7 

Reading Standards for Literature LA289 LA290 LA344 Teacher 

Made & Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its 

LA345 ATLA345 LA357 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

characters, setting, or events. LA358 LA371 LA372 DRA Test 
LA399 LA400 LA427 

ATLA427 LA428 10266 

10267 10268 10496 

10269 10404 10405 

10406 10407 10408 

20309 20304 20306 

20346 20310 20375 

20376 20377 20471 

20378   

CC.1.3.1.H 

RL.1.9 

Reading Standards for Literature LA339 LA340 10312 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of 

10313 10314 10498 

characters in stories. 10315 10456 10457 

10458 10459 10460 

20213 20214 20215 

20460 20216 20256 

20262 20259 20464 

20263 20289 20290 

20291 20465 20292 

CC.1.3.1.K 

RL.1.10 

Reading Standards for Literature LA329 ATLA329 LA331 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
With prompting and support, read prose and poetry of 

LA453 LA467 ATLA467 

appropriate complexity for grade 1. 10262 10494 10268 

10496 10295 10288 

10275 10308 10321 

10333 10345 10358 

10384 10370 10486 

10439 10397 10413 

10426 10452 10465 

10491 10511 10524 

10536 10549 20199 

20208 20221 20231 

20274 20267 20285 

20298 20305 20319 

20330 20341 20354 

20399 20371 20382 

20395 20410 20421 

20432 20443 20454 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

CC.1.2.1.B 

RI.1.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

LA275VLA
275 LA378 
LA393KR1
56VAQLA3
40 V 
LA323VAQ
LA468 V 

AQLA275 V 
LA294 
LA379 
KR083VAQ
KR156 V 
LA298VAQ
LA323 V 

LA489V 

LA274LA29

5 LA392 

AQKR083 
V 
LA340VAQ
LA298 V 
LA468VAQ
LA489 V 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.2.1.A 

RI.1.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text LA274 LA275 LA299 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. 

LA300 LA378 LA379 

LA385 ATLA385 LA386 

LA392 LA393 LA294 

LA295 LA314 LA315 

ATLA315   

CC.1.2.1.C 

RI.1.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or 
pieces of information in a text. 

KR083VAQ
KR156 V 

KR159V2 

LA275V 

AQLA340 V 
LA323VAQ
LA295 V 
LA468VAQ
LA489 V 
LA491V2

KR158 

LA295 

ATLA350 

LA339 

AQKR083 
V 
KR085V2A
QKR159 
V2 

AQLA275 V 
LA298VAQ
LA323 V 
LA340V2A
QLA468 V 
LA386VAQ
LA491 V2 

ATKR158 

LA349 

LA324 

LA340 

KR156VAQ
KR085 V2 

ATKR159 
V2 
LA340VAQ
LA298 V 
LA295VAQ
LA340 V2 
LA489VAQ
LA386 V 
KR157

LA294 

LA350 

LA325 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.2.1.F 

RI.1.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of 
words and phrases in a text. 

KR083VAQ
KR085 V 
KR124VAQ
KR143 V 
KR156VAQ
KR159 V 

ATKR159 

AQKR083 
V 
KR085V2A
QKR124 V 
KR145VAQ
KR156 V 

KR085VAQ
KR085 V2 
KR143VAQ
KR145 V 
KR159VAQ
KR159 V2 

AQLA300 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
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Core/ 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

V2 

LA315V2 

LA323V 

AQLA325 V 
LA468VAQ
LA475 V 

AQLA489 V 

OTLA449 V 

LA491

VLA29

3 

LA323 

KR159V2 

LA300V2 

AQLA315 
V2 

AQLA323 V 
LA340V2A
QLA468 V 

OTLA475 V 

LA449V 

LA470V 

AQLA491 V 

LA298 

LA338 

V2 

OTLA315 
V2 
LA325VAQ
LA340 V2 

LA475V 

LA489V 

AQLA449 V 

AQLA470 V 

LA273LA31

3 LA348 

CC.1.2.1.E 

RI.1.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, 
glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in 
a text. 

LA477V AQLA477 
V 

 

CC.1.2.1.G 

RI.1.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text KR097 KR098 KR123 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas. 

KR124LA2
99 

LA300V2L
A300 

AQLA300 
V2 

LA315V2 

AQLA315 LA314 LA315 
V2   

ATLA315 LA325V AQLA325 
  V 

LA324 LA325 LA378 

LA379 LA392 LA393 

LA470V AQLA470 LA469 
 V  

LA470 LA491V AQLA491 
  V 

LA490 LA491 LA274 

LA275 LA294 LA295 

LA339 LA340 LA349 

LA350 ATLA350 LA364 

LA365 LA385 ATLA385 

LA386 LA434 LA435 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

LA462 LA463 LA518 

LA519 

CC.1.2.1.H 

RI.1.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Integration 
of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text. 

LA324 

LA350 

LA325 

ATLA350 

LA349 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.2.1.L 

RI.1.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text KR084 ATKR084 KR157 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
With prompting and support, read informational texts 

LA274 LA294 LA299 

appropriately complex for grade 1. LA314 LA324 LA339 

LA349 LA364 LA378 

LA385 ATLA385 LA392 

LA434 LA462 LA469 

LA490 LA518 

CC.1.1.1.B 

RF.1.1.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Print 
Concepts: 
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of 
print: Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first 
word, capitalization, ending punctuation). 

LA293P 

LA348P 

KR010 

AQLA293 
P 

AQLA348 
P 

OTLA293 P 

OTLA348 P 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.1.1.C 

RF.1.2.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA308P AQLA308 LA328P Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Phonological Awareness:  P  
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and 
sounds (phonemes): Distinguish long from short vowel 

AQLA328 
P 

LA220 KR041 

sounds in spoken single-syllable words. 
KR042 KR057 KR058 

KR100 KR101 KR113 

KR114 KR150 KR151 

LA060 LA096 LA101 

LA142 

CC.1.1.1.C 

RF.1.2.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds 
(phonemes): Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds 
(phonemes), including consonant blends. 

KR071 

KR104 

KR174 

KR211 

LA147 

KR078 

KR117 

KR177 

LA026 

KR101 

KR135 

KR210 

LA086 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.1.1.C 

RF.1.2.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR041 KR042 KR103 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and 

KR104 KR160 KR161 

sounds (phonemes): Isolate and pronounce initial, medial KR038 KR039 KR113 

vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single- 
syllable words. 

KR114 

KR147 

KR129 

KR148 

KR130 

KR090 

KR091 KR057 KR058 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

KR202 KR203 KR126 

KR127 KR067 KR068 

KR026 KR027 KR070 

KR071 KR100 KR101 

KR054 KR055 KR176 

KR177 KR116 KR117 

KR029 KR030 KR087 

KR088 KR150 KR151 

KR186 KR187 KR163 

KR164 KR189 KR190 

KR173 KR174 KR199 

KR200 KR076 KR077 

KR078 KR135 KR136 

KR137 KR138 KR208 

KR209 KR210 KR211 

LA001 LA005 LA009 

LA013 LA017 LA021 

LA026 LA031 LA036 

LA041 LA065 LA076 

LA081 LA086 LA128 

LA133 LA190 LA195 

LA209 LA223 LA232 

CC.1.1.1.C 

RF.1.2.d 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Phonological Awareness: 
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds 
(phonemes): Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete 
sequence of individual sounds (phonemes). 

KR127 

KR137 

LA101 

KR130 

KR138 

KR136 

KR151 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.1.1.D 

RF.1.3.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Know the spelling-sound 
correspondences for common consonant digraphs. 

LA022 LA032 LA037 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
LA048 LA050 LA051 

LA056 LA066 LA070 

LA072 LA073 LA082 

LA092 LA402 10395 

10396 10448 10449 

10450 10451 10452 

10507 10508 20429 

20430 20431 20432 

20452 20454  
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

CC.1.1.1.D 

RF.1.3.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR032 KR044 KR060 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

KR073 KR093 KR106 

skills in decoding words: Decode regularly spelled one- KR119 KR132 KR153 

syllable words. KR166 KR179 KR192 

KR205 LA004 LA008 

LA012 LA016 LA020 

LA024 LA029 LA034 

LA039 LA046 LA053 

LA058 LA063 LA068 

LA074 LA079 LA084 

LA089 LA094 LA099 

LA104 LA109 LA114 

LA119 LA126 LA131 

LA136 LA140 LA145 

LA150 LA154 LA159 

LA163 LA167 LA171 

LA176 LA180 LA184 

LA188 LA193 LA198 

LA202 LA207 LA212 

LA216 LA221 LA226 

LA230 LA235 LA239 

LA246 10296 10289 

10309 10322 10334 

10346 10359 10385 

10371 10488 10440 

10398 10414 10427 

10453 10466 10512 

10525 10537 10550 

20200 20209 20222 

20232 20275 20286 

20296 20307 20320 

20331 20342 20356 

20400 20383 20393 

20411 20422 20433 

20455   

CC.1.1.1.D Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA027 LA049 LA061 Teacher 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

RF.1.3.c Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

LA071 LA097 LA102 
Made & 

DRA Test 
skills in decoding words: Know final -e and common vowel LA121 LA122 LA143 

team conventions for representing long vowel sounds. LA152 LA156 LA158 

LA161 LA169 LA173 

LA175 LA178 LA182 

LA186 LA187 LA220 

LA353 LA360 LA367 

10273 10274 10304 

10305 10341 10342 

10477 10478 10435 

10436 10393 10394 

10409 10410 10411 

10412 10422 10423 

10509 10510 10533 

10534 10547 10548 

CC.1.1.1.D 

RF.1.3.d 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding 
words: Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to 
determine the number of syllables in a printed word. 

KR019 
LA323PL
A343P20
355 

KR020    KR021 

AQLA323 OTLA323 P        
P 

AQLA343 OTLA343 
P        p 

 

CC.1.1.1.D 

RF.1.3.e 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR019 KR020 KR021 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

LA237 LA245 LA263P 

skills in decoding words: Decode two-syllable words AQLA263 LA405 10483 

following basic patterns by breaking the words into P   

syllables. 10485 10491 20355 

CC.1.1.1.D 

RF.1.3.f 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA275V2 AQLA275 LA315V  

Phonics and Word Recognition:  V2  

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Read words with inflectional 

AQLA315 LA335V V AQLA335 
V 

endings. 
LA107 LA123 LA112 

LA124 LA535 LA536 

LA117 LA125 LA423 

LA430 20219 20220 

20264 20265  

CC.1.1.1.D 

RF.1.3.g 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills KR032 KR044 KR060 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Phonics and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

KR073 KR093 KR106 

skills in decoding words: Recognize and read grade- KR119 KR132 KR153 

appropriate irregularly spelled words. KR166 KR179 KR192 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

KR205 LA003 LA004 

LA007 LA008 LA011 

LA012 LA015 LA016 

LA019 LA020 LA023 

LA024 LA028 LA029 

LA033 LA034 LA038 

LA039 LA045 LA046 

  LA053 LA057 LA058 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
LA062 LA063 LA067 

LA068 LA074 LA078 

LA079 LA083 LA084 

LA088 LA089 LA094 

LA098 LA099 LA103 

LA104 LA108 LA109 

LA113 LA114 LA118 

LA119 LA126 LA130 

LA131 LA135 LA136 

LA140 LA144 LA145 

LA149 LA150 LA153 

LA154 LA159 LA162 

LA163 LA166 LA167 

LA170 LA171 LA176 

LA179 LA180 LA183 

LA184 LA188 LA192 

LA193 LA197 LA198 

LA201 LA202 LA207 

LA211 LA212 LA215 

LA216 LA221 LA225 

LA226 LA229 LA230 

LA234 LA235 LA238 

LA239 LA246 LA354 

LA361 LA368 LA375 

LA382 LA389 LA396 

LA403 LA410 LA417 

LA424 LA431 LA438 

LA445 LA452 LA459 

LA466 LA473 LA480 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

LA487 LA494 LA501 

LA508 LA515 LA522 

LA529 10296 10289 

10276 10309 10322 

10334 10346 10359 

10385 10371 10488 

10440 10398 10414 

10427 10453 10466 

10492 10512 10525 

10537 10550 20200 

20209 20222 20232 

20275 20268 20286 

20296 20307 20320 

20331 20342 20356 

20393  20393 

CC.1.1.1.E 

RF.1.4.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA261 LA266 LA271 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 

LA276 LA281 LA286 

comprehension: Read on-level text with purpose and LA291 LA296 LA301 

understanding. LA306 LA311 LA355 

LA362 LA383 LA495 

LA530 LA259 LA260 

LA264 LA265 LA269 

LA270 LA274 LA275 

LA279 LA280 LA284 

LA285 LA289 LA290 

LA294 LA295 LA299 

LA300 LA304 LA305 

LA309 LA310 LA314 

LA315 LA319 LA320 

ATLA320 LA324 LA325 

LA329 ATLA329 LA330 

LA334 LA335 LA339 

LA340 LA344 LA345 

LA349 LA350 LA357 

LA358 LA364 LA365 

LA371 LA372 LA378 

LA379 LA385 LA386 

LA392 LA393 LA399 
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Core/ 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

LA400 LA406 LA407 

LA413 LA414 LA420 

LA421 LA427 ATLA427 

LA428 LA434 LA435 

LA441 LA442 LA448 

LA449 LA455 ATLA455 

LA456 LA462 LA463 

LA469 LA470 LA476 

LA477 LA483 LA484 

LA490 LA491 LA497 

CC.1.1.1.E 

RF.1.4.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 
comprehension: Read on-level text orally with accuracy, 
appropriate rate, and expression on successive readings. 

LA261 LA266 LA271 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA 

Test 

LA276 LA281 LA286 
LA291 LA296 LA301 

LA306 LA311 LA316 

LA321 LA326 LA331 

LA336 LA341 LA346 

LA351 LA355 LA362 

LA369 LA376 LA383 

LA390 LA397 LA404 

LA411 LA418 LA425 

LA432 LA439 LA446 

LA453 LA460 LA467 

ATLA467 LA474 LA481 

LA488 LA495 LA502 

LA509 LA516 LA523 

LA530   

CC.1.1.1.E 

RF.1.4.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills 
Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: Use 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
rereading as necessary. 

LA300V2A
QLA315 V2 

AQLA325 
V 

OTLA449 
V 

LA491VLA

414 LA504 

AQLA300 
V2 

OTLA315 
V2 

LA449V 

LA470V 

AQLA491 
V 

LA476 

LA505 

LA315V2 

LA325V 

AQLA449 V 

AQLA470 V 

LA413 

LA477 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA 

Test 

CC.1.5.1.B 

SL.1.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for KR023 KR024 KR110 Teacher 

Made & Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read 

ATKR110 KR111 KR144 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

aloud or information presented orally or through other KR145 LA259 LA260 DRA 

Test media. LA274 LA275 LA329 

LA330 LA378 LA379 

LA392 LA393 LA511 

LA512 10361 10365 

10457 10460  

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

CC.1.5.1.G 

L.1.1.a 

Language Standards for KR043 KR105 KR162 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA 

Test 

Conventions of Standard English:  
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

KR040 KR115 KR131 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Print KR149 KR092 KR059 

all upper- and lowercase letters. KR204 KR128 KR069 

KR028 KR072 KR102 

KR056 KR178 KR118 

KR031 KR089 KR152 

KR188 KR165 KR191 

KR175 KR201  

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

CC.1.5.1.G 

L.1.1.b 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use common, proper, and 
possessive nouns. 

KR198  

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

CC.1.5.1.G 

L.1.1.c 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use singular and plural nouns with 
matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop). 

LA275V2 AQLA275 
V2 

OTLA275 
V2 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

CC.1.5.1.G 

L.1.1.e 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use verbs to convey a sense of 
past, present, and future (e.g., Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk 
home; Tomorrow I will walk home). 

KR112  

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

CC.1.5.1.G 

L.1.1.f 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use frequently occurring 
adjectives. 

KR066  

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

CC.1.5.1.G 

L.1.1.i 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use frequently occurring 
prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward). 

KR037 

KR159 

KR099 ATKR099 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
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Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number 

 

Assess

ments 

CC.1.4.1.E 

CC.1.4.1.L 

Cc.1.4.1.R 

L.1.2.d 

Language Standards LA354P AQLA354 OTLA354 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
for Conventions of Standard English:  P P 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

LA424P AQLA424 
P 

OTLA424 P 

writing: Use conventional spelling for words with common 
spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words. 

LA438PLA
480P 

AQLA438 
P 

AQLA480 

OTLA438 P 

OTLA480 

 P P 

LA002 LA006 LA010 

LA014 LA018 LA022 

LA027 LA032 LA037 

LA042 LA048 LA049 

LA050 LA051 LA052 

LA056 LA061 LA066 

LA070 LA071 LA072 

LA073 LA077 LA082 

LA087 LA091 LA092 

LA093 LA097 LA102 

LA107 LA112 LA117 

LA121 LA122 LA123 

LA124 LA125 LA129 

LA134 LA138 LA139 

LA143 LA148 LA152 

LA156 LA157 LA158 

LA161 LA165 LA169 

LA173 LA174 LA175 

LA178 LA182 LA186 

LA187 LA191 LA196 

LA200 LA204 LA205 

LA206 LA210 LA214 

LA218 LA219 LA220 

LA224 LA228 LA233 

LA237 LA241 LA242 

LA243 LA244 LA245 

LA353 LA360 LA367 

LA374 LA381 LA388 

LA395 LA402 LA409 

LA416 LA423 LA430 

LA437 LA444 LA451 

LA479 LA486 LA493 
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Standard 
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Assess

ments 

LA500 LA507 LA514 

LA521 LA528  

CC.1.2.1.K 

CC.1.3.1.I 

L.1.4.a 

Language Standards KR085V AQKR085 KR124V Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
for Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and 

AQKR124 
V 

KR159V AQKR159 
V 

content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies: Use 
sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

LA300V2A
QLA315 

AQLA300 
V2 

OTLA315 

LA315V2LA
325V 

V2 V2  

AQLA325 LA449V AQLA449 
V  V 

OTLA449 LA470V AQLA470 
V  V 

LA491V AQLA491 LA413 
 V  

LA414 LA476 ATLA476 

LA477 LA504 LA505 

10389 10379 10420 

10421 10505 10506 

10518 10519 10531 

10532 20473 20351 

20476 20439 20477 

20447   

CC.1.2.1.K 

CC.1.3.1.I 

L.1.4.b 

Language Standards for LA275V2 AQLA275 LA300V Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V2  

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and 

AQLA300 V LA315V AQLA315 V 

content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies: Use 
frequently occurring affixes as a clue to the meaning of a word. 

LA335VAQ
LA335 

AQLA335 V 

LA374V 

LA335V2A
QLA374 

V2  V 

OTLA374 LA388V AQLA388 
V  V 

LA106 LA107 LA111 

LA112 LA116 LA117 
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Assess

ments 

LA123 LA124 LA125 

LA535 LA536 LA423 

LA430 LA479 LA486 

LA493 LA500 LA507 

LA514 LA521 10487 

20219 20220 20264 

20265 20316 20317 

20318 20319 20370 

20442   

CC.1.2.1.K 

CC.1.3.1.I 

L.1.4.c 

Language Standards for LA300V AQLA300 LA335V2 Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and 

AQLA335 
V2 

LA275V2 AQLA275 
V2 

content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies: 
Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional 
forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking). 

LA315VAQ
LA335 

AQLA315 V 

LA388V 

LA335VAQ
LA388 

V  V 

LA374V AQLA374 OTLA374 
 V V 

LA388V2 AQLA388 OTLA388 
 V2 V2 

LA444V AQLA444 LA106 
 V  

LA107 LA111 LA112 

LA116 LA117 LA123 

LA124 LA125 LA535 

LA536 LA423 LA430 

LA479 LA486 LA493 

LA500 LA507 LA514 

LA521 10487 20219 

20220 20264 20265 

20316 20317 20318 

20319 20370 20442 

L.1.5.a Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Sort words into 
categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the 
categories represent. 

LA275VAQ
LA340 V 

KR025 

AQLA275 V 
KR012KR1
25 

LA340V 

KR015 

KR172 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
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L.1.5.b Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Define words by 
category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that 
swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes). 

LA275VAQ
LA340 V 

KR125 

AQLA275 V 

KR015 

KR172 

LA340V 

KR025 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

L.1.5.c Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Identify real-life 
connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that 
are cozy). 

KR083VAQ
KR143 V 

LA323V 

LA333V 

AQLA468 V 

OTLA475 V 

AQKR083 
V 
KR156VAQ
LA323 V 

AQLA333 V 
LA475VLA
489V 

KR143VAQ
KR156 V 

OTLA323 V 
LA468VAQ
LA475 V 

AQLA489 V 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 

L.1.5.d Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in word meanings: Distinguish shades of 
meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, 
stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing in intensity (e.g., large, 
gigantic) by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings. 

KR085V2A
QKR145 V 

ATKR159 
V2 

OTLA260 V 
LA340V2A
QLA386 V 

OTLA484 V 

AQKR085 
V2 

KR159V2 

LA260V 

LA295V 

AQLA340 
V2 
LA484VLA
491V2 

KR145VAQ
KR159 V2 

AQLA260 V 

AQLA295 V 
LA386VAQ
LA484 V 

AQLA491 
V2 

Teacher 

Made & 

DRA Test 
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SECOND GRADE ENGLISH/ LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview:  Learning activities are primarily based on phonics, fluency, and comprehension. Lessons are taught by colorful animated characters 

that sing, explain, and interact with the students. Reading and writing exercises apply the skills that are taught throughout each chapter. Second 

grade Language Arts activities are focused on: 

 Developing an extensive sight word vocabulary 

 Applying more complex phonics strategies 

 Writing competently for many purposes 

 Using punctuation appropriately 

 Experiencing a variety of literary genres 
Through a series of learning activities focused on discovery, recognition, and application, second graders will learn to generate ideas, 

demonstrate comprehension of a theme, create graphic organizers and write a diary entry. At the end of each chapter, the “Story Creator” 

teaches second graders to apply their knowledge and use their reading skills to compose grammatically correct sentences and stories. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 1 Long vowels with silent e; Story Elements 
Long a with ai, ay; Sequence Events 
Long e with ea, ee, y; Story Elements 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 2 Long i with igh, y, ie; Prefixes; Details 
Long o with oa, ow; Shades of Meaning; Main Idea 
er, ir, ur; Prefixes & Root Words; Supporting Details 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 3 ar, or, ore; Story Elements 
R-Controlled -ear; Irregular Plural Nouns; Story Structure 
sh, ch, th, wh; Predict Outcomes 
ow, ou, oi, oy; Context Clues 
str, spr; Sequence Events 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 4 Inflectional Endings ing, ed; Story Elements 
Plurals s, es; Summarizing 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 5 Double Consonants; Author's Purpose 
Vowel exception le; Root Words; Context Clues; Inferences 
Silent Consonants kn, wr; Author's Viewpoint. 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 6 Antonyms; Locate Info in a Graph 
Synonyms; Context Clues; Dictionaries; Cause & Effect 
Homophones; Glossaries; Context Clues 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 7 Suffix er; Shades of Meaning; Drawing Conclusions 
Suffix est; Shades of Meaning; Context Clues; Drawing Conclusions 
Suffix ly; Identify Cause and Effect 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 8 Prefix re; Context Clues 
Prefix un; Supporting Details 

4 weeks 

Phonics, Fluency, Comp: 9 Suffix less; Read and Interpret Maps 
Suffix able; Summarizing 
Prefixes, Suffixes; Cause & Effect 

4 weeks 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

CC.1.3.2.A 
RL.2.1 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 

LA259 LA260 LA284   

   LA285 LA289 LA290   

  Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key 
details in a text. 

LA309 LA310 LA319   

    LA320 ATLA320 LA329   

    ATLA329 LA330 LA334   

    LA335 LA344 LA345   

    ATLA345 LA357 LA358   

    LA371 LA372 LA399   

    LA400 LA427 ATLA427   

    LA428 LA448 LA449   

    LA483 LA484 LA511   

    LA512 LA525 LA526   

    R3037 R3039 R3041   

    R3038 R3040 R3042   

    R3044 R3045 R3046   

    R3080 R3082 R3084   

    R3081 R3083 R3085   

    R3098 R3099 R3107   

    R3101 R3102 R3103   

    R3104 R3105 R3106   

    34221 34222 34229   

    34231 34256 34258   

    34265 34267 10260   

    10261 10262 10494   

    10263 10279 10280   

    10281 10495 10282   

    10266 10267 10268   

    10496 10269 10300   

    10301 10302 10497   

    10303 10312 10313   

    10314 10498 10315   

    10325 10326 10327   

    10499 10328 10337   

    10338 10339 10500   

    10340 10349 10350   

    10351 10352 10353   

    10376 10377 10378   

    10389 10379 10361   

    10362 10363 10364   

    10365 10472 10473   

    10474 10475 10476   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    10430 10431 10432   

    10433 10434 10387   

    10388 10390 10391   

    10392 10404 10405   

    10406 10407 10408   

    10417 10418 10419   

    10420 10421 10443   

    10444 10445 10446   

    10447 10456 10457   

    10458 10459 10460   

    10469 10470 10479   

    10481 10482 10502   

    10503 10504 10505   

    10506 10515 10516   

    10517 10518 10519   

    10528 10529 10530   

    10531 10532 10540   

    10541 10542 10543   

    10544 20190 20191   

    20345 20458 20192   

    20202 20210 20211   

    20459 20203 20213   

    20214 20215 20460   

    20216 20233 20234   

    20235 20461 20226   

    20257 20258 20260   

    20462 20261 20256   

    20262 20259 20464   

    20263 20278 20279   

    20280 20463 20281   

    20289 20290 20291   

    20465 20292 20309   

    20304 20306 20346   

    20310 20312 20313   

    20314 20466 20315   

    20323 20324 20325   

    20467 20326 20334   

    20335 20336 20468   

    20337 20348 20349   

    20350 20473 20351   

    20359 20360 20361   

    20469 20362 20364   

    20365 20366 20470   

    20367 20375 20376   

    20377 20471 20378   

    20386 20387 20388   

    20472 20389 20403   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    20404 20405 20474   

    20406 20414 20415   

    20416 20457 20417   

    20425 20426 20427   

    20475 20428 20436   

    20437 20438 20476   

    20439 20448 20449   

    20450 20477 20447   

CC.1.3.2.C 
RL.2.2 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 

KR143 KR144 KR145   

   LA284 LA285 LA319   

  Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or Moral. 

LA320 ATLA320 LA420   

    LA421 LA525 LA526   

    34255 34256 34258   

    10494 10263 10495   

    10282 10496 10269   

    10497 10303 10499   

    10328 10500 10340   

    20458 20192 20459   

    20203 20461 20226   

    20462 20261 20463   

    20281 20466 20315   

    20467 20326 20472   

    20389 20457 20417   

    20475 20428 34272   

CC.1.3.2.B 
RL.2.3 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 

LA289 LA290 LA344   

   LA345 ATLA345 LA357   

  Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 

LA358 LA399 LA400   

    LA427 ATLA427 LA428   

    LA460 LA523 R3101   

    R3102 R3103 R3104   

    R3105 R3106 34229   

    34231 10260 10261   

    10262 10494 10263   

    10279 10280 10281   

    10495 10282 10266   

    10267 10268 10496   

    10269 10300 10301   

    10302 10497 10303   

    10325 10326 10327   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    10499 10328 10337   

    10338 10339 10500   

    10340 20190 20191   

    20345 20458 20192   

    20202 20210 20211   

    20459 20203 20233   

    20234 20235 20461   

    20226 20257 20258   

    20260 20462 20261   

    20278 20279 20280   

    20463 20281 20312   

    20313 20314 20466   

    20315 20323 20324   

    20325 20467 20326   

    20386 20387 20388   

    20472 20389 20414   

    20415 20416 20457   

    20417 20425 20426   

    20427 20475 20428   

    34272       

CC.1.3.2.F 
RL.2.4 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 

KR170 KR171 LA329   

   ATLA329 LA330 LA331   

  Describe how words and phrases (e.g., 
regular beats, alliteration, rhymes, 
repeated lines) supply rhythm and 
meaning in a story, poem, or song. 

LA453 LA467 ATLA467   

    LA535 LA536 LA537   

    LA538 LA539 LA540   

    LA541 LA542 LA543   

    LA544 R3108 R3109   

    R3110 R3114 34252   

    10295 10288 10275   

    10308 10321 10333   

    10345 10358 10384   

    10370 10486 10439   

    10397 10413 10426   

    10452 10465 10491   

    10511 10524 10536   

    10549 20199 20208   

    20221 20231 20274   

    20267 20285 20298   

    20305 20319 20330   

    20341 20354 20399   

    20371 20382 20395   

    20410 20421 20432   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    20443 20454     

CC.1.3.2.E 
RL.2.5 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 

LA264 LA265 41300   

  Describe the overall structure of a story, 
including describing how the beginning 
introduces the story and the ending 
concludes the action. 

        

CC.1.3.2.D 
RL.2.6 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 

LA460 
LA358 
LA428 

LA523 
LA427 
34272 

LA357 
ATLA427 

  

  Acknowledge differences in the points of 
view of characters, including by 
speaking in a different voice for each 
character when reading dialogue aloud. 

        

CC.1.3.2.G 
RL.2.7 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 

LA449V AQLA449 OTLA449   

           

  Use information gained from the 
illustrations and words in a print or digital 
text to demonstrate understanding of its 
characters, setting, or plot. 

LA448 
LA290 

LA449 
LA309 

LA289 LA310   

    LA344 LA345 ATLA345   

    LA357 LA358 LA371   

    LA372 LA399 LA400   

    LA427 ATLA427 LA428   

    LA483 LA484 34229   

    34231 34272     

CC.1.3.2.H 
RL.2.9 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 

34264 34265 34267   

  Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 

        

CC.1.3.2.K 
RL.2.10 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Range of Reading and Level of Text 
Complexit: 

LA202 LA207 LA212   

   LA216 LA221 LA226   

  By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories 
and poetry, in the grades 2-3 text 
complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 

        

    LA230 LA235 LA239   

    LA246 LA286 LA291   

    LA296 LA301 LA306   

    LA311 LA316 LA321   

    LA326 LA331 LA336   

    LA341 LA346 LA351   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    LA355 LA362 LA369   

    LA376 LA383 LA390   

    LA397 LA404 LA411   

    LA418 LA425 LA432   

    LA439 LA446 LA453   

    LA460 LA467 ATLA467   

    LA474 LA481 LA488   

    LA495 LA502 LA509   

    LA516 LA523 LA530   

    R3108 R3109 R3110   

    R3113 R3114 20458   

    20192 20459 20203   

    20460 20216 20461   

    20226 20462 20261   

    20464 20263 20463   

    20281 20465 20292   

    20346 20310 20466   

    20315 20467 20326   

    20468 20337 20469   

    20362 20470 20367   

    20471 20378 20472   

    20389 20474 20406   

    20457 20417 20475   

    20428       

            

CC.1.2.2.B 
RI.2.1 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 

LA274 
LA275 
LA300V2 

 AQLA468  
LA470V 
AQLA470 V 
V 
LA469 
LA470 
LA489V 
AQLA489  
LA491V 
AQLA491 V  

 AQLA300  
LA299 LA300 
V2 
LA298V 
AQLA298  
LA315V2 

  

  Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key 
details in a text. 

AQLA315  
LA314 
LA315  
ATLA315   
LA325V 
AQLA325 

 LA324 
LA325 
LA323V 
AQLA323  
LA339 
LA340  
LA340V2   
AQLA340  
LA468V 

    

    LA491V2   
AQLA491  
LA490 
LA491 
LA294 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

LA295 
LA349 
LA350 
ATLA350 
LA364 
LA365 
LA378 
LA379 
LA385 
ATLA385 
LA386 
LA392 
LA393 
LA434 
LA435 
ATLA455 
LA462 
LA463 
LA518 
LA519 
R3037 
R3039 
R3041 
R3038 
R3040 
R3042 
R3044 
R3045 
R3046 
R3048 
R3049 
R3050 
OWR3048 
R3057 
R3058 
R3059 
R3076 
R3077 
R3078 
OWR3076 
R3080 
R3082 
R3084 
R3081 
R3083 
R3085 
R3091 
R3092 
R3093 
R3095 
R3096 
R3097 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

R3111 
R3112 
R3120 
R3121 
R3122 
34238 

    34240       

CC.1.2.2.A 
RI.2.2 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 

LA299 
LA300 
LA385 
ATLA385   
LA386 
ATLA455 
R3048 
R3049 
R3050 
OWR3048 
R3137I 
AQR3137I 
R3140I 
AQR3140I 
R3144I 

      

  Identify the main topic of a 
multiparagraph text as well as the focus 
of specific paragraphs within the text. 

AQR3144I       

CC.1.2.2.C 
RI.2.3 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 

LA294 
LA365 

LA295 
LA489V 

LA364   

  Describe the connection between a 
series of historical events, scientific 
ideas or concepts, or steps in technical 
procedures in a text. 

    AQLA489 V   

    R3076 
OWR3076 
R3136V 

R3077 
R3137I 

R3078 
AQR3137I 
R3138V 

  

      AQR3136 V     

    AQR3138 V R3142V 
R3144I 

AQR3142 V   

    OWR3142 V AQR3145 V AQR3144I   

    R3145V       

CC.1.2.2.F 
RI.2.4 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 

LA275V 
AQLA275  
LA340V 

R3140I 
AQR3140I 
R3141V 

LA295V 
AQLA295  
LA340V2 

  

  Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 
topic or subject area. 

  AQR3141  
OWR3141 
R3142V V 
V 

AQLA340  
LA300V2   
AQLA300 V2 
V2 

  

    AQLA340  
LA298V 
AQLA298 V 
V 

AQR3142  
OWR3142 
R3144I V V 

LA315V2   
AQLA315  
LA325V 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    LA323V 
AQLA323  
OTLA323 

AQR3144I 
R3145V 
AQR3145 

AQLA325  
LA470V2   
AQLA470 V 
V2 

  

    LA489V 
AQLA489  
LA386V 

AQLA386  
LA449V 
AQLA449 V 
V 

OTLA470   
LA468V 
AQLA468 V2 
V 

  

    R3139V 
AQR3139  
OWR3139 

OTLA449   
LA491V2   
AQLA491 V 
V2 

R3129V 
AQR3129  
R3130V 

  

    OCR3133  
R3135V 
AQR3135 V 
V 

LA470V 
AQLA470  
LA491V 

AQR3130  
OCR3130  
R3132V V V 

  

    R3136V 
AQR3136  
R3137I 

AQLA491  
R3127V 
AQR3127 V 
V 

AQR3132  
R3133V 
AQR3133 V 
V 

  

    AQR3137I 
R3138V 
AQR3138 

      

CC.1.2.2.E 
RI.2.5 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 

LA477V 
AQLA477  
R3124I 

      

  Know and use various text features 
(e.g., captions, bold print, subheadings, 
glossaries, indexes, electronic menus, 
icons) to locate key facts or information 
in a text efficiently. 

AQR3124I 
R3126I 
AQR3126I 

      

    OWR3126 
R3140I 
AQR3140I I 

      

    R3144I 
AQR3144I 
R3137I 
AQR3137I 
41268 41269 

      

    41270       

 
RI.2.6 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 

LA441 
R3057 

LA442 
R3058 

ATLA455 
R3059 

  

  Identify the main purpose of a text, 
including what the author wants to 
answer, explain, or describe. 

        

CC.1.2.2.G 
RI.2.7 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas: 

LA462 
LA463 

OWR3136 
R3142V V 

LA518   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

  Explain how specific images (e.g., a 
diagram showing how a machine works) 
contribute to and clarify a text. 

LA519 
R3136V 

OWR3142 
R3091 V 

AQR3136 V   

      R3093 AQR3142 V   

        R3092   

 
RI.2.8 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas: 

LA392 
LA393 
LA455 
ATLA455   
LA456 
R3124I 
AQR3124I 
R3137I 
AQR3137I 
R3140I 
AQR3140I 
R3144I 
AQR3144I 
R3048 
R3049 

      

  Describe how reasons support specific 
points the author makes in a text. 

R3050 
OWR3048 

      

 
RI.2.9 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas: 

R3137I 
AQR3137I 
R3140I 
AQR3140I 
R3144I 
AQR3144I 
R3080 
R3082 
R3084 

      

  Compare and contrast the most 
important points presented by two texts 
on the same topic. 

R3081 
R3083 
R3085 

      

 
RI.2.10 

Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Range of Reading and Level of 
Text Complexity: 

LA298V AQLA298 V LA300V2 
LA300 LA314 

  

     LA299 LA323V   

  By the end of year, read and 
comprehend informational texts, 
including history/social studies, science, 
and technical texts, in the grades 2-3 
text complexity band proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 

 LA274 
LA295 
ATLA350 
LA378 
ATLA385 
LA393 
LA462 
LA519 
R3129V 

  AQLA325 V   

    AQLA300 V2   LA340V 
LA340 

  

    LA315V2 AQLA315 
V2 

    

      ATLA315 
LA325V 

LA468V   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    LA315 
AQLA323 

      

      LA325 
LA339 

    

    LA324   AQLA470 V   

    AQLA340 V AQLA340 
V2 

LA489V   

    LA340V2 LA470V AQLA491 V   

    AQLA468 V LA470 
LA491V 

    

    LA469       

    AQLA489 V LA491 
LA294 
LA350 
LA365 
LA385 
LA392 
LA435 
LA518 
AQR3128I 

    

    LA490 
LA275 
LA349 
LA364 
LA379 
LA386 
LA434 
LA463 
R3128I 

      

    AQR3129 V R3131I AQR3131I   

    R3132V AQR3132 V R3134I   

    AQR3134I R3135V AQR3135 V   

    R3136V AQR3136 V R3137I   

    AQR3137I R3138V AQR3138 V   

    R3139V AQR3139 V OWR3139 V   

    R3140I AQR3140I R3141V   

    AQR3141 V OWR3141 
V 

R3142V   

    AQR3142 V OWR3142 
V 

R3144I   

    AQR3144I R3145V AQR3145 V   

    R3037 R3039 R3041   

    R3038 R3040 R3042   

    R3044 R3045 R3046   

    R3048 R3049 R3050   

    OWR3048 R3057 R3058   

    R3059 R3076 R3077   

    R3078 OWR3076 R3080   

    R3082 R3084 R3081   

    R3083 R3085 R3091   

    R3092 R3093 R3095   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    R3096 R3097 R3111   

    R3112 R3120 R3121   

    R3122 34238 34240   

CC.1.1.2.D 
RF.2.3.a 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Phonics and Word Recognition: 

LA308P AQLA308 LA328P   

     P     

  Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words: 
Distinguish long and short vowels when 
reading regularly spelled one-syllable 
words. 

AQLA328 P LA220 KR041   

           

   KR042 KR043 LA060   

    LA061 LA071 KR113   

    KR114 KR115 KR057   

    KR058 KR059 LA096   

    LA097 LA121 KR100   

    KR101 KR102 LA101   

    LA102 LA122 KR150   

    KR151 KR152 LA142   

    LA143 LA156 LA353   

    10273 10274 10304   

    10305 10319 10320   

    10329 10330 10331   

    10332 10341 10342   

    10380 10381 10382   

    10383 10366 10480   

    10484 10435 10436   

    10437 10438 10393   

    10394 10409 10410   

    10411 10412 10422   

    10423       

CC.1.1.2.D 
RF.2.3.b 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Phonics and Word Recognition: 

LA026 LA027 LA049   

   LA152 LA158 LA360   

  Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words: 
Know spelling-sound correspondences 
for additional common vowel teams. 

        

   LA161 LA173 LA178   

   LA374 LA367 LA186   

    LA182 LA187 LA381   

    LA409 LA195 LA191   

    LA204 LA210 LA218   

    LA196 LA205 LA200   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    LA206 LA214 LA219   

    LA223 LA224 LA232   

    LA233 LA241 LA243   

    LA244 LA541 LA542   

    LA543 LA544 10354   

    10355 10477 10478   

    10509 10510 10533   

    10534 10547 10548   

    20295 20329 20398   

    20392       

CC.1.1.2.D 
RF.2.3.c 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Phonics and Word Recognition: 

LA412P 
LA461P 

AQLA412 P OTLA412 P   

  Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words: 
Decode regularly spelled two- syllable 
words with long vowels. 

  AQLA461 P OTLA461 P   

CC.1.1.2.D 
RF.2.3.d 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Phonics and Word Recognition: 

LA300V AQLA300 LA275V2   

           

  Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words: 
Decode words with common prefixes 
and suffixes. 

AQLA275 V2 LA315V AQLA315 V   

   LA388V AQLA388 LA374V   

            

    AQLA374 OTLA374 LA106   

            

    LA107 LA111 LA112   

    LA116 LA117 LA123   

    LA124 LA125 LA535   

    LA536 LA423 LA430   

    LA479 LA486 LA493   

    LA500 LA507 LA514   

    LA521 R3012 R3013   

    R3014 R3015 R3017   

    R3018 R3019 R3020   

    34250 10487 20219   

    20220 20264 20265   

    20316 20317 20318   

    20319 20370 20442   

CC.1.1.2.D 
RF.2.3.e 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Phonics and Word Recognition: 

LA354P AQLA354 OTLA354   

   LA424P AQLA424 P OTLA424 P   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

  Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words: 
Identify words with inconsistent but 
common spelling-sound 
correspondences. 

LA028 LA062 LA098   

   LA103 LA108 LA113   

   LA130 LA144 LA149   

    LA162 LA170 LA179   

    LA183 LA192 LA197   

    LA201 LA211 LA215   

    LA225 LA238 LA354   

    LA361 LA375 LA382   

    LA389 LA396 LA417   

    LA424 LA431 LA438   

    LA445 LA466 LA473   

    LA480       

CC.1.1.2.D 
RF.2.3.f 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Phonics and Word Recognition: 

LA438P AQLA438 OTLA438   

   LA480P AQLA480 P OTLA480 P   

  Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words: 
Recognize and read grade- appropriate 
irregularly spelled words. 

LA019 LA028 LA038   

   LA045 LA057 LA062   

   LA098 LA103 LA113   

    LA144 LA149 LA153   

    LA162 LA179 LA183   

    LA192 LA197 LA201   

    LA211 LA215 LA225   

    LA229 LA354 LA375   

    LA382 LA389 LA396   

    LA403 LA410 LA417   

    LA424 LA431 LA438   

    LA445 LA466 LA473   

    LA480 LA494 LA501   

    LA508 LA522     

CC.1.1.2.E 
RF.2.4.a 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Fluency: 

LA025 LA030 LA035   

   LA040 LA047 LA054   

  Read with sufficient accuracy and 
fluency to support comprehension: Read 
on-level text with purpose and 
understanding. 

        

   LA059 LA064 LA069   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

   LA075 LA080 LA085   

    LA090 LA095 LA100   

    LA105 LA110 LA115   

    LA120 LA127 LA132   

    LA137 LA141 LA146   

    LA151 LA155 LA160   

    LA164 LA168 LA172   

    LA177 LA181 LA185   

    LA189 LA194 LA199   

    LA203 LA208 LA213   

    LA217 LA222 LA227   

    LA231 LA236 LA240   

    LA247 LA249 LA251   

    LA253 LA255 LA257   

    LA259 LA260 LA261   

    LA264 LA265 LA266   

    LA269 LA270 LA271   

    LA274 LA275 LA276   

    LA279 LA280 LA281   

    LA284 LA285 LA286   

    LA289 LA290 LA291   

    LA294 LA295 LA296   

    LA299 LA300 LA301   

    LA304 LA305 LA309   

    LA310 LA314 LA315   

    ATLA315 LA319 LA320   

    LA324 LA325 LA329   

    LA330 LA331 LA334   

    LA335 LA339 LA340   

    LA344 LA345 LA349   

    LA350 LA351 LA355   

    LA357 LA358 LA362   

    LA364 LA365 LA371   

    LA372 LA378 LA379   

    LA383 LA385 LA386   

    LA392 LA393 LA399   

    LA400 LA406 LA407   

    LA413 LA414 LA418   

    LA420 LA421 LA425   

    LA427 LA428 LA432   

    LA434 LA435 LA439   

    LA441 LA442 LA446   

    LA448 LA449 LA453   

    LA455 ATLA455 LA456   

    LA460 LA462 LA463   

    LA467 ATLA467 LA469   

    LA470 LA474 LA476   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    LA477 LA481 LA483   

    LA484 LA488 LA490   

    LA491 LA495 LA497   

    LA498 LA504 LA505   

    LA509 LA511 LA512   

    LA516 LA518 LA519   

    LA523 LA525 LA526   

    LA530 LA532 LA533   

    R3037 R3039 R3041   

    R3038 R3040 R3042   

    R3044 R3045 R3046   

    R3048 R3049 R3050   

    R3052 R3053 R3054   

    R3057 R3058 R3059   

    R3076 R3077 R3078   

    R3080 R3082 R3084   

    R3081 R3083 R3085   

    R3091 R3092 R3093   

    R3095 R3096 R3097   

    R3098 R3099 R3107   

    R3101 R3102 R3103   

    R3104 R3105 R3106   

    R3108 R3109 R3110   

    R3111 R3112 R3113   

    R3114 R3120 R3121   

    R3122 34221 34222   

    34229 34231 34238   

    34240 34247 34249   

    34256 34258 34265   

    34267 34274 34276   

CC.1.1.2.E 
RF.2.4.b 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Fluency: 

LA261 LA266 LA271   

   LA276 LA281 LA286   

  Read with sufficient accuracy and 
fluency to support 

LA291 LA296 LA301   

  comprehension: Read on-level text orally 
with accuracy, appropriate rate, and 
expression on successive readings. 

LA306 LA311 LA316   

   LA321 LA326 LA331   

    LA336 LA341 LA346   

    LA351 LA355 LA362   

    LA369 LA376 LA383   

    LA390 LA397 LA404   

    LA411 LA418 LA425   

    LA432 LA439 LA446   

    LA453 LA460 LA467   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    LA474 LA481 LA488   

    LA495 LA502 LA509   

    LA516 LA523 LA530   

CC.1.1.2.E 
RF.2.4.c 

Reading Standards Foundational 
Skills Fluency: 

LA449V AQLA449 OTLA449   

     V V   

  Read with sufficient accuracy and 
fluency to support 

R3129V AQR3129 V R3132V   

  comprehension: Use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding, rereading as necessary. 

AQR3132 R3135V AQR3135   

   LA413 LA414 LA476   

    LA477 LA504 LA505   

    LA261 LA266 LA271   

    LA276 LA281 LA286   

    LA291 LA296 LA301   

    LA306 LA311 LA316   

    LA321 LA326 LA331   

    LA336 LA341 LA346   

    LA351 LA355 LA362   

    LA369 LA376 LA383   

    LA390 LA397 LA404   

    LA411 LA418 LA425   

    LA432 LA439 LA446   

    LA453 LA460 LA467   

    LA474 LA481 LA488   

    LA495 LA502 LA509   

    LA516 LA523 LA530   

    R3108 R3109 R3110   

    R3111 R3112 R3113   

    R3114 R4111 R4112   

    R4113 R4114 R4115   

    R4116 R4117     

CC.1.4.2.D 
W.2.2 

Writing Standards for Text Types and 
Purposes: 

3211     LE3F6 

           

  Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts 
and definitions to develop points, and 
provide a concluding statement or 
section. 

        

CC.1.4.2.T 
W.2.5 

Writing Standards for Production and 
Distribution of Writing: 

3270 3272   LE3F3 

           

  With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and 
strengthen writing as needed by revising 
and editing. 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

CC.1.4.2.W 
W.2.8 

Writing Standards for Research to 
Build and Present Knowledge: 

LA274 
LA275 
LA294 
LA295 
LA299 
LA300 
LA314 
LA315 
ATLA315 
LA324 
LA325 
LA339 
LA340 
LA349 
LA350 
ATLA350   
LA364 
LA365 
LA378 
LA379 
LA385 
ATLA385   
LA386 
LA392 
LA393 
LA434 
LA435 
LA462 
LA463 
LA469 
LA470 
LA490 
LA491 
LA518 
LA519 
R3128I 

      

   AQR3128I 
OWR3128 
R3131I 

      

  Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided 
sources to answer a question. 

AQR3131I 
OWR3131 
R3134I 

      

    AQR3134I 
OWR3134 
R3037 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    R3039 
R3041 
R3038 
R3040 
R3042 
R3044 
R3045 
R3046 
R3048 
R3049 
R3050 
OWR3048 
R3057 
R3058 
R3059 
R3076 
R3077 
R3078 
OWR3076 
R3080 
R3082 
R3084 
R3081 
R3083 
R3085 
R3091 
R3092 
R3093 
R3095 
R3096 
R3097 
R3120 
R3121 

      

    R3122       

CC.1.5.2.A 
SL.2.1.a 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 

34021 34040 LE3E4     

  Participate in collaborative conversations 
with diverse partners about grade 2 
topics and texts with peers and adults in 
small and larger groups: Follow agreed-
upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining 
the floor in respectful ways, listening to 
others with care, speaking one at a time 
about the topics and texts under 
discussion). 

        

CC.1.5.2.B 
SL.2.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 

LA333V 
AQLA333  
LA339 

LA489V 
AQLA489  
LA490 

    

  Recount or describe key ideas or details 
from a text read aloud or information 
presented orally or through other media. 

LA340 
LA475V 
AQLA475 

LA491 
R3138V 
AQR3138 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    OTLA475   
LA298V 
AQLA298 V 
V 

R3139V 
AQR3139  
OWR3139 

    

    LA299 
LA300 
LA323V 

R3141V 
AQR3141  
R3142V 

    

    AQLA323  
LA324 
LA325 V 

AQR3142  
OWR3142 
R3145V V 
V 

    

    LA274 
LA275 
LA314 
LA315 
ATLA315   
LA378 
LA379 
LA385 
ATLA385 
LA386 
LA392 
LA393 
LA434 
LA435 
LA468V 

AQR3145  
R3137I 
AQR3137I 
V 

    

    AQLA468  
LA469 
LA470 V 

R3140I 
AQR3140I 
R3144I 

    

CC.1.5.2.C 
SL.2.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 

R3108  
R3109  
R3110 
R3111  
R3112  
R3113 
R3114  
R4111  
R4112 
R4113       
R4114       
R4115 

      

  Ask and answer questions about what a 
speaker says in order to clarify 
comprehension, gather additional 
information, or deepen understanding of 
a topic or issue. 

R4116       
R4117 

      

CC.1.5.2.D 
SL.2.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 

LA259   
LA260   
LA274 
LA275   
LA284   
LA285 
LA314   
LA315   
LA329 
LA330   
LA378   
LA379 
LA392        
LA393        
LA511 
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

  Tell a story or recount an experience 
with appropriate facts and relevant, 
descriptive details, speaking audibly in 
coherent sentences. 

LA512       

CC.1.5.2.E 
SL.2.5 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 

LA259 LA262 LA264   

   LA267 LA269 LA272   

  Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories. recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, or  thoughts, and feelings 

LA274 LA277 LA279   

   LA282 LA284 LA287   

   LA289 LA292 LA294   

    LA297 LA299 LA302   

    LA304 LA307 LA309   

    LA312 LA314 LA317   

    LA319 LA322 LA324   

    LA327 LA329 LA332   

    LA334 LA337 LA339   

    LA342 LA344 LA347   

    LA349 LA352 LA357   

    LA359 LA364 LA366   

    LA371 LA373 LA378   

    LA380 LA385 ATLA385   

    LA387 LA392 LA394   

    LA399 LA401 LA406   

    LA408 LA413 LA415   

    LA420 LA422 LA427   

    ATLA427 LA429 LA434   

    LA436 LA441 LA443   

    LA448 LA450 LA455   

    LA457 LA462 LA464   

    LA469 LA471 LA476   

    LA478 LA483 LA485   

    LA490 LA492 LA497   

    LA499 LA504 LA506   

    LA518 LA520 LA525   

    LA527       

CC.1.4.2.E 
CC.1.4.2.L 
CC.1.4.2.R 
CC.1.5.2.G 
L.2.1.b 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 

3196 3197 R210C   
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PA Common 

Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

  Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or 
speaking: Form and use frequently 
occurring irregular plural nouns (e.g., 
feet, children, teeth, mice, fish). 

AQR210C     LE3C18 

CC.1.4.2.E 
CC.1.4.2.L 
CC.1.4.2.R 
CC.1.5.2.G 
L.2.1.e 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 

LA479 LA486 3188   

   3189 34017 3248 LE3C10 

  Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or 
speaking: Use adjectives and adverbs, 
and choose between them depending on 
what is to be modified. 

        

   3249 34016   LE3C9 

CC.1.4.2.L 
CC.1.4.2.R 
L.2.2.a 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 

34241       

  Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
when writing: Capitalize holidays, 
product names, and geographic names. 

        

CC.1.4.2.L 
CC.1.4.2.R 
L.2.2.c 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 

34261 OW34261  
41327 

  LE3C5 LE3D9 

  Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
when writing: Use an apostrophe to form 
contractions and frequently occurring 
possessives. 

3245 3244 34037     

CC.1.3.2.I 
L.2.4.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

LA449V 
LA470V 

AQLA449 V OTLA449 V   

  Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple- meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 2 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an 
array of strategies: Use sentence-level 
context as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase. 

AQLA491 V AQLA470 V LA491V 
LA414 

  

    LA476 
LA504 

LA413 LA477 
R3129V 
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Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

    AQR3129 V   AQR3132 V   

    R3135V ATLA476 
LA505 
R3132V 

    

      AQR3135 V     

CC.1.3.2.I 
L.2.4.b 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

LA300V AQLA300 V LA335V2   

  Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple- meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 2 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an 
array of strategies: Determine the 
meaning of the new word formed when a 
known prefix is added to a known word 
(e.g., happy/unhappy, tell/retell). 

AQLA335 V2 LA388V AQLA388 V   

    LA374V AQLA374 V OTLA374 V   

    LA500 
R3013 

LA507 
R3014 

R3012 
R3015 

  

    34039       

CC.1.3.2.I 
L.2.4.c 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

LA388V2 
LA444V 

AQLA388 
V2 

OTLA388 V2   

  Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple- meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 2 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an 
array of strategies: Use a known root 
word as a clue to the meaning of an 
unknown word with the same root (e.g., 
addition, additional). 

AQLA275 V2 AQLA444 V LA275V2   

    LA315V LA300V AQLA300 V   

    AQLA335 V AQLA315 V LA335V   

    LA374V 
LA388V 

LA335V2 AQLA335 V2   

    LA486 
LA507 
R3143V 

AQLA374 V OTLA374 V   

    R3013 
R3017 

AQLA388 V LA479   

    R3020 LA493 
LA514 

LA500 LA521 
R3012 

  

      AQR3143 V R3015 
R3019 

  

CC.1.3.2.I 
L.2.4.d 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

LA237 
ATLA476 

LA245 33998 LE3D8 
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Core/Common 

Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and 

Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

  Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple- meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 2 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an 
array of strategies: Use knowledge of 
the meaning of individual words to 
predict the meaning of compound words 
(e.g., birdhouse, lighthouse, housefly; 
bookshelf, notebook, bookmark). 

LA470V2 
LA477V 

AQLA470 
V2 

OTLA470 V2   

CC.1.3.2.I 
L.2.4.e 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

        

  Determine or clarify the meaning of 
unknown and multiple- meaning words 
and phrases based on grade 2 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from an 
array of strategies: Use glossaries and 
beginning dictionaries, both print and 
digital, to determine or clarify the 
meaning of words and phrases. 

  AQLA477 V     

 
L.2.5.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

LA323V AQLA323 V LA333V   

  Demonstrate understanding of word 
relationships and nuances in word 
meanings: Identify real-life connections 
between words and their use (e.g., 
describe foods that are spicy or juicy). 

  LA468V     

    AQLA333 V AQLA475 V AQLA468 V   

    LA475V AQLA489 V OTLA475 V   

    LA489V       

 
L.2.5.b 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

LA260V AQLA260 V LA295V   

  Demonstrate understanding of word 
relationships and nuances in word 
meanings: Distinguish shades of 
meaning among closely related verbs 
(e.g., toss, throw, hurl) and closely 
related adjectives (e.g., thin, slender, 
skinny, scrawny). 

  LA340V2 AQLA340 V2   

    AQLA295 V AQLA386 V LA484V 
LA491V2 

  

    LA386V OTLA484 V AQR3127 V   

    AQLA484 V R3127V OCR3130 V   

    AQLA491 V2 AQR3130 V R3003 
R4002 
R4005 

  

    R3130V R3002 
R3005 
R4004 

34268   

    LA465 
R3004 

34005     
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Core Standard 
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Content 

Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

R4003 

CC.1.3.2.J 
CC.1.4.2.F 
L.2.6 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 

R3123V AQR3123 V R3125V   

  Use words and phrases acquired 
through conversations, reading and 
being read to, and responding to texts, 
including using adjectives and adverbs 
to describe (e.g., When other kids are 
happy that makes me happy). 

AQR3125 V OWR3125 
V 

OCR3123 V   
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THIRD GRADE ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview:  Students continue to develop their reading and comprehension skills while simultaneously developing study skills and broadening 

their vocabulary.  Through systematic and explicit instruction in phonics, context, and decoding students further develop their literacy skills.  

Students synthesize ideas into coherent essays and papers while also learning the roots, prefixes, and suffixes of the English language.  In the 

third grade students will read a variety of cultural folk lore and learn to distinguish connections between fiction, nonfiction, scientific, and historical 

texts. 

Units/Assessments   

Topics Essential Content  Timeline 

Process Skills: Think Alouds Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and 
expository texts using think aloud prompts and scaffolded 
support. 

3 Weeks 

Comprehension Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and 
expository texts. 

3 Weeks 

State Simulation 
Assessments 

Students will apply comprehension skills to literary and 
expository texts that simulate high stakes assessments. 

3 Weeks 

Information: Text Features Students will be exposed to nuances in language and specific 
features of print and digital nonfiction texts through authentic 
articles and scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 Weeks 

Information: Point of View Students will be exposed to nuances in language, point of view, 
and word learning strategies through authentic articles and 
scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 Weeks 

Information: Compare, 
Contrast 

Students will be exposed to specific academic language and the 
practice of comparing and contrasting through authentic articles 
and scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 Weeks 

Family - ILA Student will identify story elements and make inferences and 
draw conclusions based on information in the story, Zero 
Grandparents. Student will understand elements of character 
development and infer character traits. Student will use a variety 
of strategies to comprehend reading selections. 

3 Weeks 

Community - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on community engages students 
in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, 
and thinking skills. 

3 Weeks 

Friendship - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on friendship engages students 
in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, 
and thinking skills. 

3 Weeks 

Tall Tales - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on tall tales engages students in 
a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and 
thinking skills. 

3 Weeks 

Folktales - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on folktales engages students in 
a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and 
thinking skills. 

3 Weeks 

Fairy Tales - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on fairy tales engages students 
in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, 
and thinking skills. 

2 Weeks 

Animals - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on animals engages students in 
a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and 
thinking skills.  

2 Weeks 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

CC.1.3.3.A 

RL.3.1 

Reading Standards for Literature LA357 LA358 LA371  

Key Ideas and Details: 
Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of 

LA372 LA399 LA400 

a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the LA406 LA407 LA413 

answers. LA414 LA420 LA421 

LA427 ATLA427 LA428 

LA441 LA442 LA448 

LA449 LA455 LA456 

LA476 LA477 LA483 

LA484 LA497 LA498 

LA504 LA505 LA511 

LA512 LA525 LA526 

LA532 LA533 R3037 

R3039 R3041 R3038 

R3040 R3042 R3044 

R3045 R3046 R3052 

R3053 R3054 R3057 

R3058 R3059 R3076 

R3077 R3078 R3080 

R3082 R3084 R3081 

R3083 R3085 R3091 

R3092 R3093 R3095 

R3096 R3097 R3098 

R3099 R3107 R3101 

R3102 R3103 R3104 

R3105 R3106 R3108 

R3109 R3110 R3113 

R3114 R3120 R3121 

R3122 34221 34222 

34229 34231 34247 

34249 34256 34258 

34265 34267 34272 

34274 34276 R4037 

R4039 R4041 R4038 

R4040 R4042 OWR4038 

R4044 R4045 R4046 

R4052 R4053 R4054 

OWR4052 R4056 R4057 

R4058 R4076 R4077 

  R4078 R4080 R4081  
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

R4082 R4095 R4096 

R4097 OWR4095 R4099 

R4100 R4101 R4105 

R4106 R4107 R4111 

R4113 R4114 R4115 

R4116 R4126 R4127 

R4128 41286 41287 

41295 41297 41306 

41307 41315 41317 

41324 41326 20458 

20192 20459 20203 

20460 20216 20461 

20226 20462 20261 

20464 20263 20463 

20281 20465 20292 

20346 20310 20466 

20315 20467 20326 

20468 20337 20473 

20351 20469 20362 

20470 20367 20471 

20378 20472 20389 

20474 20406 20457 

20417 20475 20428 

20476 20439 20477 

20447   

CC.1.3.3.C 

RL.3.2 

Reading Standards for Literature LA511 LA512 34247   
LE3B3 Key Ideas and Details: 

Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from 
34249 R3101 R3103 

diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or R3052 R3053 R3054 

moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in 
the text. 

34228 

34258 

34255 

34272 

34256 

34273 

R4052 R4053 R4054 

OWR405 2 3232 3233 

CC.1.3.3.B 

RL.3.3 

Reading Standards for Literature LA357 LA358 LA420  

Key Ideas and Details: 
Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, 

LA421 LA427 ATLA427 

or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the LA428 R3076 R3077 

sequence of events. R3078 R3104 R3105 

R3106 34229 34231 

34247 34249 34272 

R4076 R4077 R4078 

41286 41287 41315 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

41317 20346 20310 

20468 20337 20471 

20378 20474 20406 

CC.1.3.3.F 

RL.3.4 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft and 
Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
distinguishing literal from nonliteral language. 

LA468V   AQLA468 LA475V 
V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
 V 

AQLA489 LA386V AQLA386 
V V 

LA484V   AQLA484 OTLA484 
V V 

LA491V2  AQLA491 LA449V 
V2 

AQLA449 OTLA449  LA470V V
 V 

AQLA470 LA491V AQLA491 
V V 

R3123V   AQR3123 R3125V 
V 

AQR3125 OWR3125 OCR3123 V
 V V 

R3127V   AQR3127 R3129V 
V 

AQR3129 R3130V AQR3130 
V V 

OCR3130 R3132V AQR3132 
V V 

R3133V   AQR3133 OCR3133 
V V 

R3135V   AQR3135 R3136V 
V 

AQR3136 OWR3136 R3137I V
 V 

AQR3137I R3138V   AQR3138 
V 

R3139V   AQR3139 OWR3139 
V V 

R3140I   AQR3140I R3141V 

AQR3141 R3142V AQR3142 
V V 

OWR3142 R3144I AQR3144I 
V 

R3145V   AQR3145 R4129V 
V 

AQR4129 R4131V AQR4131 

         LE3B2 

LE3A14 

LE3A15 

LE3A13 

LE4A7 

LE4A8 

LE4A9 

LE4A10 

LE4A11 

LE4A12 

LE4A13 

LE4A14 

LE4A15 

LE4A16 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

V V 

R4133V   AQR4133 LA356 
V 

LA370  LA398  LA405 LA412  

LA413  LA414 LA419  LA426  

LA440 LA447  LA454  LA475 

LA476 ATLA476 LA477 LA482  

LA496  LA503 LA504  LA505  

LA510 LA524  LA531  R3027 

R3028 R3029 R3030 R3108    

R4027    R4028 

  R4029 R4030 OWR4027  

R4113 20188 20201 

20212 20225 20251 

20254 20277 20288 

20301 20311 20322 

20333 20347 20358 

20363 20374 20385 

20402 20413 20424 

20435 20446 3230 

3231 3162 3163 

3164 3165 3160 

3161 389 390 

391 392 393 

394 395 396 

397 398  

CC.1.3.3.E 

RL.3.5 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft and 
Structure: 
Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking 
about a text, using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe 
how each successive part builds on earlier sections. 

3230 3231 LE3B2 

CC.1.3.3.D 

RL.3.6 

Reading Standards for Literature LA455 LA456 41306  

Craft and Structure: 
Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator 

34220 R3057 R3058 

or those of the characters. R3059 R4056 R4057 

R4058   

CC.1.3.3.G 

RL.3.7 

Reading Standards for Literature LA449V AQLA449 OTLA449  

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:  V V 

Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations 
contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, 
emphasize aspects of a character or setting). 

LA357 

LA372 

LA358 

LA399 

LA371 

LA400 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

LA427 LA428 LA460 

LA523 34229 34231 

CC.1.3.3.k 

RL.3.10 

Reading Standards for Literature LA357 LA358 LA371  

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, 

LA372 LA399 LA400 

including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the LA406 LA407 LA413 

grades 2-3 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 

LA414 

LA427 

LA420 

ATLA427 

LA421 

LA428 

LA441 LA442 LA448 

LA449 LA455 LA456 

LA476 LA477 LA483 

LA484 LA497 LA498 

LA504 LA505 LA511 

LA512 LA525 LA526 

  LA532 LA533 34221  

34222 34229 34231 

34247 34249 34256 

34258 34265 34267 

34274 34276 R3037 

R3039 R3041 R3038 

R3040 R3042 R3044 

R3045 R3046 R3052 

R3053 R3054 R3057 

R3058 R3059 R3076 

R3077 R3078 R3080 

R3082 R3084 R3081 

R3083 R3085 R3091 

R3092 R3093 R3095 

R3096 R3097 R3098 

R3099 R3107 R3101 

R3102 R3103 R3104 

R3105 R3106 R3108 

R3109 R3110 R3113 

R3114 R3120 R3121 

R3122 20458 20192 

20459 20203 20460 

20216 20461 20226 

20462 20261 20464 

20263 20463 20281 

20465 20292 20346 

20310 20466 20315 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

20467 20326 20468 

20337 20473 20351 

20469 20362 20470 

20367 20471 20378 

20472 20389 20474 

20406 20457 20417 

20475 20428 20476 

20439 20477 20447 

CC.1.2.3.B 

RI.3.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, 
referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers. 

LA468V AQLA468 LA475V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
  

AQLA489 LA449V AQLA449
  

OTLA449  LA470V
 AQLA470
1V AQLA491 
R3124I 

AQR3124I R3129V AQR3129 
R3132V 

AQR3132 V 
R3135V 

AQR3135 V 
R3136V 

AQR3136 V 
R3137I 

AQR3137I 
R3138V 

AQR3138 V 
R3139V 

AQR3139 V 
OWR3139 V 

R3140I 
AQR3140I 

R3141V 
AQR3141 V 

R3142V 
AQR3142 V 

OWR3142 V 
R3144I 

AQR3144I 
R3145V 

AQR3145 V 
R4129V 

AQR4129 V 
R4130I 

AQR4130I 
R4131V 

AQR4131 V 
R4132I 

AQR4132I 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

R4133V 
AQR4133 V 

R4134I 
AQR4134I 

LA364 
LA365 
LA378 
LA379 
LA385 

ATLA385 
LA386 
LA392 
LA393 
LA434 
LA435 

ATLA455 
LA462 
LA463 
LA469 
LA470 
LA490 
LA491 
LA518 
LA519 
R3037 
R3039 
R3041 
R3038 
R3040 
R3042 
R3044 
R3045 
R3046 
R3048 
R3049 
R3050 

OWR3048 
R3057 
R3058 
R3059 
R3076 
R3077 
R3078 

OWR3076 
R3080 
R3082 
R3084 
R3081 
R3083 
R3085 
R3091 
R3092 
R3093 
R3095 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

R3096 
R3097 
R3111 
R3112 
R3120 
R3121 
R3122 
34238 
34240 
R4037 
R4039 
R4041 
R4038 
R4040 
R4042 

OWR4038 
R4044 
R4045 
R4046 
R4048 
R4049 
R4050 

ATR4048 
R4056 
R4057 
R4058 
R4076 
R4077 
R4078 
R4080 
R4081 
R4082 
R4095 
R4096 

CC.1.2.3.A 

RI.3.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain 
how they support the main idea. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

LA378 LA379 LA385 

ATLA385  LA386 LA392 

LA393 ATLA455  R3048 

R3049 R3050 OWR3048 

R4048 R4049 R4050 

ATR4048 

 

CC.1.2.3.C 

RI.3.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific 
ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using 
language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 

R3140I AQR3140I R3144I 

AQR3144I R4138I AQR4138I 

OWR4138 LA364 LA365 
I 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

LA469 LA470 R3076 

R3077 R3078 OWR3076 

R3095 R3096 R3097 

R4076 R4077 R4078 

R4099 R4100 R4101 

CC.1.2.3.F 

RI.3.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and 
Structure: 
Determine the meaning of general academic and domain- specific 
words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject 
area. 

LA468V AQLA468 LA489V 
V 

AQLA489 LA470V AQLA470 
V V 

LA491V AQLA491 R3129V 
V 

AQR3129 R3132V AQR3132 
V V 

R3135V AQR3135 R3136V 
V 

AQR3136 OWR3136 R3138V V
 V 

AQR3138 R3139V AQR3139 
V V 

OWR3139 R3141V AQR3141 
V V 

R3142V AQR3142 OWR3142 
V V 

R3145V AQR3145 R4129V 
V 

AQR4129 R4131V AQR4131 
V V 

R4133V AQR4133 3231 
V 

3162 3163 3164 

3165 3160 3161 

    
LE3B2 

LE3A14 

LE3A15 

LE3A13 

CC.1.2.3.E 

RI.3.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and 
Structure: 
Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) 
to locate information relevant to a given topic efficiently. 

R3124I AQR3124I R3126I 

AQR3126I R3091 R3092 R3093    

R4095    R4096 

R4097    OWR4095 41268 

 

CC.1.2.3.D 

RI.3.6 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and 
Structure: 
Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text. 

R3128I AQR3128I OWR3128 
I 

R3131I AQR3131I OWR3131 
I 

R3134I AQR3134I OWR3134 
I 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

CC.1.2.3.G 

RI.3.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and 
the words in a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 
when, why, and how key events occur). 

LA470V   AQLA470 LA491V 
V 

AQLA491 R3124I AQR3124I 
V 

R3126I   AQR3126I R3129V 

AQR3129 R3132V AQR3132 
V V 

R3135V   AQR3135 R3136V 
V 

AQR3136 OWR3136 R4132I V
 V 

AQR4132I OWR4132 LA462 
I 

LA463  LA518  LA519 R3091 

R3092 R3093 R4095    R4096    

R4097 

OWR4095 

 

CC.1.2.3.H 

RI.3.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and 
paragraphs in a text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in 
a sequence). 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 
I 

LA364  LA365  LA469 LA470 

R3076  R3077 R3078 

OWR3076 R3080 R3082 R3084 

R3081 R3083 R3085 R3095 

R3096 R3097 R4076 R4077 

R4078 R4080 R4081 R4082 

R4099 R4100    R4101    41269 

41270 20460 20216 

20464 20263 20465 

20292 20468 20337 

20470 20367 20474 

20406 34015 3226 

3227 3167 690 

691 

     
LE3A12 

LE3B4 

LE4C8 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

CC.1.2.3.I 

RI.3.9 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast the most important points and key details 
presented in two texts on the same topic. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R3080 R3082 R3084 

R3081 R3083 R3085 

R4080 R4081 R4082 

 

CC.1.2.3.L 

RI.3.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts, 
including history/social studies, science, and technical texts, at the high 
end of the grades 2-3 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

LA468V   AQLA468 LA489V 
V 

AQLA489 LA470V AQLA470 
V V 

LA491V   AQLA491 R3129V 
V 

AQR3129 R3132V AQR3132 
V V 

R3135V   AQR3135 R3136V 
V 

AQR3136 R3137I AQR3137I 
V 

R3138V   AQR3138 R3139V 
V 

AQR3139 OWR3139 R3140I V
 V 

AQR3140I R3141V   AQR3141 
V 

R3142V   AQR3142 OWR3142 
V V 

R3144I   AQR3144I R3145V 

AQR3145 R4129V AQR4129 
V V 

R4130I   AQR4130I R4131V 

AQR4131 R4132I AQR4132I 
V 

R4133V   AQR4133 R4134I 
V 

AQR4134I R4138I   AQR4138I 

OWR4138 LA364 LA365 
I 

LA378 LA379 LA385 ATLA385 

LA386 LA392 LA393  LA434  

LA435 LA462  LA463  LA469 

LA470  LA490  LA491 LA518  

LA519  R3037 R3039 R3041 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

R3038 R3040 R3042 R3044 

R3045 R3046 R3048 R3049 

R3050 R3057 R3058 R3059 

R3076 R3077 R3078 R3080 

R3082 R3084 R3081 R3083 

R3085 R3091 R3092 R3093 

R3095 R3096    R3097    R3111 

R3112    34238    34240 

CC.1.1.3.D 

RF.3.3.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA388V AQLA388 LA374V  

Phonics and Word Recognition:  V  
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Identify and know the meaning of 

AQLA374 V OTLA374 V LA388V2 

the most common prefixes and derivational suffixes. 
AQLA388 OTLA388 LA444V 
V2 V2  

AQLA444 R3143V AQR3143 
V  V 

LA423 LA479 LA486 

LA493 LA500 LA507 

LA514 LA521 R3012 

R3013 R3014 R3015 

R3017 R3018 R3019 

R3020 R4012 R4013 

R4014 R4015 R4017 

R4018 R4019 R4020 

41309 

CC.1.1.3.D 

RF.3.3.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Phonics 
and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding 
words: Decode words with common Latin suffixes. 

R3125P 

R3139P 

AQR3125 P 

AQR3139 P 

OTR3125 
P 

OTR3139 
p 

 

CC.1.1.3.D 

RF.3.3.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Phonics 
and Word Recognition: 
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding 
words: Decode multisyllable words. 

LA412P 

LA461P 

R3123P 

AQLA388 
V2 

AQLA444 V 

LA423 

AQLA412 P 

AQLA461 P 

AQR3123 P 

OTLA388 
V2 
R3143V  
LA479 

LA500 

LA521 

R3014 

OTLA412 P 

OTLA461 P 

LA388V2 

LA444V 

AQR3143 
V 

LA486 

LA507 

   LE3D8 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

LA493 

LA514 

R3013 

R3017 

R3020 

R4014 

R4018 

41309 

R3018 

R4012 

R4015 

R4019 

33998 

R3012 

R3015 

R3019 

R4013 

R4017 

R4020 

CC.1.1.3.D 

RF.3.3.d 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA438P AQLA438 LA480P    LE4B3 

Phonics and Word Recognition:  P  
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Read grade-appropriate irregularly 

AQLA480 
P 

R3127P AQR3127 
P 

spelled words. 
OWR3127 R3136P AQR3136 
P  P 

OWR3136 178 187 
P   
209 182 175  

305 306 307 
LE4B4 

308 309 310 LE4B5 

311 312 313 LE4B6 

314 336 337 LE4B7 

338 341 342 
LE4B8 

343 

348 

346 

353 

347 

354 
LE4B9 

355 361 362 
LE4B10 

363   LE4B11 

LE4B12 

CC.1.1.3.E 

RF.3.4.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA357 LA358 LA364  

Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 

LA365 LA371 LA372 

comprehension: Read on-level text with purpose and LA378 LA379 LA385 

understanding. LA386 LA392 LA393 

LA399 LA400 LA406 

LA407 LA413 LA414 

LA420 LA421 LA427 

ATLA427 LA428 LA434 

LA435 LA441 LA442 

LA448 LA449 LA455 

ATLA455 LA456 LA462 

LA463 LA469 LA470 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

LA476 LA477 LA483 

LA484 LA490 LA491 

LA497 LA498 LA504 

LA505 LA511 LA512 

LA518 LA519 LA525 

LA526 LA532 LA533 

R3037 R3039 R3041 

R3038 R3040 R3042 

R3044 R3045 R3046 

R3048 R3049 R3050 

R3052 R3053 R3054 

R3057 R3058 R3059 

R3076 R3077 R3078 

OWR3076 R3080 R3082 

  20378 20472 20389  

20474 20406 20457 

20417 20475 20428 

20476 20439 20477 

CC.1.1.3.E 

RF.3.4.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills LA453 LA467 ATLA467  

Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 

R3109 R3110 R4111 

comprehension: Read on-level prose and poetry orally with R4116 41305 41306 

accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive 
readings. 

41307 

20221 

20199 

20231 

20208 

20274 

20267 20285 20298 

20305 20319 20330 

20341 20354 20399 

20371 20382 20395 

20410 20421 20432 

20443 20454  

CC.1.1.3.E 

RF.3.4.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: Use 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
rereading as necessary. 

LA449V   AQLA449 OTLA449 
V V 

LA470V   AQLA470 LA491V 
V 

AQLA491 R3129V AQR3129 
V V 

R3132V   AQR3132 R3135V 
V 

AQR3135 LA355 LA362 
V 

LA369  LA376  LA383 LA390  
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

LA397  LA404 LA411  LA418  

LA425 LA432  LA439  LA446 

LA453 LA460 LA467 ATLA467 

LA474 LA481 LA488  LA495  

LA502 LA509  LA516  LA523 

LA530 R3108  R3109 R3110 

R3111 R3112 R3113 R3114 

R4111 R4112    R4113    R4114 

R4115    R4116    R4117 

CC.1.4.3.H 

W.3.1.a 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons: Introduce the topic or text they are writing about, state an 
opinion, and create an organizational structure that lists reasons. 

OWR3125 34221 34282 
V 

OWR3134 I 

 

CC.1.4.3.I 

W.3.1.b 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons: Provide reasons that support the 
opinion. 

OWR3134 OWR3125 34221 I
 V 

34282 

 

CC.1.4.3.J 

W.3.1.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons: Use linking words and phrases (e.g., because, therefore, since, 
for example) to connect opinion and reasons. 

3278 3186 3279 

5208 5217 

 
LE3C8 

LE5B5 

CC.1.4.3.J 

W.3.1.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons: Provide a concluding statement or section. 

OWR3134 OWR3125 I
 V 

 

CC.1.4.3.B 

W.3.2.a 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Introduce a topic and group related information 
together; include illustrations when useful to aiding comprehension. 

OWR3136 34274 34281 
V 

 

CC.1.4.3.C 

W.3.2.b 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and 
details. 

LA468V AQLA468 LA475V 
V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
 V 

AQLA489 R3124I AQR3124I 
V 

R3136V AQR3136 OWR3136 
V V 

R3137I AQR3137I R3138V 

AQR3138 R3139V AQR3139 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity 

Number 

 Assessme

nts 

V V 

OWR3139 R3140I AQR3140I 
V 

R3141V AQR3141 R3142V 
V 

AQR3142 OWR3142 R3144I V
 V 

AQR3144I R3145V AQR3145 
V 

R4129V AQR4129 R4130I 
V 

AQR4130I R4131V AQR4131 
V 

R4132I AQR4132I R4133V 

AQR4133 R4134I AQR4134I 
V 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I OCR4137 R4138I 
I 

AQR4138I OWR4138 34238 
I 

34245 34274 34281 

41276 41333 

CC.1.4.3.D 

W.3.2.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, 
another, and, more, but) to connect ideas within categories of information. 

3278 3186 3279 

5208 5217 

 
LE3C8 

LE5B5 

CC.1.4.3.D 

W.3.2.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Provide a concluding statement or section. 

34274 34281 OWR3136 
V 

 

CC.1.4.3.M 

CC.1.4.3.P 

W.3.3.a 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: 
Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize 
an event sequence that unfolds naturally. 

41286 41288 41315 

41322 

 

CC.1.4.3.O 

W.3.3.b 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: Use 
dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop 

41286 41288 41315 

41322 41324 41331 
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nts 

experiences and events or show the response of characters to 
situations. 

CC.1.4.3.P 

W.3.3.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: Use 
temporal words and phrases to signal event order. 

5275 5226 LE5A3 

CC.1.4.3.T 

W.3.5 

Writing Standards for 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and 
strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing. 

3198 3199 3270 

3271 3272 661 

 LE3C20 

LE3F3 

CC.1.4.3.V 

W.3.7 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic. 

R3124I AQR3124I R3126I 

AQR3126I R4135I AQR4135I 

OWR4135 R4136I AQR4136I I 

R4137I AQR4137I OCR4137 
I 

3211 303 

 LE3F6 

LE4D6 

CC.1.4.3.W 

W.3.8 

Writing Standards 
for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Recall information from experiences or gather information from print 
and digital sources; take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into 
provided categories. 

LA468V AQLA468 LA475V 
V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
 V 

AQLA489 R3124I AQR3124I 
V 

R3126I AQR3126I R3137I 

AQR3137I R3138V AQR3138 
V 

R3140I AQR3140I R3141V 

AQR3141 R3144I AQR3144I 
V 

R3145V AQR3145 R4130I 
V 

AQR4130I OWR4130 R4132I 
I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I OCR4137 R4138I 
I 

AQR4138I OWR4138 303 
I 

    
LE4D6 

CC.1.5.3.B 

SL.3.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 

R3048 R3049 R3050 OWR3048 

R3052 R3053 R3054 R4048 
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Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud 
or information presented in diverse media and formats, including 
visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

R4049 R4050    ATR4048  

R4052 

R4053    R4054    OWR4052 

CC.1.5.3.C 

SL.3.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering 
appropriate elaboration and detail. 

34040  

CC.1.5.3.D 

SL.3.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Presentation 
of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with 
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an 
understandable pace. 

LA468V AQLA468 LA475V 
V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
 V 

AQLA489 R3124I AQR3124I 
V 

R3126I AQR3126I R3128I 

AQR3128I OWR3128 R3131I 
I 

AQR3131I OWR3131 R3134I 
I 

AQR3134I OWR3134 R3137I 
I 

AQR3137I R3138V AQR3138 
V 

R3140I AQR3140I R3141V 

AQR3141 R3144I AQR3144I 
V 

R3145V AQR3145 R4130I 
V 

AQR4130I R4132I AQR4132I 

OWR4132 R4134I AQR4134I I 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I OCR4137 R4138I 
I 

AQR4138I OWR4138 34028 
I 

 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.a 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Explain the function of nouns, 
pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their functions in 
particular sentences. 

34232 34259 41278 

41280 41289 41318 

3188 3189 34017 

100 106 559 

101 107 108 

 

LE3C1

0 

LE4B1
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566 
3 

LE4B1

4 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.b 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Form and use 
regular and irregular plural nouns. 

34250 3196 3197 

3256 3257 

 
LE3C18 

LE3C17 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.d 

Language Standards  for 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Form and use 
regular and irregular verbs. 

5227 5211 LE5B6 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.e 

Language Standards for 3279 106 5225  LE5B4 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

5212 5147 R3149C 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: AQR3149 

Form and use the simple (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk) C 

verb tenses. 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.f 

Language Standards for 34232 3278 3192  LE3C14 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

3193 3258 3263 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 3259   LE3C19 
Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement. 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.g 

Language Standards for 5204 5205 5248  LE5B9 

LE5B11 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: 

5207 5221 5249 

Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives and 
adverbs, and choose between them depending on what is 
to be modified. 

CC.1.4.3.R 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.5.3.G 

L.3.1.h 

Language Standards for 41273 34007 3251  LE3C11 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

3250 105 574 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Use 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. 

CC.1.4.3.E 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.4.3.R 

L.3.2.a 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing: Capitalize 
appropriate words in titles. 

34241 3185  

CC.1.4.3.E 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.4.3.R 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

3182 

598 

3183 230  
LE3C4 
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L.3.2.b writing: Use commas in addresses. LE4B17 

CC.1.4.3.E 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.4.3.R 

L.3.2.c 

Language Standards for 41298 116 608  
LE4B19 

LE5B3 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

5234 5235 
 

writing: Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue. 

CC.1.4.3.E 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.4.3.R 

L.3.2.d 

Language Standards for 34261 OW34261 3245  LE3C5 

LE4B18 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

3244 605 229 

writing: Form and use possessives. 

CC.1.4.3.E 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.4.3.R 

L.3.2.e 

Language Standards for LA438P AQLA438 OTLA438      LE4A7 

Conventions of Standard English:  P P 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

LA480P AQLA480 P OTLA480 P 

writing: Use conventional spelling for high-frequency and 
other studied words and for adding suffixes to base words (e.g., sitting, 
smiled, cries, happiness). 

R3127P  
R3136P 

AQR3127 P 

AQR3136 

OWR3127 P 

OWR3136 
 P P 

LA354 LA361 LA368 

LA375 LA382 LA389 

LA396 LA403 LA410 

LA417 LA424 LA431 

LA438 LA445 LA452 

LA459 LA466 LA473 LE4A15 

ATLA476 LA480 LA487 
LE5F1 

LA494 LA501 LA508  

LA515 LA522 LA529 
LE5F7 

R3012 R3013 R3014 
LE5F8 

R3015 R3017 R3018 

R3019 R3020 R4012 

R4013 R4014 R4015 

R4017 R4018 R4019 

R4020 41309 34039 

346 353 354 

389 397 5170 

5171 5172 5156 

5157 5158 5162 

5163 5164  

CC.1.4.3.E 

CC.1.4.3.L 

CC.1.4.3.R 

Language Standards for 361 362 363  LE4B12 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

5153 

5173 

5154 

5174 

5155 

5175 
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L.3.2.f writing: Use spelling patterns and generalizations (e.g., 
word families, position-based spellings, syllable patterns, ending rules, 
meaningful word parts) in writing words. 

5159 

5168 

5160 

5169 

5161 LE5F3 

LE5F4 

LE5F5 

LE5F6 

CC.1.4.3.F 

CC.1.4.3.Q 

L.3.3.a 

Language Standards for LA386V AQLA386 LA484V  

Knowledge of Language:  V  
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when 
writing, speaking, reading, or listening: Choose words and 

AQLA484 V OTLA484 V LA491V2 

phrases for effect. 
AQLA491 R3123V AQR3123 
V2  V 

R3125V AQR3125 OWR3125 
 V V 

OCR3123 R3127V AQR3127 
V  V 

R3130V AQR3130 OCR3130 
 V V 

R3133V AQR3133 OCR3133 
 V V 

34225 34234 34279 

41291 OW41291 41311 

41320   

CC.1.3.3.I 

L.3.4.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
word and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use sentence-level context as a clue 
to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

LA449V 

LA470V 

AQLA491 V 
R3132V  
AQR3135 V 

R5111 

AQLA449 V 

AQLA470 V 
R3129V  
AQR3132 
V 

R3108 

OTLA449 
V 
LA491V  
AQR3129 V 

R3135V 

R3111 

 

CC.1.3.3.I 

L.3.4.b 

Language Standards  for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
word and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Determine the meaning of the new 
word formed when a known affix is added to a known word (e.g., 
agreeable/disagreeable, comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, 
heat/preheat). 

LA388V  
AQLA374 V 

AQLA388 
V2 

AQLA444 V 

R3012 

R3015 

R3019 

R4013 

R4017 

R4020 

AQLA388 V 

OTLA374 V 

OTLA388 
V2 
R3143V  
R3013 

R3017 

R3020 

R4014 

R4018 

41309 

LA374V 

LA388V2 

LA444V 

AQR3143 V 

R3014 

R3018 

R4012 

R4015 
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R4019 

CC.1.3.3.I 

L.3.4.c 

Language Standards for  LA388V2 AQLA388 OTLA388  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V2 V2 

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 reading and 

LA444V AQLA444 V R3143V 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Use a 
known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., company, companion). 

AQR3143 V 

R3014 

R3012  
R3015 

R3013  
R3017 

R3018 R3019 R3020 

R4012 R4013 R4014 

R4015 R4017 R4018 

R4019 R4020 41309 

CC.1.3.3.I 

L.3.4.d 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning word 
and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing flexibly 
from a range of strategies: Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both 
print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words 
and phrases. 

LA470V2  AQLA470 OTLA470 
V2 V2 

LA477V AQLA477 OWR3126 V I 

OWR3141 OWR4136 34221 V
 I 

34229 34238 34247 

34256 34265 34274 

41269 41276 41286 

41295 41306 41315 

41324 

 

 

L.3.5.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word 
meanings: Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and 
phrases in context (e.g., take steps). 

R3123V AQR3123 R3125V 
V 

AQR3125 OWR3125 OCR3123 V
 V V 

R3027 R3028 R3029 

R3030 R4027 R4028 

R4029 R4030 OWR4027 

34225 34234 34279 

41291 OW41291 41311 

41320 3238 3239 

5251 5100 

   
LE3B11 

LE5D6 

 

L.3.5.b 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word 
meanings: Identify real-life connections between words and their use 
(e.g., describe people who are friendly or helpful). 

LA468V AQLA468 LA475V 
V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
 V 

AQLA489 R3138V AQR3138 
V V 

R3141V AQR3141 R3145V 
V 
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AQR3145 V 

 

L.3.5.c 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word 
meanings: Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that 
describe states of mind or degrees of certainty (e.g., knew, believed, 
suspected, heard, wondered). 

LA386V AQLA386 LA484V 
V 

AQLA484 OTLA484  LA491V2 V
 V 

AQLA491 R3127V AQR3127 
V2 V 

R3130V AQR3130 OCR3130 
V V 

R3133V AQR3133 OCR3133 
V V 

 

CC.1.3.3.J 

L.3.6 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases, including those that 
signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that night we 
went looking for them). 

LA468V AQLA468 LA475V 
V 

AQLA475 OTLA475  LA489V V
 V 

AQLA489 LA386V AQLA386 
V V 

LA484V AQLA484 OTLA484 
V V 

LA491V2  AQLA491 R3127V 
V2 

AQR3127 R3130V AQR3130 
V V 

OCR3130 R3133V AQR3133 
V V 

R3136V AQR3136 OWR3136 
V V 

R3138V AQR3138 R3139V 
V 

AQR3139 OWR3139 R3141V V
 V 

AQR3141 R3142V AQR3142 
V V 

OWR3142 R3145V AQR3145 
V V 

R4129V AQR4129 R4131V 
V 

AQR4131 R4133V AQR4133 
V V 

33997 3251 3250 

5275 5226 

   LE3C11 

LE5A3 
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FOURTH GRADE ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview: Students continue to develop their reading and comprehension skills while simultaneously developing study skills and broadening 

their vocabulary.  Through systematic and explicit instruction in phonics, context, and decoding students further develop their literacy skills.  

Students synthesize ideas into coherent essays and papers while also learning the roots, prefixes, and suffixes of the English language.  

Through the study of poetry, drama, and informational texts fourth grade students learn to use multiple components of literature to draw 

conclusions and make predictions.  

UNITS/ASSESSMENT   

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Vocabulary Skills Students will expand and apply knowledge of grade level appropriate 
vocabulary. 

3 weeks 

Process Skills: Think Alouds Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and expository 
texts using think aloud prompts and scaffolded support. 

3 weeks 

Comprehension Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and expository 
texts. 

3 weeks 

State Simulation Assessments Students will apply comprehension skills to literary and expository texts 
that simulate high stakes assessments. 

3 weeks 

Information: Text Evidence Students will be exposed to academic language, interdisciplinary content, 
and reasons and evidence in texts through authentic articles and 
scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 weeks 

Information: Compare, 
Contrast 

Students will be exposed to the similarities and differences between 
firsthand and secondhand accounts, interdisciplinary content, and 
reference materials through authentic articles and scaffolded, meaningful 
practice. 

3 weeks 

Information: Integrate Students will be exposed to the process of integrating information from 
multiple sources through interdisciplinary content and scaffolded, 
meaningful practice. 

3 weeks 

Pioneers - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on pioneers engages students in a series 
of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

Mystery - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on the mystery genre engages students 
in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and 
thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

Natural DisaThis sters - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on natural disasters engages students in 
a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and thinking 
skills. 

3 weeks 

African American Poetry - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on African American Poetry engages 
students in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, 
and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

Heroes - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on heroes engages students in a series 
of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

Inventors/Inventions - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on inventors and inventions engages 
students in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, 
and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

Famous Americans - ILA An integrated thematic chapter on famous Americans engages students 
in a series of activities that serves to enhance reading, writing, and 
thinking skills. 

3 weeks 
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CC.1.3.4.A 

RL.4.1 

Reading Standards for Literature R3037 R3039 R3041  

Key Ideas and Details: 
Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining 

R3038 R3040 R3042 

what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences R3048 R3049 R3050 

from the text. 34221 34222 34256 

34258 R4037 R4039 

R4041 R4038 R4040 

R4042 R4048 R4049 

R4050 41295 41297 

41306 41307 R5037 

R5039 R5041 R5038 

R5040 R5042 R5048 

R5049 R5050 56336 

56338   

CC.1.3.4.C 

RL.4.2 

Reading Standards for Literature R3044 R3045 R3046 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE03B03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details 

R3052 R3053 R3054 

in the text; summarize the text. R4044 R4045 R4046 

R4052 R4053 R4054 

41276 41277 R5044 

R5045 R5046 R5051 LE05D05 

R5052 R5053 56346 

56348 3232 3233 

56003 5200 5252 

CC.1.3.4.B 

RL.4.3 

Reading Standards for Literature R3098 R3099 R3107  

Key Ideas and Details: 
Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or 

R3101 R3102 R3103 

drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a R3104 R3105 R3106 

character’s thoughts, words, or actions). 34229 34231 R4105 

R4106 R4107 41286 

41287 41315 41317 

R5057 R5058 R5059 

56336 56337  

CC.1.3.4.F 
RL.4.4 

Reading Standards for Literature R3123V AQR3123 R3125V  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Craft and Structure:  V  

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including those that allude to significant 

AQR3125 V R3027 R3028 

characters found in mythology (e.g., Herculean). 
R3029 R3030 R3057 

R3058 R3059 R3104 
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R3105 R3106 R3108  
 
 
 

 
LA03RH01 

R3111 34220 34225 

34229 

R4027 

34231 

R4028 

34279 

R4029 

R4030 R4056 R4057 
LA03RH02 

R4058 R4113 41286 LE06D09 

41287 41291 41311 

41315 41317 41320 

R5027 R5028 R5029 

R5030 R5054 R5055 

R5056 R5111 R5117 

56326 56327 56336 

56337 56365 56367 

6545 6555  

CC.1.3.4.E 

RL.4.5 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft and 
Structure: 
Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose, and refer to 
the structural elements of poems (e.g., verse, rhythm, meter) and drama 
(e.g., casts of characters, settings, descriptions, dialogue, stage 
directions) when writing or speaking about a text. 

34252 

5263 

41305 5262  
LE05C07 

CC.1.3.4.D 

RL.4.6 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft and 
Structure: 
Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are 
narrated, including the difference between first- and third-person 
narrations. 

41306 5291 5292 LE05D09 

CC.1.3.4.H 

RL.4.9 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., 
opposition of good and evil) and patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in 
stories, myths, and traditional literature from different cultures. 

34265 

6569 

34267 6582  
LE06E10 

CC.1.3.4.K 
RL.4.10 

Reading Standards for Literature 34221 34222 34229  

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, 

34231 34247 34249 

including stories, dramas, and poetry, in the grades 4-5 text 34256 34258 34265 

complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range. 

34267 

R4111 

34274 

R4112 

34276 

R4113 

R4114 R4115 R4116 

R4117 41286 41287 

41295 41297 41306 

41307 41315 41317 

41324 41326 R5111 
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R5112 R5113 R5114 

R5116 R5117 56336 

56337 56338 56346 

56348 56349 56357 

56358 56359 56365 

56366 56367  

CC.1.2.4.B 

RI.4.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text 
says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 

R3123V AQR3123  R3125V 
V 

AQR3125  R3137I AQR3137I 
V 

R3140I AQR3140I R3144I 

AQR3144I R4130I AQR4130I 

R4132I AQR4132I R4134I 

AQR4134I R4135I AQR4135I 

OWR4135 R4136I AQR4136I 
I 

R4137I AQR4137I R4138I 

AQR4138I OWR4138 R5124I 
I 

AQR5124I R5126I AQR5126I 

R5127V AQR5127  R5128I 
V 

AQR5128I R5129I AQR5129I 

R5130I AQR5130I R5131I 

AQR5131I R5132I AQR5132I 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 
I 

R3037  R3039  R3041 R3038  

R3040  R3042 R3048  R3049  

R3050 R3111  R3112  R4037 

R4039  R4041  R4038 R4040  

R4042  R4048 R4049  R4050  

R4112 R4117  R5037  R5039 

R5041  R5038  R5040 R5042  

R5112  R5114 R5116 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LA03RH01 

LA03RH02 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA04RI01 

LA04RI02 

LA04RI03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 
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LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

CC.1.2.4.A 
RI.4.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key 
details; summarize the text. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R3044 R3045 R3046 

R3048 R3049 R3050 

R3112 R4044 R4045 

R4046 R4048 R4049 

R4050 R4117 41276 

41277  R5044   R5045 R5046  

R5048  R5049 R5050       

R5112 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LA03RJ0

1 

LA03RJ0

2 

LA03RJ0

3 

CC.1.2.4.C 

RI.4.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text R3037 R3039 R3041  

Key Ideas and Details: 
Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a 

R3038 R3040 R3042 

historical, scientific, or technical text, including what R3044 R3045 R3046 

happened and why, based on specific information in the 
text. 

R3048 

R3057 

R3049 

R3058 

R3050 

R3059 

R3076 R3077 R3078 

R3080 R3082 R3084 

R3081 R3083 R3085 

R3091 R3092 R3093 

R3095 R3096 R3097 

R3111 R3112 R3120 

R3121 R3122 34238 

34240 R4037 R4039 

R4041 R4038 R4040 

R4042 R4044 R4045 

R4046 R4048 R4049 

R4050 R4056 R4057 

R4058 R4076 R4077 
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R4078 R4080 R4081 

R4082 R4095 R4096 

R4097 R4099 R4100 

R4101 R4112 R4117 

R4126 R4127 R4128 

41269 41270 41276 

41277 R5037 R5039 

R5041 R5038 R5040 

R5042 R5044 R5045 

R5046 R5048 R5049 

R5050 R5054 R5055 

R5056 R5069 R5070 

R5071 R5080 R5081 

R5082 R5098 R5099 

R5100 R5101 R5102 

R5103 R5112 R5114 

R5116 56326 56327 

56328   

CC.1.2.4.E 

RI.4.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and 
Structure: 
Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, 
cause/effect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information 
in a text or part of a text. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I R3076 R3077 

R3078 R3080 R3082 

R3084 R3081 R3083 

R3085 R3095 R3096 

R3097 R4076 R4077 

R4078 R4080 R4081 

R4082 R4099 R4100 

R4101 41269 41270 

R5080 R5081 R5082 

R5101 R5102 R5103 

3226 3227 3167 

34015 656 5224 

5261 5275 5226 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LE03A07 

LE03A12 

LE03B04 

LE04A06 
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LE05A03 

LE05A06 

CC.1.2.4.F 
RI.4.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text R3123V AQR3123 R3125V  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LA03RH01 

Craft and Structure:  V  

Determine the meaning of general academic and domain- 
specific words or phrases in a text relevant to a grade 4 

AQR3125 V R3127V AQR3127 V 

topic or subject area. 
R3129V AQR3129 R3130V 

 V  

AQR3130 R3132V AQR3132 
V  V 

R3133V AQR3133 R3135V 

 V  

AQR3135 V R3136V AQR3136 V LA03RH02 

R3138V AQR3138 R3139V LA03RI01 

 V  LA03RI02 
AQR3139 R3141V AQR3141  
V  V LA03RI03 

R3142V AQR3142 V R3145V LA03RJ01 

AQR3145 R4129V AQR4129 LA03RJ02 

V  V 
LA03RJ03 

R4131V AQR4131 R4133V  

 V  LA04RH01 

AQR4133 V R5123V AQR5123 V LA04RH02 

R5125V AQR5125 R5127V LA04RH03 

 V  LA05L01 
AQR5127 3231 3162  
V   LA05L02 

3163 3164 3165 LA05L03 

3160 3161 398 
LE03A13 

LE03A14 

LE03A15 

LE03B02 

LE04A16 

CC.1.2.4.D 

RI.4.6 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and 
Structure: 
Compare and contrast a firsthand and secondhand account of the same 
event or topic; describe the differences in focus and the information 
provided. 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I 

 
 
LA04RI0

1 
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LA04RI0

2 

LA04RI0

3 

CC.1.2.4.H 

RI.4.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular 
points in a text. 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

6534 6517 

 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LE06C05 

CC.1.2.4.G 

RI.4.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in 
charts, graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations, or interactive elements 
on Web pages) and explain how the information contributes to an 
understanding of the text in which it appears. 

R3124I      AQR3124I R3126I 

AQR3126I R3136V     AQR3136 
V 

R3139V     AQR3139  R3142V 
V 

AQR3142  R4129V AQR4129 
V V 

R4131V     AQR4131  R4133V 
V 

AQR4133  R5123V AQR5123 
V V 

R5125V     AQR5125  R3091 
V 

R3092  R3093  R4095 R4096  

R4097  R5098 R5099       

R5100 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LA03RH01 

LA03RH02 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

CC.1.2.4.I 

RI.4.9 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or 
speak about the subject knowledgeably. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R4138I      AQR4138I OWR4138 
I 
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R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I R5133I AQR5133I 

OWR5133 R3080 R3082 
I 

R3084  R3081  R3083 R3085  

R4080  R4081 R4082   41269   

41270 R5080       R5081       

R5082 

 
 
LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

  R4134I AQR4134I R4138I 

AQR4138I R4112 R4117 R4037  

R4039   R4041 R4038  R4040   

R4042 R4044  R4045   R4046 

R4048  R4049   R4050 R4076  

R4077   R4078 R4080  R4081   

R4082 R4099  R4100   R4101 

R4126   R4127   R4128 41269        

41270        41276 

41277 R5123V AQR5123 
V 

R5124I AQR5124I R5125V 

AQR5125  R5126I AQR5126I 
V 

R5128I AQR5128I R5131I 

AQR5131I R5132I AQR5132I 

R5133I AQR5133I R5112 

R5114 R5116 R5037 

R5039 R5041 R5038 

R5040 R5042 R5044 

R5045 R5046 R5048 

R5049 R5050 R5069 

R5070 R5071 R5080 

R5081 R5082 R5101 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 
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R5102 R5103 56326 

56327 56328 
LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

CC.1.2.4.L 

RI.4.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of year, read and comprehend informational texts, including 
history/social studies, science, and technical texts, in the grades 4-5 text 
complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end 
of the range. 

R3136V AQR3136  R3137I 
V 

AQR3137I R3139V AQR3139 
V 

R3140I AQR3140I R3142V 

AQR3142  R3144I AQR3144I 
V 

R3037 R3039 R3041 

R3038 R3040 R3042 

R3044 R3045 R3046 

R3048 R3049 R3050 

R3076 R3077 R3078 

R3080 R3082 R3084 

R3081 R3083 R3085 

R3095 R3096 R3097 

R3120 R3121 R3122 

34238 34240 R4129V 

AQR4129  R4130I AQR4130I 
V 

R4131V AQR4131  R4132I 
V 

AQR4132I R4133V AQR4133 
V 

 

CC.1.1.4.D 

RF.4.3.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills R3143V AQR3143 R3012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phonics and Word Recognition:  V  

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound 
correspondences, syllabication patterns, and 

R3013 

R3017 

R3014 

R3018 

R3015 

R3019 

morphology (e.g., roots and affixes) to read accurately R3020 R4012 R4013 

unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 
R4014 R4015 R4017 
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R4018 R4019 R4020  
LA03RJ03 

41309 R5129I AQR5129I  

R5012 R5013 R5014 
LA05M01 

R5015 R5017 R5018 LE04A02 

R5019 R5020 R5032 LE04A07 

R5033 R5034 R5035 LE04A15 

389 397 675 
LE05A02 

5268 

5276 

5228 

5277 

5269 

5181 
LE05A07 
LE05A10 

LE05B10 

CC.1.1.4.E 

RF.4.4.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills R3108 R3109 R3110 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE04A03 

Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 

R3111 R3112 R3113 

comprehension: Read on-level text with purpose and R3114 R4111 R4112 

understanding. R4113 R4114 R4115 

R4116 R4117 R5111 

R5112 R5113 R5114 LE04E04 

R5116 R5117 375 LE05A08 

645 779 5295 LE05E01 
5297 5298  

CC.1.1.4.E 

RF.4.4.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: 
Read on-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, 
and expression on successive readings. 

375 5295 LE04E04 

LE05E01 

CC.1.1.4.E 

RF.4.4.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills R3129V AQR3129 R3132V 
 
 
 
 

LA03RI0

1 

LA03RI0

2 

Fluency:  V  

Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 
comprehension: Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition 
and understanding, rereading as necessary. 

AQR3132 V 

R3108 

R3135V 
 
 
R3111 

AQR3135 V 

R4113 

R5111 R5117 675  

690 691 56365 
LA03RI03 

56367 5276  LE04A02 

LE04C08 

LE05A02 

CC.1.4.4.F 
CC.1.4.4.H 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 

R3128I AQR3128I OWR3128 
I 
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CC.1.4.4.J 
W.4.1.a 

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons and information: Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an 
opinion, and create an organizational structure in which related ideas are 
grouped to support the writer’s purpose. 

R3131I AQR3131I OWR3131 
I 

R3134I AQR3134I OWR3134 
I 

34220 34221 34282 

56324 56326 56330 

56383 56006 

 
LA03RI0

1 

LA03RI0

2 

LA03RI0

3 

LE05D02 

CC.1.4.4.F 
CC.1.4.4.I 

W.4.1.b 

Writing Standards 
for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons and information: Provide reasons that are supported by facts 
and details. 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 
I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I R5131I AQR5131I 

R5132I AQR5132I R5133I 

AQR5133I OWR5133 34220 
I 

34221 34282 56324 

56326 56330 56383 

3272 56006 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

LE03F03 

LE05D02 

CC.1.4.4.F 
CC.1.4.4.K 

W.4.1.c 

Writing Standards for  
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons and information: Link opinion and 
reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for instance, in order to, in 
addition). 

R3128I AQR3128I OWR3128 
I 

R3131I AQR3131I OWR3131 
I 

R3134I AQR3134I OWR3134 
I 

 

 
LA03RI0

1 
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LA03RI0

2 

LA03RI0

3 

CC.1.4.4.F 
CC.1.4.4.J 

W.4.1.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 
reasons and information: Provide a concluding statement or section 
related to the opinion presented. 

34220 34221 34282 

56324 56326 56330 

56383 56006 

 
 
LE05D02 

CC.1.4.4.A 
CC.1.4.4.B 
CC.1.4.4.C 
W.4.2.a 

Writing Standards R3124I AQR3124I 41300  
 
 
 

LA03RH01 

LE03F10 

Text Types and Purposes 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

56334 56336 56340 

convey ideas and information clearly: Introduce a topic 56365 56368 56390 

clearly and group related information in paragraphs and 
sections; include formatting (e.g., headings), illustrations, and multimedia 
when useful to aiding comprehension. 

34028 

5246 

177 

5148 

647 

5068 
5219 5215 5240 LE04D01 

5241 5069  
LE05D01 

LE05D02 

LE05D04 

CC.1.4.4.A 
CC.1.4.4.C 

W.4.2.b 

Writing Standards for 34238 34245 34274  
 
 
 
 

 
LA05N01 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

41329 41269 41304 

convey ideas and information clearly: Develop the topic with 34281 R5131I AQR5131I 

facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples related to the topic. 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 I 

56334 56336 56340 LA05N03 

56365 56368 56390 
LE04D01 

177 

5148 

647 

5068 

5246 

5219 
LE05D01 

5215   LE05D04 

CC.1.4.4.A 

CC.1.4.4.D 

W.4.2.c 

Writing Standards for 177 647 5148 
LE04D01 

LE05D01 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Link ideas within 

5219 5215 
 

categories of information using words and phrases (e.g., LE05D04 
another, for example, also, because). 

Cc.1.4.4.A 

CC.1.4.4.D 

CC.1.4.4.E 

W.4.2.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Use precise language and domain-specific 

5219 5215 LE05D01 
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vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

CC.1.4.4.A 

W.4.2.e 

Writing Standards for 56334 56336 56340  

 
LE05D04 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

56365 56368 56390 

convey ideas and information clearly: Provide a concluding 5246 5148 5068 

statement or section related to the information or 

explanation presented. 

CC.1.4.4.M 

CC.1.4.4.N 

CC.1.4.4.P 

W.4.3.a 

Writing Standards for 34229 34230 34254  
 
 
LE04D04 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and 

34256 

34266 

34257 

34274 

34265 

34275 

clear event sequences: Orient the reader by establishing a 
situation and introducing a narrator and/or characters; 

41286 41288 666 

organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally 

CC.1.4.4.M 

Cc.1.4.4.O 

W.4.3.b 

Writing Standards for 34264 34265 34272  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

41295 41296 41315 

events using effective technique, descriptive details, and 41322 56357 56361 

clear event sequences: Use dialogue and description to 
develop experiences and events or show the responses of characters to 
situations. 

56365 

67295 

56369 

67298 

67294 

67323 

CC.1.4.4.M 
CC.1.4.4.O 
CC.1.4.4.Q 
W.4.3.d 

Writing Standards for R3123V AQR3123 R3125V  
 
 
 
LA03RH01 

Text Types and Purposes:  V  

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, descriptive details, and 

AQR3125 V R5127V AQR5127 V 

clear event sequences: Use concrete words and phrases 
and sensory details to convey experiences and events 

34225 34279 41291 LA03RH02 

precisely. 41311 41320 40795 
LA05L03 

56357 56361 56365  

56369 
  LE04D02 

CC.1.4.4.M 

CC.1.4.4.P 

W.4.3.e 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: 
Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or 
events. 

56351 666 LE04D04 

CC.1.4.4.F 

W.4.4 

Writing Standards for 34221 34282 34255 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE04D03 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 

34256 34263 34274 

development and organization are appropriate to task, 34281 41304 56326 

purpose, and audience. 56329 56330 56383 

56336 56339 56340 

56346 56350 56351 

56386 56357 56360 LE04D04 
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56361 56365 56368 
LE05D02 

56369 56390 666  

655 5246 5148 
LE05D04 

5068 56006 5240 

5241 5069  

CC.1.4.4.T 

W.4.5 

Writing Standards for 56326 56329 56330 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE04D01 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop 

56336 56339 56340 

and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and 56346 56350 56351 

editing. 56365 56368 56369 

303 177 647 

666 5031 5065  

5066 5246 5148 
LE04D04 

5068 56006 5240 LE04D06 

5241 5069 5149 LE05D01 

5244 5250 5219 LE05D02 

5215   
LE05D03 

LE05D04 

LE05D07 

LE05D08 

CC.1.4.4.V 

W.4.7 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through 
investigation of different aspects of a topic. 

R3124I AQR3124I R3126I 

AQR3126I R3137I AQR3137I 

R3140I AQR3140I R3144I 

AQR3144I R4130I AQR4130I 

R4132I AQR4132I R4134I 

AQR4134I R4135I AQR4135I 

OWR4135 R4136I AQR4136I 
I 

R4137I AQR4137I R4138I 

AQR4138I OWR4138 R5124I 
I 

AQR5124I R5126I AQR5126I 

R5128I AQR5128I R5131I 

AQR5131I R5132I AQR5132I 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 
I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA03RH01 

LA03RH02 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

56336 56340 303 

383 5246 5148 

5068 

LA04RI01 

LA04RI02 

LA04RI03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

LE04D05 

LE04D06 

LE05D04 

CC.1.4.4.W 

W.4.8 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant 
information from print and digital sources; take notes and categorize 
information, and provide a list of sources. 

R3126I AQR3126I R4135I 

AQR4135I OWR4135 R4136I 
I 

AQR4136I R4137I AQR4137I 

56336 56340  303 

383 5244 5250 

5246 5148 5068 

 
 
 
 

LA03RH02 

LA04RI01 

LA04RI02 

LA04RI03 

LE04D05 

LE04D06 

LE05D03 

LE05D04 

CC.1.4.4.R 

W.4.9.a 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 4 Reading standards to literature 
(e.g., “Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, 
drawing on specific details in the text [e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, 
or actions.”). 

34229 34230 34265 

34267 34272 34274 

34281 41275 41276 

41332 41333 41324 

41331 

 

CC.1.4.4.R 

W.4.9.b 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 4 Reading standards to 
informational texts (e.g., “Explain how an author uses reasons and 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

evidence to support particular points in a text”). AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 
I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I R5133I AQR5133I 

OWR5133 41275 41276 
I 

41332 41333 56365 

56368 56390 

 
 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

CC.1.4.4.X 
W.4.10 

Writing Standards for 34229 34230 34236 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE03C15 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 

34238 34239 34245 

research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 34247 34248 34254 

(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline- 
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

34256 

34265 

34257 

34266 

34263 

34272 

34274 34275 34281 

34221 34283 34282 

41286 41288 41293 

41295 41296 41302 

41269 41303 41304 

41305 41306 41308 

41313 41315 41316 

41322 41324 41325 

41331 41275 41276 

41332 41333 56326 

56329 56330 56383  

56336 56339 56340 
LE03F03 

56346 56350 56351 LE03F04 

56386 56357 56360 LE03F05 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

56361 56365 56368 LE03F06 

56390 56369 3208 LE03F07 
3209 

3255 

3211 

3270 

3254 

3271 
LE03F09 

3272 3273 3274 
LE03F10 

3275 3276 3277 LE04D01 

34028 303 177 LE04D02 

647 666 40795 LE04D03 

661 222 655 
LE04D04 

5031 5065 5066  

5246 5148 5068 
LE04D06 

56006 5240 5241 
LE05D01 

5069 5149 5244 LE05D02 

5250 5219 5215 LE05D03 

LE05D04 

LE05D07 

LE05D08 

CC.1.5.4.D 

SL.4.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Presentation 
of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience in an 
organized manner, using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 
details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an 
understandable pace. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 
I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I R5133I AQR5133I 

OWR5133 300 375 
I 

445 5253 5254 

5285 5230 5229 

5239 6601 6608 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05N01 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

LE04E01 

LE04E03 

LE04E04 

LE05E02 

LE05E03 

LE05E04 

LE06G02 

CC.1.5.4.B 

SL.4.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards Comprehension 
and Collaboration: 
Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information presented in 
diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

41329 

56014 

5265 5266  
LE05E05 

CC.1.5.4.C 
SL.4.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards Comprehension 
and Collaboration: 
Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support 
particular points. 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

CC.1.5.4.E 

SL.4.5 

Speaking and Listening Standards Presentation of 
Knowledge and Ideas: 
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations when 
appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas or themes. 

300 445 LE04E01 

LE04E03 

CC.1.5.4.F 
SL.4.6 

Speaking and Listening Standards Presentation of 
Knowledge and Ideas: 
Differentiate between contexts that call for formal English (e.g., presenting 
ideas) and situations where informal discourse is appropriate (e.g., small-
group discussion); use formal English when appropriate to task and 
situation. 

375 

5229 

5253 

5239 

5254  
LE04E0

4 

LE05E0

2 

LE05E0

3 

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.a 

Language Standards for 34232 41289 3188 
 
 
 
 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

3189 34017 3247 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Use 3246 101 107 LE03C07 

relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) and 
relative adverbs (where, when, why). 

108 

5207 

566 

5221 

5248 

5249 

LE03C10 

LE04B14 

LE05B11 

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.b 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: 

3279 

5147 

5225 5212  
LE03C08 

LE05B04 

Form and use the progressive (e.g., I was walking; I am 

walking; I will be walking) verb tenses. 

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.c 

Language Standards for 106 559 5225 
 
 
LE04B13 Conventions of Standard English: 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
5212 5147 5227 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Use 5211   LE05B04 

modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may, must) to convey various 
conditions. LE05B06 

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.d 

Language Standards for 41318 3248 3249 
 
 
LE03C09 Conventions of Standard English: 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
34016 107 5204 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 5205   LE04B14 

Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional 
patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small bag). LE05B09 

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.e 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: 

33997 

109 

3251 3250  
LE03C11 

LE04B15 

Form and use prepositional phrases. 

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.f 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Produce complete sentences, 
recognizing and correcting inappropriate fragments and run-ons. 

41280  

CC.1.5.4.G 

L.4.1.g 

Language Standards for R3022 R3023 R3024  

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

R3025 34223 R4022 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: R4023 R4024 R4025 

Correctly use frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; 
there, their). 

R5022 

R5025 

R5023 R5024 

CC.1.4.4.L 

CC.1.4.4.R 

L.4.2.a 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing: Use correct 
capitalization. 

34241 3185 115 LE03C06 

LE04B02 

CC.1.4.4.L Language Standards for 41298 116 608   
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

CC.1.4.4.R 

L.4.2.b 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

5234 5235 56363 
 
LE04B19 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 5288 5289  LE05B02 
writing: Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct  

speech and quotations from a text. LE05B03 

CC.1.4.4.L 

CC.1.4.4.R 

L.4.2.c 

Language Standards for 34007 3251 105 
LE03C11 

LE04B15 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

230 598 
 

writing: Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a LE04B17 
compound sentence. 

CC.1.4.4.L 

CC.1.4.4.R 

L.4.2.d 

Language Standards for 182 175 305  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE04B03 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

306 307 308 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 309 310 311 

writing: Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting 
references as needed. 

312 

336 

313 

337 

314 

338 

341 342 343 

346 347 348 

353 354 355 

361 362 363 

178 187 209 LE04B04 

5150 5151 5152 
LE04B05 

5153 5154 5155  

5156 5157 5158 
LE04B06 

5159 5160 5161 LE04B07 

5162 5163 5164 LE04B08 

5165 5166 5167 LE04B09 

5168 5169 5170 
LE04B10 

5171 

5174 

5172 

5175 

5173 
LE04B11 
LE04B12 

LE05F01 

LE05F02 

LE05F03 

LE05F04 

LE05F05 

LE05F06 

LE05F07 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

LE05F08 

LE05F09 

L.4.3.a Language Standards for Knowledge 
of Language: 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, 
reading, or listening: Choose words and phrases to convey ideas 
precisely. 

R3123V AQR312 
V 

AQR3125  R5127V V 

3238 3239 

3  R3125V 
 
 
AQR5127 V 

 

LA03RH01 

LA03RH02 

LA05L03 

LE03B11 

CC.1.3.4.I 
L.4.4.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use context (e.g., definitions, 
examples, or restatements in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 

R3129V AQR3129  R3132V 
V 

AQR3132  R3135V AQR3135 
V V 

R3108 R3111 R4113 

R5111 R5117 56365 

56367 

 
 

 
LA03RI0

1 

LA03RI0

2 

LA03RI0

3 

CC.1.3.4.I 

L.4.4.b 
Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use common, grade-appropriate 
Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 
(e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 

R5032 R5033 R5034 

R5035 

 

CC.1.3.4.I 

L.4.4.c 
Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Consult reference materials (e.g., 
dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation and 
determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases. 

LA470V2   AQLA470  LA477V 
V2 

AQLA477  OWR3126 OWR3141 V
 I V 

OWR4136 OWR5129 3218 I I 

3219 295 297 

523 

 
 
 

LA02RF02 

LA02RF03 

LA03RH02 

LA03RJ02 

LA04RI02 

LA05M01 

LE03A05 

LE04A17 

 

L.4.5.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 

R3123V AQR3123  R3125V 
V 

AQR3125  R5127V AQR5127 
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nts 

and nuances in word meanings: Explain the meaning of simple similes 
and metaphors (e.g., as pretty as a picture) in context. 

V V 

41311 41320 56357 

56361 584 330 

40792 5251 5100 

5273 5274 

LA03RH01 

LA03RH02 

LA05L03 

LE04B16 

LE04C01 

LE05C09 

LE05D06 

 

L.4.5.b 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 
and nuances in word meanings: Recognize and explain the meaning of 
common idioms, adages, and proverbs. 

R3123V     AQR3123  R3125V 
V 

AQR3125  R5127V AQR5127 
V V 

R3027  R3028  R3029 R3030  

R4027  R4028 R4029  R4030  

R5027 R5028       R5029       

R5030 

 
 
 
 
 
LA03RH0

1 

LA03RH0

2 

LA05L03 

 
L.4.5.c 

Language Standards for R3002 R3003 R3004  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

R3005 R3007 R3008 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Demonstrate R3009 R3010 34268 

understanding of words by relating them to their opposites 
(antonyms) and to words with similar but not identical meanings 
(synonyms). 

R4002 

R4005 

R4003 

R4007 

R4004 

R4008 

R4009 R4010 R5002 

R5003 R5004 R5005 

R5007 R5008 R5009 

R5010 56364  

CC.1.2.4.J 
CC.1.3.4.J 
L.4.6 

Language Standards for R3136V AQR3136 R3138V  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LA03RJ01 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general 
academic and domain-specific words and phrases, 

AQR3138 V R3139V AQR3139 V 

including those that signal precise actions, emotions, or 
states of being (e.g., quizzed, whined, stammered) and that are basic to a 
particular topic (e.g., wildlife, conservation, and endangered when 
discussing animal preservation). 

R3141V 
 
 
AQR3142 V 

AQR3141 V 

R3145V 

R3142V 
 
 
AQR3145 V 

R4129V AQR4129 V R4131V 

AQR4131 R4133V AQR4133 LA03RJ02 

V  V 
LA03RJ03 
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nts 

R5123V AQR5123 R5125V  

 V  LA04RH01 

AQR5125 V 3162 3163 LA04RH02 

3164 3165 3160 LA04RH03 

3161 389 397 LA05L01 

398 5181 5182 LA05L02 

5185 5186 5187 
LE03A13 

5189 

6521 

5190 

6522 

6520 

6523 
LE03A14 

6524 6525 6526 
LE03A15 

LE04A07 

LE04A15 

LE04A16 

LE05A10 

LE05A11 

LE05A14 

LE05A15 

LE05A16 

LE05A18 

LE05A19 

LE06C08 

LE06C09 

LE06C10 

LE06C11 

LE06C12 

LE06C13 

LE06C14 
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FIFTH GRADE ENGLISH / LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview: Students continue to develop their reading and comprehension skills while simultaneously developing study skills and broadening 

their vocabulary.  Through systematic and explicit instruction in phonics, context, and decoding students further develop their literacy skills.  

Students synthesize ideas into coherent essays and papers while also learning the roots, prefixes, and suffixes of the English language.  In the 

fifth grade students learn to take different points of view by reading a variety of texts describing the social impact of humans on the environment 

and various societal human relationships.   

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

Vocabulary Skills Students will expand and apply knowledge of grade level 
appropriate vocabulary. 

3 weeks 

Process Skills: Think Alouds Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and 
expository texts using think aloud prompts and scaffolded 
support. 

3 weeks 

Comprehension Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and 
expository texts. 

3 weeks 

State Simulation Assessments Students will apply comprehension skills to literary and 
expository texts that simulate high stakes assessments. 

3 weeks 

Information: Text Evidence Students will be exposed to academic and figurative language, 
interdisciplinary content, and reasons and evidence in texts 
through authentic articles and scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 weeks 

Information: Compare, 
Contrast 

Students will be exposed to interdisciplinary content while 
comparing and contrasting two different types of text structures 
through authentic articles and scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 weeks 

Information: Integrate Students will be exposed to the process of integrating information 
from multiple sources through interdisciplinary content and 
scaffolded, meaningful practice. 

3 weeks 

An American Safari - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on animals in the wild 
engages students in a series of activities that serve to enhance 
reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

The Birchbark House - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on human and animal 
relationships engages students in a series of activities that serve 
to enhance reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

The Giver - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on knowledge and life 
choices engages students in a series of activities that serve to 
enhance reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 

Mother and Daughter - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on mother-daughter 
relationships and adolescence engages students in a series of 
activities that serve to enhance reading, writing, and thinking 
skills. 

3 weeks 

The Black Stallion - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on survival and trust 
engages students in a series of activities that serve to enhance 
reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

3 weeks 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.5.A 

RL.5.1 

Reading Standards for Literature R4037 R4039 R4041 
 
LE04B19 

LE05B03 

LE06A16 

LE06E01 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text 

R4038 R4040 R4042 

says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 41295 41297 41298 

41306 41307 41324 

41329 116 608 

R5037 R5039 R5041 

R5038 R5040 R5042 

56336 56338 5234 

5235 R6037 R6038 
R6039 67272 67273 

67275 6489 6442 

6573   

CC.1.3.5.C 

RL.5.2 

Reading Standards for Literature R4044 R4045 R4046 
 
LE04A01 
LE04C08 

LE05A05 

LE05C10 

LE05D05 

LE06C03 
LE06E05 

LE06E10 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details 

R4052 R4053 R4054 

in the text, including how characters in a story or drama 41286 41287 690 

respond to challenges or how the speaker in a poem 
reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 

691 

R5044 

321 

R5045 

642 

R5046 

R5051 R5052 R5053 

56346 56348 5271 

5272 5270 5237 

56003 5200 5252 

R6041 R6042 R6043 

R6049 R6050 R6051 
6515 6532 6564 
6577 6582 6569 

CC.1.3.5.B 

RL.5.3 

Reading Standards for Literature R4080 R4081 R4082  
 
 

 
LE05C04 

LE06E10 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or 

R5080 R5081 R5082 

events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., 
how characters interact). 

56346 

5281 

R6082 

56349 

R6080 

67262 

5280 

R6081 67264 

6582 6569  

CC.1.3.5.F 

RL.5.4 

Reading Standards for Literature R5127V AQR5127 R4027 LA05L03 

LE04B16 
LE04C01 

LE05A13 

LE05C08 

Craft and Structure:  V  
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative language such as metaphors and 
similes. 

R4028 

41286 

R4029 41291 R4030 

41306 

41311 41315 41320 
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584 330 40794 LE05C09 

LE05D06 
LE06C01 

LE06D06 

40792 R5027 R5028 
R5029 

56361 

R5030 

5184 

56357 

5251 

5100 5273 5274 

5218 5214 R6027 

R6028 R6029 R6030 

67304 67306 67308 

6513 6530 66950 
6556 6546  

CC.1.3.5.E 

RL.5.5 

Reading Standards for Literature 702 217 218  
 
 
 
LE04C06 

Craft and Structure: 
Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits 

219 145 216 

together to provide the overall structure of a particular story, 5262 5263 6570 

drama, or poem. 6583 6584 6571 
LE05C07 

6597 6486 6439  

6590 
  LE06E11 

LE06E12 

LE06F05 

LE06F09 

CC.1.3.5.D 

RL.5.6 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft and Structure: 
Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences how 
events are described. 

5291 

6551 

5292 6541  
LE05D09 

LE06D01 

CC.1.3.5.H 

RL.5.9 

Reading Standards for Literature R5080 R5081 R5082 
 
 
 
LE05C04 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast stories in the same genre (e.g., 

5280 5281 R6080 

mysteries and adventure stories) on their approaches to similar themes 
and topics. 

R6081 

6569 

R6082 6582 
LE06E10 

CC.1.3.5.K 

RL.5.10 

Reading Standards for Literature R4037 

R4039 

R4041 

R4038 

R4040 

R4042 
R4044 
R4045 
R4046 

R4052 

R4056 

R4053 

690 

691 

702 

217 

218 

219 

145 

216 

371 

590 

40796 

578 

R5113 

R5117 

56336 

56337 

56338 

56346 

56348 

56349 

56357 

56358 
56359 
56365 
56366 

 
LE04A03 
LE04C01 
LE04C03 
LE04C06 
LE04C07 
LE04C08 
LE05A04 
LE05A05 
LE05A06 
LE05A08 
LE05C01 
LE05C02 
LE05C03 
LE05C04 
LE05C05 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, 

including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the 

grades 4-5 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen
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R4057 

R4054 

R4058 

R4076 

R4077 

R4078 

R4080 

R4081 

R4082 

R4099 

R4100 

R4101 

R4105 

R4106 

R4107 

R4111 

R4113 

R4114 

R4115 

R4116 

41286 

41287 

41295 

41297 

41306 

41307 

41315 

41317 

41324 

41326 

645 

779 

221 

508 

R5037 

R5039 

R5041 

R5038 

R5040 

R5042 

R5044 

R5045 

R5046 

R5051 

R5052 

R5053 

R5054 

R5055 

R5056 

R5057 

R5058 

R5059 

R5080 

R5081 

R5082 

R5101 

R5102 

R5103 

R5111 

56367 
5291 
5292 

5297 

5298 

5061 

5064 

5224 

5261 

5271 

5272 

5270 

5237 

5101 

5299 

56003 

5200 

5252 
5278 

5281 
5279 

5283 
5280 

5202 

5232 

5233 

5222 
5223 

LE05C06 
LE05C10 
LE05C11 
LE05D05 
LE05D09 

CC.1.2.5.B 

RI.5.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 

R4037  R4039  R4041 R4038  

R4040   R4042 41298 41329 

 116 

608 R5037 R5039 

R5041 R5038 R5040 

R5042 5234 5235 

R6037 R6038 R6039 

6489 6442 

LE04B19 

LE05B03 

LE06A16 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.2.5.A 

RI.5.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are 
supported by key details; summarize the text. 

R4044  R4045  R4046 R4048  

R4049   R4050 41276        41277        

41300 

40812        321            642 

R5044  R5045  R5046 R5048   

R5049    R5050 5270     5237     

R6041 R6042  R6043  R6045 R6046       

R6047       67262 

67263        6515          6532 

 
LE04A01 

LE04D03 

LE05A05 

LE06C03 

CC.1.2.5.C 

RI.5.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, 
events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text based 
on specific information in the text. 

R3137I AQR3137I R3140I 

AQR3140I R3144I AQR3144I 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I 41269 41270 

R5080 R5081 R5082 

R6080 R6081 R6082 

 
 
 
 

LA03RJ01 

LA03RJ02 

LA03RJ03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

CC.1.2.5.F 

RI.5.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of general academic and domain- specific words 
and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 5 topic or subject area. 

R4129V     AQR4129  R4131V 
V 

AQR4131  R4133V AQR4133 V
 V 

R5123V     AQR5123  R5125V 
V 

AQR5125               389  390 
V 

391            392            393 

394            395            396 

397       398       R5027 R5028  

R5029   R5030 56325        56326        

5181 

5182          5183          5184 

5185          5186          5187 

5188          5189          5190 

R6027       R6028       R6029 

R6030 67282 67283 

67284 6520 6521 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LE04A07 

LE04A08 

LE04A09 

LE04A10 
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Core 

Standard 
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6522 6523 6524 

6525 6526 6527 

6528 6529 

LE04A11 

LE04A12 

LE04A13 

LE04A14 

LE04A15 

LE04A16 

LE05A10 

LE05A11 

LE05A12 

LE05A13 

LE05A14 

LE05A15 

LE05A16 

LE05A17 

LE05A18 

LE05A19 

LE06C08 

LE06C09 

LE06C10 

LE06C11 

LE06C12 

LE06C13 

LE06C14 

LE06C15 

LE06C16 

LE06C17 

CC.1.2.5.E 

RI.5.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and Structure: 
Compare and contrast the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, 
cause/effect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I AQR5130I 

R5080 R5081 R5082       R6080       
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

in two or more texts. R6081 

R6082 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

CC.1.2.5.D 

RI.5.6 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft and Structure: 
Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important 
similarities and differences in the point of view they represent. 

R3128I      AQR3128I OWR3128 
I 

R3131I      AQR3131I OWR3131 
I 

R3134I      AQR3134I OWR3134 
I 

R4135I      AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I AQR4137I 

R5080 R5081 R5082  R6080   

R6081 R6082 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LA03RI01 

LA03RI02 

LA03RI03 

LA04RI01 

LA04RI02 

LA04RI03 

CC.1.2.4.G 

RI.5.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas: 
Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating 
the ability to locate an answer to a question quickly or to solve a problem 
efficiently. 

R3126I AQR3126I 41268 

303 383 
LA03RH02 

LE04D05 

LE04D06 

CC.1.2.5.H 

RI.5.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas: 
Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular 
points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence support which 
point(s). 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

6576 6563 

 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LE06E04 

CC.1.2.5.I 

RI.5.9 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas: 
Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write 
or speak about the subject knowledgeably. 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 
I 

R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I R5133I AQR5133I 

OWR5133 303 383 
I 

56340 5246 5148 

5068 6601 6608 

 
 
 
 

LA04RJ01 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

LE04D05 
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Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

LE04D06 

LE05D04 

LE06G02 

CC.1.2.5.L 

RI.5.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts, 
including history/social studies, science, and technical texts, at the high 
end of the grades 4-5 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4135I AQR4135I R4136I 

AQR4136I R4137I AQR4137I 

R4138I AQR4138I R5124I 

AQR5124I 

 R5126I AQR5126I 

R5128I AQR5128I R5129I 

AQR5129I R5130I AQR5130I 

R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I R5133I AQR5133I 

R4037 R4039 R4041 

R4038 R4040 R4042 

R4044 R4045 R4046 

R4048 R4049 R4050 

R4056 R4057 R4058 

R4076 R4077 R4078 

R4080 R4081 R4082 

R4095 R4096 R4097 

R4099 R4100 R4101 

R4112 R4117 R4126 

R4127 R4128 41269 

41270        41276        41277 

616            296            656 

645            779            321 

642    R5037     R5039 R5041  

R5038  R5040 R5042  R5044  

R5045 R5046  R5048  R5049 R5050  

R5054  R5055 R5056  R5069  

 
LA04RH01 
LA04RH02 
LA04RH03 
LA04RI01 
LA04RI02 
LA04RI03 
LA04RJ01 
LA05L01 
LA05L02 
LA05L03 
LA05M01 
LA05M02 
LA05N01 
LA05N02 
LA05N03 
LE04A01 
LE04A03 
LE04A05 
LE04A06 
LE05A01 
LE05A03 
LE05A05 
LE05A06 
LE05A08 
LE05C12 
LE05E06 
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R5070 R5071  R5080  R5081 R5082  

R5098  R5099 R5100  R5101  

R5102 R5103  R5112  R5114 R5116       

56326        56327 

56328        5297          5298 

5224          5261          5270 

5237          5213          5231 

5284          5260          5275 

5226          5286          5287 

67283        67285        67284 

67286  R6037   R6038 R6039  

R6041  R6042 R6043  R6045  

R6046 R6047  R6069  R6070 R6071  

R6080  R6081 R6082  R6095  

R6096 R6097 

 

CC.1.1.5.D 

RF.5.3.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills R3143V AQR3143 R4012  
LA03RJ03 

LE04A02 
LE04A07 

LE04A15 

LE05A02 

LE05A07 

LE05A10 
LE05B10 
LE06B06 

LE06C15 

LE06C16 

Phonics and Word Recognition:  V  

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words: Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound 
correspondences, syllabication patterns, and 

R4013 

R4017 

R4014 

R4018 

R4015 

R4019 

morphology (e.g., roots and affixes) to read accurately R4020 41309 389 

unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 
397 675 R5012 

R5013 R5014 R5015 

R5017 R5018 R5019 
R5020 

R5034 

R5032 

R5035 

R5033 

5268 

5228 5269 5276 

5277 5181 R6012 

R6013 R6014 R6015 

R6017 R6018 R6019 

R6020 R6032 R6033 
R6034 R6035 6512 

6506 6527 6528 

CC.1.1.5.E 

RF.5.4.a 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: 
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding. 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 
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ts 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I R5128I AQR5128I 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I R4111 R4112 

R4113 R4114 R4115 

R4116 R4117  375 

645       779       R5111 R5112  

R5113  R5114 R5116       R5117       

5295 

5297     5298     R6107 R6108  

R6109  R6110 R6111       R6112       

R6113 

 
 
 
 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LE04A03 

LE04E04 

LE05A08 

LE05E01 

CC.1.1.5.E 

RF.5.4.b 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: 
Read on-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and 
expression on successive readings. 

375 5295 LE04E04 

LE05E01 

CC.1.1.5.E 

RF.5.4.c 

Reading Standards for Foundational Skills Fluency: 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: Use 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
rereading as necessary. 

R3129V AQR3129  R3132V 
V 

AQR3132  R3135V AQR3135 V
 V 

R5123V AQR5123  R5125V 
V 

AQR5125  675 690 
V 

691 56365 56367 

5276 6573 

 
 
 
 

LA03RI01 

LA03RI02 

LA03RI03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LE04A02 

LE04C08 

LE05A02 

LE06E01 

CC.1.4.5.G 

CC.1.4.5.H 

CC.1.4.5.J 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 

56324 56326 56330 

56383 56006 67272 
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W.5.1.a reasons and information: Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, 
and create an organizational structure in which ideas are logically 
grouped to support the writer’s purpose. 

67276 67319 67283 

67284 67287 67299 

67324 6586 6593 

6601 6608 

LE05D02 

LE06F01 

LE06G02 

CC.1.4.5.G 

CC.1.4.5.I 

W.5.1.b 

Writing Standards for R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LA04RI01 

Text Types and Purposes:   I 

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of 
view with reasons and information: Provide logically ordered 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 I 

reasons that are supported by facts and details. R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 

  I 

56324 56326 56330 LA04RJ01 

56383 56006 67272 
LA05N03 

67276 

67284 

67319 

67287 

67283 

67299 
LE05D02 

67324 6586 6593 
LE06F01 

6601 6608  LE06G02 

Cc.1.4.5.G 

CC.1.4.5.J 

W.5.1.c 

Writing Standards for R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
 
 
 
 
LA04RI01 

Text Types and Purposes:   I 

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of 
view with reasons and information: Link opinion and 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 I 

reasons using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., 
consequently, specifically). 

R5133I 
 
 
6586 

AQR5133I 
 
 
6593 

OWR5133 I 

67272 

LA04RJ01 

LA05N03 

67276 67319  LE06F01 

CC.1.4.5.G 

CC.1.4.5.J 

W.5.1.d 

Writing Standards for 56324 56326 56330  
 
 

 
LE05D02 

LE06F01 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of 

56383 56006 67272 

view with reasons and information: Provide a concluding statement or 
section related to the opinion presented. 

67276 

67284 

67324 

67319 

67287 

6586 

67283 

67299 

6593 

6601 6608  LE06G02 

CC.1.4.5.A 

CC.1.4.5.B 

CC.1.4.5.C 

CC.1.4.5.D 

W.5.2.a 

Writing Standards for 177 647 56334 
 
 
 
 
 

LE04D01 

LE05D01 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

56336 56340 56365 

convey ideas and information clearly: Introduce a topic 56368 56390 5246 

clearly, provide a general observation and focus, and group 
related information logically; include formatting (e.g., headings), 
illustrations, and multimedia when useful to 

5148 

5215 

5068 

5240 

5219 

5241 

aiding comprehension. 5069 67265 67281 
LE05D02 
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67283 67284 67288  

67322 
  LE05D04 

CC.1.4.5.A 

CC.1.4.5.C 

W.5.2.b 

Writing Standards for R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135  
 
 
 
 
 
 
LA04RI01 

Text Types and Purposes:   I 

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 
convey ideas and information clearly: Develop the topic with 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 I 

facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples related to the topic. 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 I 

177 647 56334 
LA04RJ01 

56336 56340 56365  

56368 56390 5246 
LA05N03 

5148 5068 5219 LE04D01 

5215 67265 67281 LE05D01 

67283 67284 67288 LE05D04 
67322   

CC.1.4.5.A 

CC.1.4.5.D 

W.5.2.c 

Writing Standards for R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
 
 
 
 
LA04RI01 

Text Types and Purposes:   I 

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 
convey ideas and information clearly: Link ideas within and 

R4138I AQR4138I OWR4138 I 

across categories of information using words, phrases, and 
clauses (e.g., in contrast, especially). 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 I LA04RJ01 

177 647 5148 
LA05N03 

5219 5215 67265 LE04D01 

LE05D01 

LE05D04 

CC.1.4.5.A 

CC.1.4.5.E 

W.5.2.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas 
and information clearly: Use precise language and domain-specific 
vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

R4129V 
 
 
AQR4131 V 

R5123V 
 
 
AQR5125 V 

67265 

AQR4129 V 

R4133V 
 
 
AQR5123 V 

5219 

R4131V 
 
 
AQR4133 V 

R5125V 

5215 

 
 

 
LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LE05D01 

CC.1.4.5.A 

CC.1.4.5.D 

W.5.2.e 

Writing Standards for 56334 56336 56340 
 
 
 
 
LE05D04 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

56365 56368 56390 

convey ideas and information clearly: Provide a concluding 5246 5148 5068 

statement or section related to the information or 67265 67281 67283 
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explanation presented. 
67284 67288 67322 

CC.1.4.5.M 

CC.1.4.5.N 

W.5.3.a 

Writing Standards for 666 56351 67262  
 
 
LE04D04 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

67266 67273 67277 

events using effective technique, descriptive details, and 6589 6429 6587 

clear event sequences: Orient the reader by establishing a 
situation and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event 
sequence that unfolds naturally. 

6476 6597 6486 LE06F02 

LE06F04 

LE06F09 

CC.1.4.5.M 

CC.1.4.5.O 

W.5.3.b 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: Use 
narrative techniques, such as dialogue, description, and pacing, to 
develop experiences and events or show the responses of characters to 
situations. 

56357 56361 56365 

56369 67295 67298 

6587 6476 6597 

6486 

 
 
 
LE06F02 

LE06F09 

CC.1.4.5.M 

CC.1.4.5.P 

W.5.3.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: Use a 
variety of transitional words, phrases, and clauses to manage the 
sequence of events. 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I 

 
LA05M01 

LA05M02 

CC.1.4.5.M 

CC.1.4.5.O 

W.5.3.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: Use 
concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey experiences 
and events precisely. 

R5127V AQR5127  40795 
V 

56357 56361 56365 

56369 67308 6439 

6590 

 
 
 
LA05L03 

LE04D02 

LE06F05 

CC.1.4.5.M 

CC.1.4.5.P 

W.5.3.e 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences: 
Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events. 

666 56351 67262 

67266 67273 67277 

6589 6429 6587 

6476 6597 6486 

 
 

LE04D04 

LE06F02 

LE06F04 

LE06F09 

 

W.5.4 

Writing Standards for 666 655 56326 LE04D03 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 

56329 56330 56383 

development and organization are appropriate to task, 56336 56339 56340 

purpose, and audience. 56346 56350 56351 

56386 56357 56360 

56361 56365 56368 

56369 56390 5246 
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5148 5068 56006 

5240 5241 5069 

67262 67265 67266 
67272 67273 67276 

LE04D04 
67277 67320 67283  

67284 67287 67288 
LE05D02 

67322 67294 67295 LE05D04 

67298 67299 67324 LE06F01 

67304 67307 67325 LE06F02 

67308 67326 6589 
LE06F04 

6429 

6587 

6439 

6476 

6590 

6597 
LE06F05 

6486 6490 6594 
LE06F06 

6586 6593 6601 LE06F09 

6608   LE06G02 

CC.1.4.5.T 

W.5.5 

Writing Standards for 303 177 647 LE04D01 

LE04D04 

LE04D06 
LE05D01 

LE05D02 

LE05D03 

LE05D04 

LE05D07 
LE05D08 
LE06F01 

LE06F02 

LE06F04 

LE06F05 

LE06F06 

LE06F09 

LE06G02 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop 

666 56326 56329 

and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 56330 56336 56339 

editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. 56340 56346 56350 

56351 56365 56368 

56369 5031 5065 

5066 5246 5148 

5068 56006 5240 

5241 5069 5149 

5244 5250 5219 

5215 67262 67265 
67266 

67276 

67272 

67277 

67273 

67283 

67284 67287 67288 

67294 67295 67298 

67299 67304 67307 

67308 6589 6429 

6439 6590 6587 
6476 6597 6486 

6490 6594 6586 

6593 6601 6608 

CC.1.4.5.V Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 
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W.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build 
knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic. 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I R4138I AQR4138I 

OWR4138 R5124I AQR5124I I 

R5126I AQR5126I R5128I 

AQR5128I R5129I AQR5129I 

R5130I AQR5130I R5131I 

AQR5131I R5132I AQR5132I 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 
I 

303 383 56336 

56340 5246 5148 

5068 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA04RI01 

LA04RI02 

LA04RI03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

LE04D05 

LE04D06 

LE05D04 

CC.1.4.5.W 

W.5.8 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant 
information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase 
information in notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. 

303 383 56336 

56340 5244 5250 

5246 5148 5068 

 
 

LE04D05 

LE04D06 

LE05D03 

LE05D04 

CC.1.4.5.S 

W.5.9.a 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature 
(e.g., ''Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events 
in a story or a drama, drawing on specific details in the text [e.g., how 
characters interact]''). 

56365 56369 6501 

6588 

 
LE06F03 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.4.5.S 

W.5.9.b 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 5 Reading standards to 
informational texts (e.g., ''Explain how an author uses reasons and 
evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons 
and evidence support which point[s]''). 

R4130I AQR4130I R4132I 

AQR4132I R4134I AQR4134I 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I R4138I AQR4138I 

OWR4138 R5124I AQR5124I I 

R5126I AQR5126I R5128I 

AQR5128I R5129I AQR5129I 

R5130I AQR5130I R5131I 

AQR5131I R5132I AQR5132I 

R5133I AQR5133I OWR5133 
I 

6566 6579 6576 

6563 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 

LA04RH03 

LA04RI01 

LA04RI02 

LA04RI03 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LA05N01 

LA05N02 

LA05N03 

LE06E04 

LE06E07 

CC.1.4.5.X 

W.5.10 

Writing Standards for 303 177 647 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 

666 40795 661 

research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 222 655 56326 

(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline- 
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

56329 

56336 

56330 

56339 

56383 

56340 

56346 56350 56351 

56386 56357 56360 

56361 56365 56368 

56390 56369 5031 

5065 5066 5246 

5148 5068 56006 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

5240 

5149 

5241 

5244 

5069 

5250 

 
 
LE04D01 

5219 5215 67262 
LE04D02 

67265 67266 67272 LE04D03 

67273 67276 67319 LE04D04 

67277 67320 67283 LE04D06 

67284 67287 67288 
LE05D01 

67322 67294 67295  

67298 67299 67324 
LE05D02 

67304 67307 67325 
LE05D03 

67308 67326 6589 LE05D04 

6429 6439 6590 LE05D07 

6587 6476 6597 LE05D08 

6486 6490 6594 
LE06F01 

6586 6593 6601  

6608 
  LE06F02 

LE06F04 

LE06F05 

LE06F06 

LE06F09 

LE06G02 

CC.1.5.5.B 

SL.5.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 5265 5266 56014  
LE05E05 

LE06G05 

Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse 
media and formats, including visually, 

6604 6610 
 

quantitatively, and orally. 

CC.1.5.5.C 

SL.5.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Comprehension and 
Collaboration: 
Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is 
supported by reasons and evidence. 

R4138I AQR4138I R5124I 

AQR5124I R5126I AQR5126I 

R5128I AQR5128I 5265 

5266 56014 6604 

6610 

 
 
 

LA04RJ01 

LA05L01 

LA05L02 

LA05L03 

LE05E05 

LE06G05 

CC.1.5.5.D 

SL.5.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Presentation of Knowledge 
and Ideas: 
Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically 

R4138I AQR4138I R5132I 

AQR5132I 300  445 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support 
main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace. 

5253 5254 5285 

5230 5229 5239 

6601 6608 

LA04RJ01 

LA05N02 

LE04E01 

LE04E03 

LE05E02 

LE05E03 

LE05E04 

LE06G02 

CC.1.5.5.E 

SL.5.5 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Presentation of Knowledge 
and Ideas: 
Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, sound) and visual 
displays in presentations when appropriate to enhance the development 
of main ideas or themes. 

300 445 LE04E01 

LE04E03 

CC.1.5.5.F 

SL.5.6 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Presentation of Knowledge 
and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English 
when appropriate to task and situation. 

375 5253 5254 

5229 5239 
LE04E04 

LE05E02 

LE05E03 

CC.1.5.5.G 

L.5.1.a 

Language Standards for Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Explain the function of conjunctions, 
prepositions, and interjections in general and their function in particular 
sentences. 

104 109 105 

574 67291 6482 

6435 

 
 
LE04B15 

LE06A09 

CC.1.5.5.G 

L.5.1.b 

Language Standards for Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: 
Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will have 
walked) verb tenses. 

6438 6485 LE06A12 

CC.1.5.5.G 

L.5.1.c 

Language Standards for Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use verb tense to convey various 
times, sequences, states, and conditions. 

106 559 5225 

5212 5147 5227 

5211 6438 6485 

 
 

LE04B13 

LE05B04 

LE05B06 

LE06A12 

CC.1.5.5.G 

L.5.1.d 

Language Standards for 106 559 5225  

 
LE04B13 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

5212 5147 5227 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Recognize and 
correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense. 

5211 6438 6485 
LE05B04 
LE05B06 

LE06A12 
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Core 
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CC.1.5.5.G 

L.5.1.e 

Language Standards for Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Use 

105 

6435 

574 6482  
LE04B15 

LE06A09 
correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor). 

CC.1.4.5.F 

CC.1.4.5.L 

CC.1.4.5.R 

L.5.2.a 

Language Standards for 41271 230 598 
 
 
LE04B17 

LE06A14 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

56363 6487 6440 

writing: Use punctuation to separate items in a series. 

CC.1.4.5.F 

CC.1.4.5.L 

CC.1.4.5.R 

L.5.2.b 

Language Standards for 56363 5288 5289  
LE05B02 

LE06A14 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

6487 6440 
 

writing: Use a comma to separate an introductory element 

from the rest of the sentence. 

CC.1.4.5.F 

CC.1.4.5.L 

CC.1.4.5.R 

L.5.2.c 

Language Standards for 56363 5288 5289  
LE05B02 

LE06A14 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

6487 6440 
 

writing: Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., 

Yes, thank you), to set off a tag question from the rest of the 

sentence (e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct 

address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?). 

CC.1.4.5.F 

CC.1.4.5.L 

CC.1.4.5.R 

L.5.2.d 

Language Standards for Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

5234 

6442 

5235 6489  
LE05B03 

LE06A16 
writing: Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to 

indicate titles of works. 

CC.1.4.5.F 

CC.1.4.5.L 

CC.1.4.5.R 

L.5.2.e 

Language Standards for 178 187 209 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE04B03 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

182 175 305 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 306 307 308 

writing: Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting 
references as needed. 

309 

312 

310 

313 

311 

314 

336 337 338 

341 342 343 

346 347 348 

353 354 355 

361 362 363 

5150 5151 5152 

5153 5154 5155 

5156 

5159 

5157 

5160 

5158 

5161 
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5162 5163 5164 
LE04B04 

5165 5166 5167 LE04B05 

  5168 5169 5170 LE04B06 

5171 5172 5173 LE04B07 

5174 5175 6444 LE04B08 

6445 6446 6447 
LE04B09 

6448 6449 6450  

6451 6452 6453 
LE04B10 

6454 6455 6456 
LE04B11 

6457 6458 6459 LE04B12 

6460 6461 6462 LE05F01 

6463 6464 6465 LE05F02 
6466 6467 6468 

LE05F03 
6469 6470 6471  

6472 6473 
 LE05F04 

LE05F05 

LE05F06 

LE05F07 

LE05F08 

LE05F09 

LE06J01 

LE06J02 

LE06J03 

LE06J04 

LE06J05 

LE06J06 

LE06J07 

LE06J08 

LE06J09 

LE06J10 

CC.1.4.5.K 

Cc.1.4.5.Q 

L.5.3.a 

Language Standards for 41273 41280 230  
 
 
LE04B17 

Knowledge of Language: 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, 
reading, or listening: Expand, combine, 

598 

5293 

56363 

5294 

5146 

67310 

and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, 
and style. 

6427 6487 6440 LE05B01 

LE06A01 
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LE06A14 

CC.1.3.5.I 

L.5.4.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use context (e.g., cause/effect 
relationships and comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word 
or phrase. 

R3129V AQR3129  R3132V 
V 

AQR3132  R3135V AQR3135 
V V 

R5127V AQR5127  R5129I 
V 

AQR5129I R5130I AQR5130I 

675 690  691 

56365 56367 5276 

6573 

LA03RI01 

LA03RI02 

LA03RI03 

LA05L03 

LA05M01 

LA05M02 

LE04A02 

LE04C08 

LE05A02 

LE06E01 

CC.1.3.5.I 

L.5.4.b 

Language Standards for Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use common, grade-appropriate Greek 
and Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., 
photograph, photosynthesis). 

R4012  R4013  R4014 R4015  

R4017  R4018 R4019       R4020       

41309 

389       397       R5012 R5013  

R5014  R5015 R5017  R5018  

R5019 R5020  R5032  R5033 

R5034       R5035       5268 

5228          5269          5276 

5277     5181     R6012 R6013  

R6014  R6015 R6017  R6018  

R6019 R6020  R6032  R6033 

R6034       R6035       6512 

6506          6527          6528 

LE04A07 

LE04A15 

LE05A02 

LE05A07 

LE05A10 

LE05B10 

LE06B06 

LE06C15 

LE06C16 

CC.1.3.5.I 

L.5.4.c 

Language Standards for Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Consult reference materials (e.g., 
dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation and 
determine or clarify the precise meaning of key words and phrases. 

OWR4136 OWR5129 3218 I I 

3219 295 297 

523 56325 56335 

56345 56356 56372 

67261 67271 67282 

67293 67303 

 
 
 

 
LA04RI02 

LA05M01 

LE03A05 

LE04A17 

 Language Standards for R5127AQR5127 41306 
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L.5.5.a V  
 
 
 
 
LA05L03 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Interpret figurative 
language, including similes and metaphors, in context. 

41311 

584 

56357 

41315 

330 

56361 

41320 

40792 

5251 

5100 5273 5274 LE04B16 

67304 67306 67308 LE04C01 

6513 6530 66950 LE05C09 

6556 6546  
LE05D06 

LE06C01 

LE06D06 

 

L.5.5.b 

Language Standards for R5127
V 

AQR5127 R4027  
 
 

 
LA05L03 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Recognize and explain the 
meaning of common idioms, adages, and 

R4028 

R5027 

R4029 

R5028 

R4030 R5029 

proverbs. R5030 5184 R6027 LE05A13 

R6028 R6029 R6030 LE06C01 
6513 6530  

 

L.5.5.c 

Language Standards for R4002 R4003 R4004  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE05A19 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

R4005 R4007 R4008 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Use the R4009 R4010 R4022 

relationship between particular words (e.g., synonyms, 
antonyms, homographs) to better understand each of the words. 

R4023 

R5002 

R4024 

R5003 

R4025 R5004 

R5005 R5007 R5008 

R5009 R5010 R5022 
R5023 

56364 

R5024 

5242 

R5025 

5201 
LE05B12 

5243 5190 R6002 
LE06B04 

R6003 R6004 R6005 

R6007 R6008 R6009 

R6010 R6022 R6023 

R6024 R6025 67311 

6504 6510  

CC.1.2.5.J 

CC.1.3.5.J 

L.5.6 

Language Standards for 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general 

R4129V 

AQR4129 

R4131V 

56345 

56356 

 
LA04RH01 

LA04RH02 
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academic and domain-specific words and phrases, 
including those that signal contrast, addition, and other 
logical relationships (e.g., however, although, nevertheless, similarly, 
moreover, in addition). 

V 

AQR4131 V 

R4133V 

AQR4133 V 

R5123V 
 
 
AQR5125 

AQR5123 V 

389 

R5125V 
 
 
390 
V 

391 

392 

393 

394 

395 

396 

397 

398 

56325 

56335 

56372 

5181 

5182 

5183 

5184 

5185 

5186 

5187 

5188 

5189 

5190 

67261 

67271 

67282 

67293 

67303 

6520 

6521 

6522 

6523 

6524 

6525 

6526 

6527 

6528 

6529 

LA05L02 

LE04A07 
LE04A08 
LE04A09 

LE04A10 

LE04A11 

LE04A12 

LE04A13 

LE04A14 

LE04A15 

LE04A16 

LE05A10 

LE05A11 

LE05A12 

LE05A13 

LE05A14 

LE05A15 

LE05A16 

LE05A17 

LE05A18 

LE05A19 

LE06C08 

LE06C09 

LE06C10 

LE06C11 

LE06C12 

LE06C13 

LE06C14 

LE06C15 

LE06C16 

LE06C17 
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SIXTH GRADE ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview: In the sixth grade students begin to decode reading texts they will encounter on high-stakes assessments while simultaneously 

further developing their social and cultural awareness through the study of survival and determination texts. Major milestones in Sixth grade 

reading and language arts are: 

 Fluent reading with a variety of literary genres 

 Successful application of comprehension strategies 

 Skillful composition development 

 Using punctuation appropriately 

 Ability to speak and listen proficiently. 
 

Language arts extensions chapters include: 
 

Grammar – Students will learn the appropriate conventions of written language. Grammar lessons will focus on subject 
predicate agreement, punctuation, the four types of sentences, verb tenses, direct and indirect objects, transitive and 
intransitive verbs, predicate adjectives, interjections, conjunctions, adverbs, homophones, and compound words. 
Students learn the correct use of a comma and quotation marks while writing dialogue. 

Reading Accurately – Students gain proficiency in reading skills through the development of vocabulary and fluency. Students 
increase their reading fluency by focusing on structure of words, how letters are combined within words, pronunciation of 
multisyllabic words, and correctly identifying the various affixes within words. 

Reading & Vocabulary Skills - Students develop certain vocabulary building skills through identification of figures of speech, 
distinguishing between fact and opinion, cause and effect, and fantasy and reality. Students will enhance language use 
through intensive vocabulary lessons which integrate words from each subject across the curriculum. 

Literature – Students will learn how to read and respond to various types of literature and will begin to recognize literature as a 
record of human experience. This lesson teaches students identification of the author’s voice, point of view, mood and 
tone, techniques for writing, elements of writing style, and various propaganda techniques. Students will be able to point 
out examples of each writing style within various texts. 

Genres of Literature – Students develop an appreciation for the different genres of literature while recognizing that various 
literary texts elicit different responses. Students realize that various genres of literature will produce differing responses. 
Students will determine the characteristics of fiction and biography, universal themes, poetry, and plays. 

The Writing Process – Teaches students how to write in a clear concise style. Lessons focus on paragraphs, fictional stories, 
literature responses, autobiography, letter writing, and plays. Students are asked to choose a topic and write to 
persuade, entertain, or perform in the form of a short story. Other writing assignments include a response to literature, 
an autobiographical story, poetry writing, letter writing, and a one-act play. 

Speaking and Listening Skills – Students learn how to speak and listen proficiently. Students correctly use the skills of 
brainstorming, creating a persuasive speech, note taking, listening for a purpose, following instructions, and writing 
concise directions to demonstrate competence in different situations. 

Careers in Language Arts – Teaches students about the various career opportunities that deal with language arts. These 
include such careers as journalism, library science, publishing, advertising, television, movies, video, and video-game 
creation. 

Conventions of Spelling - Conventions of spelling and proofreading are taught in this chapter. Students are asked to 
demonstrate the influence of other language and cultures on the spelling of English words, consistently apply rules of 
spelling, consistently apply word ending rules, use mnemonic devices to spell correctly, apply irregular plurals rules, and 
recognize 30 grade level sight words. 

 

UNITS/ASSESSMENT   

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Vocabulary Skills Students will expand and apply knowledge of grade level appropriate 
vocabulary. 

4 weeks 

Process Skills: Think Alouds Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and 4 weeks 
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expository texts using think aloud prompts and scaffolded support. 

Comprehension Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and 
expository texts. 

4 weeks 

State Simulation Assessments Students will apply comprehension skills to literary and expository 
texts that simulate high stakes assessments. 

4 weeks 

My Brooklyn Grandmother - 
ILA 

An integrated literature-based chapter on generational differences 
and Chinese culture engages students in a series of activities that 
serve to enhance reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

4 weeks 

Far North - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on survival and friendship 
engages students in a series of activities that serve to enhance 
reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

4 weeks 

Growing Up in Coal Country - 
ILA 

An integrated literature-based chapter on hard work and day to day 
life engages students in a series of activities that serve to enhance 
reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

4 weeks 

Lupita Mañana - ILA An integrated literature-based chapter on survival and determination 
engages students in a series of activities that serve to enhance 
reading, writing, and thinking skills. 

4 weeks 

Poems By Langston Hughes - 
ILA 

An integrated poetry-based chapter on survival and determination 
engages students in a series of activities that serve to enhance 
reading, writing, and thinking skills 

4 weeks 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.6.A 

RL.6.1 

Reading Standards for Literature R5037 R5039 R5041  

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text 

R5038 R5040 R5042 

says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 56336 56338 OW56336 

R6037 R6038 R6039 

OWR6037 67272 67273 

67275 6573 R7037 

R7038 R7039 76322 

CC.1.3.6.C 

RL.6.2 

Reading Standards for Literature R5044 R5045 R5046 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5A5 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is 

R5051 R5052 R5053 

conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of 56346 56348 OW56346 

the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments. 5270 5237 56003 

5200 5252 R6041 

R6042 R6043 R6049 

R6050 R6051 6515 

6532 6564 6577 LE5D5 

6582 6569 R7041 LE6C3 

R7042 R7043 OWR7041 LE6E5 

R7049 R7050 R7051 LE6E10 
76393 76394 76408 

76409 76325 76326 

CC.1.3.6.B 

RL.6.3 

Reading Standards for Literature R5057 R5058 R5059  
 
 
 
 
 
LE5C5 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in 

56336 56337 OW56336 

a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond 5283 56003 5200 

or change as the plot moves toward a resolution. 5252 R6101 R6102 

R6103 67272 67274  

6564 6577 R7098 
LE5D5 

R7099 R7100 OWR7098 
LE6E5 

R7104 R7105 R7106 

CC.1.3.5.F 

RL.6.4 

Reading Standards for Literature R5027 R5028 R5029  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 

R5030 56357 56361 

used in a text, including figurative and connotative 56365 56367 5184 

meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice on 
meaning and tone. 

5251 

5274 

5100 

5218 

5273 

5214 

5276 R6027 R6028 
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Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

R6029 R6030 67304  
LE5A13 

67306 

6530 

67308 

6553 

6513 

6543 
LE5D6 

66950 6556 6546 
LE5C9 

6573 R7027 R7028 LE5C8 

R7029 R7030 76421 LE6C1 

76422 76296 76297 LE6D3 

76298 76302 76303 
LE6D6 

76304 76305  

CC.1.3.6.E 

RL.6.5 

Reading Standards for Literature R5051 R5052 R5053 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5C7 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or 

5262 5263 R6049 

stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the 
development of the theme, setting, or plot. 

R6050 

6583 

R6051 

6584 

6570 

6571 

6597 6486 6439 LE6E11 

6590 R7049 R7050 LE6E12 

R7051   
LE6F9 

LE6F5 

CC.1.3.6.D 

RL.6.6 

Reading Standards for Literature 5291 5292 6541 
 
 
LE5D9 Craft and Structure: 

Explain how an author develops the point of view of the 
6551 76391 76393 

narrator or speaker in a text. 76397   LE6D1 

CC.1.3.6.G 

RL.6.7 

Reading Standards for Literature Integration of 
Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast the experience of reading a story, drama, or poem 
to listening to or viewing an audio, video, or live version of the text, 
including contrasting what they ''see'' and ''hear'' when reading the text to 
what they perceive when they listen or watch. 

67302 67304 OW67304  

CC.1.3.6.H 

RL.6.9 

Reading Standards for Literature R5080 R5081 R5082 
 
 
 
 
LE5C4 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres 

OWR5080 5280 5281 

(e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy R6080 R6081 R6082 

stories) in terms of their approaches to similar themes and 
topics. 

OWR6080 

R7080 

6582 

R7081 

6569 

R7082 

LE6E10 

CC.1.3.6.K 

RL.6.10 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 

56336 56337 56338 

OW56336  56346 56348 

56349 OW56346  56357 

56358 56359 56365 
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56366 56367 OW56365 

R6108 R6109 R6110 

R6112 R6113 67262 

67263 67264 67272 

67274 67273 67275 

67294 67296 67295 

67297 67304 67305 

67306  R7107   R7109 R7110  

R7112   R7113 76391        

76392        76393 

76394 76397 76406 

76407 76408 76409 

76412 76421 76422 

76423 76424 76427 

R8107 R8109 R8110 

R8111 R8113 

CC.1.2.6.B 

RI.6.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I OCR5126  R5128I 
I 

AQR5128I OWR5128 R5037 
I 

R5039 R5041 R5038 

R5040 R5042 R6037 

R6038 R6039 OWR6037 

R7037 R7038 R7039 

76320 76321 76322 

76323 

 

CC.1.2.6.A 

RI.6.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through 
particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal 
opinions or judgments. 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I R5044 R5045 

R5046 R5048 R5049 

R5050 5270 5237 

R6041 R6042 R6043 

R6045 R6046 R6047 

67262 67263 6515 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5A5 

LE6C3 
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6532   R7041    R7042 R7043 

OWR7041 R7045 R7046       

R7047       76453 

76454 76306 76307 

76308 76309 76310 

76311 76312 

CC.1.2.6.C 

RI.6.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or idea is introduced, 
illustrated, and elaborated in a text (e.g., through examples or 
anecdotes). 

67281 67283 67284 

OW67284  6566 6579 

 
 
LE6E7 

CC.1.2.6.F 

RI.6.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings. 

R5127V AQR5127  R5027 
V 

R5028 R5029 R5030 

5184 5251 5100 

5276 R6027 R6028 

R6029 R6030 6513 

6530 6553 6543 

66950 6556 6546 

R7027 R7028 R7029 

R7030 76451 76452 

76296 76297 76298 

76302 76303 76304 

76305 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5A13 

LE5D6 

LE6C1 

LE6D3 

LE6D6 

CC.1.2.6.E 

RI.6.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits 
into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of 
the ideas. 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I OWR5130 R5048 
I 

R5049 R5050 R6045 

R6046 R6047 67262 

67263 R7045 R7046 

R7047 

 

CC.1.2.6.D 

RI.6.6 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and explain how 
it is conveyed in the text. 

R4135I AQR4135I R4136I 

AQR4136I R4137I AQR4137I 

OCR4137  R5054 R5055 
I 

R5056 56326 56327 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5A8 
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OW56326  5297 5298 

R6053 R6054 R6055 

6534 6517 6580 

6567 R7053 R7054 

R7055 76453 76454 

76391 76393 76397 

LE6C5 

LE6E8 

CC.1.2.6.G 

RI.6.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., 
visually, quantitatively) as well as in words to develop a coherent 
understanding of a topic or issue. 

R5131I AQR5131I OWR5131 
I 

OTR5131I R5132I AQR5132I 

OCR5132  R5133I AQR5133I 
I 

OWR5133 R5098 R5099 
I 

R5100 R6091 R6092 

R6093 OWR6091 6580 

6567 R7091 R7092 

R7093 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6E8 

 

RI.6.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from 
claims that are not. 

R5124I AQR5124I OWR5124 
I 

R5126I AQR5126I OCR5126 
I 

R5128I AQR5128I OWR5128 
I 

6576 6563 

 
 
 
LE6E4 

 

RI.6.9 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast one author’s presentation of events with that of 
another (e.g., a memoir written by and a biography on the same person). 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I R5080 R5081 

R5082 OWR5080 R6080 

R6081 R6082 OWR6080 

R7080 R7081 R7082 

 

 

RI.6.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction in the 
grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed 
at the high end of the range. 

56326 56327 56328 

OW56326  R5048 R5049 

R5050 R5124I AQR5124I 

R5126I AQR5126I OCR5126 
I 

R5128I AQR5128I R5129I 

AQR5129I R5130I AQR5130I 

R6107 R6111 67283 
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67285 67284 67286 

R6045 R6046 R6047 

R7108 R7111 76451 

76452 76453 76454 

76457 R7045 R7046 

R7047 R8108 R8112 

CC.1.4.6.G 

CC.1.4.6.H 

CC.1.4.6.I 

CC.1.4.6.J 

W.6.1.a 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence: Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence 
clearly. 

R5128I AQR5128I OWR5128 
I 

56326 OW56326  56330 

56382 56006 67272 

67276 67283 67284 

67287 67321 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 76399 76400 

 
 
 
 

 
LE6F1 

LE6G2 

CC.1.4.6.G 

CC.1.4.6.I 

CC.1.4.6.J 

W.6.1.b 

Writing Standards for R5128I AQR5128I OWR5128  
 
 
 
 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes:   I 

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 
relevant evidence: Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence, using credible sources and 

56326 

56006 

OW56326 

67272 

56330 

67276 

demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text. 67283 67284 67287 
LE6G2 

67321 67299 6586 

6593 6601 6608 

76399 76400  

CC.1.4.6.G 

CC.1.4.6.J 

W.6.1.c 

Writing Standards for R4130I AQR4130I OWR4130  

Text Types and Purposes:   I 

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 
relevant evidence: Use words, phrases, and clauses to 

R4132I AQR4132I OWR4132 
I 

clarify the relationships among claim(s) and reasons. 
R4134I AQR4134I OWR4134 

  I 

R5124I AQR5124I OWR5124 

  I 

R5126I AQR5126I OCR5126 

  I 

R5128I AQR5128I OWR5128 
I 

CC.1.4.6.G 

CC.1.4.6.J 

W.6.1.d 

Writing Standards for 56326 OW56326 56330 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

56006 67272 67276 

relevant evidence: Establish and maintain a formal style. 67319 67283 67284 

67287 67321 67299 
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ts 

6586 6593 6601 
LE6G2 

6608 76399 76400 

CC.1.4.6.G 

CC.1.4.6.J 

W.6.1.e 

Writing Standards for 56326 OW56326 56330  
 
 

 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

56382 56006 67272 

relevant evidence: Provide a concluding statement or 67276 67283 67284 

section that follows from the argument presented. 67287 67299 6586 

6593 6601 6608 
LE6G2 

76399 76400  

CC.1.4.6.A 

CC.1.4.6.B 

CC.1.4.6.D 

W.6.2.a 

Writing Standards for 56334 56336 56340  
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

LE5D1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

OW56336 56365 OW56365 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 56368 56390 5246 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using 
strategies such as definition, 

5148 

5215 

5068 

5240 

5219 

5241 

classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; 5069 67265 67281 

include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, 
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 

67283 

67322 

67284 

76459 

67288 

76460 

CC.1.4.6.A 

CC.1.4.6.C 

W.6.2.b 

Writing Standards for 56334 56336 56340 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

LE5D1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

OW56336 56385 56365 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the OW56365 56368 56390 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples. 

5246 

5219 

5148 

5215 

5068 

67265 
67281 67283 67284 

67288 67322 76459 

76460   

CC.1.4.6.A 

W.6.2.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, 
concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and 
analysis of relevant content: Use appropriate transitions to clarify the 
relationships among ideas and concepts. 

67265 67317  

CC.1.4.6.A 

CC.1.4.6.E 

CC.1.4.6.K 

W.6.2.d 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, 
concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and 
analysis of relevant content: Use precise language and domain-specific 
vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

67265 67317  

CC.1.4.6.A 

CC.1.4.6.E 

Writing Standards for 56334 56336 56340  
 
 
 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

OW56336 56365 OW56365 
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CC.1.4.6.K 

W.6.2.e 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 56368 56390 5246  

 
LE5D4 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Establish and maintain a formal style. 

5148 

5215 

5068 

5240 

5219 

5241 

5069 67265 67317 
LE5D1 

67281 67283 67284 

67288 67322 76459 

76460   

CC.1.4.6.A 

W.6.2.f 

Writing Standards for 56334 56336 56340  
 

 
LE5D4 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, 
concepts, and information through the 

OW56336 

5068 

5246 

67265 

5148 

67281 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the 
information or explanation presented. 

67283 

67322 

67284 67288 

CC.1.4.6.M 

CC.1.4.6.N 

CC.1.4.6.P 

W.6.3.a 

Writing Standards for 56346 56351 56387 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6F4 LE6F2 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

67262 67266 67272 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 67273 67277 67320 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Engage and orient the 
reader by establishing a context and introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; organize an event sequence that 

6589 

6476 

6429 

6597 

6587 

6486 

unfolds naturally and logically. 76414 76415 76429 LE6F9 

76430   

CC.1.4.6.M 

CC.1.4.6.O 

W.6.3.b 

Writing Standards for 56357 56361 56365  
 
 

 
LE6F2 LE6F9 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

OW56365 56369 56391 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 67295 67298 67323 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Use narrative 
techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop 
experiences, events, and/or characters. 

6587 

6486 

6476 

76414 

6597 

76415 
76429 76430  

CC.1.4.6.M 

CC.1.4.6.P 

W.6.3.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured 
event sequences: Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and 
clauses to convey sequence and signal shifts from one time frame or 
setting to another. 

OWR4130 
I 

 

CC.1.4.6.M 

CC.1.4.6.O 

W.6.3.d 

Writing Standards for 56357 56361 56365 
 
 
 
 
LE6F5 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, relevant descriptive 

OW56365 

67308 

56369 

67326 

56391 

6439 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Use precise 
words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory language 
to convey experiences and events. 

6590 

76429 

76414 

76430 

76415 
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CC.1.4.6.M 

CC.1.4.6.P 

W.6.3.e 

Writing Standards for 56351 67262 67266  
 
 
 
LE6F4 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

67318 67272 67273 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 67277 67320 6589 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Provide a 
conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events. 

6429 

6597 

76415 

6587 

6486 

6476 

76414 
LE6F2 LE6F9 

 

W.6.4 

Writing Standards for 56326 OW56326 56329 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 

56330 56383 56336 

development, organization, and style are appropriate to 56339 56340 OW56336 

task, purpose, and audience. 56346 OW56346 56350 

56351 56386 56357 

56360 56361 56365 

OW56365 56368 56369 

56390 5246 5148 

5068 56006 5240 

5241 5069 67262 

67265 67317 67266 

67318 67272 67273 

67276 

67320 

67319 

67283 

67277 

67284 

67287 67321 67288 
LE5D2 

67322 67294 67295 LE6F4 

67298 67299 67324 LE6F5 

67304 67307 67325 LE6F2 

67308 67326 6589 
LE6F9 

6429 6439 6590  

6587 6476 6597 
LE6F6 

6486 6490 6594 
LE6F1 

6586 6593 6601 LE6G2 

6608 76399 76400 

76401 76414 76415 

76418 76419 76421 

76422 76426 76429 

76430 76431 76459 

76460 76461  

CC.1.4.6.T Writing Standards for 56326 OW56326  56329 
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W.6.5 Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and 
strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach. 

56330 56336 56339 

56340 OW56336  56346 

OW56346  56350 56351 

56365 OW56365  56368 

56369 5031 5065 

5066 5246 5148 

5068 56006 5240 

5241 5069 5149 

5244 5250 5219 

5215 67262 67265 

67266 67272 67273 

67276 67277 67283 

67284 67287 67288 

67294 67295 67298 

67299 67304 67307 

67308 6589 6429 

6439 6590 6587 

6476 6597 6486 

6490 6594 6586 

6593 6601 6608 

76399 76400 76414 

76415 76429 76430 

76459 76460 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D8 

LE5D7 

LE5D4 

LE5D2 

LE5D3 

LE5D1 

LE6F4 

LE6F5 

LE6F2 

LE6F9 

LE6F6 

LE6F1 

LE6G2 

CC.1.4.6.V 

W.6.7 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on 
several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate. 

R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I OCR5132  R5133I 
I 

AQR5133I OWR5133 56336 
I 

56340 OW56336  5246 

5148 5068 

 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

CC.1.4.6.W 

W.6.8 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; 
assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data 
and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic 

5246 5148 5068 LE5D4 
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bibliographic information for sources. 

CC.1.4.6.S 

W.6.9.a 

Writing Standards for 56365 OW56365 56369 
 
 
 
LE6F3 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 6 Reading 

56391 

76418 

6501 

76419 

6588 

76421 

standards to literature (e.g., ''Compare and contrast texts in 
different forms or genres [e.g., stories and poems; historical 

76422 76426 

novels and fantasy stories] in terms of their approaches to 

similar themes and topics''). 

CC.1.4.6.S 

W.6.9.b 

Writing Standards for R5124I AQR5124I OWR5124 
 
 
LE6E7 

LE6E4 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge:  
 
6566 

6563 

 
 

6579 

I 

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research: Apply grade 6 Reading standards to 
literary nonfiction (e.g., ''Trace and evaluate 

6576 

the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing 

claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from 

claims that are not''). 

CC.1.4.6.X 

W.6.10 

Writing Standards for 56326 OW56326 56329 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D8 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 

56330 56383 56336 

research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames OW56336 56339 56340 

(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline- 
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

56346 

56351 

OW56346 

56386 

56350 

56357 

56360 56361 56365 

OW56365 56368 56390 

56369 5031 5065 

5066 5246 5148 

5068 56006 5240 

5241 5069 5149 

5244 5250 5219 

5215 67262 67265 

67266 67272 67273 

67276 67319 67277 
LE5D7 

67320 67283 67284  

67287 67288 67322 
LE5D4 

67294 67295 67298 LE5D2 

67299 67324 67304 LE5D3 

67307 67325 67308 LE5D1 

67326 6589 6429 LE6F4 
6439 6590 6587 

LE6F5 
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6476 6597 6486 

6490 6594 6586 
LE6F2 

6593 6601 6608 LE6F9 

76399 76400 76401 LE6F6 

76414 76415 76418 LE6F1 

76419 76421 76422 
LE6G2 

76426 76429 76430 

76431 76459 76460 

76461   

CC.1.5.6.C 

SL.6.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for R5098 R5099 R5100  
 
 

 
LE5E5 

Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Interpret information presented in diverse media and 

5265 5266 56014 

formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain how it 
contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study. 

R6091 

OWR6091 

R6092 

6609 

R6093 

6603 

6604 6610 R7091 
LE6G4 

R7092 R7093  LE6G5 

CC.1.5.6.B 

SL.6.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, distinguishing 
claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are 
not. 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I OCR5126  R5128I 
I 

AQR5128I 6576 6563 

 

 
LE6E4 

CC.1.5.6.D 

SL.6.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for R5132I AQR5132I OCR5132 
 
 

LE5E3 

LE5E2 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas:   I 

Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and 
using pertinent descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas 
or themes; use appropriate eye contact, 

5253 

5239 

5254 

67299 

5229 

6601 

adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. 6608   LE6G2 

CC.1.5.6.E 

SL.6.5 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, images, music, sound) 
and visual displays in presentations to clarify information. 

300 445 LE4E3 

LE4E1 

CC.1.5.6.F 

SL.6.6 

Speaking and Listening Standards of 375 5253 5254 
LE4E4 

LE5E3 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating 
command of formal English when indicated 

5229 5239 
 

or appropriate. LE5E2 

CC.1.5.6.G 

L.6.1.a 

Language Standards of Conventions 
of Standard English 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Ensure that pronouns are in the 
proper case (subjective, objective, possessive). 

6477 6430 LE6A4 

CC.1.5.6.G Language Standards for Conventions 6477 6430 76341  
LE6A4 
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L.6.1.c of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Recognize and correct 
inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person. 

76342 

CC.1.5.6.G 

L.6.1.d 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Recognize and 
correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous 
antecedents). 

6477 

76342 

6430 76341  
LE6A4 

CC.1.5.6.G 

L.6.1.e 

Language Standards for 40793 639 640  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE4B20 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

56343 56354 56373 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 5204 5205 5225 

Recognize variations from standard English in their own and 
others’ writing and speaking, and identify and use strategies to improve 
expression in conventional language. 

5212 

5211 

5147 

67279 

5227 

67291 
67301 6437 6484 

6479 6432 6438 

6485 6477 6430 LE5B9 

76336 76337 76338 LE5B4 

76339 76340 76341 LE5B6 
76342 76343 76344 

LE6A11 
76345 76369 76346  

76347 76348 76349 
LE6A6 

76350   LE6A12 

LE6A4 

CC.1.4.6.F 

CC.1.4.6.L 

CC.1.4.6.R 

L.6.2.a 

Language Standards for 56363 5146 5293  

 
LE5B1 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

5294 6487 6440 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing: Use 
punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to 

76363 8208 8209 
LE6A14 

set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements. 

CC.1.4.6.F 

CC.1.4.6.L 

CC.1.4.6.R 

L.6.2.b 

Language Standards for 5150 5151 5152 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

5153 5154 5155 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 5156 5157 5158 

writing: Spell correctly. 5159 5160 5161 

5162 5163 5164 

5165 5166 5167 

5168 5169 5170 

5171 5172 5173 

5174 5175 6444 
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6445 6446 6447  
LE5F2 

6448 6449 6450 LE5F3 

6451 6452 6453 
LE5F7 

6454 

6457 

6455 

6458 

6456 

6459 
LE5F5 

6460 6461 6462 
LE5F8 

6463 6464 6465 LE5F9 

6466 6467 6468 LE5F6 

6469 6470 6471 LE5F1 

6472 6473 8190 
LE5F4 

8191 8194 8195  

8196 8197 
 LE6J1 

LE6J2 

LE6J3 

LE6J4 

LE6J5 

LE6J6 

LE6J7 

LE6J8 

LE6J9 

LE6J10 

 

L.6.3.a 

Language Standards for 67268 8226 8227  

Knowledge of Language: 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when 

8228 8229 
 

writing, speaking, reading, or listening: Vary sentence 

patterns for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style. 

 

L.6.3.b 

Language Standards for Knowledge 
of Language: 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, 
reading, or listening: Maintain consistency in style and tone. 

56361 5061 5064 

5251 5100 5273 

5274 5218 5214 

67306 67308 6553 

6543 6513 6530 

66950 6556 6546 

76302 76303 76304 

76305 

 
 
 
 
 

LE5C6 

LE5D6 

LE5C9 

LE5C8 

LE6D3 

LE6C1 

LE6D6 
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CC.1.3.6.I 

L.6.4.a 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use context (e.g., the overall meaning 
of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) 
as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

56365 56367 5276 

6573 76296 76297 

76298 

 

CC.1.3.6.I 

L.6.4.b 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Use common, grade-appropriate 
Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., 
audience, auditory, audible). 

R5012  R5013  R5014 R5015  

R5017  R5018 R5019  R5020  

R5032 R5033   R5034    

R5035 5268          5228          

5269 

5276          5277          5181 

R6012  R6014  R6015 R6017  

R6018  R6019 R6020  R6032  

R6033 R6034       R6035       

6512 

6506          6527          6528 

R7012  R7013  R7014 R7015  

R7017  R7018 R7019  R7020  

R7032 R7034       R7035 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5A7 

LE5B10 

LE5A2 

LE5A10 

LE6B6 

LE6C15 

LE6C16 

CC.1.3.6.I 

L.6.4.c 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Consult reference materials (e.g., 
dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech. 

OWR4136 OWR5129 3218 I
 I 

3219 295 297 

523 56325 56335 

56345 56356 56372 

67261 67271 67282 

67293 67303 76395 

76410 76425 76455 

76300 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LE3A5 

LE4A17 

CC.1.3.6.I 

L.6.4.d 

Language Standards for R5127V AQR5127 OWR4136 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V I 

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and 

OWR5129 I 3218 3219 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Verify 
the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or 

295 297 523 

phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or R5022 R5023 R5024 

in a dictionary). R5025 56325 56335 
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56345 56356 56372  
 
 
LE3A5 

56365 56367 5190 

5242 5201 5243 

R6022 R6023 R6024 LE4A17 

R6025 67261 67271 LE5A19 

67282 67293 67303 LE5B12 

67311 6504 6510 
LE6B4 

R7022 R7023 R7024 

R7025 76390 76395 

76405 76410 76420 

76425 76450 76455 

76296 76297 76298 

76299 76300 76301 

 

L.6.5.a 

Language Standards for R5127V AQR5127 R5027  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LE5A13 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Interpret figures of speech 
(e.g., personification) in context. 

R5028 

56357 

R5029 

56361 

R5030 

5184 

5251 5100 5273 

5274 R6027 R6028 

R6029 R6030 67304 
LE5D6 

67306 

6530 

67308 

66950 

6513 

6556 
LE5C9 

6546 R7027 R7028 
LE6C1 

R7029 R7030 76302 LE6D6 

76303 76304 76305 

 

L.6.5.b 

Language Standards for R5127V AQR5127 R5002 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C1 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use:  V  

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Use the relationship 
between particular words (e.g., cause/effect, 

R5003 

R5007 

R5004 

R5008 

R5005 

R5009 

part/whole, item/category) to better understand each of the R5010 56364 R6002 

words. 
R6003 R6004 R6005 

OWR6002 R6007 R6008 

R6009 R6010 6513 

6530 R7002 R7003 

R7004 R7005 R7007 

R7008 R7009 R7010 

76395 
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L.6.5.c 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 
and nuances in word meanings: Distinguish among the connotations 
(associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) (e.g., stingy, 
scrimping, economical, unwasteful, thrifty). 

6553 6543 LE6D3 

CC.1.3.6.J 

L.6.6 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and 
domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when 
considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or 
expression. 

R5123V AQR5123  R5125V 
V 

AQR5125  56325 56335 
V 

56345 56356 56372 

5181 5182 5183 

5184 5185 5186 

5187 5188 5189 

5190 67261 67271 

67282 67293 67303 

6520 6521 6522 

6523 6524 6525 

6526 6527 6528 

6529 76390 76395 

76405 76410 76420 

76425 76450 76455 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LE5A10 

LE5A11 

LE5A12 

LE5A13 

LE5A14 

LE5A15 

LE5A16 

LE5A17 

LE5A18 

LE5A19 

LE6C8 

LE6C9 

LE6C10 

LE6C11 

LE6C12 

LE6C13 

LE6C14 

LE6C15 

LE6C16 

LE6C17 

 

RH.6.1 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 
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secondary sources. AQR4137I OCR4137  56326 
I 

56327 56328 OW56326 

5213 5231 67283 

67284 67285 67286 

6576 6563 76451 

76452 76453 76454 

76457 

 

 
LE5C12 

LE6E4 

 

RH.6.2 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary 
source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior 
knowledge or opinions. 

R4135I AQR4135I OWR4135 
I 

R4136I AQR4136I R4137I 

AQR4137I OCR4137  5270 
I 

5237 67262 67263 

6515 6532 76306 

76307 76308 76309 

8158 

 
 
 
 
 
LE5A5 

LE6C3 

 

RH.6.3 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to 
history/social studies (e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates 
are raised or lowered). 

OWR6076 OWR7076 OWR8076 

5284 5260 5275 

5226 6611 6605 

 
 

LE5E6 

LE5A3 

LE6G6 

 

RH.6.4 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. 

R5123V AQR5123  56325 
V 

56326 5186 67261 

67262 67282 67283 

67284 6520 76450 

76451 76453 76455 

 
 
 
 
LE5A15 

LE6C8 

 

RH.6.5 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, 
comparatively, causally). 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I OWR5130 5224 
I 

5261 5275 5226 

67283 67284 67285 

76451 76453 76457 

 
 
 
 
LE5A6 

LE5A3 

 

RH.6.6 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose 
(e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 

56326 56327 6557 

6547 6580 6567 

76334 76335 8178 

 

 
LE6D8 
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LE6E8 

 

RH.6.7 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, 
videos, or maps) with other information in print and digital texts. 

R5131I AQR5131I OWR5131 
I 

OTR5131I R5098 R5099 

R5100 5286 5287 

R6091 R6092 R6093 

OWR6091 R7091 R7092 

R7093 R8092 R8093 

R8094 

 
 
 
 
 
LE5A1 

 

RH.6.8 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text. 

R5124I AQR5124I R5128I 

AQR5128I OWR5128 56326 
I 

56328 67283 67284 

67286 76330 8178 

 

 

RH.6.9 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the 
same topic. 

R4137I AQR4137I OCR4137 
I 

 

 

RH.6.10 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Range of 
Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social studies texts 
in the grades 6-8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

5213          5231          5202 

5264   R6041    R6043 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 

R6114       67283 

67284        67285        67286 

6576          6563          6580 

6567   R7037    R7038 R7039  

R7080  R7081 R7082  R7091  

R7092 R7093  R7111   R7114 

76451        76452        76453 

76454        76457        76306 

76307        76308        76309 

76330        76332        76335 

R8045 R8046 R8047 

OWR8045 R8092 R8093 

R8094   R8108    R8112 8152          

8156          8158 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5C12 

LE6E4 

LE6E8 
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8160          8178 

 

RST.6.1 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and 
technical texts. 

R5124I AQR5124I OWR5124 
I 

R5126I AQR5126I OCR5126 
I 

76317 76320 76321 

76323 8150 8180 

8182 

 

 

RST.6.2 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; provide an accurate 
summary of the text distinct from prior knowledge or opinions. 

R5044  R5045  R5048 R5050  

R6041  R6042 R6045  R6046  

R7045 R7046  R7047   76309 

R8041       R8042       R8043 

OWR8041 8146 

 

 

RST.6.3 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, 
taking measurements, or performing technical tasks. 

5284 5260 6611 

6605 76319 

 
LE5E6 

LE6G6 

 

RST.6.4 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific 
words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical 
context relevant to grades 6-8 texts and topics. 

R4133V AQR4133  R5123V 
V 

AQR5123  6523 6525 
V 

8146 8180 8182 

 

 
LE6C11 

LE6C13 

 

RST.6.5 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical 
Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including 
how the major sections contribute to the whole and to an 
understanding of the topic. 

R5101  R5102  R5103 R6095  

R6097  R7095 R7096       

76317        R8095 

R8097       8146 

 

 

RST.6.6 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a 
procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text. 

56326 56327 8182  

 

RST.6.7 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a 
text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a 
flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table). 

R5098  R5099  R5100 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 

R7091 R7092 R7093  R8092  

R8093 R8094       8154 

 

 

RST.6.8 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on research 
findings, and speculation in a text. 

R5124I AQR5124I OWR5124 
I 

R5126I AQR5126I OCR5126 
I 
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R5069 R5070 R5071 

8182 

 

RST.6.10 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and :Technical Subjects 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend 
science/technical texts in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently. 

R5129I AQR5129I R6041 

R6042  R6045  R6046 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 

R6095 R6097 R7045  R7046  

R7047 R7091  R7092  R7093 

R7095       R7096       76309 

76317 76320 76321 

76323 R8037 R8038 

R8039 R8041 R8042 

R8043 OWR8041 R8045 

R8046 R8047 OWR8045 

R8053 R8054 R8055 

R8092 R8093 R8094 

R8095 R8097 R8114 

8146 8150 8154 

8156 8180 8182 

 

 

WHST.6.1.a 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Introduce 
claim(s) about a topic or issue, acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) 
from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the reasons and 
evidence logically. 

56330 67287 67321 

67299 6586 6593 

6601 6608 

 
 
LE6F1 

LE6G2 

 

WHST.6.1.b 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56324 56326 OW56326 
 
 
 
LE6F1 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

56330 56382 67287 

Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 67299 6586 6593 

Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant, accurate data and 
evidence that demonstrate an 

6601 6608  LE6G2 

understanding of the topic or text, using credible sources. 

 

WHST.6.1.c 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Use words, 
phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships 
among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

6586 6593 LE6F1 

 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56324 56326 OW56326 
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WHST.6.1.d Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

56330 56382 67287 
 
 
LE6F1 Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 67299 6586 6593 

Establish and maintain a formal style. 6601 6608  LE6G2 

 

WHST.6.1.e 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56324 56326 56330 
 
 
 
LE6F1 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

56382 67287 67299 

Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Provide a 
concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

6586 

6608 

6593 6601 
LE6G2 

 

WHST.6.2.a 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56334 56336 56340  
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

LE6F4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

56385 OW56336 56365 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration OW56365 56368 56390 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to 
follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information 

5246 

67265 

5148 

67317 

5068 

67288 

into broader categories as appropriate to achieving 6586 6589 6429 

purpose; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., 
charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 

8294 

8340 

 

WHST.6.2.b 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56334 56336 56340  
 
 
 

 
LE5D4 

LE6F4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

56385 OW56336 56368 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 56390 5246 5148 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Develop the topic with relevant, well- chosen facts, 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 

5068 

6586 

67265 

6589 

67288 

6429 

other information and examples. 76459 76460 8294 

8295 8339 8340 

 

WHST.6.2.c 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 5246 5148 5068  
LE5D4 Science, and Technical Subjects 

Text Types and Purposes: 
67265 67317 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 

technical processes: Use appropriate and varied transitions 

to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas 

and concepts. 

 

WHST.6.2.d 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical 
events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes: Use 
precise language and domain- specific vocabulary to inform about or 
explain the topic. 

76459 

8340 

76460 8339  

 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56334 56336 56340 
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WHST.6.2.e Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

OW56336 56385 56368 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 56390 5246 5148 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Establish and maintain a formal style and objective 
tone. 

5068 

67281 

67265 

67283 

67317 

67284 

67288 67322 6586 LE6F4 

6589 6429 76459 

76460 8294 8295 

8339 8340  

 

WHST.6.2.f 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56334 56336 56340  
 
 
 
 
LE5D4 

LE6F4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

56385 56368 56390 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 5246 5148 5068 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Provide a concluding statement or section that 
follows from and supports the information or 

67265 

6589 

67288 

6429 

6586 

76459 

explanation presented. 76460 8294 8295 

8339 8340  

 

WHST.6.4 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368  
 
 
 
 

LE5D4 

LE5D3 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 

5246 5148 5068 

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 5244 5250 5219 

development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

5215 

67265 

6589 

67287 

6429 

67288 

67299 6586 76459  

76460 8294 8295 
LE5D1 

8339 8340  LE6F4 

 

WHST.6.5 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56324 56326 56330 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D8 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 

56383 56382 56336 

With some guidance and support from peers and adults, 56340 56385 56365 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on how 
well purpose and audience have been 

OW56365 

5031 

56368 

5065 

56390 

5066 

addressed. 5246 5148 5068 

5244 5250 5219 LE5D7 

5215 6589 6429 LE5D4 

67265 67287 67288 
LE5D3 

67299 76459 76460  

8294 8295 8339 
LE5D1 

8340   LE6F4 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessmen

ts 

 

WHST.6.7 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 303 383 56340 
 
 
 
LE4D6 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short research projects to answer a question 

5246 

8160 

5148 

8294 

5068 

8295 

(including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and 
generating additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple 
avenues of exploration. 

8339 8340  LE4D5 

LE5D4 

 

WHST.6.8 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 303 383 5246  
 
LE4D6 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

5148 5068 8160 

Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital 8339 8340  LE4D5 
sources, using search terms effectively; assess the  

credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote or LE5D4 

paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 

avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for 

citation. 

 

WHST.6.9 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, 
and research. 

303 383 8160 LE4D6 

LE4D5 

 

WHST.6.10 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368  
 
 
 
 

LE5D4 

LE5D3 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 

5246 5148 5068 

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 5244 5250 5219 

reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, 
and audiences. 

5215 

67265 

6589 

67287 

6429 

67288 

67299 6586 76459  

76460 8294 8295 
LE5D1 

8339 8340  LE6F4 
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SEVENTH GRADE ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview: In the seventh grade students explore novels and complete a variety of activities focused on developing  their persuasive and 
narrative writing skills. By the end of seventh grade language arts, students should: 

 Develop complex writing skills 

 Constructively critique their own and other’s writing 

 Apply punctuation, grammar, and syntax skills 

 Recognize and apply grade appropriate vocabulary 

 Read with fluency, with focus on comprehension. 

 

The language arts section contains a number of learning activities that are primarily based on reading comprehension, writing skills 
and vocabulary. Independent learning activities (ILA), think alouds, interactive guided instruction and read & respond lessons will 
build and develop working knowledge of language arts skills and give students plenty of practice. 

Language arts extensions introduce and cover: 

Determining Word Meaning - Teaches different strategies to build reading comprehension skills. Students incorporate the 

use of context clues, compare and contrast, multiple meaning words, vocabulary strategies, and figurative language to 

understand the text. Students will compare and contrast vivid writing with plain text. 

Summarize Written Text – Students will summarize written text through the use of main ideas, recall of details, and 

analyzing paragraphs. Students will complete two summary assignments designed to teach them how to analyze a 

passage. 

Support Main Idea – Students identify important details that enable them to answer the 5 W questions. Lessons also teach 

how to determine the setting and mood of a story, and whether details are specific or general. 

Recognizing Relationships - Teaches students how to recognize the cause and effect relationships inherent in each 

passage. Students learn the skills of analysis through use of cause and effect and organizational patterns enabling 

them to complete an assignment on following directions. 

Analyze Text – Teaches skills of analyzing literary texts. Students learn how to use inferences, draw conclusions, find the 

author’s purpose, understand themes, and discover the development of the plot in order to facilitate complex 

comprehension skills. 

Evaluate Point of View - Teaches students how to evaluate the point of view in a story through the discrimination of fact 

and opinion, comparing and contrasting character changes, determining the author’s point of view and by recognizing 

the author’s bias. Students identify how testimonials, bandwagon techniques, and loaded words promote bias in a 

text. 

Parts of Speech - Students will apply various spelling conventions while learning the plural noun endings, possessive 

nouns with apostrophes, the “perfect” verb tense, subject and verb agreement, pronoun and antecedent agreement, 

the comparison of adjectives and adverbs, the use of double negatives, the placement and use of prepositional 

phrases, and the correct use of conjunctions to connect ideas. 

Capitalization – Lessons encourage students to identify specific words that should be capitalized such as: proper nouns, 

proper adjectives, titles, first words, and direct quotes. 
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Punctuation – Students will use the rules of punctuation to place commas in a series, in quotations, in a formal letter, in 

compound sentences, with appositives, with introductory words and phrases, with end marks, with colons and 

semicolons, with apostrophes, and with quotation marks. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Vocabulary Skills Students will expand and apply knowledge of grade level appropriate 
vocabulary. 

5 weeks 

Process Skills: Think Alouds Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and expository 
texts using think aloud prompts and scaffolded support. 

5 weeks 

Comprehension Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and expository 
texts. 

5 weeks 

State Simulation Assessments Students will apply comprehension skills to literary and expository texts 
that simulate high stakes assessments. 

5 weeks 

The Scarlet Pimpernel - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is the play The Scarlet 
Pimpernel. The comprehension activities focus on point of view, and the 
writing application focuses on relevant evidence in a persuasive 
composition as it relates to a review of a movie or play. 

5 weeks 

Hush - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is an excerpt from the realistic 
fiction book Hush. The comprehension activities focus on compare and 
contrast, and the writing application focuses on personal narrative that 
includes memories of an event or experience as it relates to a memoir. 

5 weeks 

The Wreckers - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is an excerpt from the action-
adventure novel The Wreckers. The comprehension activities focus on 
fact and opinion, and the writing application focuses on writing a fictional 
narrative that develops a definite setting as it relates to a suspense 
story. 

5 weeks 

Wright Brothers - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is an excerpt from the true story 
The Wright Brothers: The Birth of Modern Aviation. The comprehension 
activities focus on sequence of events, and the writing application 
focuses on writing a simple expository description of a real object, 
person, place, or event as it relates to a newspaper article. 

5 weeks 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

CC.1.3.7.A 

RL.7.1 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the 
text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

R6037 R6038

 R6039 OWR6037 

67272 67273 

67275 6573 R7037 

R7038 R7039 76322 

R8037 R8038

 R8039 

8162 8176 

 

CC.1.3.7.C 

RL.7.2 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development 
over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

R6041  R6042  R6043 R6049   

R6050    R6051 6515          

6532          6564 

6577          6582          6569 

R7041 R7042 R7043 

OWR7041 R7049 R7050 

R7051       76393        76394 

76408        76409        76325 

76326  R8041   R8042 R8043 

OWR8041 R8049 R8050       

R8051       8301 

8303          8307          8170 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C3 

LE6E5 

LE6E1 

CC.1.3.7.B 

RL.7.3 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., how 
setting shapes the characters or plot). 

R6101  R6102  R6103 R7098 

R7099 R7100 OWR7098 

R8098 R8099 R8100       8273          

8274 

8277          8331          8332 

8333          8334 

 

CC.1.3.7.E 

RL.7.5 

Reading Standards for Literature 6570 6583 6584  
 
LE6E11 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how a drama’s or poem’s form or structure (e.g., 

6571 8309 8310 

soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning. 8170 8172  LE6E12 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme

nts 

CC.1.3.7.D 

RL.7.6 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft 
and Structure: 
Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of 
different characters or narrators in a text. 

6541 

76393 

6551 

76397 

76391  
LE6D1 

CC.1.3.7.F 
RL.7.4 

Reading Standards for Literature R6027 R6028 R6029  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C1 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 

R6030 67304 67306 

used in a text, including figurative and connotative 67308 6513 6530 

meanings; analyze the impact of rhymes and other 
repetitions of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a 
poem or section of a story or drama. 

6553 

6556 

6543 

6546 

66950 

6573 

R7027 R7028 R7029 

R7030 76421 76422 
LE6D3 

76296 

76302 

76297 

76303 

76298 

76304 
LE6D6 

76305 R8027 R8028 

R8029 R8030 8170 

CC.1.3.7.K 

RL.7.10 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, 
dramas, and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 

R6108 R6109 R6110 R6112

 R6113 67262 

67263        67264        67272 

67274        67273        67275 

67294        67296        67295 

67297        67304        67305 

67306  R7107   R7109 R7110  

R7112   R7113 76391        76392        

76393 

76394        76397        76406 

76407        76408        76409 

76412        76421        76422 

76423        76424        76427 

R8107 R8109 R8110 

R8111 R8113 8271 

8272          8273          8274 

8277          8286          8287 

8288          8289          8292 

8301          8302          8303 

8304          8307          8331 
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CC.1.3.7.H 

RL.7.9 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, 
or character and a historical account of the same period as 
a means of understanding how authors of fiction use or alter 
history. 

76388 

76391 

76393 

8328 

8331 

8333 

 

CC.1.2.7.C 

RI.7.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text R6095 R6096 R6097 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C2 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and 

67283 67284 67285 

ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or 6531 6514 R7095 

events, or how individuals influence ideas or events). R7096 R7097 76451 

76452 76453 76457 

76316 76317 76318 

R8095 R8096 R8097 

8316 8317 

CC.1.2.7.F 

RI.7.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word 

R6027 R6028 R6029 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R6030 6513 6530 
6553 6543 66950 

6556 6546 R7027 R7030 

8332          8333          8334 

8337 

CC.1.2.7.B 

RI.7.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the 
text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

R5124I AQR5124I 
R5126I 

AQR5126I 
OCR5126  R5128I 
 

AQR5128I 
OWR5128 R6037 
 

R6038 R6039 

OWR6037 R7037 

R7038 R7039 

76320 76321 

76322 

76323 R8037 
R8038 

R8039 8178 8180 

8182 

 

CC.1.2.7.A 

RI.7.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their 
development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of 
the text. 

R6041  R6042  R6043 R6045  

R6046   R6047 67262        

67263        6515 

6532   R7041    R7042 R7043 

OWR7041 R7045 R7046       

R7047       76453 

76454        76306        76307 

76308        76309        76310 

76311 76312 R8041 R8042 R8043 

OWR8041 R8045 R8046 R8047 

OWR8045 8158 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C3 
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choice on meaning and tone. 
R7028 R7029 

 
LE6C1 

76451 76452 76296  

76297 76298 76302 
LE6D3 

76303 76304 76305 LE6D6 

R8027 R8028 R8029 

R8030 8316 8317 

8146   

CC.1.2.7.E 

RI.7.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5A3 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including 
how the major sections contribute to the whole and to the 
development of the ideas. 

AQR5130I OWR513 
I 

5226 5224 

0 5275 
 
 

5261 
R6080 R6081 R6082 

OWR608 0 R6095 R6096 

R6097 67283 67284 

67285 R7080 R7081 LE5A6 
R7082 R7095 R7096 

R7097 76451 76452 

76453 76457 76316 

76317 76318 76332 

R8080 R8081 R8082 

R8095 R8096 R8097 

CC.1.2.7.D 

RI.7.6 

Reading Standards for Informational Text R6053 R6054 R6055  
 
 
 
LE6C5 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and 

6534 6517 6580 

analyze how the author distinguishes his or her position 6567 R7053 R7054 

from that of others. R7055 76453 76454 
LE6E8 

R8053 R8054 R8055 

8182   

CC.1.2.7.G 

RI.7.7 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia version of 
the text, analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the subject (e.g., how the 
delivery of a speech affects the impact of the words). 

OWR7082  

 

RI.7.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient to support the claims. 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I OCR5126  R5128I 
I 

AQR5128I 6576 6563 

76335 8182 

 
 
 
LE6E4 

 

RI.7.9 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze how two or more authors writing about the same topic shape 
their presentations of key information by emphasizing different evidence 
or advancing different interpretations of facts. 

R5131I AQR5131I R5132I 

AQR5132I OCR5132  R5133I 
I 

AQR5133I OWR5133 R6080 
I 

R6081 R6082 OWR6080 

R7080 R7081 R7082 

R8080 R8081 R8082 
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RI.7.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction in the 
grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed 
at the high end of the range. 

R6107       R6111       67283 

67285        67284        67286 

R6045  R6046  R6047 R7108       

R7111       76451 

76452        76453        76454 

76457  R7045   R7046 R7047   

R8108    R8112 8316          8317          

8318 

8319          8322          R8045 

R8046       R8047       OWR8045 

 

CC.1.4.7.G 

CC.1.4.7.H 

CC.1.4.7.I 

W.7.1.a 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence: Introduce claim(s), acknowledge alternate or opposing claims, 
and organize the reasons and evidence logically. 

67272 67276 67319 

67283 67284 67287 

67321 67299 67294 

67295 67324 6586 

6593 6601 6608 

76399 76400 8279 

8280 8281 

 
 
 
 
 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

CC.1.4.7.G 

CC.1.4.7.I 

CC.1.4.7.J 

W.7.1.b 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence: Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, 
using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of 
the topic or text. 

67272 67276 67283 

67284 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 76399 76400 

8279 8280 8281 

 
 
 
 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

CC.1.4.7.G 

CC.1.4.7.K 

W.7.1.d 

Writing Standards for 67272 67276 67319  
 
 

 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

67283 67284 67287 

relevant evidence: Establish and maintain a formal style. 67321 67299 6586 

6593 

76399 

6601 

76400 

6608 

8279 
LE6G2 

8280 8281  

CC.1.4.7.G 

CC.1.4.7.J 

W.7.1.e 

Writing Standards for 67272 67276 67319  
 
 

 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

67283 67284 67287 

relevant evidence: Provide a concluding statement or section that 
follows from and supports the argument presented. 

67321 

6593 

76399 

67299 

6601 

76400 

6586 

6608 

8279 

8280 8281  

CC.1.4.7.A 

CC.1.4.7.B 

CC.1.4.7.C 

CC.1.4.7.D 

W.7.2.a 

Writing Standards for 67265 67317 67281  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

67283 67284 67288 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 67322 76459 76460 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, 
concepts, and information, using strategies 

8294 

8324 

8295 

8325 

8296 

8326 

such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and 8339 8340  
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CC.1.4.7.G 

CC.1.4.7.J 

W.7.1.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence: Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and 
clarify the relationships among claim (s), reasons, and evidence. 

R5128I AQR5128I OWR5128 
I 

 

 Writing Standards for 67265 67281 67283  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

67284 67288 67322 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 8324 8325 8326 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from 

8339 8340 8341 

and supports the information or explanation presented. 

CC.1.4.7.M 

CC.1.4.7.N 

CC.1.4.7.P 

W.7.3.a 

Writing Standards for 67262 67266 67277  
 
 
 
LE6F4 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

67320 6589 6429 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 6587 6476 6597 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Engage and 
orient the reader by establishing a context and point of view and 
introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence 
that unfolds naturally and logically. 

6486 

76429 

8340 

76414 

76430 

76415 

8339 
LE6F2 LE6F9 

CC.1.4.7.M 

CC.1.4.7.O 

W.7.3.b 

Writing Standards for 67295 67298 67323  
 

 
LE6F2 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

6587 6476 6597 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 6486 76414 76415 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Use narrative 
techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop 
experiences, events, and/or characters. 

76429 

8340 

76430 8339 LE6F9 

CC.1.4.7.M 

CC.1.4.7.O 

Writing Standards for 67308 6439 6590  

 
LE6F5 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

76414 76415 76429 

cause/ effect; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics 

(e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

CC.1.4.7.A 

CC.1.4.7.C 

W.7.2.b 

Writing Standards for 67265 67317 67281  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

67283 67284 67288 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 67322 76459 76460 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples. 

8294 

8324 

8295 

8325 

8296 

8326 
8339 8340 8341 

CC.1.4.7.A 

CC.1.4.7.D 

W.7.2.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, 
concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and 
analysis of relevant content: Use appropriate transitions to create 
cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 

67262 67265 67317  

CC.1.4.7.A 

CC.1.4.7.E 

W.7.2.d 

Writing Standards for 67262 67265 67317  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

76459 76460 8294 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 8295 8339 8340 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 

Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to 

inform about or explain the topic. 
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W.7.3.d events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 76430 8339 8340 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Use precise 

words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and 

sensory language to capture the action and convey 

experiences and events. 

CC.1.4.7.M 

CC.1.4.7.P 

W.7.3.e 

Writing Standards for 67262 67266 67318  
 

 
LE6F4 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

6589 6429 6587 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 6476 6597 6486 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Provide a 
conclusion that follows from and reflects on the narrated experiences or 
events. 

76414 

8340 

76415 8339 LE6F2 LE6F9 

 
W.7.4 

Writing Standards for 67262 67265 67266  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6F4 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 

67272 67273 67276 

development, organization, and style are appropriate to 67277 67320 67283 

task, purpose, and audience. 67284 67287 67288 

67322 67294 67295 

67298 67299 67324 

67304 67307 67325 

67308 67326 6589 

6429 6439 6590 

6587 6476 6597 

6486 6490 6594 

6586 6593 6601 LE6F5 

6608 76399 76400 LE6F2 

76401 76414 76415 
LE6F9 

76418 76419 76421  

76422 76426 76429 
LE6F6 

76430 76431 76459 
LE6F1 

76460 76461 8279 LE6G2 

8280 8281 8294 

8295 8296 8309 

8310 8306 8324 

8325 8326 8339 

8340 8341  

CC.1.4.7.T Writing Standards for 5031 5065 5066  

CC.1.4.7.A 

CC.1.4.7.E 

W.7.2.e 

Writing Standards for 67265 67317 67281  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

67283 67284 67288 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 67322 76459 76460 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Establish and maintain a formal style. 

8294 

8324 

8295 

8325 

8296 

8326 

8339 8340 8341 
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W.7.5 Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With some guidance and support from peers and adults, 

67262 67265 67266 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LE5D8 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 67272 67273 67276 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been addressed. 

67277 

67287 

67283 

67288 

67284 

67294 

67295 67298 67299 

67304 67307 67308 

6589 6429 6439 

6590 6587 6476 

6597 6486 6490 LE5D7 

6594 6586 6593 LE6F4 

6601 6608 76399 LE6F5 

76400 76414 76415 
LE6F2 

76429 

76460 

76430 

8279 

76459 

8280 
LE6F9 

8294 8295 8309 
LE6F6 

8310 8324 8325 LE6F1 

8339 8340  LE6G2 

CC.1.4.7.U 

W.7.6 

Writing Standards for 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and 
link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with others, 
including linking to and citing sources. 

8160  

CC.1.4.7.V 

W.7.7 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on 
several sources and generating additional related, focused questions for 
further research and investigation. 

5246 

8160 

5148 5068  
LE5D4 

C.1.4.7.W 

W.7.8 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using 
search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each 
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others 
while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 

5246 

8160 

5148 5068  
LE5D4 

CC.1.4.7.S 

W.7.9.a 

Writing Standards for 6501 6588 76418 
 
 
LE6F3 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 
76419 76421 76422 

analysis, reflection, and research: Apply grade 7 Reading 76426 

standards to literature (e.g., ''Compare and contrast a 

fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character and a 

historical account of the same period as a means of 

understanding how authors of fiction use or alter history''). 
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CC.1.4.7.S 

W.7.9.b 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 7 Reading standards to literary 
nonfiction (e.g. ''Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a 
text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is 
relevant and sufficient to support the claims''). 

R5124I 
 
 
6566 

6563 

AQR5124I OWR5124 I 

6579 6576 

 
 
LE6E7 LE6E4 

CC.1.4.7.X 

W.7.10 

Writing Standards for 67262 67265 67266  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LE6F4 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 

67272 67273 67276 

research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 67319 67277 67320 

(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline- 
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

67283 

67288 

67284 

67322 

67287 

67294 

67295 67298 67299 

67324 67304 67307 

67325 67308 67326 

6589 6429 6439 

6590 6587 6476 

6597 6486 6490 

6594 6586 6593 LE6F5 

6601 6608 76399 
LE6F2 

76400 76401 76414  

76415 76418 76419 
LE6F9 

76421 76422 76426 
LE6F6 

76429 76430 76431 LE6F1 

76459 76460 76461 LE6G2 

8279 8280 8281 

8294 8295 8296 

8309 8310 8306 

8324 8325 8326 

8339 8340 8341 

CC.1.5.7.A 

SL.7.1.d 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 7 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own 
clearly: Acknowledge new information expressed by others and, when 
warranted, modify their own views. 

5285 5230 LE5E4 

CC.1.5.7.C 
SL.7.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for R6045 R6046 R6047 
 
 
 
 
 

Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Analyze the main ideas and supporting details presented in 

67262 67263 6604 

diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, 6610 6515 6532 
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orally) and explain how the ideas clarify a topic, text, or 
issue under study. 

R7045 

76306 

R7046 

76307 

R7047 76308 
 
LE6G5 LE6C3 

76311 76312 R8045 

R8046 R8047 OWR8045 

8152 8158  

CC.1.5.7.B 

SL.7.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, evaluating the 
soundness of the reasoning and the relevance and sufficiency of the 
evidence. 

6576 6563 8182 LE6E4 

CC.1.5.7.D 

SL.7.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 5253 5254 5285  

 
LE5E3 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a 

5230 5229 5239 

focused, coherent manner with pertinent descriptions, facts, details, and 
examples; use appropriate eye contact, 

67299 6601 6608 
LE5E4 

adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. LE5E2 

LE6G2 

CC.1.5.7.E 

SL.7.5 

Speaking and Listening Standards for Presentation 
of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to 
clarify claims and findings and emphasize salient points. 

300 445 LE4E3 LE4E1 

CC.1.5.7.F 

SL.7.6 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 375 5253 5254 
LE4E4 LE5E3 Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command 
of formal English when indicated 

5229 5239 
 

or appropriate. LE5E2 

CC.1.4.7.Q 

CC.1.5.7.G 

L.7.1.a 

Language Standards for 67291 6436 6483  

 
LE6A10 

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

76349 76350 8214 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 8215 8228 8229 

Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and 

their function in specific sentences. 

CC.1.4.7.Q 

CC.1.5.7.G 

L.7.1.b 

Language Standards for Conventions 
of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking: Choose among simple, compound, 
complex, and compound-complex sentences to signal differing 
relationships among ideas. 

67268 8228 8229  

CC.1.4.7.Q 

CC.1.5.7.G 

L.7.1.c 

Language Standards for 76349 76350 8218  

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

8219 
  

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing 

and correcting misplaced and dangling modifiers. 

L.7.2.b Language Standards for 6444 6445 6446  
 
 Conventions of Standard English: 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
6447 6448 6449 
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English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 6450 6451 6452  
 
 
 
 
 
LE6J1 

writing: Spell correctly. 6453 6454 6455 

6456 6457 6458 

6459 6460 6461 

6462 6463 6464 
LE6J2 

6465 

6468 

6466 

6469 

6467 

6470 
LE6J3 

6471 6472 6473 
LE6J4 

8190 8191 8194 LE6J5 

8195 8196 8197 LE6J6 

LE6J7 

LE6J8 

LE6J9 

LE6J10 

CC.1.4.7.Q 

L.7.3.a 

Language Standards for 5065 5066 67269 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D7 LE6A8 

Knowledge of Language: 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when 

6434 6481 76343 

writing, speaking, reading, or listening: Choose language 76344 76345 76369 

that expresses ideas precisely and concisely, recognizing and eliminating 
wordiness and redundancy. 

76346 

8189 

76347 

8192 

8188 

8193 

8216 8217 8222 

8223   

CC.1.3.7.I 

L.7.4.a 

Language Standards for 6573 76296 76297  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 

76298 8146 
 

meaning words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Use 

context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or 

paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a 

clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

CC.1.3.7.I 

L.7.4.b 

Language Standards for R6012 R6014 R6015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6B6 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 

R6017 R6018 R6019 

meaning words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and R6020 R6032 R6033 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Use 
common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to 
the meaning of a word (e.g., belligerent, 

R6034 

6506 

R6035 6527 6512 

6528 

bellicose, rebel). R7012 R7013 R7014 

R7015 R7017 R7018 

R7019 R7020 R7032 LE6C15 

R7034 R7035 R8012 LE6C16 

R8013 R8014 R8015 

R8017 R8018 R8019 

R8020 R8032 R8033 
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R8034 R8035 OWR8032 

CC.1.3.7.I 
L.7.4.c 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Consult general and specialized 
reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both 
print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify 
its precise meaning or its part of speech. 

OWR4136 OWR5129 3218 I I 

3219 295 297 

523 67261 67271 

67282 67293 67303 

76395 76410 76425 

76455 76300 8275 

8290 8305 8320 

8335 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LE3A5 

LE4A17 

CC.1.3.7.I 

L.7.4.d 
Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies: Verify the preliminary determination of 
the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning 
in context or in a dictionary). 

3218          3219          295 

297       523       R6022 R6023  

R6024   R6025 67261        

67271        67282 

67293        67303        67311 

6504     6510     R7022 R7023  

R7024   R7025 76395        

76410        76425 

76455        76296        76297 

76298        76299        76300 

76301        R8022       R8023 

R8024       R8025       8275 

8290          8305          8320 

8335          8146          8190 

8191 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE3A5 

LE4A17 

LE6B4 

L.7.5.a Language Standards Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 
and nuances in word meanings: Interpret figures of speech (e.g., literary, 
biblical, and mythological allusions) in context. 

R6027  R6028  R6029 R6030       

67304        67306 

67308        6513          6530 

66950        6556          6546 

R7027  R7028  R7029 R7030       

76302        76303 

76304   76305   R8027 R8028   

R8029    R8030 8172          8174          

8176 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C1 LE6D6 
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L.7.5.b Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 
and nuances in word meanings: Use the relationship between particular 
words (e.g., synonym/antonym, analogy) to better understand each of 
the words. 

R6002  R6003  R6004 R6005 

OWR6002 R6007 R6008   

R6009    R6010 6513     6530     

R7002 R7003  R7004  R7005 

R7007  R7008  R7009 R7010  

76395   R8002 R8003  R8004  

R8005 R8007       R8008       

R8009 

R8010 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C1 

L.7.5.c Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 
and nuances in word meanings: Distinguish among the connotations 
(associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) (e.g., 
refined, respectful, polite, diplomatic, condescending). 

6553 6543 LE6D3 

CC.1.3.7.J 

L.7.6 

Language Standards for Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and 
domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when 
considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

67261 67271 67282 

67293 67303 6520 

6521 6522 6523 

6524 6525 6526 

6527 6528 6529 

76390 76395 76405 

76410 76420 76425 

76450 76455 8270 

8275 8285 8290 

8300 8305 8315 

8320 8330 8335 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LE6C8 LE6C9 

LE6C10 

LE6C11 

LE6C12 

LE6C13 

LE6C14 

LE6C15 

LE6C16 

LE6C17 

 

RH.7.1 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and 
secondary sources. 

56326 56327 56328 

OW56326  5213 5231 

67283 67284 67285 

67286 6576 6563 

76451 76452 76453 

76454 76457 

 
 
 

 
LE5C12 

LE6E4 
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RH.7.2 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary 
source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior 
knowledge or opinions. 

5270 5237 67262 

67263 6515 6532 

76306 76307 76308 

76309 8158 

 
 
 
LE5A5 LE6C3 

 

RH.7.3 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to 
history/social studies (e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates are 
raised or lowered). 

OWR6076 OWR7076 OWR8076 

5284 5260 5275 

5226 6611 6605 

 
 

LE5E6 

LE5A3 

LE6G6 

 

RH.7.4 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. 

56325 56326 5186 

67261 67262 67282 

67283 67284 6520 

76450 76451 76453 

76455 

 
 

 
LE5A15 

LE6C8 

 
RH.7.5 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, 
comparatively, causally). 

R5129I AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I OWR5130 5224 
I 

5261 5275 5226 

67283 67284 67285 

76451 76453 76457 

 
 
 
 
LE5A6 LE5A3 

 

RH.7.6 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose 
(e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 

56326 56327 6557 

6547 6580 6567 

76334 76335 8178 

 

 
LE6D8 LE6E8 

 

RH.7.7 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Integration 
of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, 
or maps) with other information in print and digital texts. 

R5131I AQR5131I OWR5131 
I 

OTR5131I R5098 R5099 

R5100 5286 5287 

R6091 R6092 R6093 

OWR6091 R7091 R7092 

R7093 R8092 R8093 

R8094 

 
 
 
 
 
LE5A1 

 

RH.7.8 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Integration 
of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text. 

R5128I AQR5128I OWR5128 
I 

56326 56328 67283 

67284 67286 76330 

8178 
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RH.7.10 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Range of 
Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social studies texts 
in the grades 6-8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

5213          5231          5202 

5264   R6041    R6043 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 R6114       

6576 

6563          6580          6567 

R7037  R7038  R7039 R7080  

R7081  R7082 R7091  R7092  

R7093 R7111       R7114       

76451 

76452        76453        76454 

76457        76306        76307 

76308        76309        76330 

76332 76335 R8045 

R8046 R8047 OWR8045 

R8092 R8093 R8094 

R8108 R8112 8152 

8156          8158          8160 

8178 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5C12 

LE6E4 LE6E8 

 
RST.7.1 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical 
texts. 

R5124I AQR5124I R5126I 

AQR5126I OCR5126  76317 
I 

76320 76321 76323 

8150 8180 8182 

 

 

RST.7.2 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; provide an accurate 
summary of the text distinct from prior knowledge or opinions. 

R5044  R5045  R5048 R5050  

R6041  R6042 R6045  R6046  

R7045 R7046  R7047   76309 

R8041       R8042       R8043 

OWR8041 8146 

 

 

RST.7.3 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, 
taking measurements, or performing technical tasks. 

5284 5260 6611 

6605 76319 

 
LE5E6 LE6G6 

 

RST.7.4 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific 
words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical 
context relevant to grades 6-8 texts and topics. 

R5123V AQR5123  6523 
V 

6525 8146 8180 

8182 

 
 
LE6C11 

LE6C13 
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RST.7.5 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical 
Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including 
how the major sections contribute to the whole and to an 
understanding of the topic. 

R5129I      AQR5129I R5130I 

AQR5130I OWR5130 R5101 
I 

R5102  R5103  R6095 R6097  

R7095   R7096 76317        

R8095       R8097 

8146 

 

 

RST.7.6 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a 
procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text. 

56327 8182  

 

RST.7.7 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a 
text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a 
flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table). 

R5098  R5099  R5100 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 R7091 

R7092 R7093  R8092  R8093 

R8094       8154 

 

 

RST.7.8 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on research findings, 
and speculation in a text. 

R5124I AQR5124I OWR5124 
I 

R5069 R5070 R5071 

8182 

 

 
RST.7.10 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity:  
By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend 
science/technical texts in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently. 

R6041  R6042  R6045 R6046  

R6091  R6092 R6093 

OWR6091 R6095 R6097  

R7045  R7046 R7047  R7091  

R7092 R7093  R7095   R7096 

76309        76317        76320 

76321 76323 R8037 

R8038 R8039 R8041 

R8042 R8043 OWR8041 

R8045 R8046 R8047 

OWR8045 R8053 R8054 

R8055 R8092 R8093 

R8094 R8095 R8097 

R8114 8146 8150 

8154 8156 8180 

8182 
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WHST.7.1.a 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Introduce 
claim(s) about a topic or issue, acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) 
from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the reasons and 
evidence logically. 

56330 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 

 
 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

 

WHST.7.1.b 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Support claim(s) 
with logical reasoning and relevant, accurate data and evidence that 
demonstrate an understanding of the topic or text, using credible 
sources. 

56330 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 

 
 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

 

WHST.7.1.c 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Use words, 
phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships 
among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

6586 6593 LE6F1 

 

WHST.7.1.d 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and 
Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Establish and 
maintain a formal style. 

56330 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 

 
 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

 

WHST.7.1.e 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Provide a 
concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

56330 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 

 
 
LE6F1 LE6G2 

 
WHST.7.2.a 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to 
follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

into broader categories as appropriate to achieving 8340   
purpose; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., 

charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

 

WHST.7.2.b 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Develop the topic with relevant, well- chosen facts, 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

other information and examples. 8340   
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WHST.7.2.c 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical 
events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes: Use 
appropriate and varied transitions 
to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and 
concepts. 

5246 

67265 

5148 5068  
LE5D4 

 

WHST.7.2.d 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 76459 76460 8339  

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

8340 
  

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 

technical processes: Use precise language and domain- 

specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

 

WHST.7.2.e 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Establish and maintain a formal style and objective 
tone. 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

8340   

 

WHST.7.2.f 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Provide a concluding statement or section that 
follows from and supports the information or 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

explanation presented. 8340   

 
WHST.7.4 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368  
 
 
 
 

LE5D4 LE5D3 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 

5246 5148 5068 

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 5244 5250 5219 

development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

5215 

67265 

6589 

67287 

6429 

67288 

67299 6586 76459  

76460 8294 8295 
LE5D1 

8339 8340  LE6F4 

 

WHST.7.5 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368  
 
 
 
 

 
LE5D8 LE5D7 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 

5031 5065 5066 

With some guidance and support from peers and adults, 5246 5148 5068 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on how 
well purpose and audience have been addressed. 

5244 

5215 

67265 

5250 

6589 

67287 

5219 

6429 

67288 

67299 76459 76460 LE5D4 

8294 8295 8339 LE5D3 
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8340   
LE5D1 

LE6F4 

 

WHST.7.7 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 303 383 56340 
 
 
 
LE4D6 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

5246 5148 5068 

Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-
generated question), drawing on several sources and generating 
additional related, focused 

8294 

8340 

8295 8339 
LE4D5 LE5D4 

questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration. 

 

WHST.7.8 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 303 383 5246  
 
LE4D6 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

5148 5068 8339 

Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital 8340 8160  LE4D5 
sources, using search terms effectively; assess the  
credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote or LE5D4 

paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 

avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for 

citation. 

 

WHST.7.9 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, 
and research. 

303 383 8160 LE4D6 LE4D5 

 

WHST.7.10 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368 
 
 
 
 
 

LE5D4 LE5D3 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 

5246 5148 5068 

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 5244 5250 5219 

reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, 
and audiences. 

5215 

67265 

6589 

67287 

6429 

67288 

67299 76459 76460 
LE5D1 

8294 8295 8339  

8340 
  LE6F4 
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EIGHTH GRADE ENGLISH/ LANGUAGE ARTS 

Overview: In the eighth grade students explore a variety of novels which support their development of essay and 

poetry. 64 learning activities are primarily based on reading comprehension, writing skills and vocabulary. 

Independent learning activities (ILA) think alouds, interactive guided instruction and read & respond lessons will 

build and develop working knowledge of language arts skills and give them plenty of practice.  Language arts 

extensions contain 12 chapters made up of 85 activities. 

 

Language arts contains 85 lessons organized into twelve chapters that introduce and cover: 

How-to-Articles – Teaches students different strategies that build writing skills. Students will use prewriting 

strategies and using words in context to apply comprehension and practical activities to fun projects. 

Informational Articles – Teaches students how to use informational articles. Activities enable students to see 

how word choice is connected to the outcome of the composition. Students will identify the main idea, 

supporting details, interpret graphs, and write a descriptive paragraph. 

Events in the News –Students explore current events and complete writing assignments about these events. 

Encourages students to apply reading comprehension and writing skills to design a monument or write 

about the Lincoln Memorial. 

Short Stories - Teaches students about the various elements of a story, and how to use literary devices to 

develop a quality short story. Students cover 3 pieces of literature with writing assignments that 

correspond to each. 

Poetry – Students learn about the various types of poetry such as lyrical poetry and free verse poetry. 

Students will have writing assignments that enable them to practice what they have learned about poetry. 

Assignments include a poetry writing, and narrative writing. 

Persuasive Readings – Students will study famous examples of persuasive speeches in order to develop a 

greater understanding of speech writing. Students will write their own persuasive speech. 

The Accurate Use of Apostrophes – Teaches the students how to recognize possessive nouns, learn the 

rules for apostrophes, identify words that need apostrophes, and place the apostrophes correctly. 

Apply Spelling Conventions – Teaches students about the various verb forms, adverbs, colons, and 

semicolons. Students are introduces to infinitives, confusing words, and modifiers and are asked to 

identify and correct misspelling and usage errors. Teaches the rules associated with comparative and 

superlative adjective usage, vowel and consonant rules, structural units within words, and exceptions to 

spelling rules. 
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Strategies to Edit Written Work - Students learn the use of common editing strategies such as subject verb 

agreement, parallel structure, capitalization, end punctuation, quotation marks, fragments, and run-ons. 

Students are given proofreading assignments throughout. 

Use infinitives and participles – Teaches students the proper use of infinitives and participles through 

interactive exercises. Students will learn how to differentiate between infinitive phrases and prepositional 

phrases, and then be able to use infinitive phrases correctly. 

Use parts of speech correctly – Students learn the rules for demonstrative adjectives, pronouns, and 

modifiers. Lessons teach the students how to identify the correct verb tense, progressive verbs, adverbs 

that are used as intensifiers, indefinite pronouns, and the perfect verb tense. 

Variety of sentence types – Teaches students about complex sentences and the various punctuation, subject 

verb agreement, and parallel structure that is needed to form these sentences correctly. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

Vocabulary Skills Students will expand and apply knowledge of grade level appropriate 
vocabulary. 

4 weeks 

Process Skills: Think Alouds Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and expository 
texts using think aloud prompts and scaffolded support. 

4 weeks 

Comprehension Students will apply comprehension strategies to literary and expository 
texts. 

4 weeks 

State Simulation 
Assessments 

Students will apply comprehension skills to literary and expository texts 
that simulate high stakes assessments. 

4 weeks 

Surviving the Applewhites - 
ILA 

The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is an excerpt from the realistic 
fiction novel Surviving the Applewhites. The comprehension activities focus 
on characterization and mood, and the writing application focuses on 
writing a persuasive composition that states a clear position in support of a 
proposal as it relates to a college application essay. 

4 weeks 

Ruthie's Journal - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is the short story Ruthie's Journal. 
The comprehension activities focus on sequence of events, and the writing 
application focuses on writing an informational report that develops a topic 
with simple facts, details, examples and explanations. 

4 weeks 

Shipwreck - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is an excerpt from the true story 
Shipwreck at the Bottom of the World: The Extraordinary True Story of 
Shackleton and the Endurance. The comprehension activities focus on 
summarization, and writing application focuses on writing a cover letter. 

4 weeks 

19 Varieties of Gazelle - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 4 weeks 
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assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is a series of poems from the book 
19 Varieties of Gazelle: Poems of the Middle East. The comprehension 
activities focus on theme, and the writing application focuses on writing 
free verse poetry. 

True North - ILA The student will engage in a series of integrated exploratory and 
assessment activities that target vocabulary, fluency, reading 
comprehension, prewriting, literary response and analysis, and writing 
application. The anchor literature piece is an excerpt from the historical 
fiction novel True North: A Novel of the Underground Railroad. The 
comprehension activities focus on compare and contrast, and the writing 
application focuses on writing a biographical or autobiographical narrative 
or short story that relates a clear, coherent incident, event or situation by 
using well-chosen details. 

4 weeks 

PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

CC.1.3.8.A 

RL.8.1 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what 
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

R7037 R7038 R7039 

76322 R8037 R8038 

R8039 8162 8176 

 

CC.1.3.8.C 

RL.8.2 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development 
over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, 
setting, and plot; provide an objective summary of the text. 

R7041 R7042 R7043 

OWR7041 R7049 R7050 

R7051       76393        76394 

76408        76409        76325 

76326  R8041   R8042 R8043 

OWR8041 R8049 R8050       

R8051       8288 

8289          8301          8303 

8307          8170 

 

CC.1.3.8.B 

RL.8.3 

Reading Standards for Literature Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama 
propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 

R7098 R7099 R7100 

OWR7098 R7104 R7105 

R7106       R7109       76391 

76392        76393        76394 

76406        76407        76408 

76409        76412        76421 

76422   76423   R8098 R8099  

R8100  R8104 R8105  R8106  

R8107 R8113       8271          
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

8272 

8273          8274          8277 

8286          8288          8289 

8331          8332          8333 

8337          8162          8164 

8166 

CC.1.3.8.F 

RL.8.4 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft 
and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of 
specific word choices on meaning and tone, including analogies or 
allusions to other texts. 

R7027 R7028 R7029 

R7030 76421 76422 

76296 76297 76298 

76302 76303 76304 

76305 R8027 R8028 

R8029 R8030 8170 

8172 8174 8176 

 

 

RL.8.6 

Reading Standards for Literature Craft 
and Structure: 
Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the 
audience or reader (e.g., created through the use of dramatic irony) 
create such effects as suspense or humor. 

76391 76393 76397  

CC.1.3.8.H 

RL.8.9 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on themes, patterns of 
events, or character types from myths, traditional stories, or religious 
works such as the Bible, including describing how the material is 
rendered new. 

6582 6569 LE6E10 

CC.1.3.8.K 

RL.8.10 

Reading Standards for Literature 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including 
stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of grades 6-8 text 
complexity band independently and proficiently. 

R6037 R6038 R6039 

OWR6037 R6041 R6042 

R6043  R6049  R6050 R6051  

R6053  R6054 R6055  R6069  

R6070 R6071  R6080  R6081 

R6082 OWR6080 R6095 

R6096  R6097  R6101 R6102  

R6103  R6108 R6109  R6110  

R6112 R6113       67262        

67263 

67264        67272        67273 

67274        67275        67294 

67295        67296        67297 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

67304        67305        67306 

6501          6588          6531 

6514          6534          6517 

6541          6551          6553 

6543          6573          6564 

6577          6568          6581 

6582          6569          6570 

6583          6584          6571 

R7037  R7038  R7039 R7041 

R7042 R7043 OWR7041 

R7049 R7050 R7051  R7053  

R7054 R7055  R7080  R7081 

R7082  R7095  R7096 R7097  

R7098  R7099 R7100 

OWR7098 R7104 R7105  

R7106  R7107 R7109  R7110  

R7112 R7113       76391        

76392 

76393        76394        76397 

76406        76407        76408 

76409        76412        76421 

  76422 76423 76424 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

76427 76313 76314 

76315 76324 76325 

76326 76327 76328 

76331 76333 R8037 

R8038 R8039 R8041 

R8042 R8043 OWR8041 

R8049 R8050 R8051 

R8053 R8054 R8055 

R8080 R8081 R8082 

R8095 R8096 R8097 

R8098 R8099 R8100 

R8104 R8105 R8106 

R8107 R8109 R8110 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

R8111 R8113 8271  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6F3 

8272 8273 8274 

8277 8286 8287 

8288 8289 8292 

8301 8302 8303 

8304 8307 8331 

8332 8333 8334 

8337 8152 8162 

8164 8166 8170 

8172   

LE6C2 

LE6C5 

LE6D1 

LE6D3 

LE6E5 

LE6E9 

LE6E10 

LE6E11 

LE6E12 

CC.1.2.8.B 

RI.8.1 

Reading Standards for Informational Text R7037 R7038 R7039  

Key Ideas  
and Details: 
Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an 

76320 76321 76322 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences 76323 R8037 R8038 

drawn from the text. R8039 8178 8180 

8182   

CC.1.2.8.A 

RI.8.2 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the 
course of the text, including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide 
an objective summary of the text. 

R7041 R7042 R7043 

OWR7041 R7045 R7046 

R7047       76453        76454 

76306 76307 76308 

76309 76310 76311 

76312 R8041 R8042 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

R8043 OWR8041 R8045 

R8046 R8047 OWR8045 

8158 

CC.1.2.8.C 

RI.8.3 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Key 
Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions 
between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., through comparisons, 
analogies, or categories). 

R7080 R7081 R7082 

76332 R8080 R8081 

R8082 8148 

 

CC.1.2.8.F 

RI.8.4 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a 
text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze 
the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including 
analogies or allusions to other texts. 

6553          6543          6513 

6530          R7027       R7028 

R7029       R7030       76451 

76452        76296        76297 

76298        76302        76303 

76304   76305   R8027 R8028   

R8029    R8030 8316          

8317          8146 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6D3 

LE6C1 

CC.1.2.8.E 

RI.8.5 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including 
the role of particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept. 

R7045 R7046 R7047 

76306 76307 76308 

76312 R8045 R8046 

R8047 OWR8045 8158 

 

CC.1.2.8.D 

RI.8.6 

Reading Standards for Informational Text Craft 
and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze 
how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or 
viewpoints. 

R7053 R7054 R7055 

76453 76454 R8053 

R8054 R8055 8182 

 

 

RI.8.8 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant 
and sufficient; recognize when irrelevant evidence is introduced. 

76334 76335 8182  

 

RI.8.10 

Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction at the 
high end of the grades 6-8 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 

R6037 R6038 R6039 

OWR6037 R6041 R6042 

R6043 R6045 R6046 

R6047 R6053 R6054 

R6055 R6069 R6070 

R6071 R6080 R6081 

R6082 OWR6080 R6091 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 

R6095 R6096 R6097 

R6111 67262 67263 

  67264 67283 67284 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE6C2 

67285 67286 6531 

6514 6515 6532 

6534 6517 6553 

6543 6557 6547 

6576 6563 6566 

6579 6580 6567 

6611 6605 R7037 

R7038 R7039 R7041 

R7042 R7043 OWR7041 

R7045 R7046 R7047 

R7053 R7054 R7055 

R7080 R7081 R7082 

R7091 R7092 R7093 

R7095 R7096 R7097 

R7108 R7111 76451 

76452 76453 76454 

76457 76306 76307 

76308 76309 76310 

76311 76312 76317 

76319 76320 76321 

76323 76330 76332 LE6C3 

76334 76335 R8037 
LE6C5 

R8038 

R8042 

R8039 

R8043 

R8041 

OWR8041 
LE6D3 

R8045 R8046 R8047 
LE6D8 

OWR8045 R8053 R8054 LE6E4 

R8055 R8080 R8081 LE6E7 

R8082 R8092 R8093 LE6E8 

R8094 R8095 R8096 
LE6G6 R8097 R8108 R8112 

8316 8317 8318 

8319 8322 8146 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

8148 8150 8156 

8158 8160 8178 

8180 8182  

CC.1.4.8.G 

CC.1.4.8.H 

CC.1.4.8.I 

W.8.1.a 

Writing Standards for 6586 6593 6601  

 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

6608 76399 76400 

relevant evidence: Introduce claim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the 
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, 

8279 8280 8281 
LE6G2 

and organize the reasons and evidence logically. 

CC.1.4.8.G 

CC.1.4.8.J 

W.8.1.b 

Writing Standards for 6586 6593 6601  

 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

6608 76399 76400 

relevant evidence: Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant 
evidence, using accurate, credible sources and 

8279 8280 8281 
LE6G2 

demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text. 

CC.1.4.8.G 

CC.1.4.8.J 

W.8.1.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence: Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and 
clarify the relationships among claim (s), counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence. 

6586 6593 LE6F1 

CC.1.4.8.G 

CC.1.4.8.K 

W.8.1.d 

Writing Standards for 6586 6593 6601  

 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

6608 76399 76400 

relevant evidence: Establish and maintain a formal style. 8279 8280 8281 
LE6G2 

CC.1.4.8.G 

CC.1.4.8.K 

W.8.1.e 

Writing Standards for 6586 6593 6601  

 
LE6F1 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and 

6608 76399 76400 

relevant evidence: Provide a concluding statement or section that 
follows from and supports the argument 

8279 8280 8281 
LE6G2 

presented. 

CC.1.4.8.A 

CC.1.4.8.B 

W.8.2.a 

Writing Standards 76459 76460 8294  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

8295 8296 8324 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 8325 8326 8339 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; 

8340   

organize ideas, concepts, and information into broader 

categories; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics 

(e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

CC.1.4.8.A 

CC.1.4.8.C 

W.8.2.b 

Writing Standards for 76459 76460 8294  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

8295 8296 8324 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 8325 8326 8339 
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PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assess

ments 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Develop the topic with relevant, well-chosen facts, 

8340 8341  

definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information 

and examples. 

CC.1.4.8.A 

CC.1.4.8.D 

W.8.2.c 

Writing Standards for 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey 
ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, 
and analysis of relevant content: Use appropriate and varied transitions 
to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and 
concepts. 

67265  

CC.1.4.8.A 

CC.1.4.8.F 

W.8.2.d 

Writing Standards for 76459 76460 8294  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

8295 8339 8340 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 

Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to 

inform about or explain the topic. 

CC.1.4.8.A 

CC.1.4.8.D 

CC.1.4.8.F 

W.8.2.e 

Writing Standards for 76459 76460 8294  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

8295 8296 8324 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 8325 8326 8339 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 
Establish and maintain a formal style. 

8340 8341  

CC.1.4.8.A 

W.8.2.f 

Writing Standards for 8324 8325 8326  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and 

8339 8340 8341 

convey ideas, concepts, and information through the 

selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content: 

Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from 

and supports the information or explanation presented. 

CC.1.4.8.M 

CC.1.4.8.N 

CC.1.4.8.P 

W.8.3.a 

Writing Standards for 76414 76415 76429  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

76430 8339 8340 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Engage and 

orient the reader by establishing a context and point of view 

and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an 

event sequence that unfolds naturally and logically. 

CC.1.4.8.M 

CC.1.4.8.O 

W.8.3.b 

Writing Standards for 76414 76415 76429  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

76430 8339 8340 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Use narrative 

techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, and 

reflection, to develop experiences, events, and/or 
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PA Common 
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characters. 

CC.1.4.8.M 

CC.1.4.8.O 

CC.1.4.8.Q 

W.8.3.d 

Writing Standards for 76414 76415 76429  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

76430 8339 8340 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Use precise 

words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and 

sensory language to capture the action and convey 

experiences and events. 

CC.1.4.8.M 

CC.1.4.8.Q 

W.8.3.e 

Writing Standards for 76414 76415 8339  

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

8340 
  

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 

details, and well-structured event sequences: Provide a 

conclusion that follows from and reflects on the narrated 

experiences or events. 

W.8.4 Writing Standards for 76399 76400 76401  

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 

76414 76415 76418 

development, organization, and style are appropriate to 76419 76421 76422 

task, purpose, and audience. 76426 76429 76430 

76431 76459 76460 

76461 8279 8280 

8281 8294 8295 

8296 8309 8310 

8306 8324 8325 

8326 8339 8340 

8341   

CC.1.4.8.T 

W.8.5 

Writing Standards for 5031 5065 5066  
 
 
 

 
LE5D8 

LE5D7 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
With some guidance and support from peers and adults, 

76399 76400 76414 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 76415 76429 76430 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 
focusing on how well purpose and audience have been addressed. 

76459 

8280 

76460 

8294 

8279 

8295 
8309 8310 8324 

8325 8339 8340 

CC.1.4.8.U 

W.8.6 

Writing Standards for 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing 
and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently 
as well as to interact and collaborate with others. 

8160  

CC.1.4.8.V 

W.8.7 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

5246 

8160 

5148 5068  
LE5D4 
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Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-
generated question), drawing on several sources and generating 
additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of 
exploration. 

CC.1.4.8.W 

W.8.8 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using 
search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each 
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others 
while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 

5246 

8160 

5148 5068  
LE5D4 

 

W.8.9.a 

Writing Standards for 6501 6588 76418 
 
 
LE6F3 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 
76419 76421 76422 

analysis, reflection, and research: Apply grade 8 Reading 76426 

standards to literature (e.g., ''Analyze how a modern work of 

fiction draws on themes, patterns of events, or character 

types from myths, traditional stories, or religious works such 

as the Bible, including describing how the material is 

rendered new''). 

 

W.8.9.b 

Writing Standards for 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research: Apply grade 8 Reading 

6566 

6563 

6579 6576  
LE6E7 

LE6E4 

standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., ''Delineate and 

evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 

assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence 

is relevant and sufficient; recognize when irrelevant 

evidence is introduced''). 

CC.1.4.8.X 

W.8.10 

Writing Standards for 76399 76400 76401  

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 

76414 76415 76418 

research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 76419 76421 76422 

(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline- 
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

76426 

76431 

76429 

76459 

76430 

76460 

76461 8279 8280 

8281 8294 8295 

8296 8309 8310 

8306 8324 8325 

8326 8339 8340 

8341   

CC.1.5.8.A 

SL.8.1.d 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own 

5285 5230 LE5E4 
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clearly: Acknowledge new information expressed by others, and, when 
warranted, qualify or justify their own views in light of the evidence 
presented. 

Cc.1.5.8.C 

SL.8.2 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 6557 6547 6580 
 
 
LE6D8 Comprehension and Collaboration: 

Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse 
6567 76334 76335 

media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and 8182   LE6E8 

evaluate the motives (e.g., social, commercial, political) 

behind its presentation. 

 

SL.8.3 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, evaluating the 
soundness of the reasoning and relevance and sufficiency of the 
evidence and identifying when irrelevant evidence is introduced. 

6576 6563 8182 LE6E4 

CC.1.5.8.D 

SL.8.4 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 5253 5254 5229 
LE5E3 

LE5E2 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, 
coherent manner with relevant evidence, sound 

5239 6601 6608 

valid reasoning, and well-chosen details; use appropriate 
eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. 

LE6G2 

CC.1.5.8.E 

SL.8.5 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify 
information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest. 

300 445 LE4E3 

LE4E1 

CC.1.5.8.F 

SL.8.6 

Speaking and Listening Standards for 375 5253 5254 
LE4E4 

LE5E3 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating 
command of formal English when indicated 

5229 5239 
 

or appropriate. LE5E2 

CC.1.5.8.G 

L.8.1.a 

Language Standards for 8214 8215 8226  

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

8227 
  

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

Explain the function of verbals (gerunds, participles, 

infinitives) in general and their function in particular 

sentences. 

CC.1.5.8.G 

L.8.1.b 

Language Standards for 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking: Form and use 
verbs in the active and passive voice. 

76339 

8224 

8220 

8225 

8221  

CC.1.5.8.G 

L.8.1.d 

Language Standards for 76339 8220 8221  

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

8224 8225 
 

English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice and 
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mood. 

CC.1.4.8.E 

CC.1.4.8.L 

CC.1.4.8.R 

L.8.2.a 

Language Standards for 76358 76359 76360  

Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

76361 76362 76363 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 76364 76366 8198 

writing: Use punctuation (comma, ellipsis, dash) to indicate 
a pause or break. 

8199 

8208 

8206 

8209 

8207 

8210 

8211   

CC.1.4.8.E 

CC.1.4.8.L 

CC.1.4.8.R 

L.8.2.b 

Language Standards for 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing: Use an ellipsis to 
indicate an omission. 

5146 5293 5294 LE5B1 

CC.1.4.8.E 

CC.1.4.8.L 

CC.1.4.8.R 

L.8.2.c 

Language Standards for 8190 8191 8194  

Conventions of Standard English 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 

8195 8196 8197 

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 

writing: Spell correctly. 

L.8.3.a Language Standards for 76339 8220 8221  

Knowledge of Language: 
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when 

8224 8225 
 

writing, speaking, reading, or listening: Use verbs in the 

active and passive voice and in the conditional and 

subjunctive mood to achieve particular effects (e.g., 

emphasizing the actor or the action; expressing uncertainty 

or describing a state contrary to fact). 

CC.1.3.8.I 

L.8.4.a 

Language Standards for 76296 76297 76298  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 

8146 
  

meaning words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Use 

context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or 

paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a 

clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

CC.1.3.8.I 

L.8.4.b 

Language Standards for R7012 R7013 R7014  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 

R7015 R7017 R7018 

meaning words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and R7019 R7020 R7032 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Use 
common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to 
the meaning of a word (e.g., precede, recede, 

R7034 

R8013 

R7035 

R8014 

R8012 

R8015 

secede). R8017 R8018 R8019 

R8020 R8032 R8033 

R8034 R8035 OWR8032 
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CC.1.3.8.I 

L.8.4.c 

Language Standards for 295 297 523  
 

 
LE4A17 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- meaning 
words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and 

76395 

76455 

76410 

76300 

76425 

8275 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: 
Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, 
glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, 

8290 

8335 

8305 8320 

to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its 

precise meaning or its part of speech. 

CC.1.3.8.I 

L.8.4.d 

Language Standards for 295 297 523  
 
 
 
 
 

 
LE4A17 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 

R7022 R7023 R7024 

meaning words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and R7025 76395 76410 

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies: Verify 
the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., 
by checking the inferred meaning in context or 

76425 

76297 

76455 

76298 

76296 

76299 

in a dictionary). 76300 76301 R8022 

R8023 R8024 R8025 

8275 8290 8305 

8320 8335 8146 

8190 8191 

 

L.8.5.a 

Language Standards for R7027 R7028 R7029  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

R7030 76302 76303 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Interpret 76304 76305 R8027 

figures of speech (e.g. verbal irony, puns) in context. R8028 R8029 R8030 

8172 8174 8176 

 

L.8.5.b 

Language Standards for R7002 R7003 R7004  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

R7005 R7007 R7008 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings: Use the R7009 R7010 76395 

relationship between particular words to better understand 
each of the words. 

R8002 

R8005 

R8003 

R8007 

R8004 

R8008 

R8009 R8010  

 

L.8.5.c 

Language Standards for 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, 
and nuances in word meanings: Distinguish among the connotations 
(associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) (e.g., 
bullheaded, willful, firm, persistent, resolute). 

6553 6543 LE6D3 

CC.1.3.8.J 

L.8.6 

Language Standards for 76390 76395 76405  

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general 

76410 76420 76425 

academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather 76450 76455 8270 
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vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase 
important to comprehension or expression. 

8275 

8300 

8285 

8305 

8290 

8315 

8320 8330 8335 

RH.8.1 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas 
and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and 
secondary sources. 

56326 56327 56328 

5213 5231 67283 

67284 67285 67286 

6576 6563 76451 

76452 76453 76454 

76457 

 
 
 
 
LE5C12 

LE6E4 

RH.8.2 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas and 
Details: 
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary 
source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior 
knowledge or opinions. 

5270 5237 67262 

67263 6515 6532 

76306 76307 76308 

76309 8158 

 
 
 
LE5A5 

LE6C3 

RH.8.3 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Key Ideas and 
Details: 
Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to 
history/social studies (e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates 
are raised or lowered). 

OWR6076 OWR7076 OWR8076 

5284 5260 5275 

5226 6611 6605 

 
 

L

E

5

E

6 

L

E

5

A

3 

L

E

6

G

6 

RH.8.4 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. 

56325 56326 5186 

67261 67262 67282 

67283 67284 6520 

 
 

 
LE
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76450 76451 76453 

76455 

5A

15 

LE

6C

8 

 

RH.8.5 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, 
comparatively, causally). 

5224 5261 5275 

5226 67283 67284 

67285 76451 76453 

76457 

 
 
 
LE5A6 

LE5A3 

 

RH.8.6 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Craft and 
Structure: 
Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or 
purpose (e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular 
facts). 

56326 56327 6557 

6547 6580 6567 

76334 76335 8178 

 

 
LE6D8 

LE6E8 

 

RH.8.7 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, 
videos, or maps) with other information in print and digital texts. 

R5098 R5099 R5100 

5286 5287 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 

R7091 R7092 R7093 

R8092 R8093 R8094 

 
 
 
 
LE5A1 

 

RH.8.8 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Integration of 
Knowledge and Ideas: 
Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text. 

56326 56328 67283 

67284 67286 76330 

8178 

 

 

RH.8.10 

Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 5213 5231 5202  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5C12 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social 

5264 R6041 R6043 

studies texts in the grades 6-8 text complexity band R6091 R6092 R6093 

independently and proficiently. OWR6091 R6114 6576 

6563 6580 6567 

R7037 R7038 R7039 

R7080 R7081 R7082 

R7091 

R7111 

R7092 

R7114 

R7093 

76451 

76452 76453 76454 
LE6E4 

76457 76306 76307 LE6E8 

76308 76309 76330 
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76332 76335 R8045 

R8046 R8047 OWR8045 

R8092 R8093 R8094 

R8108 R8112 8152 

8156 8158 8160 

8178   

 

 

RST.8.1 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical 76317 76320 76321  

Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 

76323 8150 8180 

Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science 8182   
and technical texts. 

 

RST.8.2 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical R5044 R5045 R5048  

Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 

R5050 R6041 R6042 

Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; provide R6045 R6046 R7045 

an accurate summary of the text distinct from prior 
knowledge or opinions. 

R7046 

R8041 

R7047 

R8042 

76309 

R8043 

OWR8041 8146  

 

RST.8.3 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical 5284 5260 6611  
LE5E6 

LE6G6 

Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out 

6605 76319 
 

experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical 

tasks. 

 

RST.8.4 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-
specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or 
technical context relevant to grades 6-8 texts and topics. 

5189 

6525 

8182 

56325 

8146 

6523 

8180 

 
 
LE

5A

18 

LE

6C

11 

LE

6C

13 

 

RST.8.5 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical R5101 R5102 R5103  

Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 

R6095 R6097 R7095 
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Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, R7096 76317 R8095 

including how the major sections contribute to the whole 
and to an understanding of the topic. 

R8097 8146  

 

RST.8.6 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a 
procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text. 

56327 8182  

 

RST.8.7 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a 
text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a 
flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table). 

R5098  R5099  R5100 R6091 

R6092 R6093 OWR6091 

R7091 R7092 R7093  R8092  

R8093 R8094       8154 

 

 

RST.8.8 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on research 
findings, and speculation in a text. 

R5069 R5070 R5071 

8182 

 

 

RST.8.10 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
 By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend 
science/technical texts in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently. 

R6041  R6042  R6045 R6046  

R6091  R6092 R6093 

OWR6091 R6095 R6097  

R7045  R7046 R7047  R7091  

R7092 R7093  R7095   R7096 

76309        76317        76320 

76321 76323 R8037 

R8038 R8039 R8041 

R8042 R8043 OWR8041 

R8045 R8046 R8047 

OWR8045 R8053 R8054 

R8055 R8092 R8093 

R8094 R8095 R8097 

R8114 8146 8150 

8154 8156 8180 

8182 

 

 

WHST.8.1.a 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Introduce 
claim(s) about a topic or issue, acknowledge and distinguish the 
claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the reasons 
and evidence logically. 

56330 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 

 
 
LE6F1 

LE6G2 
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WHST.8.1.b 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Support claim(s) 
with logical reasoning and relevant, accurate data and evidence that 
demonstrate an understanding of the topic or text, using credible 
sources. 

56330 67287 67299 

6586 6593 6601 

6608 

 
 
LE6F1 

LE6G2 

 

WHST.8.1.c 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: Use words, 
phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships 
among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

6586 6593 LE6F1 

 

 

WHST.8.1.d 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 67287 67299 
 
 
LE6F1 Science, and Technical Subjects 

Text Types and Purposes: 
6586 6593 6601 

Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 6608   LE6G2 

Establish and maintain a formal style. 

 

WHST.8.1.e 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 67287 67299 
 
 
LE6F1 Science, and Technical Subjects 

Text Types and Purposes: 
6586 6593 6601 

Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 6608   LE6G2 

Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from 

and supports the argument presented. 

 

WHST.8.2.a 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to 
follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

into broader categories as appropriate to achieving 8340   
purpose; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., 

charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

 

WHST.8.2.b 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Develop the topic with relevant, well- chosen facts, 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

other information and examples. 8340   

 

WHST.8.2.c 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical 

5246 

67265 

5148 5068  
LE5D4 
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events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes: Use 
appropriate and varied transitions 
to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and 
concepts. 

 

WHST.8.2.d 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 76459 76460 8339  

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

8340 
  

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 

technical processes: Use precise language and domain- 

specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 

 

WHST.8.2.e 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Establish and maintain a formal style and objective 
tone. 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

8340   

 

WHST.8.2.f 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56340 56368 5246  
 
 
 
LE5D4 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 

5148 5068 67265 

Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 67288 6586 6589 

of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or 
technical processes: Provide a concluding statement or section that 
follows from and supports the information or 

6429 

8294 

76459 

8295 

76460 

8339 
LE6F4 

explanation presented. 8340   

 

WHST.8.4 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368  
 
 
 
 

LE5D4 

LE5D3 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 

5246 5148 5068 

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 5244 5250 5219 

development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

5215 

67265 

6589 

67287 

6429 

67288 

67299 6586 76459  

76460 8294 8295 
LE5D1 

8339 8340  LE6F4 

 

WHST.8.5 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE5D8 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 

5031 5065 5066 

With some guidance and support from peers and adults, 5246 5148 5068 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on how 
well purpose and audience have been 

5244 

5215 

5250 

6589 

5219 

6429 

addressed. 67265 67287 67288 LE5D7 

67299 6586 76459 LE5D4 
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Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 
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76460 8294 8295 LE5D3 

8339 8340  
LE5D1 

LE6F4 

 

WHST.8.7 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 303 383 56340 
 
 
 
LE4D6 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

5246 5148 5068 

Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-
generated question), drawing on several sources and generating 
additional related, focused 

8294 

8340 

8295 8339 
LE4D5 

LE5D4 
questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration. 

 

WHST.8.8 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 303 383 5246  
 
LE4D6 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

5148 5068 8339 

Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital 8340 8160  LE4D5 
sources, using search terms effectively; assess the  

credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote or LE5D4 

paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 

avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for 

citation. 

 

WHST.8.9 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, 
and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, 
and research. 

303 383 8160 LE4D6 

LE4D5 

 

WHST.8.10 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, 56330 56340 56368  
 
 
 
 

LE5D4 

LE5D3 

Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 

5246 5148 5068 

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 5244 5250 5219 

reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, 
and audiences. 

5215 

67265 

6589 

67287 

6429 

67288 

67299 6586 76459  

76460 8294 8295 
LE5D1 

8339 8340  LE6F4 

 



English/Language Arts Scope and Sequence Pennsylvania Standards and Common 
Core Standards Correlations Synergy Cyber Charter School–  
By Grade, High School 9th to 12th Grade 

 

Primary Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning Odyssey online curriculum 

 

ENGLISH I:  9th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, essay development, 

research, functional text, and communication. Through the study of short stories, poetry, drama, and 

nonfiction, students analyze literary elements, devices, text structure, author’s purpose, and historical 

significance. Students read the novels, “Old Man and the Sea” by Ernest Hemingway, “Farewell to 

Manzanar” by Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston and James D. Houston, and “Homecoming” by Cynthia Voigt to 

examine the concepts of point of view, setting, character development, conflict, rising action, climax, 

falling action, theme and motif. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and vocabulary 

acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds. In addition, writing 

instruction focuses on the writing process with integrated grammar instruction. Students write a variety 

of multi-paragraph essays as well as study a variety of communication strategies and the research 

process. Students will connect to their own lives while demonstrating proficiency of writing process 

through narrative, reflective, descriptive, persuasive literary analysis and research writing. The 

instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

Plot and Setting This Unit examines plot and setting by analyzing short stories and 
nonfiction selections. Students will use a plot diagram to identify 
the inciting incident, conflict, rising action, climax, resolution, 
setting and the effect setting has on plot. 

3 weeks 

Character This Unit examines character development by analyzing several 
short stories and nonfiction selections. Students will identify the 
changes in characters over time through physical descriptions, 
speech, actions and reactions of other characters. 

3 weeks 

Theme and Conflict This Unit examines theme and conflict by analyzing several short 
stories and nonfiction selections. Students will identify universal 
themes, distinguish internal and external conflicts and evaluate 
conflict between characters. 

3 weeks 

Narrator and Voice This Unit examines narrator and voice by analyzing short stories 
and nonfiction selections. Students will learn about types of 
narration, first and third person point of view, establishing a clear 
voice and expressing and defending viewpoints. 

3 weeks 

Novel: Old Man and This Unit examines the novel by analyzing The Old Man and the Sea. 3 weeks 



the Sea Students will learn about journalistic writing style, impact of setting, 
omniscient narration, character motivation, conflict, theme and 
motif. 

Poetry This Unit examines poetry by analyzing several poems. Students will 
learn about cinquain and diamante structures, lyric poetry, free 
verse, sonnets, the use of figurative language and poetic devices. 

3 weeks 

Nonfiction This Unit examines nonfiction by analyzing nonfiction selections. 
Students will learn about newspaper articles, press releases, radio 
announcements, memoirs, position papers, historical speeches, 
business letters, and conducting interviewing. 

3 weeks 

Epic, Legend, Myth This Unit examines epic, legend and myth by introducing Greek 
mythology and analyzing The Odyssey. Students will learn about the 
genre of Greek mythology, the epic poem, theme, character 
analysis and the traditional vs. modern hero. 

3 weeks 

Drama This Unit examines drama by introducing Shakespeare and 
analyzing Romeo and Juliet. Students will learn about 
Shakespearean comedy and tragedy, man vs. man conflict, 
protagonist, irony, falling action, climax and conclusion. 

3 weeks 

Research This Unit examines research by analyzing the research process. 
Students will learn about generating questions, primary and 
secondary sources, synthesizing information, organizing notes, 
outlining, writing a thesis statement, and analyzing bias. 

3 weeks 

Novel: Farewell to 
Manzanar 

This Unit examines the novel by analyzing the historical memoir 
Farewell to Manzanar. Students will learn how to apply concepts of 
point of view, setting, character development, conflict, rising 
action, climax, falling action, theme and motif. 

3 weeks 

 

  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

CC1.3.9-10.A 
RL.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1113 E1114 E1115  
E113A01 

E113B02 
E113B03 
E113C04 
E113D02 
E113H04 

E113I03 

E113I05 
E213B01 
E213B03 
E213B06 
E213C03 
E213D02 
E213E04 
E213E07 
E213H02 
E213H03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support E1116 E1221 E1222 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences E1223 E1233 E1234 
drawn from the text. E1235 E1236 E1341 

E1342 E1343 E1344 
E1423 E1424 E1841 
E1842 E1843 E1844 
E1931 E1932 E1933 
E1934 E1951 E1952 
E1953 E1954 E2213 
E2214 E2215 E2216 

E2231 E2232 E2233 
E2234 E2261 E2262 
E2263 E2264 E2333 
E2335 E2423 E2424 
E2425 E2426 E2541 
E2542 E2573 E2574 
E2575 E2576 E2821 
E2822 E2831 E2832 

CC1.3.9-10.C 
RL.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in 
detail its development over the course of the text, including 
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific 
details; provide an objective summary of the text. 

E1541 

E1544 

E1553 

E1564 

E1924 

E1941 

E1951 

E2312 

E21141 

E21172 

E1542 

E1551 

E1554 

E1921 

E1931 

E1943 

E1953 

E2313 

E21142 

E21173 

E1543 

E1552 

E1563 

E1923 

E1933 

E1944 

E2311 

E2314 

E21171 

E21174 

 

E113E04 

E113E05 

E113E06 

E113I02 

E113I03 

E113I04 

E113I05 

E213C01 

E213K04 

E213K07 
CC1.3.9-10.B 
RL.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1221 E1222 E1223 
 

E113B02 

E113B03 

E113C02 
E113C03 
E213A05 
E213B01 
E213B03 
E213B04 
E213E02 
E213E03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple E1224 E1233 E1234 

or conflicting motivations) develop over the course of a text, E1235 E1236 E1323 
interact with other characters, and advance the plot or 
develop the theme. 

E1324 

E1335 

E1333 

E1336 

E1334 

E2151 
E2152 E2153 E2154 
E2213 E2214 E2215 
E2216 E2231 E2232 
E2233 E2234 E2241 
E2242 E2243 E2244 

E2523 E2524 E2531 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

E2532 E2533 E2534 E213E04 
E213E05 E2541 E2542 E2551 

E2552 E2553 E2554 
CC1.3.9-10.F 
RL.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in the text, including figurative and connotative 
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language 
evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or 
informal tone). 

E1121 

E1124 

E1412 

E1423 

E1432 

E1641 

E1644 

E2441 

E1122 

E1251 

E1413 

E1424 

E1433 

E1642 

E2121 

E2442 

E1123 

E1411 

E1414 

E1431 

E1434 

E1643 

E2123 

E2443 

 
E113A02 
E113B05 
E113D01 
E113D02 
E113D03 
E113F04 
E213A02 
E213D04 

CC1.3.9-10.E 
RL.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1121 E1122 E1123  
E113A02 
E113A05 
E113B01 
E113C02 

E113E03 

E113E05 
E113H03 
E113I03 
E113K02 
E213A01 
E213D02 
E213E02 
E213E05 
E213E07 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to E1151 E1153 E1211 

structure a text, order events within it (e.g., parallel plots), E1323 E1324 E1531 
and manipulate time (e.g., pacing, flashbacks) create such 
effects as mystery, tension, or surprise. 

E1533 
E1833 

E1551 
E1835 

E1553 
E1931 

E1933 E11121 E2113 
E2114 E2115 E2116 
E2423 E2424 E2425 
E2426 E2523 E2551 
E2553 E2554 E2573 
E2574 E2575  

CC1.3.9-10.D 
 RL.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1133 E1135 E1521  

 
E113A03 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience E1523 E1524 E2141 

reflected in a work of literature from outside the United 
States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 

E2143 E2333 E2335 E113E02 
E213A04 
E213C03 

CC1.3.9-10.G 
RL.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in 
two different artistic mediums, including what is emphasized 
or absent in each treatment (e.g., Auden’s ''Musee des 
Beaux Arts'' and Breughel’s Landscape with the Fall of 
Icarus). 

E2171 

E2363 

E2172 

E2364 

E2361  
E213A07 

E213C06 

CC1.3.9-10.H 
RL.9-10.9 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source 
material in a specific work (e.g., how Shakespeare treats a 
theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author 

E1851 E1852 E2821 E113H05 

E213H02 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

draws on a play by Shakespeare). 
CC1.3.9-10.K 
RL.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1113 E1114 E1115 E113A01 

E113A03 

E113B03 
E113C01 
E113C04 
E113E04 
E113E06 
E113F05 
E113H03 
E113I02 
E113I03 
E213A02 
E213B04 
E213D02 
E213F01 
E213H03 
E213K01 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literature, E1133 E1135 E1233 

including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 9–10 E1235 E1311 E1341 
text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed 
at the high end of the range. 

E1343 

E1563 

E1541 

E1651 

E1543 

E1653 
E1833 E1834 E1835 
E1921 E1923 E1924 
E1931 

E2123 

E1933 

E2124 

E2121 

E2241 
E2243 E2423 E2424 
E2425 E2611 E2613 
E2831 E21111 E21113 

CC.1.2.9-
10.B 
RI.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243 
 

E113B04 
E113C05 
E113G02 

E113G03 

E113K01 
E213A03 
E213G01 
E213G05 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support E1244 E1351 E1352 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences E1721 E1722 E1723 
drawn from the text. E1724 E1731 E1732 

E1733 E1734 E11113 
E11115 E2131 E2132 
E2711 E2712 E2713 
E2714 E2751 E2752 
E2753 E2754  

CC.1.2.9-
10.A 
RI.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its 
development over the course of the text, including how it 
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary of the text. 

E1241 

E1713 

E1731 

E1743 

E2131 

E2164 

E2363 

E2742 

E1243 

E1721 

E1732 

E1744 

E2132 

E2361 

E2364 

E1711 

E1723 

E1733 

E1745 

E2163 

E2362 

E2741 

 

E113B04 
E113G01 
E113G02 
E113G03 
E113G04 
E213A03 
E213A06 
E213C06 
E213G04 

CC.1.2.9-
10.C 
RI.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243  
 
 
E113B04 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of 
ideas or events, including the order in which the points are 

E1244 

E1732 

E1351 

E1733 

E1731 

E1734 
made, how they are introduced and developed, and the 
connections that are drawn between them. 

E2171 E2172 E2451 E113C05 

E113G03 
E213A07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

E213D05 
CC.1.2.9-
10.F 
RI.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1251 E1311 E1641 
 

 
 
 
 

E113B05 

E113C01 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are E1642 E1643 E1644 

used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and E1711 E1713 E1714 
technical meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of 
specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the 
language of a court opinion differs from that of a 

E2711 

E2714 

E2712 

E2721 

E2713 

E2722 

newspaper). aqe2721 E2723 E2725 E113F04 
E2726 E2741 E2742 

E113G01 
E213G01 
E213G02 
E213G04 

CC.1.2.9-
10.E 
RI.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how an author’s ideas or claims are 
developed and refined by particular sentences, paragraphs, 
or larger portions of a text (e.g., a section or chapter). 

E1731 

E1734 

E1732 

E1963 

E1733 

E1964 

 

 
E113G03 

E113I06 

CC.1.2.9-
10.D 
RI.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and 
analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance that point 
of view or purpose. 

E1743 

E11114 

E11122 

E11141 

E2451 

E1745 

E11115 

E11131 

E11151 

E2452 

E11113 

E11121 

E11133 

E11153 

 
 
 

E113

G04 

E113

K01 

E113

K02 

E113

K03 

E113

K04 

E113

K05 

E213

D05 
CC.1.2.9-
10.G 
RI.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze various accounts of a subject told in different 
mediums (e.g., a person’s life story in both print and 
multimedia), determining which details are emphasized in 
each account. 

E1351 

E2172 

E1352 E2171  
E113C05 

E213A07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

 
RI.9-10.8 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243  
 

 
E113B04 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in 
a text, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the 

E2163 

E2952 

E2164 

E2711 

E2951 

E2713 
evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements 
and fallacious reasoning. 

E2714 

E2725 

E2723 E2724 E213A06 

E213I05 
E213G01 
E213G02 

 
RI.9-10.9 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B04 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seminal U.S. documents of historical and literary E1244 E1251 E1351 

significance (e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, the E1352 E1451 E1641 
Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms speech, 
King’s ''Letter from Birmingham Jail''), including how they 
address related themes and concepts. 

E1642 

E1745 

E1743 

E1746 

E1744 

E11113 

E11115 E2711 E2712  

E2713 E2714 E2723 
E113B05 

E2724 E2725 E2726 E113C05 

E2761 GV1008 GV1023 E113D05 
HS2045 HS2066 GV2110 E113G04 
HS241   E113K01 

E213G01 
E213G02 
E213G06 

 
RI.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1243 E1141  
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B04 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literary E1143 E1963 E1964 

nonfiction in the grades 9–10 text complexity band E2131 E2132 E2163 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 

E2164 

E2341 

E2171 

E2342 

E2172 

E2343 
E2361 E2362 E2363 E113A04 
E2364 E2451 E2452 E113I06 
E2741 

E2912 

E2742 

E2913 

E2911 

E2931 
E213A03 

E2933   E213A06 
E213A07 
E213C04 
E213C06 
E213D05 
E213G04 
E213I01 
E213I03 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 

E1461 

aqe1462 

aqe1461 

E1463 

E1462 

aqe1463 

 
 
 
 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

10.H 
CC.1.4.9-10.I 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.a 

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise claim(s), 
distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, 
and create an organization that establishes clear 
relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence. 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-10.I 
W.9-10.1.b 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly, supplying evidence for each while 
pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a 
manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level 
and concerns. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, and 
clauses to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 
reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between 
claim(s) and counterclaims. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.K 
W.9-10.1.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms 
and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.e 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E1963 E1964 E11051  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113I06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: introduce a topic; organize complex 
ideas, concepts, and information to make important 

aqe11054 

E2664 

E2663 

aqe2664 

aqe2663 

E2665 

connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g., aqe2665 E2666 aqe2666 
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia 
when useful to aiding comprehension. 

E2771 

aqe2772 

aqe2771 

E2773 

E2772 

aqe2773 
E113

J05 

E213

F06 
E2774 

aqe2851 

aqe2774 

E2852 

E2851 

aqe2852 
E213G07 

E2853 aqe2853 E2854 E213H05 

aqe2854 E2951  E213I05 

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E11051 aqe11051 E11052  
 
 
 
 
 
E113J05 

E213D06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe11052 E11053 aqe11053 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E11054 aqe11054 E2461 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: develop the topic with well-chosen, 
relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other information and examples 

aqe2461 

E2463 

aqe2464 

E2462 

aqe2463 

E21191 

aqe2462 

E2464 

aqe21191 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. E21192 aqe21192 E21193 E213K09 

aqe21193 E21194 aqe21194 
CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-

9-10 Writing Standards E1371 aqe1371 E1372  
 
 
 
 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1372 E1373 aqe1373 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1374 aqe1374 E1861 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

10.C 
W.9-10.2.c 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use appropriate and varied transitions 
to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 

aqe1861 

E1863 

E1862 

aqe1863 

aqe1862 

E1864 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113C07 

clarify the relationships among complex ideas and aqe1864 E2191 aqe2191 
concepts. E2192 aqe2192 E2193 

aqe2193 

E2195 

E2194 

aqe2195 

aqe2194 

E2196 
aqe2196 E2391 aqe2391 E113H06 

E2392 aqe2392 E2393 E213A09 
aqe2393 E2394 aqe2394 E213C09 
E2591 aqe2591 E2592 E213E09 
aqe2592 E2593 aqe2593 E213K09 E2594 aqe2594 E21191 
aqe21191 E21192 aqe21192 
E21193 aqe21193 E21194 
aqe21194   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.d 

9-10 Writing Standards E1761 aqe1761 E1762 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113G06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1762 E1763 aqe1763 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1764 aqe1764 E1963 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use precise language and domain- 
specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic. 

E1964 

E11052 

E11051 

aqe11052 

aqe11051 

E11053 

aqe11053 E11054 aqe11054 
E2771 aqe2771 E2772 E113I06 
aqe2772 E2773 aqe2773 E113J05 
E2774 aqe2774 E2851 E213G07 
aqe2851 E2852 aqe2852  

E2853 aqe2853 E2854 
E213H05 

aqe2854   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.e 

9-10 Writing Standards E1461 aqe1461 E1462 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113D06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1462 E1463 aqe1463 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1464 aqe1464 E1761 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 
and objective tone while attending to the norms and 

aqe1761 

E1763 

E1762 

aqe1763 

aqe1762 

E1764 

conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. aqe1764 E2731 E2732 E113G06 
E2851 aqe2851 E2852 E213G03 
aqe2852 E2853 aqe2853 E213H05 
E2854 aqe2854  

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.C 
W.9-10.2.f 

9-10 Writing Standards E1461 aqe1461 E1462 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1462 E1463 aqe1463 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1464 aqe1464 E1761 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: provide a concluding statement or 

aqe1761 E1762 

aqe1763 

aqe1762 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

section that follows from and supports the information or E1763 E1764  
 
 
E113D06 

explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the aqe1764 E11051 aqe11051 
significance of the topic). E11052 aqe11052 E11053 

aqe11053 E11054 aqe11054 E113G06 
E2731 E2732 E2771 E113J05 
aqe2771 E2772 aqe2772  

E2773 aqe2773 E2774 
E213G03 

aqe2774 E2851 aqe2851 E213G07 

E2852 aqe2852 E2853 E213H05 
aqe2853 E2854 aqe2854 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.N 
W.9-10.3.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E1261 aqe1261 E1262  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E1264 aqe1264 E1461 
well-structured event sequences: engage and orient the 
reader by setting out a problem, situation, or observation, 
establishing one or multiple point(s) of view, and introducing 

aqe1461 

E1463 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe1462 

E1464 

a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth progression aqe1464 E2191 aqe2191 
of experiences or events. E2192 aqe2192 E2193 

aqe2193 E2194 aqe2194 
E2195 aqe2195 E2196 
aqe2196 E2281 aqe2281 

E2282 aqe2282 E2283 E113D06 
aqe2283 E2284 aqe2284 E213A09 
E2391 aqe2391 E2392 E213B08 
aqe2392 E2393 aqe2393 E213C09 
E2394 aqe2394 E2461  

aqe2461 E2462 aqe2462 
E213D06 

E2463 aqe2463 E2464 E213E09 

aqe2464 E2591 aqe2591 
E2592 aqe2592 E2593 
aqe2593 E2594 aqe2594 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E1261 aqe1261 E1262  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E1264 aqe1264 E1371 
well-structured event sequences: use narrative techniques, 
such as dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, and 
multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or 

aqe1371 

E1373 

E1372 

aqe1373 

aqe1372 

E1374 

characters. aqe1374 E2281 aqe2281 
E2282 aqe2282 E2283 
aqe2283 E2284 aqe2284 E113C07 
E2391 aqe2391 E2392 E213B08 
aqe2392 E2393 aqe2393 E213C09 
E2394 aqe2394 E2461 

E213D06 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

aqe2461 E2462 aqe2462 
E2463 aqe2463 E2464 
aqe2464   

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.P 
W.9-10.3.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

 
 
 
 
 
E213A09 

E213E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 
characters. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2663 

E2665 

aqe2666 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2664 

aqe2665 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E2663 

aqe2664 

E2666 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E213

A09 

E213

E09 

E213

F06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.P 
W.9-10.3.e 

9-10 Writing Standards E1261 aqe1261 E1262  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B06 

 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E1264 aqe1264 E2191 
well-structured event sequences: provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on what is experienced, observed, 
or resolved over the course of the narrative. 

aqe2191 

E2193 

E2192 

aqe2193 

aqe2192 

E2194 
aqe2194 E2195 aqe2195 
E2196 aqe2196 E2281 

aqe2281 

E2283 

E2282 

aqe2283 

aqe2282 

E2284 
E213A09 

aqe2284 E2591 aqe2591 E213B08 

E2592 aqe2592 E2593 E213E09 
aqe2593 E2594 aqe2594 E213F06 
E2663 aqe2663 E2664 
aqe2664 E2665 aqe2665 
E2666 aqe2666  

 
W.9-10.4 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

 
 
 
 
E113A08 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

task, purpose, and audience. aqe1185 

E2663 

aqe2191 

E1761 

aqe2663 

aqe1761 

E2191 

CC.1.4.9-
10.T 
W.9-10.5 

9-10 Writing Standards E1181 aqe1181 E1182 
 

E113A08 
E113B06 
E113E08 
E213K09 

E213A09 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, aqe1182 E1183 aqe1183 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E1184 aqe1184 E1185 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

aqe1185 

E1262 

E1261 

aqe1262 

aqe1261 

E1263 
aqe1263 E1264 aqe1264 
E1581 aqe1581 E1582 

aqe1582 E1583 aqe1583 
E1584 aqe1584 E21191 
aqe21191 E21192 aqe21192 
E21193 aqe21193 E21194 
aqe21194 E2191 aqe2191 
E2192 aqe2192 E2193 
aqe2193 E2194 aqe2194 
E2195 aqe2195 E2196 
aqe2196   

CC.1.4.9-
10.U 
W.9-10.6 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, 
and update individual or shared writing products, taking 
advantage of technology’s capacity to link to other 
information and to display information flexibly and 
dynamically. 

e3080 e4063 E313I09 

E413I05 

CC.1.4.9-
10.V 
W.9-10.7 

9-10 Writing Standards E11011 E11021 E11031 E113J01 

E113J02 

E113J03 
E113J04 

E113J05 
E213J01 
E213J02 
E213J03 
E213J04 
E213J05 
E213J06 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects E11041 E11051 aqe11051 

to answer a question (including a self-generated question) E11052 aqe11052 E11053 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

aqe11053 

E21011 

E21041 

E11054 

E21021 

E21051 

aqe11054 

E21031 

E21061 
aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 
E21063 aqe21063 E21064 
aqe21064   

CC.1.4.9-
10.W 
W.9-10.8 

9-10 Writing Standards E11011 E11021 E11031 E113J01 

E113J02 

E113J03 
E113J04 

E113J05 
E213J01 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print E11041 E11051 aqe11051 

and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; E11052 aqe11052 E11053 
assess the usefulness of each source in answering the 
research question; integrate information into the text 
selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism 

aqe11053 

E21011 

E21041 

E11054 

E21021 

E21051 

aqe11054 

E21031 

E21061 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

and following a standard format for citation. aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 E213J02 
E213J03 
E213J04 
E213J05 
E213J06 

E21063 aqe21063 E21064 
aqe21064   

CC.1.4.9-
10.S 
W.9-10.9.a 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 9-
10 Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Analyze how an 
author draws on and transforms source material in a 
specific work [e.g., how Shakespeare treats a theme or 
topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author draws on 
a play by Shakespeare]''). 

E1851 E1852 E2821 E113H05 

E213H02 

 

  



ENGLISH II- 10th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, essay development, 

research, functional text, and communication. Students will have the opportunity to expand their 

knowledge of technology, listening and viewing while studying a variety of genres. Through a wide variety 

of literature, students further analyze literary elements and devices, text structure, author’s purpose, and 

historical significance. Students also read the novels “Of Mice and Men” by John Steinbeck, “House on 

Mango Street” by Sandra Cisneros, and “The Body of Christopher Creed” by Carol Plum-Ucci to further 

examine the concepts of setting, character analysis, inference, sequence of events, voice, dialogue, point 

of view, theme, conflict and motif. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and vocabulary 

acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds. In addition, students write a 

variety of essays focusing on the writing process with integrated grammar instruction as well as study a 

variety of communication strategies and the research process. Students will connect to their own lives 

while demonstrating proficiency of writing process through narrative, reflective, descriptive, persuasive 

literary analysis and research writing. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

Plot and Setting This Unit examines plot and setting by analyzing several short stories and 
nonfiction selections. Students will identify the impact of setting on plot, and how 
suspense, sensory details and imagery affect plot and the mood of the setting. 

3 weeks 

Character This Unit examines character development by analyzing several short stories and 
nonfiction selections. Students will understand flat, round, static, and dynamic 
characters as well as techniques for characterization including dialogue, conflict, 
and physical descriptions. 

3 weeks 

Theme and Conflict This Unit examines theme and conflict by analyzing several short stories and 
nonfiction pieces. Students will identify themes of conflict, journey and exploration, 
the characteristics of omniscient narration and irony to explain meaning. 

3 weeks 

Narrator and Voice This Unit examines narrator and voice by analyzing short stories and nonfiction 
selections. Students learn about the narrator's effect on character, plot and tone, 
first and third person points of view and compare/contrast authors' perspectives. 

3 weeks 

Novel Study: Of Mice 
and Men 

This Unit examines the novel by analyzing Of Mice and Men. Students learn about 
historical time period of novel, setting, character motivation through actions and 
dialogue, plot and theme development, foreshadowing, motif and symbolism. 

3 weeks 

Poetry This Unit examines poetry by analyzing several poems. Students will learn about 
tanka and haiku, English and Italian sonnets, lyric poems, rhyme pattern, meter, 
visualization, rhythm without rhyme, alliteration, repetition and sensory language. 

3 weeks 

Nonfiction This Unit examines nonfiction selections. Students learn about persuasive 
speeches, historical speeches, formal vs. informal letters, news articles vs. 
eyewitness accounts, memoirs and how to plan and deliver a speech. 

3 weeks 

Epic, Legend, Myth This Unit examines epic, legend and myth. Students learn about Hercules as a 
hero, myth and legend, how to connect to the concept of characterizing a hero, 
and compare and contrast modern day and mythological heroes. 

3 weeks 

Drama This Unit examines drama. Students will be introduced to Moscow Art Theatre, 
Globe Theatre, farce, character dev. through dialogue, plot overview of Julius 
Caesar, monologue, soliloquy & how a theater's structure contributes to action of 

3 weeks 



the play. 

Research This Unit examines the research process. Students learn about generating 
questions, primary and secondary sources, synthesizing information, organizing 
notes, outlining, thesis statements, drafting and editing. 

3 weeks 

Novel: House on Mango 
Street 

This Unit examines and analyzes the novel The House on Mango Street. Students 
will learn how to apply the concepts of setting, character analysis, inference, 
sequence of events, voice, dialogue, point of view, theme, conflict, and motif. 

3 weeks 

  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.9-
10.A 
RL.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2213 E2214 E2215 E213B01 

E213B03 
E213B06 
E213C03 
E213D02 
E213E04 

E213E07 

E213H02 
E213H03 
E113A01 
E113B02 
E113B03 
E113C04 
E113D02 
E113H04 
E113I03 
E113I05 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support E2216 E2231 E2232 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences 

E2233 E2234 E2261 

drawn from the text. E2262 E2263 E2264 
E2333 E2335 E2423 
E2424 E2425 E2426 
E2541 E2542 E2573 
E2574 E2575 E2576 
E2821 E2822 E2831 
E2832 E1113 E1114 
E1115 E1116 E1221 

E1222 E1223 E1233 
E1234 E1235 E1236 
E1341 E1342 E1343 
E1344 E1423 E1424 
E1841 E1842 E1843 
E1844 E1931 E1932 
E1933 E1934 E1951 
E1952 E1953 E1954 

CC.1.3.9-
10.C 
RL.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2311 E2312 E2313  
E213C01 
E213K02 

E213K03 

E213K04 
E213K05 
E213K06 
E213K07 
E113E04 
E113E05 
E113E06 
E113I04 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in E2314 E21123 E21131 

detail its development over the course of the text, including E21133 E21141 E21151 
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific 
details; provide an objective summary of the text. 

E21153 

E21173 

E21161 

E21174 

E21171 

E1541 
E1542 E1543 E1544 
E1551 E1552 E1553 
E1554 

E1941 

E1563 

E1942 

E1564 

E1943 
E1944   

CC.1.3.9-
10.B 
RL.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2151 E2152 E2153  
E213A05 

E213B01 

E213B03 
E213B04 
E213E02 
E213E03 
E213E04 
E213E05 
E113B02 
E113B03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple E2154 E2213 E2214 

or conflicting motivations) develop over the course of a text, E2215 E2216 E2231 
interact with other characters, and advance the plot or 
develop the theme. 

E2232 

E2241 

E2233 

E2242 

E2234 

E2243 
E2244 E2523 E2524 
E2531 E2532 E2533 
E2534 E2541 E2542 
E2551 E2552 E2553 
E2554 E1221 E1222 

E1223 E1224 E1233 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

E1234 E1235 E1236 E113C02 
E113C03 E1323 E1324 E1333 

E1334 E1335 E1336 
 CC.1.3.9-
10.F 
RL.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in the text, including figurative and connotative 
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language 
evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or 
informal tone). 

E2121 

E2435 

E2443 

E2721 

E1121 

E1124 

E1413 

E1424 

E1433 

E1642 

E2123 

E2441 

E2521 

aqe2721 

E1122 

E1411 

E1414 

E1431 

E1434 

E1643 

E2433 

E2442 

aqe2521 

E2722 

E1123 

E1412 

E1423 

E1432 

E1641 

E1644 

 

E213A02 

E213D03 

E213D04 

E113A02 

E113D01 

E113D02 

E113D03 

E113F04 

CC.1.3.9-
10.E 
RL.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2113 E2114 E2115 E213A01 
E213D02 
E213E02 
E213E05 

E213E07 

E113A02 
E113A05 
E113B01 
E113C02 
E113E03 
E113E05 
E113H03 
E113I03 
E113K02 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to E2116 E2423 E2424 

structure a text, order events within it (e.g., parallel plots), E2425 E2426 E2523 
and manipulate time (e.g., pacing, flashbacks) create such 
effects as mystery, tension, or surprise. 

E2551 
E2573 

E2553 
E2574 

E2554 
E2575 

E1121 E1122 E1123 
E1151 E1153 E1211 
E1323 E1324 E1531 
E1533 E1551 E1553 
E1833 E1835 E1931 
E1933 E11121  

CC.1.3.9-
10.D 
RL.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2141 E2143 E2333 E213A04 
E213C03 
E113A03 
E113E02 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience E2335 E1133 E1135 

reflected in a work of literature from outside the United 
States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 

E1521 E1523 E1524 

CC.1.3.9-
10.G 
RL.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in 
two different artistic mediums, including what is 
emphasized or absent in each treatment (e.g., Auden’s 
''Musee des Beaux Arts'' and Breughel’s Landscape with 
the Fall of Icarus). 

E2171 

E2363 

E2172 

E2364 

E2361  
E213A07 

E213C06 

CC.1.3.9-
10.H 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 

E2821 E1851 E1852 E213H02 
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RL.9-10.9 Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source 
material in a specific work (e.g., how Shakespeare treats a 
theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author 
draws on a play by Shakespeare). 

E113H05 

CC.1.3.9-
10.K 
RL.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2213 E2215 E2641  
E213B01 

E213F04 
E213I04 
E213A02 
E213B04 

E213D02 

E213F01 
E213H03 
E213K01 
E113A01 
E113A03 
E113B03 
E113C01 
E113C04 
E113E04 
E113E06 
E113F05 
E113H03 
E113I02 
E113I03 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend literature, E2643 E2941 E2943 

including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of 
the 

E2945 E2121 E2123 

grades 9–10 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 

E2124 

E2423 

E2241 

E2424 

E2243 

E2425 
E2611 E2613 E2831 
E2832 E21111 E21113 
E1113 

E1133 

E1114 

E1135 

E1115 

E1233 
E1235 E1311 E1341 
E1343 E1541 E1543 
E1563 E1651 E1653 
E1833 E1834 E1835 
E1921 E1923 E1924 
E1931 E1933  

CC.1.2.9-
10.B 
RI.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text. 

E2131 

E2363 

E2712 

E2751 

E2754 

E1242 

E1351 

E1722 

E1731 

E1734 

E2132 

E2364 

E2713 

E2752 

E2171 

E1243 

E1352 

E1723 

E1732 

E2361 

E2711 

E2714 

E2753 

E1241 

E1244 

E1721 

E1724 

E1733 

E213A03 

E213C06 

E213G01 

E213G05 

E213A07 

E113B04 

E113C05 

E113G02 

E113G03 
CC.1.2.9-
10.A 
RI.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2131 E2132 E2163  

E213A03 

E213A06 

E213C06 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its E2164 E2361 E2362 

development over the course of the text, including how it E2363 E2364 E2741 
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; E2742 E1241 E1243 
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provide an objective summary of the text. E1711 E1713 E1721 E213G04 
E113B04 
E113G01 
E113G02 
E113G03 
E113G04 

E1723 E1731 E1732 
E1733 E1743 E1744 

E1745   

CC.1.2.9-
10.C 
RI.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2171 E2172 E2451 E213A07 
E213D05 

E213G05 
E113B04 
E113C05 
E113G03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of 
ideas or events, including the order in which the points are 

E2751 

E1242 

E2753 

E1243 

E1241 

E1244 
made, how they are introduced and developed, and the 
connections that are drawn between them. 

E1351 

E1733 

E1731 

E1734 

E1732 

CC.1.2.9-
10.F 
RI.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of 
specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the 
language of a court opinion differs from that of a 
newspaper). 

E2711 

E2714 

aqe2721 

E2726 

E1251 

E1642 

E2712 

E2721 

E2723 

E2741 

E1311 

E1643 

E2713 

E2722 

E2725 

E2742 

E1641 

E1644 

E213G01 

E213G02 

E213G04 

E113B05 

E113C01 

E113F04 
CC.1.2.9-
10.E 
RI.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how an author’s ideas or claims are 
developed and refined by particular sentences, 
paragraphs, or larger portions of a text (e.g., a section or 
chapter). 

E2163 

E1732 

E2164 

E1733 

E1731 

E1734 

E213A06 

E113G03 

CC.1.2.9-
10.D 
RI.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2451 E2452 E2711 E213D05 

E213G01 
E213G04 
E113K01 
E113K02 
E113K03 
E113K04 
E113K05 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text 
and 

E2713 E2741 E2742 

analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance that point E11113 E11114 E11115 
of view or purpose. E11121 E11122 E11131 

E11133 E11141 E11151 

E11153   

CC.1.2.9-
10.G 
RI.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze various accounts of a subject told in different 
mediums (e.g., a person’s life story in both print and 
multimedia), determining which details are emphasized in 
each account. 

E2171 

e3543 

E2172 e3043  
E213A07 

E313E04 

 
RI.9-10.8 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2163 E2164 E2451 E213A06 

E213D05 Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in E2452 E2951 E2952 

a text, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the E2711 E2713 E2714 
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evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements 
and fallacious reasoning. 

E2723 

E1241 

E2724 

E1242 

E2725 

E1243 
E213I05 

E213G01 
E213G02 
E113B04 

 
RI.9-10.9 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seminal U.S. documents of historical and literary 
significance (e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, the 
Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms speech, 
King’s ''Letter from Birmingham Jail''), including how they 
address related themes and concepts. 

E2711 

E2714 

E2725 

E1241 

E1244 

E1352 

E1642 

E1745 

GV1023 

GV2110 

E2712 

E2723 

E2726 

E1242 

E1251 

E1451 

E1743 

E1746 

HS2045 

HS241 

E2713 

E2724 

E2761 

E1243 

E1351 

E1641 

E1744 

GV1008 

HS2066 

 

E213G01 

E213G02 

E213G06 

E113B04 

E113B05 

E113C05 

E113D05 

E113G04 

 
RI.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2131 E2132 E2163 E213A03 
E213A06 
E213A07 
E213C04 
E213C06 
E213D05 
E213G04 
E213I01 
E113B04 
E113I06 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend literary E2164 E2171 E2172 

nonfiction at the high end of the grades 9–10 text E2341 E2342 E2343 
complexity band independently and proficiently. E2361 E2362 E2363 

E2364 E2451 E2452 

E2741 E2742 E2911 
E2912 E2913 E1241 
E1243 E1963 E1964 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.H 
CC.1.4.9-
10.I 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.a 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise 
claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 
opposing claims, and create an organization that 
establishes clear relationships among claim(s), 
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.I 
W.9-10.1.b 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly, supplying evidence for each while 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 
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pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a 
manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level 
and concerns. 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, and 
clauses to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) 
and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between 
claim(s) and counterclaims. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.K 
W.9-10.1.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms 
and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.e 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E2663 aqe2663 E2664  
E213F06 
E213G07 

E213H05 

E113I06 
E213J06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2664 E2665 aqe2665 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2666 aqe2666 E2771 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: introduce a topic; organize complex 
ideas, concepts, and information to make important 

aqe2771 

E2773 

E2772 

aqe2773 

aqe2772 

E2774 

connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g., aqe2774 E2851 aqe2851 
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia 
when useful to aiding comprehension. 

E2852 

aqe2853 

aqe2852 

E2854 

E2853 

aqe2854 
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E1963 E1964 E21061 
aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 

E21063 aqe21063 E21064 
aqe21064   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E2461 aqe2461 E2462 E213D06 

E213K09 

E213J06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2462 E2463 aqe2463 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2464 aqe2464 E21191 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: develop the topic with well-chosen, 
relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other information and examples 

aqe21191 

E21193 

aqe21194 

E21192 

aqe21193 

E21061 

aqe21192 

E21194 

aqe21061 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. E21062 aqe21062 E21063 

aqe21063 E21064 aqe21064 
CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.C 
W.9-10.2.c 

9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192  
E213A09 
E213C09 
E213E09 
E213K09 

E113C07 

E113H06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2192 E2193 aqe2193 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2194 aqe2194 E2195 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use appropriate and varied transitions 
to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 

aqe2195 

E2391 

E2196 

aqe2391 

aqe2196 

E2392 

clarify the relationships among complex ideas and aqe2392 E2393 aqe2393 
concepts. E2394 aqe2394 E2591 

aqe2591 

E2593 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe2592 

E2594 
aqe2594 E21191 aqe21191 
E21192 aqe21192 E21193 
aqe21193 E21194 aqe21194 
E1371 aqe1371 E1372 
aqe1372 E1373 aqe1373 
E1374 aqe1374 E1861 
aqe1861 E1862 aqe1862 
E1863 aqe1863 E1864 
aqe1864   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.d 

9-10 Writing Standards E2771 aqe2771 E2772  
E213G07 
E213H05 

E113G06 

E113I06 
E113J05 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2772 E2773 aqe2773 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2774 aqe2774 E2851 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use precise language and domain- 
specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic. 

aqe2851 

E2853 

E2852 

aqe2853 

aqe2852 

E2854 

aqe2854 E1761 aqe1761 
E1762 aqe1762 E1763 
aqe1763 E1764 aqe1764 
E1963 E1964 E11051 
aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 
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E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
aqe11054   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.e 

9-10 Writing Standards E2731 E2732 E2851  
E213G03 
E213H05 
E113D06 

E113G06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2851 E2852 aqe2852 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2853 aqe2853 E2854 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 
and objective tone while attending to the norms and 

aqe2854 

E1462 

E1461 

aqe1462 

aqe1461 

E1463 

conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. aqe1463 E1464 aqe1464 
E1761 aqe1761 E1762 
aqe1762 E1763 aqe1763 
E1764 aqe1764  

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.C 
W.9-10.2.f 

9-10 Writing Standards E2731 E2732 E2771  
E213G03 

E213G07 

E213H05 
E113D06 
E113G06 
E113J05 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2771 E2772 aqe2772 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2773 aqe2773 E2774 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: provide a concluding statement or 
section that follows from and supports the information or 

aqe2774 

E2852 

E2851 

aqe2852 

aqe2851 

E2853 

explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the aqe2853 E2854 aqe2854 
significance of the topic). E1461 aqe1461 E1462 

aqe1462 E1463 aqe1463 
E1464 aqe1464 E1761 
aqe1761 E1762 aqe1762 

E1763 aqe1763 E1764 
aqe1764 E11051 aqe11051 
E11052 aqe11052 E11053 
aqe11053 E11054 aqe11054 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.N 
W.9-10.3.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192  
E213A09 
E213B08 
E213C09 

E213D06 

E213E09 
E113B06 
E113D06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe2192 E2193 aqe2193 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E2194 aqe2194 E2195 
well-structured event sequences: engage and orient the 
reader by setting out a problem, situation, or observation, 
establishing one or multiple point(s) of view, and 
introducing 

aqe2195 

E2281 

E2196 

aqe2281 

aqe2196 

E2282 

a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth progression aqe2282 E2283 aqe2283 
of experiences or events. E2284 aqe2284 E2391 

aqe2391 E2392 aqe2392 
E2393 aqe2393 E2394 
aqe2394 E2461 aqe2461 
E2462 aqe2462 E2463 
aqe2463 E2464 aqe2464 
E2591 aqe2591 E2592 
aqe2592 E2593 aqe2593 
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E2594 aqe2594 E1261 

aqe1261 E1262 aqe1262 
E1263 aqe1263 E1264 
aqe1264 E1461 aqe1461 
E1462 aqe1462 E1463 
aqe1463 E1464 aqe1464 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E2281 aqe2281 E2282 E213B08 
E213C09 
E213D06 
E113C07 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe2282 E2283 aqe2283 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E2284 aqe2284 E2391 
well-structured event sequences: use narrative techniques, 
such as dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, and 
multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or 
characters. 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2461 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2461 
E2462 aqe2462 E2463 
aqe2463 E2464 aqe2464 
E1371 aqe1371 E1372 
aqe1372 E1373 aqe1373 
E1374 aqe1374  

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.P 
W.9-10.3.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

 
E213A09 

E213E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
 CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 
characters. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2663 

E2665 

aqe2666 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2664 

aqe2665 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E2663 

aqe2664 

E2666 

 
E213A09 

E213E09 

E213F06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-

9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192  
E213A09 

E213B08 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe2192 E2193 aqe2193 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E2194 aqe2194 E2195 
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10.P 
W.9-10.3.e 

well-structured event sequences: provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on what is experienced, 
observed, or resolved over the course of the narrative. 

aqe2195 

E2281 

E2196 

aqe2281 

aqe2196 

E2282 

E213E09 
E213F06 
E113B06 

aqe2282 E2283 aqe2283 
E2284 aqe2284 E2591 
aqe2591 

E2593 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe2592 

E2594 
aqe2594 E2663 aqe2663 
E2664 aqe2664 E2665 
aqe2665 E2666 aqe2666 
E1261 aqe1261 E1262 
aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 
E1264 aqe1264  

 
W.9-10.4 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

E2663 

aqe2191 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E1761 

aqe2663 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

aqe1761 

E2191 

E113A08 

CC.1.4.9-
10.T 
W.9-10.5 

9-10 Writing Standards E21191 aqe21191 E21192 E213K09 
E213A09 
E113A08 
E113B06 

E113E08 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, aqe21192 E21193 aqe21193 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E21194 aqe21194 E2191 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

aqe2191 

E2193 

E2192 

aqe2193 

aqe2192 

E2194 
aqe2194 E2195 aqe2195 
E2196 aqe2196 E1181 

aqe1181 E1182 aqe1182 
E1183 aqe1183 E1184 
aqe1184 E1185 aqe1185 
E1261 aqe1261 E1262 
aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 
E1264 aqe1264 E1581 
aqe1581 E1582 aqe1582 
E1583 aqe1583 E1584 
aqe1584   

CC.1.4.9-
10.U 
W.9-10.6 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, 
and update individual or shared writing products, taking 
advantage of technology’s capacity to link to other 
information and to display information flexibly and 
dynamically. 

e3080 e4063 e4563 E313I09 

E413I05 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.4.9-
10.V 
W.9-10.7 

9-10 Writing Standards E21011 E21021 E21031 E213J01 

E213J02 

E213J03 
E213J04 

E213J05 
E213J06 
E113J01 
E113J02 
E113J03 
E113J04 
E113J05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects E21041 E21051 E21061 

to answer a question (including a self-generated question) aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

E21063 

aqe21064 

E11031 

aqe21063 

E11011 

E11041 

E21064 

E11021 

E11051 
aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 
E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
aqe11054   

CC.1.4.9-
10.W 
W.9-10.8 

9-10 Writing Standards E21011 E21021 E21031 E213J01 

E213J02 

E213J03 
E213J04 

E213J05 
E213J06 
E113J01 
E113J02 
E113J03 
E113J04 
E113J05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print E21041 E21051 E21061 

and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 
assess the usefulness of each source in answering the 
research question; integrate information into the text 
selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 

E21063 

aqe21064 

E11031 

aqe21063 

E11011 

E11041 

E21064 

E11021 

E11051 
aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 
E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
aqe11054   

CC.1.4.9-
10.S 
W.9-10.9.a 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 9-
10 Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Analyze how an 
author draws on and transforms source material in a 
specific work [e.g., how Shakespeare treats a theme or 
topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author draws on 
a play by Shakespeare]''). 

E2821 E1851 E1852 E213H02 

E113H05 

CC.1.4.9-
10.S 
W.9-10.9.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E2163 E2164 E2711  
E213A06 
E213G01 

E213G02 
E213I01 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 9-
10 

E2712 

E2723 

E2713 

E2724 

E2714 

E2725 

Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., ''Delineate 
and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the evidence 

E2726 

E2913 

E2911 E2912 

is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements and 
fallacious reasoning''). 

CC.1.4.9- 9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192 E213A09 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

10.X 
W.9-10.10 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 
(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E113A08 

 

 

  



ENGLISH III – 11th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and functional text. 

Through the study of American literature covering the period from 1400’s to the present, students 

analyze literary elements and devices, text/story structure, author’s purpose, and historical significance. 

Students will read a variety of genres including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and folktales, while identifying 

author’s view point and use of language. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and 

vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds, and apply these 

strategies to complex texts. Students compare forms of media and evaluate information presented using 

different text features. Students write a variety of essays with an emphasis on responding to literature 

through analysis and synthesis. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

New World: 1400-1800 The Unit begins with historical background 1400-1800. Students will read nonfiction 
pieces from Native Americans, explorers, politicians, and settlers. Using expository 
text, students will learn the author’s viewpoint and essential message. 

4 weeks 

America's Voice: 1800-
1865 

The Unit begins with historical background 1800-1865. Students will read folk tales, 
poetry, fiction, and nonfiction from noted period authors. Culturally significant works 
reveal period themes, styles, and ideas from a variety of genres. 

4 weeks 

Realism, Frontier: 1865-
1915 

The Unit begins with historical background 1865-1915. Students analyze period 
fiction to identify literary elements and author's use of language. In nonfiction, 
students analyze text structure, cause and effect, and forms of functional text. 

4 weeks 

Depression, Reform: 
1915-1935 

The Unit begins with historical background 1915-1935. In paired passages, students 
compare and analyze theme, structure, and clarity. Students analyze story structure 
and character credibility in fiction. Students analyze a speech. 

4 weeks 

Modern Age: 1935-1960 The Unit begins with historical background 1935-1960. Students analyze imagery 
and symbolism. Students compare forms of media and evaluate information 
presented using different text features. Students analyze poetry. 

4 weeks 

Experiment/Conflict: 
1960-1975 

The Unit begins with historical background 1960-1975. Students will analyze fiction 
to evaluate allegory, time sequence, and the short story device of epiphany. 
Students will analyze bias in media. 

4 weeks 

Contemporary America: 
1975-Now 

The Unit begins with historical background 1975-present. Students will analyze 
inductive/deductive reasoning and author's purpose in nonfiction contemporary 
contexts. Students will analyze postmodern story structure and poetry. 

4 weeks 

Novel Study Students will read The Bean Trees. The novel presents contemporary cultural topics 
for analysis. Students will identify and analyze imagery, figurative language, 
subplots, shifting voice, repetition of ideas, dialect, and allusion. 

4 weeks 

Writing Students will experience different stages of the writing process through prewriting, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing a college application essay. 

4 weeks 

Research Students will examine the steps in the research process, including discerning the 
legal and ethical research practices regarding plagiarism and copyright. 

4 weeks 

 

  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

CC.1.3.11-
12.A 
RL.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for 
Literature Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text, including determining 
where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

e3002 

e4066 

e3005 e3505  
E313A02 

E313A04 

E413I08 

CC.1.3.11-
12.C 
RL.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text 
and analyze their development over the course of the 
text, including how they interact and build on one another 
to produce a complex account; provide an objective 
summary of the text. 
 

e3010 e3015 e3515 E313B02 
E313B07 

E313D03 
E413B02 
E413B03 
E413H03 

e3030 e4008 e4009 
e4051   

CC.1.3.11-
12.B 
RL.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze the impact of the author’s choices  

e3010 e3510 e3019  
E313B02 
E313C02 
E313C03 
E313C04 

E313C05 

E313C06 
E313D04 
E313E02 
E313F02 
E313F03 
E313F05 
E313G04 
E313H01 
E313H02 
E313H03 
E313H05 
E413B03 
E413E04 
E413F05 
E413G02 
E413G03 
E413H02 
E413H04 
E413H05 
E413I03 
E413I04 
E413I06 
E413J02 
E413J04 

e3020 e3021 e3521 
e3022 e3522 e3023 
e3523 

e3039 

e3031 

e3049 

e3531 

e3549 
e3050 e3550 e3052 
e3552 e3062 e3562 
e3067 

e3568 

e3567 

e3069 

e3068 

e3569 

e3071 e3571 e4009 
e4509 e4031 e4041 
e4044 e4544 e4045 
e4545 e4050 e4550 
e4052 e4053 e4553 
e4061 e4561 e4062 

e4562 e4064 e4564 
e4070 e4570 e4071 
e4571   

CC.1.3.11-
12.F 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3004 e3504 e3007 E313A03 

E313A06 Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are e3507 e3011 e3511 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

RL.11-12.4 used in the text, including figurative and connotative e3013 e3513 e3016 E313B03 
E313B05 

E313B08 
E313C06 
E313D07 
E313G03 
E313G05 
E413D02 
E413E06 
E413F02 
E413H07 
E413H08 

meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 
meaning and tone, including words with multiple 
meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, 
or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other 
authors.) 

e3516 

e3034 

e3063 

e3023 

e3060 

e4025 

e3523 

e3560 

e4525 
e4034 e4534 e4037 
e4537 e4056 e4556 
e4057   

CC.1.3.11-
12.E 
RL.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3013 e3513 e3014 E313B05 

E313B06 
E313D05 

E313F03 
E413D03 
E413E02 
E413F02 
E413F04 
E413G03 
E413H07 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to 
structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where 
to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a comedic 
or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and 
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

e3514 e3614 e3032 
e3532 e3050 e3550 
e4026 

e4530 

e4526 

e4037 

e4030 

e4537 

e4040 e4540 e4045 
e4056 e4556  

RL.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3011 e3511 e3019  
E313B03 
E313C02 

E413B05 
E413F03 
E413G03 
E413H05 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires 
distinguishing what is directly stated in a text from what is 

e3519 

e4039 

e4011 

e4539 

e4511 

e4045 
really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or 
understatement). 

e4545 e4053 e4553 

CC.1.3.11-
12.H 
RL.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3001 e3009 e3012 E313A01 
E313B01 

E313B04 
E313B05 
E313C01 
E313D01 
E313D03 
E313D06 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313G01 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and 
early-twentieth-century foundational works of American 

e3013 

e3028 

e3513 

e3030 

e3018 

e3033 
literature, including how two or more texts from the same 
period treat similar themes or topics. 

e3533 

e3048 

e3038 

e3058 

e3638 

CC.1.3.11-
12.K 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3012 e3014 e3019 E313B04 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: e3029 e3030 e3051 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

RL.11-12.10 By the end of grade 11, read and comprehend literature, 
E313B06 
E313C02 
E313D02 
E313D03 
E313F04 
E413B04 
E413B05 
E413C03 
E413C04 
E413C05 
E413C06 
E413H02 
E413H06 
E413J01 

including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 11– e4010 e4510 e4011 
CCR text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding 
as needed at the high end of the range. 

e4511 

e4020 

e4018 

e4021 

e4019 

e4050 
e4055 e4555 e4069 
e4569   

CC.1.2.11-
12.B 
RI.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text, including determining 
where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

e3063 

e4512 

e3563 

e4017 

e4012  
E313G05 

E413B06 

E413C02 

CC.1.2.11-
12.A 
RI.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and 
analyze their development over the course of the text, 
including how they interact and build on one another to 
provide a complex analysis; provide an objective 
summary of the text. 

e3006 

e3043 

e3564 

e3013 

e3543 

e4065 

e3513 

e3064 

e4565 

E313A05 

E313B05 

E313E04 

E313G06 

E413I07 
CC.1.2.11-
12.C 
RI.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events 
and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events 
interact and develop over the course of the text. 

e3002 e3044 e4033 E313A02 

E313E05 

E413E05 

CC.1.2.11-
12.F 
RI.11-12.4 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 
are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the 
course of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in 
Federalist No. 10). 

e3044 e3059 E313E05 

E313G02 

CC.1.2.11-
12.E 
RI.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e3006 e3506 e3024 E313A05 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure 
an 

e3524 e4030 e4530 

author uses in his or her exposition or argument, 
including 

e4057 e4557  E313C07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and  
engaging. E413E02 

E413H08 
CC.1.2.11-
12.D 
RI.11-12.6 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text 
in which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing 
how style and content contribute to the power, 
persuasiveness, or beauty of the text. 

e3034 

e4530 

e3534 

e4057 

e4030 

e4557 

E313D07 

E413E02 

E413H08 

CC.1.2.11-
12.G 
RI.11-12.7 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

e3043 

e4527 

e3543 e4027  
E313E04 

E413E03 

 
RI.11-12.8 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. 
texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court 
majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, 
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy 
(e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses). 

e3034 

GV235 

GV1027 

e3534 

GV237 

h1061 

GV234 

GV1040 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-
century foundational U.S. documents of historical and 
literary significance (including The Declaration of 
Independence, the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill 
of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for 
their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features. 

e3005 

h1049 

h1157 

e3034 

h1060 

e3534 

h1064 

E313A04 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.10 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text 
Complexity: 
By the end of grade 11, read and comprehend literary 
nonfiction in the grades 11–CCR text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end 
of the range. 

e3006 

e3516 

e3002 

e3044 

e3555 

e3064 

e3506 

e3024 

e3035 

e3544 

e3063 

e3564 

e3016 

e3524 

e3535 

e3055 

e3563 

E313A05 

E313B08 

E313C07 

E313A02 

E313D08 

E313E05 

E313F07 

E313G05 

E313G06 
CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.H 
W.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise, 
knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the 
claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 
opposing claims, and create an organization that 
logically sequences claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, 
and evidence. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.I 
W.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most 
relevant evidence for each while pointing out the 
strengths and limitations of both in a manner that 
anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.J 
CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
W.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, 
and clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major 
sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the 
relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between 
reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and 
counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
W.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain 
a formal style and objective tone while attending to the 
norms and conventions of the discipline in which they 
are writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.e 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.D 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content: introduce a topic; 

e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 

E313I04 
E313I09 

e3075 e3080 e3082 
e3582 e3085 e3585 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

W.11-12.2.a organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so 
that each new element 
builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole; 
include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., 
figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

E313I11 
E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.C 
W.11-12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content: develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant 
facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, 
or other information and examples appropriate to the 
audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I11 

E313I14 

e3075 e3082 e3582 
e3085 e3585  

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I10 
E313I14 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey 

e3075 e3081 e3581 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and e3085 e3585  
accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and 
analysis of content: use appropriate and varied 
transitions 
and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
W.11-12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and 

e3075 e3082 e3582 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and 
analysis of content: use precise language, domain-
specific 

E313I03 

vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, 
and 

E313I04 

analogy to manage the complexity of the topic. 
E313I11 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
W.11-12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and 

e3075 e4063 e4563 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 

E313I03 

and objective tone while attending to the norms and E313I04 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 
E413I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.f 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content: provide a 
concluding statement or section that follows from and 
supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., 
articulating implications or the significance of the topic). 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 e3074 

e3085 e3585 

E313I01 

E313I02 

E313I03 

E313I04 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
CC.1.4.11-
12.N 
W.11-12.3.a 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: engage and orient 
the reader by setting out a problem, situation, or 
observation and its significance, establishing one or 
multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator 
and/or characters; create a smooth progression of 
experiences or events. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
CC.1.4.11-
12.O 
W.11-12.3.b 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use narrative 
techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, 
reflection, and multiple plot lines, to develop 
experiences, events, and/or characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.c 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole and build toward a 
particular tone and outcome (e.g., a sense of mystery, 
suspense, growth, or resolution). 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.d 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use precise words 
and phrases, telling details, and sensory language to 
convey a vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, 
and/or characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.e 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: provide a 
conclusion that follows from and reflects on what is 
experienced, observed, or resolved over the course of 
the narrative. 

e3084 e3584 E313I13 

CC.1.4.11-
12.B 
W.11-12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

e3080 E313I09 

CC.1.4.11-
12.T 
W.11-12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 

e3080 

e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 

E313I03 

E313I04 

E313I09 
CC.1.4.11-
12.U 
W.11-12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e3080 e4063 e4563 E313I09 

E413I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.V 
W.11-12.7 

11-12 Writing Standards e3043 e3543 e3064  
E313E04 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

Conduct short as well as more sustained research 
projects to answer a question (including a self-generated 
question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on 
the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject 
under investigation. 

e3564 e3087 e3088 
e3089 

e4046 

e3090 

e4546 

e3091  
E313G06 

E313J01 

E313J02 
E313J03 
E313J04 
E313J05 
E413G04 

 
W.11-12.8 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative 
print and digital sources, using advanced searches 
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each 
source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; 
integrate information into the text selectively to maintain 
the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance 
on any one source 

e3088 e3091 E313J02 

E313J05 
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Common 
Core 
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sment
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and following a standard format for citation. 
CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.a 

11-12 Writing Standards e3001 e3002 e3005 E313A01 

E313A02 

E313A04 
E313B01 
E313B08 
E313C01 
E313C07 
E313D01 
E313D07 
E313D08 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313F07 
E313G01 
E313G02 
E313G05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to 
support 

e3505 e3009 e3016 

analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 11-12 e3516 e3018 e3024 
Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Demonstrate 
knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-
twentieth- century foundational works of American 
literature, including how two or more texts from the same 
period treat similar 

e3028 

e3035 

e3638 

e3034 

e3535 

e3048 

e3534 

e3038 

e3055 

themes or topics''). e3555 e3058 e3059 
e3559 e3063 e3563 

CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 
11–12 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., 
''Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. 
texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning [e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court 
Case majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, 
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy 
(e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses]''). 

e3034 e3534 E313D07 

 
W.11-12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards e3081 e3581 e3082  
E313I10 
E313I11 

E313I12 
E313I13 
E313I14 
E313I15 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time 
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 
tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

e3582 

e3084 

e3083 

e3584 

e3583 

e3085 
e3585 e3086 e3586 

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: come to 
discussions prepared, having read and researched 
material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation 
by referring to evidence from texts and other research 
on the topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful, well-

e3034 

e3643 

e3634 e3043  
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Common 
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Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
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reasoned exchange of ideas. 
CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: work with 
peers to promote civil, democratic discussions and 
decision-making, set clear goals and deadlines, and 
establish individual roles as needed. 

e3034 

e3643 

e3634 e3043  

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: propel 
conversations by posing and responding to questions 
that probe reasoning and evidence; ensure a hearing for 
a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify, verify, 
or challenge ideas and conclusions; 
and promote divergent and creative perspectives. 

e3034 

e3643 

e3634 e3043  

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: respond 
thoughtfully to diverse perspectives; synthesize 
comments, claims, and evidence made on all sides of an 
issue; resolve contradictions when possible; and 
determine what additional information or research is 
required to deepen the investigation or complete the task. 

e3034 

e3043 

e3534 

e3543 

e3634 

e3643 

E313D07 

E313E04 

 
SL.11-12.2 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Integrate multiple sources of information presented in 
diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, 
orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve 
problems, evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each 
source and noting any discrepancies among the data. 

E2761 E213G06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.C 
SL.11-12.3 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of 
evidence and rhetoric, assessing the stance, premises, 
links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and 
tone used. 

E11061 E113J06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.B 
SL.11-12.4 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 

E2181 

E2581 

E2271 

E21071 

E2381 

E1451 

 

E213A08 
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Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
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Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, 
conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that 
listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or 
opposing perspectives are addressed, and the 
organization, development, substance, and style are 
appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range or formal 
and informal tasks. 

E1641 E1642 
E213B07 

E213C08 

E213E08 

E213J07 

E113D05 
CC.1.5.11-
12.D 
SL.11-12.5 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, 
graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in 
presentations to enhance understanding of findings, 
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest. 

E2381 E2761 E21071 E213C08 

E213G06 

E213J07 

CC.1.5.11-
12.E 
SL.11-12.6 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, 
demonstrating a command of formal English when 
indicated or appropriate. 

E2181 E1971 E213A08 

E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 

L.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

e4034 

E1971 

e4063 E1171  
E413E06 

E413I05 

apply the understanding that usage is a matter of E113A07 
convention, can change over time, and is sometimes 
contested. E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 
L.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 
resolve issues of complex or contested usage, 
consulting references (e.g., Merriam-Webster’s 
Dictionary of English Usage, Garner’s Modern American 
Usage) as needed. 

e4048 

E2112 

E1962 

e4548 

aqe2111 

aqe1961 

E2111 

E1961 

E413G06 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 
L.11-12.2.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: observe hyphenation conventions. 

e3076 E313I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: spell correctly. 

e3076 E313I05 
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L.11-12.2.b 
 
L.11-12.3.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Knowledge of Language: 
Apply knowledge of language to understand how 
language functions in different contexts, to make 
effective choices for meaning or style, and to 
comprehend more fully when reading or listening: vary 
syntax for effect, consulting references (e.g., Tufte’s 
Artful Sentences) for guidance as needed; apply an 
understanding of syntax to the study of complex texts 
when reading. 

e3079 E313I08 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: use context (e.g., the overall 
meaning of a 
sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or function 
in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 

e3057 e3557 e3059 E313F09 

E313G02 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: identify and correctly use patterns of 
word changes that indicate different meanings or parts 
of speech (e.g., conceive, conception, conceivable). 

e3027 

e3537 

e3527 

e3077 

e3037  
E313C09 

E313D09 

E313I06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 

L.11-12.4.c 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: consult general and specialized 
reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the 
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise 
meaning, its part of speech, its etymology, or its 
standard usage. 

e4048 e4548 E413G06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.d 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: verify the preliminary determination 
of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking 
the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

e4023 e4523 E413C08 

 
L.11-12.5.a 

11-12 Language Standards e3052 e3057 e3557 
E313F05 Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: e4006 e4506 e4071 
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Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: interpret 
figures of speech (e.g., hyperbole, paradox) in context 
and analyze their role in the text. 

E313F09 

E413A04 
E413J04 

 
L.11-12.5.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: analyze 
nuances in the meaning of words with similar 
denotations. 

e4023 

e3042 

e4523 e3004 
E413C08 

E313A03 

E313E03 

CC.1.3.11-
12.J 

L.11-12.6 

11-12 Language Standards e3008 e3508 e3037 E313A07 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
Acquire and use accurately general academic and 
domain- 
specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening at the college and career 
readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering 
vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or 
phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

e3537 e3066 e3566 
e4014 e4514  E313D09 

 
E313G07 

E413B08 

RH.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 
primary and secondary sources, connecting insights 
gained from specific details to an understanding of the 
text as a whole. 

e3035 

e3555 

e4033 

e4534 

e3535 

e4012 

e4533 

e4046 

e3055 

e4512 

e4034 

e4546 

E313D08 

E313F07 

E413B06 

E413E05 

E413E06 

E413G04 
RH.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social 
e3006 e3035 e3535 E313A05 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: e3055 e3555 e4046 

Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or e4546   E313D08 
secondary source; provide an accurate summary that 
makes clear the relationships among the key details and E313F07 

ideas. E413G04 
RH.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social 
e3035 e3535 e3063 E313D08 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and 

e3563 

e4030 

e3064 

e4530 

e3564 

e4034 
determine which explanation best accords with textual 
evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters 
uncertain. 

e4534 

e4065 

e4057 

e4565 

e4557 E313G05 

E313G06 
E413E02 
E413E06 
E413H08 
E413I07 

RH.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in e3006 e3016 e3044  
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History/Social Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including analyzing how an author uses 
and refines the meaning of a key term over the course of 
a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 
10). 

e3059 E313A05 

E313B08 

E313E05 

E313G02 

RH.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social 

e3002 e3006 e4012 
E313A02 

E313A05 
E413B06 
E413E06 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is 
structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, 
and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

e4034 e4534  

RH.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social 

e3016 e3516 e3043 E313B08 
E313E05 

E413E03 
E413I07 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: e4027 e4527 e4065 

Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same e4565   
historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, 
reasoning, and evidence. 

RH.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

e3035 

e3064 

e4546 

e3535 

e3564 

e3044 

e4046 

 

E313D08 

E313E05 

E313G06 

E413G04 
RH.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by 
corroborating or challenging them with other information. 

e3035 

e4557 

e3535 

e4065 

e4057 

e4565 E313D08 

E413H08 

E413I07 
RH.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary 
and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea 
or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

e3043 e3543 E313E04 

RST.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 
science and technical texts, attending to important 
distinctions the author makes and to any gaps or 
inconsistencies in the account. 

e3044 

e3559 

e3544 e3059  
E313E05 

E313G02 

RST.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 
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Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; 
summarize complex concepts, processes, or information 
presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler but 
still accurate terms. 

RST.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when 
carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or 
performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results 
based on explanations in the text. 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 

RST.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other 
domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a 
specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 
11- 12 texts and topics. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into 
categories or hierarchies, demonstrating understanding 
of the information or ideas. 

e3026 e3044 e3544 E313C08 

E313E05 

RST.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an 
explanation, describing a procedure, or discussing an 
experiment in a text, identifying important issues that 
remain unresolved. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., 
quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address 
a question or solve a problem. 

e3044 

e4527 

e3544 e4027  
E313E05 

E413E03 

RST.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions 
in a science or technical text, verifying the data when 
possible and corroborating or challenging conclusions 
with other sources of information. 

e3035 

e3559 

e3535 

e4047 

e3059 

e4547 

E313D08 

E313G02 

E413G05 

RST.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., 
texts, experiments, simulations) into a coherent 

e4027 

e4565 

e4527 e4065  
E413E03 

E413I07 
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understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, 
resolving conflicting information when possible. 

WHST.11- 
12.1.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the 
significance of the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from 
alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization 
that logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, 
reasons, and evidence. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, 
supplying the most relevant data and evidence for each 
while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both 
claim 
(s) and counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form that 
anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax 
to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, 
and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 
reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between 
claim(s) and counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone 
while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
provide a concluding statement or section that follows 
from or supports the argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: 
introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, 

e3080 

e3085 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582  
E313I09 

E313I11 

E313I14 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

and information so that each new element builds on that 
which precedes it to create a unified whole; include 
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, 
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

WHST.11- 
12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: 
develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, 
concrete details, quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of 
the topic. 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582 e3085  
E313I11 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: use 
varied transitions and sentence structures to link the 
major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify 
the relationships among complex ideas and concepts. 

e3081 

e3585 

e3581 e3085  
E313I10 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: use 
precise language, domain-specific vocabulary and 
techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to 
manage the complexity of the topic; convey a 
knowledgeable stance in a style that responds to the 
discipline and context as well as to the expertise of likely 
readers. 

e3082 e3582 E313I11 

WHST.11- 
12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: provide 
a concluding statement or section that follows from and 
supports the information or explanation provided (e.g., 
articulating implications or the significance of the topic). 

e3085 e3585 E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

e3083 

e3585 

e3583 e3085  
E313I12 

E313I14 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

task, purpose, and audience. 
WHST.11- 
12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 e3074  
E313I01 

E313I02 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E313I03 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. E313I04 

WHST.11- 
12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e4063 e4563 E413I05 

WHST.11- 11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 

12.7 Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research 
projects to answer a question (including a self generated 
question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on 
the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject 
under investigation. 

e3090 e3091  

E313J03 
 
E313J04 

E313J05 

WHST.11- 11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 
E313J03 
E313J04 
E313J05 

12.8 Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative 
print and digital sources, using advanced searches 
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each 
source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and 
audience; integrate information into the text selectively to 
maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and 
overreliance on any one source and following a standard 
format for citation. 

e3090 e3091  

WHST.11- 
12.9 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research. 

e3026 

e3585 

e3526 e3085  
E313C08 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific 
tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E213A09 

E113A08 



ENGLISH IV – 12th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and functional text. Active 

reading strategies process writing, and higher order/critical thinking skills will be utilized to analyze and 

interpret reading selections from specific time period. Through the study of British literature covering the 

period from 449 to the present, students analyze literary elements and devices, text structure, author’s 

purpose, and historical significance. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and 

vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds, and apply these 

strategies to complex texts. Students write a variety of essays with an emphasis on responding to 

literature through analysis and synthesis. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards.  

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Anglo-Saxon: 449-1066 The Unit begins with a historical overview 449-1066. Students 
read the epic poem Beowulf to analyze the themes reflected in the 
period. Students will analyze writing styles of professional authors. 

4 weeks 

Medieval: 1066-1485 The Unit begins with a historical overview 1066-1485. Students 
read myths/folk tales to evaluate author's depiction of archetypes 
in this period. The Canterbury Tales and Paston Letters give 
students a historical perspective on societal issues. 

4 weeks 

English Renaissance: 
1485-1625 

The Unit begins with a historical overview 1485-1625. Students 
will analyze the historic/cultural significance of Macbeth and 
evaluate excerpts of the King James Bible to draw subtle 
inferences. 

4 weeks 

Seventeenth Century: 
1625-1660 

The Unit begins with a historical overview 1625-1660. Students 
read an excerpt from Paradise Lost and analyze the poetry of 
Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne, Marvell, and Khayyam. 

4 weeks 

Restoration/Enlightenment The Unit begins with a historical overview of 1660-1798. Students 
analyze nonfiction text, satire, and poetry. They will read excerpts 
from Gulliver's Travels, Samuel Johnson's Dictionary, and various 
expository texts. 

4 weeks 

Romantic: 1798-1832 The Unit begins with a historical overview of 1798-1832. Students 
analyze period poetry, satire in Don Juan, and shifting voice in 
Frankenstein. 

4 weeks 

Victorian England: 1833-
1901 

Unit begins with historical overview 1833-1901. Students analyze 
literary elements in two short stories. They analyze expository text 
and print media to evaluate the social/cultural effects, and use of 
digital tools for vocabulary/etymology. 

4 weeks 

Modern: 1901-1950 Unit begins with an historical overview of 1901-1950. Students 
analyze plot structure, tone, voice and theme in short stories by 
noted authors; evaluate cultural significance of Pygmalion; 
evaluate Chamberlain's speech for clarity/validity. 

4 weeks 

Contemporary: 1951-
Present 

The Unit begins with historical overview 1951-present. Students 
analyze literary devices in contemporary short stories; analyze 
styles and beliefs through author study; study Greek/Latin origins; 

4 weeks 



examine differing conclusions in nonfiction text. 

Novel Study Students read Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. They analyze 
symbolism, themes, characters, and text structure. They interpret 
maps and study historical context. They write analytical essays to 
demonstrate their understanding of the text. 

4 weeks 

 

  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.11-
13.A 
RL.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text, including determining 
where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

e4050 e4066 e3002 E413H02 

E413I08 

E313A02 

CC.1.3.11-
13.C 
RL.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4008 e4009 e4051 E413B02 
E413B03 

E413H03 
E313B02 
E313B07 
E313D03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text e3010 e3015 e3515 

and analyze their development over the course of the text, e3030   
including how they interact and build on one another to 
produce a complex account; provide an objective summary 
of the text. 

CC.1.3.11-
13.B 
RL.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4009 e4509 e4018 E413B03 
E413C03 

E413E04 

E413F05 
E413G02 
E413G03 
E413H02 

E413H04 

E413H05 
E413I03 
E413I04 
E413I06 
E413J02 
E413J04 
E313B02 
E313C02 
E313C03 
E313C04 
E313C05 
E313C06 
E313D04 
E313E02 
E313F02 
E313F03 
E313F05 
E313G04 
E313H01 
E313H02 
E313H03 
E313H04 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to 
develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., 
where a story is set, how the action is ordered, how the 
characters are introduced and developed). 

e4031 e4041 e4044 
e4544 e4045 e4545 
e4050 

e4053 

e4550 

e4553 

e4052 

e4061 
e4561 e4062 e4562 
e4064 e4564 e4070 
e4570 e4071 e4571 
e3010 e3510 e3019 
e3020 e3021 e3521 
e3022 e3522 e3023 
e3523 

e3039 

e3031 

e3049 

e3531 

e3549 

e3050 e3550 e3052 
e3552 e3062 e3562 
e3067 e3567 e3068 
e3568 e3069 e3569 
e3070 e3570 e3071 
e3571   



E313H05 
CC.1.3.11-
13.F 
RL.11-12.4 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4025 e4525 e4026 E413D02 

E413D03 

E413E06 
E413F02 
E413H07 
E413H08 
E313A03 
E313A06 
E313B03 
E313B05 
E313B08 
E313D07 
E313G03 
E313G05 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are e4034 e4534 e4037 

used in the text, including figurative and connotative e4537 e4056 e4556 
meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 
meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings 
or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. 
(Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.) 

e4057 

e3007 

e3511 

e3004 

e3507 

e3013 

e3504 

e3011 

e3513 
e3016 e3516 e3034 
e3060 e3560 e3063 

CC.1.3.11-
13.E 
RL.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4026 e4526 e4030 E413D03 

E413E02 

E413F02 
E413F04 
E413G03 
E413H07 
E413I06 
E413J02 
E313B05 
E313B06 
E313D05 
E313F03 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to e4530 e4037 e4537 

structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to e4040 e4540 e4045 
begin or end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or 
tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and 
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

e4056 

e4564 

e3013 

e4556 

e4070 

e3513 

e4064 

e4570 

e3014 

e3514 e3614 e3032 
e3532 e3050 e3550 

 
RL.11-12.6 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires 
distinguishing what is directly stated in a text from what is 
really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or 
understatement). 

e4011 

e4039 

e4545 

e3011 

e3519 

e4511 

e4539 

e4053 

e3511 

e4031 

e4045 

e4553 

e3019 

 
E413B05 
E413E04 
E413F03 
E413G03 
E413H05 
E313B03 
E313C02 

CC.1.3.11-
13.H 
RL.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3001 e3009 e3012  
E313A01 
E313B01 

E313B04 
E313B05 
E313C01 
E313D01 
E313D03 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313G01 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and 
early-twentieth-century foundational works of American 

e3013 

e3028 

e3513 

e3030 

e3018 

e3038 
literature, including how two or more texts from the same 
period treat similar themes or topics. 

e3638 e3048 e3058 

CC.1.3.11-
13.K 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4010 e4510 e4011  

E413B04 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend literature, e4511 e4018 e4019 



RL.11-12.10 including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of 
the 

e4020 e4021 e4040 
E413B05 

E413C03 

E413C04 
E413C05 
E413C06 
E413F04 
E413F05 
E413H02 
E413H06 
E413J01 
E313B04 
E313B06 
E313C02 
E313D02 
E313D03 
E313F04 

grades 11–CCR text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 

e4041 

e4555 

e4050 

e4069 

e4055 

e4569 

e3012 e3014 e3019 
e3029 e3030 e3051 

CC1.2.11-
12.B 
RI.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4012 e4512 e4017 E413B06 
E413C02 

E413I07 
E313G05 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support e4065 e4565 e3063 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences 

e3563   

drawn from the text, including determining where the text 
leaves matters uncertain. 

CC1.2.11-
12.A 
RI.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4033 e4065 e4565 E413E05 
E413I07 
E313B05 
E313E04 
E313G06 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze e3013 e3513 e3043 

their development over the course of the text, including 
how they interact and build on one another to provide a 
complex 

e3543 e3064 e3564 

analysis; provide an objective summary of the text. 
CC1.2.11-
12.C 
RI.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and 
explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact 

e4017 

e3044 

e4033 e3002  
E413C02 

E413E05 

and develop over the course of the text. E313A02 
E313E05 

CC1.2.11-
12.F 
RI.11-12.4 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the course 
of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist 
No. 10). 

e3044 

E2722 

e3059 

aqe2721 

E2721 

HS2045 

E313E05 

E313G02 

CC1.2.11-
12.E 
RI.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4030 e4530 e4057 E413E02 
E413H08 
E313A05 
E313C07 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an e4557 e3006 e3506 

author uses in his or her exposition or argument, including e3024 e3524  
whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and 
engaging. 



CC1.2.11-
12.D 
RI.11-12.6 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in 
which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how 
style and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness, 
or beauty of the text. 

e4030 

e4557 

GV1024 

e4530 

e3034 

e4057 

e3534 

E413E02 

E413H08 

E313D07 

CC1.2.11-
12.G 
RI.11-12.7 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

e4013 

e3043 

e4027 

e3543 

e4527  
E413B07 

E413E03 

E313E04 

 
RI.11-12.8 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. 
texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court 
majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, 
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy 
(e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses). 

e3034 

GV235 

h1061 

e3534 

GV237 

h1164 

GV234 

GV1008 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century 
foundational U.S. documents of historical and literary 
significance (including The Declaration of Independence, 
the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and 
Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for their themes, 
purposes, and rhetorical features. 

e3005 

GV1011 

h1060 

e3034 

h1144 

h1064 

e3534 

h1049 

E313A04 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.10 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4012 e4017 e4517 E413B06 
E413C02 
E413E02 
E413E05 
E413G04 
E413I08 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend literary e4030 e4033 e4046 

nonfiction at the high end of the grades 11–CCR text 
complexity band independently and proficiently. 

e4546 e4066 e4566 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.H 
W.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise, 
knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the 
claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 
opposing claims, and create an organization that logically 
sequences claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most 
relevant evidence for each while pointing out the strengths 
and limitations of both in a manner that anticipates the 
audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 



possible biases. 
CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.J 

W.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, and 
clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major sections 
of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships 
between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and 
evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective tone while attending to the 
norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are 
writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.e 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.D 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.a 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 

E313I04 
E313I09 
E313I11 
E313I14 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content: introduce a topic; organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each 
new element builds on that which precedes it to create a 
unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics 
(e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

e3075 e3080 e3082 
e3582 e3085 e3585 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.C 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content: develop the topic thoroughly by 
selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic. 

e3072 

e3075 

e3085 

e3073 

e3082 

e3585 

e3074 

e3582 

 
E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I11 
E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I10 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey e3075 e3081 e3581 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and e3085 e3585  
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 



analysis of content: use appropriate and varied transitions E313I14 
and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 

E313I11 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 

e3075 e3082 e3582 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use precise language, domain-specific 
vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and 
analogy to manage the complexity of the topic. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards e4063 e4563 e3072 
E413I05 

E313I01 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 

e3073 e3074 e3075 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 

E313I02 

and objective tone while attending to the norms and E313I03 
conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

E313I04 
CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.f 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 

E313I14 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 

e3075 e3085 e3585 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: provide a concluding statement or 
section that follows from and supports the information or 
explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the 
significance of the topic). 

CC.1.4.11-
12.N 
CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.a 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: engage and orient 
the reader by setting out a problem, situation, or 
observation and its significance, establishing one or 
multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; create a smooth progression of experiences or 
events. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
CC.1.4.11-
12.O 
W.11-12.3.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use narrative 
techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, 
reflection, and multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, 
events, and/or characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.c 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 



and well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole and build toward a 
particular tone and outcome (e.g., a sense of mystery, 
suspense, growth, or resolution). 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.d 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 
characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.e 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on what is experienced, observed, 
or resolved over the course of the narrative. 

e3084 e3584 E313I13 

CC.1.4.11-
12.B 
W.11-12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

e3080 E313I09 

CC.1.4.11-
12.T 
CC.1.4.11-
12.W 
W.11-12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I09 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 

e3075 e3080  

focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.U 
W.11-12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e4063 e4563 e3080 E413I05 

E313I09 

 CC.1.4.11-
12.7 
W.11-12.7 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects 
to answer a question (including a self-generated question) 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

e4046 

e3543 

e3087 

e3090 

e4546 

e3064 

e3088 

e3091 

e3043 

e3564 

e3089 

E413G04 
E313E04 
E313G06 
E313J01 
E313J02 
E313J03 
E313J04 
E313J05 

 
W.11-12.8 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print 
and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; 
assess the strengths and limitations of each source in 
terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate 
information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one 

e3088 e3091 E313J02 

E313J05 



source 
and following a standard format for citation. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.a 

11-12 Writing Standards e3001 e3002 e3005 E313A01 

E313A02 

E313A04 
E313B01 
E313B08 
E313C01 
E313C07 
E313D01 
E313D07 
E313D08 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313F07 
E313G01 
E313G02 
E313G05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to support e3505 e3009 e3016 

analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 11-12 e3516 e3018 e3024 
Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Demonstrate 
knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth- 
century foundational works of American literature, 
including how two or more texts from the same period treat 
similar 

e3028 

e3035 

e3638 

e3034 

e3535 

e3048 

e3534 

e3038 

e3055 

themes or topics''). e3555 e3058 e3059 
e3559 e3063 e3563 

CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 
11–12 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., 
''Delineate 
and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including 
the application of constitutional principles and use of legal 
reasoning [e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court Case majority 
opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, and 
arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The 
Federalist, presidential addresses]''). 

e3034 e3534 E313D07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.X 
W.11-12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 
(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E213A09 

E113A08 

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing 
their own clearly and persuasively: come to discussions 
prepared, having read and researched material under 
study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to 
evidence from texts and other research on the topic or 
issue to stimulate a thoughtful, well-reasoned exchange of 
ideas. 

e3038 

e3643 

e3638 e3043  



CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing 
their own clearly and persuasively: work with peers to 
promote civil, democratic discussions and decision-
making, set clear goals and deadlines, and establish 
individual roles as needed. 

e3038 

e3643 

e3638 e3043  

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative 
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 
diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, texts, and issues, 
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively: propel conversations by posing and 
responding to questions that probe reasoning and 
evidence; ensure a hearing for a full range of positions on a 
topic or issue; clarify, verify, or challenge ideas and 
conclusions; 
and promote divergent and creative perspectives. 

e3038 

e3643 

e3638 e3043  

S 
CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
L.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative 
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 
diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, 
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively: respond thoughtfully to diverse 
perspectives; synthesize comments, claims, and evidence 
made on all sides of an issue; resolve contradictions when 
possible; and determine what additional information or 
research is required to deepen the investigation or 
complete the task. 

e3038 

e3043 

e3538 

e3543 

e3638 

e3643 

E313E01 

E313E04 

 
SL.11-12.2 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Integrate multiple sources of information presented in 
diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, 
orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve 
problems, evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each 
source and noting any discrepancies among the data. 

E2761 E213G06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.C 
SL.11-12.3 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of 
evidence and rhetoric, assessing the stance, premises, 
links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and 
tone used. 

E11061 E113J06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.B 
SL.11-12.4 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards E2181 E2271 E2381 E213A08 
E213B07 
E213C08 
E213E08 
E213J07 
E113D05 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, E2581 E21071 E1451 

conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that E1641 E1642  
listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or 
opposing perspectives are addressed, and the 
organization, 
development, substance, and style are appropriate to 
purpose, audience, and a range or formal and informal 



tasks. 
CC.1.5.11-
12.D 
SL.11-12.5 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, 
graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in 
presentations to enhance understanding of findings, 
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest. 

E2381 E2761 E21071 E213C08 

E213G06 

E213J07 

CC.1.5.11-
12.E 
SL.11-12.6 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, 
demonstrating a command of formal English when 
indicated or appropriate. 

E2181 E1971 E213A08 

E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

e4034 

E1971 

e4063 E1171  
E413E06 

E413I05 

apply the understanding that usage is a matter of E113A07 
convention, can change over time, and is sometimes 
contested. E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 
resolve issues of complex or contested usage, consulting 
references (e.g., Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of English 
Usage, Garner’s Modern American Usage) as needed. 

e4048 e4548 E413G06  

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.2.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: observe hyphenation conventions. 

e3076 E313I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.2.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: spell correctly. 

e3076 E313I05 

L.11-12.3.a 11-12 Language Standards 
Knowledge of Language: 
Apply knowledge of language to understand how language 
functions in different contexts, to make effective choices 
for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when 
reading or listening: vary syntax for effect, consulting 
references (e.g., Tufte’s Artful Sentences) for guidance as 
needed; apply an understanding of syntax to the study of 
complex texts when reading. 

e3079 E313I08 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a 
sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or function 
in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 

e3057 e3557 e3059 E313F09 

E313G02 



CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: identify and correctly use patterns of word 
changes that indicate different meanings or parts of 
speech (e.g., conceive, conception, conceivable). 

e3027 

e3537 

e3527 

e3077 

e3037  
E313C09 

E313D09 

E313I06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.c 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: consult general and specialized reference 
materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both 
print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning, its part of speech, 
its etymology, or its standard usage. 

e4048 

aqe1111 

e4548 E1111  
E413G06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.d 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: verify the preliminary determination of the 
meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the 
inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

e4023 e4523 E413C08 

L.11-12.5.a 11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: interpret 
figures of speech (e.g., hyperbole, paradox) in context and 
analyze their role in the text. 

e4006 

e3052 

e4506 

e3057 

e4071 

e3557 E413A04 

E413J04 

E313F05 

E313F09 
L.11-12.5.b 11-12 Language Standards 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: analyze 
nuances in the meaning of words with similar denotations. 

e4023 

e3042 

e4523 e3004 
E413C08 

E313A03 

E313E03 
CC.1.3.11-
12.J 
L.11-12.6 

11-12 Language Standards e4014 e4514 e3008 E413B08 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain- e3508 e3037 e3537 

specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, e3066 e3566  E313A07 
speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness  
level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary E313D09 
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to 
comprehension or expression. 

E313G07 

RH.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4012 e4512 e4033  
E413B06 Studies 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary 

e4533 

e4046 

e4034 

e4546 

e4534 

e3035 
and secondary sources, connecting insights gained from 
specific details to an understanding of the text as a whole. 

e3535 e3055 e3555 E413E05 

E413E06 
E413G04 
E313D08 



E313F07 
RH.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4046 e4546 e3006 E413G04 

E313A05 

E313D08 
E313F07 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: e3035 e3535 e3055 

Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or e3555   
secondary source; provide an accurate summary that 
makes clear the relationships among the key details and 
ideas. 

RH.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4030 e4530 e4034 E413E02 
E413E06 

E413H08 
E413I07 
E313D08 
E313G05 
E313G06 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and 

e4534 

e4065 

e4057 

e4565 

e4557 

e3035 
determine which explanation best accords with textual 
evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters 
uncertain. 

e3535 

e3064 

e3063 

e3564 

e3563 

RH.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including analyzing how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of a key term over the course of a text 
(e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 

e3006 

e3059 

e3016 e3044  
E313A05 

E313B08 

E313E05 

E313G02 

RH.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4012 e4034 e4534 
E413B06 

E413E06 
E313A02 
E313A05 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is 

e3002 e3006  

structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, and 
larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

RH.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4027 e4527 e4065 E413E03 
E413I07 

E313B08 
E313E05 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: e4565 e3016 e3516 

Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same e3043   
historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, 
reasoning, and evidence. 

RH.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4046 e4546 e3035 E413G04 
E313D08 

E313E05 
E313G06 

Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: e3535 e3044 e3064 

Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information e3564   
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

RH.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by 
corroborating or challenging them with other information. 

e4057 

e4565 

e4557 

e3035 

e4065 

e3535 E413H08 

E413I07 

E313D08 
RH.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social 

Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary 
and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea 
or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

e3043 e3543 E313E04 



RST.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 
science and technical texts, attending to important 
distinctions the author makes and to any gaps or 
inconsistencies in the account. 

e3044 

e3559 

e3544 e3059  
E313E05 

E313G02 

RST.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; 
summarize complex concepts, processes, or information 
presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler but still 
accurate terms. 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 

RST.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when 
carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or 
performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results 
based on explanations in the text. 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 

RST.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other 
domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a 
specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11- 
12 texts and topics. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into 
categories or hierarchies, demonstrating understanding of 
the information or ideas. 

e3026 e3044 e3544 E313C08 

E313E05 

RST.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, 
describing a procedure, or discussing an experiment in a 
text, identifying important issues that remain unresolved. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative 
data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or 
solve a problem. 

e4027 

e3544 

e4527 e3044  
E413E03 

E313E05 

RST.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions 
in a science or technical text, verifying the data when 
possible and corroborating or challenging conclusions with 
other sources of information. 

e4047 

e3535 

e4547 

e3059 

e3035 

e3559 

E413G05 

E313D08 

E313G02 

RST.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and e4027 e4527 e4065  



Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., 
texts, experiments, simulations) into a coherent 
understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, 
resolving conflicting information when possible. 

e4565 E413E03 

E413I07 

WHST.11- 
12.1.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the 
significance of the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from 
alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization 
that logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, 
reasons, and evidence. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, 
supplying the most relevant data and evidence for each 
while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both 
claim 
(s) and counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form that 
anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: use 
words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax to link 
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify 
the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between 
reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and 
counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone 
while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
provide a concluding statement or section that follows from 
or supports the argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: introduce a topic and organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each 
new element builds on that which precedes it to create a 

e3080 

e3085 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582  
E313I09 

E313I11 

E313I14 



unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics 
(e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to 
aiding comprehension. 

WHST.11- 
12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: develop the topic thoroughly by 
selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic. 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582 e3085  
E313I11 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: use varied transitions and sentence 
structures to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 

e3081 

e3585 

e3581 e3085  
E313I10 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: use precise language, domain-
specific vocabulary and techniques such as metaphor, 
simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of the topic; 
convey a knowledgeable stance in a style that responds to 
the discipline and context as well as to the expertise of 
likely readers. 

e3082 e3582 E313I11 

WHST.11- 
12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: provide a concluding statement or 
section that follows from and supports the information or 
explanation provided (e.g., articulating implications or the 
significance of the topic). 

e3085 e3585 E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

e3083 

e3585 

e3583 e3085  
E313I12 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 e3074  
E313I01 

E313I02 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E313I03 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. E313I04 



WHST.11- 
12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e4063 e4563 E413I05 

WHST.11- 11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 

12.7 Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects 

e3090 e3091  

to answer a question (including a self generated question) E313J03 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when  
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, E313J04 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

E313J05 

WHST.11- 
12.8 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print 
and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; 
assess the strengths and limitations of each source in 
terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate 
information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one 
source and following a standard format for citation. 

e3087 

e3090 

e3088 

e3091 

e3089  
E313J01 

E313J02 

E313J03 

E313J04 

E313J05 

WHST.11- 
12.9 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research. 

e3026 

e3585 

e3526 e3085  
E313C08 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific 
tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E213A09 

E113A08 

 

  



Curriculum 2.  English Language Arts Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
  



English/Language Arts Scope and Sequence Pennsylvania Standards and Common 
Core Standards Correlations Synergy Cyber Charter School–  
By Grade, High School 9th to 12th Grade 

 

Primary Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning Odyssey online curriculum 

 

ENGLISH I:  9th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, essay development, 

research, functional text, and communication. Through the study of short stories, poetry, drama, and 

nonfiction, students analyze literary elements, devices, text structure, author’s purpose, and historical 

significance. Students read the novels, “Old Man and the Sea” by Ernest Hemingway, “Farewell to 

Manzanar” by Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston and James D. Houston, and “Homecoming” by Cynthia Voigt to 

examine the concepts of point of view, setting, character development, conflict, rising action, climax, 

falling action, theme and motif. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and vocabulary 

acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds. In addition, writing 

instruction focuses on the writing process with integrated grammar instruction. Students write a variety 

of multi-paragraph essays as well as study a variety of communication strategies and the research 

process. Students will connect to their own lives while demonstrating proficiency of writing process 

through narrative, reflective, descriptive, persuasive literary analysis and research writing. The 

instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

Plot and Setting This Unit examines plot and setting by analyzing short stories and 
nonfiction selections. Students will use a plot diagram to identify 
the inciting incident, conflict, rising action, climax, resolution, 
setting and the effect setting has on plot. 

3 weeks 

Character This Unit examines character development by analyzing several 
short stories and nonfiction selections. Students will identify the 
changes in characters over time through physical descriptions, 
speech, actions and reactions of other characters. 

3 weeks 

Theme and Conflict This Unit examines theme and conflict by analyzing several short 
stories and nonfiction selections. Students will identify universal 
themes, distinguish internal and external conflicts and evaluate 
conflict between characters. 

3 weeks 

Narrator and Voice This Unit examines narrator and voice by analyzing short stories 
and nonfiction selections. Students will learn about types of 
narration, first and third person point of view, establishing a clear 
voice and expressing and defending viewpoints. 

3 weeks 

Novel: Old Man and This Unit examines the novel by analyzing The Old Man and the Sea. 3 weeks 



the Sea Students will learn about journalistic writing style, impact of setting, 
omniscient narration, character motivation, conflict, theme and 
motif. 

Poetry This Unit examines poetry by analyzing several poems. Students will 
learn about cinquain and diamante structures, lyric poetry, free 
verse, sonnets, the use of figurative language and poetic devices. 

3 weeks 

Nonfiction This Unit examines nonfiction by analyzing nonfiction selections. 
Students will learn about newspaper articles, press releases, radio 
announcements, memoirs, position papers, historical speeches, 
business letters, and conducting interviewing. 

3 weeks 

Epic, Legend, Myth This Unit examines epic, legend and myth by introducing Greek 
mythology and analyzing The Odyssey. Students will learn about the 
genre of Greek mythology, the epic poem, theme, character 
analysis and the traditional vs. modern hero. 

3 weeks 

Drama This Unit examines drama by introducing Shakespeare and 
analyzing Romeo and Juliet. Students will learn about 
Shakespearean comedy and tragedy, man vs. man conflict, 
protagonist, irony, falling action, climax and conclusion. 

3 weeks 

Research This Unit examines research by analyzing the research process. 
Students will learn about generating questions, primary and 
secondary sources, synthesizing information, organizing notes, 
outlining, writing a thesis statement, and analyzing bias. 

3 weeks 

Novel: Farewell to 
Manzanar 

This Unit examines the novel by analyzing the historical memoir 
Farewell to Manzanar. Students will learn how to apply concepts of 
point of view, setting, character development, conflict, rising 
action, climax, falling action, theme and motif. 

3 weeks 

 

  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

CC1.3.9-10.A 
RL.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1113 E1114 E1115  
E113A01 

E113B02 
E113B03 
E113C04 
E113D02 
E113H04 

E113I03 

E113I05 
E213B01 
E213B03 
E213B06 
E213C03 
E213D02 
E213E04 
E213E07 
E213H02 
E213H03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support E1116 E1221 E1222 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences E1223 E1233 E1234 
drawn from the text. E1235 E1236 E1341 

E1342 E1343 E1344 
E1423 E1424 E1841 
E1842 E1843 E1844 
E1931 E1932 E1933 
E1934 E1951 E1952 
E1953 E1954 E2213 
E2214 E2215 E2216 

E2231 E2232 E2233 
E2234 E2261 E2262 
E2263 E2264 E2333 
E2335 E2423 E2424 
E2425 E2426 E2541 
E2542 E2573 E2574 
E2575 E2576 E2821 
E2822 E2831 E2832 

CC1.3.9-10.C 
RL.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in 
detail its development over the course of the text, including 
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific 
details; provide an objective summary of the text. 

E1541 

E1544 

E1553 

E1564 

E1924 

E1941 

E1951 

E2312 

E21141 

E21172 

E1542 

E1551 

E1554 

E1921 

E1931 

E1943 

E1953 

E2313 

E21142 

E21173 

E1543 

E1552 

E1563 

E1923 

E1933 

E1944 

E2311 

E2314 

E21171 

E21174 

 

E113E04 

E113E05 

E113E06 

E113I02 

E113I03 

E113I04 

E113I05 

E213C01 

E213K04 

E213K07 
CC1.3.9-10.B 
RL.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1221 E1222 E1223 
 

E113B02 

E113B03 

E113C02 
E113C03 
E213A05 
E213B01 
E213B03 
E213B04 
E213E02 
E213E03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple E1224 E1233 E1234 

or conflicting motivations) develop over the course of a text, E1235 E1236 E1323 
interact with other characters, and advance the plot or 
develop the theme. 

E1324 

E1335 

E1333 

E1336 

E1334 

E2151 
E2152 E2153 E2154 
E2213 E2214 E2215 
E2216 E2231 E2232 
E2233 E2234 E2241 
E2242 E2243 E2244 

E2523 E2524 E2531 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

E2532 E2533 E2534 E213E04 
E213E05 E2541 E2542 E2551 

E2552 E2553 E2554 
CC1.3.9-10.F 
RL.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in the text, including figurative and connotative 
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language 
evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or 
informal tone). 

E1121 

E1124 

E1412 

E1423 

E1432 

E1641 

E1644 

E2441 

E1122 

E1251 

E1413 

E1424 

E1433 

E1642 

E2121 

E2442 

E1123 

E1411 

E1414 

E1431 

E1434 

E1643 

E2123 

E2443 

 
E113A02 
E113B05 
E113D01 
E113D02 
E113D03 
E113F04 
E213A02 
E213D04 

CC1.3.9-10.E 
RL.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1121 E1122 E1123  
E113A02 
E113A05 
E113B01 
E113C02 

E113E03 

E113E05 
E113H03 
E113I03 
E113K02 
E213A01 
E213D02 
E213E02 
E213E05 
E213E07 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to E1151 E1153 E1211 

structure a text, order events within it (e.g., parallel plots), E1323 E1324 E1531 
and manipulate time (e.g., pacing, flashbacks) create such 
effects as mystery, tension, or surprise. 

E1533 
E1833 

E1551 
E1835 

E1553 
E1931 

E1933 E11121 E2113 
E2114 E2115 E2116 
E2423 E2424 E2425 
E2426 E2523 E2551 
E2553 E2554 E2573 
E2574 E2575  

CC1.3.9-10.D 
 RL.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1133 E1135 E1521  

 
E113A03 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience E1523 E1524 E2141 

reflected in a work of literature from outside the United 
States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 

E2143 E2333 E2335 E113E02 
E213A04 
E213C03 

CC1.3.9-10.G 
RL.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in 
two different artistic mediums, including what is emphasized 
or absent in each treatment (e.g., Auden’s ''Musee des 
Beaux Arts'' and Breughel’s Landscape with the Fall of 
Icarus). 

E2171 

E2363 

E2172 

E2364 

E2361  
E213A07 

E213C06 

CC1.3.9-10.H 
RL.9-10.9 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source 
material in a specific work (e.g., how Shakespeare treats a 
theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author 

E1851 E1852 E2821 E113H05 

E213H02 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

draws on a play by Shakespeare). 
CC1.3.9-10.K 
RL.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E1113 E1114 E1115 E113A01 

E113A03 

E113B03 
E113C01 
E113C04 
E113E04 
E113E06 
E113F05 
E113H03 
E113I02 
E113I03 
E213A02 
E213B04 
E213D02 
E213F01 
E213H03 
E213K01 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literature, E1133 E1135 E1233 

including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 9–10 E1235 E1311 E1341 
text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed 
at the high end of the range. 

E1343 

E1563 

E1541 

E1651 

E1543 

E1653 
E1833 E1834 E1835 
E1921 E1923 E1924 
E1931 

E2123 

E1933 

E2124 

E2121 

E2241 
E2243 E2423 E2424 
E2425 E2611 E2613 
E2831 E21111 E21113 

CC.1.2.9-
10.B 
RI.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243 
 

E113B04 
E113C05 
E113G02 

E113G03 

E113K01 
E213A03 
E213G01 
E213G05 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support E1244 E1351 E1352 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences E1721 E1722 E1723 
drawn from the text. E1724 E1731 E1732 

E1733 E1734 E11113 
E11115 E2131 E2132 
E2711 E2712 E2713 
E2714 E2751 E2752 
E2753 E2754  

CC.1.2.9-
10.A 
RI.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its 
development over the course of the text, including how it 
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary of the text. 

E1241 

E1713 

E1731 

E1743 

E2131 

E2164 

E2363 

E2742 

E1243 

E1721 

E1732 

E1744 

E2132 

E2361 

E2364 

E1711 

E1723 

E1733 

E1745 

E2163 

E2362 

E2741 

 

E113B04 
E113G01 
E113G02 
E113G03 
E113G04 
E213A03 
E213A06 
E213C06 
E213G04 

CC.1.2.9-
10.C 
RI.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243  
 
 
E113B04 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of 
ideas or events, including the order in which the points are 

E1244 

E1732 

E1351 

E1733 

E1731 

E1734 
made, how they are introduced and developed, and the 
connections that are drawn between them. 

E2171 E2172 E2451 E113C05 

E113G03 
E213A07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

E213D05 
CC.1.2.9-
10.F 
RI.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1251 E1311 E1641 
 

 
 
 
 

E113B05 

E113C01 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are E1642 E1643 E1644 

used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and E1711 E1713 E1714 
technical meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of 
specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the 
language of a court opinion differs from that of a 

E2711 

E2714 

E2712 

E2721 

E2713 

E2722 

newspaper). aqe2721 E2723 E2725 E113F04 
E2726 E2741 E2742 

E113G01 
E213G01 
E213G02 
E213G04 

CC.1.2.9-
10.E 
RI.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how an author’s ideas or claims are 
developed and refined by particular sentences, paragraphs, 
or larger portions of a text (e.g., a section or chapter). 

E1731 

E1734 

E1732 

E1963 

E1733 

E1964 

 

 
E113G03 

E113I06 

CC.1.2.9-
10.D 
RI.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and 
analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance that point 
of view or purpose. 

E1743 

E11114 

E11122 

E11141 

E2451 

E1745 

E11115 

E11131 

E11151 

E2452 

E11113 

E11121 

E11133 

E11153 

 
 
 

E113

G04 

E113

K01 

E113

K02 

E113

K03 

E113

K04 

E113

K05 

E213

D05 
CC.1.2.9-
10.G 
RI.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze various accounts of a subject told in different 
mediums (e.g., a person’s life story in both print and 
multimedia), determining which details are emphasized in 
each account. 

E1351 

E2172 

E1352 E2171  
E113C05 

E213A07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

 
RI.9-10.8 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243  
 

 
E113B04 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in 
a text, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the 

E2163 

E2952 

E2164 

E2711 

E2951 

E2713 
evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements 
and fallacious reasoning. 

E2714 

E2725 

E2723 E2724 E213A06 

E213I05 
E213G01 
E213G02 

 
RI.9-10.9 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1242 E1243  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B04 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seminal U.S. documents of historical and literary E1244 E1251 E1351 

significance (e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, the E1352 E1451 E1641 
Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms speech, 
King’s ''Letter from Birmingham Jail''), including how they 
address related themes and concepts. 

E1642 

E1745 

E1743 

E1746 

E1744 

E11113 

E11115 E2711 E2712  

E2713 E2714 E2723 
E113B05 

E2724 E2725 E2726 E113C05 

E2761 GV1008 GV1023 E113D05 
HS2045 HS2066 GV2110 E113G04 
HS241   E113K01 

E213G01 
E213G02 
E213G06 

 
RI.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E1241 E1243 E1141  
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B04 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literary E1143 E1963 E1964 

nonfiction in the grades 9–10 text complexity band E2131 E2132 E2163 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 

E2164 

E2341 

E2171 

E2342 

E2172 

E2343 
E2361 E2362 E2363 E113A04 
E2364 E2451 E2452 E113I06 
E2741 

E2912 

E2742 

E2913 

E2911 

E2931 
E213A03 

E2933   E213A06 
E213A07 
E213C04 
E213C06 
E213D05 
E213G04 
E213I01 
E213I03 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 

E1461 

aqe1462 

aqe1461 

E1463 

E1462 

aqe1463 

 
 
 
 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

10.H 
CC.1.4.9-10.I 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.a 

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise claim(s), 
distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, 
and create an organization that establishes clear 
relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence. 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-10.I 
W.9-10.1.b 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly, supplying evidence for each while 
pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a 
manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level 
and concerns. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, and 
clauses to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 
reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between 
claim(s) and counterclaims. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.K 
W.9-10.1.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms 
and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.e 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113

D06 

E213

C09 

E213

E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E1963 E1964 E11051  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113I06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: introduce a topic; organize complex 
ideas, concepts, and information to make important 

aqe11054 

E2664 

E2663 

aqe2664 

aqe2663 

E2665 

connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g., aqe2665 E2666 aqe2666 
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia 
when useful to aiding comprehension. 

E2771 

aqe2772 

aqe2771 

E2773 

E2772 

aqe2773 
E113

J05 

E213

F06 
E2774 

aqe2851 

aqe2774 

E2852 

E2851 

aqe2852 
E213G07 

E2853 aqe2853 E2854 E213H05 

aqe2854 E2951  E213I05 

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E11051 aqe11051 E11052  
 
 
 
 
 
E113J05 

E213D06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe11052 E11053 aqe11053 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E11054 aqe11054 E2461 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: develop the topic with well-chosen, 
relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other information and examples 

aqe2461 

E2463 

aqe2464 

E2462 

aqe2463 

E21191 

aqe2462 

E2464 

aqe21191 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. E21192 aqe21192 E21193 E213K09 

aqe21193 E21194 aqe21194 
CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-

9-10 Writing Standards E1371 aqe1371 E1372  
 
 
 
 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1372 E1373 aqe1373 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1374 aqe1374 E1861 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

10.C 
W.9-10.2.c 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use appropriate and varied transitions 
to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 

aqe1861 

E1863 

E1862 

aqe1863 

aqe1862 

E1864 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113C07 

clarify the relationships among complex ideas and aqe1864 E2191 aqe2191 
concepts. E2192 aqe2192 E2193 

aqe2193 

E2195 

E2194 

aqe2195 

aqe2194 

E2196 
aqe2196 E2391 aqe2391 E113H06 

E2392 aqe2392 E2393 E213A09 
aqe2393 E2394 aqe2394 E213C09 
E2591 aqe2591 E2592 E213E09 
aqe2592 E2593 aqe2593 E213K09 E2594 aqe2594 E21191 
aqe21191 E21192 aqe21192 
E21193 aqe21193 E21194 
aqe21194   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.d 

9-10 Writing Standards E1761 aqe1761 E1762 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113G06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1762 E1763 aqe1763 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1764 aqe1764 E1963 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use precise language and domain- 
specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic. 

E1964 

E11052 

E11051 

aqe11052 

aqe11051 

E11053 

aqe11053 E11054 aqe11054 
E2771 aqe2771 E2772 E113I06 
aqe2772 E2773 aqe2773 E113J05 
E2774 aqe2774 E2851 E213G07 
aqe2851 E2852 aqe2852  

E2853 aqe2853 E2854 
E213H05 

aqe2854   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.e 

9-10 Writing Standards E1461 aqe1461 E1462 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
E113D06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1462 E1463 aqe1463 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1464 aqe1464 E1761 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 
and objective tone while attending to the norms and 

aqe1761 

E1763 

E1762 

aqe1763 

aqe1762 

E1764 

conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. aqe1764 E2731 E2732 E113G06 
E2851 aqe2851 E2852 E213G03 
aqe2852 E2853 aqe2853 E213H05 
E2854 aqe2854  

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.C 
W.9-10.2.f 

9-10 Writing Standards E1461 aqe1461 E1462 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe1462 E1463 aqe1463 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E1464 aqe1464 E1761 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: provide a concluding statement or 

aqe1761 E1762 

aqe1763 

aqe1762 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

section that follows from and supports the information or E1763 E1764  
 
 
E113D06 

explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the aqe1764 E11051 aqe11051 
significance of the topic). E11052 aqe11052 E11053 

aqe11053 E11054 aqe11054 E113G06 
E2731 E2732 E2771 E113J05 
aqe2771 E2772 aqe2772  

E2773 aqe2773 E2774 
E213G03 

aqe2774 E2851 aqe2851 E213G07 

E2852 aqe2852 E2853 E213H05 
aqe2853 E2854 aqe2854 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.N 
W.9-10.3.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E1261 aqe1261 E1262  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E1264 aqe1264 E1461 
well-structured event sequences: engage and orient the 
reader by setting out a problem, situation, or observation, 
establishing one or multiple point(s) of view, and introducing 

aqe1461 

E1463 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe1462 

E1464 

a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth progression aqe1464 E2191 aqe2191 
of experiences or events. E2192 aqe2192 E2193 

aqe2193 E2194 aqe2194 
E2195 aqe2195 E2196 
aqe2196 E2281 aqe2281 

E2282 aqe2282 E2283 E113D06 
aqe2283 E2284 aqe2284 E213A09 
E2391 aqe2391 E2392 E213B08 
aqe2392 E2393 aqe2393 E213C09 
E2394 aqe2394 E2461  

aqe2461 E2462 aqe2462 
E213D06 

E2463 aqe2463 E2464 E213E09 

aqe2464 E2591 aqe2591 
E2592 aqe2592 E2593 
aqe2593 E2594 aqe2594 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E1261 aqe1261 E1262  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E1264 aqe1264 E1371 
well-structured event sequences: use narrative techniques, 
such as dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, and 
multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or 

aqe1371 

E1373 

E1372 

aqe1373 

aqe1372 

E1374 

characters. aqe1374 E2281 aqe2281 
E2282 aqe2282 E2283 
aqe2283 E2284 aqe2284 E113C07 
E2391 aqe2391 E2392 E213B08 
aqe2392 E2393 aqe2393 E213C09 
E2394 aqe2394 E2461 

E213D06 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

aqe2461 E2462 aqe2462 
E2463 aqe2463 E2464 
aqe2464   

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.P 
W.9-10.3.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

 
 
 
 
 
E213A09 

E213E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 
characters. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2663 

E2665 

aqe2666 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2664 

aqe2665 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E2663 

aqe2664 

E2666 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E213

A09 

E213

E09 

E213

F06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.P 
W.9-10.3.e 

9-10 Writing Standards E1261 aqe1261 E1262  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E113B06 

 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E1264 aqe1264 E2191 
well-structured event sequences: provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on what is experienced, observed, 
or resolved over the course of the narrative. 

aqe2191 

E2193 

E2192 

aqe2193 

aqe2192 

E2194 
aqe2194 E2195 aqe2195 
E2196 aqe2196 E2281 

aqe2281 

E2283 

E2282 

aqe2283 

aqe2282 

E2284 
E213A09 

aqe2284 E2591 aqe2591 E213B08 

E2592 aqe2592 E2593 E213E09 
aqe2593 E2594 aqe2594 E213F06 
E2663 aqe2663 E2664 
aqe2664 E2665 aqe2665 
E2666 aqe2666  

 
W.9-10.4 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

 
 
 
 
E113A08 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

task, purpose, and audience. aqe1185 

E2663 

aqe2191 

E1761 

aqe2663 

aqe1761 

E2191 

CC.1.4.9-
10.T 
W.9-10.5 

9-10 Writing Standards E1181 aqe1181 E1182 
 

E113A08 
E113B06 
E113E08 
E213K09 

E213A09 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, aqe1182 E1183 aqe1183 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E1184 aqe1184 E1185 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

aqe1185 

E1262 

E1261 

aqe1262 

aqe1261 

E1263 
aqe1263 E1264 aqe1264 
E1581 aqe1581 E1582 

aqe1582 E1583 aqe1583 
E1584 aqe1584 E21191 
aqe21191 E21192 aqe21192 
E21193 aqe21193 E21194 
aqe21194 E2191 aqe2191 
E2192 aqe2192 E2193 
aqe2193 E2194 aqe2194 
E2195 aqe2195 E2196 
aqe2196   

CC.1.4.9-
10.U 
W.9-10.6 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, 
and update individual or shared writing products, taking 
advantage of technology’s capacity to link to other 
information and to display information flexibly and 
dynamically. 

e3080 e4063 E313I09 

E413I05 

CC.1.4.9-
10.V 
W.9-10.7 

9-10 Writing Standards E11011 E11021 E11031 E113J01 

E113J02 

E113J03 
E113J04 

E113J05 
E213J01 
E213J02 
E213J03 
E213J04 
E213J05 
E213J06 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects E11041 E11051 aqe11051 

to answer a question (including a self-generated question) E11052 aqe11052 E11053 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

aqe11053 

E21011 

E21041 

E11054 

E21021 

E21051 

aqe11054 

E21031 

E21061 
aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 
E21063 aqe21063 E21064 
aqe21064   

CC.1.4.9-
10.W 
W.9-10.8 

9-10 Writing Standards E11011 E11021 E11031 E113J01 

E113J02 

E113J03 
E113J04 

E113J05 
E213J01 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print E11041 E11051 aqe11051 

and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; E11052 aqe11052 E11053 
assess the usefulness of each source in answering the 
research question; integrate information into the text 
selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism 

aqe11053 

E21011 

E21041 

E11054 

E21021 

E21051 

aqe11054 

E21031 

E21061 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asse
ssme
nts 

and following a standard format for citation. aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 E213J02 
E213J03 
E213J04 
E213J05 
E213J06 

E21063 aqe21063 E21064 
aqe21064   

CC.1.4.9-
10.S 
W.9-10.9.a 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 9-
10 Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Analyze how an 
author draws on and transforms source material in a 
specific work [e.g., how Shakespeare treats a theme or 
topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author draws on 
a play by Shakespeare]''). 

E1851 E1852 E2821 E113H05 

E213H02 

 

  



ENGLISH II- 10th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, essay development, 

research, functional text, and communication. Students will have the opportunity to expand their 

knowledge of technology, listening and viewing while studying a variety of genres. Through a wide variety 

of literature, students further analyze literary elements and devices, text structure, author’s purpose, and 

historical significance. Students also read the novels “Of Mice and Men” by John Steinbeck, “House on 

Mango Street” by Sandra Cisneros, and “The Body of Christopher Creed” by Carol Plum-Ucci to further 

examine the concepts of setting, character analysis, inference, sequence of events, voice, dialogue, point 

of view, theme, conflict and motif. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and vocabulary 

acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds. In addition, students write a 

variety of essays focusing on the writing process with integrated grammar instruction as well as study a 

variety of communication strategies and the research process. Students will connect to their own lives 

while demonstrating proficiency of writing process through narrative, reflective, descriptive, persuasive 

literary analysis and research writing. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

Plot and Setting This Unit examines plot and setting by analyzing several short stories and 
nonfiction selections. Students will identify the impact of setting on plot, and how 
suspense, sensory details and imagery affect plot and the mood of the setting. 

3 weeks 

Character This Unit examines character development by analyzing several short stories and 
nonfiction selections. Students will understand flat, round, static, and dynamic 
characters as well as techniques for characterization including dialogue, conflict, 
and physical descriptions. 

3 weeks 

Theme and Conflict This Unit examines theme and conflict by analyzing several short stories and 
nonfiction pieces. Students will identify themes of conflict, journey and exploration, 
the characteristics of omniscient narration and irony to explain meaning. 

3 weeks 

Narrator and Voice This Unit examines narrator and voice by analyzing short stories and nonfiction 
selections. Students learn about the narrator's effect on character, plot and tone, 
first and third person points of view and compare/contrast authors' perspectives. 

3 weeks 

Novel Study: Of Mice 
and Men 

This Unit examines the novel by analyzing Of Mice and Men. Students learn about 
historical time period of novel, setting, character motivation through actions and 
dialogue, plot and theme development, foreshadowing, motif and symbolism. 

3 weeks 

Poetry This Unit examines poetry by analyzing several poems. Students will learn about 
tanka and haiku, English and Italian sonnets, lyric poems, rhyme pattern, meter, 
visualization, rhythm without rhyme, alliteration, repetition and sensory language. 

3 weeks 

Nonfiction This Unit examines nonfiction selections. Students learn about persuasive 
speeches, historical speeches, formal vs. informal letters, news articles vs. 
eyewitness accounts, memoirs and how to plan and deliver a speech. 

3 weeks 

Epic, Legend, Myth This Unit examines epic, legend and myth. Students learn about Hercules as a 
hero, myth and legend, how to connect to the concept of characterizing a hero, 
and compare and contrast modern day and mythological heroes. 

3 weeks 

Drama This Unit examines drama. Students will be introduced to Moscow Art Theatre, 
Globe Theatre, farce, character dev. through dialogue, plot overview of Julius 
Caesar, monologue, soliloquy & how a theater's structure contributes to action of 

3 weeks 



the play. 

Research This Unit examines the research process. Students learn about generating 
questions, primary and secondary sources, synthesizing information, organizing 
notes, outlining, thesis statements, drafting and editing. 

3 weeks 

Novel: House on Mango 
Street 

This Unit examines and analyzes the novel The House on Mango Street. Students 
will learn how to apply the concepts of setting, character analysis, inference, 
sequence of events, voice, dialogue, point of view, theme, conflict, and motif. 

3 weeks 

  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.9-
10.A 
RL.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2213 E2214 E2215 E213B01 

E213B03 
E213B06 
E213C03 
E213D02 
E213E04 

E213E07 

E213H02 
E213H03 
E113A01 
E113B02 
E113B03 
E113C04 
E113D02 
E113H04 
E113I03 
E113I05 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support E2216 E2231 E2232 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences 

E2233 E2234 E2261 

drawn from the text. E2262 E2263 E2264 
E2333 E2335 E2423 
E2424 E2425 E2426 
E2541 E2542 E2573 
E2574 E2575 E2576 
E2821 E2822 E2831 
E2832 E1113 E1114 
E1115 E1116 E1221 

E1222 E1223 E1233 
E1234 E1235 E1236 
E1341 E1342 E1343 
E1344 E1423 E1424 
E1841 E1842 E1843 
E1844 E1931 E1932 
E1933 E1934 E1951 
E1952 E1953 E1954 

CC.1.3.9-
10.C 
RL.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2311 E2312 E2313  
E213C01 
E213K02 

E213K03 

E213K04 
E213K05 
E213K06 
E213K07 
E113E04 
E113E05 
E113E06 
E113I04 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in E2314 E21123 E21131 

detail its development over the course of the text, including E21133 E21141 E21151 
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific 
details; provide an objective summary of the text. 

E21153 

E21173 

E21161 

E21174 

E21171 

E1541 
E1542 E1543 E1544 
E1551 E1552 E1553 
E1554 

E1941 

E1563 

E1942 

E1564 

E1943 
E1944   

CC.1.3.9-
10.B 
RL.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2151 E2152 E2153  
E213A05 

E213B01 

E213B03 
E213B04 
E213E02 
E213E03 
E213E04 
E213E05 
E113B02 
E113B03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple E2154 E2213 E2214 

or conflicting motivations) develop over the course of a text, E2215 E2216 E2231 
interact with other characters, and advance the plot or 
develop the theme. 

E2232 

E2241 

E2233 

E2242 

E2234 

E2243 
E2244 E2523 E2524 
E2531 E2532 E2533 
E2534 E2541 E2542 
E2551 E2552 E2553 
E2554 E1221 E1222 

E1223 E1224 E1233 
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E1234 E1235 E1236 E113C02 
E113C03 E1323 E1324 E1333 

E1334 E1335 E1336 
 CC.1.3.9-
10.F 
RL.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in the text, including figurative and connotative 
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language 
evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or 
informal tone). 

E2121 

E2435 

E2443 

E2721 

E1121 

E1124 

E1413 

E1424 

E1433 

E1642 

E2123 

E2441 

E2521 

aqe2721 

E1122 

E1411 

E1414 

E1431 

E1434 

E1643 

E2433 

E2442 

aqe2521 

E2722 

E1123 

E1412 

E1423 

E1432 

E1641 

E1644 

 

E213A02 

E213D03 

E213D04 

E113A02 

E113D01 

E113D02 

E113D03 

E113F04 

CC.1.3.9-
10.E 
RL.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2113 E2114 E2115 E213A01 
E213D02 
E213E02 
E213E05 

E213E07 

E113A02 
E113A05 
E113B01 
E113C02 
E113E03 
E113E05 
E113H03 
E113I03 
E113K02 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to E2116 E2423 E2424 

structure a text, order events within it (e.g., parallel plots), E2425 E2426 E2523 
and manipulate time (e.g., pacing, flashbacks) create such 
effects as mystery, tension, or surprise. 

E2551 
E2573 

E2553 
E2574 

E2554 
E2575 

E1121 E1122 E1123 
E1151 E1153 E1211 
E1323 E1324 E1531 
E1533 E1551 E1553 
E1833 E1835 E1931 
E1933 E11121  

CC.1.3.9-
10.D 
RL.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2141 E2143 E2333 E213A04 
E213C03 
E113A03 
E113E02 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience E2335 E1133 E1135 

reflected in a work of literature from outside the United 
States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 

E1521 E1523 E1524 

CC.1.3.9-
10.G 
RL.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in 
two different artistic mediums, including what is 
emphasized or absent in each treatment (e.g., Auden’s 
''Musee des Beaux Arts'' and Breughel’s Landscape with 
the Fall of Icarus). 

E2171 

E2363 

E2172 

E2364 

E2361  
E213A07 

E213C06 

CC.1.3.9-
10.H 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 

E2821 E1851 E1852 E213H02 
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RL.9-10.9 Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source 
material in a specific work (e.g., how Shakespeare treats a 
theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author 
draws on a play by Shakespeare). 

E113H05 

CC.1.3.9-
10.K 
RL.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Literature E2213 E2215 E2641  
E213B01 

E213F04 
E213I04 
E213A02 
E213B04 

E213D02 

E213F01 
E213H03 
E213K01 
E113A01 
E113A03 
E113B03 
E113C01 
E113C04 
E113E04 
E113E06 
E113F05 
E113H03 
E113I02 
E113I03 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend literature, E2643 E2941 E2943 

including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of 
the 

E2945 E2121 E2123 

grades 9–10 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 

E2124 

E2423 

E2241 

E2424 

E2243 

E2425 
E2611 E2613 E2831 
E2832 E21111 E21113 
E1113 

E1133 

E1114 

E1135 

E1115 

E1233 
E1235 E1311 E1341 
E1343 E1541 E1543 
E1563 E1651 E1653 
E1833 E1834 E1835 
E1921 E1923 E1924 
E1931 E1933  

CC.1.2.9-
10.B 
RI.9-10.1 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text. 

E2131 

E2363 

E2712 

E2751 

E2754 

E1242 

E1351 

E1722 

E1731 

E1734 

E2132 

E2364 

E2713 

E2752 

E2171 

E1243 

E1352 

E1723 

E1732 

E2361 

E2711 

E2714 

E2753 

E1241 

E1244 

E1721 

E1724 

E1733 

E213A03 

E213C06 

E213G01 

E213G05 

E213A07 

E113B04 

E113C05 

E113G02 

E113G03 
CC.1.2.9-
10.A 
RI.9-10.2 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2131 E2132 E2163  

E213A03 

E213A06 

E213C06 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its E2164 E2361 E2362 

development over the course of the text, including how it E2363 E2364 E2741 
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; E2742 E1241 E1243 
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provide an objective summary of the text. E1711 E1713 E1721 E213G04 
E113B04 
E113G01 
E113G02 
E113G03 
E113G04 

E1723 E1731 E1732 
E1733 E1743 E1744 

E1745   

CC.1.2.9-
10.C 
RI.9-10.3 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2171 E2172 E2451 E213A07 
E213D05 

E213G05 
E113B04 
E113C05 
E113G03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of 
ideas or events, including the order in which the points are 

E2751 

E1242 

E2753 

E1243 

E1241 

E1244 
made, how they are introduced and developed, and the 
connections that are drawn between them. 

E1351 

E1733 

E1731 

E1734 

E1732 

CC.1.2.9-
10.F 
RI.9-10.4 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of 
specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the 
language of a court opinion differs from that of a 
newspaper). 

E2711 

E2714 

aqe2721 

E2726 

E1251 

E1642 

E2712 

E2721 

E2723 

E2741 

E1311 

E1643 

E2713 

E2722 

E2725 

E2742 

E1641 

E1644 

E213G01 

E213G02 

E213G04 

E113B05 

E113C01 

E113F04 
CC.1.2.9-
10.E 
RI.9-10.5 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how an author’s ideas or claims are 
developed and refined by particular sentences, 
paragraphs, or larger portions of a text (e.g., a section or 
chapter). 

E2163 

E1732 

E2164 

E1733 

E1731 

E1734 

E213A06 

E113G03 

CC.1.2.9-
10.D 
RI.9-10.6 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2451 E2452 E2711 E213D05 

E213G01 
E213G04 
E113K01 
E113K02 
E113K03 
E113K04 
E113K05 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text 
and 

E2713 E2741 E2742 

analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance that point E11113 E11114 E11115 
of view or purpose. E11121 E11122 E11131 

E11133 E11141 E11151 

E11153   

CC.1.2.9-
10.G 
RI.9-10.7 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze various accounts of a subject told in different 
mediums (e.g., a person’s life story in both print and 
multimedia), determining which details are emphasized in 
each account. 

E2171 

e3543 

E2172 e3043  
E213A07 

E313E04 

 
RI.9-10.8 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2163 E2164 E2451 E213A06 

E213D05 Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in E2452 E2951 E2952 

a text, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the E2711 E2713 E2714 
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evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements 
and fallacious reasoning. 

E2723 

E1241 

E2724 

E1242 

E2725 

E1243 
E213I05 

E213G01 
E213G02 
E113B04 

 
RI.9-10.9 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seminal U.S. documents of historical and literary 
significance (e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, the 
Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms speech, 
King’s ''Letter from Birmingham Jail''), including how they 
address related themes and concepts. 

E2711 

E2714 

E2725 

E1241 

E1244 

E1352 

E1642 

E1745 

GV1023 

GV2110 

E2712 

E2723 

E2726 

E1242 

E1251 

E1451 

E1743 

E1746 

HS2045 

HS241 

E2713 

E2724 

E2761 

E1243 

E1351 

E1641 

E1744 

GV1008 

HS2066 

 

E213G01 

E213G02 

E213G06 

E113B04 

E113B05 

E113C05 

E113D05 

E113G04 

 
RI.9-10.10 

9-10 Reading Standards for Informational Text E2131 E2132 E2163 E213A03 
E213A06 
E213A07 
E213C04 
E213C06 
E213D05 
E213G04 
E213I01 
E113B04 
E113I06 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend literary E2164 E2171 E2172 

nonfiction at the high end of the grades 9–10 text E2341 E2342 E2343 
complexity band independently and proficiently. E2361 E2362 E2363 

E2364 E2451 E2452 

E2741 E2742 E2911 
E2912 E2913 E1241 
E1243 E1963 E1964 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.H 
CC.1.4.9-
10.I 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.a 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise 
claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 
opposing claims, and create an organization that 
establishes clear relationships among claim(s), 
counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.I 
W.9-10.1.b 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly, supplying evidence for each while 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 
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pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a 
manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level 
and concerns. 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, and 
clauses to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) 
and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between 
claim(s) and counterclaims. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.K 
W.9-10.1.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms 
and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.G 
CC.1.4.9-
10.J 
W.9-10.1.e 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

E2391 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E1462 

aqe1463 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E1461 

aqe1462 

E1464 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe1461 

E1463 

aqe1464 

E213C09 

E213E09 

E113D06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E2663 aqe2663 E2664  
E213F06 
E213G07 

E213H05 

E113I06 
E213J06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2664 E2665 aqe2665 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2666 aqe2666 E2771 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: introduce a topic; organize complex 
ideas, concepts, and information to make important 

aqe2771 

E2773 

E2772 

aqe2773 

aqe2772 

E2774 

connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g., aqe2774 E2851 aqe2851 
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia 
when useful to aiding comprehension. 

E2852 

aqe2853 

aqe2852 

E2854 

E2853 

aqe2854 
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E1963 E1964 E21061 
aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 

E21063 aqe21063 E21064 
aqe21064   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.B 
CC.1.4.9-
10.D 
W.9-10.2.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E2461 aqe2461 E2462 E213D06 

E213K09 

E213J06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2462 E2463 aqe2463 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2464 aqe2464 E21191 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: develop the topic with well-chosen, 
relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other information and examples 

aqe21191 

E21193 

aqe21194 

E21192 

aqe21193 

E21061 

aqe21192 

E21194 

aqe21061 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. E21062 aqe21062 E21063 

aqe21063 E21064 aqe21064 
CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.C 
W.9-10.2.c 

9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192  
E213A09 
E213C09 
E213E09 
E213K09 

E113C07 

E113H06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2192 E2193 aqe2193 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2194 aqe2194 E2195 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use appropriate and varied transitions 
to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 

aqe2195 

E2391 

E2196 

aqe2391 

aqe2196 

E2392 

clarify the relationships among complex ideas and aqe2392 E2393 aqe2393 
concepts. E2394 aqe2394 E2591 

aqe2591 

E2593 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe2592 

E2594 
aqe2594 E21191 aqe21191 
E21192 aqe21192 E21193 
aqe21193 E21194 aqe21194 
E1371 aqe1371 E1372 
aqe1372 E1373 aqe1373 
E1374 aqe1374 E1861 
aqe1861 E1862 aqe1862 
E1863 aqe1863 E1864 
aqe1864   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.d 

9-10 Writing Standards E2771 aqe2771 E2772  
E213G07 
E213H05 

E113G06 

E113I06 
E113J05 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2772 E2773 aqe2773 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2774 aqe2774 E2851 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use precise language and domain- 
specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic. 

aqe2851 

E2853 

E2852 

aqe2853 

aqe2852 

E2854 

aqe2854 E1761 aqe1761 
E1762 aqe1762 E1763 
aqe1763 E1764 aqe1764 
E1963 E1964 E11051 
aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 
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E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
aqe11054   

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.F 
W.9-10.2.e 

9-10 Writing Standards E2731 E2732 E2851  
E213G03 
E213H05 
E113D06 

E113G06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2851 E2852 aqe2852 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2853 aqe2853 E2854 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 
and objective tone while attending to the norms and 

aqe2854 

E1462 

E1461 

aqe1462 

aqe1461 

E1463 

conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. aqe1463 E1464 aqe1464 
E1761 aqe1761 E1762 
aqe1762 E1763 aqe1763 
E1764 aqe1764  

CC.1.4.9-
10.A 
CC.1.4.9-
10.C 
W.9-10.2.f 

9-10 Writing Standards E2731 E2732 E2771  
E213G03 

E213G07 

E213H05 
E113D06 
E113G06 
E113J05 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey aqe2771 E2772 aqe2772 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and E2773 aqe2773 E2774 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: provide a concluding statement or 
section that follows from and supports the information or 

aqe2774 

E2852 

E2851 

aqe2852 

aqe2851 

E2853 

explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the aqe2853 E2854 aqe2854 
significance of the topic). E1461 aqe1461 E1462 

aqe1462 E1463 aqe1463 
E1464 aqe1464 E1761 
aqe1761 E1762 aqe1762 

E1763 aqe1763 E1764 
aqe1764 E11051 aqe11051 
E11052 aqe11052 E11053 
aqe11053 E11054 aqe11054 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.N 
W.9-10.3.a 

9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192  
E213A09 
E213B08 
E213C09 

E213D06 

E213E09 
E113B06 
E113D06 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe2192 E2193 aqe2193 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E2194 aqe2194 E2195 
well-structured event sequences: engage and orient the 
reader by setting out a problem, situation, or observation, 
establishing one or multiple point(s) of view, and 
introducing 

aqe2195 

E2281 

E2196 

aqe2281 

aqe2196 

E2282 

a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth progression aqe2282 E2283 aqe2283 
of experiences or events. E2284 aqe2284 E2391 

aqe2391 E2392 aqe2392 
E2393 aqe2393 E2394 
aqe2394 E2461 aqe2461 
E2462 aqe2462 E2463 
aqe2463 E2464 aqe2464 
E2591 aqe2591 E2592 
aqe2592 E2593 aqe2593 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

E2594 aqe2594 E1261 

aqe1261 E1262 aqe1262 
E1263 aqe1263 E1264 
aqe1264 E1461 aqe1461 
E1462 aqe1462 E1463 
aqe1463 E1464 aqe1464 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E2281 aqe2281 E2282 E213B08 
E213C09 
E213D06 
E113C07 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe2282 E2283 aqe2283 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E2284 aqe2284 E2391 
well-structured event sequences: use narrative techniques, 
such as dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, and 
multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or 
characters. 

aqe2391 

E2393 

aqe2394 

E2392 

aqe2393 

E2461 

aqe2392 

E2394 

aqe2461 
E2462 aqe2462 E2463 
aqe2463 E2464 aqe2464 
E1371 aqe1371 E1372 
aqe1372 E1373 aqe1373 
E1374 aqe1374  

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-
10.P 
W.9-10.3.c 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

 
E213A09 

E213E09 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
 CC.1.4.9-
10.O 
W.9-10.3.d 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 
characters. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E2591 

aqe2592 

E2594 

aqe2663 

E2665 

aqe2666 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe2591 

E2593 

aqe2594 

E2664 

aqe2665 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E2592 

aqe2593 

E2663 

aqe2664 

E2666 

 
E213A09 

E213E09 

E213F06 

CC.1.4.9-
10.M 
CC.1.4.9-

9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192  
E213A09 

E213B08 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or aqe2192 E2193 aqe2193 

events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and E2194 aqe2194 E2195 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

10.P 
W.9-10.3.e 

well-structured event sequences: provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on what is experienced, 
observed, or resolved over the course of the narrative. 

aqe2195 

E2281 

E2196 

aqe2281 

aqe2196 

E2282 

E213E09 
E213F06 
E113B06 

aqe2282 E2283 aqe2283 
E2284 aqe2284 E2591 
aqe2591 

E2593 

E2592 

aqe2593 

aqe2592 

E2594 
aqe2594 E2663 aqe2663 
E2664 aqe2664 E2665 
aqe2665 E2666 aqe2666 
E1261 aqe1261 E1262 
aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 
E1264 aqe1264  

 
W.9-10.4 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

E2663 

aqe2191 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E1761 

aqe2663 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

aqe1761 

E2191 

E113A08 

CC.1.4.9-
10.T 
W.9-10.5 

9-10 Writing Standards E21191 aqe21191 E21192 E213K09 
E213A09 
E113A08 
E113B06 

E113E08 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, aqe21192 E21193 aqe21193 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E21194 aqe21194 E2191 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

aqe2191 

E2193 

E2192 

aqe2193 

aqe2192 

E2194 
aqe2194 E2195 aqe2195 
E2196 aqe2196 E1181 

aqe1181 E1182 aqe1182 
E1183 aqe1183 E1184 
aqe1184 E1185 aqe1185 
E1261 aqe1261 E1262 
aqe1262 E1263 aqe1263 
E1264 aqe1264 E1581 
aqe1581 E1582 aqe1582 
E1583 aqe1583 E1584 
aqe1584   

CC.1.4.9-
10.U 
W.9-10.6 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, 
and update individual or shared writing products, taking 
advantage of technology’s capacity to link to other 
information and to display information flexibly and 
dynamically. 

e3080 e4063 e4563 E313I09 

E413I05 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.4.9-
10.V 
W.9-10.7 

9-10 Writing Standards E21011 E21021 E21031 E213J01 

E213J02 

E213J03 
E213J04 

E213J05 
E213J06 
E113J01 
E113J02 
E113J03 
E113J04 
E113J05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects E21041 E21051 E21061 

to answer a question (including a self-generated question) aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

E21063 

aqe21064 

E11031 

aqe21063 

E11011 

E11041 

E21064 

E11021 

E11051 
aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 
E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
aqe11054   

CC.1.4.9-
10.W 
W.9-10.8 

9-10 Writing Standards E21011 E21021 E21031 E213J01 

E213J02 

E213J03 
E213J04 

E213J05 
E213J06 
E113J01 
E113J02 
E113J03 
E113J04 
E113J05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print E21041 E21051 E21061 

and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; aqe21061 E21062 aqe21062 
assess the usefulness of each source in answering the 
research question; integrate information into the text 
selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 

E21063 

aqe21064 

E11031 

aqe21063 

E11011 

E11041 

E21064 

E11021 

E11051 
aqe11051 E11052 aqe11052 
E11053 aqe11053 E11054 
aqe11054   

CC.1.4.9-
10.S 
W.9-10.9.a 

9-10 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 9-
10 Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Analyze how an 
author draws on and transforms source material in a 
specific work [e.g., how Shakespeare treats a theme or 
topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author draws on 
a play by Shakespeare]''). 

E2821 E1851 E1852 E213H02 

E113H05 

CC.1.4.9-
10.S 
W.9-10.9.b 

9-10 Writing Standards E2163 E2164 E2711  
E213A06 
E213G01 

E213G02 
E213I01 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 9-
10 

E2712 

E2723 

E2713 

E2724 

E2714 

E2725 

Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., ''Delineate 
and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the evidence 

E2726 

E2913 

E2911 E2912 

is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements and 
fallacious reasoning''). 

CC.1.4.9- 9-10 Writing Standards E2191 aqe2191 E2192 E213A09 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

10.X 
W.9-10.10 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 
(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E113A08 

 

 

  



ENGLISH III – 11th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and functional text. 

Through the study of American literature covering the period from 1400’s to the present, students 

analyze literary elements and devices, text/story structure, author’s purpose, and historical significance. 

Students will read a variety of genres including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and folktales, while identifying 

author’s view point and use of language. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and 

vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds, and apply these 

strategies to complex texts. Students compare forms of media and evaluate information presented using 

different text features. Students write a variety of essays with an emphasis on responding to literature 

through analysis and synthesis. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topics Essential Content Timeline 

New World: 1400-1800 The Unit begins with historical background 1400-1800. Students will read nonfiction 
pieces from Native Americans, explorers, politicians, and settlers. Using expository 
text, students will learn the author’s viewpoint and essential message. 

4 weeks 

America's Voice: 1800-
1865 

The Unit begins with historical background 1800-1865. Students will read folk tales, 
poetry, fiction, and nonfiction from noted period authors. Culturally significant works 
reveal period themes, styles, and ideas from a variety of genres. 

4 weeks 

Realism, Frontier: 1865-
1915 

The Unit begins with historical background 1865-1915. Students analyze period 
fiction to identify literary elements and author's use of language. In nonfiction, 
students analyze text structure, cause and effect, and forms of functional text. 

4 weeks 

Depression, Reform: 
1915-1935 

The Unit begins with historical background 1915-1935. In paired passages, students 
compare and analyze theme, structure, and clarity. Students analyze story structure 
and character credibility in fiction. Students analyze a speech. 

4 weeks 

Modern Age: 1935-1960 The Unit begins with historical background 1935-1960. Students analyze imagery 
and symbolism. Students compare forms of media and evaluate information 
presented using different text features. Students analyze poetry. 

4 weeks 

Experiment/Conflict: 
1960-1975 

The Unit begins with historical background 1960-1975. Students will analyze fiction 
to evaluate allegory, time sequence, and the short story device of epiphany. 
Students will analyze bias in media. 

4 weeks 

Contemporary America: 
1975-Now 

The Unit begins with historical background 1975-present. Students will analyze 
inductive/deductive reasoning and author's purpose in nonfiction contemporary 
contexts. Students will analyze postmodern story structure and poetry. 

4 weeks 

Novel Study Students will read The Bean Trees. The novel presents contemporary cultural topics 
for analysis. Students will identify and analyze imagery, figurative language, 
subplots, shifting voice, repetition of ideas, dialect, and allusion. 

4 weeks 

Writing Students will experience different stages of the writing process through prewriting, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing a college application essay. 

4 weeks 

Research Students will examine the steps in the research process, including discerning the 
legal and ethical research practices regarding plagiarism and copyright. 

4 weeks 

 

  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

CC.1.3.11-
12.A 
RL.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for 
Literature Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text, including determining 
where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

e3002 

e4066 

e3005 e3505  
E313A02 

E313A04 

E413I08 

CC.1.3.11-
12.C 
RL.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text 
and analyze their development over the course of the 
text, including how they interact and build on one another 
to produce a complex account; provide an objective 
summary of the text. 
 

e3010 e3015 e3515 E313B02 
E313B07 

E313D03 
E413B02 
E413B03 
E413H03 

e3030 e4008 e4009 
e4051   

CC.1.3.11-
12.B 
RL.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze the impact of the author’s choices  

e3010 e3510 e3019  
E313B02 
E313C02 
E313C03 
E313C04 

E313C05 

E313C06 
E313D04 
E313E02 
E313F02 
E313F03 
E313F05 
E313G04 
E313H01 
E313H02 
E313H03 
E313H05 
E413B03 
E413E04 
E413F05 
E413G02 
E413G03 
E413H02 
E413H04 
E413H05 
E413I03 
E413I04 
E413I06 
E413J02 
E413J04 

e3020 e3021 e3521 
e3022 e3522 e3023 
e3523 

e3039 

e3031 

e3049 

e3531 

e3549 
e3050 e3550 e3052 
e3552 e3062 e3562 
e3067 

e3568 

e3567 

e3069 

e3068 

e3569 

e3071 e3571 e4009 
e4509 e4031 e4041 
e4044 e4544 e4045 
e4545 e4050 e4550 
e4052 e4053 e4553 
e4061 e4561 e4062 

e4562 e4064 e4564 
e4070 e4570 e4071 
e4571   

CC.1.3.11-
12.F 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3004 e3504 e3007 E313A03 

E313A06 Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are e3507 e3011 e3511 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

RL.11-12.4 used in the text, including figurative and connotative e3013 e3513 e3016 E313B03 
E313B05 

E313B08 
E313C06 
E313D07 
E313G03 
E313G05 
E413D02 
E413E06 
E413F02 
E413H07 
E413H08 

meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 
meaning and tone, including words with multiple 
meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, 
or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other 
authors.) 

e3516 

e3034 

e3063 

e3023 

e3060 

e4025 

e3523 

e3560 

e4525 
e4034 e4534 e4037 
e4537 e4056 e4556 
e4057   

CC.1.3.11-
12.E 
RL.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3013 e3513 e3014 E313B05 

E313B06 
E313D05 

E313F03 
E413D03 
E413E02 
E413F02 
E413F04 
E413G03 
E413H07 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to 
structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where 
to begin or end a story, the choice to provide a comedic 
or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and 
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

e3514 e3614 e3032 
e3532 e3050 e3550 
e4026 

e4530 

e4526 

e4037 

e4030 

e4537 

e4040 e4540 e4045 
e4056 e4556  

RL.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3011 e3511 e3019  
E313B03 
E313C02 

E413B05 
E413F03 
E413G03 
E413H05 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires 
distinguishing what is directly stated in a text from what is 

e3519 

e4039 

e4011 

e4539 

e4511 

e4045 
really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or 
understatement). 

e4545 e4053 e4553 

CC.1.3.11-
12.H 
RL.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3001 e3009 e3012 E313A01 
E313B01 

E313B04 
E313B05 
E313C01 
E313D01 
E313D03 
E313D06 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313G01 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and 
early-twentieth-century foundational works of American 

e3013 

e3028 

e3513 

e3030 

e3018 

e3033 
literature, including how two or more texts from the same 
period treat similar themes or topics. 

e3533 

e3048 

e3038 

e3058 

e3638 

CC.1.3.11-
12.K 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3012 e3014 e3019 E313B04 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: e3029 e3030 e3051 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

RL.11-12.10 By the end of grade 11, read and comprehend literature, 
E313B06 
E313C02 
E313D02 
E313D03 
E313F04 
E413B04 
E413B05 
E413C03 
E413C04 
E413C05 
E413C06 
E413H02 
E413H06 
E413J01 

including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 11– e4010 e4510 e4011 
CCR text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding 
as needed at the high end of the range. 

e4511 

e4020 

e4018 

e4021 

e4019 

e4050 
e4055 e4555 e4069 
e4569   

CC.1.2.11-
12.B 
RI.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text, including determining 
where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

e3063 

e4512 

e3563 

e4017 

e4012  
E313G05 

E413B06 

E413C02 

CC.1.2.11-
12.A 
RI.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and 
analyze their development over the course of the text, 
including how they interact and build on one another to 
provide a complex analysis; provide an objective 
summary of the text. 

e3006 

e3043 

e3564 

e3013 

e3543 

e4065 

e3513 

e3064 

e4565 

E313A05 

E313B05 

E313E04 

E313G06 

E413I07 
CC.1.2.11-
12.C 
RI.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events 
and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events 
interact and develop over the course of the text. 

e3002 e3044 e4033 E313A02 

E313E05 

E413E05 

CC.1.2.11-
12.F 
RI.11-12.4 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 
are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the 
course of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in 
Federalist No. 10). 

e3044 e3059 E313E05 

E313G02 

CC.1.2.11-
12.E 
RI.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e3006 e3506 e3024 E313A05 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure 
an 

e3524 e4030 e4530 

author uses in his or her exposition or argument, 
including 

e4057 e4557  E313C07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and  
engaging. E413E02 

E413H08 
CC.1.2.11-
12.D 
RI.11-12.6 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text 
in which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing 
how style and content contribute to the power, 
persuasiveness, or beauty of the text. 

e3034 

e4530 

e3534 

e4057 

e4030 

e4557 

E313D07 

E413E02 

E413H08 

CC.1.2.11-
12.G 
RI.11-12.7 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

e3043 

e4527 

e3543 e4027  
E313E04 

E413E03 

 
RI.11-12.8 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. 
texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court 
majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, 
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy 
(e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses). 

e3034 

GV235 

GV1027 

e3534 

GV237 

h1061 

GV234 

GV1040 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-
century foundational U.S. documents of historical and 
literary significance (including The Declaration of 
Independence, the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill 
of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for 
their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features. 

e3005 

h1049 

h1157 

e3034 

h1060 

e3534 

h1064 

E313A04 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.10 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text 
Range of Reading and Level of Text 
Complexity: 
By the end of grade 11, read and comprehend literary 
nonfiction in the grades 11–CCR text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end 
of the range. 

e3006 

e3516 

e3002 

e3044 

e3555 

e3064 

e3506 

e3024 

e3035 

e3544 

e3063 

e3564 

e3016 

e3524 

e3535 

e3055 

e3563 

E313A05 

E313B08 

E313C07 

E313A02 

E313D08 

E313E05 

E313F07 

E313G05 

E313G06 
CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.H 
W.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise, 
knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the 
claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 
opposing claims, and create an organization that 
logically sequences claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, 
and evidence. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.I 
W.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most 
relevant evidence for each while pointing out the 
strengths and limitations of both in a manner that 
anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.J 
CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
W.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, 
and clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major 
sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the 
relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between 
reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and 
counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
W.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain 
a formal style and objective tone while attending to the 
norms and conventions of the discipline in which they 
are writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.e 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.D 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content: introduce a topic; 

e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 

E313I04 
E313I09 

e3075 e3080 e3082 
e3582 e3085 e3585 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

W.11-12.2.a organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so 
that each new element 
builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole; 
include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., 
figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

E313I11 
E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.C 
W.11-12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content: develop the topic 
thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant 
facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, 
or other information and examples appropriate to the 
audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I11 

E313I14 

e3075 e3082 e3582 
e3085 e3585  

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I10 
E313I14 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey 

e3075 e3081 e3581 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and e3085 e3585  
accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and 
analysis of content: use appropriate and varied 
transitions 
and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
W.11-12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and 

e3075 e3082 e3582 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and 
analysis of content: use precise language, domain-
specific 

E313I03 

vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, 
and 

E313I04 

analogy to manage the complexity of the topic. 
E313I11 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
W.11-12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and 

e3075 e4063 e4563 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 

E313I03 

and objective tone while attending to the norms and E313I04 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 
E413I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.f 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and 
convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content: provide a 
concluding statement or section that follows from and 
supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., 
articulating implications or the significance of the topic). 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 e3074 

e3085 e3585 

E313I01 

E313I02 

E313I03 

E313I04 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
CC.1.4.11-
12.N 
W.11-12.3.a 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: engage and orient 
the reader by setting out a problem, situation, or 
observation and its significance, establishing one or 
multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator 
and/or characters; create a smooth progression of 
experiences or events. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
CC.1.4.11-
12.O 
W.11-12.3.b 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use narrative 
techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, 
reflection, and multiple plot lines, to develop 
experiences, events, and/or characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.c 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole and build toward a 
particular tone and outcome (e.g., a sense of mystery, 
suspense, growth, or resolution). 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.d 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use precise words 
and phrases, telling details, and sensory language to 
convey a vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, 
and/or characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.e 

11-12 Writing 
Standards Text Types 
and Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: provide a 
conclusion that follows from and reflects on what is 
experienced, observed, or resolved over the course of 
the narrative. 

e3084 e3584 E313I13 

CC.1.4.11-
12.B 
W.11-12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

e3080 E313I09 

CC.1.4.11-
12.T 
W.11-12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 

e3080 

e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 

E313I03 

E313I04 

E313I09 
CC.1.4.11-
12.U 
W.11-12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e3080 e4063 e4563 E313I09 

E413I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.V 
W.11-12.7 

11-12 Writing Standards e3043 e3543 e3064  
E313E04 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 

Conduct short as well as more sustained research 
projects to answer a question (including a self-generated 
question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on 
the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject 
under investigation. 

e3564 e3087 e3088 
e3089 

e4046 

e3090 

e4546 

e3091  
E313G06 

E313J01 

E313J02 
E313J03 
E313J04 
E313J05 
E413G04 

 
W.11-12.8 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative 
print and digital sources, using advanced searches 
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each 
source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; 
integrate information into the text selectively to maintain 
the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance 
on any one source 

e3088 e3091 E313J02 

E313J05 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

and following a standard format for citation. 
CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.a 

11-12 Writing Standards e3001 e3002 e3005 E313A01 

E313A02 

E313A04 
E313B01 
E313B08 
E313C01 
E313C07 
E313D01 
E313D07 
E313D08 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313F07 
E313G01 
E313G02 
E313G05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to 
support 

e3505 e3009 e3016 

analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 11-12 e3516 e3018 e3024 
Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Demonstrate 
knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-
twentieth- century foundational works of American 
literature, including how two or more texts from the same 
period treat similar 

e3028 

e3035 

e3638 

e3034 

e3535 

e3048 

e3534 

e3038 

e3055 

themes or topics''). e3555 e3058 e3059 
e3559 e3063 e3563 

CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 
11–12 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., 
''Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. 
texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning [e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court 
Case majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, 
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy 
(e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses]''). 

e3034 e3534 E313D07 

 
W.11-12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards e3081 e3581 e3082  
E313I10 
E313I11 

E313I12 
E313I13 
E313I14 
E313I15 

Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time 
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 
tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

e3582 

e3084 

e3083 

e3584 

e3583 

e3085 
e3585 e3086 e3586 

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: come to 
discussions prepared, having read and researched 
material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation 
by referring to evidence from texts and other research 
on the topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful, well-

e3034 

e3643 

e3634 e3043  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

reasoned exchange of ideas. 
CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: work with 
peers to promote civil, democratic discussions and 
decision-making, set clear goals and deadlines, and 
establish individual roles as needed. 

e3034 

e3643 

e3634 e3043  

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: propel 
conversations by posing and responding to questions 
that probe reasoning and evidence; ensure a hearing for 
a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify, verify, 
or challenge ideas and conclusions; 
and promote divergent and creative perspectives. 

e3034 

e3643 

e3634 e3043  

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively: respond 
thoughtfully to diverse perspectives; synthesize 
comments, claims, and evidence made on all sides of an 
issue; resolve contradictions when possible; and 
determine what additional information or research is 
required to deepen the investigation or complete the task. 

e3034 

e3043 

e3534 

e3543 

e3634 

e3643 

E313D07 

E313E04 

 
SL.11-12.2 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Integrate multiple sources of information presented in 
diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, 
orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve 
problems, evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each 
source and noting any discrepancies among the data. 

E2761 E213G06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.C 
SL.11-12.3 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of 
evidence and rhetoric, assessing the stance, premises, 
links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and 
tone used. 

E11061 E113J06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.B 
SL.11-12.4 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 

E2181 

E2581 

E2271 

E21071 

E2381 

E1451 

 

E213A08 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, 
conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that 
listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or 
opposing perspectives are addressed, and the 
organization, development, substance, and style are 
appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range or formal 
and informal tasks. 

E1641 E1642 
E213B07 

E213C08 

E213E08 

E213J07 

E113D05 
CC.1.5.11-
12.D 
SL.11-12.5 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, 
graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in 
presentations to enhance understanding of findings, 
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest. 

E2381 E2761 E21071 E213C08 

E213G06 

E213J07 

CC.1.5.11-
12.E 
SL.11-12.6 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, 
demonstrating a command of formal English when 
indicated or appropriate. 

E2181 E1971 E213A08 

E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 

L.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

e4034 

E1971 

e4063 E1171  
E413E06 

E413I05 

apply the understanding that usage is a matter of E113A07 
convention, can change over time, and is sometimes 
contested. E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 
L.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 
resolve issues of complex or contested usage, 
consulting references (e.g., Merriam-Webster’s 
Dictionary of English Usage, Garner’s Modern American 
Usage) as needed. 

e4048 

E2112 

E1962 

e4548 

aqe2111 

aqe1961 

E2111 

E1961 

E413G06 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 
L.11-12.2.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: observe hyphenation conventions. 

e3076 E313I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
CC.1.4.11-
12.R 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard 
English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: spell correctly. 

e3076 E313I05 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

L.11-12.2.b 
 
L.11-12.3.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Knowledge of Language: 
Apply knowledge of language to understand how 
language functions in different contexts, to make 
effective choices for meaning or style, and to 
comprehend more fully when reading or listening: vary 
syntax for effect, consulting references (e.g., Tufte’s 
Artful Sentences) for guidance as needed; apply an 
understanding of syntax to the study of complex texts 
when reading. 

e3079 E313I08 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: use context (e.g., the overall 
meaning of a 
sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or function 
in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 

e3057 e3557 e3059 E313F09 

E313G02 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: identify and correctly use patterns of 
word changes that indicate different meanings or parts 
of speech (e.g., conceive, conception, conceivable). 

e3027 

e3537 

e3527 

e3077 

e3037  
E313C09 

E313D09 

E313I06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 

L.11-12.4.c 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: consult general and specialized 
reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the 
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise 
meaning, its part of speech, its etymology, or its 
standard usage. 

e4048 e4548 E413G06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.d 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple- meaning words and phrases based on grades 
11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies: verify the preliminary determination 
of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking 
the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

e4023 e4523 E413C08 

 
L.11-12.5.a 

11-12 Language Standards e3052 e3057 e3557 
E313F05 Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: e4006 e4506 e4071 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
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Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: interpret 
figures of speech (e.g., hyperbole, paradox) in context 
and analyze their role in the text. 

E313F09 

E413A04 
E413J04 

 
L.11-12.5.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: analyze 
nuances in the meaning of words with similar 
denotations. 

e4023 

e3042 

e4523 e3004 
E413C08 

E313A03 

E313E03 

CC.1.3.11-
12.J 

L.11-12.6 

11-12 Language Standards e3008 e3508 e3037 E313A07 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
Acquire and use accurately general academic and 
domain- 
specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening at the college and career 
readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering 
vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or 
phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

e3537 e3066 e3566 
e4014 e4514  E313D09 

 
E313G07 

E413B08 

RH.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 
primary and secondary sources, connecting insights 
gained from specific details to an understanding of the 
text as a whole. 

e3035 

e3555 

e4033 

e4534 

e3535 

e4012 

e4533 

e4046 

e3055 

e4512 

e4034 

e4546 

E313D08 

E313F07 

E413B06 

E413E05 

E413E06 

E413G04 
RH.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social 
e3006 e3035 e3535 E313A05 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: e3055 e3555 e4046 

Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or e4546   E313D08 
secondary source; provide an accurate summary that 
makes clear the relationships among the key details and E313F07 

ideas. E413G04 
RH.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social 
e3035 e3535 e3063 E313D08 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and 

e3563 

e4030 

e3064 

e4530 

e3564 

e4034 
determine which explanation best accords with textual 
evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters 
uncertain. 

e4534 

e4065 

e4057 

e4565 

e4557 E313G05 

E313G06 
E413E02 
E413E06 
E413H08 
E413I07 

RH.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in e3006 e3016 e3044  
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History/Social Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including analyzing how an author uses 
and refines the meaning of a key term over the course of 
a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 
10). 

e3059 E313A05 

E313B08 

E313E05 

E313G02 

RH.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social 

e3002 e3006 e4012 
E313A02 

E313A05 
E413B06 
E413E06 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is 
structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, 
and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

e4034 e4534  

RH.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social 

e3016 e3516 e3043 E313B08 
E313E05 

E413E03 
E413I07 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: e4027 e4527 e4065 

Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same e4565   
historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, 
reasoning, and evidence. 

RH.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

e3035 

e3064 

e4546 

e3535 

e3564 

e3044 

e4046 

 

E313D08 

E313E05 

E313G06 

E413G04 
RH.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by 
corroborating or challenging them with other information. 

e3035 

e4557 

e3535 

e4065 

e4057 

e4565 E313D08 

E413H08 

E413I07 
RH.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in 

History/Social Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary 
and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea 
or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

e3043 e3543 E313E04 

RST.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 
science and technical texts, attending to important 
distinctions the author makes and to any gaps or 
inconsistencies in the account. 

e3044 

e3559 

e3544 e3059  
E313E05 

E313G02 

RST.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; 
summarize complex concepts, processes, or information 
presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler but 
still accurate terms. 

RST.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when 
carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or 
performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results 
based on explanations in the text. 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 

RST.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other 
domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a 
specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 
11- 12 texts and topics. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into 
categories or hierarchies, demonstrating understanding 
of the information or ideas. 

e3026 e3044 e3544 E313C08 

E313E05 

RST.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an 
explanation, describing a procedure, or discussing an 
experiment in a text, identifying important issues that 
remain unresolved. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., 
quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address 
a question or solve a problem. 

e3044 

e4527 

e3544 e4027  
E313E05 

E413E03 

RST.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions 
in a science or technical text, verifying the data when 
possible and corroborating or challenging conclusions 
with other sources of information. 

e3035 

e3559 

e3535 

e4047 

e3059 

e4547 

E313D08 

E313G02 

E413G05 

RST.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., 
texts, experiments, simulations) into a coherent 

e4027 

e4565 

e4527 e4065  
E413E03 

E413I07 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, 
resolving conflicting information when possible. 

WHST.11- 
12.1.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the 
significance of the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from 
alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization 
that logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, 
reasons, and evidence. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, 
supplying the most relevant data and evidence for each 
while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both 
claim 
(s) and counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form that 
anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax 
to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, 
and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 
reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between 
claim(s) and counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone 
while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
provide a concluding statement or section that follows 
from or supports the argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: 
introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, 

e3080 

e3085 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582  
E313I09 

E313I11 

E313I14 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

and information so that each new element builds on that 
which precedes it to create a unified whole; include 
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, 
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

WHST.11- 
12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: 
develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most 
significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, 
concrete details, quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of 
the topic. 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582 e3085  
E313I11 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: use 
varied transitions and sentence structures to link the 
major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify 
the relationships among complex ideas and concepts. 

e3081 

e3585 

e3581 e3085  
E313I10 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: use 
precise language, domain-specific vocabulary and 
techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to 
manage the complexity of the topic; convey a 
knowledgeable stance in a style that responds to the 
discipline and context as well as to the expertise of likely 
readers. 

e3082 e3582 E313I11 

WHST.11- 
12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the 
narration of historical events, scientific 
procedures/experiments, or technical processes: provide 
a concluding statement or section that follows from and 
supports the information or explanation provided (e.g., 
articulating implications or the significance of the topic). 

e3085 e3585 E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

e3083 

e3585 

e3583 e3085  
E313I12 

E313I14 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Asses
sment
s 

task, purpose, and audience. 
WHST.11- 
12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 e3074  
E313I01 

E313I02 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E313I03 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. E313I04 

WHST.11- 
12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e4063 e4563 E413I05 

WHST.11- 11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 

12.7 Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research 
projects to answer a question (including a self generated 
question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on 
the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject 
under investigation. 

e3090 e3091  

E313J03 
 
E313J04 

E313J05 

WHST.11- 11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 
E313J03 
E313J04 
E313J05 

12.8 Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative 
print and digital sources, using advanced searches 
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each 
source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and 
audience; integrate information into the text selectively to 
maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and 
overreliance on any one source and following a standard 
format for citation. 

e3090 e3091  

WHST.11- 
12.9 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research. 

e3026 

e3585 

e3526 e3085  
E313C08 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific 
tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E213A09 

E113A08 



ENGLISH IV – 12th Grade 

Overview: English students study literature, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and functional text. Active 

reading strategies process writing, and higher order/critical thinking skills will be utilized to analyze and 

interpret reading selections from specific time period. Through the study of British literature covering the 

period from 449 to the present, students analyze literary elements and devices, text structure, author’s 

purpose, and historical significance. Students develop strategies for reading comprehension and 

vocabulary acquisition through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, and think-alouds, and apply these 

strategies to complex texts. Students write a variety of essays with an emphasis on responding to 

literature through analysis and synthesis. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards.  

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Anglo-Saxon: 449-1066 The Unit begins with a historical overview 449-1066. Students 
read the epic poem Beowulf to analyze the themes reflected in the 
period. Students will analyze writing styles of professional authors. 

4 weeks 

Medieval: 1066-1485 The Unit begins with a historical overview 1066-1485. Students 
read myths/folk tales to evaluate author's depiction of archetypes 
in this period. The Canterbury Tales and Paston Letters give 
students a historical perspective on societal issues. 

4 weeks 

English Renaissance: 
1485-1625 

The Unit begins with a historical overview 1485-1625. Students 
will analyze the historic/cultural significance of Macbeth and 
evaluate excerpts of the King James Bible to draw subtle 
inferences. 

4 weeks 

Seventeenth Century: 
1625-1660 

The Unit begins with a historical overview 1625-1660. Students 
read an excerpt from Paradise Lost and analyze the poetry of 
Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne, Marvell, and Khayyam. 

4 weeks 

Restoration/Enlightenment The Unit begins with a historical overview of 1660-1798. Students 
analyze nonfiction text, satire, and poetry. They will read excerpts 
from Gulliver's Travels, Samuel Johnson's Dictionary, and various 
expository texts. 

4 weeks 

Romantic: 1798-1832 The Unit begins with a historical overview of 1798-1832. Students 
analyze period poetry, satire in Don Juan, and shifting voice in 
Frankenstein. 

4 weeks 

Victorian England: 1833-
1901 

Unit begins with historical overview 1833-1901. Students analyze 
literary elements in two short stories. They analyze expository text 
and print media to evaluate the social/cultural effects, and use of 
digital tools for vocabulary/etymology. 

4 weeks 

Modern: 1901-1950 Unit begins with an historical overview of 1901-1950. Students 
analyze plot structure, tone, voice and theme in short stories by 
noted authors; evaluate cultural significance of Pygmalion; 
evaluate Chamberlain's speech for clarity/validity. 

4 weeks 

Contemporary: 1951-
Present 

The Unit begins with historical overview 1951-present. Students 
analyze literary devices in contemporary short stories; analyze 
styles and beliefs through author study; study Greek/Latin origins; 

4 weeks 



examine differing conclusions in nonfiction text. 

Novel Study Students read Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. They analyze 
symbolism, themes, characters, and text structure. They interpret 
maps and study historical context. They write analytical essays to 
demonstrate their understanding of the text. 

4 weeks 

 

  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Core Content Odyssey Learning Activities Assessmen

ts 

CC.1.3.11-
13.A 
RL.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Key Ideas and Details 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support 
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text, including determining 
where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

e4050 e4066 e3002 E413H02 

E413I08 

E313A02 

CC.1.3.11-
13.C 
RL.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4008 e4009 e4051 E413B02 
E413B03 

E413H03 
E313B02 
E313B07 
E313D03 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text e3010 e3015 e3515 

and analyze their development over the course of the text, e3030   
including how they interact and build on one another to 
produce a complex account; provide an objective summary 
of the text. 

CC.1.3.11-
13.B 
RL.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4009 e4509 e4018 E413B03 
E413C03 

E413E04 

E413F05 
E413G02 
E413G03 
E413H02 

E413H04 

E413H05 
E413I03 
E413I04 
E413I06 
E413J02 
E413J04 
E313B02 
E313C02 
E313C03 
E313C04 
E313C05 
E313C06 
E313D04 
E313E02 
E313F02 
E313F03 
E313F05 
E313G04 
E313H01 
E313H02 
E313H03 
E313H04 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze the impact of the author’s choices regarding how to 
develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., 
where a story is set, how the action is ordered, how the 
characters are introduced and developed). 

e4031 e4041 e4044 
e4544 e4045 e4545 
e4050 

e4053 

e4550 

e4553 

e4052 

e4061 
e4561 e4062 e4562 
e4064 e4564 e4070 
e4570 e4071 e4571 
e3010 e3510 e3019 
e3020 e3021 e3521 
e3022 e3522 e3023 
e3523 

e3039 

e3031 

e3049 

e3531 

e3549 

e3050 e3550 e3052 
e3552 e3062 e3562 
e3067 e3567 e3068 
e3568 e3069 e3569 
e3070 e3570 e3071 
e3571   



E313H05 
CC.1.3.11-
13.F 
RL.11-12.4 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4025 e4525 e4026 E413D02 

E413D03 

E413E06 
E413F02 
E413H07 
E413H08 
E313A03 
E313A06 
E313B03 
E313B05 
E313B08 
E313D07 
E313G03 
E313G05 

Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are e4034 e4534 e4037 

used in the text, including figurative and connotative e4537 e4056 e4556 
meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 
meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings 
or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. 
(Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.) 

e4057 

e3007 

e3511 

e3004 

e3507 

e3013 

e3504 

e3011 

e3513 
e3016 e3516 e3034 
e3060 e3560 e3063 

CC.1.3.11-
13.E 
RL.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4026 e4526 e4030 E413D03 

E413E02 

E413F02 
E413F04 
E413G03 
E413H07 
E413I06 
E413J02 
E313B05 
E313B06 
E313D05 
E313F03 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to e4530 e4037 e4537 

structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to e4040 e4540 e4045 
begin or end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or 
tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and 
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact. 

e4056 

e4564 

e3013 

e4556 

e4070 

e3513 

e4064 

e4570 

e3014 

e3514 e3614 e3032 
e3532 e3050 e3550 

 
RL.11-12.6 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires 
distinguishing what is directly stated in a text from what is 
really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or 
understatement). 

e4011 

e4039 

e4545 

e3011 

e3519 

e4511 

e4539 

e4053 

e3511 

e4031 

e4045 

e4553 

e3019 

 
E413B05 
E413E04 
E413F03 
E413G03 
E413H05 
E313B03 
E313C02 

CC.1.3.11-
13.H 
RL.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e3001 e3009 e3012  
E313A01 
E313B01 

E313B04 
E313B05 
E313C01 
E313D01 
E313D03 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313G01 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and 
early-twentieth-century foundational works of American 

e3013 

e3028 

e3513 

e3030 

e3018 

e3038 
literature, including how two or more texts from the same 
period treat similar themes or topics. 

e3638 e3048 e3058 

CC.1.3.11-
13.K 

11-12 Reading Standards for Literature e4010 e4510 e4011  

E413B04 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend literature, e4511 e4018 e4019 



RL.11-12.10 including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of 
the 

e4020 e4021 e4040 
E413B05 

E413C03 

E413C04 
E413C05 
E413C06 
E413F04 
E413F05 
E413H02 
E413H06 
E413J01 
E313B04 
E313B06 
E313C02 
E313D02 
E313D03 
E313F04 

grades 11–CCR text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 

e4041 

e4555 

e4050 

e4069 

e4055 

e4569 

e3012 e3014 e3019 
e3029 e3030 e3051 

CC1.2.11-
12.B 
RI.11-12.1 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4012 e4512 e4017 E413B06 
E413C02 

E413I07 
E313G05 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support e4065 e4565 e3063 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 
inferences 

e3563   

drawn from the text, including determining where the text 
leaves matters uncertain. 

CC1.2.11-
12.A 
RI.11-12.2 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4033 e4065 e4565 E413E05 
E413I07 
E313B05 
E313E04 
E313G06 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze e3013 e3513 e3043 

their development over the course of the text, including 
how they interact and build on one another to provide a 
complex 

e3543 e3064 e3564 

analysis; provide an objective summary of the text. 
CC1.2.11-
12.C 
RI.11-12.3 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Key Ideas and Details: 
Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and 
explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact 

e4017 

e3044 

e4033 e3002  
E413C02 

E413E05 

and develop over the course of the text. E313A02 
E313E05 

CC1.2.11-
12.F 
RI.11-12.4 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and 
technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the course 
of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist 
No. 10). 

e3044 

E2722 

e3059 

aqe2721 

E2721 

HS2045 

E313E05 

E313G02 

CC1.2.11-
12.E 
RI.11-12.5 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4030 e4530 e4057 E413E02 
E413H08 
E313A05 
E313C07 

Craft and Structure: 
Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an e4557 e3006 e3506 

author uses in his or her exposition or argument, including e3024 e3524  
whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and 
engaging. 



CC1.2.11-
12.D 
RI.11-12.6 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Craft and Structure 
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in 
which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how 
style and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness, 
or beauty of the text. 

e4030 

e4557 

GV1024 

e4530 

e3034 

e4057 

e3534 

E413E02 

E413H08 

E313D07 

CC1.2.11-
12.G 
RI.11-12.7 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

e4013 

e3043 

e4027 

e3543 

e4527  
E413B07 

E413E03 

E313E04 

 
RI.11-12.8 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. 
texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court 
majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, 
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy 
(e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses). 

e3034 

GV235 

h1061 

e3534 

GV237 

h1164 

GV234 

GV1008 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.9 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational 
Text Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century 
foundational U.S. documents of historical and literary 
significance (including The Declaration of Independence, 
the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and 
Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for their themes, 
purposes, and rhetorical features. 

e3005 

GV1011 

h1060 

e3034 

h1144 

h1064 

e3534 

h1049 

E313A04 

E313D07 

 
RI.11-12.10 

11-12 Reading Standards for Informational Text e4012 e4017 e4517 E413B06 
E413C02 
E413E02 
E413E05 
E413G04 
E413I08 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 
By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend literary e4030 e4033 e4046 

nonfiction at the high end of the grades 11–CCR text 
complexity band independently and proficiently. 

e4546 e4066 e4566 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.H 
W.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: introduce precise, 
knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the 
claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 
opposing claims, and create an organization that logically 
sequences claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and 
evidence. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: develop claim(s) and 
counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most 
relevant evidence for each while pointing out the strengths 
and limitations of both in a manner that anticipates the 
audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 



possible biases. 
CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
CC.1.4.11-
12.J 

W.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: use words, phrases, and 
clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major sections 
of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships 
between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and 
evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.E 
CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective tone while attending to the 
norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are 
writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.G 
W.11-12.1.e 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of 
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence: provide a concluding 
statement or section that follows from and supports the 
argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.D 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.a 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 

E313I04 
E313I09 
E313I11 
E313I14 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content: introduce a topic; organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each 
new element builds on that which precedes it to create a 
unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics 
(e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

e3075 e3080 e3082 
e3582 e3085 e3585 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.C 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content: develop the topic thoroughly by 
selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic. 

e3072 

e3075 

e3085 

e3073 

e3082 

e3585 

e3074 

e3582 

 
E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I11 
E313I14 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 E313I01 
E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I10 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey e3075 e3081 e3581 

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and e3085 e3585  
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 



analysis of content: use appropriate and varied transitions E313I14 
and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 

E313I11 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 

e3075 e3082 e3582 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: use precise language, domain-specific 
vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and 
analogy to manage the complexity of the topic. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.K 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards e4063 e4563 e3072 
E413I05 

E313I01 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 

e3073 e3074 e3075 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: establish and maintain a formal style 

E313I02 

and objective tone while attending to the norms and E313I03 
conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

E313I04 
CC.1.4.11-
12.A 
CC.1.4.11-
12.M 
W.11-12.2.f 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 

E313I14 

Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and 

e3075 e3085 e3585 

accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content: provide a concluding statement or 
section that follows from and supports the information or 
explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the 
significance of the topic). 

CC.1.4.11-
12.N 
CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.a 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: engage and orient 
the reader by setting out a problem, situation, or 
observation and its significance, establishing one or 
multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; create a smooth progression of experiences or 
events. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
CC.1.4.11-
12.O 
W.11-12.3.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event sequences: use narrative 
techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, 
reflection, and multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, 
events, and/or characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.c 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences 
or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 



and well-structured event sequences: use a variety of 
techniques to sequence events so that they build on one 
another to create a coherent whole and build toward a 
particular tone and outcome (e.g., a sense of mystery, 
suspense, growth, or resolution). 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.d 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or 
characters. 

e3083 e3583 E313I12 

CC.1.4.11-
12.P 
W.11-12.3.e 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Text Types and 
Purposes: 
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and 
well-structured event sequences: provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on what is experienced, observed, 
or resolved over the course of the narrative. 

e3084 e3584 E313I13 

CC.1.4.11-
12.B 
W.11-12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

e3080 E313I09 

CC.1.4.11-
12.T 
CC.1.4.11-
12.W 
W.11-12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards e3072 e3073 e3074 
E313I01 

E313I02 
E313I03 
E313I04 
E313I09 

Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 

e3075 e3080  

focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.U 
W.11-12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e4063 e4563 e3080 E413I05 

E313I09 

 CC.1.4.11-
12.7 
W.11-12.7 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects 
to answer a question (including a self-generated question) 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

e4046 

e3543 

e3087 

e3090 

e4546 

e3064 

e3088 

e3091 

e3043 

e3564 

e3089 

E413G04 
E313E04 
E313G06 
E313J01 
E313J02 
E313J03 
E313J04 
E313J05 

 
W.11-12.8 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print 
and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; 
assess the strengths and limitations of each source in 
terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate 
information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one 

e3088 e3091 E313J02 

E313J05 



source 
and following a standard format for citation. 

CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.a 

11-12 Writing Standards e3001 e3002 e3005 E313A01 

E313A02 

E313A04 
E313B01 
E313B08 
E313C01 
E313C07 
E313D01 
E313D07 
E313D08 
E313E01 
E313F01 
E313F07 
E313G01 
E313G02 
E313G05 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to support e3505 e3009 e3016 

analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 11-12 e3516 e3018 e3024 
Reading standards to literature (e.g., ''Demonstrate 
knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth- 
century foundational works of American literature, 
including how two or more texts from the same period treat 
similar 

e3028 

e3035 

e3638 

e3034 

e3535 

e3048 

e3534 

e3038 

e3055 

themes or topics''). e3555 e3058 e3059 
e3559 e3063 e3563 

CC.1.4.11-
12.S 
W.11-12.9.b 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence form literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research: apply grades 
11–12 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., 
''Delineate 
and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including 
the application of constitutional principles and use of legal 
reasoning [e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court Case majority 
opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, and 
arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The 
Federalist, presidential addresses]''). 

e3034 e3534 E313D07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.X 
W.11-12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards 
Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames 
(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E213A09 

E113A08 

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing 
their own clearly and persuasively: come to discussions 
prepared, having read and researched material under 
study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to 
evidence from texts and other research on the topic or 
issue to stimulate a thoughtful, well-reasoned exchange of 
ideas. 

e3038 

e3643 

e3638 e3043  



CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing 
their own clearly and persuasively: work with peers to 
promote civil, democratic discussions and decision-
making, set clear goals and deadlines, and establish 
individual roles as needed. 

e3038 

e3643 

e3638 e3043  

CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
SL.11-12.1.c 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative 
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 
diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, texts, and issues, 
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively: propel conversations by posing and 
responding to questions that probe reasoning and 
evidence; ensure a hearing for a full range of positions on a 
topic or issue; clarify, verify, or challenge ideas and 
conclusions; 
and promote divergent and creative perspectives. 

e3038 

e3643 

e3638 e3043  

S 
CC.1.5.11-
12.A 
L.11-12.1.d 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative 
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 
diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, 
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively: respond thoughtfully to diverse 
perspectives; synthesize comments, claims, and evidence 
made on all sides of an issue; resolve contradictions when 
possible; and determine what additional information or 
research is required to deepen the investigation or 
complete the task. 

e3038 

e3043 

e3538 

e3543 

e3638 

e3643 

E313E01 

E313E04 

 
SL.11-12.2 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Integrate multiple sources of information presented in 
diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, 
orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve 
problems, evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each 
source and noting any discrepancies among the data. 

E2761 E213G06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.C 
SL.11-12.3 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Comprehension and Collaboration: 
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of 
evidence and rhetoric, assessing the stance, premises, 
links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and 
tone used. 

E11061 E113J06 

CC.1.5.11-
12.B 
SL.11-12.4 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards E2181 E2271 E2381 E213A08 
E213B07 
E213C08 
E213E08 
E213J07 
E113D05 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, E2581 E21071 E1451 

conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that E1641 E1642  
listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or 
opposing perspectives are addressed, and the 
organization, 
development, substance, and style are appropriate to 
purpose, audience, and a range or formal and informal 



tasks. 
CC.1.5.11-
12.D 
SL.11-12.5 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, 
graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in 
presentations to enhance understanding of findings, 
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest. 

E2381 E2761 E21071 E213C08 

E213G06 

E213J07 

CC.1.5.11-
12.E 
SL.11-12.6 

11-12 Speaking and Listening Standards 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, 
demonstrating a command of formal English when 
indicated or appropriate. 

E2181 E1971 E213A08 

E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.1.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 

e4034 

E1971 

e4063 E1171  
E413E06 

E413I05 

apply the understanding that usage is a matter of E113A07 
convention, can change over time, and is sometimes 
contested. E113I07 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.1.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking: 
resolve issues of complex or contested usage, consulting 
references (e.g., Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of English 
Usage, Garner’s Modern American Usage) as needed. 

e4048 e4548 E413G06  

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.2.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: observe hyphenation conventions. 

e3076 E313I05 

CC.1.4.11-
12.F 
CC.1.4.11-
12.L 
L.11-12.2.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Conventions of Standard English: 
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing: spell correctly. 

e3076 E313I05 

L.11-12.3.a 11-12 Language Standards 
Knowledge of Language: 
Apply knowledge of language to understand how language 
functions in different contexts, to make effective choices 
for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when 
reading or listening: vary syntax for effect, consulting 
references (e.g., Tufte’s Artful Sentences) for guidance as 
needed; apply an understanding of syntax to the study of 
complex texts when reading. 

e3079 E313I08 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.a 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a 
sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s position or function 
in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 

e3057 e3557 e3059 E313F09 

E313G02 



CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.b 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: identify and correctly use patterns of word 
changes that indicate different meanings or parts of 
speech (e.g., conceive, conception, conceivable). 

e3027 

e3537 

e3527 

e3077 

e3037  
E313C09 

E313D09 

E313I06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.c 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: consult general and specialized reference 
materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both 
print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or 
determine or clarify its precise meaning, its part of speech, 
its etymology, or its standard usage. 

e4048 

aqe1111 

e4548 E1111  
E413G06 

CC.1.3.11-
12.I 
L.11-12.4.d 

11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- 
meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies: verify the preliminary determination of the 
meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the 
inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary). 

e4023 e4523 E413C08 

L.11-12.5.a 11-12 Language Standards 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: interpret 
figures of speech (e.g., hyperbole, paradox) in context and 
analyze their role in the text. 

e4006 

e3052 

e4506 

e3057 

e4071 

e3557 E413A04 

E413J04 

E313F05 

E313F09 
L.11-12.5.b 11-12 Language Standards 

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings: analyze 
nuances in the meaning of words with similar denotations. 

e4023 

e3042 

e4523 e3004 
E413C08 

E313A03 

E313E03 
CC.1.3.11-
12.J 
L.11-12.6 

11-12 Language Standards e4014 e4514 e3008 E413B08 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: 
Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain- e3508 e3037 e3537 

specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, e3066 e3566  E313A07 
speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness  
level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary E313D09 
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to 
comprehension or expression. 

E313G07 

RH.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4012 e4512 e4033  
E413B06 Studies 

Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary 

e4533 

e4046 

e4034 

e4546 

e4534 

e3035 
and secondary sources, connecting insights gained from 
specific details to an understanding of the text as a whole. 

e3535 e3055 e3555 E413E05 

E413E06 
E413G04 
E313D08 



E313F07 
RH.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4046 e4546 e3006 E413G04 

E313A05 

E313D08 
E313F07 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: e3035 e3535 e3055 

Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or e3555   
secondary source; provide an accurate summary that 
makes clear the relationships among the key details and 
ideas. 

RH.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4030 e4530 e4034 E413E02 
E413E06 

E413H08 
E413I07 
E313D08 
E313G05 
E313G06 

Studies 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and 

e4534 

e4065 

e4057 

e4565 

e4557 

e3035 
determine which explanation best accords with textual 
evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters 
uncertain. 

e3535 

e3064 

e3063 

e3564 

e3563 

RH.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are 
used in a text, including analyzing how an author uses and 
refines the meaning of a key term over the course of a text 
(e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 

e3006 

e3059 

e3016 e3044  
E313A05 

E313B08 

E313E05 

E313G02 

RH.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4012 e4034 e4534 
E413B06 

E413E06 
E313A02 
E313A05 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is 

e3002 e3006  

structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, and 
larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

RH.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4027 e4527 e4065 E413E03 
E413I07 

E313B08 
E313E05 

Studies 
Craft and Structure: e4565 e3016 e3516 

Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same e3043   
historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, 
reasoning, and evidence. 

RH.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social e4046 e4546 e3035 E413G04 
E313D08 

E313E05 
E313G06 

Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: e3535 e3044 e3064 

Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information e3564   
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, 
quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

RH.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by 
corroborating or challenging them with other information. 

e4057 

e4565 

e4557 

e3035 

e4065 

e3535 E413H08 

E413I07 

E313D08 
RH.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social 

Studies 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary 
and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea 
or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

e3043 e3543 E313E04 



RST.11-12.1 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 
science and technical texts, attending to important 
distinctions the author makes and to any gaps or 
inconsistencies in the account. 

e3044 

e3559 

e3544 e3059  
E313E05 

E313G02 

RST.11-12.2 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; 
summarize complex concepts, processes, or information 
presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler but still 
accurate terms. 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 

RST.11-12.3 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when 
carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or 
performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results 
based on explanations in the text. 

e3059 e3559 E313G02 

RST.11-12.4 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other 
domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a 
specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11- 
12 texts and topics. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.5 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into 
categories or hierarchies, demonstrating understanding of 
the information or ideas. 

e3026 e3044 e3544 E313C08 

E313E05 

RST.11-12.6 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Craft and Structure: 
Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, 
describing a procedure, or discussing an experiment in a 
text, identifying important issues that remain unresolved. 

e3044 e3544 E313E05 

RST.11-12.7 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information 
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative 
data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or 
solve a problem. 

e4027 

e3544 

e4527 e3044  
E413E03 

E313E05 

RST.11-12.8 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and 
Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions 
in a science or technical text, verifying the data when 
possible and corroborating or challenging conclusions with 
other sources of information. 

e4047 

e3535 

e4547 

e3059 

e3035 

e3559 

E413G05 

E313D08 

E313G02 

RST.11-12.9 11-12 Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and e4027 e4527 e4065  



Technical Subjects 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., 
texts, experiments, simulations) into a coherent 
understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, 
resolving conflicting information when possible. 

e4565 E413E03 

E413I07 

WHST.11- 
12.1.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the 
significance of the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from 
alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization 
that logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, 
reasons, and evidence. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, 
supplying the most relevant data and evidence for each 
while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both 
claim 
(s) and counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form that 
anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: use 
words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax to link 
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify 
the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between 
reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and 
counterclaims. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone 
while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.1.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content: 
provide a concluding statement or section that follows from 
or supports the argument presented. 

e3081 

e3584 

e3581 

e3085 

e3084 

e3585 

E313I10 

E313I13 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.a 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: introduce a topic and organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each 
new element builds on that which precedes it to create a 

e3080 

e3085 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582  
E313I09 

E313I11 

E313I14 



unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics 
(e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to 
aiding comprehension. 

WHST.11- 
12.2.b 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: develop the topic thoroughly by 
selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples appropriate to the audience’s 
knowledge of the topic. 

e3082 

e3585 

e3582 e3085  
E313I11 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.c 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: use varied transitions and sentence 
structures to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 

e3081 

e3585 

e3581 e3085  
E313I10 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.2.d 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: use precise language, domain-
specific vocabulary and techniques such as metaphor, 
simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of the topic; 
convey a knowledgeable stance in a style that responds to 
the discipline and context as well as to the expertise of 
likely readers. 

e3082 e3582 E313I11 

WHST.11- 
12.2.e 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Text Types and Purposes: 
Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration 
of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or 
technical processes: provide a concluding statement or 
section that follows from and supports the information or 
explanation provided (e.g., articulating implications or the 
significance of the topic). 

e3085 e3585 E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.4 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 

e3083 

e3585 

e3583 e3085  
E313I12 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.5 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 

e3072 

e3075 

e3073 e3074  
E313I01 

E313I02 

revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, E313I03 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. E313I04 



WHST.11- 
12.6 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Production and Distribution of Writing: 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products 
in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 

e4063 e4563 E413I05 

WHST.11- 11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 

12.7 Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects 

e3090 e3091  

to answer a question (including a self generated question) E313J03 
or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when  
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, E313J04 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 

E313J05 

WHST.11- 
12.8 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print 
and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; 
assess the strengths and limitations of each source in 
terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate 
information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one 
source and following a standard format for citation. 

e3087 

e3090 

e3088 

e3091 

e3089  
E313J01 

E313J02 

E313J03 

E313J04 

E313J05 

WHST.11- 
12.9 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge: 
Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research. 

e3026 

e3585 

e3526 e3085  
E313C08 

E313I14 

WHST.11- 
12.10 

11-12 Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects 
Range of Writing: 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 
reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific 
tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

E2191 

aqe2192 

E2194 

aqe2195 

E1181 

aqe1182 

E1184 

aqe1185 

aqe2191 

E2193 

aqe2194 

E2196 

aqe1181 

E1183 

aqe1184 

E2192 

aqe2193 

E2195 

aqe2196 

E1182 

aqe1183 

E1185 

E213A09 

E113A08 

 

  



Curriculum 3.  Math Scope and Sequence K – 8 
  



Math Synergy Cyber Charter School Scope and Sequence with Pennsylvania 
Standards and Common Core Correlations –  
By Grade, Kindergarten to 8th Grade 
 

Primary Curriculum: Compass Learning Odyssey 

 

Kindergarten Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students will learn to count, perform simple addition, place things in categories, and identify geometric shapes. Major 

milestones for kindergarten math include: 

 

• Developing a strong number sense 
• Identifying numbers up to twenty 
• Expressing different ways to represent numbers up to twenty 
• Ability to sort and organize objects based on different attributes 
• Recognizing basic shapes and units for measurement, time, and weight. 

 

1. Tutorial - Teaches students how to use the math program. It teaches the functionality of buttons and shows students how to 
interact with and complete practice questions. 

2. "Under the Sea" - Teaches how to sort and categorize based on similarities, differences, patterns and common attributes. 
3. "Playtime in the Park" - Introduces shapes and basic concepts of spatial sense while reinforcing categorization skills. 

Students learn how to use positional words to describe locations and manipulate shapes from different locations. 
4. “Let's Go On a Safari" - Teaches the numbers 1-10, the concepts of quantity, counting objects, reading numbers, basic 

graphing and equivalence. 
5. "What's Cooking?" - Teaches the basics of time, temperature, calendars and basic units and tools of measurement. 
6. "Numbers in the Neighborhood" - Teaches the numbers 11-20, number patterns, counting by 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s, basic 

graphing and addition and subtraction. 
 

 

UNITS/ASSESSMENTS   

Core Topic Essential Content Timelin
e 

Tutorial - Teaches students how to use the math program. It teaches the functionality of buttons 
and shows students how to interact with and complete practice questions. 6 weeks 

"Under the Sea" - Teaches how to sort and categorize based on similarities, differences, patterns and 
common attributes. 6 weeks 

“Playtime in the Park" - " Introduces shapes and basic concepts of spatial sense while reinforcing 
categorization skills. Students learn how to use positional words to describe locations 6 



and manipulate shapes from different locations. weeks 

“Let's Go On a Safari" - Teaches the numbers 1-10, the concepts of quantity, counting objects, reading 
numbers, basic graphing and equivalence. 

6 
weeks 

"What's Cooking?" - Teaches the basics of time, temperature, calendars and basic units and tools of 
measurement. 

6 
weeks 

"Numbers in the 
Neighborhood" - 

Teaches the numbers 11-20, number patterns, counting by 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s, basic 
graphing and addition and subtraction. 

6 
weeks 

 

  



 

PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

UNIT 1 (9 Weeks) Students learn to count  

CC.2.1.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.CC.1 

Counting and Cardinality: KM009 KM034 KM035 
 
MA0C01 
MA0C03 

MA1AA4 

MA1BA9 

MA1AA1 

Know number names and the count sequence. 
Count to 100 by ones and by tens. 

KM036 KM037 KM044 
KM045 

KM050 

KM046 

KM087 

KM047 

KM088 

KM090 AT1001 KM091 

10100 10145 10147 

CC.2.1.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.CC.2 

Counting and Cardinality: 
Know number names and the count sequence. 
Count forward beginning from a given number within the known 
sequence (instead of having to begin at 1). 

KM088 

10129 

KM090 

10140 

KM100  
MA1AC12 

CC.2.1.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.CC.3 

Counting and Cardinality: CC001 AQCC001 CC002 MA1AA1 

Know number names and the count sequence. 
Write numbers from 0 to 20. Represent a number of objects 

AQCC002 KM009 KM034 

with a written numeral 0-20 (with 0 representing a count of KM035 KM036 KM044 

no objects). KM045 KM046 KM087 

KM088 KM089 10147 

CC.2.1.K.A.2 

K.MATHCC.CC.4.
a 

Counting and Cardinality: KM009 KM034 KM035  
MA0C01 Count to tell the number of objects. 

Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect 
counting to cardinality: When counting 

KM036 

KM045 

KM037 

KM046 

KM044 

KM047 

objects, say the number names in the standard order, 
pairing each object with one and only one number name and each 
number name with one and only one object. 

KM087 

10147 

KM088 KM089 MA0C03 

MA1AA1 

CC.2.1.K.A.2 

K.MATHCC.CC.
4.b 

Counting and Cardinality: KM009 KM034 KM035  
MA0C01 Count to tell the number of objects. 

Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect 
counting to cardinality: Understand that 

KM036 

KM045 

KM037 

KM046 

KM044 

KM047 

the last number name said tells the number of objects 
counted. The number of objects is the same regardless of their 
arrangement or the order in which they were counted. 

KM087 

10147 

KM088 KM089 MA0C03 

MA1AA1 

CC.2.1.K.A.2 

K.MATHCC.CC.4.
c 

Counting and Cardinality: 
Count to tell the number of objects. 
Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect 
counting to cardinality: Understand that each successive number name 
refers to a quantity that is one larger. 

CC003 AQCC003 10147 
MA1AA1 

CC.2.1.K.A.2 

K.MATHCC.CC.5 

Counting and Cardinality: 
Count to tell the number of objects. 
Count to answer ''how many?'' questions about as many as 20 things 
arranged in a line, a rectangular array, or a circle, or as many as 10 
things in a scattered configuration; given a number from 1-20, count out 
that many objects. 

KM009 

KM036 

KM046 

10147 

KM034 

KM044 

KM087 

KM035 

KM045 

10100 

 
MA1AA4 

MA1AA1 

CC.2.1.K.A.3 

K.MATHCC.CC.6 

Counting and Cardinality: KM039 KM040 KM049 MA1AA2 

Compare numbers. 
Identify whether the number of objects in one group is 

KM087 10097 10163 

greater than, less than, or equal to the number of objects in 10194   MA1BB6 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

another group, e.g., by using matching and counting 
strategies. 

MA1AA6 

CC.2.1.K.A.3 

K.MATHCC.CC.7 

Counting and Cardinality: KM039 KM040 KM049 MA1AA2 

Compare numbers. 
Compare two numbers between 1 and 10 presented as 

KM087 10097 10163 

written numerals. 10194   MA1BB6 

MA1AA6 

CC.2.2.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.OA.1 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: KM054 KM055 KM056 MA0C05 
MA0E04 

MA0E05 

MA1AC3 

MA1AC1 

MA1AC4 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC7 

MA1AC10 

MA1BB3 

MA1BB2 

MA1BB7 

MA1BB4 

Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and 
understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 

KM057 KM088 KM100 

Represent addition and subtraction with objects, fingers, KM101 KM102 KM103 

mental images, drawings, sounds (e.g., claps), acting out 
situations, verbal explanations, expressions, or equations. 

KM105 

KM108 

KM106 

10119 

KM107 

10120 

10122 10124 10125 

10127 10129 10160 

10161 10164 10165 

10173   

CC.2.2.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.OA.2 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: ATMAK00 ATMAK00 10124 MA1AC5 

Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and 4 6  

understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 
Solve addition and subtraction word problems, and add and 

10128 10164 10165 
MA1AC11 

subtract within 10, e.g., by using objects or drawings to 
represent the problem. 

MA1BB7 

CC.2.2.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.OA.3 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: OA001 AQOA001 OA002  
Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and 
understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 

AQOA002 KM054 KM055 

Decompose numbers less than or equal to 10 into pairs in OA005 AQOA005 OA006 

more than one way, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and 
record each decomposition by a drawing or equation (e.g., 

AQOA006   

5 = 2 + 3 and 5 = 4 + 1). 

CC.2.2.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.OA.4 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand 
subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 
For any number from 1 to 9, find the number that makes 10 when 
added to the given number, e.g., by using objects or drawings, and 
record the answer with a drawing or equation. 

KM054 

KM101 

10128 

KM055 

KM102 

KM100 

KM103 

MA0E04 

MA1AC11 

CC.2.2.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.OA.
5 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: KM054 KM055 KM056 MA0C05 

MA0E04 
MA0E05 
MA1AC3 

MA1AC1 

MA1AC4 

MA1AC5 

Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and 
understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 

KM057 KM100 KM101 

Fluently add and subtract within 5. KM102 KM103 KM105 

KM106 KM107 KM108 
10119 10120 10122 

10124   

CC.2.1.K.B.1 Number and Operations in Base Ten: NBT001 AQNBT00 NBT002  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

K.MATHCC.NBT.
1 

Work with numbers 11-19 to gain foundations for place AQNBT00 2 1 10121 
MA1AA5 

MA1AC2 

value. 
Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into ten 

10101 

ones and some further ones, e.g., by using objects or 
drawings, and record each composition or decomposition by 

10126 10194  
MA1AC9 

a drawing or equation (e.g., 18 = 10 + 8); understand that 
these numbers are composed of ten ones and one, two, 

MA1AA6 

three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones. 

CC.2.4.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.MD.1 

Measurement and Data: KM073 KM074 KM075  
MA0D03 
MA1DB3 

MA1DB1 

MA1DB2 

MA1DB4 

MA1DB5 

MA1DC3 

MA1DC4 

MA1DC2 

Describe and compare measurable attributes. 
Describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length or 

KM076 10170 10175 

weight. Describe several measurable attributes of a single 10176 10177 10178 

object. 10180 10181 10182 

CC.2.4.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.MD.2 

Measurement and Data: KM073 KM081 KM082 MA1DB3 

MA1DB2 

MA1DB5 

MA1DC3 

MA1DC4 

MA1DC2 

MA1DD2 

MA1DD3 

MA1DD4 

MA1DC1 

MA1DE2 

Describe and compare measurable attributes. 
Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common, to 
see which object has ''more of''/''less of'' the 

10170 

10180 

10176 

10181 

10178 

10182 

attribute, and describe the difference. 10184 10185 10186 

10256 10257  

CC.2.4.K.A.4 

K.MATHCC.MD.3 

Measurement and Data: KM002 KM003 KM005 MA0A02 

Classify objects and count the number of objects in each 
category. 

KM008 KM009 KM011 

Classify objects into given categories; count the numbers of KM012 KM027 KM028 

objects in each category and sort the categories by count. 10095 10138 10139 
MA0A04 
MA0A05 
MA0B05 

MA1BA1 

MA1BA2 

MA1EA1 

MA1EA2 

MA1EA3 

MA1BA3 

10187 10188 10189 

10198   

CC.2.3.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.G.1 

Geometry: KM018 KM019 KM021  

MA0B02 

MA0B03 

Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, 
rectangles, hexagons, cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres). 

KM022 KM024 KM025 
KM027 KM028 10093 

Describe objects in the environment using names of 10094 10196 10197 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

shapes, and describe the relative positions of these objects using terms 
such as above, below, beside, in front of,  
behind, and next to. 

10095 10096 10113 
MA0B04 
MA0B05 

MA1CA2 

MA1CA1 

MA1CA3 

MA1CD1 

MA1CA4 

MA1CB3 

MA1CA5 

MA1CA7 

MA1CD2 

MA1CD4 

MA1CA6 

MA1CB1 

MA1CB2 

10115 10149 10150 

10154 10155 10166 

10174 10255  

CC.2.3.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.G.2 

Geometry: G001 AQG001 G002 
 
MA0B05 

MA1CA2 

MA1CA1 

MA1CA3 

MA1CD1 

MA1CA4 

MA1CA5 

MA1CA7 

MA1CD2 

MA1CD4 

MA1CA6 

Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, 
rectangles, hexagons, cubes, cones, cylinders, and 

AQG002 KM027 KM028 

spheres). 
Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall size. 

10093 

10197 

10113 

10094 

10095 

10149 

10196 

10096 

10150 

10154 10155 10166 

CC.2.3.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.G.3 

Geometry: G003 AQG003 G004  
MA1CA3 
MA1CA4 

MA1CA5 

MA1CA7 

MA1CD2 

MA1CA6 

Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, 
rectangles, hexagons, cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres). 

AQG004 

10095 

10196 

10113 

10197 

10149 

Identify shapes as two-dimensional (lying in a plane, ''flat'') 
or three-dimensional (''solid''). 

10150 10154 10166 

CC.2.3.K.A.2 

K.MATHCC.G.4 

Geometry: G005 AQG005 G006 MA1CA1 

MA1CA3 

MA1CA4 

MA1CA5 

MA1CA7 

MA1CC2 

MA1CA8 

Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes. 
Analyze and compare two- and three-dimensional shapes, 

AQG006 10094 10196 

in different sizes and orientations, using informal language 10197 10095 10113 

to describe their similarities, differences, parts (e.g., number 
of sides and vertices/''corners'') and other attributes (e.g., having sides 
of equal length). 

10149 

10104 

10150 

10167 

10152 

CC.2.3.K.A.2 

K.MATHCC.G.5 

Geometry: 
Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes. Model shapes in the 
world by building shapes from components (e.g., sticks and clay balls) 
and drawing shapes. 

G007 

AQG008 

AQG007 

KM027 

G008 

KM028 

 
MA0B05 

MA1CD1 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

G011 

10166 

AQG011 10096 MA1CA6 

CC.2.3.K.A.1 

K.MATHCC.G.6 

Geometry: 
Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes. Compose simple 
shapes to form larger shapes. 

G009 

AQG010 

10096 

AQG009 

G011 

G010 

AQG011 

MA1CD1 

 

  



First Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students will learn to perform simple addition and subtraction and solve problems using simple arithmetic. Students 

learn place value, and multiples of small numbers. Students use shapes to solve problems. Students add within 100.  Students 

learn to use tools to make measurements and interpret simple data charts. .Major milestones for 1st grade math include: 

 

• Counting to 100 by 1’s and skip counting 
• Knowing the addition math facts 
• Adding and subtracting small numbers 
• Understanding the value of money 
• Knowing the units for measurement, time, and weight. 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Number Sense   First grade "Number Sense" teaches how to read, compare, match, and define 
whole numbers. Lessons also cover counting numbers by twos and fives and even 
vs odd numbers. 

2 weeks 

Fractions   First grade "Fractions" teaches the difference between equal and unequal parts. 
Fractions divided by halves, thirds and fourths are introduced in lessons such as 
"The Art of Fractions" (below). 

2 weeks 

Operations   First grade "Operations" starts with math vocabulary. It distinguishes the 
difference between addition and subtraction, and teaches first graders about place 
value. Lessons move into addition and subtraction of one and two digit numbers 
and gives problem solving strategy. Operations ends with lessons on estimation. 

2 weeks 

Money   First grade "Money" teaches about coin values, how to count money, and how to 
add and subtract it. 

2 weeks 

Patterns   First grade "Patterns" teaches students how to identify, sort and classify things by 
common patterns or attributes. Students learn to identify patterns on a "hundreds 
chart" and then apply those patterns to skip counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s. 

2 weeks 

Algebra   First grade "Algebra" introduces students to algebraic symbols and the 
commutative property of addition. Lessons also teach number sentences, equal vs 
unequal, greater than vs less than and solving for unknown numbers. 

2 weeks 

Shapes   First grade "Shapes" teaches about two and three dimensional shapes. Lessons 
cover straight vs curved lines, open vs closed shapes and planes vs solid objects. 
Students are introduced to special shapes, such as hexagons, trapezoids, and 
rhombi and are asked to describe and compare them in the lessons. 

2 weeks 

Positions   First grade "Positions" introduces basic geometry and spatial relationships. 
Students learn how to identify, locate and move objects according to directional 
(left, right, up, down) and positional (top, middle, inside) instruction. First graders 
are introduced to the number line, as well. 

2 weeks 

Using Shapes   First grade "Shapes" teaches congruent shapes and symmetry. Students learn to 
match congruent shapes and identify lines of symmetry in two dimensional shapes. 

2 weeks 

Spatial Sense   First grade "Spatial Sense" teaches how to build and calculate perimeter and area 
of two dimensional shapes. It teaches how to recognize geometric shapes around 
s, and how to use one shape to build another. 

2 weeks 

Time   First grade "Time" introduces different ways that time is classified, such as 
calendar time and clock time. Students learn about digital vs analog time telling. 

2 weeks 

Length   First grade "Length" teaches how to use, compare and measure length. Students 2 weeks 



will choose the appropriate tool and use it to measure different metrics. 

Weight   First grade "Weight" teaches different attributes of weight. Students will estimate, 
compare and measure different objects. 

2 weeks 

Capacity   First grade "Capacity" teaches how to measure, compare and estimate capacity. It 
shows students how to identify the best unit and will ask them to place objects in 
order according to capacity. 

2 weeks 

Temperature   First grade "Temperature" teaches how to measure temperatures. Lessons 
introduce fahrenheit and show students how to read a thermometer and compare 
different readings. 

2 weeks 

Graphing   First grade "Graphing" reinforces the 'Patterns" chapter by asking students to sort 
objects. They then learn to create a tally table and record information in 
pictographs and bar graphs. 

2 weeks 

Using Data   First grade "Using Data" teaches the basics of statistics, showing students how to 
compare and make predictions based on the data that they organized into graphs. 

2 weeks 

Probability   First grade "Probability" teaches the basics of probability. It teaches the difference 
between principles of certainty, impossibility, likely and least likely. First graders 
are prompted to identify the differences 

2 weeks 

. 

  



 

PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.2.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.OA.1 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: KM054 KM055 KM056 
 

MA0C05 
MA0E04 

MA0E05 

MA1AC1 

MA1AC4 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC7 

MA1AC11 

MA1AC10 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC3 

MA2AC4 

Represent and solve problems involving addition and 
subtraction. 

KM057 KM100 KM101 

Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word KM102 KM103 KM105 

problems involving situations of adding to, taking from, 
putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in 
all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, 

KM106 10120 KM107 10122 KM108 

10124 

and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to 10125 10128 10127 

represent the problem. 10129 OA008 AQOA00
8 

OA009 AQOA009 20166 

20242 20243  

CC.2.2.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.OA.2 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Represent and solve problems involving addition and 
subtraction. 
Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole 
numbers whose sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using 
objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown 
number to represent the problem. 

OA003 OA004 

10123 

AQOA003 

AQOA004 

20241 

ATOA00

3 

ATOA00

4 

MA1AC6 

MA2AC2 

CC.2.2.1.A.2 

1.MathCC.OA.3 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: KM101 KM106 10119 MA1AC3 

MA1AC4 
MA1AC5 

MA1BB1 

MA2BB1 

MA2AC2 

Understand and apply properties of operations and the 
relationship between addition and subtraction. 

10122 10124 10172 

Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and 20143 20241  
subtract. 

CC.2.2.1.A.2 

1.MathCC.OA.4 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: KM108 10124 10128 
 
MA1AC5 

MA1AC11 
MA1BB3 

MA1BB7 

MA1BB4 

MA2BB5 

MA2BB6 

Understand and apply properties of operations and the 
relationship between addition and subtraction. 

10160 10164 10165 

Understand subtraction as an unknown-addend problem. 10173 

20240 

20167 20168 

CC.2.2.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.OA.5 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking : 

Add and subtract within 20. 
Relate counting to addition and subtraction (e.g., by counting on 
2 to add 2). 

KM054 KM057 10129 KM055 

KM100 

10140 

KM056 

10124 

 

MA0C05 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC12 

CC.2.2.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.OA.6 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: NBT002 AQNBT00 KM054 MA0C05 

MA1AC4 
MA1AC5 

MA1AC7 

MA1AC9 

MA1AC10 

Add and subtract within 20.  2  

Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for 
addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as 
counting on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); 

KM055 KM100 

AQOA005 

KM056 

KM105 

OA006 

KM057 

OA005 

AQOA00



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 - 4 = 
13 - 3 - 1 = 10 - 1 = 9); using the relationship between 
addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one 
knows 12 - 8 = 4); and creating equivalent but easier or 
known sums (e.g., adding 6 + 7 by creating the known 
equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13). 

6 MA1AC12 

MA1BB3 

MA2BB5 

MA2BB6 

10122 10124 10125 
10126 10127 10129 

10140 

20168 

10160 

20240 

20167 

CC.2.2.1.A.2 

1.MathCC.OA.7 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Work with addition and subtraction equations. 
Understand the meaning of the equal sign, and determine if 
equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false. 

KM102 AQOA007 KM107 

10120 

OA007  
MA1AC1 

CC.2.2.1.A.2 

1.MathCC.OA.8 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: KM102 KM103 KM107  
MA1BB3 

MA1BB2 

MA1BB5 

MA1BB7 

MA1BB4 

MA2BB2 

MA2BB5 

MA2BB6 

Work with addition and subtraction equations. 
Determine the unknown whole number in an addition or 
subtraction equation relating to three whole numbers. 

KM108 10162 10160 

10164 

10161 

10165 

10173 20144 20167 

20168   

CC.2.1.1.B.1 

1.MathCC.NBT.
1 

Number and Operations in Base Ten:  

Extend the counting sequence. 
Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this 
range, read and write numerals and represent a number of 
objects with a written numeral. 

KM034 KM037 KM045 

KM087 10100 

KM035 

KM041 

KM046 

KM088 

10147 

KM036 

KM044 

KM047 

KM089 

20148 

 

MA0C01 

MA0C03 

MA1AA4 

MA1AA1 

MA2AA2 

CC.2.1.1.B.2 

1.MathCC.NBT.
2.a 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: NBT001 

AQNBT00 
1 

AQNBT00 2 

10101 

10126 

20161 
20158 
20236 

NBT002 

10121 

20162 

 
MA1AA5 

MA1AC2 

MA1AC9 

Understand place value. 
Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number 
represent amounts of tens and ones. Understand the 
following as a special case: 10 can be thought of as a 
bundle of ten ones called a ''ten.'' 

MA2AA5 

MA2AA7 

MA2AA1 

CC.2.1.1.B.2 

1.MathCC.NBT.
2.b 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 10101 10121 20161 

MA1AA5 

MA1AC2 

Understand place value. 
Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represent 
amounts of tens and ones. Understand the 

20162 20158 20236 

following as a special case: The numbers from 11 to 19 are 
composed of a ten and one, two, three, four, five, six, 

MA2AA5 

seven, eight, or nine ones. MA2AA7 

MA2AA1 

CC.2.1.1.B.2 Number and Operations in Base Ten: 10101 10121 20161 

MA1AA5 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

1.MathCC.NBT.
2.c 

Understand place value. 
Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represent 
amounts of tens and ones. Understand the 
following as a special case: The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50, 60, 70, 80, 90 refer to one, two, three, four, five, six, 
seven, eight, or nine tens (and 0 ones). 

20162 20158 20236 MA1AC2 

MA2AA5 
MA2AA7 

MA2AA1 

CC.2.1.1.B.2 

1.MathCC.NBT.
3 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: KM039 KM040 KM049 MA1AA2 

Understand place value. 
Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the 

10097 10163 10194 

tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with 
the symbols >, =, and <. 

20144 20146 20179 
MA1BB6 

MA1AA6 

MA2BB2 

MA2BB3 

CC.2.1.1.B.3 

1.MathCC.NBT.
4 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to add and subtract. 
Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a 
one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a 
multiple of 10, using concrete models or drawings and 
strategies based on place value, properties of operations, 
and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; 
relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used. Understand that in adding two-digit 
numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and 
sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten. 

KM101 NBT003 AQNBT0
0 

 
MA1AC4 

  3 

NBT004 AQNBT00 4 10122 

10125 

20143 

10126 

20166 

10127 

20242 

MA1AC7 

MA1AC9 

MA2BB1 

 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC3 

CC.2.1.1.B.3 

1.MathCC.NBT.
5 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations to 
add and subtract. 
Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than 
the number, without having to count; explain the reasoning 
used. 

10121 20159 MA1AC2 

CC.2.1.1.B.3 

1.MathCC.NBT.
6 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: KM105 10124 10126 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC9 

Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to add and subtract. 
Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from multiples of 
10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero differences), using 
concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place 
value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship 
between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a 
written method and explain the reasoning used. 

10161 20166 20243 

MA1BB2 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC4 

CC.2.4.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.MD.1 

Measurement and Data: KM073 10170 10176  
MA1DB3 

MA1DB2 

Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units. 
Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two 
objects indirectly by using a third object. 

10178 20113  

MA1DB5 

MA2DB1 

CC.2.4.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.MD.2 

Measurement and Data: 
Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units. Express 

KM074 20113 KM075 10175  
MA1DB1 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by 
laying multiple copies of a shorter object (the 
length unit) end to end; understand that the length 
measurement of an object is the number of same-size length 
units that span it with no gaps or overlaps. Limit to contexts 
where the object being measured is spanned by a whole 
number of length units with no gaps or overlaps. 

MA2DB1 

CC.2.4.1.A.2 

1.MathCC.MD.3 

Measurement and Data KM065 10169 20169  
MA1DA4 

MA2DA1 

Tell and write time. 
Tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and 
digital clocks. 

20115 20116  

MA2DA2 

CC.2.4.1.A.4 

1.MathCC.MD.4 

Measurement and Data: KM093 KM094 KM095 MA0E02 

MA1EA1 

MA1EA2 

MA1EA3 

MA1EB1 

MA1EB2 

MA2EB2 

MA2EA1 

MA2EA2 

MA2EA4 

MA2EB1 

MA2EA3 

Represent and interpret data. 
Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer questions about the total 

10187 

10190 

10188 

10191 

10189 

20147 

number of data points, how many in each category, and 
how many more or less are in one category than in another. 

20150 

20175 

20173 

20186 

20174 

CC.2.3.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.G.1 

Geometry: G001 AQG001 G002 
 

MA0B05 

MA1CA2 

MA1CA3 
MA1CD1 

MA1CA4 

MA1CD5 

MA1CA5 

MA1CA7 

MA1CD2 

MA1CD4 

MA1CA6 

MA2CA1 

MA2CA3 

MA2CA5 

MA2CD1 

Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are 

AQG002 KM027 KM028 

closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., 10093 10196 10197 

color, orientation, overall size) ; build and draw shapes to 
possess defining attributes. 

10095 

10116 

10096 

10149 

10113 

10150 

10154 10155 10166 
20072 20074 20075 

20088   

CC.2.3.1.A.1 

1.MathCC.G.2 

Geometry: 
Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, 
trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or 
three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, 
right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a 

G009 AQG009 G010  
MA1CD1 
MA1CD5 

MA1CD2 

MA2CD1 

AQG010 G012 G011 

AQG012 

AQG011 

10096 

10116 10154 20088 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

composite shape, and compose new shapes from the 
composite shape. 

CC.2.3.1.A.2 

1.MathCC.G.3 

Geometry: KM078 KM079 10118 MA0D04 

Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 

10148 10195 20180 

shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, 
and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth of, and 

20181 20182 20299 
MA1AB2 

quarter of. Describe the whole as two of, or four of the MA1AB4 

shares. Understand for these examples that decomposing 
into more equal shares creates smaller shares. 

MA1AB1 

MA2AB1 

MA2AB2 

MA2AB3 

 

  



Second Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students will learn to solve problems using addition and subtraction, and write simple arithmetic equations. Students 

measure using time and money. Students learn and use place value into the hundreds. Students use geometric shapes to 

represent fractions and reason with geometric shapes. Major milestones for 2nd grade math include: 

 

• Applying numbers sense to the four basic operations 
• Understanding the use of money in real life situations 
• Developing spatial reasoning in relation to geometric shapes 
• Applying the various method s of measurement 
• Exploring probability and using data 

 

 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Number Sense   Second grade "Number Sense" teaches how to read, compare, match, and define 
whole numbers. Lessons also cover skip counting, odd and even numbers, 
number line use, and rounding. 

2 weeks 

Fractions   Second grade "Fractions" teaches the difference between equal and unequal 
parts. Fractions divided by halves, thirds, fourths, and eights are introduced in 
lessons such as "Mangos Take Out", which you can see a screenshot of, below. 

2 weeks 

Operations   Second grade "Operations" starts with math vocabulary. It distinguishes the 
difference between addition and subtraction facts up to 18, and teaches second 
graders about the associative property. Lessons move into addition and 
subtraction of one and two digit numbers and gives problem solving strategy using 
regrouping. This chapter ends with lessons on multiplication, division, and 
estimation. 

2 weeks 

Money   Second grade "Money" teaches about coin values, how to count money, and how 
to add and subtract it using regrouping. 

2 weeks 

Patterns   Second grade "Patterns" teaches students how to identify, sort and classify things 
by common patterns or attributes. Students learn to identify patterns on a 
"hundreds chart" and then apply those patterns to skip counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s 
as well as patterns such as tessellation. 

2 weeks 

Algebra   Second grade "Algebra" introduces students to algebraic symbols and the 
commutative property of addition. Lessons also teach number sentences, equal vs. 
unequal, greater than vs. less than, real world equations, and solving for unknown 
numbers. 

2 weeks 

Geometry   Second grade "Geometry" teaches about two and three dimensional shapes. 
Lessons cover straight vs. curved lines, open vs. closed shapes, and planes vs. 
solid objects. Students are introduced to similar, congruent, parallel, and 
perpendicular shapes and asked to compare them in the lessons. 

2 weeks 

Positions   Second grade "Positions" introduces basic geometry and spatial relationships. 
Students learn how to identify, locate and move objects according to directional 
(left, right, up, down) and positional (top, middle, inside) instruction. Second 
graders use the coordinate grid as well as the number line to plot and identify 

2 weeks 



numbers. 

Using Shapes   Second grade "Shapes" teaches congruent shapes and symmetry. Students learn 
to match congruent shapes and identify lines of symmetry in two dimensional 
shapes. Students are also taught how to identify and create vertical and horizontal 
lines of symmetry. 

2 weeks 

Spatial Sense   Second grade "Spatial Sense" teaches how to build and calculate perimeter and 
area of two dimensional shapes. It teaches how to recognize geometric shapes 
and how to use one shape to build another. This chapter also teaches the 
concepts of perimeter and area. 

2 weeks 

Time   Second grade "Time" introduces different ways that time is classified, such as 
calendar time and clock time. Students learn about digital vs. analog time telling as 
well as the relationship of hours, days, weeks, and months. 

2 weeks 

Length   Second grade "Length" teaches how to use, compare and measure length. 
Students will choose the appropriate tool and use it to measure different metrics. 
Students will also apply the measurement skills to measure for perimeter as well 
as use metric units to determine length. 

2 weeks 

Weight   Second grade "Weight" teaches different attributes of weight. Students will 
estimate, compare and measure with customary and non customary units of 
measure. 

2 weeks 

Capacity   Second grade "Capacity" teaches how to measure, compare and estimate 
capacity. It shows students how to identify the best unit and will ask them to place 
objects in order according to capacity. 

2 weeks 

Temperature   Second grade "Temperature" teaches how to measure temperatures. Lessons 
introduce Fahrenheit and Celsius and show students how to read a thermometer 
and compare different readings. 

2 weeks 

Graphing   Second grade "Graphing" reinforces the "Patterns" chapter by asking students to 
sort objects. They then learn to create a tally table and record information in 
pictographs and bar graphs. 

2 weeks 

Using Data   Second grade "Using Data" teaches the basics of statistics, showing students how 
to compare and make predictions based on the data that they organized into 
graphs. 

2 weeks 

Probability   Second grade "Probability" teaches the basics of probability. It teaches the 
difference between principles of certainty, impossibility, likely and least likely. 
Second graders are prompted to identify the differences and make predictions 
based on data. 

2 weeks 

 

 

 

PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessment
s 

CC.2.2.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.OA.1 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 10120 10122 10124  
MA1AC1 
MA1AC4 

Represent and solve problems involving addition and 
subtraction. 

10125 10128 10127 

Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve one- and 10129 10164 10165 

two-step word problems involving situations of adding to, taking 
from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns 
in all positions, e.g., by using drawings and 

OA008 OA009 AQOA008 

AQOA009 

ATOA

008 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessment
s 

ATOA

009 

equations with a symbol for the unknown number to 20166 20242 20243 MA1AC5 

represent the problem. 34186   
MA1AC7 

MA1AC11 

MA1AC10 

MA1BB7 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC3 

MA2AC4 

MA3EC1 

CC.2.2.2.A.2 

2.MathCC.OA.2 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: OA002 

AQOA002 

NBT002 

AQNBT00 2 

10125 

OA005 
10122 
10127 

AQOA005 
10124 
10129 

OA006 

AQOA006 

20242 

20243 

MA1AC4 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC7 

MA1AC10 

MA2AC3 

MA2AC4 

Add and subtract within 20. 
Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies. By end 
of Grade 2, know from memory all sums of two one- digit numbers. 

CC.2.2.2.A.3 

2.MathCC.OA.3 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 10114 10145 10146 MA1AA8 

Work with equal groups of objects to gain foundations for 
multiplication. 

OA010 AQOA010 OA01
1 

Determine whether a group of objects (up to 20) has an odd or 
even number of members, e.g., by pairing objects or 

AQOA011 ATOA011 20176 
MA1BA9 

counting them by 2s; write an equation to express an even MA1BA8 

number as a sum of two equal addends. 
MA2AA9 

CC.2.2.2.A.3 

2.MathCC.OA.4 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Work with equal groups of objects to gain foundations for 
multiplication. 
Use addition to find the total number of objects arranged in 
rectangular arrays with up to 5 rows and up to 5 columns; write an 
equation to express the total as a sum of equal addends. 

OA012 AQOA013 AQOA012 

20244 

OA01

3 

34088 

MA2AC6 

MA3AC01 

CC.2.1.2.B.1 

2.MathCC.NBT.1.
a 

Number and Operations in Base Ten:  

Understand place value. 
Understand that the three digits of a three-digit number represent 
amounts of hundreds, tens, and ones; e.g., 706 equals 7 hundreds, 
0 tens, and 6 ones. Understand the following as a special case: 100 
can be thought of as a bundle of ten tens called a ''hundred''. 

10101 

20158 

10126 

20236 

10194 
MA1AA5 

MA1AC9 

MA1AA6 

MA2AA1 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessment
s 

CC.2.1.2.B.1 

2.MathCC.NBT.1.
b 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Understand place value. 
Understand that the three digits of a three-digit number represent 
amounts of hundreds, tens, and ones; e.g., 706 
equals 7 hundreds, 0 tens, and 6 ones. Understand the 
following as a special case: The numbers 100, 200, 300, 
400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 refer to one, two, three, four, 
five, six, seven, eight, or nine hundreds (and 0 tens and 0 
ones). 

10101 10126 10194 
MA1AA5 

MA1AC9 

MA1AA6 
MA2AA1 

20158 20236  

CC.2.1.2.B.2 

2.MathCC.NBT.2 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 10100 10103 10121  
MA1AA4 

MA1AA7 

MA1AC2 

MA1BA9 

MA1BA8 

MA1AA1 

MA2CB4 

MA2BA7 

MA2EA1 

MA2AA6 

Understand place value. 
Count within 1000; skip-count by 5s, 10s, and 100s. 

10145 

20079 

10146 

20142 

10147 

20150 

20159 20237 AT20
03 

20153   

CC.2.1.2.B.2 

2.MathCC.NBT.3 

Number and Operations in Base Ten:  

Understand place value. 
Read and write numbers to 1000 using base-ten numerals, number 
names, and expanded form. 

10147 

20158 

20148 20161  
MA1AA1 

MA2AA2 

MA2AA5 

 

2.MathCC.NBT.4 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 10097 10163 10194  
MA1AA2 

MA1BB6 

Understand place value. 
Compare two three-digit numbers based on meanings of the 
hundreds, tens, and ones digits, using >, =, and < symbols to 
record the results of comparisons. 

NBT005 
AQNBT00 6 AQNBT00 5 

20144 

NBT0

06 

20146 

20179 34135 34198 MA1AA6 

34199   MA2BB2 

MA2BB3 

CC.2.1.2.B.3 

2.MathCC.NBT.5 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 10122 10124 10125 
 
MA1AC4 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC7 

MA1AC9 

MA1AC10 

MA2BB1 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC3 

MA2AC4 

MA2AC1 

MA3AB01 

Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to add and subtract. 
Fluently add and subtract within 100 using strategies based on 
place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship 
between addition and subtraction. 

NBT003 
AQNBT00 4 

10129 

AQNBT00 3 
10126 
20143 

NBT0

04 

10127 

20166 

20242 20243 20240 

34185 34186 34198 

34199   



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessment
s 

MA3AB02 

CC.2.1.2.B.3 

2.MathCC.NBT.6 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 10122 10125 10126 
 
MA1AC4 

MA1AC7 
MA1AC9 

MA1AC10 

MA2BB1 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC3 

MA3AB01 

Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to add and subtract. 

10127 10129 20143 

Add up to four two-digit numbers using strategies based on place 
value and properties of operations. 

20166 

34186 

20242 34185 

CC.2.1.2.B.3 

2.MathCC.NBT.7 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to add and subtract. 
Add and subtract within 1000, using concrete models or drawings 
and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, 
and/or the relationship between addition and 
subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method. 
Understand that in adding or subtracting three digit 
numbers, one adds or subtracts hundreds and hundreds, tens and 
tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose or 
decompose tens or hundreds. 

OA005 AQOA005 OA00
6 

MA1AC4 
MA1AC5MA1

AC7 MA1AC9 

MA1AC10 

MA2BB1 

MA2BB4 

MA2AC3 

MA2AC4 

MA2AC1 

MA3AB01 

MA3AB02 

AQOA006 

NBT004 

NBT003 
AQNBT00 4 AQNB

T00 3 

10122 

10124 10125 10126 

10127 

20166 

20240 

10129 

20242 

34185 

20143 

20243 

34186 

34198 34199  

CC.2.1.2.B.3 

2.MathCC.NBT.8 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations to add 
and subtract. 
Mentally add 10 or 100 to a given number 100-900, and mentally 
subtract 10 or 100 from a given number 100-900. 

NBT007 
AQNBT00 8 

AQNBT00NBT008 7  

CC.2.1.2.B.3 

2.MathCC.NBT.9 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to add and subtract. 
Explain why addition and subtraction strategies work, using place 
value and the properties of operations. 

10119 OA005 AQOA
005 

MA1AC3 
MA1AC4 

MA1AC5 

MA1AC7 

MA1BB1 

MA2BB1 

MA2AC2 

MA3BB03 

OA006 AQOA006 10122 

10124 

AQNBT00 

10125 

NBT004 

NBT0
03 

AQNB
T00 

3  4 

10172 20143 20241 

34157 34185  

CC.2.4.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.MD.1 

Measurement and Data: 10170 10177 10178 MA1DB3 

MA1DB4 
MA1DB5 

MA2DB2 

MA2DB3 

MA2DB5 

MA3DB01 

MA3DC01 

Measure and estimate lengths in standard units. 
Measure the length of an object by selecting and using 

20090 20092 20098 

appropriate tools such as rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, 34121 34168  
and measuring tapes. 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessment
s 

CC.2.4.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.MD.2 

Measurement and Data: 
Measure and estimate lengths in standard units. 
Measure the length of an object twice, using length units of different 
lengths for the two measurements; describe how 
the two measurements relate to the size of the unit chosen. 

10175 10177 20092 

MA1DB1 

MA1DB4 

MA2DB3 

MA2DB5 

MA2DB1 

MA2DC3 

20098 20113 20114 

CC.2.4.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.MD.3 

Measurement and Data: 
Measure and estimate lengths in standard units. Estimate lengths 
using units of inches, feet, centimeters, and meters. 

10170 34168 MA1DB3 

MA3DC01 

CC.2.4.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.MD.4 

Measurement and Data: 
Measure and estimate lengths in standard units. 
Measure to determine how much longer one object is than 
another, expressing the length difference in terms of a standard 
length unit. 

MA2017 AQMA201 ATMA
201 

 
MA1DB3 

MA1DB2 

MA1DB5 
MA3DC01 

 7 7 

MA2018 
10170 

AQMA201 8 

10176 

ATMA
201 8 

10178 

34168   

CC.2.4.2.A.6 

2.MathCC.MD.6 

Measurement and Data: 
Relate addition and subtraction to length. 
Represent whole numbers as lengths from 0 on a number line 
diagram with equally spaced points corresponding to the numbers 
0, 1, 2, ..., and represent whole-number sums and differences 
within 100 on a number line diagram. 

10124 

10140 

10129 

10199 

10130 

20238 MA1AC5 

MA1AC13 

MA1AC12 

MA1CB4 

CC.2.4.2.A.2 

2.MathCC.MD.7 

Measurement and Data: 
Work with time and money. 
Tell and write time from analog and digital clocks to the nearest five 
minutes, using a.m. and p.m. 

10169 20169 20115  
MA1DA4 

MA2DA1 

MA2DA2 

MA3DA01 

20116 34090  

CC.2.4.2.A.3 

2.MathCC.MD.8 

Measurement and Data: 10136 10137 20155  
MA1AD4 

MA2AD1 

MA2AD2 

MA2AD3 

MA2AD4 

MA3AE01 

MA3AE02 

Work with time and money. 
Solve word problems involving dollar bills, quarters, dimes, nickels, 
and pennies, using dollar and cent symbols 

20177 

20152 

20154 

20183 

20178 

20156 

appropriately. 20184 34148 34151 

34160   

MA3AE03 

 

2.MathCC.MD.10 

Measurement and Data: 
Represent and interpret data. 
Draw a picture graph and a bar graph (with single-unit 
scale) to represent a data set with up to four categories. 
Solve simple put-together, take-apart, and compare 
problems using information presented in a bar graph. 

10188 10189 10190 MA1EA2 

MA1EA3 
MA1EB1 

MA2EA4 

MA2EB1 

MA2EA3 

20174 20175 20186 

34086 34102  



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessment
s 

MA3EA01 

MA3EA02 

CC.2.3.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.G.1 

Geometry: 
Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Recognize and draw shapes having specified attributes, 
such as a given number of angles or a given number of equal 
faces. Identify triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, hexagons, and 
cubes. 

10196 10197 10095 
 
MA1CA3 

MA1CA4 

MA1CA5 

MA1CA7 

MA1CD2 

MA1CD4 

MA1CA6 

MA2CA2 

MA2CA1 

MA2CA3 

MA3CA03 

MA3CA04 

10113 10149 10150 

10154 

G013 AQG014 

10155 

AQG013 

20065 

10166 

G014 

20072 

20074 34076 34078 

CC.2.3.2.A.1 

2.MathCC.G.2 

Geometry: 
Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Partition a rectangle into rows and columns of same-size 
squares and count to find the total number of them. 

10168 

G015 

AQG015 

G016 

AQG016 

20086 
20087 

34183 
34168 
34180 

 
MA1CD3 

MA2CD2 
MA2CD3 

MA3DC01 

MA3DD02 

MA3DD03 

CC.2.3.2.A.2 

2.MathCC.G.3 

Geometry: 10112 10148 10195 MA1AB3 

Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Partition circles and rectangles into two, three, or four equal 

20180 20181 20182 

shares, describe the shares using the words halves, thirds, 20299 34162  MA1AB4 

half of, a third of, etc., and describe the whole as two  

halves, three thirds, four fourths. Recognize that equal MA1AB1 

shares of identical wholes need not have the same shape. MA2AB1 

MA2AB2 

MA2AB3 

MA3AD01 

 

  



Third Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students will learn to use and apply multiplication and divison to solve problems. Students understand whole 

numbers as relationships between other numbers. Students use numbers up to the 1000s place. Students learn how to calculate 

area.  Students use geometric shapes to identify fractions, and learn to calculate and write fractional relationships. By the end of 

third grade math, students should: 

 

• Multiply and divide multi-digit numbers by a single-digit number 
• Understand and work with simple fractions and decimals 
• Be able to manipulate and read basic graphs 
• Understand the concepts of area and perimeter 
• Be able to apply math to everyday activities. 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Number Theory 
and Systems  

 Third grade number theory teaches students to understand numeration, number theory, 
and number systems. Lessons also cover writing numbers, number lines, and rounding 
numbers off. 

2 weeks 

Addition and 
Subtraction  

 Teaches the meanings of operations and how they relate to one another. Lessons also 
cover estimating sums and differences. 

2 weeks 

Multiplication and 
Division  

 Teaches the meanings of operations and how they relate to one another. Lessons also 
cover multiplying and dividing with two digit numbers. 

2 weeks 

Fractions and 
Decimals  

 Teaches the ways of representing fractional and decimal numbers. Lessons also cover 
parts of a set, estimation, and comparisons. 

2 weeks 

Money   Teaches the concept of money. Lessons also cover unit price and word problems. 2 weeks 

Patterns   Teaches the student about patterns relations, and functions. Lessons also cover 
applying patterns to complete a table. 

2 weeks 

Algebra   Teaches students to represent and analyze mathematical situations using algebraic 
symbols. Lessons also cover equations, commutative, and associative properties. 

2 weeks 

Properties of 
Shapes  

 Teaches characteristics and properties of two and three dimensional shapes. Lesson 
will also cover line segments, part of angles, and attributes of solid figures. 

2 weeks 

Coordinate 
Geometry  

 Teaches students how to specify locations and describe spatial relationships using 
coordinate geometry. Lessons will also cover distance, ordered pairs, navigational 
directions with a grid. 

2 weeks 

Transformations 
and Symmetry  

 Teaches students to apply transformations and use symmetry to analyze mathematical 
situations. Lessons will also cover tessellations, congruent shapes, and symmetrical 
figures. 

2 weeks 

Time   Teaches the attributes of time and how to apply the tools involved in determining time. 
Lessons also cover judging elapsed time and schedules. 

2 weeks 

Customary System   Teaches the use of the customary system of measurement to understand the attributes 
of length, weight, capacity, and temperature and apply appropriate measuring 
techniques. Lessons will also cover estimating and comparing different weights and 
reading a thermometer. 

2 weeks 

Metric System   Teaches the customary system of measurement to understand the attributes of length, 
mass, capacity, and temperature and apply appropriate measuring techniques. Lessons 
will also cover estimating and comparing. 

2 weeks 

Perimeter and Area   Teaches the student about perimeter, area, and volume and how to apply appropriate 2 weeks 



techniques, tools, and formulas to determine measurements. Lessons will also cover 
measuring to find perimeter, estimating and comparing, and applying techniques to real 
life. 

Display and 
Interpret Data  

 Teaches students how to display and interpret data that is used in charts and graphs. 
Lessons will also cover recording and tallying data as well as using several attributes to 
create graphs. 

2 weeks 

Probability   Teaches students how to apply basic concepts of probability. Lessons include 
determining the possible certainty, likelihood, and fairness of events. 

2 weeks 

Problem Solving   Teaches the student how to use heuristics and methods for solving problems. Lessons 
also include Polya’s four step method, identifying if enough information is provided, and 
constructing word problems that represent operations 

3 weeks 

 

  



 

PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

CC.2.2.3.A.1 

3.MathCC.OA.1 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: OA013 AQOA013 2
0
2
4
0 

 
MA02AC01 

Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and 
division. 

20244 OA014 A
Q
O
A
0
1
4 

Interpret products of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 × 7 as the total 
number of objects in 5 groups of 7 objects each. For example, 
describe a context in which a total number of 

OA015 

AQOA027 

AQOA015 O
A
0
2
7 

MA02AC06 

MA03AC05 

objects can be expressed as 5 × 7.  

MA04AC10 

CC.2.2.3.A.1 

3.MathCC.OA.2 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and 
division. 
Interpret whole-number quotients of whole numbers, e.g., 
interpret 56 ÷ 8 as the number of objects in each share 
when 56 objects are partitioned equally into 8 shares, or as 
a number of shares when 56 objects are partitioned into 
equal shares of 8 objects each. 

20245 

20240 

OA016 

AQOA016 

OA017 

AQOA017 
34098 
34107 

MA02AC01 

MA02AC07 
MA03AC03 

MA03AC04 

CC.2.2.3.A.1 

3.MathCC.OA.3 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 20244 20245 O
A
0
1
8 

MA02AC06 

Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and 
division. 

AQOA018 OA019 A
Q
O
A
0
1
9 

Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word 40868 40931  MA02AC07 

problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, and  

measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and MA03AC04 

equations with a symbol for the unknown number to 
represent the problem. 

MA03AC05 

MA04AC02 

MA04BB02 

CC.2.2.3.A.1 

3.MathCC.OA.4 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and division. 
Determine the unknown whole number in a multiplication or division 

20240 

OA021 

OA020 

AQOA021 

A
Q
O

 
MA02AC01 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

equation relating three whole numbers. A
0
2
0 

MA03BB02 

CC.2.2.3.A.2 

3.MathCC.OA.5 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: OA022 AQOA022 O
A
0
2
3 

MA03AC01 

Understand properties of multiplication and the relationship 
between multiplication and division. 

AQOA023 34088 3
4
1
5
7 

Apply properties of operations as strategies to multiply and 40872 40942  MA03BB03 

divide.  

MA04AC04 

MA04BB03 

CC.2.2.3.A.2 

3.MathCC.OA.6 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Understand properties of multiplication and the relationship 
between multiplication and division. 
Understand division as an unknown-factor problem. 

20245 

20240 

34098 

34107 
40931 

 
MA02AC01 

MA02AC07 

MA03AC03 

MA03AC04 

MA04BB02 

Cc.2.2.3.A.3 

3.MathCC.OA.7 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking:  

Multiply and divide within 100. 
Fluently multiply and divide within 100, using strategies such as the 
relationship between multiplication and division (e.g., knowing that 8 
× 5 = 40, one knows 40 ÷ 5 = 8) or properties of operations. By the 
end of Grade 3, know from memory all products of two one-digit 
numbers. 

20240 

40868 

34096 3
4
0
9
8 

 
MA02AC01 

MA03AC02 

MA03AC03 

MA04AC02 

CC.2.2.3.A.4 

3.MathCC.OA.8 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Solve problems involving the four operations, and identify 
and explain patterns in arithmetic. 
Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. 
Represent these problems using equations with a letter 
standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of 
answers using mental computation and 
estimation strategies including rounding. 

OA024 

AQOA024 

OA025 

AQOA025 34186 

34145 

OA030 

34154 

AQOA030 

40868 

40919 

40887 

40931 

40901 

MA03AB01 

MA03BB01 

MA03BB02 

MA03EC01 

MA04AC02 

MA04AC06 

MA04AC07 

MA04BB01 

MA04BB02 

MA04EC01 

CC.2.2.3.A.4 Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 20122 20142 2
0

MA02BA03 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

3.MathCC.OA.9 1
5
3 

Solve problems involving the four operations, and identify 
and explain patterns in arithmetic. 

20247 34115 4
0
8
9
4 

Identify arithmetic patterns (including patterns in the 40897   MA02BA07 

addition table or multiplication table), and explain them 
using properties of operations. 

MA02BA08 

MA03BA02 

MA04BA01 

MA04BA02 

CC.2.1.3.B.1 

3.MathCC.NBT.1 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to perform multi-digit arithmetic. 
Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to 
the nearest 10 or 100. 

20239 

NBT009 
AQNBT00 
NBT010 
AQNBT01 0 
9 

34203 

34138 

40925 

40989 

MA02AA08 

MA03AA04 

MA03AB03 

MA04AA04 

MA04AB03 

CC.2.1.B.1 

3.MathCC.NBT.2 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 20242 20243 3
4
1
8
5 

MA02AC03 

Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to perform multi-digit arithmetic. 

34186 34198 3
4
1
9
9 

Fluently add and subtract within 1000 using strategies and 40967 40969  MA02AC04 

algorithms based on place value, properties of operations,  

and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction. MA03AB01 

MA03AB02 

MA04AB01 

MA04AB02 

CC.2.1.3.B.1 

3.MathCC.NBT.3 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations to 
perform multi-digit arithmetic. 
Multiply one-digit whole numbers by multiples of 10 in the range 10-
90 (e.g., 9 × 80, 5 × 60) using strategies based on place value and 
properties of operations. 

NBT012
 AQNBT01NBT0
13 

2 

AQNBT0134096
 40
868 
3 

MA03AC02 

MA03AC06 

MA04AC02 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 Number and Operations: Fractions 20180 20182 2
0MA02AB01 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

3.MathCC.NF.1 2
9
9 

MA02AB03 

Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. 
Understand a fraction 1/b as the quantity formed by 1 part when a 
whole is partitioned into b equal parts; understand a 

34162 40977  

fraction a/b as the quantity formed by a parts of size 1/b. MA03AD01 

MA04AD01 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 

3.MathCC.NF.2.a 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. Understand a 
fraction as a number on the number line; represent fractions on a 
number line diagram: Represent a fraction 1/b on a number line 
diagram by defining the interval from 0 to 1 as the whole and 
partitioning it into b equal parts. Recognize that each part has size 1/b 
and that the endpoint of the part based at 0 locates the number 1/b 
on the number line. 

34174 MA03AD04 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 

3.MathCC.NF.2.b 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. Understand a 
fraction as a number on the number line; represent fractions on a 
number line diagram: Represent a fraction a/b on a number line 
diagram by marking off a lengths 1/b from 0. Recognize that the 
resulting interval has size a/b and that its endpoint locates the 
number a/b on the number line. 

34174 MA03AD04 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 

3.MathCC.NF.3.a 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. Explain equivalence 
of fractions in special cases, and compare fractions by reasoning 
about their size: 
Understand two fractions as equivalent (equal) if they are the same 
size, or the same point on a number line. 

34165 40977 MA03AD02 

MA04AD01 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 

3.MathCC.NF.3.b 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. 
Explain equivalence of fractions in special cases, and compare 
fractions by reasoning about their size: Recognize and generate 
simple equivalent fractions, e.g., 1/2 = 2/4, 4/6 
= 2/3). Explain why the fractions are equivalent, e.g., by using a 

visual fraction model. 

34165 40977 4
0
9
8
3 

MA03AD02 

MA04AD01 

MA04AD03 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 

3.MathCC.NF.3.c 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. 
Explain equivalence of fractions in special cases, and compare 
fractions by reasoning about their size: Express whole numbers as 
fractions, and recognize fractions that are equivalent to whole 
numbers. 

20180 20299 4
B
0
2
7 

MA02AB01 

MA02AB03 

MA04AD13 

CC.2.1.3.C.1 

3.MathCC.NF.3.d 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Develop understanding of fractions as numbers. 
Explain equivalence of fractions in special cases, and compare 
fractions by reasoning about their size: Compare two fractions with 
the same numerator or the same denominator by reasoning about 
their size. Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two 
fractions refer to the same whole. Record the results of comparisons 
with the symbols >, =, or <, and justify the conclusions, e.g., by 
using a visual fraction model. 

34171 40986 MA03AD03 

MA04AD04 

CC.2.4.3.A.2 Measurement and Data: 20169 20115 2
 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

3.MathCC.MD.1 Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of 
intervals of time, liquid volumes, and masses of objects. Tell and write 
time to the nearest minute and measure time 

intervals in minutes. Solve word problems involving addition and 
subtraction of time intervals in minutes, e.g., by representing the 
problem on a number line diagram. 

0
1
1
6 

MA02DA01 
MA02DA02 

MA02DA03 
MA03DA01 

MA03DA02 

MA04DA01 

MA04DA02 

20133 

34100 

20248 

34109 

3
4
0
9
0 

4
0
8
4
8 

40862 40863  

CC.2.4.3.A.1 

3.MathCC.MD.2 

Measurement and Data: 
Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of intervals of 
time, liquid volumes, and masses of objects. Measure and estimate 
liquid volumes and masses of objects using standard units of grams 
(g), kilograms (kg), and liters (l). Add, subtract, multiply, or divide to 
solve one- step word problems involving masses or volumes that are 
given in the same units, e.g., by using drawings (such as a beaker 
with a measurement scale) to represent the problem. 

20101 34196 4
0
9
9
4 

MA02DC04 

MA03DC03 

MA04DD04 

CC.2.4.3.A.4 

3.MathCC.MD.3 

Measurement and Data: 
Represent and interpret data. 
Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph to represent a 
data set with several categories. Solve one- and 
two-step ''how many more'' and ''how many less'' problems 
using information presented in scaled bar graphs. 

20174 

20175 

20186 

34086 

34102 

40874 

MA02EA03 

MA02EA04 

MA02EB01 
MA03EA01 

MA03EA02 

MA04EA02 

Cc.2.4.3.A.4 

3.MathCC.MD.4 

Measurement and Data:  

Represent and interpret data. 
Generate measurement data by measuring lengths using rulers 
marked with halves and fourths of an inch. Show the data by making 
a line plot, where the horizontal scale is marked off in appropriate 
units--whole numbers, halves, or quarters. 

40875 MA04EA03 

CC.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.5.a 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and 
relate area to multiplication and to addition. 
Recognize area as an attribute of plane figures and 
understand concepts of area measurement: A square with 
side length 1 unit, called ''a unit square,'' is said to have 
''one square unit'' of area, and can be used to measure 

20086 

20087 

34168 

34180 

34183 

40974 
40991 

MA02CD02 
MA02CD03 

MA03DC01 

MA03DD02 
MA03DD03 

MA04DD02 

MA04DD03 area. 

CC.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.5.b 

Measurement and Data: 20086 20087 3
4
1
6
8 

MA02CD02 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and 
relate area to multiplication and to addition. 

34180 34183 4
0
9
7
4 

Recognize area as an attribute of plane figures and 40991   MA02CD03 

understand concepts of area measurement: A plane figure 
which can be covered without gaps or overlaps by n unit 

MA03DC01 

squares is said to have an area of n square units. MA03DD02 

MA03DD03 

MA04DD02 

MA04DD03 

CC.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.6 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and 
relate area to multiplication and to addition. 
Measure areas by counting unit squares (square cm, 
square m, square in, square ft, and improvised units). 

20086 

20087 

34168 

34180 

34183 

40974 
40991 

MA02CD02 
MA02CD03 

MA03DC01 

MA03DD02 

MA03DD03 

MA04DD02 

MA04DD03 

CC.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.7.a 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and relate 
area to multiplication and to addition. 
Relate area to the operations of multiplication and addition: Find the 
area of a rectangle with whole-number side lengths by tiling it, and 
show that the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the 
side lengths. 

34180 40974 MA03DD02 

MA04DD02 

CC.2.4.3.A.5 

3.MathCC.MD.7.b 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and relate 
area to multiplication and to addition. 
Relate area to the operations of multiplication and addition: Multiply 
side lengths to find areas of rectangles with whole number side 
lengths in the context of solving real world and mathematical 
problems, and represent whole-number products as rectangular 
areas in mathematical reasoning. 

34180 40974 MA03DD02 

MA04DD02 

CC.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.7.c 

Measurement and Data: 20086 20087 34168 MA02CD02 

Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and 
relate area to multiplication and to addition. 

34180 34183 40974 

Relate area to the operations of multiplication and addition: 40991   MA02CD03 

Use tiling to show in a concrete case that the area of a 
rectangle with whole-number side lengths a and b + c is the 

MA03DC01 

sum of a × b and a × c. Use area models to represent the MA03DD02 

distributive property in mathematical reasoning.  

MA03DD03 

MA04DD02 

MA04DD03 

CC.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.7.d 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and 

20086 MA02CD02 
MA02CD03 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessments 

relate area to multiplication and to addition. 
Relate area to the operations of multiplication and addition: 
Recognize area as additive. Find areas of rectilinear figures 
by decomposing them into non-overlapping rectangles and 
adding the areas of the non-overlapping parts, applying this 
technique to solve real world problems. 

20087 

34168 

34180 

34183 

40974 
40991 

MA03DC01 

MA03DD02 
MA03DD03 

MA04DD02 

MA04DD03 

Cc.2.4.3.A.6 

3.MathCC.MD.8 

Measurement and Data: 20086 20089 34168 MA02CD02 

Geometric measurement: recognize perimeter as an 
attribute of plane figures and distinguish between linear and 

34177 34183 40971 

area measures. 40991   MA02DB04 

Solve real world and mathematical problems involving 
perimeters of polygons, including finding the perimeter 

MA03DC01 

given the side lengths, finding an unknown side length, and MA03DD01 

exhibiting rectangles with the same perimeter and different  

areas or with the same area and different perimeters. MA03DD03 

MA04DD01 

MA04DD03 

CC.2.3.3.A.1 

3.MathCC.G.1 

Geometry: 
Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Understand that shapes in different categories (e.g., 
rhombuses, rectangles, and others) may share attributes 
(e.g., having four sides), and that the shared attributes can define a 
larger category (e.g., quadrilaterals). Recognize rhombuses, 
rectangles, and squares as examples of 
quadrilaterals, and draw examples of quadrilaterals that do 
not belong to any of these subcategories. 

G013 AQG013 20072 
 
MA02CA01 

20074 34076 G018 
AQG018 40830 40832  

40833 40835  MA02CA03 

MA03CA03 

MA04CA03 

MA04CA04 

MA04CA05 

CC.2.3.3.A.2 

3.MathCC.G.2 

Geometry: 20180 20182 20299  
MA02AB01 

MA02AB03 

Reason with shapes and their attributes. 
Partition shapes into parts with equal areas. Express the area of each 
part as a unit fraction of the whole. 

34162 40977   
MA03AD01 

MA04AD01 

 

  



Fourth Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students multiply whole numbers up to four digits, use inequalities to express relationships, solve multistep word 

problems, apply area and perimeter formulas, and calculate using fractions. By the end of fourth grade math, students should be 

able to: 

 

• Add and subtract large numbers with sums up to 1,000,000 
• Complete basic multiplication and division problems 
• Understand basic fraction and decimal concepts 
• Recognize and identify basic geometrical vocabulary and ideas 
• Be proficient in data collection and analysi. 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Number Theory 
and Systems  

 Teaches how to write numbers up to nine digits, number comparison, 
standard and expanded form of numbers, and rounding numbers. 

2 weeks 

Addition and 
Subtraction  

 Teaches the computation of numbers up to four digits. Lessons also include 
estimating sums and differences while rounding numbers. 

2 weeks 

Multiplication 
and Division  

 Starts with math tutorials. It distinguishes the key components of multiplying 
several digits and introduces partial products. Lessons also include several 
practice scenarios for applying what students have learned with multiple digit 
multiplication. Division with 2 digit divisors is taught in conjunction with 
averaging numbers. 

2 weeks 

Fractions and 
Decimals  

 Teaches relationships between numbers and the various ways of representing 
fractions and decimals. Lessons include adding and subtracting fractions and 
decimals. 

2 weeks 

Money   Teaches students how money matters, how to count and make change, using 
decimals with money, and multiplying and dividing money. 

2 weeks 

Patterns   Introduces students to pictorial and numeric patterns. Students explore 
function at the end of the chapter. 

2 weeks 

Algebra   Teaches about addition and subtraction with variables. Lessons cover the 
associative and commutative properties. 

2 weeks 

Properties of 
Shapes  

 Introduces basic geometry and spatial relationships. Students learn how to 
identify line segments, rays, lines, angles, polygons, and circles. 

2 weeks 

Coordinate 
Geometry  

 Teaches ordered pairs, navigational directions, and distance with the 
coordinate plane. 

2 weeks 

Transformations 
and Symmetry  

 Teaches congruence, similarity, transformations, symmetry, and the 
classification of each. 

2 weeks 

Time   Introduces different ways that time is classified, such as calendar time and 
clock time. Lessons also teach how to tell time to the 1 and 5 minute intervals, 
finding elapsed time, and interpreting time schedules. 

2 weeks 

Customary 
System  

 Teaches the students how to use the customary systems of measurement to 
understand the attributes of length, weight, capacity, and temperature and 
how to apply appropriate measuring techniques. Lessons also cover 
conversion of measurements. 

2 weeks 

Metric System   Teaches the units of metric measurement and how to convert them. 2 weeks 



Perimeter, Area 
& Volume  

 Teaches how to find perimeter, area, and volume through customary and non 
customary methods of measurement. Lessons also introduce volume. 

2 weeks 

Display and 
Interpret Data  

 Teaches students to recognize data in the form of frequency tables, bar 
graphs, line graphs, and stem and leaf plots. Students are also taught the 
different types of statistical measurements such as mean, median, mode, and 
range. 

2 weeks 

Probability   Teaches reinforces the ideas of certainty and likelihood, combinations, and 
probability. Students are taught how to calculate probability as a fraction. 

2 weeks 

Problem Solving   Teaches the basics of problem solving using diagrams, charts, lists, and 
addition and subtraction of equations to solve word problems. 

3 weeks 

 

 

PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.2.4.A.1 

4.MathCC.OA.1 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Use the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems. 
Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison, e.g., interpret 35 
= 5 × 7 as a statement that 35 is 5 times as many as 7 and 7 times 
as many as 5. Represent verbal statements of multiplicative 
comparisons as multiplication equations. 

OA026 

AQOA027 

AQOA026 OA027  
MA04AC10 

CC.2.2.4.A.1 

4.MathCC.OA.2 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: OA018 AQOA018 OA019 MA03AC04 

MA03AC05 

MA04AC02 

MA04AC03 

MA04BB02 

MA04BB03 

MA05L02 

MA05L04 

MA05L07 

MA05O02 

MA05T10 

MA05T52 

Use the four operations with whole numbers to solve 
problems. 
Multiply or divide to solve word problems involving 
multiplicative comparison, e.g., by using drawings and equations with 
a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem, 
distinguishing multiplicative comparison from additive comparison. 

AQOA019 40868 40870 

40931 40942 MA5223 

MA5224 

MA5241 

MA5248 

MA5225 

MA5242 

MA5271 

MA5226 

MA5247 

MA5272 

MA5529 MA55210 MA55211 

MA55212 56182 56317 

CC.2.2.4.A.1 
4.MathCC.OA.3 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Use the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems. 
Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers  
and having whole-number answers using the four operations, 
including problems in which remainders must be interpreted. 
Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for 
the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using 
mental computation and estimation strategies including rounding. 

OA024 AQOA024 OA025 
 

MA03AB01 

MA03BB01 

MA03BB02 

MA03EC01 
MA04AC02 
MA04AC06 

MA04AC07 

MA04BB02 

MA04EC01 

MA05K03 

MA05L02 

AQOA025 34145 34154 

34186 OA028 AQOA028 

OA029 

AQOA030 

AQOA029 

40868 

OA030 

40887 

40901 MA5133 MA5134 

MA5223 

MA5226 

MA5224 

MA5241 

MA5225 

MA5242 

56287 MA5244 MA5247 

MA5248 MA5271 MA5272 
MA5521 MA5522 MA5527 

MA5528 MA5529 MA55210 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

MA55211 MA55212 56315 MA05L04 

MA05L07 

MA05O02 

MA05T50 

MA05T51 

MA05T52 

56316 56317 

Cc.2.2.4.A.2 

4.MathCC.OA.4 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Gain familiarity with factors and multiples. 
Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1-100. 
Recognize that a whole number is a multiple of each of its factors. 
Determine whether a given whole number in the 
range 1-100 is a multiple of a given one-digit number. 
Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1- 
100 is prime or composite. 

40872 

40885 

40886 

56282 

MA5228 

56283 
MA5262 
MA5263 
MA5264 

MA04AC04 

MA04AC05 
MA05L02 

MA05L06 

Cc.2.2.4.A.4 

4.MathCC.OA.5 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 34112 34115 34118  
MA03BA01 Generate and analyze patterns. 

Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule. 
Identify apparent features of the pattern that were not explicit in the 
rule itself. 

40894 

MA5511 

40897 

MA5512 

40902 

MA5513 

MA5514 MA5523 MA5524 MA03BA02 

MA03BA03 

MA04BA01 

MA04BA02 

MA04BA03 

MA05O01 

MA05O02 

Cc.2.1.4.B.1 
4.MathCC.NBT.
1 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers. 
Recognize that in a multi-digit whole number, a digit in one place 
represents ten times what it represents in the place to its right. 

NBT014 
AQNBT01 5 

AQNBT01NBT015 4  
MA04AC11 

CC.2.1.4.B.1 

4.MathCC.NBT.
2 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole 
numbers. 
Read and write multi-digit whole numbers using base-ten numerals, 
number names, and expanded form. Compare two multi-digit 
numbers based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, 
and < symbols to record the results of comparisons. 

34130 

34135 

40909 

40922 

MA5123 

MA5124 
MA5125 

MA5234 
MA5126 
56280 

 
MA03AA01 

MA03AA03 

MA03AA08 

 

MA04AA01 

MA04AA03 

MA05K02 

MA05L03 

CC.2.1.4.B.1 

4.MathCC.NBT.
3 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole 
numbers. 
Use place value understanding to round multi-digit whole numbers to 
any place. 

NBT009 

AQNBT00 

NBT010 
9 

AQNBT01 0 

 
MA03AA04 

MA04AA04 

MA05K03 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

AQNBT01 
34138 
40925 
NBT016 
MA5131 

6 
MA5132 

CC.2.1.4.B.2 

4.MathCC.NBT.
4 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 34185 34186 34198 MA03AB01 

MA03AB02 
MA04AB01 

MA04AB02 

MA05L01 

Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to perform multi-digit arithmetic. 

34199 40967 40969 

Fluently add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers using MA5211 MA5212  
the standard algorithm. 

CC.2.1.4.B.2 

4.MathCC.NBT.
5 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to perform multi-digit arithmetic. 
Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit 
whole number, and multiply two two-digit numbers, using 
strategies based on place value and the properties of 
operations. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using 
equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 

34096 34180 40868 MA03AC02 

40870 40974 MA5225 

MA5226   MA03AC05 

MA03DD02 

MA04AC02 

 

MA04AC03 

MA04DD02 

MA05L02 

Cc.2.1.4.B.2 
4.MathCC.NBT.
6 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 34098 34107 NBT017 
 

MA03AC03 

MA03AC04 

Use place value understanding and properties of operations 
to perform multi-digit arithmetic. 
Find whole-number quotients and remainders with up to four-digit 
dividends and one-digit divisors, using strategies 
based on place value, the properties of operations, and/or 
the relationship between multiplication and division. Illustrate and 
explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or 
area models. 

AQNBT01NBT018 7 

40887 56285 

AQNBT01 8 

MA5246 

MA5247 MA5248 56286  

56317 
MA04AC06 

MA05L04 

MA05T19 

MA05T52 

CC.2.1.4.C.1 

4.MathCC.NF.1 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering. Explain 
why a fraction a/b is equivalent to a fraction (n × a)/ (n × b) by using 
visual fraction models, with attention to how the number and size of 
the parts differ even though the two fractions themselves are the 
same size. Use this principle to recognize and generate equivalent 
fractions. 

34165 

MA5418 

40983 MA5417  
MA03AD02 

MA04AD03 

MA05N01 

Cc.2.1.4.C.1 

4.MathCC.NF.2 

Number and Operations: Fractions 34171 40986 MA5419 MA03AD03 

Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering. 
Compare two fractions with different numerators and 
different denominators, e.g., by creating common denominators or 
numerators, or by comparing to a benchmark fraction such as 1/2. 
Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two fractions 
refer to the same whole. Record the results of comparisons with 
symbols >, =, or <, and justify the conclusions, e.g., by 
using a visual fraction model. 

MA54110 56298 MA5442 

MA54111 MA54112 56288 
MA04AD04 

MA05N01 

MA05N04 

MA05T24 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.1.4.C.2 

4.MathCC.NF.3.
a 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending 
previous understandings of operations on whole numbers. 
Understand a fraction a/b with a > 1 as a sum of fractions 
1/b: Understand addition and subtraction of fractions as 
joining and separating parts referring to the same whole. 

41003 41014 MA5421 MA04AD05 

MA5422 MA5423 MA5424 

56290   MA04AD07 

MA05N02 

MA05T27 

CC.2.1.4.C.2 

4.MathCC.NF.3.
c 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous 
understandings of operations on whole numbers. Understand a 
fraction a/b with a > 1 as a sum of fractions 1/b: Add and subtract 
mixed numbers with like denominators, e.g., by replacing each 
mixed number with an equivalent fraction, and/or by using properties 
of operations and the relationship between addition and subtraction. 

41006 

MA5427 

MA5425 

MA5428 

MA5426 

56291 

MA04AD06 

MA05N02 

MA05T29 

CC.2.1.4.C.2 

4.MathCC.NF.3.
d 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending 
previous understandings of operations on whole numbers. 
Understand a fraction a/b with a > 1 as a sum of fractions 
1/b: Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction 
of fractions referring to the same whole and having like 
denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models and 
equations to represent the problem. 

4B033 4B036 4B030 
MA04AD05 

MA04AD07 

MA5423 MA5424  

MA04AD12 

 

MA05N02 

Cc.2.1.4.C.2 

4.MathCC.NF.4. 
a 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous 
understandings of operations on whole numbers. Apply and extend 
previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction by a 
whole number: Understand a fraction a/b as a multiple of 1/b. 

4B023 4B024 MA04AD14 

CC.2.1.4.C.2 
4.MathCC.NF.4. 
b 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous 
understandings of operations on whole numbers. Apply and extend 
previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction by a 
whole number: Understand a multiple of a/b as a multiple of 1/b, and 
use this understanding to multiply a fraction by a whole number. 

5B025 5B027 MA05T30 

CC.2.1.4.C.2 

4.MathCC.NF.4. 
c 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous 
understandings of operations on whole numbers. Apply and extend 
previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction by a 
whole number: Solve word problems involving multiplication of a 
fraction by a whole number, e.g., by using visual fraction models and 
equations to represent the problem. 

5B027 MA05T30 

CC.2.1.4.C.3 

4.MathCC.NF.6 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Understand decimal notation for fractions, and compare 
decimal fractions. 
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 
100. 

34174 41022 56292 
MA03AD04 

MA04AD09 

MA5432 56288  

MA05N03 

MA05T24 

CC.2.1.4.C.3 

4.MathCC.NF.7 

Number and Operations: Fractions 
Understand decimal notation for fractions, and compare 
decimal fractions. 
Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about 
their size. Recognize that comparisons are valid only when 
the two decimals refer to the same whole. Record the 

34190 41017 MA5313 MA03AD06 

MA5314 56294 MA5316 

56293   MA04AD08 

MA05M01 

MA05T35 



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

results of comparisons with the symbols >, =, or <, and 
justify the conclusions, e.g., by using a visual model. 

CC.2.4.4.A.1 

4.MathCC.MD.1 

Measurement and Data: 
Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of 
measurements from a larger unit to a smaller unit. 
Know relative sizes of measurement units within one 
system of units including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr, 
min, sec. Within a single system of measurement, express 
measurements in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit. Record 
measurement equivalents in a two column table. 

34124 34127 34194 MA03DB02 

MA03DB03 

MA03DC02 

MA03DC03 

MA04DB02 

MA04DB04 

MA04DB05 

MA04DB06 

MA04DC02 

MA04DC04 

MA04DC05 

34196 40928 40939 

40945 40951 40964 

40997 

MA5611 

MA5614 

41011 

MA5612 

MA5615 

41020 

MA5613 

MA5616 

MA5623 MA5624 MA5625 

MA5626 MA5627 MA5628 

56308   

MA04DC06 

MA05P01 

MA05P02 

MA05T79 

CC.2.4.4.A.1 
4.MathCC.MD.2 

Measurement and Data: 
Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of 
measurements from a larger unit to a smaller unit. 
Use the four operations to solve word problems involving 
distances, intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of 
objects, and money, including problems involving simple fractions or 
decimals, and problems that require expressing measurements given 
in a larger unit in terms of a smaller 
unit. Represent measurement quantities using diagrams 
such as number line diagrams that feature a measurement scale. 

34151 34168 34180 MA03AE02 

MA03DC01 

MA03DC02 

MA03DC03 

MA03DD02 

MA03DD03 

MA04AE02 

MA04AE03 

MA05P01 

MA05P02 

MA05P04 

MA05T79 

MA05T84 

34183 34194 34196 

40956 40959 MA5611 

MA5612 

MA5615 

MA5624 

MA5613 

MA5616 

MA5625 

MA5614 

MA5623 

MA5626 

MA5627 

MA5648 

MA5628 

56308 

MA5647 

56311 

CC.2.4.4.A.1 

4.MathCC.MD.3 

Measurement and Data: 
Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of 
measurements from a larger unit to a smaller unit. 
Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world 
and mathematical problems. 

34168 34177 34180 MA03DC01 

MA03DD01 

MA03DD02 

MA03DD03 

MA04DD01 

MA04DD02 

MA04DD03 

MA05P04 

MA05T60 

MA05T80 

MA05T81 

MA05T84 

34183 40971 40974 

40991 

MA5643 

MA5646 

MA5641 

MA5644 

56278 

MA5642 

MA5645 

56309 

56310 56311  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.4.4.A.4 

4.MathCC.MD.4 

Measurement and Data : 

Represent and interpret data. 
Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of 
a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Solve problems involving addition and 
subtraction of fractions by using information presented in line plots. 

40875 56314 MA5922 MA04EA03 

MA05S02 

 

  



Fifth Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students use the place value system for rounding, work with decimals, and complete word problems using fractions 

and decimals.  Students add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions. Students work with volume formulas, and learn how to 

calculate volume of geometric shapes. Students convert units of measurement from one type to another (e.g., ounces to 

pounds). By the end of fifth grade students should be able to: 

 

• Be proficient using the four math operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
• Use basic algebraic functions such as exponents and order of operations 
• Apply geometric concepts to solve problems 
• Use various methods of measurement with skill 
• Understand data analysis and basic statistical terms. 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Whole Numbers –  Students learn how to apply concepts of place value and estimation through the use of 
Arabic and Roman numerals. Interactive assignments ask students to convert Roman 
numerals to Arabic numerals, expand numbers to the billion’s place, and estimate sums 
and differences with reasonableness in mind. 

4 weeks 

Operations with 
whole numbers –. 

Students develop an understanding of operations using addition and subtraction of 
whole numbers, multiplication using 3 by 2, and division with 2 digit divisors and 3 digit 
dividends. Students are asked to solve problems using exponents and order of 
operations. They will also identify prime numbers through factorization and apply 
problem solving strategies to real life situations 

4 weeks 

Decimals –. Students apply their knowledge of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing using 
decimals. They are asked to read and write numbers to the thousandths place, use 
decimals in conjunction with the number line, add and subtract decimals with estimating 
sums and differences, multiplying and dividing decimals with estimating products and 
quotients, and identifying and converting decimals to percents 

4 weeks 

Fractions   Students develop their ability to add and subtract using fractions and mixed numbers 
through the use of interactive lessons. Exercises help students to apply this knowledge 
to multiplying and dividing with improper fractions, simplifying fractions, making 
equivalent fractions, working with mixed numbers, estimating fractions, and developing 
relationships between fractions, decimals, and percents. 

4 weeks 

Algebra –  Students identify the connection between algebraic patterns, equations and addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division through direct instruction, activities, and 
worksheets involving integer patterns, algebraic patterns, and equations. 

4 weeks 

Measurement –  Teaches units of measurement and conversions. Students are asked to apply formulas 
to customary and metric measures of length, weight, capacity, and temperature. 
Lessons on time will enable students to determine elapsed time in real life situations. 
Finally, students will learn formulas and apply them to calculate measures of area, 
perimeter, and volume. 

4 weeks 

Geometry –  Students will discover various geometric concepts that apply to real situations. Students 
will explore geometric terms and learn their proper application, learn about three 
dimensional figures, learn and use surface net and scale drawing to build their own 
figures, determine the measurement of angles, graph using ordered pairs, and use 
symmetry and transformation to identify shapes. 

4 weeks 



Probability –  Teaches the concept of probability. Students are asked to predict outcomes by using 
methods of probability and applying this to simulated situations. 

4 weeks 

Data Analysis –  Students are taught the many kinds of graphs such as bar graphs, line graphs, 
histograms, Venn diagrams, and pictographs. Students are asked to use basic statistics 
and terms such as mean, median, mode, and range to organize data. They are also 
taught the purpose and use of the stem and leaf plot. 

4 weeks 

Practice –  Students will apply previous knowledge through interactive lessons on reading and 
writing numbers, expanded form, roman numerals, rounding off, exponents, greatest 
common factor, prime factorization, algebraic properties, mental computation, 
estimation, complex division, comparing fractions, performing operations with mixed 
numbers and fractions, decimals and the number line, percents, a basic review of 
geometry, ratios and proportions, measurement, and problem solving. This chapter 
consists of a comprehensive cumulative review of the course. 

4 weeks 

 

 

PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.2.5.A.1 

5.MathCC.OA.1 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Write and interpret numerical expressions. 
Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and 
evaluate expressions with these symbols. 

56184 

MA6221 

MA5252 

MA6222 

AT5001 

67124 

 

CC.2.2.5.A.1 

5.MathCC.OA.2 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking: 
Write and interpret numerical expressions. 
Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and 
interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them. 

MA5521 

MA6232 

MA5522 MA6231  

CC.2.2.5.A.4 

5.MathCC.OA.3 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking:  

Analyze patterns and relationships. 
Generate two numerical patterns using two given rules. Identify apparent 
relationships between corresponding terms. Form ordered pairs 
consisting of corresponding terms from the two patterns, and graph the 
ordered pairs on a coordinate plane. 

40839 

MA5752 

MA61024 

40840 

56271 

MA5751 

67255 

MA4CB01 

Cc.2.1.5.B.1 

5.MathCC.NBT.1 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Understand the place value system. 
Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place 
represents 10 times as much as it represents in the place to its right and 
1/10 of what it represents in the place to its left. 

NBT014 

AQNBT014 

NBT015 

AQNBT01 5 

 

CC.2.1.5.B.1 

5.MathCC.NBT.2 

Number and Operations in Base Ten:  

Understand the place value system. 
Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying 
a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the 
decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. 
Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. 

56296 OW56280  

CC2.1.5.B.1 Number and Operations in Base Ten: MA5311 MA5312 56293  



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

5.MathCC.NBT.3.a Understand the place value system. 
Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths: Read 
and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, 
number names, and expanded form, e.g., 347.392 = 3 × 
100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × 
(1/1000). 

MA6311 MA6312  

CC.2.1.5.B.1 

5.MathCC.NBT.3.b 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 

Understand the place value system. 
Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths: Compare two 
decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, 
using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons. 

41017 

MA6321 

56294 

MA6322 

MA5316  
MA4AD08 

CC.2.1.5.B.1 

5.MathCC.NBT.4 

Number and Operations in Base Ten:  

Understand the place value system. 
Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place. 

MA5317 MA5318  

CC.2.1.5.B.2 
5.MathCC.NBT.5 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to 
hundredths. 
Fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm. 

40868 

MA5224 

40870 MA5223  
MA4AC02 

MA4AC03 

CC.2.1.5.B.2 

5.MathCC.NBT.6 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 
Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with 
decimals to hundredths. 
Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to 
four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors, using strategies 
based on place value, the properties of operations, and/or the 
relationship between multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the 
calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 

NBT017 AQNBT01 NBT018 MA4AC07 

 7  
AQNBT01 8 40887 40901 

MA5241 
OWMA52 42 

MA6181 

MA5242 

MA5247 

MA6182 

ATMA524 
2 

MA5248 

67155 

CC.2.1.5.B.2 

5.MathCC.NBT.7 

Number and Operations in Base Ten: 40959 41025 AT4040 MA4AE03 

Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with 
decimals to hundredths. 

AT4041 OW41026 AT4042 

Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, 56295 MA5322 56297 

using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on 
place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a 

MA5332 

67188 

MA5333 

MA6314 

MA5334 

67174 

written method and explain the reasoning used. MA6352 

CC.2.1.5.C.1 

5.MathCC.NF.1 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. 
Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed 
numbers) by replacing given fractions with equivalent fractions in such a 
way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like 
denominators. 

41003 

MA5421 

MA5424 

MA5427 

MA64121 

MA64132 

41014 

MA5422 

MA5425 

MA5428 

MA64122 

MA64141 

OT41014 

MA5423 

MA5426 

56290 

MA64131 

MA64142 

 
MA4AD05 

MA4AD07 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.1.5.C.1 

5.MathCC.NF.2 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract 
fractions. 
Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of 
fractions referring to the same whole, including cases of 
unlike denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to 
represent the problem. Use benchmark 
fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate 
mentally and assess the reasonableness of answers. 

41003 41014 OT41014  
MA4AD05 

MA4AD07 
41015 42013 AQ42013 

MA5421 MA5422 MA5423 

MA5424 

MA5427 

MA5425 

MA5428 

MA5426 

MA64121 

MA64122 MA64131 MA64132 

MA64141 MA64142  

CC.2.1.5.C.2 

5.MathCC.NF.3 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator (a/b 
= a ÷ b). Solve word problems involving division of whole numbers 
leading to answers in the form of fractions or mixed numbers, e.g., by 
using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. 

MA6411 MA6412 67155  

 
5.MathCC.NF.4.a 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a 
fraction or whole number by a fraction: Interpret the product (a/b) × q as 
a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the result of 
a sequence of operations a × q ÷ b. 

42008 

AQ42009 

42011 

MA54210 

AQ42008 

42010 

AQ42011 

42009 

AQ42010 

MA5429 

 

CC.2.1.5.C.2 

5.MathCC.NF.5.b 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing), by: Explaining why 
multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than 1 results in a 
product greater than the given number (recognizing multiplication by 
whole numbers greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why 
multiplying a given number by a fraction less than 1 results in a product 
smaller than the given number; and relating the principle of fraction 
equivalence a/b = (n × a)/(n × b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1. 

67150  

CC.2.1.5.C.2 

5.MathCC.NF.6 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed 
numbers, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent 
the problem. 

MA5429 

MA64152 

MA54210 

67150 

MA64151  



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.1.5.C.2 

5.MathCC.NF.7.a 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit 
fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions: 
Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and 
compute such quotients. 

MA64161 MA64162  

CC.2.1.5.C.2 

5.MathCC.NF.7.b 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit 
fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions: 
Interpret division of a whole number by a unit fraction, and compute such 
quotients. 

MA64161 MA64162 67151  

CC.2.1.5.C.2 

5.MathCC.NF.7.c 

Numbers and Operations: Fractions 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division 
to multiply and divide fractions. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit 
fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions: Solve 
real world problems involving division of unit fractions by non-zero whole 
numbers and division of whole numbers by unit fractions, e.g., by using 
visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. 

MA64161 MA64162 67151  

CC.2.4.5.A.1 
5.MathCC.MD.1 

Measurement and Data: 40928 40934 40939 
 
MA4DB02 
MA4DB03 

MA4DB04 

MA4DB05 

MA4DB06 

MA4DC06 

MA4DC05 

MA4DC04 

Convert like measurement units within a given 
measurement system. 

40945 40951 40997 

Convert among different-sized standard measurement units 41011 41020 MA5611 

within a given measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 
0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world 
problems. 

MA5612 

MA5615 

MA5618 

MA5613 

MA5616 

MA5621 

MA5614 

MA5617 

MA5622 

MA5623 MA5624 MA5625 

MA5626 MA5627 MA5628 

MA5629 MA56210 56306 

56308 67177 MA6712 

67192 MA6834  

CC.2.4.5.A.4 

5.MathCC.MD.2 

Measurement and Data:  

Represent and interpret data. 
Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a 
unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Use operations on fractions for this grade to solve 
problems involving information presented in line plots. 

40875 MA6651 MA6652 
MA4EA03 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.4.5.A.6 

5.MathCC.MD.3.a 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate 
volume to multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an 
attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume 
measurement: A cube with side length 1 unit, called a ''unit cube,'' is said 
to have ''one cubic unit'' of volume, and can be used to measure volume. 

40994 MA4DD04 

CC.2.4.5.A.6 

5.MathCC.MD.3.b 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate 
volume to multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an 
attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume 
measurement: A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or 
overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units. 

40994 MA4DD04 

CC.2.4.5.A.6 

5.MathCC.MD.4 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate 
volume to multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting 
unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units. 

40994 MA4DD04 

CC.2.4.5.A.6 

5.MathCC.MD.5.a 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate 
volume to multiplication and to addition. 
Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve 
real world and mathematical problems involving volume: Find the volume 
of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it 
with unit cubes, and show that the volume is the same as would be 
found by multiplying the edge lengths, equivalently by multiplying the 
height by the area of the base. Represent threefold whole-number 
products as volumes, e.g., to represent the associative property of 
multiplication. 

40994 MA5647 MA5648 
MA4DD04 

CC.2.4.5.A.6 
5.MathCC.MD.5.b 

Measurement and Data: 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate 
volume to multiplication and to addition. 
Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve 
real world and mathematical problems involving volume: Apply the 
formulas V = l × w × h and V = b × h for rectangular prisms to find 
volumes of right rectangular prisms with whole number edge lengths in 
the context of solving real world and mathematical problems. 

40994 MA5647 MA5648 
MA4DD04 



PA Common 
Core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.3.5.A.1 

5.MathCC.G.1 

Geometry: 
Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and 
mathematical problems. 
Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define a 
coordinate system, with the intersection of the lines (the origin) arranged 
to coincide with the 0 on each line and a given point in the plane located 
by using an ordered pair of numbers, called its coordinates. Understand 
that the first number indicates how far to travel from the origin in the 
direction of one axis, and the second number indicates how far to travel 
in the direction of the second axis, with the convention that the names of 
the two axes and the coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-
coordinate, y- axis and y-coordinate). 

40839 

MA5752 

MA61024 

40840 

56271 

MA5751 

67255 

MA4CB01 

CC.2.3.5.A.1 

5.MathCC.G.2 

Geometry: 40839 

40840 

40842 

MA5751 

MA5752 

56271 
67255 
MA61024 

MA4CB01 

Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world 
and mathematical problems. 
Represent real world and mathematical problems by MA4CB02 

graphing points in the first quadrant of the coordinate plane, 

and interpret coordinate values of points in the context of 

the situation. 

CC.2.3.5.A.2 

5.MathCC.G.3 

Geometry: 
Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on 
their properties. 
Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two- 
dimensional figures also belong to all subcategories of that 
category. 

G018 AQG018 40830 MA4CA03 

MA5717 

MA57110 

MA5718 56000 56260 

MA57112 

56264 

MA6981 

MA6961 

MA6982 

MA6962 

CC.2.3.5.A.2 

5.MathCC.G.4 

Geometry: MA5717 

MA5718 

MA57110 

56000 
56264 
MA6961 

MA6981 

MA6982 

56260 

MA57112 
MA6962 

 

Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on 
their properties. 
Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on 

properties. 

 

  



Sixth Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students work with ratios and proportions to solve problems.  Students write algebraic expressions. 

Students use common factors in calculations. Students use rational numbers to create coordinate axes and map 

points on coordinate planes. Students use algebraic notation to compare variables in scientific calculations. Students 

learn about multi-sided complex shapes in polygons. Students use central tendency to study populations of data and 

data sets. Students use statistics to address real world probability problems. Major milestones for 6th grade math 

include: 

 

• Proficiency in the four basic math operations 
• Competency with algebraic operations 
• Applying geometry concepts to problem solving 
• Development of complex graphing skills 
• Use of functions and probability to make predictions. 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Whole Numbers 
–  

Students learn how to apply concepts of place value and estimation through the use of 
Arabic and Roman numerals. Students will use Roman numeral, numbers from one to 
billions, comparison of whole numbers, rounding off and estimating whole numbers, and 
the four basic operations to solve real world problems. 

4 weeks 

Operations with 
whole numbers –  

Students develop an understanding of operations using addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division of whole numbers. Students use exponents, square roots, 
order of operations, variables and expressions, patterns and sequences, equations, 
perimeter, area, and problem solving in models and concrete objects to solve real life 
problems. 

4 weeks 

Decimals –  Students apply their knowledge of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing using 
decimals to solve problems. Lessons include generating equivalent forms of decimals, 
comparing and ordering decimals, estimating, rounding off, multiplying and dividing with 
decimals, scientific notation, one step equations with decimals, and applying decimals to 
problem solving. 

4 weeks 

Fractions   Students develop their ability to add and subtract using fractions and mixed numbers 
through the use of interactive lessons. Exercises reinforce application of this knowledge 
to multiplying and dividing with fractions, lowest common multiples, least common 
denominator, greatest common factor, and developing relationships between fractions, 
decimals, and percents. 

4 weeks 

Integers –  Students explore integers and variables and how they are used with addition, 
subtractions, multiplication, and division. Lessons will develop an understanding of 
integers in the real world, comparing and ordering, adding and subtracting, multiplying 
and dividing, one step equations with fractions and decimals, and using inductive and 
deductive reasoning to solve word problems. 

4 weeks 

Graphing –  Students will learn how to analyze, interpret, and create graphs. Students develop 
accuracy using tables, various graphs, graphing, measures of central tendency, ordered 
pairs, stem and leaf plots, data analysis, organized lists, and problem solving. 

4 weeks 

Measurement – Teaches students methods of conversion between standards of measurement. Lessons 
require students to perform conversions using the metric system and customary system 
of measurement, determine the best unit of measurement for an object, determine 
elapsed time, and determine customary and metric measurement for temperature. 

4 weeks 



Ratios, 
Proportions, 
Percents –  

Ratios, proportions, and percents are presented as a method to solve problems. 
Students will apply decimals and fractions, unit rates, geometric pictures, simple 
interest, grids and scale drawing, and percents to solve problems with ratios and 
proportions. 

4 weeks 

Geometry –  Students will discover various geometric concepts that apply to modeled real life 
situations. Lessons enable students to explore basic geometry definitions, angles, lines, 
triangles, solid figures, classification of polygons, circumference, area, proportional 
change, surface area, and volume. 

4 weeks 

Functions and 
Probability –  

Students will apply the concept of theoretical probability and use results to make 
predictions. Students will identify function relationships, solve and interpret graphs, find 
the distance between two points on a graph, draw conclusions from data, determine 
possible outcomes, find the probability of an event, identify difference between 
independent and dependent events, find combinations and permutation, and apply 
algebraic expressions to problem solving. 

2 weeks 

Practice –  Students will apply previous knowledge through interactive lessons on reading and 
writing numbers, divisibility rules, greatest common factors, rounding off, exponents, 
greatest common factor, scientific notation, absolute value, inequalities, number lines, 
absolute value, estimation, inverse operations, using a calculator, exponents, and order 
of operations. This review chapter is a comprehensive review of the entire sixth grade 
math course. 

2 weeks 

 

  



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

CC.2.1.6.D.1 

6.MathCC.RP.
1 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: MA5927 OTMA592 AQMA592  
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve  7 7 

problems. 
Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to 

OWMA59 
27 

67182 MA6812 

describe a ratio relationship between two quantities. 
M7049 M7050  

CC.2.1.6.D.1 

6.MathCC.RP.
2 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 
Understand the concept of a unit rate a/b associated with a ratio a:b with b 
not equal to 0, and use rate language in the context of a ratio relationship. 

67182 

M7050 

MA6812 M7049  

CC.2.1.6.D.1 

6.MathCC.RP.
3.b 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape 
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations: Solve unit rate 
problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. 

67199 M7049 M7050  

CC.2.1.6.D.1 

6.MathCC.RP.
3.c 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape 
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations: Find a percent of a 
quantity as a rate per 100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity means 30/100 times the 
quantity); solve problems involving finding the whole, given a part and the 
percent. 

MA5341 

MA5344 

MA5342 

MA6871 

MA5343 

MA6872 

 

CC.2.1.6.D.1 

6.MathCC.RP.
3.d 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape 
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations: Use ratio reasoning 
to convert measurement units; manipulate and transform units 
appropriately when multiplying or dividing quantities. 

67178 

MA6724 

MA6714 

67192 

67173 

MA6834 

 

CC.2.1.6.E.1 

6.MathCC.NS.
1 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to 
divide fractions by fractions. 
Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems 
involving division of fractions by fractions, e.g., by using visual fraction 
models and equations to represent the problem. 

MA54211 

MA64162 

MA54212 

67151 

MA64161 

76255 

MA7ZZ36 

Cc.2.1.6.E.2 

6.MathCC.NS.
2 

The Number System: 
Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and 
multiples. 
Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using the standard algorithm. 

MA5241 

MA6182 

MA5242 

67155 

MA6181 

76230 

MA7ZZ21 

CC.2.1.6.W.2 

6.MathCC.NS.
3 

The Number System: MA5323 MA5324 56297 
 
MA7ZZ29 Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common 

factors and multiples. 
MA5332 MA5333 MA5334 

Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi-digit MA5335 MA5336 67188 



PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

decimals using the standard algorithm for each operation. MA6314 MA6341 MA6342 

67174 MA6352 67175 MA7ZZ30 

MA6362 76245 76246 

76247   

CC.2.1.6.E.3 

6.MathCC.NS.
4 

The Number System: 56282 MA5228 56284  
MA7ZZ17 Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and 

multiples. 
Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less  
than or equal to 100 and the least common multiple of two 
whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive 
property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1-100 with 
a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole 
numbers with no common factor. 

MA52210 MA6243 MA6244 

67117 MA6422 MA6461 

MA6462 OWMA64 62 67115 

M7043 M7044 M7045 
M7046 M7047 M7048 

76235 76236 

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
5 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of 
rational numbers. 
Understand that positive and negative numbers are used together to 
describe quantities having opposite directions or values (e.g., temperature 
above/below zero, elevation above/below sea level, credits/debits, 
positive/negative electric charge); use positive and negative numbers to 
represent quantities in real-world contexts, explaining the meaning of 0 in 
each situation. 

MA6511 MA6512  

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
6.a 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of 
rational numbers. 
Understand a rational number as a point on the number line. Extend 
number line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous grades to 
represent points on the line and in the plane with negative number 
coordinates: Recognize opposite signs of numbers as indicating locations 
on opposite sides of 0 on the number line; recognize that the opposite of 
the opposite of a number is the number itself, e.g., -(-3) = 3, and that 0 is its 
own opposite. 

MA6511 

M7080 

M7083 

MA6512 

M7081 

M7084 

M7079 

M7082 

 

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC..N
S.6.b 

The Number System: 56271 MA6671 MA6672  
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to 
the system of rational numbers. 
Understand a rational number as a point on the number 
line. Extend number line diagrams and coordinate axes 
familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line and in the 
plane with negative number coordinates: 
Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as indicating 
locations in quadrants of the coordinate plane; recognize 
that when two ordered pairs differ only by signs, the 
locations of the points are related by reflections across one 
or both axes. 

67255 MA61024 67256 
M7225 M7226 M7227 

M7228 

M7231 

M7229 

M7232 

M7230 

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
6.c 

The Number System: MA5313 MA5314 56271  
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to 
the system of rational numbers. 

56293 MA6411 MA6412 

Understand a rational number as a point on the number MA6671 MA6672 67255 



PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

line. Extend number line diagrams and coordinate axes 
familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line and in the 
plane with negative number coordinates: Find 

MA61024 

M7226 

67147 

M7227 

M7225 

M7228 

and position integers and other rational numbers on a M7229 M7230 M7231 

horizontal or vertical number line diagram; find and position 
pairs of integers and other rational numbers on a coordinate 

M7232 

plane. 

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
7.a 

The Number System: 56294 MA5316 MA5419 MA7ZZ28 

Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to 
the system of rational numbers. 
Understand ordering and absolute value of rational numbers: Interpret 
statements of inequality as statements about the relative position of two 
numbers on a number line diagram. 

MA54110 56288 MA6131 
MA6132 

MA6411 

MA64102 

MA6321 

MA6412 

MA6521 

MA6322 

MA64101 

MA6522 

OWMA65 76244 
22 

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
7.b 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of 
rational numbers. 
Understand ordering and absolute value of rational numbers: Write, 
interpret, and explain statements of order for rational numbers in real-world 
contexts. 

56294 MA5316 MA5419 MA7ZZ28 

MA54110 56288 MA6131 
MA6132 MA6321 MA6322 

MA6411 

MA64102 

MA6412 

MA6521 

MA64101 

MA6522 

76244 

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
7.c 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of 
rational numbers. 
Understand ordering and absolute value of rational numbers: Understand 
the absolute value of a rational number as its distance from 0 on the 
number line; interpret absolute value as magnitude for a positive or 
negative quantity in a real-world situation. 

67149 MA6532  

CC.2.1.6.E.4 

6.MathCC.NS.
8 

The Number System: 56269 67149 MA6532  
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to 
the system of rational numbers. 

MA6671 MA6672 67245 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems by graphing MA61022 67255 MA61024 

points in all four quadrants of the coordinate plane. Include 
use of coordinates and absolute value to find distances between points 
with the same first coordinate or the same 

M7225 

M7228 

M7226 

M7229 

M7227 

M7230 

second coordinate. M7231 M7232 

CC.2.2.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.EE.
1 

Expressions and Equations: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to 
algebraic expressions. 
Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving whole- 
number exponents. 

56183 MA5232 56281  

MA5236 MA6221 MA6222 
OWMA62 M7001 M7002 
22   

M7003 M7004 M7005 

M7006   

CC.2.2.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.EE.
2.a 

Expressions and Equations: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic 
expressions. 
Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers: 

56315 

M7103 

MA6233 

M7104 

MA6234  



PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

Write expressions that record operations with numbers and with letters 
standing for numbers. 

CC.2.2.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.EE.
2.b 

Expressions and Equations: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic 
expressions. 
Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers: 
Identify parts of an expression using mathematical terms (sum, term, 
product, factor, quotient, coefficient); view one or more parts of an 
expression as a single entity. 

56315  

CC.2.2.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.EE.
2.c 

Expressions and Equations: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic 
expressions. 
Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers: 
Evaluate expressions at specific values of their variables. Include 
expressions that arise from formulas used in real-world problems. Perform 
arithmetic operations, including those involving whole number exponents, 
in the conventional order when there are no parentheses to 
specify a particular order (Order of Operations). 

MA6221 

MA6234 

M7104 

MA6222 

67124 

MA6233 

M7103 

 

CC.2.2.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.EE.
3 

Expressions and Equations: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to 
algebraic expressions. 
Apply the properties of operations to generate equivalent 
expressions. 

OA022 AQOA022 56182  

MA6241 MA6242 MA6243 
MA6244 67122 67205 

M7105 M7106 

CC.2.2.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.EE.
4 

Expressions and Equations: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to 
algebraic expressions. 
Identify when two expressions are equivalent (i.e., when the 
two expressions name the same number regardless of 
which value is substituted into them). 

67205 MA6233 MA6234  

M7115 M7116 M7117 
M7118 M7119 M7120 

M7121 M7122 

CC.2.2.6.B.2 

6.MathCC.EE.
5 

Expressions and Equations: 
Reason about and solve one-variable equations and inequalities. 
Understand solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering a 
question: which values from a specified set, if any, make the equation or 
inequality true? Use substitution to determine whether a given number in a 
specified set makes an equation or inequality true. 

M7121 

M8100 

M7122 M8099  

CC.2.2.6.B.2 

6.MathCC.EE.
6 

Expressions and Equations: MA5521 MA5522 56315  
Reason about and solve one-variable equations and 
inequalities. 

MA6231 MA6232 MA61091 

Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions MA61092 M7107 M7108 

when solving a real-world or mathematical problem; 
understand that a variable can represent an unknown number, or, 
depending on the purpose at hand, any number 

M7109 

M7112 

M7110 M7111 

in a specified set. 

CC.2.2.6.B.2 

6.MathCC.EE.
7 

Expressions and Equations: 
Reason about and solve one-variable equations and 
inequalities. 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems by writing and solving 
equations of the form x + p = q and px = q for cases 
in which p, q and x are all nonnegative rational numbers. 

MA5525 MA5526 OWMA55  
MA7ZZ37   26 

MA5527 

MA55210 

MA5528 

MA55211 

MA5529 

MA55212 



PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

56316 56317 MA6261 

MA6262 MA6263 MA6264 

MA6381 MA6382 MA64171 

MA64172 MA6551 MA6552 

MA61091 MA61092 67212 

M7107 M7108 M7109 

M7110 M7111 M7112 

M7302 M7303 M7304 

M7305 M7306 M7307 

76260 

CC.2.2.6.B.3 

6.MathCC.EE.
9 

Expressions and Equations: 
Represent and analyze quantitative relationships between 
dependent and independent variables. 
Use variables to represent two quantities in a real-world problem that 
change in relationship to one another; write an 
equation to express one quantity, thought of as the 
dependent variable, in terms of the other quantity, thought 
of as the independent variable. Analyze the relationship 
between the dependent and independent variables using 
graphs and tables, and relate these to the equation. 

MA5523 MA5524 MA6231 MA7ZZ10 

MA6232 67202 MA61012 
OWMA61 
012 

MA61013 MA61014 

M7239 M7240 M7241 

M7242 M7243 M7244 
76263 76265 

CC.2.3.6.A.1 

6.MathCC.G.1 

Geometry: 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, 
surface area, and volume. 
Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special 
quadrilaterals, and polygons by composing into rectangles 
or decomposing into triangles and other shapes; apply 
these techniques in the context of solving real-world and 
mathematical problems. 

MA5643 MA5644 MA5645  

MA5646 56309 56310 
67208 MA6282  

CC.2.3.6.A.1 

6.MathCC.G.2 

Geometry: 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, 
and volume. 
Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths by 
packing it with unit cubes of the appropriate unit fraction edge lengths, and 
show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying the 
edge lengths of the prism. Apply the formulas V = l w h and V = b h to find 
volumes of right rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths in the 
context of solving real-world and 
mathematical problems. 

MA5647 MA5648  

CC.2.3.6.A.1 

6.MathCC.G.3 

Geometry: 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, 
and volume. 
Draw polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates for the vertices; 
use coordinates to find the length of a side joining points with the same first 
coordinate or the same second coordinate. Apply these techniques in the 
context of solving real-world and mathematical problems. 

56269 

67245 

MA6671 

MA61022 

MA6672  

CC.2.3.6.A.1 

6.MathCC.G.4 

Geometry: 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, 
and volume. 
Represent three-dimensional figures using nets made up of rectangles and 

MA5643 

MA5646 

56302 

MA5644 

MA5721 

MA5734 

MA5645 

MA5722 

67225 

 
MA7ZZ08 



PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessm
ents 

triangles, and use the nets to find the surface area of these figures. Apply 
these techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical 
problems. 

MA69152 

M7179 

M7182 

76274 

67237 

M7180 

M7183 

76275 

MA69154 

M7181 

M7184 

Cc.2.4.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.SP.
2 

Statistics and Probability: 
Develop understanding of statistical variability. Understand that a set of 
data collected to answer a statistical question has a distribution which can 
be described by its center, spread, and overall shape. 

MA5923 

MA6682 

MA5924 

MA6683 

67229 

MA6684 

 

CC.2.4.6.B.1 

6.MathCC.SP.
3 

Statistics and Probability: 
Develop understanding of statistical variability. 
Recognize that a measure of center for a numerical data set summarizes 
all of its values with a single number, while a measure of variation 
describes how its values vary with a single number. 

MA5923 

MA6682 

MA5924 

MA6683 

67229 

MA6684 

 

CC.2.4.6.B.2 

6.MathCC.SP.
4 

Statistics and Probability: 
Summarize and describe distributions. 
Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots, 
histograms, and box plots. 

MA5917 

MA6644 

OWMA66 
112 

M7267 

M7270 

MA5918 

MA66111 

M7265 

M7268 

76285 

MA6643 
MA66112 
M7266M726
9 

MA7ZZ16 

Cc.2.4.6.B.2 

6.MathCC.SP.
5.c 

Statistics and Probability: 56314 MA5922 MA5923  
Summarize and describe distributions. 
Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context, 

MA5924 MA6643 MA6644 

such as by: Giving quantitative measures of center (median 67229 MA6682 MA6683 

and/or mean) and variability (interquartile range and/or 
mean absolute deviation), as well as describing any overall pattern and any 
striking deviations from the overall pattern 

MA6684 

M7271 

MA66111 

M7272 

MA66112 

M7273 

with reference to the context in which the data were M7274 M7275 M7276 

gathered. M7277 M7278 

CC.2.4.6.B.2 

6.MathCC.SP.
5.d 

Statistics and Probability: 56314 MA5922 MA5923  
Summarize and describe distributions. 
Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context, such as by: 
Relating the choice of measures of center and variability to the shape of 
the data distribution and the context in which the data were gathered. 

MA5924 67229 MA6682 
MA6683 MA6684 MA66111 

MA66112 

M7273 

M7271 

M7274 

M7272 

M7275 

M7276 M7277 M7278 

 

  



Seventh Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students use ratios and proportions to solve real world problems. Students compare quantities using proportional 

relationships. Students calculate with rational numbers. Students use the distributive property to solve problems. Students use 

variables to solve real-world problems. Students draw and make scale geometric drawings and models. Students use the ideas 

of chance and population samples to make inferences about populations through statistics and probability calculations. 

 

  By the end of seventh grade math, students should: 

 

• Have a solid understanding of algebraic principles 
• Be able to graph and solve linear equations 
• Understand and apply basic concepts of geometry 
• Be able to apply math to everyday activities. 

 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Number 
Systems  

This lesson teaches number theory in relation to using exponents and scientific notation. 
Students will learn how to express numbers using exponents and numbers greater than 
one using scientific notation in order to represent numbers in a variety of formats. 

3 weeks 

Rational 
Operations  

 Teaches the order of operations applied to decimals, fractions, percents, and 
estimation. Students will apply the order of operations to simplify expressions, use 
estimation to solve problems, convert between fractions and decimals, and to convert 
percent to decimal. 

3 weeks 

Number Theory   Teaches the meanings of prime and composite as well as prime factorization, greatest 
common factor and least common multiple. Students are given guided instruction and 
will apply these concepts to problem solving situations. 

3 weeks 

Ratio, 
Proportion, and 
Percent  

Students are taught how to identify and use ratios and rates, recognize relationships 
between ratios/proportions and percents, use tables to solve proportional problems, use 
ratios to solve problems, use percents to solve discount and mark up problems, use 
simple interest formulas to solve real world situations, and identify proportional 
relationships in scale drawings. 

3 weeks 

Rational 
Numbers  

 Students are taught various rational number concepts. Lessons teach students how to 
identify pairs of additive and multiplicative inverses, add and subtract with positive and 
negative numbers, multiply and divide with positive and negative numbers, solve real 
world problems with different types of numbers, use the number line to explore addition 
and subtraction of integers, and use the number line to investigate additive inverses as 
well as the commutative and associative properties of addition. 

3 weeks 

Expressions and 
Equations  

 Teaches the student about simplification of expressions, properties, and translations of 
algebraic expressions into word expressions. Students apply skills to use algebraic 
expressions to generalize a pattern, simplify algebraic expressions by combining like 
terms, substitution of values for variables in equations, and to solve one and two step 
linear equations. 

3 weeks 

Triangles   Teaches students the classification of angles and triangles. Students will use interior 
and exterior angle measurement, the Pythagorean relationship, and the Pythagorean 

3 weeks 



Theorem to find unknown angle and side measurements. 

Plane Geometry   Students determine the characteristics and properties of lines and angles and apply 
these skills to concept of perimeter, circumference, area, and symmetry/reflection. 
Lessons will teach how to use the protractor and the various attributes of regular and 
nonregular convex polygons. Students will use angle measurement skills applied to 
measuring polygons to determine congruency and similarity. 

3 weeks 

Three Dimensional Geometry – Teaches the attributes of three dimensional figures, the 
volume of prisms and cylinders and how to calculate the surface area of prisms and 
cylinders. Students will be able to apply these properties to real world problems in the 
activity “Let me Practice.” 

3 weeks 

Measurement  Students learn how to apply the formulas for calculating rate, distance, time, mass, and 
capacity to estimation and conversion. Guided instruction and practice activities 
reinforce skills through the chapter. 

3 weeks 

Graphing  Teaches identifying ordered pairs and how to plot them, the 4 quadrants of the 
coordinate plane, recognizing the relationship between a set of points in a table and 
those points on a graph, recognizing if a set of points represents a function, and 
exploring inequalities with two variables. 

3 weeks 

Linear 
Relationships  

 Teaches students how to interpret various types of linear graphs. Students apply 
graphing skills while graphing linear equations and answering questions about graphs 
that represent real world situations. 

3 weeks 

Probability  Students learn how to interpret experimental results, independent and dependent 
events, and explore number cubes and spinners. Lessons encourage students to apply 
probability through various events and computing the odds of these events. 

3 weeks 

Data and 
Statistics  

Teaches the representations of data such as the circle, line, bar, histogram, stem and 
leaf, and box and whisker graphs. Students are introduced to statistical terms such as 
mean, median, and mode and will learn how to apply the measures of central tendency 
to data and various types of graphs. 

3 weeks 

Practice  This lesson will conduct a cumulative review of the material covered throughout the 
course. Students have many worksheets that are available to print along with answer 
keys. Quizzes will be given throughout this chapter. 

3 weeks 

 

  



 

 

 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

CC.2.1.7.D.1 

7.MathCC.R
P.1 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world 
and mathematical problems. 
Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including 
ratios of lengths, areas and other quantities measured in like or 
different units. 

MA54211 

MA6812 

MA54212 

M7049 

67182 

M7050 

 

CC.2.1.7.D.1 

7.MathCC.R
P.2.a 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve 
real-world and mathematical problems. 
Recognize and represent proportional relationships 
between quantities: Decide whether two quantities are in a 
proportional relationship, e.g., by testing for equivalent ratios in a 
table or graphing on a coordinate plane and 
observing whether the graph is a straight line through the 
origin. 

67183 MA6814 M7051  

M7052 M7053 M7054 
M7055 M7056 M7057 

M7058 

M8223 

M8221 

M8224 

M8222 M8225 

M8226   

CC.2.1.7.D.1 

7.MathCC.R
P.2.b 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: 
Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world 
and mathematical problems. 
Recognize and represent proportional relationships between 
quantities: Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in 
tables, graphs, equations, diagrams, and verbal description of 
proportional relationships. 

M7049 

M8208 

M8211 

M7050 

M8209 

M8212 

M8207 M8210  

CC.2.1.7.D.1 

7.MathCC.R
P.3 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships: MA6871 MA6872 M7051 MA7ZZ06 

MA8ZZ32 

MA8ZZ33 
MA8ZZ34 
MA8ZZ35 

Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve 
real-world and mathematical problems. 

M7052 M7053 M7054 

Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and M7055 M7056 M7059 

percent problems. M7060 M7061 M7062 

M7063 M7064 M7065 

M7066 OWM706 M7073 

 6  

M7074 M7075 M7076 

M7077 M7078 76258 
76259 M8057 M8058 

M8059 M8060 M8061 

M8062 8073 8115 

8074 8116 8075 

8117 8076 8118 

 

7.MathCC.N
S.1.a 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of operations with 
fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational numbers. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of addition and 
subtraction to add and subtract rational numbers; represent 

67148  



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

addition and subtraction on a horizontal or vertical number line 
diagram: Describe situations in which opposite quantities combine 
to make 0. 

 

7.MathCC.N
S.1.b 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 
with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 
numbers. 

Apply and extend previous understandings of addition and 
subtraction to add and subtract rational numbers; represent 
addition and subtraction on a horizontal or vertical number line 
diagram: Understand p + q as the number located a distance of the 
absolute value of q from p, in the positive or negative direction 
depending on whether q is positive or negative. Show that a 
number and its opposite have a sum 
of 0 (are additive inverses). Interpret sums of rational numbers by 
describing real-world contexts. 

MA64121 MA64122 MA64131 
 
MA7ZZ18 

MA7ZZ24 
MA64132 67149 MA6532 
67203 MA6534 M7085 

M7086 

M7089 

M7087 

M7090 

M7088 76227 

76238 76239 76250 MA7ZZ32 

76251   
MA7ZZ33 

 

7.MathCC.N
S.1.c 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 
with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 
numbers. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of addition and 
subtraction to add and subtract rational numbers; represent 
addition and subtraction on a horizontal or vertical number 
line diagram: Understand subtraction of rational numbers as 
adding the additive inverse, p - q = p + (-q). Show that the 
distance between two rational numbers on the number line 
is the absolute value of their difference, and apply this 
principle in real-world contexts. 

MA6161 MA6162 MA64121 
MA7ZZ19 

MA7ZZ25 
MA64122 MA64141 MA64142 
67149 MA6532 67203 

MA6534 

M7087 

M7085 

M7088 

M7086 M7089 

M7090 76228 76240 MA7ZZ32 

76250 76251   

MA7ZZ33 

CC.2.1.7.E.1 

7.MathCC.N
S.1.d 

The Number System: MA6161 MA6162 MA6341 
 
MA7ZZ18 
MA7ZZ19M
A7ZZ24 

MA7ZZ25 

MA7ZZ32 

MA7ZZ33 

Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 
with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 

MA6342 MA64121 MA64122 

numbers. MA64131 MA64132 MA64141 

Apply and extend previous understandings of addition and 
subtraction to add and subtract rational numbers; represent 
addition and subtraction on a horizontal or vertical number 

MA64142 

M7085 

67203 

M7086 

MA6534 M7087 

line diagram: Apply properties of operations as strategies to M7088 M7089 M7090 

add and subtract rational numbers. OWM709 0 M7105 M7106 

76227 76228 76238 

76239 76240 76250 

76251   

 

7.MathCC.N
S.2.a 

The Number System: 67153 MA6172 MA6241 MA7ZZ20 
MA7ZZ26 

MA7ZZ29 

MA7ZZ34 

MA8ZZ23 

MA8ZZ27 

Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 
with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 

MA6242 67174 MA6352 

numbers. MA64151 MA64152 MA6541 

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication 
and division and of fractions to multiply and divide rational 
numbers: Understand that multiplication is extended from 

MA6542 

M7091 

67150 

M7092 

67204 

M7093 

fractions to rational numbers by requiring that operations M7094 M7095 M7096 



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

continue to satisfy the properties of operations, particularly 
the distributive property, leading to products such as (-1)(-1) 
= 1 and the rules for multiplying signed numbers. Interpret 

76229 

76252 

76241 

8061 

76245 

8103 

products of rational numbers by describing real-world 
contexts. 

8067 8109  

 

7.MathCC.N
S.2.b 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 
with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 
numbers. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication 
and division and of fractions to multiply and divide rational 
numbers: Understand that integers can be divided, provided that 
the divisor is not zero, and every quotient of integers 
(with non-zero divisor) is a rational number. If p and q are integers, 
then -(p/q) = (-p)/q = p/(-q). Interpret quotients of rational numbers 
by describing real world contexts. 

67153 MA6172 MA6181 
 
MA7ZZ21 
MA7ZZ26 

MA7ZZ30 

MA7ZZ35 

MA7ZZ36 

MA8ZZ23 

MA8ZZ28 

MA6182 67188 MA6314 
67175 MA6362 MA64161 

MA64162 

67151 

M7091 

MA6541 

67155 

M7092 

MA6542 67204 

M7093 

M7094 

76230 

M7095 

76241 

M7096 76246 

76247 76253 76254 

76255 8061 8103 
8068 8110  

CC.2.1.7.E.1 

7.MathCC.N
S.2.c 

The Number System: 67153 MA6172 MA6181  
MA7ZZ20 

MA7ZZ21 
MA7ZZ26 

MA7ZZ29 

MA7ZZ30 

MA7ZZ34 

MA7ZZ35 
MA7ZZ36 

MA8ZZ23 

MA8ZZ27 

MA8ZZ28 

Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 
with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 

MA6182 MA6241 MA6242 

numbers. 67174 MA6352 67188 

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication 
and division and of fractions to multiply and divide rational 
numbers: Apply properties of operations as strategies to 

MA6314 

MA64151 

67175 

MA64152 

MA6362 MA64161 

multiply and divide rational numbers. MA64162 MA6541 MA6542 

67150 67151 67155 
67204 

M7093 

M7091 

M7094 

M7092 

M7095 

M7096 76229 76230 

76241 76245 76246 

76247 76252 76253 

76254 76255 8061 

8103 8067 8109 
8068 8110  

CC.2.1.7.E.1 

7.MathCC.N
S.2.d 

The Number System: 
Apply and extend previous understandings of operations with 
fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational numbers. 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and 
division and of fractions to multiply and divide rational numbers: 
Convert a rational number to a decimal using long division; know 
that the decimal form of a rational number terminates in 0s or 
eventually repeats. 

67187 

M8011 

M8014 

M8003 

M8012 

M8015 

M8004 M8013 

M8016 

  

CC.2.1.7.E.1 

7.MathCC.N

The Number System: MA6161 MA6162 67153 
 

MA7ZZ18 
Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 

MA6172 MA6181 MA6182 



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

S.3 with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational 
numbers. 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving the four 
operations with rational numbers. 

MA6241 MA6242 MA6341 
MA7ZZ19 
MA7ZZ20 

MA7ZZ21 

MA7ZZ24 

MA7ZZ25 

MA7ZZ26 

MA7ZZ29 
MA7ZZ30 

MA7ZZ32 

MA7ZZ33 

MA7ZZ34 

MA7ZZ35 

MA7ZZ36 

MA8ZZ23 

MA8ZZ27 

MA8ZZ28 

MA6342 

67188 

67174 

MA6314 

MA6352 

67175 

MA6362 MA64121 MA64122 

MA64131 MA64132 MA64141 

MA64142 MA64151 MA64152 

MA64161 MA64162 67203 

MA6534 MA6541 MA6542 

67150 67151 67155 
67204 M7085 M7086 
M7087 M7088 M7089 

M7090 M7091 M7092 

M7093 M7094 M7095 

M7096 M7105 M7106 

76227 76228 76229 

76230 76238 76239 
76240 

76246 

76241 

76247 

76245 

76250 

76251 76252 76253 

76254 76255 8061 

8103 8067 8109 

8068 8110  

CC.2.2.7.B.1 

7.MathCC.E
E.1 

Expressions and Equations: 67205 M7115 M7116  
Use properties of operations to generate equivalent 
expressions. 

M7117 M7118 M7119 

Apply properties of operations as strategies to add, M7120 OWM7120  

subtract, factor, and expand linear expressions with rational    
coefficients. 

CC.2.2.7.B.3 

7.MathCC.E
E.3 

Expressions and Equations: 
Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and 
algebraic expressions and equations. 
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with 
positive and negative rational numbers in any form 

MA5341 MA54214 67153 

MA5342 MA6161 MA6172 

MA54213 MA6162 MA6181 

 

 

CC.2.2.7.B.3 

7.MathCC.E
E.4.a 

Expressions and Equations: 
Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and 
algebraic expressions and equations. 
Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or 
mathematical problem, and construct simple equations and 
inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities: 
Solve word problems leading to equations of the form px + q = r 
and p(x + q) = r, where p, q, and r are 
specific rational numbers. Solve equations of these forms 
fluently. Compare an algebraic solution to an arithmetic solution, 
identifying the sequence of the operations used in each approach. 

MA6231 MA6232 MA6261 
 
MA7ZZ37 

MA7ZZ38 
MA8ZZ26 

MA8ZZ01 

MA6262 MA6263 MA6264 
MA6381 MA6382 MA64171 

MA64172 

MA61091 

MA6551 

MA61092 

MA6552 67212 

67213 M7107 M7108 

M7109 

M7112 

M7110 

M7121 

M7111 M7122 

M7296 M7297 M7298 



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

M7299 M7300 M7301 
OWM730 M7302 M7303 
1   

M7304 M7305 M7306 

M7307 76260 76261 

M8063 M8064 M8065 

M8066 M8067 M8068 

M8093 M8094 M8095 

M8096 M8097 M8098 

M8101 M8102 8064 

8106 8079 8121 

 

7.MathCC.E
E.4.b 

Expressions and Equations: 
Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and 
algebraic expressions and equations. 
Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or 
mathematical problem, and construct simple equations and 
inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities: 
Solve word problems leading to inequalities of 
the form px + q > r or px + q < r, where p, q, and r are specific 
rational numbers. Graph the solution set of the inequality and 
interpret it in the context of the problem. 

67214 76262 76264  
MA7ZZ39 

MA8ZZ13 

M8099 M8100 M8109 
M8110 M8111 M8112 

M8113 

M8116 

M8114 

M8195 

M8115 M8196 

M8197 M8198 M8199 

M8200 8080 8122 

CC.2.3.7.A.1 

7.MathCC.G.
1 

Geometry: 67241 MA6842 67242  
Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the 
relationships between them. 

MA6844 M7073 M7074 

Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric M7075 M7076 M7077 

figures, including computing actual lengths and areas from a scale 
drawing and reproducing a scale drawing at a 

M7078 

different scale. 

 

7.MathCC.G.
2 

Geometry: 
Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the 
relationships between them. 
Draw (freehand, with ruler and protractor, and with technology) 
geometric shapes with given conditions. Focus on constructing 
triangles from three measures of angles or sides, noticing when the 
conditions determine a unique triangle, more than one triangle, or 
no triangle. 

6730 6731  

 

7.MathCC.G.
3 

Geometry: 
Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the 
relationships between them. 
Describe the two-dimensional figures that result from slicing three-
dimensional figures, as in plane sections of right rectangular prisms 
and right rectangular pyramids. 

67236 67238  

Cc.2.3.7.A.3 

7.MathCC.G.
4 

Geometry: 
Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle measure, 
area, surface area, and volume. 
Know the formulas for the area and circumference of a circle and 
use them to solve problems; give an informal derivation of the 
relationship between the circumference and area of a circle. 

67160 MA69122 67224 MA7ZZ44 

MA69132 M7143 M7144 
76273 8087 8129 

MA8ZZ17 



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

CC.2.3.7.A.3 

7.MathCC.G.
5 

Geometry: 67253 MA6926 67218 
 
MA7ZZ41 
MA8ZZ15 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle 
measure, area, surface area, and volume. 

MA69210 M7125 M7126 

Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, M7127 M7128 M7129 

and adjacent angles in a multi-step problem to write and solve 
simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure. 

M7130 

M7151 

M7131 

M7152 

M7132 M7153 

M7154 M7155 M7156 

M7157 M7158 M7163 

M7164 76267 M8159 

M8160 M8161 M8162 

M8163 M8164 8083 

8125   

CC.2.3.7.A.3 

7.MathCC.G.
6 

Geometry: MA5643 MA5644 MA5645 MA7ZZ08 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle 
measure, area, surface area, and volume. 

MA5646 MA5647 MA5648 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, 67208 MA6282 67225 

volume and surface area of two- and three-dimensional objects 
composed of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, cubes, and right 
prisms. 

MA69152 

M7179 

67226 

M7180 

MA69162 M7181 

M7182 M7183 M7184  

76274 76275 M8145 
MA8ZZ18 

M8146 M8147 M8148 MA8ZZ07 

M8149 M8150 M8151 MA8ZZ09 

M8152 8089 8090 

8091   

CC.2.4.7.B.1 

7.MathCC.S
P.1 

Statistics and Probability: 
Use random sampling to draw inferences about a population. 
Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a 
population by examining a sample of the population; 
generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if 
the sample is representative of that population. Understand that 
random sampling tends to produce representative samples and 
support valid inferences. 

67228 

M8234 M8237 

M8240 

MA6692 M8235 M8238 

M8241 

M8233 M8236 M8239 

M8242 

 

CC.2.4.7.B.2 

7.MathCC.S
P.3 

Statistics and Probability: 
Draw informal comparative inferences about two populations. 
Informally assess the degree of visual overlap of two numerical 
data distributions with similar variabilities, measuring the difference 
between the centers by expressing it as a multiple of a measure of 
variability. 

67229 

MA6682 

 

CC.2.4.7.B.2 

7.MathCC.S
P.4 

Statistics and Probability: 67229 

MA6682 

MA6684 

M7276 

M8255 

M7277 

MA6683 

M7272 
M7275 

 
Draw informal comparative inferences about two 
populations. 
Use measures of center and measures of variability for 



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

numerical data from random samples to draw informal 
comparative inferences about two populations. 

M7271 
M7273 
M7274 

M8256 

M8258 

M8259 

M7278 

M8257 

M8260 

CC.2.4.7.B.2 

7.MathCC.S
P.5 

Statistics and Probability: 
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models. 
Understand that the probability of a chance event is a number 
between 0 and 1 that expresses the likelihood of the event 
occurring. Larger numbers indicate greater likelihood. A probability 
near 0 indicates an unlikely event, a probability around 1/2 
indicates an event that is neither unlikely nor likely, and a 
probability near 1 indicates a likely event. 

M7251 M7252  

CC.2.4.7.B.3 

7.MathCC.S
P.6 

Statistics and Probability: 
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models. 
Approximate the probability of a chance event by collecting data on 
the chance process that produces it and observing its long-run 
relative frequency, and predict the approximate relative frequency 
given the probability. 

67169 

MA61044 

MA61052 

MA61061 
MA61071 
MA61072 

M7252 M7255 

M7253 M7256 

M7258 

76286 
76288 

M8227 
76289 

M8228 

M8230 

M8231 

8099 

8137 

67168 

MA61062 
M7251 

M7254 M7257 

76287 
76295 

M8229 

M8232 

MA7ZZ03 

MA7ZZ47 

MA7ZZ53 
MA8ZZ40 

 

7.MathCC.S
P.7.a 

Statistics and Probability: 
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models. 
Develop a probability model and use it to find probabilities of 
events. Compare probabilities from a model to observed 
frequencies; if the agreement is not good, explain possible sources 
of the discrepancy: Develop a uniform probability model by 
assigning equal probability to all outcomes, and use the model to 
determine probabilities of events. 

67169 

MA61044 

67168 

MA61052 

MA61061 

MA61062 
MA61071 
MA61072 
M7251 

M7252 

OWM725 2 

M7253 

M7254 M7257 

M7255 M7258 

M7256 76286 

76287 

76288 

76289 

76295 

M8227 

M8228 

M8229 

M8230 

M8231 

M8232 

8099 

8137 

 

MA7ZZ03 

MA7ZZ47 

MA7ZZ53 

MA8ZZ40 

 

7.MathCC.S
P.7.b 

Statistics and Probability: 
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models. 
Develop a probability model and use it to find probabilities of 
events. Compare probabilities from a model to observed 
frequencies; if the agreement is not good, explain possible sources 
of the discrepancy: Develop a probability model 
(which may not be uniform) by observing frequencies in data 
generated from a chance process. 

56267 MA5814 67169 MA7ZZ03 
MA7ZZ47 
MA7ZZ53 MA61044 67168 MA61052 

MA61061 MA61062 MA61071 

MA61072 M7253 M7251 M7254 M7252 

M7255 

M7256 M7257 M7258 

76286 76287 76288 

76289 76295 M8227 

M8228 M8229 M8230 MA8ZZ40 

M8231 M8232 8099 

8137   



 

PA 
Common 
Core/ 
Common 
Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

CC.2.4.7.B.3 

7.MathCC.S
P.8.a 

Statistics and Probability: 
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models. 
Find probabilities of compound events using organized lists, tables, 
tree diagrams, and simulation: Understand that, just as with simple 
events, the probability of a compound event is the fraction of 
outcomes in the sample space for which the compound event 
occurs. 

M7253 M7256 

8099 

M7254 M7257 

8137 

M7255 

M7258 

MA8ZZ40 

CC.2.4.7.B.3 

7.MathCC.S
P.8.b 

Statistics and Probability: 
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models. 
Find probabilities of compound events using organized lists, tables, 
tree diagrams, and simulation: Represent sample spaces for 
compound events using methods such as organized lists, tables 
and tree diagrams. For an event described in everyday language 
(e.g., ''rolling double sixes''), identify the outcomes in the sample 
space which compose the event. 

56266 

MA5812 

67167 

MA61042 MA61081 

MA61061 MA61082 

MA61062 76290 

76291 

8100 

8138 

 
MA7ZZ48 
MA7ZZ49 

MA8ZZ41 

 

  



Eighth Grade Math Scope and Sequence 

Overview: Students learn about ration and irrational numbers and use both for calculations. Students understand and use 

integers and exponents. Students use linear equations to represent relationships. Students use graphs to understand linear 

functions, and solve problems of two linear functions. Students use the idea of congruence to compare geometric shapes, 

including comparing triangles using angle-angle comparisons. Students use bivariate data to explore patterns of association, 

including frequency tables.  Students use straight lines to evaluate scatterplots of data. By the end of eighth grade math, 

students should: 

 

• Accurately apply ratio, proportion, and percent 
• Have a solid understanding of algebraic principles 
• Understand beginning concepts of geometry 
• Be able to apply data and statistics to everyday situations. 

 

 

Core Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Number 
Systems  

Teaches students number theory in relation to scientific notation of numbers between 
zero and one. Students learn to identify rational and irrational numbers. Absolute value 
is taught and students are asked to explain and solve problems that apply this concept. 

3 weeks 

Real Numbers   Teaches the order of operations applied to decimals, square roots, estimation, and 
simplification of expressions. Students examine the use of repeating decimals and that 
process that is used to convert these decimals to fractions. Lessons will present the 
concept of roots in which students will calculate and approximate principal square roots. 
Students are taught to order numbers in many forms such as fractions, decimals, 
scientific notation, absolute value, and radicals, and to simplify numerical expressions 
with real numbers. 

3 weeks 

Number Theory  Students learn the various divisibility rules and how they can be applied to problem 
solving, how to represent numbers in base ten in other types of bases, how to indentify 
prime and composite numbers. 

3 weeks 

Ratio, 
Proportion, and 
Percent  

Teaches the student how to use the rate of change, proportional relationships, and 
percents greater than 100 to solve real life situations. 

3 weeks 

Real World 
Computation  

 Students learn how to solve real life problems using operations with rational numbers, 
ratios, percents, proportions, and applying these techniques to one, two, and multi- step 
problems. 

3 weeks 

Expressions and 
Equations  

 Teaches the student about simplification of expressions, properties, and translations of 
algebraic expressions into word expressions. Lessons also include the concept of 
substitution and evaluating linear equations and inequalities. 

3 weeks 

Plane Geometry   Teaches properties of parallelism, perpendicularity, and symmetry and how they can be 
applied to solve real world problems. Polygons are introduced as well as the concept of 
concave and convex polygons. Lessons also teach the Pythagorean Theorem, 
congruent and similar shapes, transformations, reflections, proportional relationships, 
dilations, and rotations. 

3 weeks 

Three 
Dimensional 

Teaches students how to determine the volume and surface areas of three dimensional 
shapes. Lessons include instruction on angle measurement, surface area. 

3 weeks 



Geometry 

Measurement  Students learn how to interpret and apply different scales of measurement, select the 
appropriate tools for measurement, and identify the number of significant digits in a 
measurement. 

3 weeks 

Graphing   Teaches students how to use tables and ordered pairs to graph a linear equation. 
Students learn how to convert an equation to standard form and slope intercept form. 
Lessons cover linear inequalities and how to graph them on a number line and a 
coordinate plane. Students will also explore other aspects of inequalities and linear 
programming. 

3 weeks 

Linear 
Relationships  

 Teaches students how to use x and y intercepts to easily graph a linear equation. 
Students will also determine slope from a given line graph, write equations in slope 
intercept form, determine if a function is linear, and explore these concepts using the 
Coordinate Graphing tool. 

3 weeks 

Probability  Students learn about conditional probability, sampling techniques, the various 
applications of sampling, sample bias, and probability and how these relate to the 
processing of chance in real situations. 

3 weeks 

Data and 
Statistics  

Teaches the student about various data representations and how these graphs can lead 
to different interpretations. Students will use statistics, mean, median, mode, technology 
use, central tendency, statistical plots, and scatterplots to interpret various types of data. 

3 weeks 

Practice  A comprehensive cumulative review is presented to the student. Students have 
additional opportunities to apply skills and knowledge learned throughout the math 
section through various assignments, quizzes, and worksheets. 

3 weeks 

  



PA Common 
Core/ 
Common Core 
Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Activity Number Assessme
nts 

CC.2.1.8.E.1 

8.MathCC.NS.1 

The Number System: 76237 

M8003 

M8004 

M8011 

M8012 

M8013 
M8014 

AL109 
M8015 
M8016 

MA7ZZ23 

AL-2K02 Know that there are numbers that are not rational, and approximate 
them by rational numbers. 
Know that numbers that are not rational are called irrational. Understand 
informally that every number has a decimal expansion; for rational 
numbers show that the decimal expansion repeats eventually, and 
convert a decimal expansion which repeats eventually into a rational 
number. 

Cc.2.1.8.E.4 

8.MathCC.NS.2 

The Number System: 
Know that there are numbers that are not rational, and approximate 
them by rational numbers. 
Use rational approximations of irrational numbers to compare the size of 
irrational numbers, locate them approximately on a number line diagram, 
and estimate the value of expressions (e.g., pi^2). 

M8017 M8018 M8019  

M8020 M8021 M8022 

OWM802 M8023 M8024 

2   

M8025 M8026 M8027 

M8028 

CC.2.2.8.B.1 

8.MathCC.EE.1 

Expressions and Equations: 
Work with radicals and integer exponents. 
Know and apply the properties of integer exponents to generate 
equivalent numerical expressions. 

M7001 

M7004 

76292 

M7002 

M7005 8062 

M7003 

M7006 

8104 

MA7ZZ50 

MA8ZZ24 

CC.2.2.8.B.1 

8.MathCC.EE.2 

Expressions and Equations: 
Work with radicals and integer exponents. 
Use square root and cube root symbols to represent 
solutions to equations of the form x^2 = p and x^3 = p, where p is a 
positive rational number. Evaluate square roots of small perfect squares 
and cube roots of small perfect 
cubes. Know that the square root of 2 is irrational. 

M8017 M8018 M8019 
 
MA8ZZ12 

M8020 M8021 M8022 

8066 

AL110 

8108 AL021 
AL-2B09 AL-

2K03 

CC.2.2.8.B.1 

8.MathCC.EE.3 

Expressions and Equations: 
Work with radicals and integer exponents. 
Use numbers expressed in the form of a single digit times an integer 
power of 10 to estimate very large or very small 
quantities, and to express how many times as much one is 
than the other. 

M7007 M7008 M7009  
AL-2E03 

M7010 

M7013 

M7011 

M7014 

M7012 

M8001 

M8002 OWM800 2 AL048 

CC.2.2.8.B.1 

8.MathCC.EE.4 

Expressions and Equations: 
Work with radicals and integer exponents. 
Perform operations with numbers expressed in scientific notation, 
including problems where both decimal and 
scientific notation are used. Use scientific notation and 
choose units of appropriate size for measurements of very 
large or very small quantities (e.g., use millimeters per year 
for seafloor spreading). Interpret scientific notation that has 
been generated by technology. 

M7007 M7008 M7009  
AL-2E03 

M7010 

M7013 

M7011 

M7014 

M7012 

M8001 

M8002 AL048 AL049 AL-2E04 

CC.2.2.8.B.2 

8.MathCC.EE.5 

Expressions and Equations: 
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, lines, 
and linear equations. 
Graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as the slope of 
the graph. Compare two different proportional relationships represented 
in different ways. 

M7057 

M8208 

M8211 

M7058 M8209 

M8212 

M8207 

M8210 

AL089 

AL-2I04 



CC.2.2.8.B.2 

8.MathCC.EE.6 

Expressions and Equations: 
Understand the connections between proportional 
relationships, lines, and linear equations. 
Use similar triangles to explain why the slope m is the same 
between any two distinct points on a non-vertical line in the 
coordinate plane; derive the equation y = mx for a line through the origin 
and the equation y = mx + b for a line 
intercepting the vertical axis at b. 

M8207 M8208 M8209 AL-2I04 

M8210 M8211 M8212 

M8213 M8214 M8215 

M8216 

M8219 

M8217 M8220 M8218 

AL089 

CC.2.2.8.B.3 

8.MathCC.EE.7.
a 

Expressions and Equations: 
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations. 
Solve linear equations in one variable: Give examples of 
linear equations in one variable with one solution, infinitely 
many solutions, or no solutions. Show which of these possibilities is the 
case by successively transforming the given equation into simpler forms, 
until an equivalent equation of the form x = a, a = a, or a = b results 
(where a and b are different numbers). 

M7296 M7297 M7298 
MA7ZZ37 

MA7ZZ38 

MA8ZZ26 

MA8ZZ06 

MA8ZZ01 

AL-2C02 

AL-2C03 

AL-2C04 

AL-2C05 

AL-2C06 

M7299 M7300 M7301 

M7302 M7303 M7304 

M7305 

76260 

M7306 76261 M7307 

8064 

8106 8078 8120 

8079 

AL027 

8121 

AL028 

AL026 

AL029 

AL030   

CC.2.2.8.B.3 

8.MathCC.EE.7.
b 

Expressions and Equations: 
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations. 
Solve linear equations in one variable: Solve linear equations with 
rational number coefficients, including equations whose solutions require 
expanding expressions using the distributive property and collecting like 
terms. 

M7296 M7297 M7298 MA7ZZ37 

MA7ZZ38 

MA8ZZ26 

MA8ZZ06 

MA8ZZ01 

AL-2C02 

AL-2C03 

AL-2C04 

AL-2C05 

AL-2C06 

M7299 M7300 M7301 

M7302 M7303 M7304 

M7305 

76260 

M7306 76261 M7307 

8064 

8106 8078 8120 

8079 8121 AL026 

AL027 AL028 AL029 

AL030   

CC.2.2.8.B.3 

8.MathCC.EE.8.
MathCC.a 

Expressions and Equations: 
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations. 
Analyze and solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations: Understand 
that solutions to a system of two linear equations in two variables 
correspond to points of intersection of their graphs, because points of 
intersection satisfy both equations simultaneously. 

M7239 

AL099 

AL102 

M7240 AL100 M7241 

AL101 

AL-2J03 AL-

2J04 AL-

2J05 AL-

2J06 

CC.2.2.8.B.3 

8.MathCC.EE.8.
MathCC.b 

Expressions and Equations: 
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations. 
Analyze and solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations: 
Solve systems of two linear equations in two variables 
algebraically, and estimate solutions by graphing the 
equations. Solve simple cases by inspection. 

AL099 

AL102 

AL100 AL101  
AL-2J03 AL-

2J04 

AL-2J05 

AL-2J06 

CC.2.2.8.B.3 

8.MathCC.EE.8.
MathCC.c 

Expressions and Equations: 
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations. 
Analyze and solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations: 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems leading to two 
linear equations in two variables. 

AL099 AL100 AL101 

AL-2J03 AL-

2J04 

AL102 AL104 OWAL1
04 

AL-2J05 

AL-2J06 



AL-2J08 

CC.2.1.8.C.1 

8.MathCC.F.1 

Functions: 
Define, evaluate, and compare functions. 
Understand that a function is a rule that assigns to each input exactly 
one output. The graph of a function is the set of ordered pairs consisting 
of an input and the corresponding output. 

M7237 M7238 AL091 
AL-2I06 

CC.2.1.8.C.1 

8.MathCC.F.2 

Functions: M7107 M7108 M7109 
 

MA7ZZ10 

MA8ZZ48 

AL-2C01 
AL-2D01 

Define, evaluate, and compare functions. 
Compare properties of two functions each represented in a different way 
(algebraically, graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal 
description). 

M7110 M7111 M7112 

M7233 M7234 M7239 

M7240 M7241 M7242 

M7243 M7244 76263 

76265 M8093 M8094 

M8095 M8096 M8097 

M8098 M8187 M8188 

M8189 M8190 M8191 
M8192 M8193 M8194 

M8213 M8214 M8215 

M8216 M8217 M8218 

M8219 M8220 8081 

8123 AL025 AL037 

CC.2.1.8.C.1 

8.MathCC.F.3 

Functions: 
Define, evaluate, and compare functions. 
Interpret the equation y = mx + b as defining a linear function, whose 
graph is a straight line; give examples of functions that are not linear. 

M7239 

M7242 

M8187 

M8190 

M8193 

M8222 

M8225 

AL087 

M7240 M7243 

M8188 M8191 

M8194 M8223 

M8226 

M7241 

M7244 

M8189 

M8192 

M8221 

M8224 

ATM822

6 

AL-2I02 

CC.2.1.8.C.2 

8.MathCC.F.4 

Functions: 
Use functions to model relationships between quantities. Construct a 
function to model a linear relationship between two quantities. Determine 
the rate of change and initial value of the function from a description of a 
relationship or from two (x, y) values, including reading these from a 
table or from a graph. Interpret the rate of change and initial value of a 
linear function in terms of the situation it models, and in terms of its 
graph or a table of values. 

M8207 

M8210 

8096 

M8208 M8211 

8134 

M8209 

M8212 

AL089 

MA8ZZ39 

AL-2I04 

CC.2.1.8.C.2 

8.MathCC.F.5 

Functions: 
Use functions to model relationships between quantities. 
Describe qualitatively the functional relationship between 
two quantities by analyzing a graph (e.g., where the 
function is increasing or decreasing, linear or nonlinear). 
Sketch a graph that exhibits the qualitative features of a function that has 
been described verbally. 

M8205 M8206 M8207 AL-2I03 AL-

2I04 AL-2I10 M8208 M8209 M8210 

M8211 M8212 M8221 

M8222 

M8225 

M8223 M8226 M8224 

AL088 

AL089 AL095 

CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.1.a 

Geometry: 
Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. 
Verify experimentally the properties of rotations, reflections, and 
translations: Lines are taken to lines, and line segments to line segments 
of the same length. 

M8133 

M8136 

M8134 M8137 M8135 

M8138 

 



CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.1.b 

Geometry: 
Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. 
Verify experimentally the properties of rotations, reflections, and 
translations: Angles are taken to angles of the same measure. 

M8133 

M8136 

M8134 M8137 M8135 

M8138 

 

CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.1.c 

Geometry: 
Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. 
Verify experimentally the properties of rotations, reflections, and 
translations: Parallel lines are taken to parallel lines. 

M8133 

M8136 

M8134 M8137 M8135 

M8138 

 

CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.2 

Geometry: 
Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. Understand that a two-
dimensional figure is congruent to another if the second can be obtained 
from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, and translations; 
given two congruent figures, describe a sequence that exhibits the 
congruence between them. 

M8133 

M8136 

M8134 M8137 M8135 

M8138 

 

CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.3 

Geometry: 
Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. 
Describe the effect of dilations, translations, rotations, and reflections on 
two-dimensional figures using coordinates. 

M8133 

M8136 

M8134 M8137 M8135 

M8138 

 

CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.4 

Geometry: 
Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. Understand that a two-
dimensional figure is similar to another if the second can be obtained 
from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, translations, and 
dilations; given two similar two-dimensional figures, describe a sequence 
that exhibits the similarity between them. 

M8133 

M8136 

OWM813 8 

M8134 M8137 M8135 

M8138 

 

CC.2.3.8.A.1 

8.MathCC.G.5 

Geometry: M7125 M7126 M7127 
 
MA7ZZ41 

Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, 
transparencies, or geometry software. 
Use informal arguments to establish facts about the angle sum and 
exterior angle of triangles, about the angles created when parallel lines 
are cut by a transversal, and the angle-angle criterion for similarity of 
triangles. 

M7128 M7129 M7130 
M7131 M7132 OWM71

3 

  2 

M7151 

M7154 

M7152 M7155 M7153 

M7156 

MA8ZZ15 

AL-2L03 
76267 8083 8125 

AL120   

CC.2.3.8.A.2 

8.MathCC.G.6 

Geometry: 
Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem. 
Explain a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem and its 
converse. 

M7133 M7134 ATM713
4 

 
MA7ZZ15 

M7135 M7136 M7137 

M7138 M7139 M7140 

76270 76271 M8121 

M8122 M8123 M8124 MA8ZZ02 

M8125 M8126 8092 AL-2C09 
8130 AL033  

CC.2.3.8.A.2 

8.MathCC.G.7 

Geometry: 
Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem. 
Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown 

M7133 M7134 M7135  
MA7ZZ15 

M7136 M7137 M7138 

M7139 M7140 OWM71



side lengths in right triangles in real-world and mathematical 
problems in two and three dimensions. 

4 

  0 

76270 76271 M8121 
MA8ZZ02 

M8122 M8123 M8124  

M8125 M8126 8092 
AL-2C09 

8130 AL033  

CC.2.3.8.A.2 

8.MathCC.G.8 

Geometry 
Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem. Apply the 
Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance between two points in a 
coordinate system. 

M8121 

OWM812 6 

M8122 M8123  

CC.2.3.8.A.3 

8.MathCC.G.9 

Geometry 
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume of 
cylinders, cones, and spheres. 
Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and 
use them to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 

M8145 

M8148 8090 

M8146 M8149 

8091 

M8147 

M8150 

MA8ZZ07 

MA8ZZ09 

CC.2.4.8.B.1 

8.MathCC.SP.1 

Statistics and Probability 
Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data. Construct and 
interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate 
patterns of association between two quantities. Describe patterns such 
as clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear 
association, and nonlinear association. 

8096 8134 MA8ZZ39 

CC.2.4.8.B.1 

8.MathCC.SP.2 

Statistics and Probability 
Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data. 
Know that straight lines are widely used to model relationships between 
two quantitative variables. For scatter plots that suggest a linear 
association, informally fit a straight line, and informally assess the model 
fit by judging the closeness of the data points to the line. 
 

8096 8134 MA8ZZ39 

CC.2.4.8.B.2 

8.MathCC.SP.4 

Statistics and Probability 
Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data. Understand that 
patterns of association can also be seen in bivariate categorical data by 
displaying frequencies and relative frequencies in a two-way table. 
Construct and interpret a two-way table summarizing data on two 
categorical variables collected from the same subjects. Use relative 
frequencies calculated for rows or columns to describe possible 
association between the two variables. 

8095 8133 AL067 
MA8ZZ10 

AL-2G01 

 

  



Curriculum 4.  Math Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
  



Synergy Cyber Charter School Scope and Sequence with Common Core Correlations 
– By Grade, High School (9th to 12th Grades) 

 

Primary Curriculum: Compass Learning Odyssey 

 

 

ALGEBRA 1, 9th GRADE 

Overview: Algebra I includes the continued study of variables, equations, and functions. Topics include solving equations and 

inequalities, simplifying expressions, polynomials and factoring, graphing, radicals, and expanding arithmetic knowledge. 

Students build functions using variables and exponents. Students use graphs to represent relationships and interpret 

relationships. This course includes scaffolding in the form of animation, feedback, hints, and a glossary. Embedded critical 

mistakes and common misconceptions feedback lead students to understand the reasoning behind correct and incorrect 

responses. There is also an emphasis on repetition and practice. The instructional design is based on PA Standards and 

Common Core Standards. 

 

 

Topic/Chapter Content/Objectives 

Chapter 1 – Real Numbers The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the real number system. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of absolute values, 
operations with integers, square roots and irrational numbers. 

Chapter 2 – Introduction to Algebra  The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the basics of algebra. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of algebraic 
expressions, problem solving plans, and adding/subtracting algebraic expressions. 

Chapter 3 - Writing and Solving 
Equations 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover writing and solving equations. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of 
equations with rational numbers, multi-step equations, equations with variables on both 
sides and solving for a variable and formulas. 

Chapter 4 - Proportional Reasoning  The materials in this chapter introduce and cover proportional reasoning. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of ratio and 
proportion, percents, percent increase and decrease, experimental and theoretical 
probability, probabilities of independent and dependent events and permutations and 
combinations. 

Chapter 5 - Writing/Solving 
Inequalities 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover writing and solving inequalities. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of 
writing/graphing inequalities: one variable, one-step inequalities, two-step and multi-step 
inequalities, inequalities with variables on both sides, compound inequalities and absolute 



value equations and inequalities. 

Chapter 6 - Graphs and Functions  The materials in this chapter introduce and cover graphs and functions. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of displaying data, 
intro to the coordinate plane and relations, identifying functions, function rules, tables, and 
graphs, writing a function rule and arithmetic sequences. 

Chapter 7 - Graphing Equations  The materials in this chapter introduce and cover graphing equations. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of slope, using x- and y- 
intercepts, function forms, writing the equation of a line, parallel and perpendicular lines 
and scatter plots and correlations. 

Chapter 8 - Solving Systems of 
Equality and Inequality 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover solving systems of equality and 
inequality. It is organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the 
concepts of solving systems by graphing, solving systems using substitution, solving 
systems using elimination, linear inequalities and parent functions. 

Chapter 9 - Exponents and 
Polynomials 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover exponents and polynomials. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of 
exponents, operations with polynomials and operations with binomials. 

Chapter 10 - Factoring Polynomials  The materials in this chapter introduce and cover factoring polynomials. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of introduction to 
factoring, factoring and factoring special products. 

Chapter 11 - Quadratic 
Equations/Functions 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover quadratic equations/functions. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of 
examining graphs of quadratic functions, solving quadratic equations by graphing, 
simplifying radicals and complex numbers, solving quadratic equations, completing the 
square and the quadratic formula and the discriminant. 

Chapter 12 - Exponential 
Equation/Function 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover exponential equation/function. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of 
exponential growth and decay, graphs of exponential functions and geometric sequences. 

Chapter 13 - Radical 
Expressions/Equations 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover radical expressions/equations. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of solving 
radical equations, graphing square root functions, The Pythagorean Theorem and trig. 
Ratios and the midpoint and distance formula. 

Chapter 14 - Rational 
Expressions/Equations 

 The materials in this chapter introduce and cover rational expressions/equations. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of inverse 
variation, graphing rational functions, simplifying rational expressions, dividing 
polynomials, multiplying and dividing rational expressions, adding and subtracting rational 
expressions, mixed expressions and complex fractions and solving rational equations. 

Chapter 15 – Extensions  The materials in this chapter introduce and cover extensions. It is organized into sections 
that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of the neighborhood, the 
paddleboat trip, the architect and DRD Enterprise. 

 



 

 

 

PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

CC.2.1.HS.F.1 

N.RN.1 

Number & Quantity 
The Real Number System: 
Explain how the definition of the meaning of rational exponents 
follows from extending the properties of integer exponents to 
those values, allowing for a notation for radicals in terms of 
rational exponents. 

A1133 A1134 Teacher 

Made 

CC.2.1.HS.F.1 

N.RN.2 

Number & Quantity 
The Real Number System: 
Rewrite expressions involving radicals and rational exponents 
using the properties of exponents. 

A1133 A1134 Teacher 

Made 

CC.2.1.HS.F.2 

N.RN.3 

Number & Quantity 
The Real Number System: 
Explain why the sum or product of two rational numbers is 
rational; that the sum of a rational number and an irrational 
number is irrational; and that the product of a nonzero rational 
number and an irrational number is irrational. 

A1121 

A1126 

A1122 

A1131 

A1125 A1132 Teacher 

Made 

CC.2.1.HS.F.3 

N.Q.1 

Number & Quantity 
Quantities: 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems; choose and interpret units 
consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and 
the origin in graphs and data displays. 

A1613 A1614 A1615 
 

GE13G01 
GE13G02 

GE13J01 

GE13J02 

GE13J03 

A1616 A1617 A1618 

GE711 GE712 GE721 

GE722 

GE725 

GE723 

GE726 

GE724 

GE727 

GE728 GE1011 GE1012 
GE1013 GE1014 GE1015 

GE1016 GE1017 GE1018 

GE1021 GE1022 GE1023 

GE1024 GE1025 GE1026 

GE1027 GE1028 GE1031 

ge1428 GE1032 GE1033 

GE1034 GE1231  

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 

A.SSE.1.a 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Interpret expressions that represent a quantity in terms of its 
context: interpret parts of an expression, such as terms, 
factors, and coefficients. 

A1211 

A1232 

A1212 

a11612 

A1231  
AI13B01 

AI13B03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 

A.SSE.1.b 

Algebra A1231 A1232 a11612  
AI13B03 

AI13N03 

Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Interpret expressions that represent a quantity in terms of its 
context: interpret complicated expressions by viewing 

A11431 A11432  

one or more of their parts as a single entity. 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 

A.SSE.2 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Use the structure of an expression to identify ways to rewrite it. 

A1231 A11011 A11022 a11628 

A1232 A11012 A11031 A11431 

a11612 A11021 A11032 A11432 

AI13B03 AI13J01 

AI13J02 AI13J03 

AI13N03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.2 

A.SSE.3.a 

Algebra A11011 

A11012 

A11021 

A11022 

A11031 

A11032 
a11628 

AI13J01 
AI13J02 

AI13J03 

Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to 
reveal and explain properties of the quantity represented by 
the expression: factor a quadratic expression to reveal the 
zeros of the function it defines. 

CC.2.2.HS.D.2 

A.SSE.3.b 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to 
reveal and explain properties of the quantity represented by 
the expression: complete the square in a quadratic expression 
to reveal the maximum or minimum value of the function it 
defines. 

A11151 A11154 

A11152 

A11153 

 
AI13K05 

CC.2.2.HS.D.2 

A.SSE.3.c 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to 
reveal and explain properties of the quantity represented by 
the expression: use the properties of exponents to 
transform expressions for exponential functions. 

A1911 A1914 a2270 

A1912 A1915 

aqa2270 

A1913 A1916 

 

CC.2.2.HS.D.3 

A.APR.1 

Algebra 
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions: 
Understand that polynomials form a system analogous to the 
integers, namely, they are closed under the operations of 
addition, subtraction, and multiplication; add, subtract, and 
multiply polynomials. 

A1921 A1924 a11627 

A1922 A1931 

A1923 A1932 

AI13I02 AI13I03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.1 

Algebra 
Creating Equations: 
Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use 
them to solve problems. Include equations arising from linear 
and quadratic functions, and simple rational and exponential 
functions. 

A1311 

A1312 

A1313 

A1314 

A1321 

A1322 
A1331 
A1332 
A1341 

a11614 

a11615 

A1342 

A1522 

A1523 

A1524 

A1531 

A1532 

A1541 

A1542 

a11618 

A1551 

A1552 

A11141 

A11142 
A11211 
A11212 

 
AI13C01 

AI13C02 

AI13C03 

AI13C04 

AI13D01 
AI13E01 

AI13E02 

AI13E03 

AI13E04 

AI13E05 

AI13K04 

AI13L01 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

A1412 

A1411 

A1511 

A1512 

A1521 

A11213 
A11214 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.2 

Algebra A1661 

A1662 

A1751 

A1752 

A1761 

A1762 
A1771 
A1772 
A1851 

A1852 

A11111 

A11112 

A11211 

A11212 

A11213 

A11214 

A11321 

A11322 
a11632 
A11421 
A11422 

 
I13F07 

AI13G03 

AI13G04 

AI13H05 

AI13K01 

Creating Equations: 
Create equations in two or more variables to represent 

relationships between quantities; graph equations on 

coordinate axes with labels and scales. 

AI13L01 

AI13M02 

AI13N02 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.3 

Algebra 
Creating Equations: 
Represent constraints by equations or inequalities, and by 
systems of equations and/or inequalities, and interpret 
solutions as viable or nonviable options in a modeling 
context. 

A1311 

A1312 

A1313 

A1321 

A1322 
A1332 
A1341 

A1342 

A1521 

A1511 

A1522 

A1524 

A1531 

A1541 

A1542 

A1551 

A1812 

A1552 

A1821 

A1831 

A1832 

A1841 

A1842 

A1844 

a11625 

A11142 

A11211 

A11213 

A11214 
A11222 
a11631 

A11412 

A11481 

a11635 

a2510 

A1314 
A1331 

a11614 

A1512 

A1523 

A1532 

a11618 

A1811 

A1822 

a11624 

A1843 

A11141 

A11212 
A11221 

A11411 

A11482 
aqa2510 

 
AI13C01 
AI13C02 

AI13C03 

AI13C04 

AI13E01 

AI13E02 
AI13E03 
AI13E04 

AI13E05 

AI13H01 

AI13H02 

AI13H03 

AI13H04 

AI13K04 

AI13L01 

AI13L02 

AI13N01 

AI13N08 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.4 

Algebra 
Creating Equations: 
Rearrange formulas to highlight a quantity of interest, using the 
same reasoning as in solving equations. 

a2040 aqa2040  

CC.2.2.HS.D.8 

CC.2.2.HS.D.9 

A.REI.1 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Explain each step in solving a simple equation as following 
from the equality of numbers asserted at the previous step, 
starting from the assumption that the original equation has a 
solution. Construct a viable argument to justify a solution 
method. 

A1311 

A1312 

A1313 

A1321 A1332 

A1322 A11141 

A11481 

A11482 

A1314 A1331 

A11142 a11635 

AI13C01 

AI13C02 

AI13C03 

AI13K04 

AI13N08 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.3 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 

A1311 A1314 A1331 a11614 A1512 A1523 
AI13C01 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

Solve linear equations and inequalities in one variable, 
including equations with coefficients represented by letters. 

A1532 a11618 a2040 

A1312 A1321 A1332 A1342 A1521 A1524 

A1541 A1551 

aqa2040 

A1313 A1322 A1341 A1511 A1522 A1531 

A1542 A1552 

AI13C02 

AI13C03 

AI13C04 

AI13E01 

AI13E02 

AI13E03 

AI13E04 

AI13E05 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.4.a 

Algebra A11151 

A11152 

A11153 

A11154 

A11161 

A11162 
A11163 
A11164 
a11630 

AI13K05 

AI13K06 Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Solve quadratic equations in one variable: use the method 
of completing the square to transform any quadratic equation 
in x into an equation of the form (x - p)^2 = q that 
has the same solutions. Derive the quadratic formula from 
this form. 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.4.b 

Algebra A11011 

A11012 

A11021 

 

AI13J01 AI13J02 

AI13J03 

AI13K01 

AI13K02 

AI13K03 

AI13K04 

AI13K05 

AI13K06 

Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Solve quadratic equations in one variable: solve quadratic 
equations by inspection (e.g., for x^2 = 49), taking square 
roots, completing the square, the quadratic formula and 
factoring, as appropriate to the initial form of the equation. 
Recognize when the quadratic formula gives complex 
solutions and write them as a + or - bi for real numbers a 
and b. 

A11022 

A11031 

A11032 

a11628 A11111 
A11112 

A11122 

A11132 

A11151 

a11629 

A11141 

A11152 

A11154 

A11161 

A11163 

A11164 

A11121 A11131 

A11142 

A11153 

A11162 

a11630 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.5 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Prove that, given a system of two equations in two variables, 
replacing one equation by the sum of that equation and a 

A1831 

A1832 

a11624 

AI13H03 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

multiple of the other produces a system with the same 
solutions. 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.6 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
 Solve systems of linear equations exactly and 
approximately (e.g., with graphs), focusing on pairs of linear 
equations in two variables. 

A1811 A1822 a11624 

A1812 A1831 

A1821 A1832 

 

AI13H01 

AI13H02 

AI13H03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.7 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Solve a simple system consisting of a linear equation and a 
quadratic equation in two variables algebraically and 
graphically. 

a2030 

aqa2480 

aqa2030 a2490 

a2480 

aqa2490 

A213J01 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.10 

Algebra A1751 A1752 A1761  
AI13G03 Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 

Understand that the graph of an equation in two variables is 
the set of all its solutions plotted in the coordinate plane, 

A1762 A11111 A1851 

A11112 

A1852 

A11321 

often forming a curve (which could be a line). A11322 a11632 A11421 AI13H05 

A11422   AI13K01 

AI13M02 

AI13N02 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.11 

Algebra A1821 A1822 A1831  
AI13H02 Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 

Explain why the x-coordinates of the points where the graphs 
of the equations y = f(x) and y = g(x) intersect are 

A1832 

aqa2030 

a11624 

a2380 

a2030 

aqa2380 

the solutions of the equation f(x) = g(x); find the solutions 
approximately, e.g., using technology to graph the functions, 
make tables of values, or find successive approximations. 
Include cases where f(x) and/or g(x) are linear, polynomial, 
rational, absolute value, exponential, and logarithmic functions. 

a2480 

aqa2490 

aqa248
0 

a2490 AI13H03 

A213J01 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10 

A.REI.12 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Graph the solutions to a linear inequality in two variables as a 
half plane (excluding the boundary in the case of a strict 
inequality), and graph the solution set to a system of linear 
inequalities in two variables as the intersection of the 
corresponding half-planes. 

A1841 A1844 A1842 

a11625 

A1843  
AI13H04 

CC.2.2.HS.C.1 

F.IF.1 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Understand that a function from one set (called the domain) to 
another set (called the range) assigns to each element of the 
domain exactly one element of the range. If f is a function and 
x is an element of its domain, then f(x) denotes the output of f 
corresponding to the input x. The graph of f is the graph of the 
equation y = f(x). 

A1631 

aqa2020 

A1632 a2020  
AI13F03 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

CC.2.2.HS.C.1 

F.IF.2 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Use function notation, evaluate functions for inputs in their 
domains, and interpret statements that use function notation in 
terms of a context. 

a2010 aqa2010  

CC.2.2.HS.C.1 

F.IF.3 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Recognize that sequences are functions, sometimes defined 
recursively, whose domain is a subset of the integers. 

A1661 A11232 A1662 A11231  
AI13F07 AI13L03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.4 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
For a function that models a relationship between two 
quantities, interpret key features of graphs and tables in terms 
of the quantities, and sketch graphs showing key features 
given a verbal description of the relationship. Key features 
include: intercepts; intervals where the function is increasing, 
decreasing, positive, or negative; relative maximums and 
minimums; symmetries; end behavior; and periodicity. 

A1641 A1752 A11111 

A11322 A11422 

pc030 aqpc220 tr080 

A1642 A1761 

A11112 a11632 

a2370 

aqpc030 pc250 

TR250 

A1751 A1762 

A11321 A11421 

aqa2370 pc220 

aqpc250 

 

AI13F04 

AI13G03 

AI13K01 

AI13M02 

AI13N02 

TR13B03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.5 

Functions A1641 

A1752 A11111 

A11322 

A11422 

A1642 

A1751 

A1761 A11112 

A1762 A11321 

a11632 

A11421 

AI13F04 

AI13G03 

AI13K01 

AI13M02 

AI13N02 

Interpreting Functions: 
Relate the domain of a function to its graph and, where 
applicable, to the quantitative relationship it describes. 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.6 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Calculate and interpret the average rate of change of a 
function (presented symbolically or as a table) over a specified 
interval. Estimate the rate of change from a graph. 

A1711 

aqma107 

A1712 ma107  

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.a 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key 
features of the graph, by hand in simple cases and using 
technology for more complicated cases: graph linear and 
quadratic functions and show intercepts, maxima, and minima. 

A1641 A1752 A11111 A1642 A1761 

A11112 

A1751 A1762 

AI13F04 

AI13G03 

AI13K01 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.b 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key 
features of the graph, by hand in simple cases and using 
technology for more complicated cases: graph square root, 
cube root, and piecewise-defined functions, including step 
functions and absolute value functions. 

A11321 a2080 a2090 

aqa2360 

A11322 a2820 

aqa2090 

a11632 

aqa2080 a2360 

 

AI13M02 

A213B03 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.e 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key 
features of the graph, by hand in simple cases and using 
technology for more complicated cases: graph exponential and 
logarithmic functions, showing intercepts and end behavior, 
and trigonometric functions, showing period, midline, and 
amplitude. 

a2370 

aqa2370 

a2380 

aqa2380 tr090 

a2890 

aqtr090 

tr080 tr100 

aqtr100 tr140 

tr130 aqtr140 

aqtr130 

 

A213H01 

TR13B03 

TR13C01 

TR13C03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.8.a 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Write a function defined by an expression in different but 
equivalent forms to reveal and explain different properties of 
the function: use the process of factoring and completing 
the square in a quadratic function to show zeros, extreme 
values, and symmetry of the graph, and interpret these in 
terms of a context. 

A11011 A11022 

a11628 A11153 

A11012 A11031 A11151 

A11154 

A11021 A11032 A11152 

AI13J01 AI13J02 

AI13J03 AI13K05 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.8.b 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Write a function defined by an expression in different but 
equivalent forms to reveal and explain different properties of 
the function: use the properties of exponents to interpret 
expressions for exponential functions. 

A1911 A1912 A1913  
AI13L01 

A1914 A11211 A1915 

A11212 

A1916 

A11213 

A11214 

a11631 

A11221 A11222 AI13L02 

 

F.IF.9 

Functions A1641 A1642 

A1751 

A1761 

A1762 
A11112 
A11321 

a11632 

A11421 
a2370 

aqa2370 

AI13F04 

Interpreting Functions: 
Compare properties of two functions each represented in a 

A1752 

different way (algebraically, graphically, numerically in A11111 

tables, or by verbal descriptions). A11322 AI13G03 

A11422 
AI13K01 

AI13M02 

AI13N02 

CC.2.2.HS.C.3 

F.BF.1.a 

Functions 
Building Functions: 
Write a function that describes a relationship between two 
quantities: determine an explicit expression, a recursive 
process, or steps for calculation from a context. 

A1651 A1652 a11621 
 
AI13F05 

AI13F07 
AI13G04 

AI13L03 

A1661 A1662 A1771 

A1772 

A11232 

a11623 A11231 

CC.2.2.HS.C.3 

F.BF.1.b 

Functions A1921 A1922 

A1923 

A1931 A11441 

 

AI13I02 

AI13I03 

AI13N04 

Building Functions: 
Write a function that describes a relationship between two 
quantities: combine standard function types using arithmetic 

A1924 a11627 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

operations. A11451 A1932 A11442 

A11452 

a11634 
A11462 

AI13N05 

AI13N06 A11461 

CC.2.2.HS.C.3 

F.BF.2 

Functions 
Building Functions: 
Write arithmetic and geometric sequences both recursively 
and with an explicit formula, use them to model situations, and 
translate between the two forms. 

A1661 A11232 A1662 a2590 

A11231 

aqa2590 

AI13F07 AI13L03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.4 

F.BF.3 

Functions GE911 

GE912 

GE913 

GE914 

GE915 

GE916 
GE917 
GE918 

GE919 

GE9110 

aqa2100 

ge1427 a2110 

a2100 

aqa2110 
a2830 

GE13I01 

A213C01 
Building Functions 
Identify the effect on the graph of replacing f(x) by f(x) + k, k 

f(x), f(kx), and f(x + k) for specific values of k (both positive 
and negative); find the value of k given the graphs. 
Experiment with cases and illustrate an explanation of the 
effects on the graph using technology. Include recognizing 
even and odd functions from their graphs and algebraic 
expressions for them. 

CC.2.2.HS.C.4 

F.BF.4.a 

Functions 
Building Functions: 
Find inverse functions: solve an equation of the form f(x) = c 
for a simple function f that has an inverse and write an 
expression for the inverse. 

a2130 aqa2130  

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 

F.LE.1.a 

Functions A1711 

A1712 

A1713 

a11622 

A1714 

A1715 
A1716 
A11211 
A11212 

A11213 
A11214 

 
AI13G01 

Linear and Exponential Models: 
Distinguish between situations that can be modeled with linear 
functions and with exponential functions: prove that linear 
functions grow by equal differences over equal intervals, and 
that exponential functions grow by equal factors over equal 
intervals. 

 

AI13L01 

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 

F.LE.1.b 

Functions 
Linear and Exponential Models: 
Distinguish between situations that can be modeled with linear 
functions and with exponential functions: recognize situations 
in which one quantity changes at a constant rate per unit 
interval relative to another. 

A1711 a11622 A1716 

A1712 A1714 

A1713 A1715 

AI13G01 

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 Functions A11211 AI13L01 

AI13L02 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

F.LE.1.c Linear and Exponential Models: 
Distinguish between situations that can be modeled with linear 
functions and with exponential functions: recognize situations 
in which a quantity grows or decays by a constant percent rate 
per unit interval relative to another. 

A11212 

A11213 

A11214 

A11221 

A11222 
a11631 

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 

F.LE.2 

Functions A1341 

a11614 

A1342 

A1661 

A1662 

A1771 
A1772 

A11232 
a11623 
A11231 

 
AI13C04 Linear and Exponential Models: 

Construct linear and exponential functions, including arithmetic 
and geometric sequences, given a graph, a description of a 
relationship, or two input-output pairs (include reading these 
from a table). 

AI13F07 

AI13G04 

AI13L03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 

F.LE.3 

Functions A1751 

A1752 

A1761 

A1762 A11211 

A11111 A11212 

A11112 a2060 

a2810 

aqa2260 

aqa2060 

a2260 

 
AI13G03 Linear and Exponential Models: 

Observe using graphs and tables that a quantity increasing 
exponentially eventually exceeds a quantity increasing linearly, 
quadratically, or (more generally) as a polynomial function. 

AI13K01 

CC.2.2.HS.C.6 

F.LE.5 

Functions 
Linear and Exponential Models: 
Interpret the parameters in a linear or exponential function in 
terms of a context. 

A1751 

A1752 

A1761 

A1762 

A11211 

A11212 
A11213 
A11214 
A11221 

A11222 
a11631 

 
AI13G03 
AI13L01 

AI13L02 

CC.2.4.HS.B.1 

S.ID.1 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Represent data with plots on the real number line (dot plots, 

A1613 A1616 A1614 A1615  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessments 

histograms, and box plots). 

CC.2.4.HS.B.1 

S.ID.2 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Use statistics appropriate to the shape of the data distribution 
to compare center (median, mean) and spread (interquartile 
range, standard deviation) of two or more different data sets. 

a2420 

aqa2430 

aqa242
0 

a2430  
A213I01 

CC.2.4.HS.B.1 

S.ID.3 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Interpret differences in shape, center, and spread in the 
context of the data sets, accounting for possible effects of 
extreme data points (outliers). 

a2420 

aqa2430 

aqa2420 a2430  
A213I01 

CC.2.4.HS.B.2 

S.ID.5 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Summarize categorical data for two categories in two-way 
frequency tables. Interpret relative frequencies in the context 
of the data (including joint, marginal, and conditional relative 
frequencies). Recognize possible associations and trends in 
the data. 

pc510 aqpc510  

CC.2.4.HS.B.2 

S.ID.6.a 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Represent data on two quantitative variables on a scatter plot, 
and describe how the variables are related: fit a function to the 
data; use functions fitted to data to solve problems in the 
context of the data. Use given functions or choose a function 
suggested by the context. Emphasize linear and exponential 
models. 

A1791 

aqa2440 

A1792 

a2450 

a2440 

aqa2450 

AI13G06 

A213I02 

CC.2.4.HS.B.2 

S.ID.6.b 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Represent data on two quantitative variables on a scatter plot, 
and describe how the variables are related: informally assess 
the fit of a function by plotting and analyzing residuals. 

a2440 

aqa2450 

aqa2440 a2450  
A213I02 

CC.2.4.HS.B.2 

S.ID.6.c 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Represent data on two quantitative variables on a scatter plot, 
and describe how the variables are related: fit a linear function 
for a scatter plot that suggests a linear association. 

A1791 A1792 AI13G06 

CC.2.4.HS.B.3 

S.ID.7 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data:  
Interpret the slope (rate of change) and the intercept 
(constant term) of a linear model in the context of the data. 

A1791 

aqa2440 

A1792 a2440  
AI13G06 

 



  



GEOMETRY 10th Grade 

Overview:  Synergy Cyber’s Geometry course uses Compass Learning Odyssey’s Geometry scope and sequence, which 

includes the study of two- and three-dimensional objects and their properties as well as deductive and inductive reasoning (i.e., 

proofs and coordinate geometry). Properties of geometric objects are covered including the study of: points; lines; angles and 

planes; polygons with a special focus on quadrilaterals, triangles and shapes; circles; and solids. The ideas of congruence, 

theorems, and making geometric calculations to solve real world problems are central to the course. Conditional probability and 

geometric representations of proportional relationships are explored. This course includes scaffolding in the form of animation, 

feedback, hints, and a glossary. Embedded critical mistakes and common misconceptions feedback lead students to understand 

the reasoning behind correct and incorrect responses. There is an accompanying emphasis on repetition and practice. The 

instructional design is based on Common Core Standards and PA Math Standards. 

 

 

Topic/Chapter Content/Objectives 
Chapter 1 – Introduction to 
Geometry 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the basics of geometry. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of points, lines, and planes, measuring and constructing 
and angle relationships. 

Chapter 2 - Reasoning and 
Proofs 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover reasoning and proofs. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of logic and reasoning, classifying polygons and proofs. 

Chapter 3 – Lines and Angles The materials in this chapter introduce and cover lines and angles. It is organized into sections that teach, 
reinforce and test students on the concepts of lines and angles, slopes, constructions, perpendicular lines 
and midpoint and distance formulas. 

Chapter 4 – Triangles I The materials in this chapter introduce and cover triangles. It is organized into sections that teach, reinforce 
and test students on the concepts of classifying triangles, triangle congruence and special parts of triangles. 

Chapter 5 – Triangles II The materials in this chapter introduce and cover triangles. It is organized into sections that teach, reinforce 
and test students on the concepts of indirect proofs, triangle inequalities and similar triangles. 

Chapter 6 – Polygons The materials in this chapter introduce and cover polygons. It is organized into sections that teach, reinforce 
and test students on the concepts of interior angles of polygons, classifying quadrilaterals, confirming a 
quadrilateral is a parallelogram and similar polygons. 

Chapter 7 – Area of Polygons 
and Circles 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover area of polygons and circles. It is organized into sections 
that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of perimeter, circumference, and area, area of 
polygons, perimeters and areas of similar figures, circles, arcs, and sectors and geometric probability. 

Chapter 8 – Circles The materials in this chapter introduce and cover circles. It is organized into sections that teach, reinforce 
and test students on the concepts of tangent lines, arcs and chords, angle relationships in circles, segment 
relationships in circles, equations of circles and Reuleaux triangle. 

Chapter 9 – Transformations The materials in this chapter introduce and cover transformations. It is organized into sections that teach, 
reinforce and test students on the concepts of transformations and translations with matrices. 

Chapter 10 – Surface Area 
and Volume 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover surface area and volume. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of surface area, volume, spheres and volume of similar 
solids. 

Chapter 11 – Special 
Geometric Relations 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover special geometric relations. It is organized into sections 
that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of geometric mean, The Pythagorean Theorem, 
special triangle relations, angles of elevation and depression and vectors. 

Chapter 12 – Extensions The materials in this chapter introduce and cover extensions. It is organized into sections that teach, 
reinforce and test students on the concepts of geometric constructions, non-Euclidean geometry, the 
architect and geometric art. 

 

 

 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessm

ents 

CC.2.3.HS.A.1 

G.CO.1 

Geometry Congruence: 
Know precise definitions of angle, circle, perpendicular line, 
parallel line, and line segment, based on the undefined notions 
of point, line, distance along a line, and distance around a 
circular arc. 

GE111 GE112 GE13A01 

CC.2.3.HS.A.1 

G.CO.2 

Geometry 
Congruence: 
Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g., 
transparencies and geometry software; describe 
transformations as functions that take points in the plane as 
inputs and give other points as outputs. Compare 
transformations that preserve distance and angle to those that 
do not (e.g., translation versus horizontal stretch). 

GE911 GE912 GE913 GE13I01 

GE914 GE915 GE916 

GE917 GE918 GE919 

GE9110 

GE922 

ge1427 

GE923 

GE921 

GE924 

GE13I02 

CC.2.3.HS.A.1 

G.CO.3 

Geometry GE911 GE912 GE913 
 
GE13I01 

Congruence: 
Given a rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, or regular polygon, 
describe the rotations and reflections that carry it onto itself. 

GE914 GE915 GE916 
GE917 GE918 GE919 

GE9110 ge1427 

CC.2.3.HS.A.1 

G.CO.4 

Geometry 
Congruence: 
Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in 
terms of angles, circles, perpendicular lines, parallel 

GE911 GE912 GE913 
 
GE13I01 

GE914 GE917 GE915 

GE918 

GE916 

GE919 

GE9110 ge1427 

CC.2.3.HS.A.1 

G.CO.5 

Geometry GE911 GE912 GE913 
 
GE13I01 

Congruence: 
Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or 
translation, draw the transformed figure using, e.g., graph 
paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. Specify a sequence 
of transformations that will carry a given figure onto another. 

GE914 GE917 GE915 

GE918 

GE916 

GE919 

GE9110 ge1427 

CC.2.3.HS.A.2 

G.CO.6 

Geometry Congruence: 
Use geometric descriptions of rigid motions to transform figures 
and to predict the effect of a given rigid motion on a given 
figure; given two figures, use the definition of congruence in 
terms of rigid motions to decide if they are congruent. 

GE911 GE914 GE912 

GE915 

GE913 

GE916 

 

CC.2.3.HS.A.2 

G.CO.7 

Geometry Congruence: 
Use the definition of congruence in terms of rigid motions to 
show that two triangles are congruent if and only if 
corresponding pairs of sides and corresponding pairs of angles 
are congruent. 

GE911 GE914 GE912 

GE915 

GE913 

GE916 

 

CC.2.3.HS.A.2 

G.CO.8 

Geometry Congruence: 
Explain how the criteria for triangle congruence (ASA, SAS, and 
SSS) follow from the definition of congruence in terms of rigid 
motions. 

GE421 GE424 GE422 GE423  

CC.2.3.HS.A.3 

G.CO.9 

Geometry 
Congruence: 
Prove theorems about lines and angles. Theorems include: 
vertical angles are congruent; when a transversal crosses 
parallel lines, alternate interior angles are congruent and 
corresponding angles are congruent; points on a perpendicular 
bisector of a line segment are exactly those equidistant from 
the segment’s endpoints. 

GE131 GE132 ge1411 
 

GE13A03 

GE13B03 

GE231 GE232 GE233 

GE234 GE235 GE236 

GE237 GE311 GE238 

GE312 

ge1412 

GE313 

GE314 GE315 GE316 
GE13C01 

ge1413 GE341 GE342 
GE13C04 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessm

ents 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3 

G.CO.10 

Geometry 
Congruence: 
Prove theorems about triangles. Theorems include: 
measures of interior angles of a triangle sum to 180 
degrees; base angles of isosceles triangles are congruent; the 
segment joining midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel to 
the third side and half the length; the medians of 
a triangle meet at a point. 

GE411 GE412 GE413 GE13D01 

GE414 GE429 GE4210 

GE431 GE432 GE433 

GE434 

ge1418 

GE435 

GE521 

GE436 

GE522 

GE13D03 

CC.2.3.HS.A.3 

G.CO.11 

Geometry Congruence: 
Prove theorems about parallelograms. Theorems include: 
opposite sides are congruent, opposite angles are congruent, 
the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other, and 
conversely, rectangles are parallelograms with congruent 
diagonals. 

GE621 GE631 ge1422 

GE632 

GE622  
GE13F02 

GE13F03 

CC.2.3.HS.A.4 

G.CO.12 

Geometry Congruence: 
Make formal geometric constructions with a variety of tools and 
methods (compass and straightedge, string, reflective devices, 
paper folding, dynamic geometric software, etc.). Copying a 
segment; copying an angle; bisecting a segment; bisecting an 
angle; constructing perpendicular lines, including the 
perpendicular bisector of a line segment; and constructing a 
line parallel to a given line through a point not on the line. 

GE121 GE333 GE123 

GE1211 

GE331  

CC.2.3.HS.A.5 

G.SRT.1.a 

Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Verify experimentally the properties of dilations given by a 
center and a scale factor: a dilation takes a line not passing 
through the center of the dilation to a parallel line, and leaves a 
line passing through the center unchanged. 

GE919 GE9110  

CC.2.3.HS.A.5 

G.SRT.1.b 

Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Verify experimentally the properties of dilations given by a 
center and a scale factor: the dilation of a line segment is 
longer or shorter in the ratio given by the scale factor. 

GE919 GE9110  

CC.2.3.HS.A.5 

G.SRT.2 

Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Given two figures, use the definition of similarity in terms of 
similarity transformations to decide if they are similar; explain 
using similarity transformations the meaning of similarity for 
triangles as the equality of all corresponding pairs of angles 
and the proportionality of all corresponding pairs of sides. 

GE533 GE536 

ge1423 

GE534 

GE641 

GE919 

GE535 

GE642 

GE9110 

GE13F04 

CC.2.3.HS.A.6 

G.SRT.4 

Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Prove theorems about triangles. Theorems include: a line 
parallel to one side of a triangle divides the other two 
proportionally, and conversely; the Pythagorean Theorem 
proved using triangle similarity. 

GE431 GE536 GE432 

GE1121 

GE535 

GE1122 

GE13K02 

CC.2.3.HS.A.6 

G.SRT.5 

Geometry GE421 GE422 GE423 GE13D02 

Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Use congruence and similarity criteria for triangles to solve 

GE424 GE425 GE426 

problems and to prove relationships in geometric figures. GE427 GE428 GE429 

GE4210 ge1417 GE531 
ge1420 GE532 GE533  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessm

ents 

GE534 GE535 GE536 
GE13E03 

GE537 GE538 ge1421 GE13F04 

GE641 GE642 ge1423 

G.SRT.6 Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Understand that by similarity, side ratios in right triangles are 
properties of the angles in the triangle, leading to definitions of 
trigonometric ratios for acute angles. 

GE1133 GE1134  

G.SRT.7 Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Explain and use the relationship between the sine and cosine 
of complementary angles. 

GE1133 GE1134  

G.SRT.8 Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
Use trigonometric ratios and the Pythagorean Theorem to solve 
right triangles in applied problems. 

GE1121 

GE1134 

GE1122 

GE1141 

GE1133 

GE1142 GE13K02 

GE13K04 

G.SRT.9 Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
(+) Derive the formula A = 1/2 ab sin(C) for the area of a 
triangle by drawing an auxiliary line from a vertex perpendicular 
to the opposite side. 

tr040 aqtr040  

G.SRT.10 Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
(+) Prove the Laws of Sines and Cosines and use them to solve 
problems. 

tr020 aqtr030 aqtr020 

tr040 

tr030 

aqtr040 

TR13A02 

G.SRT.11 Geometry 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry: 
(+) Understand and apply the Law of Sines and the Law of 
Cosines to find unknown measurements in right and non- right 
triangles (e.g., surveying problems, resultant forces). 

tr020 aqtr030 aqtr020 

tr040 

tr030 

aqtr040 

TR13A02 

G.C.2 Geometry Circles: 
Identify and describe relationships among inscribed angles, 
radii, and chords. Include the relationship between central, 
inscribed, and circumscribed angles; inscribed angles on a 
diameter are right angles; the radius of a circle is perpendicular 
to the tangent where the radius intersects the circle. 

GE741 GE812 

GE831 GE842 

GE742 

GE821 

GE832 

GE811 

GE822 

GE841 

GE13F04 

GE13H01 

GE13H02 

GE13H03 

GE13H04 

G.C.3 Geometry Circles: 
Construct the inscribed and circumscribed circles of a triangle, 
and prove properties of angles for a quadrilateral inscribed in a 
circle. 

GE1211  

G.C.4 Geometry Circles: 
(+) Construct a tangent line from a point outside a given circle 
to the circle. 

GE811 GE812 GE1211 
GE13H01 

G.C.5 Geometry Circles: 
Derive using similarity the fact that the length of the arc 
intercepted by an angle is proportional to the radius, and define 
the radian measure of the angle as the constant of 
proportionality; derive the formula for the area of a sector. 

GE741 GE832 GE742 

tr060 

GE831 

aqtr060 

GE13F04 

GE13H03 

G.GPE.1 Geometry: 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 

A11151 A11152 A11153 AI13K05 
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ents 

Derive the equation of a circle of given center and radius using 
the Pythagorean Theorem; complete the square to find the 
center and radius of a circle given by an equation. 

A11154 GE851 GE852 GE13H05 

CC.2.3.HS.A.11 

G.GPE.4 

Geometry: 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems 
algebraically. 

ma173 GE352 

ge1416 

aqma173 

GE353 

GE351 

GE354 

GE13C05 

CC.2.3.HS.A.11 

G.GPE.5 

Geometry 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
Prove the slope criteria for parallel and perpendicular lines and 
use them to solve geometric problems (e.g., find the equation of 
a line parallel or perpendicular to a given line that passes 
through a given point). 

GE321 

ge1414 

GE322 

GE324 

GE323  

CC.2.3.HS.A.11 

G.GPE.6 

Geometry: 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
Find the point on a directed line segment between two given 
points that partitions the segment in a given ratio. 

GE351 GE352  

CC.2.3.HS.A.11 

G.GPE.7 

Geometry: 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
Use coordinates to compute perimeters of polygons and areas 
of triangles and rectangles, e.g., using the distance formula. 

GE351 GE352  

CC.2.3.HS.A.12 

G.GMD.1 

Geometry: 
Geometric Measurement and Dimension 
Give an informal argument for the formulas for the 
circumference of a circle, area of a circle, volume of a cylinder, 
pyramid, and cone. Use dissection arguments, Cavalieri’s 
principle, and informal limit arguments. 

GE711 

GE1024 

GE1027 

GE712 

GE1025 

GE1028 

GE1023 

GE1026 

GE1442 

GE13G01 

CC.2.3.HS.A.12 

G.GMD.3 

Geometry: 
Geometric Measurement and Dimension 
Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and 
spheres to solve problems. 

GE1021 

GE1024 

GE1027 

GE1034 

GE1022 

GE1025 

GE1028 

GE1023 

GE1026 

GE1033 

 
GE13J02 

CC.2.3.HS.A.14 

G.MG.1 

Geometry: 
Modeling with Geometry 
Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to 
describe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso 
as a cylinder). 

GE1231  

CC.2.4.HS.B.6 

S.CP.1 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability:  
Describe events as subsets of a sample space (the set of 
outcomes) using characteristics (or categories) of the 
outcomes, or as unions, intersections, or complements of other 
events (''or,'' ''and,'' ''not''). 

A1441 A1462 A1442 

A1463 

A1461 

A1464 

AI13D04 

AI13D06 

CC.2.4.HS.B.6 

S.CP.2 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability: 
Understand that two events A and B are independent if the 
probability of A and B occurring together is the product of their 
probabilities, and use this characterization to determine if they 
are independent. 

A1451 A1452  

CC.2.4.HS.B.6 

S.CP.3 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability: 
Understand the conditional probability of A given B as P(A and 

A1453 A1454  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assessm

ents 

B)/P(B), and interpret independence of A and B as saying that 
the conditional probability of A given B is the same as the 
probability of A, and the conditional probability of B given A is 
the same as the probability of B. 

CC.2.4.HS.B.6 

S.CP.5 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability: 
Recognize and explain the concepts of conditional probability 
and independence in everyday language and everyday 
situations. 

A1451 A1454 A1452 

a11617 

A1453  
AI13D05 

CC.2.4.HS.B.7 

S.CP.6 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability: 
Find the conditional probability of A given B as the fraction of 
B’s outcomes that also belong to A, and interpret the answer in 
terms of the model. 

A1453 A1454  

 

S.CP.8 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability:  
(+) Apply the general Multiplication Rule in a uniform 
probability model, P(A and B) = P(A)P(B given A) = P(B)P(A 
given B), and interpret the answer in terms of the model. 

A1453 A1454  

 

S.CP.9 

Statistics and Probability 
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability:  
(+) Use permutations and combinations to compute 
probabilities of compound events and solve problems. 

A1461 A1464 A1462 A1463  
AI13D06 

 

  



TRIGONOMETRY AND ALGEBRA II 11th Grade 

Overview: Trigonometry and Algebra II are combined to provide essential practice in the relationships between variables, 

functions, geometric relationships, and real world calculations. The materials (Compass Learning Odyssey) provide a discussion of 

right triangle trigonometry, oblique triangles and the polar plane. Students study polynomial equations, and write functions. 

Students use the Pythagorean Theorem to solve problems. Throughout the course, students will develop trigonometric formulas 

and use them in real-world applications, evaluate trigonometric proofs using complex trigonometric identities and solving 

trigonometric equations with regard to the unit circle. Students use the mean and standard deviation of populations and samples to 

make inferences and to support decisions. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards. 

The course seeks to help students expand their knowledge and skills so that they may achieve the following goals: 

• Use trigonometry as a tool for indirect measurement. 

• Model natural phenomenon with trigonometric functions. 

• Perform operations with complex numbers using trigonometry. 

• Use trigonometric identities to evaluate trigonometric proofs and solve trigonometric equations with regard to the unit 

circle. 

• Solve for unknown sides and angles of right and oblique triangles using right triangle trigonometry, law of sines and law of 

cosines. 

 

Topic/Chapter Content/Objectives 

Alg2 Chapter 1 – Functions I The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the basics of functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of notation and 
computations with functions and functions and equations. 

Alg2 Chapter 2 – Linear 
Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover linear functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of solving linear equations 
and inequalities, linear functions and piecewise linear functions. 

Alg2 Chapter 3 – Functions II The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the second part of functions. It is 
organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of parent 
functions and transformations, and composition and inverse functions. 

Alg2 Chapter 4 – Quadratic 
Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover quadratic functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of complex numbers, 
solving quadratic equations and inequalities and graphing quadratic functions. 

Alg2 Chapter 5 – Polynomial 
Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover polynomial functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of adding and subtracting 
polynomials, multiplying polynomials, dividing polynomials and polynomial functions. 

Alg2 Chapter 6 – Rational 
Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover rational functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of rational expressions, 
rational equations and inequalities and rational functions. 

  

Trig Chapter 1 – Trigonometry 
and Triangles 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the basics of trigonometry and triangles. It 
is organized into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of right-
triangle trigonometry and solving triangles. 

Trig Chapter 2 – The Unit 
Circle 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the the unit circle. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of right-angle relationships 
in the unit circle, angles in the unit circle and periodic functions. 

Trig Chapter 3 – Trigonometric 
Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover trigonometric functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of trigonometric functions, 
transformations, reciprocal functions and inverse trigonometric functions. 



Trig Chapter 4 – Trigonometric 
Equations 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover trigonometric equations. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of trigonometric 
identities and solving trigonometric equations. 

Trig Chapter 5 – Vectors The materials in this chapter introduce and cover vectors. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of forms of vectors and vector 
operations. 

 

 

 PA Common 
core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess
ments 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.d 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
(+) Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key features of the 
graph, by hand in simple cases and using technology for more 
complicated cases: graph rational functions, identifying zeros and 
asymptotes when suitable factorizations are available, and showing end 
behavior. 

pc040 

aqpc250 

aqpc040 

pc260 

pc250 

aqpc260 

PC13D04 

 

F.TF.3 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
(+) Use special triangles to determine geometrically the values of sine, 
cosine, tangent for pi/3, pi/4 and pi/6, and use the unit circle to express 
the values of sine, cosines, and tangent for x, pi + x, and 2 pi - x in terms 
of their values for x, where x is any real number. 

tr010 

aqtr070 

tr050 tr060 tr070 aqtr060 TR13A01 

TR13B01 

TR13B02 

 

F.TF.4 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
(+) Use the unit circle to explain symmetry (odd and even) and periodicity 
of trigonometric functions. 

tr080 TR250 TR13B03 

 

F.TF.6 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
(+) Understand that restricting a trigonometric function to a domain on 
which it is always increasing or always decreasing allows its inverse to be 
constructed. 

tr150 TR13C04 

 

F.TF.7 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
(+) Use inverse functions to solve trigonometric equations that arise in 
modeling contexts; evaluate the solutions using technology, and interpret 
them in terms of the context. 

tr150 tr190 TR13C04 

TR13D02 

 

F.TF.9 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
(+) Prove the addition and subtraction formulas for sine, cosine, and 
tangent and use them to solve problems. 

tr170 

aqtr180 

tr175 tr180  

CC.2.1.HS.f.6 

N.CN.1 

Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System: 
Know there is a complex number i such that i^2 = -1, and every complex 
number has the form a + bi with a and b real. 

A11131 A11132 AI13K03 

CC.2.1.HS.f.C 

N.CN.2 

Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System: 
Use the relation i^2 = -1 and the commutative, associative, and 
distributive properties to add, subtract, and multiply complex numbers. 

a2140 aqa2140  

CC.2.1.HS.F.7 

N.CN.7 

Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System: 
Solve quadratic equations with real coefficients that have 
complex solutions. 

A11121 A11122 a11629  
AI13K02 

A11141 A11142 A11161 

A11162 A11163 A11164 

a11630 a2160 a2840 AI13K04 

AI13K06 

A213D02 



 PA Common 
core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess
ments 

 

CC.2.1.HS.F.7 

N.CN.8 

Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System: 
(+) Extend polynomial identities to the complex numbers. 

A11031 A11032 a11628 
AI13J03 

CC.2.1.HS.F.7 

N.CN.9 

Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System: 
(+) Know the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra; show that it is true for 
quadratic polynomials. 

a2250 aqa2250  

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 

A.SSE.1.a 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Interpret expressions that represent a quantity in terms of its context: 
interpret parts of an expression, such as terms, factors, and coefficients. 

A1211 

A1232 

A1212 

a11612 

A1231  
AI13B01 

AI13B03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 

A.SSE.1.b 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Interpret expressions that represent a quantity in terms of its context: 
interpret complicated expressions by viewing 
one or more of their parts as a single entity. 

A1231 A1232 a11612  
AI13B03 

AI13N03 

A11431 A11432  

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 

A.SSE.2 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Use the structure of an expression to identify ways to 
rewrite it. 

A1231 A1232 a11612  
AI13B03 

A11011 A11012 A11021 

A11022 A11031 A11032 

a11628 A11431 A11432 AI13J01 

AI13J02 

AI13J03 

AI13N03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.2 

A.SSE.4 

Algebra 
Seeing Structure in Expressions: 
Derive the formula for the sum of a finite geometric series (when the 
common ratio is not 1), and use the formula to solve problems. 

a2610 

aqa2620 

aqa2610 a2620  
A213M02 

CC.2.2.HS.D.3 

A.APR.1 

Algebra 
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions:  
Understand that polynomials form a system analogous to the integers, 
namely, they are closed under the operations of addition, subtraction, 
and multiplication; add, subtract, and multiply polynomials. 

a2180 

a2200 

a2190 

aqa2200 

aqa2190  
A213E01 

A213E02 

CC.2.2.HS.D.4 

A.APR.2 

Algebra 
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions:  
Know and apply the Remainder Theorem: For a polynomial p(x) and a 
number a, the remainder on division by x - a is p (a), so p(a) = 0 if and 
only if (x - a) is a factor of p(x). 

a2210 

aqa2220 

a2215 

a2230 

a2220 

aqa2230 

A213E03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.4 

A.APR.3 

Algebra 
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions: 
Identify zeros of polynomials when suitable factorizations are available, 
and use the zeros to construct a rough graph of the function defined by 
the polynomial. 

a2230 

aqa2240 

aqa2230 

a2250 

a2240 

aqa2250 

 

CC.2.2.HS.D.5 

A.APR.5 

Algebra 
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions: 
 (+) Know and apply the Binomial Theorem for the expansion of (x + y)^n 
in powers of x and y for a positive 
integer n, where x and y are any numbers, with coefficients determined 
for example by Pascal’s Triangle. 

pc240 aqpc240 PC13D03 

CC.2.2.HS.D.6 

A.APR.6 

Algebra 
Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions:  
Rewrite simple rational expressions in different forms; write a(x)/b(x) in 
the form q(x) + r(x)/b(x), where a(x), b(x), q(x), and r(x) are polynomials 
with the degree of r(x) less than 
the degree of b(x), using inspection, long division, or, for the more 
complicated examples, a computer algebra system. 

a2210 

aqa2230 

a2215 a2230  



 PA Common 
core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess
ments 

CC.2.2.HS.D.6 

A.APR.7 

Algebra A11451 A11452 a11634 
 
AI13N05 

Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions: 
(+) Understand that rational expressions form a system analogous to the 
rational numbers, closed under addition, 

A11461 

aqa2270 

A11462 

a2280 

a2270 a2285 

subtraction, multiplication, and division by a nonzero rational expression; 
add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational expressions. 

a2290 aqa2290  AI13N06 

A213F01 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 
A.CED.1 

Algebra 
Creating Equations: 
Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use 
them to solve problems. Include equations arising from 
linear and quadratic functions, and simple rational and 
exponential functions. 

A1311 A1312 A1313 AI13C01 

AI13C02 

AI13C03 

AI13C04 

AI13D01 
AI13E01 

AI13E02 

AI13E03 

AI13E04 

AI13E05 

AI13K04 

AI13L01 

A1314 A1321 A1322 

A1331 A1332 A1341 

a11614 

a11615 

A1342 

A1412 

A1411 

A1511 

A1512 A1521 A1522 

A1523 A1524 A1531 

A1532 A1541 A1542 

a11618 A1551 A1552 

A11141 A11142 A11211 
A11212 A11213 A11214 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.2 

Algebra a2060 a2810 aqa2060 A213B02 

Creating Equations: 
Create equations in two or more variables to represent 

a2070 a2075 a2170 

relationships between quantities; graph equations on a2850 a2320 a2870 

coordinate axes with labels and scales. a2360 aqa2360 a2370 
A213D03 

aqa2370 a2380 aqa2380  

a2890   A213F03 

A213H01 

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.3 

Algebra 
Creating Equations: 
Represent constraints by equations or inequalities, and by 
systems of equations and/or inequalities, and interpret 
solutions as viable or nonviable options in a modeling 
context. 

a2050 a2800 a2160  

A213B01 

A213D02 
A213F02 
A213H02 

A213J01 

A213J02 

a2840 a2300 aqa2300 

a2310 a2315 a2390 

a2395 

a2410 

a2400 

aqa2410 

aqa2400 

a2480 

aqa2480 a2490 aqa2490 

a2500 a2900 aqa2500 

a2510 aqa2510  

CC.2.2.HS.D.7 

A.CED.4 

Algebra 
Creating Equations: 
Rearrange formulas to highlight a quantity of interest, using the same 
reasoning as in solving equations. 

a2040 aqa2040  

CC.2.2.HS.D.8 

CC.2.2.HS.D.9 

A.REI.2 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Solve simple rational and radical equations in one variable, 
and give examples showing how extraneous solutions may 
arise. 

A11311 A11312 A11411 AI13M01 

A11412 A11481 A11482 

a11635   AI13N01 

AI13N08 

CC.2.2.HS.D.11 

A.REI.11 

Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities: 
Explain why the x-coordinates of the points where the graphs of the 
equations y = f(x) and y = g(x) intersect are the solutions of the equation 
f(x) = g(x); find the solutions approximately, e.g., using technology to 
graph the functions, make tables of values, or find successive 
approximations. Include cases where f(x) and/or g(x) are 

a2030 

aqa2380 

a2490 

aqa2030 

a2480 

aqa2490 

a2380 

aqa2480 

A213J01 



 PA Common 
core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess
ments 

linear, polynomial, rational, absolute value, exponential, and logarithmic 
functions. 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.4 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
For a function that models a relationship between two 
quantities, interpret key features of graphs and tables in 
terms of the quantities, and sketch graphs showing key features given a 
verbal description of the relationship. Key features include: intercepts; 
intervals where the function is increasing, decreasing, positive, or 
negative; relative maximums and minimums; symmetries; end behavior; 
and periodicity. 

A1641 A1642 a2060 
AI13F04 

A213B03 

A213D03 

A213F03 

A213H01 

TR13B03 

a2810 aqa2060 a2080 

a2820 aqa2080 a2090 

aqa2090 

a2260 

a2870 

a2170 

aqa2260 

a2360 

a2850 a2320 

aqa2360 

a2370 

aqa2380 

aqa2370 

a2890 

a2380 

tr080 

TR250   

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.5 

Functions a2020 aqa2020 a2080  
A213B03 Interpreting Functions: 

Relate the domain of a function to its graph and, where applicable, to the 
quantitative relationship it describes. 

a2820 

aqa2090 

aqa2080 

a2320 

a2090 a2870 

a2360 a2880 aqa2360 A213F03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.6 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions 
Calculate and interpret the average rate of change of a function 
(presented symbolically or as a table) over a specified interval. Estimate 
the rate of change from a graph. 

A1711 

aqma107 

pc110 

A1712 

pc100 

pc810 

ma107 

aqpc100 

aqpc110 

PC13B02 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.b 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key features of the 
graph, by hand in simple cases and using technology for more 
complicated cases: graph square root, cube root, and piecewise-defined 
functions, including step functions and absolute value functions. 

a2080 

a2090 

a2880 

a2820 

aqa2090 

aqa2360 

aqa2080 

a2360 

A213B03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.c 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key features of the 
graph, by hand in simple cases and using technology for more 
complicated cases: graph polynomial functions, identifying zeros when 
suitable factorizations are available, and showing end behavior. 

a2260 aqa2260  

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.e 

Functions a2370 aqa2370 a2380 A213H01 

Interpreting Functions: 
Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key features of the 
graph, by hand in simple cases and using 

aqa2380 

tr090 

a2890 

aqtr090 

tr080 tr100 

technology for more complicated cases: graph exponential 
and logarithmic functions, showing intercepts and end behavior, and 
trigonometric functions, showing period, 

aqtr100 

tr140 

tr130 

aqtr140 

aqtr130 TR13B03 

TR13C01 

midline, and amplitude. 
TR13C03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 
F.IF.8.a 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Write a function defined by an expression in different but equivalent forms 
to reveal and explain different properties of the function: use the process 
of factoring and completing 
the square in a quadratic function to show zeros, extreme values, and 
symmetry of the graph, and interpret these in terms of a context. 

A11011 

A11022 

a11628 

A11153 

A11012 

A11031 

A11151 

A11154 

A11021 

A11032 

A11152 

AI13J01 

AI13J02 

AI13J03 

AI13K05 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.8.b 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Write a function defined by an expression in different but equivalent forms 
to reveal and explain different properties of the function: use the 
properties of exponents to interpret expressions for exponential functions. 

A1911 

A1914 

a2370 

A1912 

A1915 

aqa2370 

A1913 

A1916 

 



 PA Common 
core/ Common 
Core Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess
ments 

 

F.IF.9 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions: 
Compare properties of two functions each represented in a 
different way (algebraically, graphically, numerically in 
tables, or by verbal descriptions). 

a2060 a2810 aqa2060 A213B02 
A213B03 
A213D03 

A213F03 

A213H01 

a2070 a2075 a2080 

a2820 aqa2080 a2090 

aqa2090 a2170 a2850 
a2260 aqa2260 a2320 

a2870 a2360 a2880 

aqa2360 a2370 aqa2370 

a2380 aqa2380 a2890 

CC.2.2.HS.C.3 

F.BF.1.b 

Functions 
Building Functions: 
Write a function that describes a relationship between two quantities: 
combine standard function types using arithmetic operations. 

a2180 

a2200 

a2215 

a2190 

aqa2200 

a2280 

aqa2190 

a2210 a2285 

A213E01 

A213E02 

CC.2.2.HS.C.4 

F.BF.3 

Functions 
Building Functions: 
Identify the effect on the graph of replacing f(x) by f(x) + k, k f(x), f(kx), 
and f(x + k) for specific values of k (both positive and negative); find the 
value of k given the graphs. Experiment with cases and illustrate an 
explanation of the effects on the graph using technology. Include 
recognizing even and odd functions from their graphs and algebraic 
expressions for them. 

a2100 

aqa2110 

aqpc030 

aqa2100 

a2830 

a2110 

pc030 

A213C01 

CC.2.2.HS.C.4 

F.BF.4.a 

Functions 
Building Functions: 
Find inverse functions: solve an equation of the form f(x) = c for a simple 
function f that has an inverse and write an expression for the inverse. 

a2130 aqa2130  

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 

F.LE.4 

Functions 
Linear and Exponential Models: 
For exponential models, express as a logarithm the solution to ab^ct = d 
where a, c, and d are numbers and the base b is 2, 10, or e; evaluate the 
logarithm using technology. 

a2390 a2395  

CC.2.2.HS.C.7 

F.TF.1 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
Understand radian measure of an angle as the length of the arc on the 
unit circle subtended by the angle. 

tr070 

aqtr060 

aqtr070 tr060  
TR13B02 

CC.2.2.HS.C.7 
F.TF.2 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
Explain how the unit circle in the coordinate plane enables the extension 
of trigonometric functions to all real numbers, interpreted as radian 
measures of angles traversed counterclockwise around the unit circle. 

tr050 tr060 tr070 

aqtr060 

aqtr070  
TR13B01 
TR13B02
TR13B03 

TR13C01 

TR13C02 

TR13C03 

CC.2.2.HS.C.8 

F.TF.5 

Functions tr080 tr090 aqtr090 

Trigonometric Functions: 
Choose trigonometric functions to model periodic phenomena with 
specified amplitude, frequency, and 

tr100 

aqtr110 

aqtr100 

tr120 

tr110 aqtr120 

midline. tr130 aqtr130 tr140 

aqtr140   

CC.2.2.HS.C.9 

F.TF.8 

Functions 
Trigonometric Functions: 
Prove the Pythagorean identity sin^2(theta) + cos^2(theta) 
= 1 and use it to find sin(theta), cos(theta), or tan(theta) given sin(theta), 
cos(theta), or tan(theta) and the quadrant of the angle. 

tr160 aqtr160  

CC.2.4.HS.B.1 

S.ID.4 

Statistics and Probability 
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data: 
Use the mean and standard deviation of a data set to fit it to a normal 
distribution and to estimate population percentages. Recognize that there 
are data sets for which such a procedure is not appropriate. Use 

pc520 aqpc520  
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core/ Common 
Core Standard 
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ments 

calculators, spreadsheets, and tables to estimate areas under the normal 
curve. 

CC.2.4.HS.B.4 

S.IC.1 

Statistics and Probability 
Making Inferences and Justifying Conclusions:  
Understand statistics as a process for making inferences about 
population parameters based on a random sample from that population. 

pc480 pc880 PC13H01 

CC.2.2.HS.B.5 

S.IC.3 

Statistics and Probability 
Making Inferences and Justifying Conclusions: 
Recognize the purposes of and differences among sample surveys, 
experiments, and observational studies; explain how randomization 
relates to each. 

A1441 

A1612 

A1442 A1611  
AI13D04 

CC.3.3.HS.B.5 

S.IC.4 

Statistics and Probability 
Making Inferences and Justifying Conclusions: 
Use data from a sample survey to estimate a population mean or 
proportion; develop a margin of error through the use of simulation 
models for random sampling. 

A1611 A1612  

 

S.MD.6 

Statistics and Probability 
Using Probability to Make Decisions: 
(+) Use probabilities to make fair decisions (e.g., drawing by lots, using a 
random number generator). 

A2928 A2929  

 

  



PRE-CALCULUS 12th GRADE 

 

Overview: Pre-calculus completes the formal study of the functions begun in Algebra I and Algebra II/Trigonometry. Students 

focus on modeling, problem solving, data analysis, trigonometric and circular functions and their inverses, polar coordinates, 

complex numbers, conics, and quadratic relations. Discrete topics include the Proof by Induction and the Binomial Theorem along 

with sequences and series. Students study matrices and vectors. This course includes scaffolding in the form of animation, 

feedback, hints, and a glossary. The instructional design is based on Common Core Standards and PA Academic Standards. 

 

 

Topic/Chapter Content/Objectives 
Chapter 1 – Functions and 
Graphs 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Functions and Graphs. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on the properties of functions, limits and continuity, inverse functions, 
and piecewise functions. 

Chapter 2 - Lines and Rates of 
Change 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover the Lines and Rates of Change. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on how to analyze and graph linear functions, and 
understand rates of change. 

Chapter 3 - Sequences and 
Series 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Sequences and Series. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on the concepts of sequences, series, and proofs by induction. 

Chapter 4 - Polynomial & Rational 
Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Polynomial & Rational Functions. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on analyzing and graphing polynomial and rational 
functions. 

Chapter 5 - Exponential & 
Logarithmic Functions 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Exponential & Logarithmic Functions. It is organized 
into sections that teach, reinforce and test students on graphing exponential and logarithmic functions, 
including functions with base e. 

Chapter 6 - Analytic Geometry The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Analytic Geometry. It is organized into sections that 
teach, reinforce and test students on how to analyze, graph, and apply conic sections and functions in 
polar and parametric forms. 

Chapter 7 - Linear Algebra and 
Matrices 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Linear Algebra and Matrices. It is organized into 
sections that teach, reinforce and test students on how to perform matrix operations, find inverse 
matrices and determinants, and solve systems of equations by using matrix methods such as the Gauss- 
Jordan Method, inverse matrices, and Cramer's Rule. 

Chapter 8 – Probability and 
Statistics 

The materials in this chapter introduce and cover Probability and Statistics. It is organized into sections 
that teach, reinforce and test students on how to determine probability distributions, find linear, 
polynomial, exponential, and logarithmic graphs of best fit using regression equations, and analyze 
frequency distributions. 

 

 

PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess

ments 

N.CN.3 Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System 
(+) Find the conjugate of a complex number; use conjugates to find 
moduli and quotients of complex numbers. 

a2140 aqa2140  

N.CN.4 Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System 
  Represent complex numbers on the complex plane in rectangular and 

pc350 

aqpc370 

aqpc350 pc370  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess

ments 

polar form (including real and imaginary numbers), and explain why the 
rectangular and polar forms of a given complex number represent the 
same number. 

N.CN.5 Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System 
  Represent addition, subtraction, multiplication, and conjugation of 
complex numbers geometrically on the complex plane; use properties of 
this representation for computation. 

a2140 

aqa2150 

aqa2140 a2150  
A213D01 

N.CN.6 Number & Quantity 
The Complex Number System 
  Calculate the distance between numbers in the complex plane as the 
modulus of the difference, and the midpoint of a segment as the average 
of the numbers at its endpoints. 

A2921  

N.VM.1 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Recognize vector quantities as having both magnitude and direction. 
Represent vector quantities by directed line segments, and use 
appropriate symbols for vectors and their magnitudes (e.g., v, magnitude 
of v). 

tr200 TR13E01 

N.VM.2 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Find the components of a vector by subtracting the coordinates of an 
initial point from the coordinates of a terminal point. 

GE1151 GE1152 tr200 
GE13K05 

TR13E01 

N.VM.3 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Solve problems involving velocity and other quantities that can be 
represented by vectors. 

TR260  

N.VM.4.a Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Add and subtract vectors: add vectors end-to-end, component-wise, and 
by the parallelogram rule. Understand that the magnitude of a sum of two 
vectors is typically not the sum of the magnitudes. 

GE1151 

aqtr220 

GE1152 tr220  
GE13K05 

N.VM.4.b Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Add and subtract vectors: given two vectors in magnitude and direction 
form, determine the magnitude and direction of their sum. 

tr220 aqtr220  

N.VM.4.c Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Add and subtract vectors: understand vector subtraction v - w as v + (-
w), where -w is the additive inverse of w, with the same magnitude as w 
and pointing in the opposite direction. Represent vector subtraction 
graphically by connecting the tips in the appropriate order, and perform 
vector subtraction component-wise. 

tr220 aqtr220  

N.VM.5.a Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Multiply a vector by a scalar: represent scalar multiplication graphically 
by scaling vectors and possibly reversing their direction; perform scalar 
multiplication component-wise, e.g., as c(v sub x, v sub y) = (cv sub x, cv 
sub y). 

tr230 aqtr230  

N.VM.5.b Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Multiply a vector by a scalar: Compute the magnitude of a scalar 
multiple cv using the magnitude of (cv) = cv. Compute the direction of cv 

tr230 aqtr230  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess

ments 

knowing that when cv is not equal to 0, the direction of cv is either along v 
(for c > 0) or against v (for c < 0). 

N.VM.6 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Use matrices to represent and manipulate data, e.g., to represent 
payoffs or incidence relationships in a network. 

a2520 

aqa2530 

aqa2520 a2530  
A213K01 

N.VM.7 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Multiply matrices by scalars to produce new matrices, e.g., as when all 
of the payoffs in a game are doubled. 

a2520 aqa2520  

N.VM.8 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Add, subtract, and multiply matrices of appropriate dimensions. 

a2520 

aqa2530 

aqa2520 a2530  
A213K01 

N.VM.9 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Understand that, unlike multiplication of numbers, matrix multiplication 
for square matrices is not a commutative operation, but still satisfies the 
associative and distributive properties. 

a2530 aqa2530  

N.VM.10 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Understand that the zero and identity matrices play a role in matrix 
addition and multiplication similar to the role of 0 and 1 in the real 
numbers. The determinant of a square matrix is nonzero if and only if the 
matrix has a 
multiplicative inverse. 

a2520 

aqa2530 

aqa2520 a2530  
A213K01 

N.VM.11 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Multiply a vector (regarded as a matrix with one column) by a matrix of 
suitable dimensions to produce another vector. Work with matrices as 
transformations of vectors. 

GE921 

GE924 

GE922 GE923  
GE13I02 

N.VM.12 Number & Quantity 
Vector and Matrix Quantities 
  Work with 2 x 2 matrices as a transformations of the plane, and interpret 
the absolute value of the determinant in terms of area. 

GE921 

GE924 

GE922 GE923  
GE13I02 

A.REI.8 Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 
  Represent a system of linear equations as a single matrix equation in a 
vector variable. 

pc430 aqpc430  

A.REI.9 Algebra 
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 
  Find the inverse of a matrix if it exists and use it to solve systems of 
linear equations (using technology for matrices of dimension 3 x 3 or 
greater). 

a2540 

aqpc420 

pc440 

aqpc450 

aqa2540 

pc430 

aqpc440 

pc460 

pc420 

aqpc430 

pc450 

aqpc460 

 
PC13G02 

CC.2.2.HS.C.2 

F.IF.7.d 

Functions 
Interpreting Functions 
  Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key features of the 
graph, by hand in simple cases and using technology for more 
complicated cases: graph rational functions, identifying zeros and 
asymptotes when suitable factorizations are available, and showing end 
behavior. 

pc040 

aqpc250 

aqpc040 

pc260 

pc250 

aqpc260 

PC13D04 

F.BF.1.c Functions 
Building Functions 

a2120 aqa2120  



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess

ments 

  Write a function that describes a relationship between two quantities: 
compose functions. 

F.BF.4.b Functions 
Building Functions 
  Find inverse functions: verify by composition that one function is the 
inverse of another. 

a2120 aqa2120  

F.BF.4.c Functions 
Building Functions 
  Find inverse functions: read values of an inverse function from a graph 
or a table, given that the function has an inverse. 

a2130 

aqma207 

aqa2130 ma207  

F.BF.4.d Functions 
Building Functions 
  Find inverse functions: produce an invertible function from a non-
invertible function by restricting the domain. 

a2130 

aqma207 

aqa2130 

PC890 

ma207  

F.BF.5 Functions 
Building Functions 
  Understand the inverse relationship between exponents and logarithms 
and use this relationship to solve problems involving logarithms and 
exponents. 

pc290 

aqpc540 

pc295 

pc550 

pc540 

aqpc550 

PC13E01 

F.TF.3 Functions 
Trigonometric Functions 
  Use special triangles to determine geometrically the values of sine, 
cosine, tangent for pi/3, pi/4 and pi/6, and use the unit circle to express 
the values of sine, cosines, and tangent for x, pi + x, and 2 pi - x in terms 
of their values for x, where x is any real number. 

tr010 

aqtr070 

tr050 tr060 tr070 aqtr060 TR13A01 

TR13B01 

TR13B02 

F.TF.4 Functions 
Trigonometric Functions 
  Use the unit circle to explain symmetry (odd and even) and periodicity of 
trigonometric functions. 

tr080 TR250 TR13B03 

F.TF.6 Functions 
Trigonometric Functions 
  Understand that restricting a trigonometric function to a domain on 
which it is always increasing or always decreasing allows its inverse to be 
constructed. 

tr150 TR13C04 

F.TF.7 Functions 
Trigonometric Functions 
  Use inverse functions to solve trigonometric equations that arise in 
modeling contexts; evaluate the solutions using technology, and interpret 
them in terms of the context. 

tr150 tr190 TR13C04 

TR13D02 

F.TF.9 Functions 
Trigonometric Functions 
  Prove the addition and subtraction formulas for sine, cosine, and 
tangent and use them to solve problems. 

tr170 

aqtr180 

tr175 tr180  

G.GPE.3 Geometry 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
  Derive the equations of ellipses and hyperbolas given the foci, using the 
fact that the sum or difference of distances from the foci is constant. 

PC910 PC920  

G.GMD.2 Geometry 
Geometric Measurement and Dimension 
  Give an informal argument using Cavalieri’s principle for the formulas for 
the volume of a sphere and other solid figures. 

GE1442  

S.MD.1 Statistics and Probability pc480 pc880 PC13H01 



PA Common 

Core/ 

Common 

Core 

Standard 

Grade Level Targets and Content Odyssey Lesson Activities Assess

ments 

Using Probability to Make Decisions 
  Define a random variable for a quantity of interest by assigning a 
numerical value to each event in a sample space; graph the 
corresponding probability distribution using the same graphical displays 
as for data distributions. 

S.MD.2 Statistics and Probability 
Using Probability to Make Decisions 
  Calculate the expected value of a random variable; interpret it as the 
mean of the probability distribution. 

pc480 pc880 PC13H01 

S.MD.3 Statistics and Probability 
Using Probability to Make Decisions 
  Develop a probability distribution for a random variable defined for a 
sample space in which theoretical probabilities can be calculated; find the 
expected value. 

pc480 pc880 PC13H01 

S.MD.4 Statistics and Probability 
Using Probability to Make Decisions 
  Develop a probability distribution for a random variable defined for a 
sample space in which probabilities are assigned empirically; find the 
expected value. 

pc480 pc880 PC13H01 

S.MD.5.a Statistics and Probability 
Using Probability to Make Decisions 
  Weigh the possible outcomes of a decision by assigning probabilities to 
payoff values and finding expected values: find the expected payoff for a 
game of chance. 

pc480 pc880 A2928 
PC13H01 

S.MD.5.b Statistics and Probability 
Using Probability to Make Decisions 
  Weigh the possible outcomes of a decision by assigning probabilities to 
payoff values and finding expected values: evaluate and compare 
strategies on the basis of expected values. 

pc480 pc880 A2929 
PC13H01 

 

  



Curriculum 5.  Science Scope and Sequence 1 – 8 
  



Science Curriculum- Synergy Cyber Charter School with PA Academic 
Standards and Anchors-  Grades 1 to 8  

 

 

Overview 

Students explore the nature of science, scientific processes, the history of science, and core 
disciplinary ideas in the Life Sciences, Earth and Space Sciences, Physical Sciences, and 
Engineering, Technology, and Applications of Science. The curriculum spirals up to increasingly 
complex ideas, beginning with factual foundations and progressing toward advanced concepts in 
each disciplinary area in preparation for high school and college preparatory level study. The 
curriculum supports development of mastery of the Pennsylvania Academic Standards in Science 
and Technology and Engineering. 

 

Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Pearson Interactive Science 
online.  

 

 

Description: In first grade, students will study qualities of living and non-living things, explore 
ideas about the earth and space, investigate scientists and their contributions, and examine the 
earth and what it is made of.   

 

Grade 1 Science Scope and Sequence 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Living & Nonliving 

Things 

The learner will understand the patterns of structure and function in 

living and nonliving things. 

10 weeks 

Earth Science The learner will understand basic characteristics of earth science. 10 weeks 

Contributions to 

Science 

The learner will explore contributions people have made to scientific 

knowledge. 

10 weeks 

The Surface of the 

Earth 

The student extends and refines knowledge that the surface of the 

Earth is composed of different types of solid materials. 

10 weeks 

  



 

Grade 1 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

PA Standard/ 

Assessment 

Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 

Resources 

PA.SC.BS.G 

K4.A.1 

Identify life processes (e.g., growth, digestion, react to 

environment) of living things 

33999 

3575 

3680 

3574 

3576 

3577 

PA.SC.BS.G Know that some organisms have similar external 33999 3575 3680 
K4.A.2 characteristics (e.g., anatomical characteristics 

appendages, type of covering, body segments) 
3574 3576 3577 

PA.SC.BS.G Describe basic needs of plants and animals 34013 3571 3570 
K4.A.3 3578 3579 3580 

3581   

PA.SC.BS.G Identify characteristics for animal and plant survival in 33999 3575 3680 
K4.B.1 different climates 3574 3576 3577 

3578 3579  

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.A.1 

Use properties of matter (e.g., hardness, density, reactions 
to simple chemical tests) to classify objects 

3540 3541 

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.A.2 

Know that combining two or more substances can make 
new materials with different properties. 

3540 3541 

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.B.1 

Identify energy conversion 3654 3655 

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.B.2 

Demonstrate an understanding of the flow of energy by 
measuring flow through an object or system 

3658 3659 3674 

PA.SC.EH.G Identify actions that can prevent or reduce waste pollution 3666 3667 34011 
K4.A.5 3557 3556 3568 

3569   

PA.SC.EH.G 
K4.C.3 

Identify the effects of a healthy environment on the 
ecosystem 

3564 3565 

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.A.10 

Identify a simple ecosystem and its living and nonliving 
components. 

3564 3565 

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.A.4 

Identify plants and animals with their habitat and food 
sources 

3558 3559 

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.A.9 

Identify a local ecosystem and its living and nonliving 
components 

3564 3565 

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.B.1 

Explain the water cycle 3552 3553 

PA.SC.ES.G Use knowledge of earth processes (e.g., oxidation, 3550 3551 34012 
K4.A.2 weathering, erosion) to explain selected weathered and 

eroded places in students’ neighborhoods 
34002 3555 3554 

PA.SC.ES.G Identify and sort earth materials according to a classification 34012 34002 3555 
K4.B.1 key (e.g., soil, rock type) 3554   

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.C.2 

Explain weather patterns from data charts and graphs on 
weather 

3634 3635 



PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.D.1 

Identify factors that affect evaporation and condensation 3542 3543 

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.D.3 

Illustrate the water cycle to show the behavior of water 3552 3553 

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.F.3 

Illustrate how earth’s position causes seasonal changes 3610 34032 

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.F.4 

Use knowledge of solar system motions to explain time, 
lunar phases and eclipses 

3618 3619 

PA.SC.HE.G 
K4.A.2 

Identify several ways that people use natural resources 3662 3663 

PA.SC.HE.G Identify everyday human activities and how they affect the 3666 3667 3566 
K4.C.1 environment 3567 3572 3573 

PA.SC.HE.G Identify examples of how human activities within a 3566 3567 3572 
K4.C.2 community affect the natural environment 3573   

PA.SC.I.GK4 

.A.4 

State a conclusion that is consistent with the information 3638 3639 

PA.SC.I.GK4 

.C.2 

Describe the nature of science to improve its theories in 
response to new information 

3644 3645 

PA.SC.I.GK4 

.C.4 

Provide clear explanations that account for observations 
and results 

3638 3639 

PA.SC.IPM. Know how pests fit into a food chain 3562 3563 3586 
GK4.A.3 3587   

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.A.1 

Know different materials characteristics (e.g., texture, state 
of matter and solubility) 

3540 3541 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.A.2 

Know that matter changes state as it is heated or cooled 3542 3543 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.1 

Explain forces of attraction or repulsion of each other and 
on other objects through demonstration 

3668 3669 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.2 

Demonstrate various motions using familiar objects through 
demonstration 

3670 3671 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.3 

Compare the relative movement of objects and describe 
types of motion that are evident 

3670 3671 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.4 

Describe the position of an object by locating it relative to 
another object or the background (e.g., geographic 
direction, and left-right) 

3679 

PA.SC.P.GK Demonstrate qualities of pitch, loudness and echoes 3672 3673 3602 
4.C.1 through the production or identification of sounds 3603   

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.4 

Classify materials as conductors and nonconductors 3658 3659 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.5 

Demonstrate an understanding of the basic properties of 
heat by producing it in a variety of ways 

3648 3649 

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.6 

Use characteristics of light (e.g., reflection, refraction, 
absorption) to produce heat, color or a virtual image 

3590 3591 

PA.SC.RNR. 
GK4.A.2 

Explain air, water and nutrient cycles 3552 3553 

PA.SC.RNR. 
GK4.C.1 

Identify renewable and nonrenewable resources used in the 
local community 

3664 3665 

PA.SC.RNR. Identify various means of conserving natural resources 34011 3557 3556 
GK4.C.2 3568 3569  

PA.SC.RNR. Identify those items that can be recycled and those that can 3664 3665 34011 
GK4.D.2 not 3557 3556 3568 



3569   

PA.SC.RNR. 
GK4.D.3 

Identify use of reusable products 3664 3665 

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.B.2 

Demonstrate the use of models as tools for prediction and 
insight 

3630 3631 

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.B.3 

Apply appropriate simple modeling tools and techniques 3630 3631 

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.C.1 

Identify observable patterns (e.g., growth patterns in plants, 
crystal shapes in minerals, climate, structural patterns in 
bird feathers) 

3634 3635 

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.C.2 

Use knowledge of natural patterns to predict next 
occurrences 

3632 3633 

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.A.2 

Identify and explain improvements in transportation, health, 
sanitation and communications as a result of advancements 
in science and technology 

3642 3643 

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.A.3 

Describe how scientific discoveries and technological 
advancements are related 

3642 3643 

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.A.5 

Apply the technological design process to solve a simple 
problem 

3644 3645 

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.B.2 

Identify and distinguish between natural and human-made 
resources 

3662 3663 

PA.SC.T.GK Describe how biochemical technology has improved health 3642 3630 3643 
4.B.4 care in daily life 3631   

PA.SC.T.GK 
4.C.11 

Identify and experiment with simple machines used in 
transportation systems 

3674 

PA.SC.T.GK 
4.C.6 

Identify basic resources needed to produce a manufactured 
item 

3662 3663 

PA.SC.T.GK 
4.C.8 

Identify waste and pollution resulting from a manufacturing 
enterprise 

3666 3667 

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.A.1 

Group tools and machines by their function 3624 3625 3656 

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.A.2 

Select and safely apply appropriate tools and materials to 
solve simple problems 

3644 3645 

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.B.1 

Develop simple skills to measure, record, cut and fasten 3624 3625 3656 

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.B.2 

Choose the most appropriate instrument for an assigned 
task 

3624 3625 3656 

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.D.3 

Produce simple graphic and presentation graphic materials 3634 3635 

PA.SC.TEE 
S.GK4.A.3 

Explain why each of the four elements in a habitat is 
essential for survival 

3558 3559 

PA.SC.WW. 
GK4.D.3 

Explain wetlands as habitats for plants and animals 3558 3559 

 

 

 

  



Grade 2 Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description: In Second Grade science, students explore Patterns in Nature -Students will learn 
the steps in the life cycle, the food chain, pond habitat, wetland habitat, and ocean habitat. 
Lessons will focus on the different characteristics of the different types of animals in each habitat; 
Force and Motion - Students learn about magnetism and the law of magnetic attraction, and apply 
these to real life objects; and Earth and Space - Students learn about the objects in our sky, their 
orbits, and their characteristics. 

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Patterns in Nature The learner will explore patterns in nature. 10 weeks 

Force and Motion The learner will understand basic characteristics of force and motion. 10 weeks 

Earth and Space The learner will understand basic characteristics of earth and space. 10 weeks 

 

Grade 2 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

PA Standard/ 

Assessment 

Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 

Resources 

Assessmen

t 

PA.SC.BS.G Identify life processes (e.g., growth, digestion, react to 33999 3575 3680  

K4.A.1 environment) of living things 
3574 3576 3577 

PA.SC.BS.G Know that some organisms have similar external 33999 3575 3680  

K4.A.2 characteristics (e.g., anatomical characteristics 

appendages, type of covering, body segments) 

3574 3576 3577 

PA.SC.BS.G Describe basic needs of plants and animals 34013 3571 3570  

K4.A.3 
3578 3579 3580 

3581   

PA.SC.BS.G Identify characteristics for animal and plant survival in 33999 3575 3680  

K4.B.1 different climates 
3574 3576 3577 

3578 3579  

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.A.1 

Use properties of matter (e.g., hardness, density, reactions to simple 
chemical tests) to classify objects 

3540 3541  

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.A.2 

Know that combining two or more substances can make new materials 
with different properties. 

3540 3541  

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.B.1 

Identify energy conversion 3654 3655  



PA.SC.C.GK 
4.B.2 

Demonstrate an understanding of the flow of energy by measuring flow 
through an object or system 

3658 3659 3674  

PA.SC.EH.G Identify actions that can prevent or reduce waste pollution 3666 3667 34011  

K4.A.5 
3557 3556 3568 

3569   

PA.SC.EH.G 
K4.C.3 

Identify the effects of a healthy environment on the ecosystem 3564 3565  

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.A.10 

Identify a simple ecosystem and its living and nonliving components. 3564 3565  

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.A.4 

Identify plants and animals with their habitat and food sources 3558 3559  

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.A.9 

Identify a local ecosystem and its living and nonliving components 3564 3565  

PA.SC.EI.G 
K4.B.1 

Explain the water cycle 3552 3553  

PA.SC.ES.G Use knowledge of earth processes (e.g., oxidation, 3550 3551 34012  

K4.A.2 weathering, erosion) to explain selected weathered and 

eroded places in students’ neighborhoods 

34002 3555 3554 

PA.SC.ES.G Identify and sort earth materials according to a classification 34012 34002 3555  

K4.B.1 key (e.g., soil, rock type) 
3554 

  

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.C.2 

Explain weather patterns from data charts and graphs on weather 3634 3635  

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.D.1 

Identify factors that affect evaporation and condensation 3542 3543  

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.D.3 

Illustrate the water cycle to show the behavior of water 3552 3553  

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.F.3 

Illustrate how earth’s position causes seasonal changes 3610 34032  

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.F.4 

Use knowledge of solar system motions to explain time, lunar phases 
and eclipses 

3618 3619  

PA.SC.HE.G 
K4.A.2 

Identify several ways that people use natural resources 3662 3663  

PA.SC.HE.G Identify everyday human activities and how they affect the 3666 3667 3566  

K4.C.1 environment 
3567 3572 3573 

PA.SC.HE.G Identify examples of how human activities within a 3566 3567 3572  

K4.C.2 community affect the natural environment 
3573 

  

PA.SC.I.GK4 

.A.4 

State a conclusion that is consistent with the information 3638 3639  

PA.SC.I.GK4 

.C.2 

Describe the nature of science to improve its theories in response to 
new information 

3644 3645  

PA.SC.I.GK4 

.C.4 

Provide clear explanations that account for observations and results 3638 3639  

 

 

 

 

  



Grade 3 Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description: In Third Grade Science, Students will learn the process of scientific investigation-  
Lessons will focus on the use of instruments to collect and analyze data, as well as comparing 
and contrasting observations, and using reference materials to obtain information; Students will 
demonstrate basic understanding of the nature of matter- Lessons will focus on determining the 
physical properties of matter, as well as physical changes, and the use of hand lenses to observe 
objects; Students learn about energy, force, and motion- Lessons will focus on forms of energy, 
sources of heat, natural resources, renewable/nonrenewable resources, simple machines, and the 
idea that force causes change; Students learn about processes that shape the earth- Lessons 
include factors of surface change, origins of small rocks, importance of the earth’s water, and 
recycling; Students will gain a basic understanding of ecology through lessons that cover habitats, 
nature, the food chain, ecosystems, environmental threats, and extinction; Students learn about 
living organisms and how they interact with their environment through lessons that cover the link 
between animals and plants, how plants/animals react to the changing environment, vertebrates, 
invertebrates, and classification; Students will gain a basic understanding of light and sound 
through interactive lessons that cover the travel of light, sound, the uses of lenses, pitch, the 
human voice, and how we hear; Students will be taught astronomy through interactive lessons 
that cover the universe, galaxies, planetary motion, gravity, space rocks, and space exploration; 
and Students will learn about the Mesozoic Eras on Earth through the use of interactive lessons. 

 

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Scientific 

Investigation 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of a process of scientific 

investigation. 

4 weeks 

Nature of Matter The learner will demonstrate basic understanding of the nature of 

matter. 

4 weeks 

Energy, Force and 

Motion 

The learner will demonstrate general understanding of energy, force, 

and motion. 

4 weeks 

Effects on the Shape 

of Earth 

The learner will demonstrate basic understanding of processes that 

shape Earth. 

4 weeks 

Ecology The learner will demonstrate basic understanding of ecology. 4 weeks 

Life/Environment 

Interact 

The learner will demonstrate basic understanding of living organisms 

and how they interact with their environment. 

4 weeks 



Light & Sound The learner will demonstrate basic understanding of light and sound. 4 weeks 

Astronomy The learner will demonstrate basic understanding of astronomy. 4 weeks 

Eras on Earth The learner will discover the Mesozoic Eras on Earth. 4 weeks 

 

Grade 3 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

PA Standard/ 

Assessment 

Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 

Resources 

 

Assessmen

t 

PA.SC.IPM. Know how pests fit into a food chain 3562 3563 3586  

GK4.A.3 
3587 

  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.A.1 

Know different materials characteristics (e.g., texture, state of matter and 
solubility) 

3540 3541  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.A.2 

Know that matter changes state as it is heated or cooled 3542 3543  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.1 

Explain forces of attraction or repulsion of each other and on other 
objects through demonstration 

3668 3669  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.2 

Demonstrate various motions using familiar objects through 
demonstration 

3670 3671  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.3 

Compare the relative movement of objects and describe types of motion 
that are evident 

3670 3671  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.B.4 

Describe the position of an object by locating it relative to another object 
or the background (e.g., geographic direction, and left-right) 

3679  

PA.SC.P.GK Demonstrate qualities of pitch, loudness and echoes 3672 3673 3602  

4.C.1 through the production or identification of sounds 
3603 

  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.4 

Classify materials as conductors and nonconductors 3658 3659  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.5 

Demonstrate an understanding of the basic properties of heat by 
producing it in a variety of ways 

3648 3649  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.6 

Use characteristics of light (e.g., reflection, refraction, absorption) to 
produce heat, color or a virtual image 

3590 3591  

PA.SC.RNR. 
GK4.A.2 

Explain air, water and nutrient cycles 3552 3553  

PA.SC.RNR. 
GK4.C.1 

Identify renewable and nonrenewable resources used in the local 
community 

3664 3665  

PA.SC.RNR. Identify various means of conserving natural resources 34011 3557 3556  

GK4.C.2 
3568 3569 

 

PA.SC.RNR. Identify those items that can be recycled and those that can 3664 3665 34011  

GK4.D.2 not 
3557 3556 3568 

3569   

PA.SC.RNR. 
GK4.D.3 

Identify use of reusable products 3664 3665  

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.B.2 

Demonstrate the use of models as tools for prediction and insight 3630 3631  



PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.B.3 

Apply appropriate simple modeling tools and techniques 3630 3631  

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.C.1 

Identify observable patterns (e.g., growth patterns in plants, crystal 
shapes in minerals, climate, structural patterns in bird feathers) 

3634 3635  

PA.SC.SA.G 
K4.C.2 

Use knowledge of natural patterns to predict next occurrences 3632 3633  

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.A.2 

Identify and explain improvements in transportation, health, sanitation 
and communications as a result of advancements in science and 
technology 

3642 3643  

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.A.3 

Describe how scientific discoveries and technological advancements are 
related 

3642 3643  

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.A.5 

Apply the technological design process to solve a simple problem 3644 3645  

PA.SC.STH 
E.GK4.B.2 

Identify and distinguish between natural and human-made resources 3662 3663  

PA.SC.T.GK Describe how biochemical technology has improved health 3642 3630 3643  

4.B.4 care in daily life 
3631 

  

PA.SC.T.GK 
4.C.11 

Identify and experiment with simple machines used in transportation 
systems 

3674  

PA.SC.T.GK 
4.C.6 

Identify basic resources needed to produce a manufactured item 3662 3663  

PA.SC.T.GK 
4.C.8 

Identify waste and pollution resulting from a manufacturing enterprise 3666 3667  

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.A.1 

Group tools and machines by their function 3624 3625 3656  

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.A.2 

Select and safely apply appropriate tools and materials to solve simple 
problems 

3644 3645  

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.B.1 

Develop simple skills to measure, record, cut and fasten 3624 3625 3656  

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.B.2 

Choose the most appropriate instrument for an assigned task 3624 3625 3656  

PA.SC.TD.G 
K4.D.3 

Produce simple graphic and presentation graphic materials 3634 3635  

PA.SC.TEE 
S.GK4.A.3 

Explain why each of the four elements in a habitat is essential for survival 3558 3559  

PA.SC.WW. 
GK4.D.3 

Explain wetlands as habitats for plants and animals 3558 3559  

 

 

 

 

  



Grade 4 Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description: In Fourth Grade Science, Students learn to use reasoning strategies as 
students are asked to conduct a simple experiment by asking a scientific question, stating 
a hypothesis, listing the procedure, recording the results, and communicating the 
conclusion; Students learn about the basic properties of matter and their physical and 
chemical changes: how to classify matter, measure heat, describe physical and chemical 
changes, distinguish between types of change and apply force to an object; Students learn 
basic principles of sound, identify the basic physical phenomena of sound and learn how 
to identify musical instruments that create it; Students learn about the structure of the 
solar system and the universe;  and  Students learn about the characteristics, structures, 
and functions of living things and of how living things interact with one another and their 
environment, including the difference between vertebrates, invertebrates, ecosystems and 
the basic requirements of life. Students learn about environmental impact and the 
protection of natural resources. 

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Scientific 

Investigation 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of a process of scientific 

investigation. 

7 weeks 

Changes in Matter 

& Energy 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of common properties, 

forms, and changes in forms of matter and energy. 

7 weeks 

Sound The learner will demonstrate understanding of the physical phenomena 

of sound. 

7 weeks 

Solar System & the 

Universe 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of the structure of the 

solar system and the universe and of the interactions among the Earth 

and other objects in space. 

7 weeks 

Living Things The learner will demonstrate understanding of the characteristics, 

structures, and functions of living things and of how living things 

interact with one another and their environment. 

7 weeks 

 

Grade 4 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

Strand Key Description Learning Activities Lesson 
Quizzes 



3.1.4.B 3.1. Unifying Themes 41210 41158 41159  

3.1.4. GRADE 4 
 
B. Know models as useful simplifications of objects or 
processes. 
• Identify different types of models. 
• Identify and apply models as tools for prediction and 
insight. 

• Apply appropriate simple modeling tools and 
techniques. 
• Identify theories that serve as models (e.g., molecules 

8049 8002 8003 

3.1.4.E 3.1. Unifying Themes 

3.1.4. GRADE 4 
E. Recognize change in natural and physical systems.  
• Recognize change as fundamental to science and 
technology concepts. 
• Examine and explain change by using time and 
measurement. 
• Describe relative motion. 
• Describe the change to objects caused by heat, cold, light 
or chemicals. 

56160 56116 56117  

56118   

3.2.4.A 3.2. Inquiry and Design 
3.2.4.  GRADE 4 
A. Identify and use the nature of scientific and technological 
knowledge. 

• Distinguish between a scientific fact and a belief. 

• Provide clear explanations that account for observations 
and results. 
• Relate how new information can change existing 
perceptions. 

8042 8006 8007  

8046 8018 
 

3.2.4.C 3.2. Inquiry and Design 
3.2.4.  GRADE 4 
C. Recognize and use the elements of scientific inquiry to 
solve problems. 

• Generate questions about objects, organisms and/or 
events that can be answered through scientific 
investigations. 

• Design an investigation. 

• Conduct an experiment. 

• State a conclusion that is consistent with the information. 

56159 56130 56160  

56116 56117 56118 
76185 76141 76142 

3.2.4.D 3.2. Inquiry and Design 
 
3.2.4. GRADE 4 
 
D. Recognize and use the technological design process to solve 
problems. 
 
• Recognize and explain basic problems. 
 
• Identify possible solutions and their course of action. 
 
• Try a solution. 
 
• Describe the solution, identify its impacts and modify if necessary. 
 
• Show the steps taken and the results. 

8043 8010 8011  

3.3.4.A 3.3. Biological Sciences 41204 41170 41205  



3.3.4.  GRADE 4 

A. Know the similarities and differences of living things. 

• Identify life processes of living things (e.g., growth, 
digestion, react to environment). 

• Know that some organisms have similar external 
characteristics (e.g., anatomical characteristics; 
appendages, type of covering, body segments) and that 
similarities and differences are related to environmental 
habitat. 

• Describe basic needs of plants and animals. 

41171   

3.3.4.B 3.3. Biological Sciences 
 
3.3.4.  GRADE 4 
 
B. Know that living things are made up of parts that have specific 
functions. 
 
• Identify examples of unicellular and multicellular 
organisms. 
• Determine how different parts of a living thing work together 
to make the organism function. 

8049 8002 8003  

3.3.4.D 3.3. Biological Sciences 
 
3.3.4.  GRADE 4 
 
D. Identify changes in living things over time. 
 
• Compare extinct life forms with living organisms. 

41206 41168  

3.4.4.C 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 

3.4.4.  GRADE 4 
C. Observe and describe different types of force and 
motion. 

• Identify characteristics of sound (pitch, loudness and 
echoes) 

• Recognize forces that attract or repel other objects and 
demonstrate them. 

• Describe various types of motions. 
• Compare the relative movement of objects and describe 
types of motion that are evident. 

• Describe the position of an object by locating it relative to 
another object or the background (e.g., geographic 
direction, left, up). 

76184 76139 76140  

8047 8008 8009 

3.4.4.D 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 

3.4.4.  GRADE 4 
D. Describe the composition and structure of the universe 
and the earth’s place in it. 
• Recognize earth’s place in the solar system. 

• Explain and illustrate the causes of seasonal changes. 

• Identify planets in our solar system and their general 
characteristics. 
• Describe the solar system motions and use them to 
explain time (e.g., days, seasons), major lunar phases and 
eclipses. 

41209 41153 41154  

67126 67067 67068 
67069 67127 67085 

67086 

67070 

67087 

67071 

67128 

67072 

67129 67064 67065 

67066 

67080 

67130 

67081 

67079 

67131 
67082 67083 67084 

67132 67073 67074 
67075 67134 67076 

67077 67078 76188 

76144 76145 76146 



76147   

3.5.4.A 3.5. Earth Sciences 
 
3.5.4.  GRADE 4 
A. Know basic landforms and earth history. 
• Describe earth processes 

(e.g., rusting, weathering, erosion) that have 
affected selected physical features in 
students’ neighborhoods. 

 
• Identify various earth structures (e.g., mountains, faults, drainage 
basins) through the use of models. 
• Identify the composition of soil as weathered rock and 
decomposed organic remains. 
 
• Describe fossils and the type of environment they lived in (e.g., 

tropical, aquatic, desert). 

76190 

76150 

76152 

76148 

76151 

76153 

76149 

76203 

76154 

 

3.5.4.B 3.5. Earth Sciences 
 
3.5.4.  GRADE 4 
B. Know types and uses of earth materials. 
• Identify uses of various earth materials (e.g., buildings, highways, 
fuels, growing plants). 
• Identify and sort earth materials according to a 
classification key (e.g., soil/rock type). 

67135 67089 67090  

3.5.4.C 3.5. Earth Sciences 
 
3.5.4.  GRADE 4 
C. Know basic weather elements. 
 
• identify cloud types. 
• Identify weather patterns from data charts (including temperature, 
wind direction and speed, precipitation) and graphs of the data. 
 
• Explain how the different seasons effect plants, animals, food 
availability and daily human life. 

56162 56125 56126  

3.6.4.B 3.6. Technology Education 
 
3.6.4.  GRADE 4 
 
B. Know that information technologies involve encoding, transmitting, 
receiving, storing, retrieving and decoding. 
• Identify electronic communication methods that exist in the community 
(e.g., digital cameras, telephone, internet, television, fiber optics). 
• Identify graphic reproduction methods. 
 
• Describe appropriate image generating techniques (e.g., 

photography, video). 
 
• Demonstrate the ability to communicate an idea by applying 
basic sketching and drawing techniques. 

56165 56121 56122  

3.6.4.C 3.6. Technology Education 
 
3.6.4.  GRADE 4 
 
C. Know physical technologies of structural design, analysis and 
engineering, finance, production, marketing, research and design. 
 
• Identify and group a variety of construction tasks. 
• Identify the major construction systems present in a specific 
local building. 

41208 41163 41164  



• Identify specific construction systems that depend on each other in 
order to complete a project. 
• Know skills used in construction. 
• Identify examples of manufactured goods present in the home and 
school. 
• Identify basic resources needed to produce a 
manufactured item. 
• Identify basic component operations in a specific manufacturing 
enterprise (e.g., cutting, shaping, attaching). 
• Identify waste and pollution resulting from a manufacturing enterprise. 
• Explain and demonstrate the concept of manufacturing (e.g., 
assemble a set of papers or ball point pens sequentially, mass 
produce an object). 
• Identify transportation technologies of propelling, structuring, 
suspending, guiding, controlling and supporting. 
• Identify and experiment with simple machines used in 
transportation systems. 
• Explain how improved transportation systems have changed 
society. 

3.7.4.C 3.7. Technological Devices 

3.7.4.  GRADE 4 

C. Identify basic computer operations and concepts. 

• Identify the major parts necessary for a computer to input 
and output data. 

• Explain and demonstrate the basic use of input and output 
devices (e.g., keyboard, monitor, printer, mouse). 

• Explain and demonstrate the use of external and internal 
storage devices (e.g., disk drive, CD drive). 

41210 41158 41159  

8043 8010 8011 

3.7.4.D 3.7. Technological Devices 
 
3.7.4.  GRADE 4 
 
D. Use basic computer software. 
 
• Apply operating system skills to perform basic computer tasks. 
 
• Apply basic word processing skills. 
 
• Identify and use simple graphic and presentation graphic materials 
generated by the computer. 
 
• Apply specific instructional software. 

8043 

8044 

8010 

8012 

8011 

8013 

 

3.7.4.E 3.7. Technological Devices 

3.7.4.  GRADE 4 
E. Identify basic computer communications systems. 

• Apply a web browser. 

• Apply basic electronic mail functions. 

• Use on-line searches to answer age appropriate 
questions. 

41210 41158 41159  

8043 8010 8011 
8044 8012 8013 

3.8.4.A 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 

3.8.4.  GRADE 4 

A. Know that people select, create and use science and 
technology and that they are limited by social and physical 
restraints. 

• Identify and describe positive and negative impacts that 
influence or result from new tools and techniques. 

8040 8004 8005  

8042 8006 8007 



• Identify how physical technology (e.g., construction, 
manufacturing, transportation), informational technology 
and biotechnology are used to meet human needs. 
• Describe how scientific discoveries and technological 
advancements are related. 

• Identify interrelationships among technology, people and 
their world. 

• Apply the technological design process to solve a simple 
problem. 

3.8.4.B 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 
 
3.8.4.  GRADE 4 
 
B. Know how human ingenuity and technological resources satisfy 
specific human needs and improve the quality of life. 
 
• Identify and distinguish between human needs and improving 
the quality of life. 
 
• Identify and distinguish between natural and human-made resources. 
 
• Describe a technological invention and the resources that were used 
to develop it. 

8040 8004 8005  

3.8.4.C 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 
 
3.8.4.  GRADE 4 
 
C. Know the pros and cons of possible solutions to scientific and 
technological problems in society. 
 
• Compare the positive and negative expected and 
unexpected impacts of technological change. 
 
• Identify and discuss examples of technological change in the 
community that have both positive and negative impacts 

8040 8004 8005  

PA.EE.G4.
4. 6.4.A1 

Identify and categorize living and nonliving things. 40798 539 231  

PA.EE.G4.4. Identify a simple ecosystem and its living and nonliving 228 734 240  

6.4.A9 components. 
236 162 

 

PA.SC.BS.G 
4.3.1.4.A3 

Describe basic needs of plants and animals. 643 263  

PA.SC.BS.G 
4.3.1.A.1 

Identify life processes (e.g., growth, digestion, react to environment) of 
living things. 

304 686  

PA.SC.C.GK 
4.B.2 

Demonstrate an understanding of the flow of energy by measuring flow 
through an object or system. 

751  

PA.SC.ES.G 
4.B.1 

Identify and sort earth materials according to a classification key (e.g., 
soil, rock type) 

448  

PA.SC.ES.G Identify planets in our solar system and their general 40807 40804 724  

4.F.3 characteristics 
735 188 203 

40810 40805 731 

728 204 189 

40806 201 729 

730 205 40803 

40808 733 742 

202 206 207 

776 40809  



PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.F.3 

Illustrate how earth’s position causes seasonal changes 783 431  

PA.SC.ES.G 
K4.F.4 

Use knowledge of solar system motions to explain time, lunar phases 
and eclipses 

410 782  

PA.SC.I.G4. 
A.2 

Design an investigation. 143  

PA.SC.I.G4. 
A.3 

Conduct a one step experiment. 143  

PA.SC.I.G4. 
B.6 

Choose alternative methods to achieve solutions 140 519 142  

PA.SC.I.GK
4 
.B 

B. Know that problem solving in Technology is a systematic process. · 
Identify the problem. · Know the problem in simple terms. · Identify 
necessary information. · Identify simple questions that must be 
answered. · Identify a possible solution. · Choose alternative methods 
to achieve solutions. · List the course of action. · Try the solution. · Try 
a specific solution. · Try another solution. · Describe the solution. · 
Change if necessary. · Identify the impacts of the solution. and · Show 
the problem, method of solution and results. 

550 521  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.A.2 

Know that matter changes state as it is heated or cooled. 723 350  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.1 

Demonstrate qualities of pitch, loudness and echoes through the 
production or identification of sounds. 

719 332  

PA.SC.P.GK 
4.C.5 

Demonstrate an understanding of the basic properties of heat by 
producing it in a variety of ways. 

365  

PA.SC.STH. 
G4.3.9.C.2 

Identify and concur examples of technological change in the community 
that have both positive and negative impacts. 

473 474  

PA.SC.T.G4
. 
3.5.C.8 

Identify waste and pollution resulting from a manufacturing enterprise. 241 685  

 

  



Grade 5 Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description:  In Fifth Grade, Students at Synergy Cyber study a wide range of 
scientific topics, including:  

Scientific Investigation - Students will learn the process of completing scientific 
investigations. Lessons reinforce the steps in the scientific method through 
assignments on research, investigation, conducting experiments, collecting data, 
recording observations, using control groups, and creating time lines. 

Changes in Matter – Teaches the relating of matter changes to atoms and molecules. 
Students identify the components of atoms, the construction of matter, and the 
organization of elements. The Periodic Table is presented and explained in detail. 

Electricity and Matter - Lessons include in-depth study into characteristics, 
measurement, resistance, and safety issues of electricity. Students will also learn 
about the various electrical inventors. 

Light – Teaches the basic characteristics of light through examining characteristics, 
measurement, reflections, refractions, optics, and magnifiers of light. Students are 
asked to experiment with the reflection and refraction of light. 

Organisms – Students learn about cells and their characteristics, organisms, plants and 
animals, the use and parts of a microscope, and the famous cell biologist Ernest 
Just. 

Classifying Living Things – The five major kingdoms are presented along with the 
methods used in classifying living things. Students are asked to identify and 
describe each of the five major kingdoms. A lesson on Carolus Linnaeus is also 
presented. 

Life Cycle & Reproduction – Students examine the life cycle of a plant, the circle of life, 
the various parts of a plant, seeds and pollination, and the reproduction of a non-
seed plant. 

Weather – Teaches the various characteristics of earth’s atmosphere and weather 
conditions. Lessons present weather and climate, the water cycle, the layers of the 
atmosphere, classification of clouds, instruments used to collect weather data, 
developing forecasts, and a description of meteorology. 

Forever Changing Earth – The Earth’s ever changing surface is examined in detail 
through lessons on the layers of the earth, plate tectonics, earthquakes, major fault 
zones, volcanology, mountains, oceans, measuring geologic time, fossils, ice cores 
and tree rings, and a description of the study of geology. 

Human Body – Students are taught how to identify personal interests, capabilities, and 
values. Lesson will also teach the student how to identify personal strengths and 



weaknesses in order to develop ways to maximize their strengths. Interactive 
lessons also teach how to recognize conditions that contribute to disease, poor 
nutrition, safety, poor hygiene, recognizing and dealing with stress, and how to make 
and keep friends. 

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Scientific 

Investigation 

The learner will demonstrate competency in the process of completing 

scientific investigations. 

4 weeks 

Changes in Matter The learner will demonstrate knowledge of how changes in matter are 

related to atoms and molecules. 

4 weeks 

Electricity and 

Matter 

The learner will examine how electricity interacts with matter. 4 weeks 

Light The learner will demonstrate understanding of the basic characteristics 

of light. 

4 weeks 

Organisms The learner will demonstrate an understanding that organisms are 

made up of cells and will explain how cells grow, develop, and 

reproduce. 

4 weeks 

Classifying Living 

Things 

The learner will use classification systems to describe groups of living 

things. 

4 weeks 

Life Cycle & 

Reproduction 

The learner will examine differences in the life cycles and reproduction 

of living things. 

4 weeks 

Weather The learner will demonstrate understanding of the general 

characteristics of the atmosphere and how weather conditions and 

weather phenomena occur and can be predicted. 

4 weeks 

Forever Changing 

Earth 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of how the Earth's surface 

is constantly changing. 

4 weeks 

Human Body Identify personal interests, capabilities, and values. Identify personal 

strengths and weaknesses and develop ways to maximize strengths. 

Describe conditions that contribute to disease, such as contaminated 

food or water, lack of immunization, poor nutrition, and improper 

hygiene. Explain the roles of sleep and rest in fitness. 

4 weeks 

 

Grade 5 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 



 

Strand Key Description Learning Activities Lesson 
Quizzes 

3.1.7.A 3.1. Unifying Themes 

 

3.1.7.  GRADE 7 

 

A. Explain the parts of a simple system and their relationship to each 
other. 

• Describe a system as a group of related parts that work together to 
achieve a desired result 
(e.g., digestive system). 

• Explain the importance of order in a system. 
• Distinguish between system inputs, system processes and system 
outputs. 
• Distinguish between open loop and closed loop systems. 
• Apply systems analysis to solve problems. 

8049 8002 8003  

3.1.7.B 3.1. Unifying Themes 

 

3.1.7. GRADE 7 

 

B. Describe the use of models as an application of scientific or 
technological concepts. 

 

• Identify and describe different types of models and their functions. 
 

• Apply models to predict specific results and observations (e.g., 
population growth, effects of 

infectious organisms). 

 

• Explain systems by outlining a system’s relevant parts and its purpose 
and/or designing a model that illustrates its function. 

41210 

8049 

41158 

8002 

41159 

8003 

 

3.2.7.A 3.2. Inquiry and Design 8042 8006 8007  

3.2.7.  GRADE 7 
8046 8018  

A. Identify and use the nature of scientific and technological 

knowledge. 

• Distinguish between a scientific fact and a belief. 

• Provide clear explanations that account for observations 
and results. 



• Relate how new information can change existing 
perceptions. 

3.2.7.C 3.2. Inquiry and Design 56159 56130 56160  

3.2.7.  GRADE 7 
56116 56117 56118 

 76185 76141 76142 

C. Recognize and use the elements of scientific inquiry to 

solve problems. 

• Generate questions about objects, organisms and/or 
events that can be answered through scientific 

investigations. 

• Design an investigation. 
• Conduct an experiment. 

• State a conclusion that is consistent with the information. 

3.2.7.D 3.2. Inquiry and Design 

 

3.2.7.  GRADE 7 

 

D. Recognize and use the technological design process to solve 
problems. 

 

• Recognize and explain basic problems. 
• Identify possible solutions and their course of action. 
• Try a solution. 
• Describe the solution, identify its impacts and modify if necessary. 
• Show the steps taken and the results. 

8043 8010 8011  

3.3.7.A 3.3. Biological Sciences 41204 41170 41205  

3.3.7.  GRADE 7 
41171   

A. Describe the similarities and differences that characterize 

diverse living things. 

• Describe how the structures of living things help them 
function in unique ways. 

• Explain how to use a dichotomous key to identify plants 
and animals. 

• Account for adaptations among organisms that live in a 
particular environment. 

3.3.7.D 3.3. Biological Sciences 41206 41168 56163  



3.3.7.  GRADE 7 
56128   

D. Explain basic concepts of natural selection. 

• Identify adaptations that allow organisms to survive in their 
environment. 

• Describe how an environmental change can affect the 
survival of organisms and entire species. 

• know that differences in individuals of the same species 
may give some advantage in surviving and 

reproducing. 

• recognize that populations of organisms can increase 
rapidly. 

• Describe the role that fossils play in studying the past. 

• Explain how biologic extinction is a natural process. 

3.4.7.B 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 41209 41153 41154  

3.4.7.  GRADE 7 
56160 56116 56117 

B. Relate energy sources and transfers to heat and 56118 67135 67089 

temperature. 

• Identify and describe sound changes in moving 

67090   

objects. 

• Know that the sun is a major source of energy that emits 
wavelengths of visible light, infrared and ultraviolet 

radiation. 

• Explain the conversion of one form of energy to another by 
applying knowledge of each form of energy. 

• Explain the parts and functions in an electrical circuit 

3.4.7.C 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 

3.4.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Identify and explain the principles of force and motion. 

• Describe the motion of an object based on its position, direction 
and speed. 
• Classify fluid power systems according to fluid used or mode of 
power transmission (e.g., air, oil). 
• Explain various motions using models. 
• Explain how convex and concave mirrors and lens change light 
images. 
• Explain how sound and light travel in waves of differing speeds, 
sizes and frequencies. 

8047 8008 8009  

3.4.7.D 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 41210 41158 41159  

3.4.7.  GRADE 7 
56166 56127 67146 



D. Describe essential ideas about the composition and 67088 67126 67067 

structure of the universe and the earth’s place in it. 

• Compare various planets’ characteristics. 
• Describe basic star types and identify the sun as a star 

67068 

67085 

67069 

67086 

67127 

67087 

type. 67128 67070 67071 

• Describe and differentiate comets, asteroids and meteors. 
67072 67129 67064 

• Identify gravity as the force that keeps planets in orbit 67065 67066 67130 

around the sun and governs the rest of the movement of the 67079 67080 67081 

solar system and the universe. 

• Illustrate how the positions of stars and constellations 

67131 67082 67083 

change in relation to the Earth during an evening and from 67084 67132 67073 

month to month. 67074 67075 67134 

• Identify equipment and instruments that explore the 
universe. 67076 67077 67078 

 76187 76157 76158 

• Identify the accomplishments and contributions provided 
by selected past and present scientists in the field of 

astronomy. 

• Identify and articulate space program efforts to investigate 
possibilities of living in space and on other planets. 

3.5.7.A 3.5. Earth Sciences 

3.5.7.  GRADE 7 

 

A. Describe earth features and processes. 

• Describe major layers of the earth. 
 

• Describe the processes involved in the creation of geologic features 
(e.g., folding, faulting, volcanism, sedimentation) and that these 
processes seen today (e.g., erosion, weathering crustal plate 
movement) are similar to those in the past. 
• Describe the processes that formed Pennsylvania geologic 
structures and resources including mountains, glacial formations, 
water gaps and ridges. 
 

• Explain how the rock cycle affected rock formations in the state of 
Pennsylvania.  
• Distinguish between examples of rapid surface changes (e.g., 

landslides, earthquakes) and 
slow surface changes (e.g., 
weathering). 

 

76188 

76146 

76152 

76144 

76147 

76153 

76145 

76203 

76154 

 



• Identify living plants and animals that are similar to fossil forms. 

3.5.7.B 3.5. Earth Sciences 

3.5.7.  GRADE 7 

 

B. Recognize earth resources and how they affect everyday life. 

• Identify and locate significant earth resources (e.g., rock types, oil, 
gas, coal deposits) in Pennsylvania. 
• Explain the processes involved in the formation of oil and coal in 
Pennsylvania. 
• Explain the value and uses of different earth resources (e.g., 

selected minerals, ores, fuel 
sources, agricultural uses). 

 

• Compare the locations of human settlements as related to available 
resources. 

56161 56119 56120  

3.5.7.C 3.5. Earth Sciences 

3.5.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Describe basic elements of meteorology. 

• Explain weather forecasts by interpreting weather data and 
symbols. 
• Explain the oceans’ impact on local weather and the climate of 
a region. 
• Identify how cloud types, wind directions and barometric pressure 
changes are associated with weather patterns in different regions of 
the country. 
• Explain and illustrate the processes of cloud formation and 
precipitation. 
• Describe and illustrate the major layers of the earth’s 
atmosphere. 
 

• Identify different air masses and global wind patterns and how they 
relate to the weather patterns in different regions of the U.S. 

56162 56125 56126  

3.6.7.A 3.6. Technology Education 

 

3.6.7.  GRADE 7 

A. Explain biotechnologies that relate to related technologies of 
propagating, growing, maintaining, adapting, treating and converting. 

• Identify the environmental, societal and economic impacts that waste 
has in the environment. 
• Identify and explain the impact that a specific medical 
advancement has had on society. 
 

• Explain the factors that were taken into consideration when a 
specific object was designed. 
• Define and describe how fuels and energy can be generated through 
the process of biomass conversion. 
• Identify and group basic plant and animal production 

41208 41163 41164  



processes. 
 

• explain the impact that agricultural science has had on 
biotechnology. 

3.6.7.B 3.6. Technology Education 

 

3.6.7.  GRADE 7 

B. Explain information technologies of encoding, transmitting, 
receiving, storing, retrieving and decoding. 

• Demonstrate the effectiveness of image generating technique 
to communicate a story 
(e.g., photography, video). 

 

• Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of a graphic object designed 
and produced to communicate a thought or concept. 
• Apply basic technical drawing techniques to communicate an idea or 
solution to a problem. 
• Apply the appropriate method of communications 
technology to communicate a thought. 

56165 56121 56122  

3.7.7.A 3.7. Technological Devices 

 

3.7.7.  GRADE 7 

 

A. Describe the safe and appropriate use of tools, materials and 
techniques to answer questions and solve problems. 

• Identify uses of tools, machines, materials, information, people, 
money, energy and time that meet specific design criteria. 
• Describe safe procedures for using tools and materials. 
 

• Assess materials for appropriateness of use. 

8043 8010 8011  

3.7.7.C 3.7. Technological Devices 

 

3.7.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Explain and demonstrate basic computer operations and concepts. 

 

• Know specialized computer applications used in the 
community. 
• Describe the function of advanced input and output devices 
(e.g., scanners, video images, plotters, 
projectors) and demonstrate their use. 

 

• Demonstrate age appropriate keyboarding skills and 

41210 

8043 

8044 

41158 

8010 

8012 

41159 

8011 

8013 

 



techniques. 

3.7.7.D 3.7. Technological Devices 8043 8010 8011  

3.7.7.  GRADE 7 
8044 8012 8013 

D. Apply computer software to solve specific problems. 

• Identify software designed to meet specific needs (e.g., 
Computer Aided Drafting, design software, tutorial, 

financial, presentation software). 

• Identify and solve basic software problems relevant to 
specific software applications. 

• Identify basic multimedia applications. 

• Demonstrate a basic knowledge of desktop publishing 
applications. 

• Apply intermediate skills in utilizing word processing, 
database and spreadsheet software. 

• Apply basic graphic manipulation techniques. 

3.7.7.E 3.7. Technological Devices 

 

3.7.7.  GRADE 7 

 

E. Explain basic computer communications systems. 

• Describe the organization and functions of the basic parts that make 
up the World Wide Web. 
 

• Apply advanced electronic mail functions. 
 

• Apply basic on-line research techniques to solve a specific problem. 

8044 8012 8013  

3.8.7.A 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 

 

3.8.7.  GRADE 7 

A. Explain how sciences and technologies are limited in their effects 
and influences on society. 

• Identify and describe the unavoidable constraints of 
technological design. 
• Identify changes in society as a result of a technological 
development. 
 

• Identify and explain improvements in transportation, health, 
sanitation and communications as a result of advancements in 
science and technology and how they effect our lives. 

8040 8004 8005  



3.8.7.C 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 8040 8004 8005  

3.8.7.  GRADE 7 
8042 8006 8007 

C. Identify the pros and cons of applying technological and 

scientific solutions to address problems and the effect upon 

society. 

• Describe the positive and negative expected and 
unexpected effects of specific technological developments. 

• Describe ways technology extends and enhances human 
abilities. 

PA.SC.BS.G Describe how the structures of living things help them 5567 5568 5565  

57.A.1 function in unique ways. 
5566 5569 5570 

5573 5574  

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.A.2 

Describe the similarities and differences that characterize diverse 
living things. Identify plants and animals through the use of a 
dichotomous key. 

5561 5562  

PA.SC.BS.G Distinguish how living things reproduce. 5565 5566 5571  

57.B.2 
5572 5573 5574 

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.C.3 

Describe the role that fossils play in studying the past 5643 5626  

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.D.1 

Identify examples of unicellular and multicellular organisms. 5553 5554  

PA.SC.BS.G Describe functions which cells carry on in order to sustain 5549 5547 5555  

57.D.2 life. 
5550 5556 5548 

5551 5552  

PA.SC.BS.G Describe how cells are often organized with specific 5549 5551 5552  

57.D.3 functions. 
5550 

  

PA.SC.BS.G Explain that cells and organisms have particular structures 5555 5547 5556  

57.D.6 that underlie their functions 
5548 

  

PA.SC.C.G5 Identify that elements are made up of minute particles 5660 5661 5662  

7.A.2 called atoms, and atoms are composed of protons, 

neutrons and electrons whose properties are measurable. 

5663 
  



PA.SC.C.G5 Describe categories of elements using the periodic table. 5664 5665 5666  

7.A.6 
5667 

  

PA.SC.ES.G 
57.3.4.A.2 

Demonstrate an understanding of geologic structures and processes. 5619 

5603 

5602 5621  

PA.SC.ES.G Describe processes that formed Pennsylvania geologic 5609 5610 5622  

57.A.3 formations (e.g., coal, volcanics, folded mountains, glacial 

formations) 

5643 5604 5626 

5630 5623 5605 

5627 5609 5625 

5632 5626 5643 

5630 5627  

PA.SC.ES.G Interpret information from meteorological instruments and 5613 5638 5639  

57.C.1 on-line sources to predict weather patterns. 
5629 5640 5618 

5641 5642  

PA.SC.ES.G 
57.C.2 

Identify cloud types and wind direction associated with weather patterns 
in different regions of the country. 

5636 5637  

PA.SC.I.G57 

.A.1 

Generate questions that can be studied in science. 5644 5645  

PA.SC.I.G57 Design an investigation with limited variables to investigate 5656 5646 5657  

.A.3 a question 
5647 

  

PA.SC.I.G57 

.C.2 

Answer “What if” questions based on observation, inference or prior 
knowledge or experience. 

5654 5580 5655  

PA.SC.P.G5 
7.A.2 

Know that matter is made of smaller units called atoms. 5662 5663  

PA.SC.P.G5 Demonstrate an understanding of electrical circuit 5677 5678 5679  

7.B.1 subsystems. 
5681 

  

PA.SC.P.G5 Know that convex and concave mirrors and lens change 5691 5692 5540  

7.B.6 light images. 
5699 

  

PA.SC.P.G5 Know that the sun is a major source of energy that emits 5689 5690 5691  

7.C.2 wavelengths of visible light, infrared and ultraviolet 
5692 5693 5694 



radiation. 

PA.SC.P.G5 Explain the conversion of one form of energy to another by 5668 5695 5696  

7.C.3 applying knowledge of each form of energy. 
5669 5697 5670 

5671 5672 5673 

5687 5688 5675 

5676   

PA.SC.STH 
E.G5.A.4 

Describe scientific discoveries and their application that have 
influenced society. 

5559 5560  

PA.SC.TD.G 
57.3.6.B.1 

Select appropriate instruments to measure the size, weight, shape and 
temperature of living and non-living objects. 

5613 5638  

PA.SC.TD.G 
57.A.1 

Identify uses of tools, machines, materials, information, people, money, 
energy and time that meet specific design criteria 

5557 5558  

PA.SC.TD.G 
57.A.2 

Describe safe procedures for using tools and materials. 5683 5684  

 

 

  



Grade 6 Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description: In Sixth Grade Science, Synergy students will learn:  

 About Earth's structure, geologic processes, plate tectonics, oceans and the water cycle, 
Earth's atmosphere, weather and climate, our solar system, stars, and galaxies.  

 How the motions of the sun, the moon, and Earth create days, seasons, years, eclipses, 
phases of the moon, and tides. 

 the characteristics of living things, plant and animal cell structures, the characteristics of 
unicellular and multicellular life, genetics, classification of organisms, the structure and 
function of human cells tissues organs and organ systems, and the structure and function 
of plants. 

 Foundational knowledge of chemistry and physics, including physical and chemical 
changes, atoms and elements, mixtures and solutions, the periodic table, states of matter, 
motion, gravity, density and buoyancy, energy, heat, the properties of waves, and light. 

 How to safely and correctly use scientific equipment, take measurements, conduct 
experiments and investigations, collect and analyze data, draw conclusions, evaluate 
evidence, and present their work. 

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Scientific Process The learner will demonstrate understanding of the nature of science 

and scientific processes. 

6 weeks 

Properties of 

Matter 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of the nature of matter 

and the changes of properties in elements, compounds, mixtures, and 

solutions. 

6 weeks 

Characteristics of 

Plants 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of the characteristics, 

structures, and functions of plants. 

6 weeks 

Energy, Force, & 

Motion 

The learner will demonstrate understanding of changes in the forms of 

energy, force, and motion. 

6 weeks 

Electricity & 

Magnetism 

The learner will examine the relationship between electricity and 

magnetism. 

6 weeks 

Earth, Moon, & Sun The learner will investigate and understand the relative positions and 

movements of the Earth, the Moon, and the Sun and the relationships 

among them. 

6 weeks 

Human Body Describe ways to say no to health risks. Describe the dangers and 

lifelong effects of using illegal drugs, and investigate ways to stay away 

from illegal drugs. Examine the dangers of drinking alcohol, and identify 

ways peers can help one another avoid alcohol abuse. Investigate the 

6 weeks 



dangers of using tobacco, and describe ways to resist peer pressure. 

 

 

 

Grade 6 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

PA Standards 

and Anchors 

Description Learning Activities Lesson 
Quizzes 

3.1.7.A 3.1. Unifying Themes 

3.1.7. GRADE 7 

 

A. Explain the parts of a simple system and their relationship to each 
other. 

 

• Describe a system as a group of related parts that work together to 
achieve a desired result 
(e.g., digestive system).  

• Explain the importance of order in a system.  
• Distinguish between system inputs, system processes and system 
outputs.  
• Distinguish between open loop and closed loop systems. 
 

• Apply systems analysis to solve problems. 

8049 8002 8003  

3.1.7.B 3.1. Unifying Themes 

 

3.1.7. GRADE 7 

 

B. Describe the use of models as an application of scientific or 
technological concepts. 

 

• Identify and describe different types of models and their functions. 
 

• Apply models to predict specific results and observations (e.g., 
population growth, effects of 

infectious organisms). 

 

• Explain systems by outlining a system’s relevant parts and its purpose 
and/or designing a model that illustrates its function. 

41210 

8049 

41158 

8002 

41159 

8003 

 



3.2.7.A 3.2. Inquiry and Design  8042 8006 8007  

3.2.7.  GRADE 7  

A. Explain and apply scientific and technological 

8046 8018 
 

knowledge. 

• Distinguish between a scientific theory and a belief.  
• Answer “What if” questions based on observation, 
inference or prior knowledge or experience.  

• Explain how skepticism about an accepted scientific 
explanation led to a new understanding. 

• Explain how new information may change existing theories 
and practice. 

3.2.7.C 3.2. Inquiry and Design  56159 56130 56160  

3.2.7.  GRADE 7  

C. Identify and use the elements of scientific inquiry to solve 

56116 56117 56118 

problems. 76185 76141 76142 

• Generate questions about objects, organisms and/or 
events that can be answered through scientific 

investigations. 

• Evaluate the appropriateness of questions. 

• Design an investigation with limited variables to 
investigate a question.  

• Conduct a two-part experiment.  
• Judge the significance of experimental information in 
answering the question. 

• Communicate appropriate conclusions from the 
experiment. 

3.2.7.D 3.2. Inquiry and Design  

3.2.7. GRADE 7  

D. Know and use the technological design process to solve problems. 

 

• Define different types of problems. 
 

• Define all aspects of the problem, necessary information and 
questions that must be answered.  
• Propose the best solution. 
 

• Design and propose alternative methods to achieve solutions.  
• Apply a solution. 
 

8043 8010 8011  



• Explain the results, present improvements, identify and infer the 
impacts of the solution. 

3.3.7.A 3.3. Biological Sciences  41204 41170 41205  

3.3.7.  GRADE 7  

A. Describe the similarities and differences that characterize 

41171 
  

diverse living things.  

• Describe how the structures of living things help them 
function in unique ways.   

• Explain how to use a dichotomous key to identify plants 
and animals.  

• Account for adaptations among organisms that live in a 
particular environment. 

3.3.7.D 3.3. Biological Sciences 41206 41168 56163  

3.3.7. GRADE 7 
56128   

D. Explain basic concepts of natural selection. 

• Identify adaptations that allow organisms to survive in their 
environment. 

• Describe how an environmental change can affect the 
survival of organisms and entire species. 

• know that differences in individuals of the same species 
may give some advantage in surviving and 

reproducing.  

• recognize that populations of organisms can increase 
rapidly.  

• Describe the role that fossils play in studying the past. 

• Explain how biologic extinction is a natural process. 

3.4.7.B 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 41209 41153 41154  

3.4.7.  GRADE 7 
56160 56116 56117 

 56118 67135 67089 

B. Relate energy sources and transfers to heat and temperature. 67090   

• Identify and describe sound changes in moving objects. 

• Know that the sun is a major source of energy that emits 
wavelengths of visible light, infrared and ultraviolet 

radiation. 

• Explain the conversion of one form of energy to another by 
applying knowledge of each form of energy. 



• Explain the parts and functions in an electrical circuit. 

3.4.7.C 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 

 

3.4.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Identify and explain the principles of force and motion. 

 

• Describe the motion of an object based on its position, direction 
and speed.  
• Classify fluid power systems according to fluid used or mode of 
power transmission (e.g., air, oil).  
• Explain various motions using models. 
 

• Explain how convex and concave mirrors and lens change light 
images. 
 

• Explain how sound and light travel in waves of differing speeds, 
sizes and frequencies. 

8047 8008 8009  

3.4.7.D 3.4. Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics 41209 41153 41154  

3.4.7.  GRADE 7 
56166 56127 67146 

 67088 67126 67067 

D. Describe essential ideas about the composition and structure of 
the universe and the earth’s place in it.  

• Compare various planets’ characteristics. 

67068 

67085 

67069 

67086 

67127 

67087 

 67128 67070 67071 

• Describe basic star types and identify the sun as a star type. 67072 

67065 

67129 

67066 

67064 

67130 

• Describe and differentiate comets, asteroids and meteors. 67079 67080 67081 

• Identify gravity as the force that keeps planets in orbit 
67131 67082 67083 

around the sun and governs the rest of the movement of the 67084 67132 67073 

solar system and the universe.  67074 67075 67134 

• Illustrate how the positions of stars and constellations 
change in relation to the Earth during an evening and from 67076 67077 67078 

month to month.  76187 76157 76158 

• Identify equipment and instruments that explore the 
universe.  

• Identify the accomplishments and contributions provided 
by selected past and present scientists in the field of 



astronomy. 

• Identify and articulate space program efforts to investigate 
possibilities of living in space and on other planets. 

3.5.7.A 3.5. Earth Sciences 

 

3.5.7.  GRADE 7 

 

A. Describe earth features and processes.  

• Describe major layers of the earth. 
 

• Describe the processes involved in the creation of geologic features 
(e.g., folding, faulting, volcanism, sedimentation) and that these 
processes seen today (e.g., erosion, weathering crustal plate 
movement) are similar to those in the past.  
• Describe the processes that formed Pennsylvania geologic 
structures and resources including mountains, glacial formations, 
water gaps and ridges. 
 

• Explain how the rock cycle affected rock formations in the state of 
Pennsylvania. 
 

• Distinguish between examples of rapid surface changes (e.g., 
landslides, earthquakes) and 

slow surface changes (e.g., 
weathering).  

• Identify living plants and animals that are similar to fossil forms. 

76188 

76146 

76152 

76144 

76147 

76153 

76145 

76203 

76154 

 

3.5.7.B 3.5. Earth Sciences 

 

3.5.7.  GRADE 7 

 

B. Recognize earth resources and how they affect everyday life. 

 

• Identify and locate significant earth resources (e.g., rock types, oil, 
gas, coal deposits) in Pennsylvania.  
• Explain the processes involved in the formation of oil and coal in 
Pennsylvania.  
• Explain the value and uses of different earth resources (e.g., 

selected minerals, ores, fuel 
sources, agricultural uses). 

 

• Compare the locations of human settlements as related to available 
resources. 

56161 56119 56120  

3.5.7.C 3.5. Earth Sciences 56162 56125 56126  



 

3.5.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Describe basic elements of meteorology.  

• Explain weather forecasts by interpreting weather data and 
symbols. 
 

• Explain the oceans’ impact on local weather and the climate of 
a region.  
• Identify how cloud types, wind directions and barometric pressure 
changes are associated with weather patterns in different regions of 
the country.  
• Explain and illustrate the processes of cloud formation and 
precipitation.  
• Describe and illustrate the major layers of the earth’s 
atmosphere.  
• Identify different air masses and global wind patterns and how they 
relate to the weather patterns in different regions of the U.S. 

3.6.7.A 3.6. Technology Education 

 

3.6.7.  GRADE 7  

A. Explain biotechnologies that relate to related technologies of 
propagating, growing, maintaining, adapting, treating and converting. 

 

• Identify the environmental, societal and economic impacts that waste 
has in the environment.  
• Identify and explain the impact that a specific medical 
advancement has had on society. 
 

• Explain the factors that were taken into consideration when a 
specific object was designed. 
 

• Define and describe how fuels and energy can be generated through 
the process of biomass conversion.  
• Identify and group basic plant and animal production 
processes. 
 

• explain the impact that agricultural science has had on 
biotechnology. 

41208 41163 41164  

3.6.7.B 3.6. Technology Education 

 

3.6.7. GRADE 7 

 

B. Explain information technologies of encoding, transmitting, 
receiving, storing, retrieving and decoding.  

• Demonstrate the effectiveness of image generating technique 

56165 56121 56122  



to communicate a story 
(e.g., photography, video). 

 

• Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of a graphic object designed 
and produced to communicate a thought or concept.  
• Apply basic technical drawing techniques to communicate an idea or 
solution to a problem.  
• Apply the appropriate method of communications 
technology to communicate a thought. 

3.7.7.C 3.7. Technological Devices 

 

3.7.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Explain and demonstrate basic computer operations and concepts.  

• Know specialized computer applications used in the 
community.  
• Describe the function of advanced input and output devices 
(e.g., scanners, video images, plotters, 
projectors) and demonstrate their use. 

 

• Demonstrate age appropriate keyboarding skills and 
techniques. 

41210 

8043 

8044 

41158 

8010 

8012 

41159 

8011 

8013 

 

3.7.7.D 3.7. Technological Devices 8043 8010 8011  

3.7.7. GRADE 7  
8044 8012 8013 

D. Apply computer software to solve specific problems. 

• Identify software designed to meet specific needs (e.g., 
Computer Aided Drafting, design software, tutorial, 

financial, presentation software). 

• Identify and solve basic software problems relevant to 
specific software applications. 

• Identify basic multimedia applications. 

• Demonstrate a basic knowledge of desktop publishing 
applications. 

• Apply intermediate skills in utilizing word processing, 
database and spreadsheet software.  

• Apply basic graphic manipulation techniques. 

3.7.7.E 3.7. Technological Devices 

 

3.7.7. GRADE 7  

E. Explain basic computer communications systems. 

8044 8012 8013  



 

• Describe the organization and functions of the basic parts that make 
up the World Wide Web. 
 

• Apply advanced electronic mail functions. 
 

• Apply basic on-line research techniques to solve a specific problem. 

3.8.7.A 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 

 

3.8.7.  GRADE 7 

 

A. Explain how sciences and technologies are limited in their effects 
and influences on society. 

 

• Identify and describe the unavoidable constraints of 
technological design. 
 

• Identify changes in society as a result of a technological 
development.  
• Identify and explain improvements in transportation, health, 
sanitation and communications as a result of advancements in 
science and technology and how they effect our lives. 

8040 8004 8005  

3.8.7.C 3.8. Science, Technology and Human Endeavors 

 

3.8.7.  GRADE 7 

 

C. Identify the pros and cons of applying technological and scientific 
solutions to address problems and the effect upon society.  

• Describe the positive and negative expected and unexpected effects 
of specific technological developments. 
 

• Describe ways technology extends and enhances human abilities. 

8040 

8042 

8004 8005 

8006 8007 

 

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.A.2 

Identify plants and animals through the use of a dichotomous key 6917 6923  

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.A.3 

Explain adaptations among organisms that live in a particular 
environment 

6899  

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.B.2 

Distinguish how living things reproduce 6917  

PA.SC.BS.G 
57.C.1 

Identify adaptations that allow organisms to survive in their environment 6899  

PA.SC.C.G5 
7.A.1 

Identify elements as basic building blocks of matter that cannot be 
broken down chemically. 

6841  



PA.SC.C.G5 
7.A.3 

Identify compounds as combinations of elements that can be 
chemically broken down. 

6841  

PA.SC.C.G5 
7.A.4 

Identify mixtures as combinations of substances that can be physically 
separated by using one or more of the characteristic properties. 

6849  

PA.SC.C.G5 
7.A.5 

Describe chemical and physical properties of matter. 6837  

PA.SC.C.G5 
7.A.6 

Describe categories of elements using the periodic table. 6845  

PA.SC.C.G5 
7.A.7 

Describe and conduct experiments to identify chemical and physical 
properties. 

6841  

PA.SC.C.G5 
7.B.1 

Classify forms and examples of energy (e.g., nuclear, bio- related, fossil, 
geothermal, solar, water, air) 

6859  

PA.SC.EE.G 
57.A.5 

Identify types of minerals and fossil fuels used by humans. 6873  

PA.SC.EE.G 
57.C.2 

Identify the locations of different concentrations of fossil fuels and 
mineral resources. 

6873  

PA.SC.ES.G 
57.A.3 

Describe processes that formed Pennsylvania geologic formations (e.g., 
coal, volcanics, folded mountains, glacial formations). 

6859  

PA.SC.I.G57 

.3.7.7.C.3 

Explain how skepticism about an accepted scientific explanation led to 
a new understanding. 

6815 6829  

PA.SC.P.G5 
7.A.1 

Know and use characteristic physical properties (e.g., density, solubility, 
crystal shape, freezing point) to distinguish materials. 

6836  

PA.SC.P.G5 
7.B.2 

Describe the motion of an object based on its position, direction and 
speed 

6871 6869  

PA.SC.P.G5 
7.B.4 

Demonstrate knowledge of laws of motion in describing moving objects 6871  

PA.SC.P.G5 
7.C.3 

Explain the conversion of one form of energy to another by applying 
knowledge of each form of energy. 

6853 6889  

PA.SC.RNR. 
G57.B.6 

Compare the time spans of renewability for fossil fuels and alternative 
fuels 

6859  

PA.SC.STH 
E.G57.3.9.7. 4 

Describe scientific discoveries and their application that have 
influenced society. 

66955 66956 66957 

66958 66959 66960 

66961 66962 66971 

66972 

 

PA.SC.TD.G 
57.3.6.7.A 

Identify and safely use a variety of tools, basic machines, materials and 
techniques to solve problems and answer questions. 

6825  

PA.SC.TD.G 
57.B.2 

Apply knowledge of different measurement systems to measure and 
record objects’ properties. 

6821  



PA.SC.TD.G 
57.D.2 

Apply basic graphic manipulation techniques. 6823  

 

 

 

  



Grade 7 Life Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description: Students in 7th grade Science at Synergy explore the living world, including cell and 
cell structures, ecology and ecosystems, genetics, and the foundations of human health.  

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Introduction to 

Living Things 

Students will explore the characteristics of living things, life cycles, 

stimuli and behavior, and how organisms maintain homeostasis. 

4 weeks 

Cells Students will investigate cell theory, prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, 

cell structures, and basic functions such as photosynthesis, respiration, 

and homeostasis. 

4 weeks 

Unicellular and 

Multicellular 

Organisms 

Students will compare cells to organisms, and explore the similarities 

and differences between unicellular and multicellular organisms. 

4 weeks 

Ecology Students will explore topics in ecology, including Earth's biomes, the 

importance of biodiversity, ecosystems, biotic and abiotic factors, 

habitats and niches, and how organisms interact. 

4 weeks 

Population Ecology Students will explore topics in population biology, including limiting 

factors, carrying capacity, population interactions, producers, 

consumers, decomposers, energy flow, and succession. 

4 weeks 

Genetics Students will investigate how organisms pass on their genes. Topics 

include reproduction, mitosis and meiosis, genotypes and phenotypes, 

Punnett squares, genetic disorders, and selective breeding. 

4 weeks 

Evolution Students will explore the theory of evolution. Topics include the 

diversity of life, mutation, variation, adaptation, natural selection, 

evidence for evolution, tree diagrams, and extinction. 

3 weeks 

Classification Students will explore how organisms can be classified. Topics include 

domains and kingdoms and dichotomous keys. 

4 weeks 

Organs and Organ 

Systems 

Students will explore the levels of organization within living things with 

special focus on human body systems. 

4 weeks 

Human Health Students will explore what factors impact human health, and how to 

stay healthy. 

3 weeks 



Plants Students will explore plant structures, life functions, and how plants 

reproduce. 

3 weeks 

 

Grade 7 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

Strand Key Description Learning Activities Lesson 
Quizzes 

S8.B.1.1.1 Biological Sciences MSSC165 MSSC416 MSSC634 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1411 

Structure and Function of Organisms 

Describe the structures of living things that help them 

MSSC168 MSSC167 MSSC417 

function effectively in specific ways (e.g., adaptations, MSSC194 MSSC464 MSSC737 

characteristics). MSSC203 MSSC467 MSSC572 

MSSC204 MSSC468 MSSC573 

MSSC205 MSSC469 MSSC470 ML1414 

MSSC471 MSSC741 MSSC742 ML1413 

MSSC224 MSSC753 MSSC520 
ML1462 

MSSC202 MSSC466 MSSC740  

ML1472 

ML1473 

ML1474 

ML14111 

ML1471 

S8.B.1.1.2 Biological Sciences MSSC169 MSSC454 MSSC560  

 

 

 

 

ML1421 

ML1423 

Structure and Function of Organisms 

Compare similarities and differences in internal structures of 

MSSC171 MSSC561 MSSC177 

organisms (e.g., invertebrate/vertebrate, MSSC723 MSSC178 MSSC419 

vascular/nonvascular, single celled/multi-celled) and 

external structures (e.g., appendages, body segments, type of covering, 
size, shape). 

MSSC193 

MSSC574 

MSSC736 

MSSC211 

MSSC210 

MSSC473 

MSSC209 MSSC420 MSSC637  



MSSC746 MSSC519 MSSC224 
ML1432 

MSSC753 MSSC520  ML1433 

ML1461 

ML1482 

ML1483 

ML1481 

ML14111 

S8.B.1.1.3 Biological Sciences MSSC165 MSSC416 MSSC634  

 

 

ML1411 

Structure and Function of Organisms 

Apply knowledge of characteristic structures to identify or categorize 
organisms (i.e., plants, animals, fungi, bacteria, 

MSSC210 

MSSC473 

MSSC574 

MSSC209 

MSSC211 

MSSC420 

and protista). MSSC637 MSSC746 MSSC519 ML1482 

ML1483 

ML1481 

S8.B.1.1.4 Biological Sciences MSSC212 MSSC165 MSSC416  

 

 

 

 

ML1491 

Structure and Function of Organisms 

Identify the levels of organization from cell to organism and 

MSSC634 MSSC169 MSSC171 

describe how specific structures (parts), which underlie MSSC561 MSSC175 MSSC176 

larger systems, enable the system to function as a whole. MSSC177 MSSC723 MSSC178 

MSSC419 MSSC193 MSSC736 ML1411 

MSSC195 MSSC738 MSSC196 ML1421 

MSSC465 MSSC570  
ML1423 

ML1427 

ML1431 

ML1432 

ML1433 

ML1461 

ML1463 



ML1464 

S8.B.2.1.1 Biological Sciences MSSC194 MSSC464 MSSC737 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1462 

Continuity of Life 

Explain how inherited structures or behaviors help 

MSSC167 MSSC417 MSSC199 

organisms survive and reproduce in different environments. MSSC201 MSSC636 MSSC571 

MSSC203 MSSC467 MSSC572 

MSSC204 MSSC468 MSSC573 

MSSC205 MSSC469 MSSC470 ML1413 

MSSC471 MSSC741 MSSC742 ML1467 

MSSC202 MSSC466 MSSC740 ML1469 

MSSC193 MSSC736  
ML1472 

ML1473 

ML1474 

ML1471 

ML1461 

S8.B.2.1.2 Biological Sciences MSSC202 MSSC466 MSSC740  

 

 

 

ML1471 

Continuity of Life 

Explain how different adaptations in individuals of the same 

MSSC203 MSSC467 MSSC572 

species may affect survivability or reproduction success. MSSC204 MSSC468 MSSC573 

MSSC205 MSSC469 MSSC470  

MSSC471 MSSC741 MSSC742 
ML1472 

MSSC193 MSSC736  ML1473 

ML1474 

ML1461 

S8.B.2.1.3 Biological Sciences Continuity of 
Life 

Explain that mutations can alter a gene and are the original source of 
new variations. 

MSSC200 MSSC635 MSSC203 

MSSC467 MSSC572 MSSC194 

MSSC464 MSSC737 MSSC199 

MSSC193 MSSC736 MSSC195 

 

 

 

 



MSSC738 MSSC196 MSSC465 

MSSC570 MSSC202 MSSC466 

MSSC740 MSSC204 MSSC468 

MSSC573 MSSC205 MSSC469 

MSSC470 MSSC471 MSSC741 

MSSC742 

 

 

ML1468 

ML1472 

ML1462 

ML1467 

ML1461 

ML1463 

ML1464 

ML1471 

ML1473 

ML1474 

S8.B.2.1.4 Biological Sciences MSSC200 MSSC635 MSSC194 
 

 

 

ML1468 

Continuity of Life 

Describe how selective breeding or biotechnology can 

MSSC464 MSSC737 MSSC201 

change the genetic makeup of organisms. MSSC636 

MSSC736 

MSSC571 MSSC193 
ML1462 

ML1469 

ML1461 

S8.B.2.1.5 Biological Sciences MSSC200 MSSC635 MSSC194 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1468 

Continuity of Life 

Explain that adaptations are developed over long periods of 

MSSC464 MSSC737 MSSC202 

time and are passed from one generation to another. MSSC466 MSSC740 MSSC203 

MSSC467 MSSC572 MSSC204 

MSSC468 MSSC573 MSSC205 ML1462 

MSSC469 MSSC470 MSSC471 
ML1471 

MSSC741 MSSC742 MSSC193  

MSSC736 
  ML1472 

ML1473 

ML1474 

ML1461 



S8.B.2.2.1 Biological Sciences MSSC193 MSSC736 MSSC167 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1461 

Continuity of Life 

Identify and explain differences between inherited and 

MSSC417 MSSC194 MSSC464 

acquired traits. MSSC737 MSSC197 MSSC739 

MSSC198 MSSC518 MSSC199 

MSSC201 MSSC636 MSSC571 

MSSC202 MSSC466 MSSC740 
ML1413 

MSSC203 MSSC467 MSSC572  

MSSC204 MSSC468 MSSC573 
ML1462 

MSSC205 MSSC469 MSSC470 ML1465 

MSSC471 MSSC741 MSSC742 ML1466 

ML1467 

ML1469 

ML1471 

ML1472 

ML1473 

ML1474 

S8.B.2.2.2 Biological Sciences MSSC193 MSSC736 MSSC194  

 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1461 

Continuity of Life 

Recognize that the gene is the basic unit of inheritance, that 

MSSC464 MSSC737 MSSC197 

there are dominant and recessive genes, and that traits are MSSC739 MSSC198 MSSC518 

inherited. MSSC199 MSSC201 MSSC636 

MSSC571 MSSC202 MSSC466 

MSSC740 MSSC203 MSSC467 ML1462 

MSSC572 MSSC204 MSSC468 
ML1465 

MSSC573 MSSC205 MSSC469 
ML1466 



MSSC470 MSSC471 MSSC741 

MSSC742   ML1467 

ML1469 

ML1471 

ML1472 

ML1473 

ML1474 

S8.B.3.1.1 Biological Sciences MSSC186 MSSC461 MSSC567  

 

 

ML1452 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Explain the flow of energy through an ecosystem (e.g., food chains, food 
webs). 

MSSC184 

MSSC566 

MSSC734 

MSSC187 

MSSC735 

MSSC188 

MSSC462 MSSC189 MSSC190 ML1446 

MSSC568   ML1453 

ML1454 

ML1455 

ML1456 

S8.B.3.1.2 Biological Sciences 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Identify major biomes and describe abiotic and biotic components (e.g., 
abiotic: different soil types, air, water sunlight; biotic: soil microbes, 
decomposers). 

MSSC179 MSSC456 MSSC724 

MSSC725 MSSC726 MSSC727 

MSSC728 MSSC729 MSSC730 

MSSC731 MSSC180 MSSC457 

MSSC732 MSSC563 MSSC181 

MSSC564  MSSC182  MSSC565 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1441 

ML1442 

ML1443 

ML1444 

S8.B.3.1.3 Biological Sciences MSSC184 MSSC734 MSSC735 
 

 

 

 

ML1446 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Explain relationships among organisms (e.g., 

MSSC566 MSSC185 MSSC460 

producers/consumers, predator/prey) in an ecosystem. MSSC186 MSSC461 MSSC567 

MSSC187 MSSC188 MSSC462 ML1451 



MSSC189 MSSC190 MSSC568 
ML1452 

ML1453 

ML1454 

ML1455 

ML1456 

S8.B.3.2.1 Biological Sciences MSSC113 MSSC547 MSSC548  

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1414 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Use evidence to explain factors that affect changes in 

MSSC549 MSSC114 MSSC180 

populations (e.g., deforestation, disease, land use, natural MSSC457 MSSC732 MSSC563 

disaster, invasive species). MSSC181 MSSC564 MSSC182 

MSSC565 MSSC183 MSSC458 

MSSC459 MSSC733 MSSC184 MH1415 

MSSC734 MSSC735 MSSC566 
ML1442 

MSSC185 

MSSC461 

MSSC460 

MSSC567 

MSSC186 

MSSC208 

ML1443 

MSSC745   ML1444 

ML1445 

ML1446 

ML1451 

ML1452 

ML1477 

S8.B.3.2.2 Biological Sciences 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Use evidence to explain how diversity affects the ecological integrity of 
natural systems. 

MSSC179 MSSC456 MSSC724 

MSSC725 MSSC726 MSSC727 

MSSC728 MSSC729 MSSC730 

MSSC731 MSSC180 MSSC457 

MSSC732 MSSC563 MSSC181 

MSSC564 MSSC182 MSSC565 

MSSC183 MSSC458 MSSC459 

MSSC733 MSSC185 MSSC460 

MSSC202 MSSC466 MSSC740 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ML1441 



MSSC208  MSSC745 
ML1442 

ML1443 

ML1444 

ML1445 

ML1451 

ML1471 

ML1477 

S8.B.3.2.3 Biological Sciences MSSC180 MSSC457 MSSC732  

 

 

 

 

 

ML1442 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Describe the response of organisms to environmental 

MSSC563 MSSC181 MSSC564 

changes (e.g., changes in climate, hibernation, migration, MSSC182 MSSC565 MSSC202 

coloration) and how those changes affect survival. MSSC466 

MSSC467 

MSSC740 

MSSC572 

MSSC203 

MSSC204 

MSSC468 MSSC573 MSSC205 
ML1443 

MSSC469 MSSC470 MSSC471 ML1444 

MSSC741 MSSC742 MSSC208 ML1471 

MSSC745   
ML1472 

ML1473 

ML1474 

ML1477 

S8.B.3.3.1 Biological Sciences MSSC113 MSSC547 MSSC548  

 

 

 

 

 

MH1414 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Explain how human activities may affect local, regional, and 

MSSC549 MSSC114 MSSC135 

global environments. MSSC699 MSSC138 MSSC701 

MSSC556 MSSC184 MSSC734 

MSSC735 MSSC566 MSSC185 

MSSC460 MSSC186 MSSC461 
MH1415 

MSSC567 MSSC180 MSSC457 MH1472 

MSSC732 MSSC563 MSSC208 MH1481 



MSSC745   
ML1446 

ML1451 

ML1452 

ML1442 

ML1477 

S8.B.3.3.2 Biological Sciences 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Explain how renewable and nonrenewable resources provide for human 
needs (i.e., energy, food, water, clothing, and shelter). 

MSSC112 MSSC444 MSSC445 

MSSC110 MSSC682 MSSC683 

MSSC111 MSSC684 MSSC113 

MSSC547  MSSC548  MSSC549 

 

 

MH1413 

MH1411 

MH1412 

MH1414 

S8.B.3.3.3 Biological Sciences MSSC112 MSSC444 MSSC445 
 

 

 

 

MH1413 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Describe how waste management affects the environment (e.g., 
recycling, composting, landfills, incineration, sewage 

MSSC446 

MSSC683 

MSSC110 

MSSC111 

MSSC682 

MSSC684 

treatment). MSSC113 MSSC547 MSSC548 MH1411 

MSSC549 MSSC114  
MH1412 

MH1414 

MH1415 

S8.B.3.3.4 Biological Sciences MSSC181 MSSC564 MSSC113  

 

 

ML1443 

Ecological Behavior and Systems 

Explain the long-term effects of using integrated pest management (e.g., 
herbicides, natural predators, 

MSSC547 

MSSC180 

MSSC548 

MSSC457 

MSSC549 

MSSC732 

biogenetics) on the environment. MSSC563 MSSC114 MSSC135 MH1414 

MSSC699   ML1442 

MH1415 

MH1472 

  



Grade 8 Earth and Space Science Scope and Sequence 

 

Description: In Eighth Grade, Synergy students explore the earth and space, and the materials 
that make up the known universe. Forces in the Earth’s structure and the geologic processes that 
have shaped the Earth over time and continue to shape the Earth are studied. 

 

UNITS AND 

ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Human Interactions 

with the 

Environment 

Students will explore how humans obtain natural resources from Earth, 

how we use those resources, how human behavior affects our 

environment, and ways humans can minimize their impact. 

3 weeks 

Earth's Structure Students will investigate Earth's layered structure and the heat trapped 

inside Earth. 

3 weeks 

Earth's History Students will investigate how fossils and absolute and relative dating 

techniques show that Earth has a long and varied history. 

3 weeks 

Rocks and Minerals Students will explore the properties of minerals, rocks, and how rocks 

can change form as part of the rock cycle. 

3 weeks 

Geologic Processes Students will examine geologic maps and investigate the geologic 

processes and events that occur on Earth, including plate tectonics, 

earthquakes, volcanoes, weathering, erosion, and deposition. 

3 weeks 

Energy on Planet 

Earth 

Students will explore how energy from the Sun affects Earth. 3 weeks 

Water Students will explore the water on Earth's surface, including the water 

cycle, watersheds, oceans, and ocean currents. 

3 weeks 

Earth's Atmosphere Students will investigate the properties, structure, and composition of 

Earth's atmosphere. Topics include atmospheric convection, air 

temperature, air pressure, winds, humidity, and precipitation. 

3 weeks 

Weather and 

Climate 

Students will explore weather and climate. Topics include air masses 

and fronts, predicting weather, tornadoes and hurricanes, and 

distinguishing weather and climate. 

3 weeks 

Introduction to 

Astronomy 

Students will explore the field of astronomy, including how 

astronomers make observations, and measure the large distances 

between astronomical objects. 

3 weeks 



The Solar System Students will investigate the structure of our solar system and how it 

formed, use models to better understand its structure, and explore the 

importance of gravity in our solar system. 

3 weeks 

Stars and Galaxies Students will explore the properties of stars, how they evolve over their 

existence, and how they are organized into galaxies. 

3 weeks 

The Sun, the Moon, 

and Earth 

Students will explore Earth's magnetic field and interactions between 

the Sun, the Moon, and Earth, including what creates days, seasons, 

and years, eclipses, phases of the Moon, and tides. 

3 weeks 

Understanding the 

Universe 

Students will investigate how humans explore space, and how scientists 

believe the universe began. 

3 weeks 

 

Grade 8 Science Curriculum Activities and Correlations 

 

 

Strand Key Description Learning Activities Lesson 
Quizzes 

S8.D.1.1.1 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC123 MSSC512 MSSC122  

 

 

 

 

 

MH1443 

MH1442 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

MSSC690 MSSC125 MSSC627 

Explain the rock cycle as changes in the solid earth and MSSC553 MSSC554 MSSC121 

rock types (igneous-granite, basalt, obsidian, pumice; 

sedimentary-limestone, sandstone, shale, coal; and metamorphic-slate, 
quartzite, marble, gneiss). 

MSSC626 

MSSC411 

MSSC685 

MSSC511 

MSSC550 

MSSC119 

MSSC116 

MSSC117 

MSSC447 

MSSC551 MSSC126 MSSC127 MH1452 

MSSC692 MSSC129 MSSC449 MH1441 

MSSC694   
MH1421 

MH1422 

MH1432 

MH1453 

MH1454 

MH1456 



S8.D.1.1.2 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC125 MSSC627 MSSC553 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1452 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

MSSC554 MSSC116 MSSC411 

Describe natural processes that change Earth’s surface MSSC550 MSSC117 MSSC685 

(e.g., landslides, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, mountain 

building, new land being formed, weathering, erosion, sedimentation, soil 
formation). 

MSSC123 

MSSC692 

MSSC126 

MSSC128 

MSSC127 

MSSC693 

MSSC129 MSSC449 MSSC694 MH1421 

MSSC130 MSSC695 MSSC513 MH1422 

MSSC131 MSSC450 MSSC628 MH1443 

MSSC696 MSSC132  
MH1453 

MH1454 

MH1455 

MH1456 

MH1457 

MH1458 

MH1459 

8.D.1.1.3 Earth and Space Sciences 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its Resources 

Identify soil types (i.e., humus, topsoil, subsoil, loam, loess, and parent 
material) and their characteristics (i.e., particle size, porosity, and 
permeability) found in different biomes and in Pennsylvania, and explain 
how they formed. 

MSSC125 MSSC627 MSSC553 

MSSC554 MSSC132 MSSC121 

MSSC626 MSSC511 MSSC122 

MSSC690 MSSC123 MSSC512 

MSSC131 MSSC450 MSSC628 

MSSC696 MSSC179 MSSC456 

MSSC724 MSSC725 MSSC726 

MSSC727 MSSC728 MSSC729 

MSSC730  MSSC731 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1452 

MH1459 

MH1441 

MH1442 

MH1443 

MH1458 

ML1441 

S8.D.1.1.4 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC118 MSSC686 MSSC687 
 



Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

MSSC688 MSSC119 MSSC447 
 

 

 

 

MH1431 

MH1432 

Explain how fossils provide evidence about plants and MSSC551 MSSC125 MSSC627 

animals that once lived throughout Pennsylvania’s history 

(e.g., fossils provide evidence of different environments). 

MSSC553 

MSSC127 

MSSC554 

MSSC692 

MSSC126 

MSSC128 

MSSC693 MSSC206 MSSC743 MH1452 

MSSC207 MSSC472 MSSC744 
MH1453 

MH1454 

MH1455 

ML1475 

ML1476 

S8.D.1.2.1 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC113 MSSC547 MSSC548  

 

 

 

MH1414 

MH1413 

MH1415 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

MSSC549 MSSC446 MSSC112 

Describe a product’s transformation process from production to 
consumption (e.g., prospecting, propagating, growing, maintaining, 
adapting, treating, converting, distributing, disposing) and explain the 
process’s potential impact on Earth’s resources. 

MSSC444 

MSSC138 

MSSC110 

MSSC111 

MSSC445 

MSSC701 

MSSC682 

MSSC684 

MSSC114 

MSSC556 

MSSC683 

MH1481 

MH1411 

MH1412 

S8.D.1.2.2 Earth and Space Sciences 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its Resources 

Describe potential impacts of human made processes (e.g., 
manufacturing, agriculture, transportation, mining) on Earth’s resources, 
both nonliving (i.e., air, water, or earth materials) and living (i.e., plants 
and animals). 

MSSC113 MSSC547 MSSC548 

MSSC549 MSSC112 MSSC444 

MSSC445 MSSC114 MSSC138 

MSSC701 MSSC556 MSSC135 

MSSC699 MSSC110 MSSC682 

MSSC683 MSSC111 MSSC684 

MSSC180 MSSC457 MSSC563 

MSSC182  MSSC565 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1414 

MH1413 

MH1415 

MH1481 

MH1472 



MH1411 

MH1412 

ML1442 

ML1444 

S8.D.1.3.1 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC133 MSSC451 MSSC698 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1461 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

MSSC134 MSSC412 MSSC514 

Describe the water cycle and the physical processes on MSSC141 MSSC703 MSSC704 

which it depends (i.e., evaporation, condensation, 

precipitation, transpiration, runoff, infiltration, energy inputs, and phase 
changes). 

MSSC557 

MSSC037 

MSSC035 

MSSC506 

MSSC646 

MSSC036 

MSSC647 MSSC054 MSSC055 

MSSC609 MSSC056 MSSC408 

MSSC135 MSSC699 MSSC136 
MH1471 

MSSC629 

MSSC137 

MSSC700 

MSSC630 

MSSC555 

MSSC138 

MH1484 

MSSC701 MSSC556 MSSC139 
MP1411 

MSSC702 MSSC140 MSSC413 MP1413 

MSSC142 MSSC143 MSSC414 MP1412 

MSSC705 MSSC558 MSSC145 MP1461 

MSSC707   
MP1462 

MP1463 

MH1472 

MH1473 

MH1474 

MH1481 

MH1482 



MH1483 

MH1491 

MH1492 

MH1494 

S8.D.1.3.2 Earth and Space Sciences 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its Resources 

Compare and contrast characteristics of freshwater and saltwater 
systems on the basis of their physical characteristics (i.e., composition, 
density, and electrical conductivity) and their use as natural resources. 

MSSC111 MSSC684 MSSC112 

MSSC444 MSSC445 MSSC134 

MSSC412 MSSC514 MSSC135 

MSSC699 MSSC136 MSSC629 

MSSC700 MSSC555 MSSC137 

MSSC630 MSSC036 MSSC647 

MSSC081  MSSC615 

 

 

 

 

MH1412 

MH1413 

MH1471 

MH1472 

MH1473 

MH1474 

MP1412 

MP14122 

S8.D.1.3.3 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC135 MSSC699 MSSC136 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1472 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

MSSC629 MSSC700 MSSC555 

Distinguish among different water systems (e.g., wetland MSSC137 MSSC630 MSSC134 

systems, ocean systems, river systems, watersheds) and 

describe their relationships to each other as well as to landforms. 

MSSC412 

MSSC684 

MSSC514 

MSSC112 

MSSC111 

MSSC444 

MSSC445 MSSC125 MSSC627 

MSSC553 MSSC554 MSSC126  

MSSC127 MSSC692 MSSC128 
MH1473 

MSSC693 MSSC179 MSSC456 MH1474 

MSSC724 MSSC725 MSSC726 MH1471 

MSSC727 MSSC728 MSSC729 MH1412 

MSSC730 MSSC731 MSSC133 
MH1413 



MSSC451 MSSC698  
MH1452 

MH1453 

MH1454 

MH1455 

ML1441 

MH1461 

S8.D.1.3.4 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC135 MSSC699 MSSC180  

 

 

MH1472 

Earth Features and Processes that Change Earth and Its 

Resources 

Identify the physical characteristics of a stream and how 

MSSC457 

MSSC565 

MSSC563 

MSSC133 

MSSC182 

MSSC451 

these characteristics determine the types of organisms 

found within the stream environment (e.g., biological diversity, water 
quality, flow rate, tributaries, surrounding 

MSSC698 

MSSC514 

MSSC134 MSSC412 ML1442 

ML1444 

watershed). 
MH1461 

MH1471 

S8.D.2.1.1 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC133 MSSC451 MSSC698  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1461 

Weather, Climate, and Atmospheric Processes 

Explain the impact of water systems on the local weather or 

MSSC143 MSSC414 MSSC705 

the climate of a region (e.g., lake effect snow, land/ocean MSSC558 MSSC144 MSSC706 

breezes). MSSC515 MSSC145 MSSC707 

MSSC134 MSSC412 MSSC514 

MSSC136 MSSC629 MSSC700 

MSSC555 MSSC137 MSSC630 MH1492 

MSSC138 MSSC701 MSSC556 MH1493 

MSSC139 MSSC702 MSSC140 MH1494 

MSSC413 MSSC141 MSSC703 
MH1471 

MSSC704 MSSC557 MSSC142  

MH1473 



MH1474 

MH1481 

MH1482 

MH1483 

MH1484 

MH1491 

S8.D.2.1.2 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC133 MSSC451 MSSC698  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MH1461 

Weather, Climate, and Atmospheric Processes 

Identify how global patterns of atmospheric movement 

MSSC143 MSSC414 MSSC705 

influence regional weather and climate. MSSC558 MSSC144 MSSC706 

MSSC515 MSSC145 MSSC707 

MSSC139 MSSC702 MSSC140 

MSSC413 MSSC142 MSSC138 

MSSC556 MSSC137 MSSC630 
MH1492 

MSSC134 MSSC412 MSSC514 MH1493 

MSSC141 MSSC703 MSSC704 MH1494 

MSSC557 MSSC136 MSSC629 MH1482 

MSSC700 MSSC555  
MH1483 

MH1491 

MH1481 

MH1474 

MH1471 

MH1484 

MH1473 

S8.D.2.1.3 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC133 MSSC451 MSSC698  

 

 

Weather, Climate, and Atmospheric Processes 

Identify how cloud types, wind directions, and barometric 

MSSC143 MSSC414 MSSC705 



pressure changes are associated with weather patterns in MSSC558 MSSC144 MSSC706  

 

 

 

 

MH1461 

different regions of the country. MSSC515 MSSC145 MSSC707 

MSSC141 MSSC703 MSSC704 

MSSC557 MSSC139 MSSC702 

MSSC140 MSSC413 MSSC142 MH1492 

MSSC138 MSSC701 MSSC556 MH1493 

MSSC137 MSSC630 MSSC134 MH1494 

MSSC412 MSSC514 MSSC136 
MH1484 

MSSC629 MSSC700 MSSC555  

MH1482 

MH1483 

MH1491 

MH1481 

MH1474 

MH1471 

MH1473 

S8.D.3.1.1 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC147 MSSC709 MSSC148 
 

 

 

 

 

 

MH14102 

Composition and Structure of the Universe 

Describe patterns of earth’s movements (i.e., rotation and 

MSSC710 MSSC149 MSSC711 

revolution) in relation to the moon and sun (i.e., phases, MSSC152 MSSC159 MSSC415 

eclipses, and tides). MSSC716 MSSC559 MSSC150 

MSSC452 MSSC712 MSSC161 
MH14111 

MSSC160 MSSC717 MSSC162  

MSSC153 MSSC631 MSSC158 
MH14112 

MSSC633 MSSC715  MH14115 

MH14132 



MH14113 

MH14134 

MH14133 

MH14135 

MH14116 

MH14131 

S8.D.3.1.2 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC069 MSSC664 MSSC079 
 

 

 

 

 

 

MP14101 

Composition and Structure of the Universe 

Describe the role of gravity as the force that governs the 

MSSC613 MSSC614 MSSC153 

movement of the solar system and universe. MSSC631 MSSC154 MSSC148 

MSSC710 MSSC152 MSSC149 

MSSC711 MSSC150 MSSC452 MP14112 

MSSC712 MSSC151 MSSC713 
MH14116 

MSSC155 MSSC632 MSSC157  

MSSC714 
  MH14117 

MH14111 

MH14115 

MH14112 

MH14113 

MH14114 

MH14121 

MH14123 

S8.D.3.1.3 Earth and Space Sciences MSSC146 MSSC708 MSSC147  

 

 

 

MH14101 

Composition and Structure of the Universe 

Compare and contrast characteristics of celestial bodies 

MSSC709 MSSC148 MSSC710 

found in the solar system (e.g., moons, asteroids, comets, meteors, 
inner and outer planets). 

MSSC152 

MSSC150 

MSSC149 

MSSC452 

MSSC711 

MSSC712 

MSSC151 MSSC713 MSSC153 
MH14102 



MSSC631 MSSC154  MH14111 

MH14115 

MH14112 

MH14113 

MH14114 

MH14116 

MH14117 

 

 

  



Curriculum 6.  Science Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
  



Science Scope and Sequence Synergy Cyber Charter School – High School 
9th to 12th Grades 

 

 Overview: Students will master the core disciplinary concepts and processes of the Physical Sciences, 
Chemistry, Biology, and Physics at an advanced level in preparation for college and post-secondary 
learning.  Students earn four high school credits in Science by demonstrating proficiency in these four 
courses. Scope and Sequence for each course is provided by grade, with correlation to PA Academic 
Standards  

 

Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Safari Montage online videos.  

 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE- 9th GRADE 

Odyssey High School Physical Science topics include matter, the periodic table, chemical reactions, and acids and 

bases. Introductory physics topics include motion, energy, waves, electricity, and magnetism. Includes strategies for 

dealing with common misconceptions, based on information gathered from Uncovering Student Ideas integrate 

questioning strategies and additional structuring of the learning experience guided by the Model Instruction 

Program started by David Hestenes and the American Modeling Teachers Association. 

 

Scope and Sequence- Physical Science 

UNITS AND 
ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Scientific Processes Students will understand how to use lab equipment correctly and follow 
the safety guidelines of the physical science lab. Students will plan and 
implement investigations while collecting and displaying appropriate data 
to form valid conclusions. 

2 weeks 

States of Matter Students will know the properties of the states of matter. Students will also 
be able to explain how heat transfer is associated with a phase change. 

2 weeks 

Properties of Matter Students will distinguish between physical and chemical properties. 2 weeks 

History of Atomic 
Theory 

Students will describe the historical development of the atom according to 
Dalton, Thomson, Rutherford, Bohr and the Modern Atomic model. 

2 weeks 

Structure of the 
Atom 

Students will understand the structure and distinguish between the 
subatomic particles found in atoms. 

2 weeks 

Properties of 
Elements 

Students will be able to describe how to determine whether a substance is 
an element understanding that gaining or losing neutrons makes an atom 
an isotope. 

2 weeks 

The Periodic Table Students will identify the trends in the periodic table and use those trends 
to draw conclusions about elements. 

2 weeks 

Chemical Bonding Students will understand chemical bonds are created by gaining, losing or 
sharing valence electrons. 

2 weeks 

Balancing Equations Students will write and balance chemical equations. 2 weeks 



Chemical Reactions Students will understand the types of chemical reactions and factors that 
influence reaction rates. 

2 weeks 

Classifying Matter Students will be able to classify between different types of matter. 2 weeks 

Acids and Bases Students will understand the pH scale and the properties of acids and 
bases. 

2 weeks 

Motion and Force Students will understand and calculate attributes of motion and forces. 2 weeks 

Gravity Students will understand gravity and its influence on objects. 2 weeks 

Work and Power Students will explain how the concepts of work, force, motion and power 
apply to real world situations. 

2 weeks 

Understanding 
Energy 

Students understand energy comes in different forms. 2 weeks 

Wave Energy Students will understand the different types of waves and their behavior. 2 weeks 

Electricity Students will understand the role electric forces and electric fields and how 
electric circuits function. Students will also calculate electrical current, 
power and energy. 

2 weeks 

Magnetism Students will understand magnetism. 2 weeks 

Heat and 
Temperature 

Students will distinguish between heat and temperature and understand 
how heat is transferred. 

2 weeks 

Nuclear Energy Students will understand radioactivity and differentiate between nuclear 
fission and fusion. 

2 weeks 

 

Activities, Content and Correlations- Physical Sciences 

 

PA Science 
Anchors 
and Eligible 
Content 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 
Quizzes 

S11.A.1.1.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS1411  
 
BI13C01 
BI13D03 

BI13M05 

CH13B01 
CH13D01 
CH13D02 
CH13D03 

CH13D04 

CH13D05 
CH13D06 
CH13D07 
PH13C06 
PH13C07 
PH13C08 
PH13G02 
PH13G03 
PH13G04 
PH13G05 
PH13H02 
PH13J01 
PH13J02 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps1411 PS1371 aqps1371 

technological systems. PS1372 aqps1372 PS1373 
Compare and contrast scientific theories, scientific laws, 
and beliefs (e.g., the universal law of gravitation, how light 
travels, formation of moons, stages of ecological 

aqps1373 

BI311 

PS1374 

aqbi311 

aqps1374 

BI431 

succession). BI1351 ch005 aqch005 

ch007 aqch007 ch037 

aqch037 ch039 ch040 

ch041 ch042 aqch042 

ch043 aqch043 ch044 



aqch044 ch045 aqch045 PH13J03 
PH13K01 
PH13M05 
PH13O02 
PH13P02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13M07 
PS13N01 

ch046 

aqch047 

aqch046 

ph021 

ch047 

ph022 

aqph022 ph023 aqph023 

ph024 ph042 ph043 

ph044 ph045 ph047 

ph053 ph054 ph055 

ph056 ph071 ph077 

ph083   

S11.A.1.1.4 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS911  
BI13C01 
BI13E01 

BI13E02 
CH13B01 

CH13C03 

CH13D06 
PH13H02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13I01 
PS13M05 
PS13N01 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps911 PS1351 PS1411 

technological systems. aqps1411 BI311 aqbi311 
Explain how specific scientific knowledge or technological 
design concepts solve practical problems (e.g., momentum, 
Newton’s universal law of gravitation, tectonics, 
conservation of mass and energy, cell theory, theory of 

BI511 

aqbi512 

BI521 

aqbi511 

BI513 

aqbi521 

BI512 

aqbi513 

BI522 
evolution, atomic theory, theory of relativity, Pasteur’s germ 
theory, relativity, heliocentric theory, ideal gas laws). 

aqbi522 

ch007 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 

ch031 
aqch031 ch032 aqch032 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 

aqch045 ph047  

S11.A.1.1.5 Reasoning and Analysis PS511 aqps511 PS512  
 
 
 
 

 
BI13C01 

BI13C02 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps512 BI311 aqbi311 

technological systems. BI312 aqbi312 BI321 
Analyze or compare the use of both direct and indirect 
observation as means to study the world and the universe 
(e.g., behavior of atoms, functions of cells, birth of stars). 

aqbi321 

BI331 

aqbi332 

BI322 

aqbi331 

BI333 

aqbi322 

BI332 

aqbi333 

BI341 aqbi341 BI342 BI13C03 

aqbi342 BI343 aqbi343 BI13C04 
BI351   BI13C05 

PS13E01 

S11.A.1.2.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS1612 aqps1612 BI611  
 
 
BI13F01 

Identify and analyze the scientific or technological 
challenges of societal issues; propose possible solutions aqbi611 BI612 aqbi612 

and discuss implications. 
Explain and apply scientific concepts to societal issues 
using case studies (e.g., spread of HIV, deforestation, 
environmental health, energy). 

BI1431 

aqph030 

BI1441 

ph035 

ph030  
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

PH13E01 

PH13E05 

PS13P01 



S11.A.1.3.1 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret 
change in systems (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit 
data, automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph081 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph081 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

 
 
 
 
 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.1.3.2 Reasoning and Analysis PS1011 BI1221 BI1311 
 

 
 
BI13L02 

Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. BI1321 ch028 aqch028 

Describe or interpret dynamic changes to stable systems 
(e.g., chemical reactions, human body, food webs, 
tectonics, homeostasis). 

ch029 

aqch030 

aqch029 ch030 
BI13M01 

BI13M02 

CH13C02 

PS13J01 

S11.A.1.3.3 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Describe how changes in physical and biological indicators 

BI1341 

BI1441 

BI1421 BI1431  
BI13M04 

BI13N02 

(e.g., soil, plants, animals) of water systems reflect changes BI13N03 
in these systems (e.g. changes in bloodworm populations 
reflect changes in pollution levels in streams). BI13N04 

S11.A.1.3.4 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Compare the rate of use of natural resources and their 
impact on sustainability. 

BI1431 BI1441 BI13N03 

BI13N04 

S11.A.2.1.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental or 
design process. 
Critique the elements of an experimental design (e.g., 
raising questions, formulating hypotheses, developing 
procedures, identifying variables, manipulating variables, 
interpreting data, and drawing conclusions) applicable to a 
specific experimental design. 

PS111 

PS122 

aqps123 

BI111 

aqbi112 

PS121 

aqps122 

PS124 

aqbi111 

aqps121 

PS123 

aqps124 

BI112 

 
 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.3 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental or 
design process. 
Use data to make inferences and predictions, or to draw 
conclusions, demonstrating understanding of experimental 
limits. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 



S11.A.2.1.4 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental or 
design process. 
Critique the results and conclusions of scientific inquiry for 
consistency and logic. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

 

S11.A.2.1.5 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental or 
design process. 
Communicate results of investigations using multiple 
representations. 

PS122 

aqps123 

aqps122 

BI112 

PS123 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.2.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific PS111 PS122 aqps122  
 
 
BI13A01 

Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, or 
describe the information the instrument can provide. 

PS311 

aqps312 

aqps311 

BI112 

PS312 

aqbi112 
Evaluate appropriate methods, instruments, and scale for 
precise quantitative and qualitative observations (e.g., to 
compare properties of materials, water quality). 

ch001 aqch001  CH13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

PS13C01 

S11.A.2.2.2 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, or 
describe the information the instrument can provide. 
Explain how technology (e.g., GPS, spectroscope, 
scanning electron microscope, pH meter, probe, interface, 
imaging technology, telescope) is used to extend human 
abilities and precision. 

PS1211 

aqbi311 

PS1221 BI311  
BI13C01 

PS13L01 

PS13L02 

S11.A.3.1.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply systems analysis, showing relationships (e.g., 
flowcharts, concept maps), input and output, and 
measurements to explain a system and its parts. 

BI1311 BI1321 BI13M01 

BI13M02 

S11.A.3.1.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS1011 PS1021 aqps1021  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BI13M01 

Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. PS1022 aqps1022 PS1351 

Analyze and predict the effect of making a change in one PS1361 PS1531 aqps1531 
part of a system on the system as a whole. PS1532 aqps1532 PS1533 

aqps1533 PS1534 aqps1534 

PS1611 aqps1611 PS1612 

aqps1612 PS1613 aqps1613 

PS1931 aqps1931 PS1932 

aqps1932 BI1311 BI1321 

BI1331 BI1341 BI1411 

BI1421 ch037 aqch037 

ch038 aqch038 ch039  
ch040 ch041 ch042 BI13M02 

aqch042 ch043 aqch043 BI13M03 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 BI13M04 

aqch045 ch046 aqch046 BI13N01 



  ch047 aqch047 ch069 BI13N02 

aqch069 ch070 aqch070 CH13D01 
ph020 ph027 ph028 CH13D02 
ph030 aqph030 ph033 CH13D03 
ph034 ph036 ph037  
ph053 ph054 ph055 

CH13D04 

ph085 ph086 aqph086 CH13D05 

ph087 aqph087 ph088 CH13D06 

CH13D07 

CH13F02 

PH13C05 

PH13D03 

PH13D04 

PH13E01 

PH13E03 

PH13E04 

PH13E06 

PH13E07 

PH13J01 

PH13J02 

PH13J03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13J01 

PS13J02 

PS13M05 

PS13M06 

PS13O03 

PS13P01 

PS13S03 



S11.A.3.1.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret a 
system (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit data, 
automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

 
 
 
 
 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.3.1.4 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply the universal systems model of inputs, processes, 
outputs, and feedback to a working system (e.g., heating, 
motor, food production) and identify the resources 
necessary for operation of the system. 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

ph093 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

ph037 

 

 
 
PH13E07 

PH13S02 

PS13O03 

S11.A.3.2.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare observations of the real world to observations of a 
constructed model. 
Compare the accuracy of predictions represented in a 
model to actual observations and behavior. 

BI112 

aqch001 

aqbi112 ch001  
BI13A01 

CH13A01 

S11.A.3.2.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS411 PS421 PS511 
 

 
 
CH13B01 

Compare observations of the real world to observations of a 
constructed model. aqps511 PS512 aqps512 

Describe how relationships represented in models are used 
to explain scientific or technological concepts (e.g., 
dimensions of objects within the solar system, life spans, 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 ch007 
PS13D01 

PS13D02 
size of atomic particles, topographic maps).  

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS711 PS721 aqps721  
 
 
 
BI13G01 

Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. PS722 aqps722 BI711 

Describe or interpret recurring patterns that form the basis aqbi711 BI712 aqbi712 
of biological classification, chemical periodicity, geological 
order, or astronomical order. 

BI811 
BI1111 

BI911 
aqbi1111 

BI1011 
BI1112 

BI13H01 

aqbi1112   BI13I01 

BI13J01 

BI13K01 

PS13G01 

PS13G02 

S11.A.3.3.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. 
Compare stationary physical patterns (e.g., crystals, layers 
of rocks, skeletal systems, tree rings, atomic structure) to 
the object’s properties. 

PS411 

aqps511 

BI1251 

ch007 

PS421 

PS512 

ch005 

aqch007 

PS511 

aqps512 

aqch005 

 
 

BI13L05 

CH13B01 

PS13D01 

PS13D02 

PS13E01 



S11.A.3.3.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS421 BI1341 PS1711  

 
BI13M04 

Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. aqps1711 PS1713 aqps1713 

Analyze physical patterns of motion to make predictions or 
draw conclusions (e.g., solar system, tectonic plates, 

ch007 aqch007 ph059 CH13B01 

weather systems, atomic motion, waves). PH13K03 

PS13D02 

PS13Q01 

S11.C.1.1.1 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Explain that matter is made of particles called atoms and 
that atoms are composed of even smaller particles (e.g., 
protons, neutrons, electrons). 

PS411 

aqps511 

PS421 

PS512 

PS511 

aqps512 

 

 
PS13D01 

PS13D02 

PS13E01 

S11.C.1.1.2 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy PS211 PS311 aqps311  
 

 
PS13B01 

Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Explain the relationship between the physical properties of 

PS312 

PS421 

aqps312 

PS511 

PS411 

aqps511 
a substance and its molecular or atomic structure. PS512 aqps512 PS611 PS13C01 

aqps611   PS13D01 

PS13D02 

PS13E01 

PS13F01 

S11.C.1.1.3 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy PS821 aqps821 PS822  
 
PS13H02 

Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. aqps822 PS831 PS841 

Explain the formation of compounds (ionic and covalent) PS1111 aqps1111  PS13H03 
and their resulting properties using bonding theories.  

PS13H04 

PS13K01 

S11.C.1.1.4 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy PS321 aqps321 PS322  
 
 
PS13C02 

Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. aqps322 PS611 aqps611 

Explain how the relationships of chemical properties of 
elements are represented in the repeating patterns within 
the periodic table. 

PS711 

PS722 

PS721 

aqps722 

aqps721 
PS13F01 

PS13G01 

PS13G02 

S11.C.1.1.5 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Predict the behavior of gases though the application of laws 
(e.g., Boyle’s law, Charles’ law, or ideal gas law). 

ch039 

aqch044 

ch040 

ch045 

ch044 

aqch045 CH13D02 

CH13D03 

CH13D06 

S11.C.1.1.6 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Describe factors that influence the frequency of collisions 
during chemical reactions that might affect the reaction 
rates (e.g., surface area, concentration, temperature). 

PS1011 

PS1022 

PS1021 

aqps1022 

aqps1021  
PS13J01 

PS13J02 



S11.C.2.1.1 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Compare or analyze waves in the electromagnetic spectrum 
(e.g., ultraviolet, infrared, visible light, X-rays, microwaves) 
as well as their properties, energy levels, and motion. 

PS1811 

aqps1812 

aqps1811 PS1812  
PS13R01 

S11.C.2.1.2 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy PS312 aqps312 PS1011  
 
 

 
PS13C01 

Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. PS1021 aqps1021 PS1022 

Describe energy changes in chemical reactions. aqps1022 PS1611 aqps1611 

PS1612 

aqps1613 

aqps1612 

PS2111 

PS1613 

aqps2111 
PS13J01 

PS2121 aqps2121  PS13J02 

PS13P01 

PS13U01 

PS13U02 

S11.C.2.1.3 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Apply the knowledge of conservation of energy to explain 
common systems (e.g., refrigeration, rocket propulsion, 
heat pump). 

PS1611 

aqps1612 

aqps1611 

PS1613 

PS1612 

aqps1613 

 

 
PS13P01 

S11.C.2.1.4 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Use Ohm’s Law to explain relative resistances, currents, 
and voltage. 

PS1911 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

 

 
PS13S01 

PS13S02 

S11.C.2.2.2 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental 
consequences. 
Explain the practical use of alternative sources of energy 
(i.e., wind, solar, and biomass) to address environmental 
problems (e.g., air quality, erosion, resource depletion). 

BI1431 BI13N03 

S11.C.2.2.3 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental 
consequences. 
Give examples of renewable energy resources (e.g., wind, 
solar, biomass) and nonrenewable resources (e.g., coal, oil, 
natural gas) and explain the environmental and economic 
advantages and disadvantages of their use. 

BI1431 BI13N03 

S11.C.3.1.1 Principles of Motion and Force PS1311 PS1351 PS1371 
 

 
 
PS13M01 

Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. aqps1371 PS1372 aqps1372 

Explain common phenomena (e.g., a rock in a landslide, an 
astronaut during a space walk, a car hitting a patch of ice 
on the road) using an understanding of conservation of 

PS1374 

aqps1411 

aqps1374 PS1411 
PS13M05 

PS13M07 
momentum.  

PS13N01 



 

BIOLOGY 1- 10th GRADE 

 

Biology topics include biochemistry, the cell, genetics, natural selection, the history of life, viruses and bacteria, 

protists, plants, animals, the human body, ecosystems, and environmental topics. Odyssey High School science 

courses include strategies for dealing with common misconceptions. 

 

Activities, Content and Correlations- Biology 1 

S11.C.3.1.2 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Design or evaluate simple technological or natural systems 
that incorporate the principles of force and motion (e.g., 
simple machines, compound machines). 

PS1371 

aqps1372 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

aqps1371 

PS1374 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

PS1372 

aqps1374 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

 

 
 
 
PS13M07 

PS13O03 

S11.C.3.1.3 Principles of Motion and Force PS1311 PS1321 PS1331  
 
 
 
 
PS13M01 

Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. PS1341 PS1351 PS1361 

Describe the motion of an object using variables (i.e., PS1371 aqps1371 PS1372 
acceleration, velocity, displacement). aqps1372 PS1374 aqps1374 

PS1411 aqps1411 PS1412 PS13M02 

aqps1412 PS1421 aqps1421 PS13M03 
PS1422 aqps1422  PS13M04 

PS13M05 

PS13M06 

PS13M07 

PS13N01 

PS13N02 

S11.C.3.1.4 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Explain how electricity induces magnetism and how 
magnetism induces electricity as two aspects of a single 
electromagnetic force. 

PS1911 

PS2012 

aqps2013 

PS2011 

aqps2012 

aqps2011 

PS2013 

 
 
PS13S01 

PS13T01 

S11.C.3.1.5 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Calculate the mechanical advantage for moving an object 
by using a simple machine. 

PS1511 

aqps1512 

PS1522 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1511 

PS1521 

aqps1522 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

PS1512 

aqps1521 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

 

 
 
 
PS13O01 

PS13O02 

PS13O03 

S11.C.3.1.6 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Identify elements of simple machines in compound 
machines. 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

 
 
PS13O03 



 

UNITS AND 
ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Introduction to 
Biology 

Students will explore experimental design and scientific processes, 
including scientific inquiry. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Living Things 

Students will identify basic characteristics of living things and explore 
biochemistry. 

3 weeks 

Understanding Cells Students will explore the cell and its components and functions. This will 
include development of the cell theory and a comparison of prokaryotes 
and eukaryotes. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Genetics 

Students will compare reproduction methods, identify stages in mitosis 
and meiosis, complete monohybrid and dihybrid crosses, identify DNA, 
RNA and types of RNA, complete protein synthesis and identify causes 
and types of mutations. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Evolution 

Students will explain Darwin's contributions to the theory of natural 
selection, describe evidence for evolution, compare adaptations, 
describe evolution using fossil evidence and geologic time, use binomial 
terminology and interpret a cladogram. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Viruses 

Students will describe the structure/function of viruses, compare and 
contrast viruses with organisms at the cellular level, describe the role of 
viruses in causing diseases/conditions and justify the use of vaccinations 
to prevent viral diseases. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Prokaryotes 

Students will describe and compare basic structures of prokaryotic cells, 
bacteria, prokaryotic cells to eukaryotic cells, exp. binary fission by 
comparing asexual reproduction to sexual reproduction and explain the 
impact of bacteria on humans. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Protists 

Students will describe structure and function of protists, classify protists 
as plant-like, animal-like or fungus-like, compare protists to other 
eukaryotic cells and differentiate between types of protists. 

3 weeks 

Understanding Fungi Students will describe structure and function of fungi, differentiate 
between groups of fungi to include heterotrophic and saprobic 
examples, evaluate role of fungi in ecosystems to include potential 
health issues and their niche as a decomposer. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Plants 

Students will identify structures/functions of plants, classify them, 
compare vascular and non-vascular plants, individuate gymnosperms 
and angiosperms, trace water and nutrients through plants, discuss 
types of reproduction and describe tropisms. 

3 weeks 

Understanding 
Animals 

Students will compare the animal kingdom to other kingdoms, looking at 
structure and function as well as development, while explaining how 
higher levels of organization result from specific changes in previous 
forms of organisms. 

3 weeks 

The Human Body Students will explain how higher levels of organization result from 
specific, complexing and interactions of smaller units, describe main 
tissue types, compare organ systems to each other and describe how 
they work together towards homeostasis. 

3 weeks 

The 
Interdependence of 
Life 

Students will identify living and non-living factors in an ecosystems, 
predict how ecosystems will change when the populations within them 
change, define competition, limiting factors, carrying capacity and 
describe succession. 

2 weeks 

Ecosystems and Students will explore land and water ecosystems, describe types of 2 weeks 



Human Impact interdependence within ecosystems and across ecosystems, describe 
types of pollution and conservation and discuss human impact on 
ecosystems. 

 

Scope and Sequence- Biology 1 

 

 

 

PA Science 
Anchors 
and Eligible 
Content 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 
Quizzes 

S11.A.1.1.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS1411  

BI13C01 
BI13D03 

BI13M05 

CH13B01 
CH13D01 
CH13D02 
CH13D03 

CH13D04 

CH13D05 
CH13D06 
CH13D07 
PH13C06 
PH13C07 
PH13C08 
PH13G02 
PH13G03 
PH13G04 
PH13G05 
PH13H02 
PH13J01 
PH13J02 
PH13J03 
PH13K01 
PH13M05 
PH13O02 
PH13P02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13M07 
PS13N01 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps1411 PS1371 aqps1371 

technological systems. PS1372 aqps1372 PS1373 
Compare and contrast scientific theories, scientific laws, 
and beliefs (e.g., the universal law of gravitation, how light 
travels, formation of moons, stages of ecological 

aqps1373 

BI311 

PS1374 

aqbi311 

aqps1374 

BI431 

succession). BI1351 ch005 aqch005 

ch007 aqch007 ch037 

aqch037 ch039 ch040 

ch041 ch042 aqch042 

ch043 aqch043 ch044 

aqch044 ch045 aqch045 

ch046 

aqch047 

aqch046 

ph021 

ch047 

ph022 

aqph022 ph023 aqph023 

ph024 ph042 ph043 

ph044 ph045 ph047 

ph053 ph054 ph055 

ph056 ph071 ph077 

ph083   

11.A.1.1.4 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS911  
BI13C01 
BI13E01 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps911 PS1351 PS1411 

technological systems. aqps1411 BI311 aqbi311 



Explain how specific scientific knowledge or technological 
design concepts solve practical problems (e.g., momentum, 
Newton’s universal law of gravitation, tectonics, 
conservation of mass and energy, cell theory, theory of 

BI511 

aqbi512 

BI521 

aqbi511 

BI513 

aqbi521 

BI512 

aqbi513 

BI522 

BI13E02 
CH13B01 

CH13C03 

CH13D06 
PH13H02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13I01 
PS13M05 
PS13N01 

evolution, atomic theory, theory of relativity, Pasteur’s germ 
theory, relativity, heliocentric theory, ideal gas laws). 

aqbi522 

ch007 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 

ch031 

aqch031 ch032 aqch032 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 

aqch045 ph047  

S11.A.1.1.5 Reasoning and Analysis PS511 aqps511 PS512  
BI13C01 

BI13C02 
Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps512 BI311 aqbi311 

technological systems. BI312 aqbi312 BI321 
Analyze or compare the use of both direct and indirect 
observation as means to study the world and the universe 
(e.g., behavior of atoms, functions of cells, birth of stars). 

aqbi321 

BI331 

aqbi332 

BI322 

aqbi331 

BI333 

aqbi322 

BI332 

aqbi333 

BI341 aqbi341 BI342 BI13C03 

aqbi342 BI343 aqbi343 BI13C04 
BI351   BI13C05 

PS13E01 

S11.A.1.2.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS1612 aqps1612 BI611  
BI13F01 Identify and analyze the scientific or technological 

challenges of societal issues; propose possible solutions aqbi611 BI612 aqbi612 

and discuss implications. 
Explain and apply scientific concepts to societal issues 
using case studies (e.g., spread of HIV, deforestation, 
environmental health, energy). 

BI1431 

aqph030 

BI1441 

ph035 

ph030  
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

PH13E01 

PH13E05 

PS13P01 

S11.A.1.3.1 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret 
change in systems (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit 
data, automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph081 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph081 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.1.3.2 Reasoning and Analysis PS1011 BI1221 BI1311 
 

BI13L02 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. BI1321 ch028 aqch028 



Describe or interpret dynamic changes to stable systems 
(e.g., chemical reactions, human body, food webs, 
tectonics, homeostasis). 

ch029 

aqch030 

aqch029 ch030 
BI13M01 

BI13M02 

CH13C02 

PS13J01 

S11.A.1.3.3 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Describe how changes in physical and biological indicators 

BI1341 

BI1441 

BI1421 BI1431  
BI13M04 

BI13N02 

(e.g., soil, plants, animals) of water systems reflect changes BI13N03 
in these systems (e.g. changes in bloodworm populations 
reflect changes in pollution levels in streams). BI13N04 

S11.A.1.3.4 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Compare the rate of use of natural resources and their 
impact on sustainability. 

BI1431 BI1441 BI13N03 

BI13N04 

S11.A.2.1.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Critique the elements of an experimental design (e.g., 
raising questions, formulating hypotheses, developing 
procedures, identifying variables, manipulating variables, 
interpreting data, and drawing conclusions) applicable to a 
specific experimental design. 

PS111 

PS122 

aqps123 

BI111 

aqbi112 

PS121 

aqps122 

PS124 

aqbi111 

aqps121 

PS123 

aqps124 

BI112 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.3 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Use data to make inferences and predictions, or to draw 
conclusions, demonstrating understanding of experimental 
limits. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.4 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Critique the results and conclusions of scientific inquiry for 
consistency and logic. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

BI13A01 

PS13A02 

 

S11.A.2.1.5 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Communicate results of investigations using multiple 
representations. 

PS122 

aqps123 

aqps122 

BI112 

PS123 

aqbi112 

 

BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.2.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific PS111 PS122 aqps122  

BI13A01 Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, or 
describe the information the instrument can provide. 

PS311 

aqps312 

aqps311 

BI112 

PS312 

aqbi112 
Evaluate appropriate methods, instruments, and scale for 
precise quantitative and qualitative observations (e.g., to 
compare properties of materials, water quality). 

ch001 aqch001  CH13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

PS13C01 



S11.A.2.2.2 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, or 
describe the information the instrument can provide. 
Explain how technology (e.g., GPS, spectroscope, 
scanning electron microscope, pH meter, probe, interface, 
imaging technology, telescope) is used to extend human 
abilities and precision. 

PS1211 

aqbi311 

PS1221 BI311  
BI13C01 

PS13L01 

PS13L02 

S11.A.3.1.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply systems analysis, showing relationships (e.g., 
flowcharts, concept maps), input and output, and 
measurements to explain a system and its parts. 

BI1311 BI1321 BI13M01 

BI13M02 

S11.A.3.1.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS1011 PS1021 aqps1021  
BI13M01 Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 

relationships to the system as a whole. PS1022 aqps1022 PS1351 

Analyze and predict the effect of making a change in one PS1361 PS1531 aqps1531 
part of a system on the system as a whole. PS1532 aqps1532 PS1533 

aqps1533 PS1534 aqps1534 

PS1611 aqps1611 PS1612 

aqps1612 PS1613 aqps1613 

PS1931 aqps1931 PS1932 

aqps1932 BI1311 BI1321 

BI1331 BI1341 BI1411 

BI1421 ch037 aqch037 

ch038 aqch038 ch039  
ch040 ch041 ch042 BI13M02 

aqch042 ch043 aqch043 BI13M03 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 BI13M04 

aqch045 ch046 aqch046 BI13N01 

  ch047 aqch047 ch069 BI13N02 

aqch069 ch070 aqch070 CH13D01 
ph020 ph027 ph028 CH13D02 
ph030 aqph030 ph033 CH13D03 
ph034 ph036 ph037  
ph053 ph054 ph055 

CH13D04 

ph085 ph086 aqph086 CH13D05 

ph087 aqph087 ph088 CH13D06 

CH13D07 

CH13F02 

PH13C05 

PH13D03 

PH13D04 

PH13E01 

PH13E03 

PH13E04 

PH13E06 



PH13E07 

PH13J01 

PH13J02 

PH13J03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13J01 

PS13J02 

PS13M05 

PS13M06 

PS13O03 

PS13P01 

PS13S03 

S11.A.3.1.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret a 
system (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit data, 
automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.3.1.4 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply the universal systems model of inputs, processes, 
outputs, and feedback to a working system (e.g., heating, 
motor, food production) and identify the resources 
necessary for operation of the system. 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

ph093 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

ph037 

 

PH13E07 

PH13S02 

PS13O03 

S11.A.3.2.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare observations of the real world to observations of a 
constructed model. 
Compare the accuracy of predictions represented in a 
model to actual observations and behavior. 

BI112 

aqch001 

aqbi112 ch001  
BI13A01 

CH13A01 

S11.A.3.2.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS411 PS421 PS511 
 

CH13B01 
Compare observations of the real world to observations of a 
constructed model. aqps511 PS512 aqps512 

Describe how relationships represented in models are used 
to explain scientific or technological concepts (e.g., 
dimensions of objects within the solar system, life spans, 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 ch007 
PS13D01 

PS13D02 
size of atomic particles, topographic maps).  

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS711 PS721 aqps721  



Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. PS722 aqps722 BI711 BI13G01 

Describe or interpret recurring patterns that form the basis aqbi711 BI712 aqbi712 
of biological classification, chemical periodicity, geological 
order, or astronomical order. 

BI811 
BI1111 

BI911 
aqbi1111 

BI1011 
BI1112 

BI13H01 

aqbi1112   BI13I01 

BI13J01 

BI13K01 

PS13G01 

PS13G02 

S11.A.3.3.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. 
Compare stationary physical patterns (e.g., crystals, layers 
of rocks, skeletal systems, tree rings, atomic structure) to 
the object’s properties. 

PS411 

aqps511 

BI1251 

ch007 

PS421 

PS512 

ch005 

aqch007 

PS511 

aqps512 

aqch005 

 

BI13L05 

CH13B01 

PS13D01 

PS13D02 

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS421 BI1341 PS1711  
BI13M04 Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 

elements in patterns. aqps1711 PS1713 aqps1713 

Analyze physical patterns of motion to make predictions or 
draw conclusions (e.g., solar system, tectonic plates, 

ch007 aqch007 ph059 CH13B01 

weather systems, atomic motion, waves). PH13K03 

PS13D02 

PS13Q01 

S11.B.1.1.1 Structure and Function of Organisms BI221 aqbi221 BI222  
BI13B02 Explain structure and function at multiple levels of 

organization. aqbi222 BI331 aqbi331 

Explain how structure determines function at multiple levels BI332 aqbi332 BI333 
of organization (e.g., chemical, cellular, anatomical). aqbi333 BI351 BI461 

aqbi461 BI611 aqbi611 

BI612 aqbi612 BI811 

BI911 BI1021 BI1041 

aqbi1041 BI1042 aqbi1042 BI13C03 
BI1043 aqbi1043 BI1121 BI13C05 
BI1131 BI1141 BI1151 

BI13D06 
BI1161 BI1211 BI1221  
BI1231 BI1241 BI1251 

BI13F01 

BI1261 BI1271 BI1281 BI13H01 

BI1291 BI12101  BI13I01 

BI13J02 

BI13J04 

BI13K02 

BI13K03 

BI13K04 

BI13K05 



BI13K06 

BI13L01 

BI13L02 

BI13L03 

BI13L04 

BI13L05 

BI13L06 

BI13L07 

BI13L08 

BI13L09 

BI13L10 

S11.B.1.1.2 Structure and Function of Organisms BI312 aqbi312 BI711  

BI13C01 

BI13G01 

Explain structure and function at multiple levels of 
organization. aqbi711 BI712 aqbi712 

Compare and contrast the structural and functional BI811 BI821 BI831 
similarities and differences among living things (e.g., 
classify organisms into classification groups, compare 
systems). 

BI911 

BI1031 

BI1011 

BI1111 

BI1021 

aqbi1111 

BI1112 aqbi1112 BI1121 
BI13H01 

BI1131 BI1141 BI1151  
BI1161   BI13H02 

BI13H03 

BI13I01 

BI13J01 

BI13J02 

BI13J03 

BI13K01 

BI13K02 

BI13K03 

BI13K04 

BI13K05 

BI13K06 

S11.B.1.1.3 Structure and Function of Organisms BI331 aqbi331 BI342  
BI13C03 

BI13C04 
Explain structure and function at multiple levels of 
organization. aqbi342 BI343 aqbi343 

Compare and contrast cellular processes (e.g., 
photosynthesis and respiration, meiosis and mitosis, protein 
synthesis and DNA replication). 

BI412 

BI452 

aqbi453 

aqbi412 

aqbi452 

BI461 

BI421 

BI453 

aqbi461 

BI462 aqbi462  BI13D01 

BI13D02 

BI13D05 

BI13D06 



S11.B.2.1.1 Continuity of Life 
Explain the mechanisms of the theory of evolution. 
Explain the theory of evolution by interpreting data from 
fossil records, similarities in anatomy and physiology, or 
DNA studies that are relevant to the theory of evolution. 

BI511 

aqbi512 

BI521 

aqbi522 

aqbi511 

BI513 

aqbi521 

BI512 

aqbi513 

BI522 

 

BI13E01 

BI13E02 

S11.B.2.1.2 Continuity of Life 
Explain the mechanisms of the theory of evolution. 
Explain the role of mutations, differential reproduction, 
and gene recombination in changing the genetic makeup 
of a population. 

BI463 

BI513 

aqbi463 

aqbi513 

BI471 
BI13D06 

BI13D07 

BI13E01 

S11.B.2.1.3 Continuity of Life 
Explain the mechanisms of the theory of evolution. 
Explain the role of selective breeding and biotechnology 
in changing the genetic makeup of a population. 

BI471 BI13D07 

S11.B.2.1.4 Continuity of Life 
Explain the mechanisms of the theory of evolution. 
Explain why natural selection can act only on inherited 
traits. 

BI511 

aqbi512 

BI522 

aqbi511 

BI513 

aqbi522 

BI512 

aqbi513 

 
BI13E01 

BI13E02 

S11.B.2.2.1 Continuity of Life BI431 BI441 aqbi441  

BI13D03 Describe how genetic information is inherited and 
expressed. BI442 aqbi442 BI451 

Describe how genetic information is expressed (i.e., DNA, aqbi451 BI452 aqbi452 
genes, chromosomes, transcription, translation, and 
replication). 

BI453 

aqbi461 

aqbi453 

BI462 

BI461 

aqbi462 
BI13D04 

BI13D05 

BI13D06 

S11.B.2.2.2 Continuity of Life 
Describe how genetic information is inherited and 
expressed. 
Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis in passing on 
genetic information. 

BI411 

aqbi412 

aqbi411 

BI421 

BI412  
BI13D01 

BI13D02 

S11.B.2.2.3 Continuity of Life 
Describe how genetic information is inherited and 
expressed. 
Explain how different patterns of inheritance affect 
population variability (i.e., multiple alleles, codominance, 
dominance, recessiveness, sex-influenced traits, and sex- 
linked traits). 

BI421 

aqbi441 

BI431 

BI442 

BI441 

aqbi442 

 

BI13D02 

BI13D03 

BI13D04 

S11.B.3.1.1 Ecological Behavior and Systems BI1311 BI1321 BI1351 
BI13M01 

BI13M02 

Use evidence or examples to explain the characteristics of 
and interactions within an ecosystem. 
Explain the significance of diversity in ecosystems. 

BI1411 BI1421 BI1441 

BI13M05 

BI13N01 

BI13N02 

BI13N04 

S11.B.3.1.2 Ecological Behavior and Systems BI1311 BI1321 BI1331  

BI13M01 Use evidence or examples to explain the characteristics of 
and interactions within an ecosystem. BI1341 BI1351 BI1411 

Explain the biotic (i.e., plant, animal, and microbial BI1421   BI13M02 
communities) and abiotic (i.e., soil, air, temperature, and 
water) components of an ecosystem and their interaction. BI13M03 

BI13M04 



BI13M05 

BI13N01 

BI13N02 

S11.B.3.1.3 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Use evidence or examples to explain the characteristics of 
and interactions within an ecosystem. 
Describe how living organisms affect the survival of one 
another. 

BI1311 

BI1341 

BI1421 

BI1321 

BI1351 

BI1431 

BI1331 

BI1411 

BI1441 

 

BI13M01 

BI13M02 

BI13M03 

BI13M04 

BI13M05 

BI13N01 

BI13N02 

BI13N03 

BI13N04 

S11.B.3.1.4 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Use evidence or examples to explain the characteristics of 
and interactions within an ecosystem. 
Compare the similarities and differences in the major 
biomes (e.g., desert, tropical rain forest, temperate forest, 
coniferous forest, tundra) and the communities that inhabit 
them. 

BI1411 BI1421 BI13N01 

BI13N02 

S11.B.3.1.5 Ecological Behavior and Systems BI1331 BI1341 BI1351  

BI13M03 Use evidence or examples to explain the characteristics of 
and interactions within an ecosystem. BI1411 BI1421 BI1431 

Predict how limiting factors (e.g., physical, biological, BI1441   BI13M04 
chemical) can affect organisms. 

BI13M05 

BI13N01 

BI13N02 

BI13N03 

BI13N04 

S11.B.3.2.1 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Analyze patterns of change in natural or human-made 
systems over time. 
Use evidence to explain how cyclical patterns in population 
dynamics affect natural systems. 

BI1321 BI1341 BI13M02 

BI13M04 

S11.B.3.2.2 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Analyze patterns of change in natural or human-made 
systems over time. 
Explain biological diversity as an indicator of a healthy 
environment. 

BI1351 BI1441 BI13M05 

BI13N04 

S11.B.3.2.3 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Analyze patterns of change in natural or human-made 
systems over time. 
Explain how natural processes (e.g., seasonal change, 

BI1321 

BI1441 

BI1341 BI1431  
BI13M02 

BI13M04 

catastrophic events, habitat alterations) impact the BI13N03 
environment over time. 

BI13N04 

S11.B.3.3.1 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Explain how human-made systems impact the management 
and distribution of natural resources. 
Describe different human-made systems and how they use 

BI1411 

BI1441 

BI1421 BI1431  
BI13N01 

BI13N02 



renewable and nonrenewable natural resources (i.e., BI13N03 
energy, transportation, distribution, management, and 
processing). BI13N04 

S11.B.3.3.2 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Explain how human-made systems impact the management 
and distribution of natural resources. 
Compare the impact of management practices (e.g., 
production, processing, research, development, marketing, 
distribution, consumption, byproducts) in meeting the need 
for commodities locally and globally. 

BI1431 BI1441 BI13N03 

BI13N04 

S11.B.3.3.3 Ecological Behavior and Systems 
Explain how human-made systems impact the management 
and distribution of natural resources. 
Explain the environmental benefits and risks associated 
with human-made systems (e.g., integrated pest 
management, genetically engineered organisms, organic 
food production). 

BI471 BI1431 BI1441 BI13D07 

BI13N03 

BI13N04 

  



CHEMISTRY- 11th GRADE 

 

Chemistry topics include matter, the periodic table, chemical reactions, solution chemistry, organic chemistry, and 

nuclear chemistry. The course includes state-of-the-art animation and computer graphics to simplify concepts with 

visual explanations. Step-by-step instructions for solving quantitative chemistry and physics problems are provided 

throughout the course. Odyssey High School science courses include strategies for dealing with common 

misconceptions. 

 

Scope and Sequence- Chemistry 

 

UNITS AND 
ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Science Is a Process Students will look at how we study chemistry: what tools we use 
and how we manipulate and use scientific data. 

  4 weeks 

Organizing Matter: 
Patterns 

Students will look at the primary patterns associated with 
chemistry: subatomic particles, numbers of atoms, the periodic 
table, and types of bonding. 

4 weeks 

Language of 
Chemistry 

Students will explore the language of chemistry, including naming 
substances, recognizing types of chemical reactions, and the law of 
conservation of mass in theory and numbers. 

4 weeks 

Phases of Matter Students will explore the various states of matter and their 
associated laws, and changes in kinetic energy required to change a 
state or phase. 

4 weeks 

Solutions and Their 
Behavior 

Students will investigate solutions and how the manipulation of 
various factors changes properties of solutions. 

4 weeks 

Chemical Reactions Students will investigate what makes chemical reactions occur, 
kinetic energy, reaction rates, and equilibrium needs, and apply 
these to real-life situations. 

4 weeks 

Organic Chemistry Students will investigate how hydrogen and carbon atoms combine 
to make molecules, as well as how other organic molecules are 
formed. 

4 weeks 

Nuclear Chemistry Students will investigate nuclear chemistry, looking at radioactive 
decay and nuclear reactions. 

4 weeks 

 

Activities, Content and Correlations- Chemistry 

 

PA Science 
Anchors 
and Eligible 
Content 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 
Quizzes 

S11.A.1.1.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS1411 BI13C01 



Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps1411 PS1371 aqps1371 BI13D03 

BI13M05 

CH13B01 
CH13D01 
CH13D02 
CH13D03 

CH13D04 

CH13D05 
CH13D06 
CH13D07 
PH13C06 
PH13C07 
PH13C08 
PH13G02 
PH13G03 
PH13G04 
PH13G05 
PH13H02 
PH13J01 
PH13J02 
PH13J03 
PH13K01 
PH13M05 
PH13O02 
PH13P02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13M07 
PS13N01 

technological systems. PS1372 aqps1372 PS1373 
Compare and contrast scientific theories, scientific laws, 
and beliefs (e.g., the universal law of gravitation, how light 
travels, formation of moons, stages of ecological 

aqps1373 

BI311 

PS1374 

aqbi311 

aqps1374 

BI431 

succession). BI1351 ch005 aqch005 

ch007 aqch007 ch037 

aqch037 ch039 ch040 

ch041 ch042 aqch042 

ch043 aqch043 ch044 

aqch044 ch045 aqch045 

ch046 

aqch047 

aqch046 

ph021 

ch047 

ph022 

aqph022 ph023 aqph023 

ph024 ph042 ph043 

ph044 ph045 ph047 

ph053 ph054 ph055 

ph056 ph071 ph077 

ph083   

S11.A.1.1.4 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS911 BI13C01 
BI13E01 

BI13E02 
CH13B01 

CH13C03 

CH13D06 
PH13H02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13I01 
PS13M05 
PS13N01 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps911 PS1351 PS1411 

technological systems. aqps1411 BI311 aqbi311 
Explain how specific scientific knowledge or technological 
design concepts solve practical problems (e.g., momentum, 
Newton’s universal law of gravitation, tectonics, 
conservation of mass and energy, cell theory, theory of 

BI511 

aqbi512 

BI521 

aqbi511 

BI513 

aqbi521 

BI512 

aqbi513 

BI522 
evolution, atomic theory, theory of relativity, Pasteur’s germ 
theory, relativity, heliocentric theory, ideal gas laws). 

aqbi522 

ch007 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 

ch031 

aqch031 ch032 aqch032 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 

aqch045 ph047  

S11.A.1.1.5 Reasoning and Analysis PS511 aqps511 PS512  
 
 
 
 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps512 BI311 aqbi311 

technological systems. BI312 aqbi312 BI321 



Analyze or compare the use of both direct and indirect 
observation as means to study the world and the universe 
(e.g., behavior of atoms, functions of cells, birth of stars). 

aqbi321 

BI331 

aqbi332 

BI322 

aqbi331 

BI333 

aqbi322 

BI332 

aqbi333 

 
BI13C01 

BI13C02 

BI341 aqbi341 BI342 BI13C03 

aqbi342 BI343 aqbi343 BI13C04 
BI351   BI13C05 

PS13E01 

S11.A.1.2.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS1612 aqps1612 BI611  
 
 
BI13F01 

Identify and analyze the scientific or technological 
challenges of societal issues; propose possible solutions aqbi611 BI612 aqbi612 

and discuss implications. 
Explain and apply scientific concepts to societal issues 
using case studies (e.g., spread of HIV, deforestation, 
environmental health, energy). 

BI1431 

aqph030 

BI1441 

ph035 

ph030  
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

PH13E01 

PH13E05 

PS13P01 

S11.A.1.3.1 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret 
change in systems (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit 
data, automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph081 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph081 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

 
 
 
 
 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.1.3.2 Reasoning and Analysis PS1011 BI1221 BI1311 
 

 
 
BI13L02 

Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. BI1321 ch028 aqch028 

Describe or interpret dynamic changes to stable systems 
(e.g., chemical reactions, human body, food webs, 
tectonics, homeostasis). 

ch029 

aqch030 

aqch029 ch030 
BI13M01 

BI13M02 

CH13C02 

PS13J01 

S11.A.1.3.3 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Describe how changes in physical and biological indicators 

BI1341 

BI1441 

BI1421 BI1431  
BI13M04 

BI13N02 

(e.g., soil, plants, animals) of water systems reflect changes BI13N03 
in these systems (e.g. changes in bloodworm populations 
reflect changes in pollution levels in streams). BI13N04 

S11.A.1.3.4 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Compare the rate of use of natural resources and their 
impact on sustainability. 

BI1431 BI1441 BI13N03 

BI13N04 



S11.A.2.1.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental or 
design process. 
Critique the elements of an experimental design (e.g., 
raising questions, formulating hypotheses, developing 
procedures, identifying variables, manipulating variables, 
interpreting data, and drawing conclusions) applicable to a 
specific experimental design. 

PS111 

PS122 

aqps123 

BI111 

aqbi112 

PS121 

aqps122 

PS124 

aqbi111 

aqps121 

PS123 

aqps124 

BI112 

 
 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.3 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental or 
design process. 
Use data to make inferences and predictions, or to draw 
conclusions, demonstrating understanding of experimental 
limits. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.4 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or 
technological design to develop or critique aspects of the 
experimental or design process. 
Critique the results and conclusions of scientific inquiry for 
consistency and logic. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.5 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or 
technological design to develop or critique aspects of the 
experimental or design process. 
Communicate results of investigations using multiple 
representations. 

PS122 

aqps123 

aqps122 

BI112 

PS123 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.2.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific PS111 PS122 aqps122  
 
 
BI13A01 

Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, 
or describe the information the instrument can provide. 

PS311 

aqps312 

aqps311 

BI112 

PS312 

aqbi112 
Evaluate appropriate methods, instruments, and scale for 
precise quantitative and qualitative observations (e.g., to 
compare properties of materials, water quality). 

ch001 aqch001  CH13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

PS13C01 

S11.A.2.2.2 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, 
or describe the information the instrument can provide. 
Explain how technology (e.g., GPS, spectroscope, 
scanning electron microscope, pH meter, probe, interface, 
imaging technology, telescope) is used to extend human 
abilities and precision. 

PS1211 

aqbi311 

PS1221 BI311  
BI13C01 

PS13L0

1 

PS13L0

2 
S11.A.3.1.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 

Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply systems analysis, showing relationships (e.g., 
flowcharts, concept maps), input and output, and 
measurements to explain a system and its parts. 

BI1311 BI1321 BI13M01 

BI13M02 

S11.A.3.1.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS1011 PS1021 aqps1021  
BI13M01 
BI13M02 
BI13M03 

Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. PS1022 aqps1022 PS1351 

Analyze and predict the effect of making a change in one PS1361 PS1531 aqps1531 



part of a system on the system as a whole. PS1532 aqps1532 PS1533 BI13M04 
BI13N01 aqps1533 PS1534 aqps1534 

PS1611 aqps1611 PS1612 

aqps1612 PS1613 aqps1613 

PS1931 aqps1931 PS1932 

aqps1932 BI1311 BI1321 

BI1331 BI1341 BI1411 

BI1421 ch037 aqch037 

ch038 aqch038 ch039 

ch040 ch041 ch042 

aqch042 ch043 aqch043 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 

aqch045 ch046 aqch046 

S11.A.3.1.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret a 
system (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit data, 
automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

 
 
 
 
 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.3.1.4 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply the universal systems model of inputs, processes, 
outputs, and feedback to a working system (e.g., heating, 
motor, food production) and identify the resources 
necessary for operation of the system. 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

ph093 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

ph037 

 

 
 
PH13E0

7 

PH13S0

2 

PS13O0

3 

S11.A.3.2.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare observations of the real world to observations of 
a constructed model. 
Compare the accuracy of predictions represented in a 
model to actual observations and behavior. 

BI112 

aqch001 

aqbi112 ch001  
BI13A01 

CH13A01 

S11.A.3.2.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS411 PS421 PS511 
 

 
 
CH13B01 

Compare observations of the real world to observations of 
a 
constructed model. 

aqps511 PS512 aqps512 

Describe how relationships represented in models are 
used to explain scientific or technological concepts (e.g., 
dimensions of objects within the solar system, life spans, 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 ch007 
PS13D01 

PS13D02 
size of atomic particles, topographic maps).  

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS711 PS721 aqps721  
 
 
 
BI13G01 

Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. PS722 aqps722 BI711 

Describe or interpret recurring patterns that form the basis aqbi711 BI712 aqbi712 



of biological classification, chemical periodicity, geological 
order, or astronomical order. 

BI811 
BI1111 

BI911 
aqbi1111 

BI1011 
BI1112 

BI13H01 

aqbi1112   BI13I01 

BI13J01 

BI13K01 

PS13G01 

PS13G02 

S11.A.3.3.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. 
Compare stationary physical patterns (e.g., crystals, layers 
of rocks, skeletal systems, tree rings, atomic structure) to 
the object’s properties. 

PS411 

aqps511 

BI1251 

ch007 

PS421 

PS512 

ch005 

aqch007 

PS511 

aqps512 

aqch005 

 
 

BI13L05 

CH13B01 

PS13D01 

PS13D02 

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS421 BI1341 PS1711  

 
BI13M04 

Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. aqps1711 PS1713 aqps1713 

Analyze physical patterns of motion to make predictions or 
draw conclusions (e.g., solar system, tectonic plates, 

ch007 aqch007 ph059 CH13B01 

weather systems, atomic motion, waves). PH13K03 

PS13D02 

PS13Q01 

S11.C.1.1.1 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Explain that matter is made of particles called atoms 
and that atoms are composed of even smaller particles 
(e.g., protons, neutrons, electrons). 

PS511 

aqps512 

aqps511 

ch008 

PS512 

aqch008 

 

 
CH13B01 

PS13E01 

S11.C.1.1.2 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Explain the relationship between the physical properties of 
a substance and its molecular or atomic structure. 

ch014 

aqch015 

ch062 

aqch063 

aqch014 

ch061 

aqch062 

ch064 

ch015 

aqch061 

ch063 

aqch064 

 
 

CH13B0

3 

CH13E0

5 

CH13E0

6 

S11.C.1.1.3 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy ch018 aqch018 ch019 
 

 
 
CH13B05 

Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. aqch019 ch020 aqch020 

Explain the formation of compounds (ionic and covalent) 
and their resulting properties using bonding theories. 

ch021 

ch025 

aqch021 ch024 
CH13B06 

CH13B07 

CH13B08 

S11.C.1.1.4 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Explain how the relationships of chemical properties of 
elements are represented in the repeating patterns within 
the periodic table. 

ch013 

aqch014 

aqch013 

ch015 

ch014 

aqch015 

 

 
CH13B03 

S11.C.1.1.5 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy ch039 ch040 ch041  
 
 
CH13D02 

Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. ch042 aqch042 ch043 

Predict the behavior of gases though the application of 
laws 

aqch043 ch044 aqch044  



(e.g., Boyle’s law, Charles’ law, or ideal gas law). ch045 aqch045  CH13D03 

CH13D04 

CH13D05 

CH13D06 

S11.C.1.1.6 Structure, Properties, and Interaction of Matter and Energy 
Explain the relationship between the structure and 
properties of matter. 
Describe factors that influence the frequency of collisions 
during chemical reactions that might affect the reaction 
rates (e.g., surface area, concentration, temperature). 

ch069 

aqch070 

aqch069 ch070  
CH13F02 

S11.C.2.1.1 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Compare or analyze waves in the electromagnetic 
spectrum (e.g., ultraviolet, infrared, visible light, X-rays, 
microwaves) as well as their properties, energy levels, and 
motion. 

ph063 ph064 PH13L02 

PH13L03 

S11.C.2.1.2 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Describe energy changes in chemical reactions. 

ch021 

aqch006 

ch068 

aqch021 

ch009 

aqch068 

ch006 

aqch009 

 
 
CH13B06 

CH13F01 

S11.C.2.1.3 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy ph035 ph036 ph049 
PH13E05 

PH13E06 

Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Apply the knowledge of conservation of energy to explain 

ph053 ph055  

common systems (e.g., refrigeration, rocket propulsion, PH13I02 
heat pump).  

PH13J01 

PH13J03 

S11.C.2.1.4 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Use Ohm’s Law to explain relative resistances, currents, 
and voltage. 

ph081 

aqph082 

aqph081 

ph083 

ph082  
PH13P01 

PH13P02 

S11.C.2.2.1 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental 
consequences. 
Explain the environmental impacts of energy use by 
various economic sectors (e.g., mining, logging, 
transportation) on environmental systems. 

BI1431 

aqch087 

BI1441 

ch088 

ch087 

aqch088 

 

 
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

CH13H03 

S11.C.2.2.2 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy BI1431 BI1441 ch087  
 
BI13N03 

Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental aqch087 ch088 aqch088 

consequences. ph030 aqph030  BI13N04 
Explain the practical use of alternative sources of energy  
(i.e., wind, solar, and biomass) to address environmental CH13H03 
problems (e.g., air quality, erosion, resource depletion). PH13E01 

S11.C.2.2.3 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy BI1431 BI1441 ch087  
 
BI13N03 

Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental aqch087 ch088 aqch088 

consequences. ph030 aqph030  BI13N04 
Give examples of renewable energy resources (e.g., wind,  
solar, biomass) and nonrenewable resources (e.g., coal, 
oil, 

CH13H03 
natural gas) and explain the environmental and economic 
advantages and disadvantages of their use. 

PH13E01 



 

 

 

  



PHYSICS- 12th GRADE 

 

Physics topics include motion, Newton’s laws, universal gravitation, thermal physics, optics, electromagnetism, and 

introductory relativity and quantum physics. Odyssey science courses include strategies for dealing with common 

misconceptions, based on information gathered from Uncovering Student Ideas in Science by Page Keeley and Joyce 

Tugel, Project 2061, and the National Science Education Standards. Courses integrate questioning strategies and 

additional structuring of the learning experience guided by the Model Instruction Program started by David 

Hestenes and the American Modeling Teachers Association. Courses include original reading passages with 

instruction in reading comprehension for scientific topics. 

 

Scope and Sequence Physics 

UNITS AND 
ASSESSMENTS 

  

Topic Essential Content Timeline 

Linear Motion Students will investigate and calculate linear speed, velocity, and 
acceleration. Topics include motion graphs and reference frames. 

2 weeks 

Projectile (2-D) 
Motion 

Students will use vectors to investigate two-dimensional motion, 
including projectile motion. 

1 week 

Newton's Laws Students will analyze motion using Newton's laws of motion and 
vector analysis of forces. 

 3 weeks 

Momentum Students will calculate momentum, relate impulse and momentum, 
and apply conservation of momentum to analyze collisions. 

2 weeks 

Energy Students will calculate work and power, identify examples of 
potential and kinetic energy, and apply conservation of energy to 
analyze motion. 

1 week 

Rotational 
Mechanics 

Students will investigate rotational motion, including uniform 
circular motion and centripetal force. 

2 weeks 

Universal 
Gravitation 

Students will explore gravitational forces, weight, and gravitational 
fields, and apply gravitational forces to describe orbital motion. 

1 week 

Special Relativity Students will relate relativistic motion to motion at ordinary 
velocities, and recognize the speed of light as the fundamental 
speed limit of the universe. 

 3 weeks 

Temperature and 
Heat 

Students will relate temperature and heat, and apply these 
concepts to understand heat transfer, thermal equilibrium, and 
changes of state. 

2 weeks 

Thermodynamics Students will investigate the laws of thermodynamics, and apply 
the laws of thermodynamics to understanding physical systems. 

1 week 

Vibrations and 
Waves 

Students will explore simple harmonic motion, Hooke's law, and 
waves. Topics include longitudinal and transverse waves, as well as 
the Doppler effect. 

2 weeks 

Sound and Light Students will apply the properties of waves to explain the 
characteristics of sound and light. 

1 week 

Reflection and 
Refraction 

Students will analyze reflection and refraction using the ray theory 
of light. Topics include mirrors and converging and diverging lenses. 

 3 weeks 

Diffraction and 
Interference 

Students will investigate the diffraction and interference of waves. 2 weeks 



Electrostatics Students will analyze the electric forces and fields generated by 
static charged objects. 

1 week 

Electric Current Students will investigate the properties of moving charges and 
apply them, to understand Ohm's law. 

2 weeks 

Electric Circuits Students will analyze series, parallel, and complex circuits. 1 week 

Magnetism Students will investigate how magnetic forces are created by and 
exert forces on charged particles. 

 3 weeks 

Electromagnetic 
Induction 

Students will demonstrate the relationship between electricity and 
magnetism by exploring electromagnetic induction. Topics include 
motors, generators, alternating current, and electromagnetic 
waves. 

2 weeks 

Quantum Physics Students will investigate the differences between classical and 
quantum physics. Topics include wave/particle duality and the 
photoelectric effect. 

1 week 

Nuclear Fission and 
Fusion 

Students will explain the relationship between matter and energy, 
compare nuclear fission and fusion, and identify uses of nuclear 
energy. 

  2 

 

 

Activities, Content and Correlations- Physics 

 

PA Science 
Anchors 
and Eligible 
Content 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 
Quizzes 

S11.A.1.1.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS1411  

BI13C01 
BI13D03 

BI13M05 

CH13B01 
CH13D01 
CH13D02 
CH13D03 

CH13D04 

CH13D05 
CH13D06 
CH13D07 
PH13C06 
PH13C07 
PH13C08 
PH13G02 
PH13G03 
PH13G04 
PH13G05 
PH13H02 
PH13J01 
PH13J02 
PH13J03 
PH13K01 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps1411 PS1371 aqps1371 

technological systems. PS1372 aqps1372 PS1373 
Compare and contrast scientific theories, scientific laws, 
and beliefs (e.g., the universal law of gravitation, how light 
travels, formation of moons, stages of ecological 

aqps1373 

BI311 

PS1374 

aqbi311 

aqps1374 

BI431 

succession). BI1351 ch005 aqch005 
ch007 aqch007 ch037 
aqch037 ch039 ch040 
ch041 ch042 aqch042 
ch043 aqch043 ch044 
aqch044 ch045 aqch045 
ch046 

aqch047 

aqch046 

ph021 

ch047 

ph022 

aqph022 ph023 aqph023 
ph024 ph042 ph043 
ph044 ph045 ph047 
ph053 ph054 ph055 
ph056 ph071 ph077 
ph083   



PH13M05 
PH13O02 
PH13P02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13M07 
PS13N01 

S11.A.1.1.4 Reasoning and Analysis PS411 PS421 PS911  
BI13C01 
BI13E01 

BI13E02 
CH13B01 

CH13C03 

CH13D06 
PH13H02 
PS13D01 
PS13D02 
PS13I01 
PS13M05 
PS13N01 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps911 PS1351 PS1411 

technological systems. aqps1411 BI311 aqbi311 
Explain how specific scientific knowledge or technological 
design concepts solve practical problems (e.g., momentum, 
Newton’s universal law of gravitation, tectonics, 
conservation of mass and energy, cell theory, theory of 

BI511 

aqbi512 

BI521 

aqbi511 

BI513 

aqbi521 

BI512 

aqbi513 

BI522 
evolution, atomic theory, theory of relativity, Pasteur’s germ 
theory, relativity, heliocentric theory, ideal gas laws). 

aqbi522 

ch007 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 

ch031 

aqch031 ch032 aqch032 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 

aqch045 ph047  

S11.A.1.1.5 Reasoning and Analysis PS511 aqps511 PS512  
 
 
 
 

 
BI13C01 

BI13C02 

Analyze and explain the nature of science in the search for 
understanding the natural world and its connection to aqps512 BI311 aqbi311 

technological systems. BI312 aqbi312 BI321 
Analyze or compare the use of both direct and indirect 
observation as means to study the world and the universe 
(e.g., behavior of atoms, functions of cells, birth of stars). 

aqbi321 

BI331 

aqbi332 

BI322 

aqbi331 

BI333 

aqbi322 

BI332 

aqbi333 

BI341 aqbi341 BI342 BI13C03 

aqbi342 BI343 aqbi343 BI13C04 
BI351   BI13C05 

PS13E01 

S11.A.1.2.1 Reasoning and Analysis PS1612 aqps1612 BI611  
 
 
BI13F01 

Identify and analyze the scientific or technological 
challenges of societal issues; propose possible solutions aqbi611 BI612 aqbi612 

and discuss implications. 
Explain and apply scientific concepts to societal issues 
using case studies (e.g., spread of HIV, deforestation, 
environmental health, energy). 

BI1431 

aqph030 

BI1441 

ph035 

ph030  
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

PH13E01 

PH13E05 

PS13P01 



S11.A.1.3.1 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret 
change in systems (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit 
data, automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph081 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph081 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

 
 
 
 
 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.1.3.2 Reasoning and Analysis PS1011 BI1221 BI1311 
 

 
 
BI13L02 

Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. BI1321 ch028 aqch028 

Describe or interpret dynamic changes to stable systems 
(e.g., chemical reactions, human body, food webs, 
tectonics, homeostasis). 

ch029 

aqch030 

aqch029 ch030 
BI13M01 

BI13M02 

CH13C02 

PS13J01 

S11.A.1.3.3 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Describe how changes in physical and biological indicators 

BI1341 

BI1441 

BI1421 BI1431  
BI13M04 

BI13N02 

(e.g., soil, plants, animals) of water systems reflect changes BI13N03 
in these systems (e.g. changes in bloodworm populations 
reflect changes in pollution levels in streams). BI13N04 

S11.A.1.3.4 Reasoning and Analysis 
Describe and interpret patterns of change in natural and 
human-made systems. 
Compare the rate of use of natural resources and their 
impact on sustainability. 

BI1431 BI1441 BI13N03 

BI13N04 

S11.A.2.1.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Critique the elements of an experimental design (e.g., 
raising questions, formulating hypotheses, developing 
procedures, identifying variables, manipulating variables, 
interpreting data, and drawing conclusions) applicable to a 
specific experimental design. 

PS111 

PS122 

aqps123 

BI111 

aqbi112 

PS121 

aqps122 

PS124 

aqbi111 

aqps121 

PS123 

aqps124 

BI112 

 
 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.3 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Use data to make inferences and predictions, or to draw 
conclusions, demonstrating understanding of experimental 
limits. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 



S11.A.2.1.4 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Critique the results and conclusions of scientific inquiry for 
consistency and logic. 

PS123 

aqps124 

aqps123 

BI112 

PS124 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.1.5 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Apply knowledge of scientific investigation or technological 
design to develop or critique aspects of the experimental 
or design process. 
Communicate results of investigations using multiple 
representations. 

PS122 

aqps123 

aqps122 

BI112 

PS123 

aqbi112 

 

 
BI13A01 

PS13A02 

S11.A.2.2.1 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific PS111 PS122 aqps122  
 
 
BI13A01 

Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, or 
describe the information the instrument can provide. 

PS311 

aqps312 

aqps311 

BI112 

PS312 

aqbi112 
Evaluate appropriate methods, instruments, and scale for 
precise quantitative and qualitative observations (e.g., to 
compare properties of materials, water quality). 

ch001 aqch001  CH13A01 

PS13A01 

PS13A02 

PS13C01 

S11.A.2.2.2 Processes, Procedures, and Tools of Scientific 
Investigations 
Evaluate appropriate technologies for a specific purpose, or 
describe the information the instrument can provide. 
Explain how technology (e.g., GPS, spectroscope, 
scanning electron microscope, pH meter, probe, interface, 
imaging technology, telescope) is used to extend human 
abilities and precision. 

PS1211 

aqbi311 

PS1221 BI311  
BI13C01 

PS13L01 

PS13L02 

S11.A.3.1.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply systems analysis, showing relationships (e.g., 
flowcharts, concept maps), input and output, and 
measurements to explain a system and its parts. 

BI1311 BI1321 BI13M01 

BI13M02 

S11.A.3.1.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS1011 PS1021 aqps1021 BI13M01 
BI13M02 
BI13M03 
BI13M04 
BI13N01 
BI13N02 
CH13D01 

CH13D02 

CH13D03 
CH13D04 
CH13D05 
CH13D06 
CH13D07 
CH13F02 
PH13C05 
PH13D03 
PH13D04 
PH13E01 
PH13E03 
PH13E04 

Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. PS1022 aqps1022 PS1351 

Analyze and predict the effect of making a change in one PS1361 PS1531 aqps1531 
part of a system on the system as a whole. PS1532 aqps1532 PS1533 

aqps1533 PS1534 aqps1534 

PS1611 aqps1611 PS1612 

aqps1612 PS1613 aqps1613 

PS1931 aqps1931 PS1932 

aqps1932 BI1311 BI1321 

BI1331 BI1341 BI1411 

BI1421 ch037 aqch037 

ch038 aqch038 ch039 

ch040 ch041 ch042 

aqch042 ch043 aqch043 

ch044 aqch044 ch045 

aqch045 ch046 aqch046 



  ch047 aqch047 ch069 PH13E06 
PH13E07 
PH13J01 
PH13J02 
PH13J03 
PH13Q01 
PH13Q02 
PH13Q03 
PS13J01 
PS13J02 
PS13M05 
PS13M06 
PS13O03 
PS13P01 
PS13S03 

aqch069 ch070 aqch070 

ph020 ph027 ph028 

ph030 aqph030 ph033 

ph034 ph036 ph037 

ph053 ph054 ph055 

ph085 ph086 aqph086 

ph087 aqph087 ph088 

S11.A.3.1.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Use appropriate quantitative data to describe or interpret a 
system (e.g., biological indices, electrical circuit data, 
automobile diagnostic systems data). 

PS1921 

aqps1922 

PS1924 

aqps1931 

ph082 

ph084 

aqph086 

ph088 

aqps1921 

PS1923 

aqps1924 

PS1932 

aqph082 

ph085 

ph087 

PS1922 

aqps1923 

PS1931 

aqps1932 

ph083 

ph086 

aqph087 

 
 
 
 
 

PH13P01 

PH13P02 

PH13P03 

PH13Q01 

PH13Q02 

PH13Q03 

PS13S02 

PS13S03 

S11.A.3.1.4 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Analyze the parts of a simple system, their roles, and their 
relationships to the system as a whole. 
Apply the universal systems model of inputs, processes, 
outputs, and feedback to a working system (e.g., heating, 
motor, food production) and identify the resources 
necessary for operation of the system. 

PS1531 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

ph093 

aqps1531 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

ph037 

 

 
 
PH13E07 

PH13S02 

PS13O03 

S11.A.3.2.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare observations of the real world to observations of a 
constructed model. 
Compare the accuracy of predictions represented in a 
model to actual observations and behavior. 

BI112 

aqch001 

aqbi112 ch001  
BI13A01 

CH13A01 

S11.A.3.2.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS411 PS421 PS511 
 

 
 
CH13B01 

Compare observations of the real world to observations of a 
constructed model. aqps511 PS512 aqps512 

Describe how relationships represented in models are used 
to explain scientific or technological concepts (e.g., 
dimensions of objects within the solar system, life spans, 

ch005 

aqch007 

aqch005 ch007 
PS13D01 

PS13D02 
size of atomic particles, topographic maps).  

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.1 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS711 PS721 aqps721  
 
 
 
BI13G01 

Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. PS722 aqps722 BI711 

Describe or interpret recurring patterns that form the basis aqbi711 BI712 aqbi712 



of biological classification, chemical periodicity, geological 
order, or astronomical order. 

BI811 
BI1111 

BI911 
aqbi1111 

BI1011 
BI1112 

BI13H01 

aqbi1112   BI13I01 

BI13J01 

BI13K01 

PS13G01 

PS13G02 

S11.A.3.3.2 Systems, Models, and Patterns 
Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. 
Compare stationary physical patterns (e.g., crystals, layers 
of rocks, skeletal systems, tree rings, atomic structure) to 
the object’s properties. 

PS411 

aqps511 

BI1251 

ch007 

PS421 

PS512 

ch005 

aqch007 

PS511 

aqps512 

aqch005 

 
 

BI13L05 

CH13B01 

PS13D01 

PS13D02 

PS13E01 

S11.A.3.3.3 Systems, Models, and Patterns PS421 BI1341 PS1711  

 
BI13M04 

Compare and analyze repeated processes or recurring 
elements in patterns. aqps1711 PS1713 aqps1713 

Analyze physical patterns of motion to make predictions or 
draw conclusions (e.g., solar system, tectonic plates, 

ch007 aqch007 ph059 CH13B01 

weather systems, atomic motion, waves). PH13K03 

PS13D02 

PS13Q01 

S11.C.2.1.1 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Compare or analyze waves in the electromagnetic 
spectrum (e.g., ultraviolet, infrared, visible light, Xrays, 
microwaves) as well as their properties, energy levels, and 
motion. 

ph063 ph064 PH13L02 

PH13L03 

S11.C.2.1.2 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Describe energy changes in chemical reactions. 

ch021 

aqch006 

ch068 

aqch021 

ch009 

aqch068 

ch006 

aqch009 

 
 
CH13B06 

CH13F01 

S11.C.2.1.3 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy ph035 ph036 ph049 
PH13E05 

PH13E06 

Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Apply the knowledge of conservation of energy to explain 

ph053 ph055  

common systems (e.g., refrigeration, rocket propulsion, PH13I02 
heat pump).  

PH13J01 

PH13J03 

S11.C.2.1.4 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Analyze energy sources and transfer of energy, or 
conversion of energy. 
Use Ohm’s Law to explain relative resistances, currents, 
and voltage. 

ph081 

aqph082 

aqph081 

ph083 

ph082  
PH13P01 

PH13P02 



S11.C.2.2.1 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental 
consequences. 
Explain the environmental impacts of energy use by 
various economic sectors (e.g., mining, logging, 
transportation) on environmental systems. 

BI1431 

aqch087 

BI1441 

ch088 

ch087 

aqch088 

 

 
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

CH13H03 

S11.C.2.2.2 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy BI1431 BI1441 ch087  
 
BI13N03 

Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental aqch087 ch088 aqch088 

consequences. ph030 aqph030  BI13N04 
Explain the practical use of alternative sources of energy  
(i.e., wind, solar, and biomass) to address environmental CH13H03 
problems (e.g., air quality, erosion, resource depletion). PH13E01 

S11.C.2.2.3 Forms, Sources, Conversion, and Transfer of Energy 
Demonstrate that different ways of obtaining, transforming, 
and distributing energy have different environmental 
consequences. 
Give examples of renewable energy resources (e.g., wind, 
solar, biomass) and nonrenewable resources (e.g., coal, oil, 
natural gas) and explain the environmental and economic 
advantages and disadvantages of their use. 

BI1431 

aqch087 

ph030 

BI1441 

ch088 

aqph030 

ch087 

aqch088 

 
 
BI13N03 

BI13N04 

CH13H03 

PH13E01 

S11.C.3.1.1 Principles of Motion and Force ph025 ph026 ph027 
PH13D01 

PH13D02 

Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Explain common phenomena (e.g., a rock in a landslide, an 

ph028 ph029  

astronaut during a space walk, a car hitting a patch of ice PH13D03 
on the road) using an understanding of conservation of  
momentum. PH13D04 

PH13D05 

S11.C.3.1.2 Principles of Motion and Force PS1531 aqps1531 PS1532  
 
 
PH13E07 

Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. aqps1532 PS1533 aqps1533 

Design or evaluate simple technological or natural systems 
that incorporate the principles of force and motion (e.g., 
simple machines, compound machines). 

PS1534 

ph038 

aqps1534 

ph045 

ph037 
PH13E08 

PH13G05 

PS13O03 

S11.C.3.1.3 Principles of Motion and Force ph002 aqph002 ph003  
 
 
 
PH13A02 

Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. aqph003 ph004 aqph004 

Describe the motion of an object using variables (i.e., ph005 aqph005 ph006 
acceleration, velocity, displacement). aqph006 ph007 aqph007 PH13A03 

ph008 aqph008 ph009  
aqph009   PH13A04 

PH13A05 

S11.C.3.1.4 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Explain how electricity induces magnetism and how 

ph089 

ph092 

ph090 ph091  
PH13R01 

PH13R02 

magnetism induces electricity as two aspects of a single PH13R03 
electromagnetic force. 

PH13S01 



S11.C.3.1.5 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Calculate the mechanical advantage for moving an object 
by using a simple machine. 

PS1531 aqps1531 PS13O03 

S11.C.3.1.6 Principles of Motion and Force 
Use the principles of motion and force to solve real-world 
challenges. 
Identify elements of simple machines in compound 
machines. 

PS1532 

aqps1533 

ph037 

aqps1532 

PS1534 

PS1533 

aqps1534 

 
 
PH13E07 

PS13O03 

 

  



Curriculum 7.  Social Studies Scope and Sequence K – 8 
  



Social Studies- Synergy Cyber Charter School Curriculum Correlated to PA 
Academic Standards, Grades K to 8  

 

 

KINDERGARTEN SOCIAL STUDIES 

(Curriculum: Scott Foresman Social Studies) 

 

Description: In Kindergarten Social Studies, the focus is on self, home, family and school. 
Students use position words and simple maps to describe their environment. They learn about 
celebrations of patriotic holidays and the contributions of important leaders in the community, 
state and nation. Students are introduced to the basic human needs of food, clothing and 
shelter and the ways that people meet these needs through jobs. They learn the purpose of 
rules and the roles of authority figures in the home and school. Students learn customs, 
symbols, and celebrations, such as identifying flags. In addition, students compare family 
customs and traditions, and they also describe examples of technology in the home and 
schools.  

 

Pennsylvania Learning Standards for 

Early Childhood 

Scott Foresman Social Studies 

STANDARD 5.1: PRINCIPLES AND DOCUMENTS OF GOVERNMENT 
CONTENT FOR KINDERGARTEN 

A. Identify the visible roles that government serves Students explore rules and community workers.  See 
pages 70–71, 81-84 and 85- 

88, 220. 
B. Identify the purposes of rules and laws 35–38, 77–80, 81-84, 158 

STANDARD 5.2: RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CITIZENSHIP 

A. Identify personal rights and responsibilities at school 72, 78, 266; also see: 27–30, 39–42 

STANDARD 5.3: HOW GOVERNMENT WORKS 
A. Identify services performed by, but not 

limited to, local government 

84, 85–88 

STANDARD 6.1: ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
A. Identify the role of people in a community 

and what they do to make a living 

43–47, 85–88, 119-122, 123-126, 127-130 

STANDARD 6.2: SCARCITY AND CHOICE 
A. Identify scarcity as the concept that all resources are 
limited (why all of us can’t have everything we want) 

40. For related material see pages 131, 136–137, 
139–141. 



STANDARD 6.5: WORK AND EARNINGS  
A. Explain why people work 109–113, 119–122, 123–126, 127–130, 131– 

134 STANDARD 7.1: BASIC GEOGRAPHY LITERACY 
A. Identify the following geographic tools: maps, 
globe, map elements, diagrams, and 

photographs, map key 

Maps and Globes, 32-33, 34, 74-76, 179, 

209-220, 221-224; Photos, 32-33, 210, 212 

STANDARD 7.2: THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PLACES AND REGIONS 
A. Identify physical characteristics of places, noting 
physical properties: landforms (such as swamps, hills, 
and mountains), bodies of water (such as creeks, rivers, 
ponds, lakes), and human forms (such as highways, 
streets, buildings, bridges) 

Landforms and Water, 153, 175, 176-177, 

179, 185–188, 189–192, 193–196, 197–200, 

201–204, 205–208; Human Forms, 23-26, 

49, 60, 62, 67, 70-71, 89-92, 99, 157, 158 
STANDARD 7.3: THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PEOPLE AND RACES 

A. Identify how physical systems impact people 23–26, 151–154, 155–158, 179, 180, 185– 

188, 255–258 
STANDARD 8.1: HISTORICAL ANALYSIS AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
A. Understand chronological thinking through days, 
weeks, months, years (calendar time) 

127-130, 156, 245, 258, 264, 270-274, 277, 

278, 312, 313-316; Calendar Activities, 262, TR17–
TR28 

B. Begin to develop an understanding of historical 
interpretation. 

127–130, 255-258, 259–262, 263-266, 267- 

270, 271–274, 275–279, 313–316 
STANDARD 8.3: UNITED STATES HISTORY 

A. Identify important individuals that contributed to 
United State history. 

256, 258, 260, 261, 262, 268-269, 270, 276, 

277, 278 
 

  



FIRST GRADE – SOCIAL STUDIES 

(Curriculum: Scott Foresman Social Studies) 

 

Description: In first grade social studies, children will continue to learn more about their families, 
peers, classroom, and school community. They study the heritage and traditions of others as well 
as state and national holidays and celebrations. The children discuss how families make choices 
and use resources to provide food, clothing, and shelter. They will use basic maps to describe 
geographic features. In addition, children continue to develop and practice citizenship skills in the 
classroom, and they learn about the contributions of important leaders in the community, state, 
and nation. 

 

Pennsylvania Academic Standards Scott Foresman Social Studies  

Academic Standards For Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Describe what government is. Grade 1:  70a, 70-71, 220 

 
B.  Explain the purposes of rules and laws and why 
they are important in the classroom, school, 
community, state and nation. 

Grade 1: 4-5, 7a-7c, 22-23, 24-25, 27a, 38, 

41, 46-47, 70a, 70-71, 73a, 82, 220 

 

C. Define the principles and ideals 
shaping government. 

• Justice 

Grade 1:  For related material see: 19, 222- 

223 

 
• Truth Grade 1:  For related material see: H4, 4, 222-223 

 • Diversity of people and ideas Grade 1: 18-19, 32-33, 43g, 68-69, 222-223, 

244-245, 262-263 

• Patriotism Grade 1:  4, 186, 207a 

 • Common good Grade 1: 4, 43g, 68-69, 72-73, 80a, 112- 

113, 114-115, 159, 160-161, 162-163, 176- 

177, 222-223 

• Liberty Grade 1:  For related material see: 186, 207a 

 
• Rule of law Grade 1: 49b, 70-71 202 

 



• Leadership Grade 1: 18-19, 68-69, 70-71, 112-113, 160- 

161, 222-223, 244-245 

• Citizenship Grade 1:  H4-H5, 4, 16-17, 18-19, 21a, 32- 

33, 68-69, 72-73, 73a, 112-113, 114-115, 

159, 160-161, 162-163, 176-177, 186-187, 

207a, 222-223, 225, 244-245 

E.  Identify documents of United States government. 

• Declaration of Independence 

Grade 1:  203, 207, 207a 

 

• Constitution of the United States Grade 1:  For related material see: 219 

 F.  Explain the meaning of a preamble. 

• Constitution of the United States 

Grade 1:  For related material see: 219 

 

G. Describe the purpose of the United States Flag, 
The Pledge of Allegiance and The National 
Anthem. 

Grade 1:  H6-H7, 4-5, 7a-7c, 14, 16-17, 62a, 

187, 208a, 210-211 

 
• United States Grade 1:  203, 206–207, 207a 

 I. Explain why government is necessary in the 
classroom, school, community, state and nation and 
the basic purposes of government in Pennsylvania and 
the United States. 

Grade 1:  70-71, 220 

 

J. Explain the importance of respect for the 
property and the opinions of others. 

Grade 1:  H4, 4 

 

K. Identify symbols and political holidays. 

• Pennsylvania (e.g., Charter Day, Liberty Bell, 
Keystone State) 

Grade 1:  184-187, 189c, 208, 212a, 212- 

215, 217a, 229 (Related material) 

 

• United States (e.g., Presidents' Day, Statue of 
Liberty, White House) 

Grade 1: E16, H7, 4-5, 7a-7c, 14, 16, 49b- 

49c, 62a, 65, 183-187, 189c, 189e, 197, 

202a, 203, 205, 208-209, 212a, 212-216, 

217a, 224a, 228, 229, 266a 

L. Identify ways courts resolve conflicts involving 
principles and ideals of government 

Grade 1: For related material see: 70, 220 

 



M.  Identify portions of famous speeches and writings 
that reflect the basic principles and ideals of government 
(e.g., “I have a dream,” Reverend Martin Luther King; 
“One small step for mankind,” Neil Armstrong). 

Grade 1: 204, 214 

 

5.2  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Identify examples of the rights and 
responsibilities of citizenship. 

• Personal rights 

Grade 1:  H5, 189e, 198, 218a, 240-241 

 

• Political rights Grade 1:  186-187,189a, 189c-189e, 218- 

219, 220 

 
 
 

• Economic rights Grade 1:  73a (Related material) 

 

• Personal responsibilities Grade 1:  H4-H5, 4, 90-91, 93a, 94-97, 161, 

162-163 

 
• Civic responsibilities Grade 1: 70, 80a, 90-91, 110-111, 161, 

136-137, 162-163, 170-173, 186, 189c, 218- 

219 

B. Identify personal rights and 
responsibilities. 

Grade 1:  H4-H5, 4,90-91, 93a, 94-97, 161, 

162-163, 170-173, 189e, 198, 218a, 240- 

241 D. Identify the importance of political 
leadership and public service in the school, 
community, state and nation. 

Grade 1:  32-33, 46-47, 49b, 71, 186-187, 

189c, 220-221, 222-223 

 
E. Describe ways citizens can influence the 
decisions and actions of government. 

Grade 1: 186-187, 189a, 189c, 189e, 218- 

219, 220 

 F.  Explain the benefits of following rules and laws 
and the consequences of violating them. 

Grade 1: 4-5, 7a-7c, 22-23, 24-25, 27a, 41, 

46-47, 49a, 70a, 70-71, 73a, 82, 220 

 
G.  Identify ways to participate in government and civic 
life. 

Grade 1:  80a, 186-187, 189a, 189c, 189e, 218-219 

 

5.3. How Government Works 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 



A.  Identify the elected representative bodies 
responsible for making local, Pennsylvania and United 
States laws. 

Grade 1:  E14-E15, 71, 73a, 220-221 

 

B. Identify the role of the three branches of 
government. 

• Executive 

Grade 1:  E14-E15, 71, 73a, 220-221 

 

• Judicial Grade 1:  70, 220 

 C. Identify reasons for rules and laws in the 
school and community. 

Grade 1: 4-5, 7a-7c, 22-23, 24-25, 27a, 41, 

46-47, 49a-49b, 70a, 70-71, 73a, 82 

 D. Identify services performed by the local, 
state and national governments. 

Grade 1:  49a, 53, 70-71, 73a 

 

E. Identify positions of authority at school Grade 1:  4-5, 7c, 24-25, 27a, 35a, 46-47, 
and in local, state and national governments. 49a-49c, 70-71, 73a, 82, 220-221, 229 
F. Explain what an election is. Grade 1:  186-187, 189a, 189c-189e, 218a, 

218-219, 220, 223a 
G. Explain why being treated fairly is 
important. 

Grade 1:  4, 24, 66-69 

 H. Identify individual interests and explain Grade 1:  H5, 13a, 26, 27, 39, 240 
J. Identify the role of the media in society. Grade 1: 234, 246-249, 271 

 

K. Identify different ways people govern 
themselves. 

Grade 1:  E14-E15, 70-71, 73a, 205 

 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Identify how customs and traditions 
influence governments. 

Grade 1:  66-67, 68-69 (Related material) 

 

B. Recognize that the world is divided into 
various political units. 

Grade 1:  49a-49c, 74a, 74, 75, 76, 77, 75, 

77, 81, 85 

 
C. Identify ways in which countries interact with 
the United States. 

Grade 1:  77, 258-261 

 
D. Identify treaties and other agreements 
between or among nations. 

Grade 3: 341 

E. Identify how nations work together to solve 
problems. 

Grade 1: 26-27 (Related material) 

 
Academic Standards for Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 



A. Describe how individuals, families and 
communities with limited resources make choices. 

Grade 1:  90, 93a, 100-101, 104a, 104-105, 

107a, 237a, 239 

 
B. Describe alternative methods of allocating 
goods and services and advantages and disadvantages of 
each. 

Grade 1:  100, 104-105, 107a 

 

C. Identify local economic activities. 

• Employment 

Grade 1:  35a, 53, 87, 88, 90, 93b, 108a, 

108-111, 115a 

 
• Output Grade 1:  23, 109, 110, 116-119, 266-267 

 D. Identify examples of local businesses 
opening, closing, expanding or contracting. 

Grade 1:  50-53 (Related material) 

 

6.2 Markets and the Functions of Governments 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Define and identify goods, services, 
consumers and producers. 

Grade 1:  49a, 53, 88, 90-91, 93a-93c, 108- 

109, 110-111, 116-117, 118-119, 130, 133- 

134, 234-235, 237a, 238a, 238-239 B. Identify ways local businesses compete to get 
consumers. 

Grade 1: 238-239 

 
C. Identify and compare means of 
payment. 

• Barter 

Grade 1:  104a, 239 

 

• Money Grade 1:  93a, 104a, 104-105, 106-107, 

107a, 238a, 238-239 

D. Identify groups of competing producers in the 
local area. 

Grade 1:  239 

 

E. Identify who supplies a product and who 
demands a product. 

Grade 1:  90, 93a-93b, 116a, 116-119, 

238a, 237a, 238-239 

 F. Define price and identify the prices of 
different items. 

Grade 1:  93a, 107a, 238a, 238-239 

 

I.  Identify goods and services produced 

by the government (e.g., postal service, food 
inspection). 

Grade 1: 49a, 53 

 

K. Identify forms of advertising designed to 
influence personal choice. 

Grade 1:  231, 272 

 

L.  Explain why most countries create their own 
form of money. 

Grade 1: 1-5, 106-107 

 

6.3. Scarcity and Choice 



Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Define scarcity and identify limited 
resources. 

Grade 1: 100-101, 104-105 (Related material) 

 
B. Identify and define wants of different 
people. 

Grade 1: 90, 93a, 100-101, 103a 

 

C. Identify and define natural, human and capital 
resources. 

Grade 1: 137-139, 141a, 141c, 156a, 156- 

159, 160-161, 162-163, 163a, 170-173, 178, 

181 D. Identify costs and benefits associated with an 
economic decision. 

Grade 1: 100-101, 104a, 104-105, 107a 

343, 346-347 
 
F. Explain how self interest influences 
choice. 

Grade 1: 100-101, 104a, 104-105, 107a 

 

6.4. Economic Interdependence 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Define specialization and the concept of 
division of labor. 

Grade 1:  116-119, 123a 

 

B. Explain why people trade. Grade 1: 77, 104a, 106-107, 239 

 C. Explain why goods, services and resources 
come from all over the nation and the world. 

Grade 1:  77, 80 

 
D. Identify local resources. Grade 1:  137-139, 141a-141c, 156a, 156- 
• Natural (renewable, nonrenewable and 159, 160-161, 162-163, 163a, 170-173, 178, 

flow resources) 181 
• Human Grade 1:  93b, 108-111, 116-119 

 E. Define specialization and identify 
examples of interdependence 

Grade 1:  77, 104a, 106-107, 116-119, 239 

 

F. Explain why some products are 
produced locally while others are not. 

Grade 1:  177, 236-237, 237a 

 

G. Identify local geographic patterns of 
economic activities. 

• Agriculture 

Grade 1:  57, 116-119, 120-121, 176-179, 

124-125, 164-167, 265a 

 • Mining and mineral extraction Grade 1: 265a 

 

• Manufacturing Grade 1: 265a 

 • Wholesale and retail Grade 1:  234-235, 238a, 238-239 

 



6.5. Work and Earnings 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Explain why people work to get goods and 
services. 

Grade 1:  93a, 100-101, 104a, 104-105 

 

B. Identify different occupations. Grade 1:  49a, 53, 93b, 108, 115, 115a, 
108a, 116, 265a 

C. Describe businesses that provide Grade 1:  238a, 238-239 
D. Define profit and loss. Grade 3: 288d, 288e, 288f, 310-311, 314- 

315 
G. Define saving and explain why people Grade 1: 93a, 104-105 
H. Explain how banks bring savers and 
borrowers together. 

Grade 1: E4-E5 

 

 
Academic Standards For Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Identify geographic tools and their uses. 

• Characteristics and purposes of different 
geographic representations 

Maps and Globes 

Grade 1: H8, H10-H11, H12-H13, H14, 49a- 49c, 51, 
54-55, 60-61, 68, 74a, 75-77, 79a, 

83-84, 93b-93c, 120-121, 131, 141c, 154-  Maps and basic map elements 155, 155a, 169a, 200-201, 227, 258a, 258- 
 Graphs 

Grade 1:  7a, 7c, 20-21, 21a, 40, 93a, 98- 
99, 132, 237b-237c, 254-255, 270 

continued Diagrams 
Grade 1:  189a, 189e, 192-193, 208, 228 
Photographs 
Grade 1:  H8, H10, H12, 56a, 58-59, 149, 
150-153, 258, 265a 

• Geographic representations to display spatial 
information 

Grade 1:  H13, 49a, 49c, 51, 55, 55a, 106- 

107, 120-121, 123a, 174-175, 179, 190, 220 
• Mental maps to describe the human Grade 1: H13, 49a, 55, 55a, 120, 121, 

and physical features of the local area 123a, 179 
B). Identify and locate places and regions. 

• Physical features 

 Continents and oceans 

 Major landforms, rivers and lakes in North 
America 

 Local community 

Grade 1: H13, 47, 49b, 74a, 74-77, 137, 

138-139, 141a-141c, 141c, 150a, 150-155, 

169a, 176a, 178-179, 258a, 259, 264-265, R8-R11 

 

• Human features 

 Countries (i.e., United States, 

Countries 

Grade 1:  49b, 74a, 74, 75, 77, 79, 81, 155, 

258-259, 265a Altoona, Pittsburgh, Scranton, Harrisburg, Grade 1:  47, 49b, 74a, 75, 77, 81, 82,  85, 
Johnstown,, Allentown, Washington D.C., 155, R8-R11 



 Regions as areas with unifying geographic 
characteristics 

 Physical regions (e.g., landform 
regions, climate regions, river basins) 

Human regions (e.g., neighborhoods, 
cities, states, countries 

Grade 1: H9, 43-44, 46-47, 49a-49c, 52-53, 

74a, 74-75, 76-77 

 

7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. 

A. Identify the physical characteristics of places 
and regions. 

• Physical properties 
• Landforms (e.g., plains, hills, plateaus and 

mountains) 
• Bodies of water (e.g., rivers, lakes, seas 

and oceans) 
• Weather and climate 
• Vegetation and animals 

Landforms 

Grade 1:  137, 141a-141c, 150a, 150-151 

155a, 178-179, 176a 

Bodies of water 

Grade 1:  H9, 74a, 74, 77, 137, 138-139, 

141a-141c, 150a, 152-153, 155a, 176a 

Weather and climate 

Grade 1:  49, 60, 135, 138-139, 141a-141c, 

142a, 142-147, 148-149, 149a, 178, 181-182 

 Earth’s basic physical systems Grade 1: H10, 76-77, 150-151, 152, 154- 
• Lithosphere 155 
• Biosphere  

B. Identify the basic physical processes that 
affect the physical characteristics of places and 
regions. 

• Earth-sun relationships (i.e., seasons and length of 
daylight, weather and climate) 

Grade 1:  49, 60, 135, 138-139, 141a-141c, 

142-147, 148-149, 149a, 178, 181-183 

 

• Extreme physical events (e.g., earthquakes, floods, 
hurricanes, tornadoes) 

Grade 1:  115, 149a 

 

7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. 

A. Identify the human characteristics of Grade 1: 56-57 
in the local community  
• Human movement in the local Grade 1: 1h, 46-47, 90-91, 93a-93c, 116a, 

community (e.g., mobility in daily life, 118, 120-121, 124a, 124-127, 127a, 130, 
migration) 232-233, 237b, 252a, 252-255, 257a, 271 
B. Identify the human characteristics of Grade 1:  E10-E11, 35a, 62a, 62-65, 66-67, 



places and regions by their cultural 79 107, 237b, 258-261 

• Ethnicity of people in the local community 
(e.g., customs, celebrations, languages, 
religions) 

Grade 1: 64, 66-67, 68-69, 198, 212a, 264- 

265 

 
C. Identify the human characteristics of Grade 1: 29, 46-47, 56-57,58-59, 190, 199 
• Factors that affect where people settle Grade 1:  46-47, 56-57, 191 

D. Identify the human characteristics of Grade 1:  93b, 111, 116-119, 237a, 238a, 
places and regions by their economic 238-239 
market, transportation, workers, materials)  
• Producers of consumer products and Grade 1:  93b, 111, 116-119, 237a, 238a, 

services (e.g., bread, pizza, television, 238-239 

• Products of farms and factories at the local and 
regional level  (e.g., 
mushrooms, milk, snack foods, furniture) 

Grade 1:  93b, 116-119, 122-123, 124-125, 

130, 141b, 164-167 

 
• Spatial distribution of resources 

 Non-renewable resources 

 Renewable resources 

 Flow resources (e.g., water power, wind 
power) 

Grade 1:  138-139, 141b-141c, 156a, 156- 

157, 158, 160-161, 162-163, 163a, 178, 181 

 

E. Identify the human characteristics of places 
and regions by their political activities. 

• Type of political units (e.g., 
townships, boroughs, towns, cities, counties, states, 
countries (nation state) 

Grade 1:  H9, 4-5, 7a-7c, 21a, 46-47, 49a, 

49b, 49c, 56-57, 61a, 70-71, 73a, 74a, 74, 

76-77, 82, 202, 220-221 

 
7.4  The Interactions Between People and Places 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Identify the impacts of physical systems Grade 1:  H9, 26-27, 107a, 136-137, 140- 
on people. 141, 141b-141c, 158-159, 160-161, 162- 
• How people depend on, adjust to and 163, 163a, 170-173, 175a, 179, 181 

• Ways in which natural hazards affect human 
activities (e.g., storms, lightning, flooding) 

Grade 1:  59, 115, 149a, 165 

 

B. Identify the impacts of people on 
physical systems. 

• Effects of energy use (e.g., water quality, air 
quality, change in natural vegetation) 

Grade 1:  158 

 

• Ways humans change local ecosystems (e.g., land use, 
dams and canals on waterways, reduction and 
extinction of species) 

Grade 1:  137, 163, 165, 174-175, 175a 

 

Academic Standards For History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 



Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. . . 

A. Understand chronological thinking and 
distinguish between past, present and future time. 

• Calendar time 

Grade 1:  20-21, 21a, 40, TR15-TR28 

 

• Time lines Grade 1: 141a, 146-147, 149a, 166, 180, 

210-211, 252-253  
 
 

• Continuity and change Grade 1: 12-13, 28a, 28-31, 34-35, 35a, 85, 

93b, 102-103, 111, 125, 141b, 148-149, 164a, 164-167, 190a, 210-211, 237a-237b, 
242a, 242-243, 245a, 248-249, 250-251, 
252-253 

• Events (time and place) Grade 1: 78-79, 86, 189b, 189e, 217, 230, 

237a, 246-249 
B. Develop an understanding of historical 
sources. 

• Data in historical maps 

Grade 1:  189b, 189e, 200-201, 227 

 

• Visual data from maps and tables Grade 1:  20, 51, 54-55, 60, 75, 76-77, 98- 

99, 106-107, 141a, 141b, 141c, 146-147, 155, 166, 174-175, 190, 192-193, 200-201, 
208, 252-253 

• Mathematical data from graphs and tables Grade 1:  20-21, 21a, 93a, 98, 163a, 200, 

211a, 223a, 254 

 • Author or historical source Grade 1: 10-11, 12-13, 32-33, 34-35, 72- 

73, 78-79, 114-115, 122-123, 148-149, 162- 163,168-169, 194-195, 206-207, 216-217, 
222-223, 250-251, 256-257, 262-263 

C. Understand fundamentals of historical 
interpretation. 

• Difference between fact and opinion 

Grade 1:  17, 23, 68 

 

• The existence of multiple points of view Grade 1:  17, 23, 68 

 • Illustrations in historical stories Grade 1: 11, 28-31, 32-33, 72-73, 78-79, 

114-115, 122-123, 162-163, 168-169, 206- 207, 216-217, 256-257, 262-263 

• Causes and results Grade 1: 11, 18, 23, 33, 35, 63, 70, 115, 

123, 158, 163, 171, 251 D. Understand historical research. Grade 1: 78-79, 86, 114-115, 168-169, 196- 
• Event (time and place) 199, 202-205, 230 
• Facts, folklore and fiction Grade 1: 2, 12, 19, 34, 36-37, 61a, 76, 79a, 

80, 85, 111, 119, 127a, 135g, 158, 176-177, 
195a, 198, 201a, 205, 206, 207a, 215, 219, 



225, 229, 263, 266-267 
• Formation of a historical question Grade 1: 11, 30, 59, 79, 111, 189 
• Primary sources Grade 1: 11, 29-30, 33-34, 58, 66-67, 73, 

79, 123, 166, 197, 199, 202-205, 215 
• Secondary sources Grade 1: 12-13, 34, 66-67, 79, 148-149, 

169, 194-195, 217 
• Conclusions  (e.g., storytelling, role Grade 1:  13a, 21a, 27a, 35a, 42, 55a, 61a, 

playing, diorama) 69a, 73a, 79a, 86, 123a, 134, 136, 149a, 
169a, 177, 185, 201a, 175a, 192, 195a, 
207a 

8.2 Pennsylvania History 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to analyze cultural, economic, 
geographic, political and social relations to 
A. Understand the political and cultural 
contributions of individuals and groups to 
Pennsylvania history. 

• William Penn 
• Benjamin Franklin 

Grade 1:  206-207, 227 

 

B. Identify and describe primary documents, 
material artifacts and historic sites important in 
Pennsylvania history. 

• Documents, Writings and Oral Traditions (e.g., Penn’s 
Charter, Pennsylvania “Declaration of Rights”) 

Grade 1:  206-207, 207a 

 

• Liberty Bell Grade 1: 187, 189c, 208-209 

 • Official Commonwealth symbols (e.g., tree, bird, 
dog, insect) 

Grade 1:  224 

 

C.  Identify and describe how continuity and change 
have influenced Pennsylvania history. 

• Belief Systems and Religions (e.g., 
Native Americans, early settlers, contemporary 
religions) 

Grade 1: 198 

 

• Commerce and Industry (e.g., jobs, trade, 
environmental change) 

Grade 1: 108-111, 124-125, 128-129 

 

• Innovations (e.g., technology, ideas, processes) Grade 1:  207, 246-251 

 

• Politics (e.g., rules, regulations, laws) Grade 1: 70-71, 82, 220 

 

• Settlement Patterns (e.g., farms, towns, rural 
communities, cities) 

Grade 1:  157, 202 

 



• Social Organization  (e.g., relationships of 
individuals, families, groups, communities; ability to 
be educated) 

Grade 1: 8a, 10-11, 12-13 

 

• Transportation (e.g., methods of moving 
people and goods over time) 

Grade 1: 124-127a 

 
8.3  United States History 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to analyze cultural, economic, 
geographic, political and social relations to 
A. Identify contributions of individuals and 
groups to United States history. 

• George Washington 

Grade 1:  86-187, 189e, 202, 204-205, 208, 

215 

 
• Abraham Lincoln Grade 1:  186-187, 215, 216-217, 226 

 

• Franklin D. Roosevelt Grade 1: 32, 222 

• Cal Ripken Jr. Grade 1:  10-11 (Related material) 

 
• Individuals who are role models (e.g., Abigail Adams, 

Sacajawea, Frederick Douglass, Clara Barton, Jackie 
Robinson, Rosa Parks, Archbishop Patrick Flores, 
Jamie Escalante, Sally Ride, Tiger Woods, 

Grade 1: 10-11, 18-19, 21a, 32-33, 68-69, 

72-73, 78-79, 112-113, 114-115, 122-123, 

162-163, 160-161, 168-169, 169a, 202, 204- 

205, 206-207, 207a, 215, 216-217, 222-223, 

224, 244-245, 248-249, 256-257, 262-263 

 

B. Identify and describe primary documents, 
material artifacts and historic sites important in United 
States history. 

• Documents (e.g., Declaration of Independence, 
U.S. Constitution, Bill of 

Grade 1:  203, 207 

 

Rights) 

• Writings and Communications  (e.g., Pledge of 
Allegiance, famous quotations and sayings) 

Grade 1:  H6-H7, 5, 14, 16-17, 204, 215, 

224-225 
• Historic Places (e.g., The White House, Mount 

Rushmore, Statue of Liberty) 
Grade 1:  E16, H7, 208a, 208-209, 224a, 226 

 

• The Flag of the United States Grade 1: E16, H7, 4-5, 7a-7b, 7c, 14, 62a, 

186, 187, 208a, 210-211, 224-225 

 



C. Identify important changes in United States 
history (e.g., Belief Systems and Religions, Commerce 
and Industry, Innovations, Politics, Settlement Patterns 
and Expansion, Social Organization, Transportation, 
Women’s Movement). 

Grade 1:  18, 32, 72-73, 190-191, 196-199, 

202-205, 214, 222, 242-243, 247-249, 252- 

253 

 

D. Identify conflict and cooperation among social 
groups and organizations in United States history. 

• Domestic Instability (e.g., impact on daily 
activities) 

Grade 1: 202-205 

 

• Ethnic and Racial Relations treatment of 
minority groups in history) 

(e.g., Grade 1:  18-19, 32-33, 214-215, 217, 222 

 

• Immigration (e.g., diverse groups inhabiting the 
state) 

Grade 1:73 

 

• Military Conflicts (e.g., struggle for control) Grade 1:78-79, 204-205, 219 

 

8.4 World History 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 
maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

analyze cultural, economic, geographic, political and social relations to... A. Identify individuals and groups who have made 
significant political and cultural contributions to 
world history. 

• Africa (e.g., Nefertiti, Mansa Musa, Nelson 
Mandela) 

Grade 1: 258-261 (Related material) 

 

• Americas (e.g., Montezuma, Simon Bolivar, Fidel 
Castro) 

Grade 1: 78-79 

 
• Europe (e.g., Julius Ceasar, Joan of Arc, Pope John 

Paul) 
Grade 1:  196-197, 200-201 

 
C. Compare similarities and differences Grade 1: 12-13, 102-103, 148-149, 194-195 
between earliest civilizations and life today (Related material) 
D. Identify how conflict and cooperation 
among social groups and organizations affected 
world history. 

• Domestic Instability (e.g., political, economic and 
geographic impact on normal activities) 

Grade 1: 202-205 (Related material) 

 

• Labor Relations (e.g., working conditions 
over time) 

Grade 1: 108-111, 116-119 (Related material) 

 



• Racial and Ethnic Relations (e.g., 
treatment of various ethnic and racial groups in 
history) 

Grade 1: 190-191, 194-195, 210-213 

 

• Immigration and migration (e.g., 
diverse groups inhabiting a territory) 

Grade 1: 196-199 (Related material) 

 

• Military Conflicts (e.g., struggle for control) Grade 1: 202-205 (Related material) 

 



 

 

SECOND GRADE– SOCIAL STUDIES 

 

(Curriculum: Scott Foresman Social Studies) 

 

Description: In second grade social studies, students focus on a study of their local community 
by examining the impact of significant individuals and events on the history of the community as 
well as on the state and nation. Students develop the concepts of time and chronology with the 
use of timelines. The concepts of consumers and producers are introduced, as is the relationship 
between the physical environment and human activities. Students identify the functions of 
government and services provided by the local government. Students continue to study important 
customs, symbols, and celebrations representing American beliefs and principles. Students are 
introduced to works of art in the local community and communicate what they have learned in 
written, oral, and visual forms. It is in the second grade that students are first introduced to 
American history, learning about life from colonial times through the Civil War.  
 

Pennsylvania Academic  Standards Scott Foresman Social Studies 
Academic Standards For Civics and Government 

 5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Describe what government is. 

 

 

Grade 2: 150, 153a, 154a, 154, 160a, 160- 

 

163, 166-169, 176-177, 190, 193, 198 

B.  Explain the purposes of rules and laws and why they are important in the classroom, school, 

community, state and nation. 

 

Grade 2: 4, 7a, 9-11, 15a, 33, 44, 47, 83, 

 

151, 154, 156-157, 163, 167-169 

C. Define the principles and ideals shaping 

government.  •              Justice 

 

 

Grade 2: 4, 170-171 

•              Truth 

 

 

Grade 2:  H4, 4, 170-171, 206-207 

•              Diversity of people and ideas 

 



 

Grade 2: 4, 110-111, 170-171, 206-207, 

 

234-235 

•              Patriotism 

 

 

Grade 2: 220-221 

•              Common good 

 

 

Grade 2: 29, 74-75, 116-117, 170-171, 183 

•              Liberty 

 

 

Grade 2: 220-221 

•              Rule of law 

 

 

Grade 2: 4, 9, 154, 156-157 

•              Leadership 

 

 

Grade 2: 4, 12-13, 28-29, 34-35, 74-75, 86- 

 

89, 110-111, 116-117, 132-133, 133a, 158- 

 

159, 170-171, 176-177, 206-207, 211, 254- 

•              Citizenship 

 

 

Grade 2: H4-H5, 12-13, 14-15, 29, 35a, 45, 

 

75, 88-89, 108-109, 110-111, 111a, 132-133, 

 

133a, 143, 150-151, 158-159, 170-171, 206- 

 

207, 211, 220-221, 234-235, 254-255 

D. Identify the document which created Pennsylvania. 

 E.  Identify documents of United States government. 

 •              Declaration of Independence Grade 2: 176-177, 201a, 217 

•              Constitution of the United States 

 

 

Grade 2: 153a, 166, 171a 

•              Bill of Rights Grade 2: 153b, 166, 180 

F.  Explain the meaning of a preamble. 

 •              Constitution of the United States Grade 2: 171a 

•              Pennsylvania Constitution 

 G. Describe the purpose of the United States Flag, The Pledge of Allegiance and The National Anthem. 

 

Grade 2: H6-H7, 149, 187, 188-189 

H. Identify framers of documents of governments. 

 •              Pennsylvania 

 •              United States 

 



 

Grade 2:  176-177, 217 

I. Explain why government is necessary in the classroom, school, community, state and nation and the 

basic purposes of government in Pennsylvania and the United States. 

 

Grade 2: 150, 153a, 154a, 154, 160a, 160- 

 

163, 166-169, 190, 193, 198 

J. Explain the importance of respect for the property and the opinions of others. 

 

Grade 2: 82-83, 110-111 

K. Identify symbols and political holidays. 

 •              Pennsylvania (e.g., Charter Day, Liberty Bell, Keystone State) 

 

Grade 2: 33, 153c, 164-165, 181 (Related 

material) 

•              United States (e.g., Presidents' Day, Statue of Liberty, White House) 

 

Grade 2: H2-H3, H6-H7, 148, 149, 150, 151, 

 

153b, 180-181, 182-183, 188-189, 190, 213, 

 

219, 236-237, 240, 246-247, 249a, 249b, 

 

256-257, 259, 287 

L. Identify ways courts resolve conflicts involving principles and ideals of government 

 

Grade 2: E14-E15, 153a, 153c, 154-157, 

 

160a, 160-163, 166a, 166-169, 170-171 

M.  Identify portions of famous speeches and writings that reflect the basic principles and ideals of 

government (e.g., “I have a dream,” Reverend Martin Luther King; “One small step for mankind,” Neil 

Armstrong). 
 

Grade 2: 151, 183, 217, 233 

5.2  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. 

•              Personal rights Grade 2: E14-E15, H5, 5 

•              Political rights 

 

 

Grade 2: 180a, 180, 190 

•              Economic rights 

 

 

Grade 2: 98-99, 126-129 

•              Personal responsibilities 

 

 

Grade 2: E12-E15, H4-4, 89, 98-99, 129 

•              Civic responsibilities 

 

 

Grade 2: E12-E15, 4, 7a, 29, 88-89, 150- 



 

151, 156-157, 183 

B. Identify personal rights and responsibilities. 

 

 

Grade 2: E12-E15, H4, 4, 88-89, 98-99, 

 

129, 150-151, 157, 180a, 183 

C. Identify sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflicts can be resolved. 

 

Grade 2: H5, 108-109, 143 

D. Identify the importance of political leadership and public service in the school, community, state 

and nation. 

 

Grade 2: 33, 88-89, 114-115, 132-133, 150, 

 

155-157, 163, 167-169, 183 

E. Describe ways citizens can influence the decisions and actions of government. 

 

Grade 2: E14-E15, 4, 11, 33, 44, 150-151, 

 

152-153, 154-157, 153b, 160, 167, 168, 

 

172-175, 193 

F.  Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating them. 

 

Grade 2: 4, 9-11, 15a, 83, 151, 156-157, 

 

176-177 

G.  Identify ways to participate in government and civic life. 

 

Grade 2: E14-E15, 4, 7a, 8, 11, 105, 150- 

 

151, 156-157, 163, 167-169, 176-177 

5.3. How Government Works 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A.  Identify the elected representative bodies responsible for making local, Pennsylvania and United 

States laws. 

 

Grade 2: 150-151, 153a, 154-157, 160-163, 

 

166-169 

B. Identify the role of the three branches of government. 

•              Executive Grade 2: 33, 150-151, 153a, 153c, 154- 

 

157, 160a, 160-163, 166a, 166-169, 176- 

 

177, 190 

•              Legislative 

 

 

Grade 2: 33, 150, 153a, 153c, 154-157, 

 

160a, 160-163, 166a, 166-169, 176-177, 

•              Judicial 

 



 

Grade 2: E14-E15, 153a, 153c, 154-157, 

 

160a, 160-163, 166a, 166-169, 170-171 

C. Identify reasons for rules and laws in the school and community. 

 

Grade 2: 4, 7a, 8a, 9-11, 15a, 47, 151, 154- 

 

157, 159a, 176-177 

D. Identify services performed by the local, state and national governments. 

 

Grade 2: E14-E15, 82, 103a, 103c, 112a, 112-

115, 118-119, 140-141, 142, 145, 156, 

 

159a, 162-163, 176-177, 193 

 

Grade 3: 12, 36d, 64, 354-355, 355, 382c, 

 

382e, 382f, 383-387, 390-395, 404-405, 410 

E. Identify positions of authority at school Grade 1:  4-5, 7c, 24-25, 27a, 35a, 46-47, 

and in local, state and national governments. 49a-49c, 70-71, 73a, 82, 220-221, 229 

 

Grade 2: 11, 33, 114-115, 150-151, 153a, 

 

154a, 155-157, 159a, 160-161, 163, 166a, 

 

167-169, 170-171, 171a, 176-177 

F. Explain what an election is. 

 

 

Grade 2: 33, 44, 148, 150, 153b, 155, 160, 

 

167-168, 172a, 172-175, 176-177, 178-179, 

 

194, 287 

G. Explain why being treated fairly is important. 

 

 

Grade 2: E14-E15, H4, 138, 158-159, 170- 

 

171, 183 

H. Identify individual interests and explain 

 ways to influence others. Grade 2: H5, 29, 14-15, 45, 102, 103, 103a, 

 

108-109, 171, 271 

I. Explain why taxes are necessary and identify who 

pays them. 

Grade 2: 100, 103a, 103b, 106, 113, 119a, 

 

142, 162 

J. Identify the role of the media in society. 

 

 

Grade 2: 152-153, 247, 278a, 278-281, 286 

K. Identify different ways people govern themselves. 

 



 

Grade 2:  154-157, 160-163, 166-169, 210- 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify how customs and traditions influence governments. 

 

Grade 2: 210-213 

B. Recognize that the world is divided into various political units. 

 

Grade 2: 37-39, 186-187 

C. Identify ways in which countries interact with the United States. 

 

Grade 2: 134-137, 278, 281 

D. Identify treaties and other agreements between or among nations. 

E. Identify how nations work together to solve problems. 

 

Grade 2: 278 

Academic Standards for Economics 

 6.1. Economic Systems 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Describe how individuals, families and communities with limited resources make choices. 

 

Grade 2: 100, 104a, 106-107, 108-109 

B. Describe alternative methods of allocating goods and services and advantages and disadvantages of 

each. 

 

Grade 2: 100, 120-124, 128-129, 134, 136, 

 

137, 138, 142, 145, 146 

C. Identify local economic activities. 

 •              Employment 

 

 

Grade 2: 7a, 101, 103a, 114-115, 

•              Output 

 

 

Grade 2: 70, 101, 103a, 121-123 

D. Identify examples of local businesses opening, closing, expanding or contracting. 

 

Grade 2: 103b, 146 

6.2 Markets and the Functions of Governments 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Define and identify goods, services, consumers and producers. 

 

Grade 2: 52-53, 55a, 55b, 68a, 68-71, 92, 

 

100-101, 103a, 104-107, 111a, 112-115, 

 

118-119, 120-123, 128-129, 140-141, 142, 

 

145, 146 

B. Identify ways local businesses compete to get consumers. 



 

Grade 2:  146 

C. Identify and compare means of payment. 

 •              Barter Grade 2: 100, 103b, 138-139, 139a, 142, 

 

145, 208, 212 

•              Money 

 

 

Grade 2: 126-131 

D. Identify groups of competing producers in the local area. 

 

Grade 2: 68-71 

E. Identify who supplies a product and who demands a product. 

 

Grade 2: 52-53, 92, 68-71, 120-123, 134- 

F. Define price and identify the prices of different items. 

 

Grade 2:  109 

G. Define what a tax is and identify a tax paid by most 

families. 

Grade 2: 100, 103a, 103b, 113, 142 

H.  Identify government involvement in local economic 

activities. 

Grade 2: 106, 112-115, 119a, 142, 145, 

 

162-163 

I.  Identify goods and services produced 

 by the government (e.g., postal service, food 

inspection). Grade 2: 103a, 112a, 112-115, 118, 140- 

 

141, 142, 145 

J. Explain the relationship between taxation and 

government services. 

Grade 2: 106, 113, 119a, 142, 145, 162- 

K. Identify forms of advertising designed to influence personal choice. 

 

Grade 2: 55b, 72-73, 146 

L.  Explain why most countries create their own form of money. 

 

Grade 2:  129 

6.3. Scarcity and Choice 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Define scarcity and identify limited resources. 

 

 

Grade 2: 108-109, 224, 277 

B. Identify and define wants of different people. 

 

 

Grade 2: 98, 103c, 106-107, 108-109 

C. Identify and define natural, human and capital resources. 

 

Grade 2: 52, 55b, 55c, 68a, 69, 76-79, 86- 

 

87, 92, 95 

D. Identify costs and benefits associated with an economic decision. 



 

Grade 2: 98, 100, 102, 104a, 106-109 

E. Explain what is given up when making a choice. Grade 2: 98, 104a, 104-105, 107a 

F. Explain how self interest influences choice. 

 

 

Grade 2: 83, 102, 106-109 

6.4. Economic Interdependence 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Define specialization and the concept of division of labor. 

 

Grade 2: 103a, 122 

B. Explain why people trade. 

 

 

Grade 2: 103b, 134-137, 138-139, 139a 

C. Explain why goods, services and resources come from all over the nation and the world. 

 

Grade 2: 70-71, 103b, 134-137 

D. Identify local resources. 

 •              Natural (renewable, nonrenewable and 

 flow resources) 

 

 

Grade 2: 52, 55a, 55b, 55c, 69, 76a, 76-79, 

 

81a82a, 86-87, 92, 95 

•              Human 

 

 

Grade 2: 68a, 68-69 122 

•              Capital 

 E. Define specialization and identify examples of interdependence 

 

Grade 2: 100, 103b, 134-137, 254 

F. Explain why some products are produced locally while others are not. 

 

Grade 2: 70, 134-137 

G. Identify local geographic patterns of economic activities. 

•              Agriculture 

 

 

Grade 2: 68-71 

•              Travel and tourism 

 

 

Grade 2: E2-E16 (Related material) Grade 3:  

221; also see: E2-E16 (Related material) 

•              Mining and mineral extraction 

 •              Manufacturing 

 

 

Grade 2: 100-101, 103a, 120a, 120-123, 

 

125a, 280 

•              Wholesale and retail 

 



 

Grade 2: 100-101 

•              Health services Grade 2: 114-117, 118, 141 

6.5. Work and Earnings 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Explain why people work to get goods and services. 

 

 

Grade 2: 68a, 97a, 98-99, 100, 104, 145 

B. Identify different occupations. 

 

 

Grade 2: 68a, 69-70, 83, 85, 88, 100, 101, 

 

111a, 112-115, 119a, 123b 

C. Describe businesses that provide 

 goods and businesses that provide services. Grade 2: 68a, 68-72, 100, 104-105 

D. Define profit and loss. 

 E. Identify examples of assets. Grade 2: 106, 128 

•              Tangible (e.g., houses, cars, jewelry) 

 •              Financial assets (e.g., stocks, bonds, savings 

accounts) 

Grade 2:  129 

F. Define entrepreneurship and identify entrepreneurs 

in the local community. 

Grade 2: 97h, 132-133, 146 

G. Define saving and explain why people 

 save Grade 2: 98, 126-131 

H. Explain how banks bring savers and borrowers together. 

 

Grade 2: 103b, 126a, 126-129 

Academic Standards For Geography 

 7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify geographic tools and their uses. Maps and Globes 

•              Characteristics and purposes of different geographic representations 

•                 Maps and basic map elements 

 •                 Globes 

 

•                 Graphs 

Grade 2: H8,H11,  H13, H14, 7a, 7c, 20-21, 

23a, 31, 36-39, 40-41, 46, 52, 53, 55a, 60- 

•                 Diagrams 61, 65, 93, 103b, 103c, 124-125, 144, 153c, 

•                 Photographs 161, 165a, 184-185, 192, 214-215, 239, R4- 

 

R9 

 

Graphs 

 

Grade 2: 55b, 80-81, 94, 103b, 130-131, 

 

137, 153a, 153c, 164-165, 191 

continued Diagrams 

 

Grade 2: 36-37, 118-119, 133a, 249b, 276- 



 

277, 288 

 

Photographs 

 

150-153, 258, 265a 

 

Grade 2: H10, H12, 40-41, 57-59, 267, 270- 

 

271, R2-R3 

•              Geographic representations to display spatial information 

•                 Sketch maps Grade 2: H13, 20-21, 32, 33, 38-39, 46, 52- 

•                 Thematic maps 53, 125a, 186-187, 192, 202, 267 

•              Mental maps to describe the human 

 and physical features of the local area 

 

 

Grade 2: H13, 20, 33, 46, 125, 125a, 150, 

B). Identify and locate places and regions. 

 •              Physical features 

 •                 Continents and oceans 

 •                 Major landforms, rivers and lakes in North 

America Grade 2: 7b, 36-37, 38-39, 40-41, 41a, 46, 

•                 Local community 52-53, 55a, 55c, 56a, 56-61, 65, 61a, 222a, 

 

225, 239, 270-271, R4-R5, R8-R11 

•              Human features Countries 

•                 Countries (i.e., United States, 

 Mexico, Canada) Grade 2: 7b, 30a, 32, 33, 36a, 40-41, 65, 

•                 States (i.e., Pennsylvania, Delaware, 

Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, West Virginia) 

117, 160, 269, 270, 271, R6-R7 

•                 Cities (i.e., Philadelphia, Erie, 

 

 

States 

Altoona, Pittsburgh, Scranton, Harrisburg, 

 Johnstown,, Allentown, Washington D.C., 

 Baltimore, New York, Toronto, Cleveland) Grade 2: 7b, 30a, 31, 32, 33, 36a, 55c, 63, 

•                 Local community 65, 161, 167, R8-R9 

 

Cities 

 

Grade 2: H3, 12, 29, 33, 35, 62, 64, 75, 87, 

 

88, 110, 117, 133, 158, 161, 167, 171, 179, 



 

221, 235, 254, 269, 283 

 

Local community 

 

Grade 2: 4, 7a, 16a, 16-17, 19, 36a, 42a, 

▪    Regions as areas with unifying geographic characteristics 

•                 Physical regions (e.g., landform regions, climate regions, river basins) 

Human regions (e.g., neighborhoods, cities, states, 

countries Grade 2: H9, 4, 7a, 8a, 8-11, 16a, 16-19, 

 

30, 32, 36a, 36-37, 47, 52, 62a, 62-63, 67a, 

 

83, 84, 205 

7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. A. Identify the physical characteristics of places and 

regions. 

Landforms 

•              Physical properties 

 •      Landforms (e.g., plains, hills, plateaus and mountains) 

•      Bodies of water (e.g., rivers, lakes, seas and 

oceans) Grade 2:  52-53, 55a, 55c, 60-61, 62-6396, 

•      Weather and climate 270-271, 274 

•      Vegetation and animals 

 

 

Bodies of water 

 

Grade 2: 52-53, 55a, 55c, 58-59, 60-61, 63, 

 

96, 270-274 

 

Weather and climate 

 

Grade 2: 55a, 62-63, 66, 67a, 96 

 

Vegetation and animals 

 

Grade 2: H12, 55a, 62-63, 64, 78, 82-83 

▪    Earth’s basic physical systems 

 •      Lithosphere 

 •      Hydrosphere Grade 2: H10, 38, 55b, 57-59, 82 

•      Atmosphere 

 •      Biosphere 

 B. Identify the basic physical processes that affect the physical characteristics of places and regions. 



•              Earth-sun relationships (i.e., seasons and 

length of daylight, weather and climate) 142-147, 148-149, 149a, 178, 181-183 

 

Grade 2:  H10, 38, 69, 70 

•              Extreme physical events (e.g., earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, tornadoes) 

 

Grade 2: 67 

7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. A. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their population Grade 2:  202 

characteristics. 

 •              The number and distribution of people 

 in the local community 

 •              Human movement in the local 

 community (e.g., mobility in daily life, 

 migration) 

 

 

Grade 2:  H8, 1h, 10, 100-101, 103a, 103b, 

 

134a, 135-136, 139a, 228-229, 280-281 

B. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their cultural 

 characteristics. Grade 2: E10-E11, 37, 41, 41a, 66-67, 203, 

•              Components of culture  (e.g., language, 204-205, 206-207, 249b 

belief systems and customs, social 

 organizations, foods, ethnicity) 

 •              Ethnicity of people in the local community (e.g., customs, celebrations, languages, religions) 

 

Grade 2: 16-17, 18-19, 246-247, 256a, 258- 

 

259, 260-261, 289 

continued 

 C. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their settlement Grade 2: 2-3, 4-5, 7a, 7b, 7c, 24a, 24-27, 

characteristics. 29a, 42-43, 44 

•              Types of settlements (e.g., villages, 

 towns, suburbs, cities, metropolitan areas) 

 •              Factors that affect where people settle 

 (e.g., water, resources, transportation) Grade 2: 25-26, 28-29, 52, 55a, 57, 62-64, 

 

66-67, 191 

D. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their economic 

 activities. Grade 2: 52, 53, 55a, 68a, 68-71, 92, 120- 

•              Location factors in the spatial 123, 

distribution of economic activities  (e.g., 

 market, transportation, workers, materials) 

 



•              Producers of consumer products and 

 services (e.g., bread, pizza, television, 

 shopping malls) Grade 2: 52, 53, 55a, 68a, 68-71, 92, 120- 

 

123, 

•              Products of farms and factories at the local and regional level (e.g., mushrooms, milk, snack 

foods, furniture) 

 

Grade 2: 26, 52-53, 55a, 57, 64, 68-71, 

 

120-123 

•              Spatial distribution of resources 

 •                 Non-renewable resources 

 •                 Renewable resources Grade 2: 51, 52, 55a, 55b, 55c, 59, 61a, 69, 

•                 Flow resources (e.g., water power, wind 

power) 76a, 76-79, 81a, 82a, 82-85, 86-87, 90a, 92, 

 

203-205 

E. Identify the human characteristics of places and regions by their political activities. 

•              Type of political units (e.g., townships, boroughs, towns, cities, counties, states, countries 

(nation state) 

 

Grade 2: 30a, 30-33, 36a, 36-37, 41a, 154- 

 

157, 159a, 160a, 160-161, 163, 165a, 166a, 

 

166, 202 

▪  Political units in the local area 

 7.4  The Interactions Between People and Places 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify the impacts of physical systems 

 on people. 

 •              How people depend on, adjust to and 

 modify physical systems on a local scale (e.g., Grade 2: 55a, 62-64, 67, 68-69, 71, 95, 

soil quality and agriculture, snowfall and daily 143, 202a, 202-203, 204, 205, 208-209, 

activities, drought and water use) 210-212 

•              Ways in which natural hazards affect human activities (e.g., storms, lightning, flooding) 

 

Grade 2: 67, 69, 225 

B. Identify the impacts of people on physical systems. 

 •              Effects of energy use (e.g., water quality, air 

quality, change in natural vegetation) Grade 2: H9, 68-69 

•              Ways humans change local ecosystems (e.g., land use, dams and canals on waterways, 

reduction and extinction of species) 

 

Grade 2: H9, 50, 52, 55b, 69, 82a, 82-87, 



 

88-89, 89a, 90a, 92, 94-95 

Academic Standards For History 

 8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. . . A. Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between past, present and future time. 

•              Calendar time Grade 2: 249a, 259, 262-263, 272-274, 

 

277a, 287, TR15-TR28 

•              Time lines 

 

 

Grade 2: 166, 201b, 226-227, 240, 249c, 

•              Continuity and change 

 

 

Grade 2:  22-23, 66-67, 70, 72-73, 113, 138- 

 

139, 228-229, 249b, 274, 280-281 

•              Events (time and place) 

 

 

Grade 2: 28-29, 210-213, 215, 220-221, 

 

222, 226-227, 232-233, 250, 253, 

B. Develop an understanding of historical sources. 

 •              Data in historical maps Grade 2: H14, 201a, 201b, 214, 216, 223, 

 

225, 228, 239, 249c, 250, 252 

•              Visual data from maps and tables 

 

 

Grade 2: 7a, 20-21, 36, 38-39, 40-41, 52- 

 

53, 80, 93, 103b, 103c, 118-119, 124-125, 

 

130-137, 144, 153b, 153c, 161, 164, 184- 

 

187, 191, 192, 203, 215, 223, 225, 228, 239, 

•              Mathematical data from graphs and tables 

 

 

Grade 2: 80-81, 130-131, 103b, 226, 259 

•              Author or historical source 

 

 

Grade 2: 28-29, 34-35, 72-75, 86-87, 102f, 

 

116-117, 132-133, 170-171, 176-179, 208- 

 

209, 220-221, 234-235, 268-269, 282-283 

C. Understand fundamentals of historical 

interpretation.  •              Difference between fact and opinion 

 •              The existence of multiple points of view 

 



 

Grade 2 : 176-177 (Related material) 

•              Illustrations in historical stories 

 

 

Grade 2: 28-29, 34-35, 74-75, 86-87, 116- 

 

117, 132-133, 170-171, 178-179, 220-221, 

 

234-235, 268-269, 282-283 

•              Causes and results 

 

 

Grade 2: 11, 24, 52-53, 54, 55a, 55c, 63, 

 

67, 68, 69, 75, 79, 82, 88, 93, 108, 110, 111, 

 

135, 156, 162, 167, 168, 171, 179, 182, 183, 

 

204, 211, 216, 221, 224 

D. Understand historical research. 

 •              Event (time and place) 

 

 

Grade 2:  28-29, 213, 215, 222, 226, 232, 

•              Facts, folklore and fiction 

 

 

Grade 2: H2, 25, 42-43, 58, 67a, 75a, 87, 

 

115, 123, 136, 171a, 174, 179a, 182, 203, 

 

205, 214, 218, 221, 221a, 229a, 231, 270, 

 

275, 284-285 

•              Formation of a historical question 

 

 

Grade 2: 3, 15, 15a, 19, 35, 35a, 57, 118, 

 

147, 165a, 179a, 182, 221a, 243, 277a 

•              Primary sources 

 

 

Grade 2: 22-23, 68, 90, 179a, 182-183, 

 

188-189, 208-209, 215, 217, 218, 221, 230- 

 

233, 235, 237, 243-245, 251-252, 259, 264, 

 

279-281 

•              Secondary sources 

 

 

Grade 2: 72-73, 204-205, 208-209, 210- 

 

212, 221 

•              Conclusions  (e.g., storytelling, role 

 playing, diorama) 

 



 

Grade 2: 29, 29a, 43, 59, 61a, 63, 67a, 

 

119a, 133, 133a, 139a, 141, 157, 194, 218, 

 

209a, 221a, 235a, 242, 255a, 229a, 271a, 

 

283, 284, 284a 

8.2 Pennsylvania History 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to analyze cultural, economic, 

geographic, political and social relations to 

A. Understand the political and cultural contributions 

of individuals and groups to Pennsylvania history. 

Grade 2: 201b 

•              William Penn 

 •              Benjamin Franklin 

 

 

Grade 2 : 176-177 (Related material) 

 



 

 

THIRD GRADE– SOCIAL STUDIES 

 

(Curriculum: Scott Foresman Social Studies) 

 

In third grade social studies, students learn about communities. They will identify reasons for 
communities, describe individuals in communities, and compare ways that people have influenced 
change in their communities. The students will develop a greater understanding of geography 
through maps, globes, directions, and related skills. Students will also begin to comprehend the 
economic and government structure of their local community. Students will further understand the 
importance of good citizenship and identify individuals who have contributed to our local 
communities and in cultures around the world. They will also identify inventors, scientists and the 
impact of technology on our community. Throughout third grade, students acquire greater 
understanding of their community, their country, and their world. 

 

Pennsylvania Academic  Standards Scott Foresman Social Studies 
Academic Standards For Civics and Government 

 5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

C. Define the principles and ideals shaping government. 

 •              Justice 

 •              Truth Grade 3: H4, 121, 396-397 

•              Diversity of people and ideas 

 

 

Grade 3: 21, 190-191, 371 

•              Patriotism 

 

 

Grade 3: 67, 256-257 

•              Common good 

 

 

Grade 3: 24-25, 82-83, 121, 166-167, 

195, 

 

273, 298-299, 312-313, 379, 402-403 

•              Liberty 

 

 

Grade 3: 90-91 

•              Rule of law 

 



 

Grade 3: H4, 12, 90, 337, 377, 395 

•              Leadership 

 

 

Grade 3: 16-17, 82-83, 121, 190-191, 

195, 

 

256-257, 298-299, 374-375, 396-397 

•              Citizenship 

 

 

Grade 3: H4-H5, 16-17, 24-25, 40, 82-

83, 

 

121, 166-167, 190-191, 256-257, 273, 

312- 

 

313, 356f, 370-371, 374-375, 378, 

382f, 396- 

 

397, 402-403 

D. Identify the document which created Pennsylvania. Grade 3:  356f, 366-367, 368 

E.  Identify documents of United States government. 

 •              Declaration of Independence 

 

 

Grade 3: 349h, 356e, 356f, 366-367, 

371 

•              Constitution of the United States 

 

 

Grade 3: 90, 356d, 356e, 356f, 360, 

368, 371, 374-375, 380, 382f 

  •              Bill of Rights 

 

 

Grade 3: 60, 356d, 356e, 356f, 369-

371, 

 

380, 382f 

F.  Explain the meaning of a preamble. 

 •              Constitution of the United States 

 

 

Grade 3: 360, 368 

•              Pennsylvania Constitution Grade 3: E14-E15, 368 (Related 

material) G. Describe the purpose of the United States Flag, The Pledge of Allegiance and The National Anthem. 

 

Grade 3: 131, 350-351 

H. Identify framers of documents of governments. Grade 3: E14-E15, 229, 356d, 356f, 

366- •              Pennsylvania 368, 371 (Related material) 



•              United States 

 

 

Grade 3: 356d, 356f, 366-368, 371, 

374-375 

I. Explain why government is necessary in the classroom, school, community, state and nation and the 

basic purposes of government in Pennsylvania and the United States. 

 

Grade 3: E14-E15, 386-387, 391-393 

J. Explain the importance of respect for the property and the opinions of others. 

 

Grade 3: E12-E13, 377 

K. Identify symbols and political holidays. 

 •              Pennsylvania (e.g., Charter Day, Liberty Bell, Keystone State) 

 

Grade 3:  104–109, 112–113, 114-115 

•              United States (e.g., Presidents' Day, Statue of Liberty, White House) 

 

Grade 3: E16, 66-67, 72d, 72, 84-85, 

89, 

 

101, 102d, 102e, 102f, 102-103, 120-

123, 

 

352-353, 356, 359, 372-373 

L. Identify ways courts resolve conflicts involving principles and ideals of government 

 

Grade 3: 187-192, 393 

M.  Identify portions of famous speeches and writings that reflect the basic principles and ideals of 

government (e.g., “I have a dream,” Reverend Martin Luther King; “One small step for mankind,” Neil 

Armstrong). 
 

Grade 3: 351, 367, 375, 396-397 

5.2  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

 A. Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. 

•              Personal rights 

 

 

Grade 3: 362, 374-375, 376, 379, 380-

381 

•              Political rights 

 

 

Grade 3: 72c, 76, 233, 349, 356c, 

356d, 

 

356f, 357, 360, 362-363, 370-371, 

376-377, 

 

378-379, 380-381, 382f, 394-395, 405, 

408 

•              Economic rights 

 

 

Grade 3:  398 



•              Personal responsibilities 

 

 

Grade 3: E12-E13, H4, 25, 166-167, 

349h, 

 

349, 356c, 356d, 356f, 374-375, 376-

379, 

•              Civic responsibilities 

 

 

Grade 3: 14, 17, 25, 77, 166-167, 299, 

 

349h, 349, 351, 356c, 356d, 356f, 377, 

378- 

 

379, 382f, 387, 391, 398-401,399, 405, 

408, 

B. Identify personal rights and responsibilities. 

 

 

Grade 3: H4, 12, 25, 166-167, 299, 

349h, 

 

349, 356c, 356d, 356f, 374-375, 376-

379, 

 

380, 394, 398-401 

C. Identify sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflicts can be resolved. 

 

Grade 3: H5, 270-271 

D. Identify the importance of political leadership and public service in the school, community, state 

and nation. 

 

Grade 3: 15, 356d, 374-375, 379, 390-

393, 

 

398-401 

E. Describe ways citizens can influence the decisions and actions of government. 

 

Grade 3: 8c, 15, 72e, 91, 102f, 206c, 

233, 

 

356c, 356d, 374-375, 378, 379, 382e, 

382f, 

 

391, 395, 405, 409 

F.  Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating them. 

 

Grade 3: 12, 76-77, 102f, 130, 377, 

395 

G.  Identify ways to participate in government and civic life. 

 

Grade 3: 8c, 15, 356f, 374-375, 376-



379, 

 

382d, 382e, 382f, 398-401, 405 

5.3. How Government Works 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A.  Identify the elected representative bodies responsible for making local, Pennsylvania and United 

States laws. 

 

Grade 3: E14-E15, 187, 192, 353, 354, 

 

382e, 391-393, 397 

B. Identify the role of the three branches of government. 

 •              Executive 

 

 

Grade 3: E14-E15, 391-392, 397 

•              Legislative 

 

 

Grade 3: E14-E15, 187, 192, 391-393, 

397 

•              Judicial 

 

 

Grade 3: 187, 192, 393 

C. Identify reasons for rules and laws in the school and community. 

 

Grade 3: 12, 76-77, 102f, 130, 377 

D. Identify services performed by the local, state and national governments. 

 

Grade 3: 12, 36d, 64, 354-355, 355, 

382c, 

 

382e, 382f, 383-387, 390-395, 404-

405, 410 

E. Identify positions of authority at school 

 and in local, state and national governments. 

 

 

Grade 3: 354, 356c, 382c, 382d, 382e, 

390- 

 

395, 404-405, 410 

F. Explain what an election is. 

 

 

Grade 3: 378, 382d, 394-395 

G. Explain why being treated fairly is important. 

 

 

Grade 3: H4 82-83, 377 

H. Identify individual interests and explain 

 ways to influence others. 

 

 

Grade 3:  H5, 270-271, 301-303, 304-



305 

I. Explain why taxes are necessary and identify who pays them. 

 

Grade 3: 377, 387 

J. Identify the role of the media in society. 

 

 

Grade 3: 254-255, 348, 335 

K. Identify different ways people govern themselves. 

 

 

Grade 3: E14-E15, 206d, 233, 56c, 

356d, 

 

358-359, 360-361, 372-373, 374-375, 

380- 

 

381, 406-407, 408-409 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify how customs and traditions influence governments. 

 

Grade 3: 206d, 233, 356c, 356d, 356, 

358- 

 

359, 360-361, 372-373, 380-381, 406-

407, 

 

408-409 

B. Recognize that the world is divided into various political units. 

 

Grade 3: 26-27, 30-31, 34-35 

C. Identify ways in which countries interact with the United States. 

 

Grade 3: 334-336, 338-339, 340-341 

D. Identify treaties and other agreements between or among 

nations. 

Grade 3: 341 

E. Identify how nations work together to solve problems. 

 

 

Grade 3: 340-341 

Academic Standards for Economics 

 6.1. Economic Systems 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Describe how individuals, families and communities with limited resources make choices. 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 281, 282-283, 288d, 

288e, 

 

288f, 290-291, 292-293, 294-295, 300-

305, 

 

314-315, 316f 



B. Describe alternative methods of allocating goods and services and advantages and disadvantages of 

each. 

 

Grade 3: 316e, 334-341 

C. Identify local economic activities. 

 •              Employment 

 

 

Grade 3: 72, 321, 330, 343 

•              Output 

 

 

Grade 3: 316e, 319, 322, 325, 326-

327, 

 

330, 343 

D. Identify examples of local businesses opening, closing, expanding or contracting. 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 288c, 288f, 298-299, 

310- 

 

311, 312-313, 314 

6.2 Markets and the Functions of Governments 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Define and identify goods, services, consumers and producers. 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 288c, 288d, 307, 315, 

320, 

 

321, 323, 330, 334-341 

B. Identify ways local businesses compete to get consumers. 

 

Grade 3: 288d, 288e, 288f, 308, 310-

311, 

C. Identify and compare means of payment. 

 •              Barter 

 

 

Grade 3: 296-297, 336-337, 365 

•              Money 

 

 

Grade 3: 288c, 291-294, 296-297, 300-

303, 

D. Identify groups of competing producers in the local area. 

 

Grade 3: 285, 310-311, 315 

E. Identify who supplies a product and who demands a product. 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 285, 308, 314 

F. Define price and identify the prices of different items. 

 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 283, 308 



G. Define what a tax is and identify a tax paid by most families. 

 

Grade 3: 377, 387 

H.  Identify government involvement in local economic activities. 

 

Grade 3: 354-355, 387 

I.  Identify goods and services produced 

 by the government (e.g., postal service, food inspection). 

 

 

Grade 3: 354-355, 387 

J. Explain the relationship between taxation and government services. 

 

Grade 3: 354-355, 38 

K. Identify forms of advertising designed to influence personal choice. 

 

Grade 3:  348 

L.  Explain why most countries create their own form of money. 

 

Grade 3: 288c, 296-297 

6.3. Scarcity and Choice 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Define scarcity and identify limited resources. 

 

 

Grade 3: 316d, 316e, 316f, 329, 332-

333, 

 

340-341, 342 

B. Identify and define wants of different people. 

 

 

Grade 3: 284-285, 288e, 290-291, 

294-295, 

 

300-305, 315, 316d, 316f, 343, 346 

C. Identify and define natural, human and capital resources. 

 

Grade 3: 316c, 316d, 316e, 316f, 319, 

320, 

 

321, 322, 323, 343 

D. Identify costs and benefits associated with an economic decision. 

 

Grade 3: 281, 282-283, 288d, 288e, 

290- 

 

291, 300-305, 314-315, 316f, 329, 

332-333, 

 

343, 346-347 

E. Explain what is given up when making a choice. 

 



 

Grade 3: 281-282-283, 288d, 288e, 

290, 

 

291, 300-305, 314-315, 316f, 329, 

332-333, 

 

343, 346-347 

F. Explain how self interest influences choice. 

 

 

Grade 3: 281, 282-283, 288d, 288e, 

290- 

 

291, 300-305, 314-315, 316f, 329, 

332-333, 

 

343, 346-347 

6.4. Economic Interdependence 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Define specialization and the concept of division of labor. 

 

Grade 3: 316c, 316d, 321, 342 

B. Explain why people trade. 

 

 

Grade 3: 221, 316c, 316d, 316, 334-

335, 

 

336-337, 338-339, 340-341, 342-343, 

347, 

C. Explain why goods, services and resources come from all over the nation and the world. 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 316c, 316d, 316e, 

316, 334-335, 338 

D. Identify local resources. 

 •              Natural (renewable, nonrenewable and 

 flow resources) 

 

 

Grade 3: 316c, 316d, 316e, 319, 320, 

323, 

 

329, 340-341, 343 

•              Human 

 

 

Grade 3: 316c, 316d, 316f, 320-321, 

340- 

 

341, 343 

•              Capital Grade 3: 310, 316e, 322, 329, 343 

E. Define specialization and identify examples of interdependence 

 

Grade 3: 316c, 316d, 316f, 320-321, 



323, 

 

324-325, 327, 330, 338, 340-341, 342 

F. Explain why some products are produced locally while others are not. 

 

Grade 3:  316c, 320, 338-339, 340-341 

G. Identify local geographic patterns of economic activities. 

•              Agriculture 

 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 136, 334-335 

•              Travel and tourism 

 •              Mining and mineral extraction 

 

 

Grade 3: 136-137, 162-163, 170c, 173, 

 

175, 197, 319-320 

•              Manufacturing 

 

 

Grade 3: 170c, 181, 286, 316e, 320, 

321- 

 

322, 324-325, 326-327, 342 

•              Wholesale and retail 

 

 

Grade 3: 284-285, 288c, 307-308, 310-

311 

•              Health services 

 6.5. Work and Earnings 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Explain why people work to get goods and services. 

 

 

Grade 3: 291, 294-295 

B. Identify different occupations. 

 

 

Grade 3: E4-E5, 285, 288c, 298-299, 

312- 

 

313, 319, 321, 330 

C. Describe businesses that provide 

 goods and businesses that provide services. 

 

 

Grade 3: 288d, 307, 312-313, 315, 

321, 

 

326-327, 330 

D. Define profit and loss. Grade 3: 288d, 288e, 288f, 310-311, 

314- E. Identify examples of assets. 

 



•              Tangible (e.g., houses, cars, jewelry) Grade 3:  301 

•              Financial assets (e.g., stocks, bonds, savings accounts) 

 

Grade 3: 287, 294-295 

F. Define entrepreneurship and identify entrepreneurs in the local community. 

 

Grade 3: 288c, 298-299, 312-313, 326-

327 

G. Define saving and explain why people 

 save 

 

 

Grade 3: 281, 282-283, 287, 288e, 

292- 

 

293, 294-295, 315 

H. Explain how banks bring savers and borrowers together. 

 

Grade 3:  287 

Academic Standards For Geography 

 7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify geographic tools and their uses. Maps and Globes 

•              Characteristics and purposes of different geographic representations 

•                 Maps and basic map elements 

 •                 Globes 

 •                 Graphs 

 •                 Diagrams 

 •                 Photographs 

 

 

Grade 3:  H8-H13, 8d, 32-33, 51, 63, 

72d, 

 

80, 98-99, 101, 110-111, 127, 131, 

174, 

 

222-225, 245, 320, 369, 381, 382c, 

388-389, 

 

405, 409, R4-R9 

 

Graphs 

 

Grade 3: 3, 8d, 36d, 56-57, 72c, 73, 

105, 

 

140d, 146, 147, 158-159, 189, 197, 

255, 



 

288c, 292-293, 302, 327, 338, 383 

continued Diagrams 

 

Grade 3: 216-217, 316c, 324, 325, 343 

 

Photographs 

 

Grade 3: H8, 3, 4-5, 44, 67, 148-149, 

182- 

 

183, R2-R3 

•              Geographic representations to display spatial information 

•                 Sketch maps 

 •                 Thematic maps 

 

 

Grade 3: H10-H11, 51, 75, 82, 135, 

146, 

 

148-149, 174, 183, 234, 343, 245, 257, 

320, 

 

338, 340-341, 369 

•              Mental maps to describe the human 

 and physical features of the local area 

 

 

Grade 3: H10, H11, 146 

B). Identify and locate places and regions. 

 •              Physical features 

 •                 Continents and oceans 

 •                 Major landforms, rivers and lakes in North America 

•                 Local community 

 

 

Grade 3: H9, H12, 20-2126, 30-31, 32, 

 

102c, 111, 125, 142-143, 148-149, 

152-153, 

 

223, R4-R5, R12-R13, R10-R11 

•              Human features Countries 

•                 Countries (i.e., United States, 

 Mexico, Canada) 

 •                 States (i.e., Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, West Virginia) 

•                 Cities (i.e., Philadelphia, Erie, 
Grade 3: 9, 15, 20, 26, 30-31, 31, 37, 



38, 

 

42, 148, 220, 222, 241, 317, 320, 338, 

358, R6-R7 

 

States 

Altoona, Pittsburgh, Scranton, Harrisburg, 

 Johnstown,, Allentown, Washington D.C., 

 Baltimore, New York, Toronto, Cleveland) 

 •                 Local community 

 

 

Grade 3: H6, 9, 37, 38, 42, 152, 208, 

214, 

 

222, 241, 317, R8-R9 

 

Cities 

 

Grade 3: H6, 2-3, 9, 10, 16, 20, 21, 22, 

37, 

 

38, 42, 48, 73, 74, 80, 84, 90, 98, 103, 

104, 

 

111, 114, 120, 141, 153, 171, 172, 

174, 178, 

 

186, 207, 208, 214, 220, 224, 230, 

241, 258, 

 

266, 289, 290, 317, 318, 328, 334, 

357, 358, 

 

369, 383, 390, 398 

 

Local community 

 

Grade 3: H13, 914, 20-21, 22, 35, 

3738, 42, 

 

141, 171, 202, 206, 207, 214, 230, 

241, 317, 

▪    Regions as areas with unifying geographic characteristics 

•                 Physical regions (e.g., landform regions, climate regions, river basins) 

Human regions (e.g., neighborhoods, cities, states, countries 

 

Grade 3: H6, H7, H12, H13, 15, 20-23, 



39- 

 

41, 42-45, 49-53, 54-55, 57, 72, 102, 

140c, 

 

140d, 143, 144, 145, 148-149, 150-

155, 168, 

 

170f, 170, 172, 178, 182-183, 187, 

240, 284- 

 

285, 288, 316, 382 

7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. A. Identify the physical characteristics of places and regions. Landforms 

•              Physical properties 

 •      Landforms (e.g., plains, hills, plateaus and mountains) 

•      Bodies of water (e.g., rivers, lakes, seas and oceans) 

 •      Weather and climate 

 

•      Vegetation and animals 

Grade 3: 7, 11, 15, 22, 30, 39, 36f, 

136-137, 

 

140c, 140e, 140f, 140, 143, 144, 145, 

148- 

 

149, 152-153, 169, 170f, 172, 175, 

178, 182- 

 

183, 284 

 

Bodies of water 

 

Grade 3: 8c, 13, 20-22, 39, 144, 145, 

148- 

 

149, 152-153, 170c, 172, 178 

 

Weather and climate 

 

Grade 3: H7, 8f, 14-15, 23, 29, 35, 81, 

136- 

 

137, 138-139, 140c, 140d, 140e, 140f, 

140, 

 

143, 150-155, 158-159, 168-169, 172, 



178, 

 

182-183, 284-285 

 

Vegetation and animals 

 

Grade 3: H7, 31, 140c, 144, 145, 172, 

178, 

 

182-183, 284-285 

▪    Earth’s basic physical systems 

 •      Lithosphere 

 •      Hydrosphere 

 •      Atmosphere Grade 3: H8-H9, 30, 145 

•      Biosphere 

 B. Identify the basic physical processes that affect the physical characteristics of places and regions. 

•              Earth-sun relationships (i.e., seasons and length of daylight, weather and climate) 

 

Grade 3: 137, 150-155, 158-159 

•              Extreme physical events (e.g., earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, tornadoes) 

 

Grade 3: 138-139, 149, 183, 194-195, 

213 

7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. A. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their population 

 characteristics. Grade 3: 3, 31, 49, 53, 54-55, 58, 62, 

93, •              The number and distribution of people 134, 149, 162, 189, 219 

in the local community 

 •              Human movement in the local 

 community (e.g., mobility in daily life, 

 migration) 

 

 

Grade 3:  H6, 28, 36f, 50, 52, 53, 54-

55, 58, 

 

62, 72, 76-77, 94, 102, 134, 170c, 

170d, 

 

170e, 173, 175, 186-189, 190-191, 

192, 193, 

 

204-205, 242-247 

B. Identify the human characteristics of 

places and regions by their cultural 

 



characteristics. 

•              Components of culture  (e.g., language, 

 belief systems and customs, social Grade 3: E10-E11, 8c, 8d, 8e, 28-29, 

34- organizations, foods, ethnicity) 35, 78-81, 93, 104-128, 130-131,195 

•              Ethnicity of people in the local community (e.g., customs, celebrations, languages, religions) 

 Grade 3: 8d, 13, 20, 36f, 62, 68-69, 

72c, 72d, 72e, 72f, 73, 78-79, 81, 90-

93, 96-97, 101, 102c, 102e, 102f, 104, 

107, 108-109, 112-113, 114-115, 116-

117, 121, 122-123, 124-125, 126-127, 

128-129, 130-131, 156- 157, 219, 224, 

226-227 

C. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their settlement 

 characteristics. 

 •              Types of settlements (e.g., villages, Grade 3: 6, 7, 8d, 8e, 8f, 36c, 36d, 36e, 

36- towns, suburbs, cities, metropolitan areas) 41, 42-45, 46-47, 49-53, 54-55, 57, 58-

59, 

 

72-75 

•              Factors that affect where people settle 

(e.g., water, resources, transportation) 

Grade 3: 19, 20-21, 23, 35, 62, 134, 

136-137, 141, 161, 162-163, 165, 

170c, 170e, 170f, 170-171, 173, 175, 

178-181, 187, 188-189, 193, 196, 202, 

204-205, 206c, 220-221 

D. Identify the human characteristics of 

 places and regions by their economic 

 activities. 

 •              Location factors in the spatial 

 distribution of economic activities  (e.g., Grade 3: 319, 321, 322-325, 326-327 

market, transportation, workers, materials) 

 •              Producers of consumer products and 

 services (e.g., bread, pizza, television, 

 shopping malls) 

 

 

Grade 3: 319, 321, 322-325, 326-327 

•              Products of farms and factories at the local and regional level (e.g., mushrooms, milk, snack 

foods, furniture) 

 

Grade 3: 39, 44, 116, 319, 321-325, 

326- 

•              Spatial distribution of resources 

 •                 Non-renewable resources 

 •                 Renewable resources 

 



•                 Flow resources (e.g., water power, wind power) 

 

 

Grade 3: 140d, 140f, 161, 164-165, 

168, 

 

170c, 170e, 170f, 179, 181, 218-219, 

318- 

 

319, 320 

E. Identify the human characteristics of places and regions by their political activities. 

•              Type of political units (e.g., townships, boroughs, towns, cities, counties, states, countries 

(nation state) 

▪  Political units in the local area Grade 3: H11, 4, 8c, 14, 15, 31, 248-

249, 

 

354, 356, 373, 382, 390-391 

7.4  The Interactions Between People and Places 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to A. Identify the impacts of physical systems 

 on people. 

 •              How people depend on, adjust to and 

 modify physical systems on a local scale (e.g., 

 soil quality and agriculture, snowfall and daily 

 activities, drought and water use) 

 

 

Grade 3: H6, 29, 31, 140e, 140, 146, 

147, 

 

149, 150, 155, 161, 162-163, 169, 

170f, 197, 

 

206 209 

•              Ways in which natural hazards affect human activities (e.g., storms, lightning, flooding) 

 

Grade 3: 6-7, 138-139, 183, 213 

B. Identify the impacts of people on physical systems. 

 •              Effects of energy use (e.g., water quality, air quality, change in natural vegetation) 

 

Grade 3: 162-163, 165 

•              Ways humans change local ecosystems (e.g., land use, dams and canals on waterways, 

reduction and extinction of species) 

 

Grade 3: H6-H7, 140c, 140d, 140e, 

147, 162-163, 164-165, 166-167, 169 

Academic Standards For History 

 8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to. . . A. Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between past, present and future time. 



•              Calendar time 

 

 

Grade 3: 221, 248-249, TR15-TR28 

•              Time lines 

 

 

Grade 3:  87, 225, 240c, 248-249, 257, 

275 

•              Continuity and change 

 

 

Grade 3: 8f, 44, 47, 53, 72e, 92, 100, 

154- 

 

155, 240c, 240d, 244, 246, 258-263, 

264- 

 

265, 266-269, 331, 360-361 

•              Events (time and place) 

 

 

Grade 3: 8f, 16-17, 83, 117, 162-163, 

170e, 

 

173, 178-181, 187-189, 202, 214-215, 

225, 

 

232-235, 237, 248, 374-375 

B. Develop an understanding of historical sources. 

 •              Data in historical maps 

 

 

Grade 3: 191, 210, 234, 245, 252 

•              Visual data from maps and tables 

 

 

Grade 3: 32, 87, 191, 210, 216-217, 

234, 

 

245, 252 

•              Mathematical data from graphs and tables 

 

 

Grade 3: 3,14, 32-33, 57, 73, 87, 105, 

 

140d, 146, 159, 189, 197, 236, 252, 

248- 

 

249, 255, 288c, 293, 327, 383 



•              Author or historical source Grade 3: 46-47, 87-89, 96-97, 118-

119, 156-157, 176-177, 236-237, 264-

265, 272-273, 312-313, 326-327, 364-

365, 374-375 

C. Understand fundamentals of historical interpretation. 

 •              Difference between fact and opinion Grade 3: 174, 344, 356c, 363, 396 

•              The existence of multiple points of view 

 

 

Grade 3: 228-229, 236, 356c, 356f, 

362- 

 

363, 374-375 

•              Illustrations in historical stories 

 

 

Grade 3:  97, 118-119, 176-177, 236-

237, 

 

272-273, 326-327 

•              Causes and results Grade 3: 93, 94, 161, 162, 188, 204-

205, 

206c, 208, 209, 211, 214, 215, 216, 

217, 

219, 220, 224, 225, 227, 230, 231, 

232, 235, 

238, 240e, 242, 243, 244, 246, 247, 

250, 

252, 253, 255, 258, 259, 263, 266, 

269, 272, 

306, 308, 310, 311, 327, 329, 331, 

363, 365, 

368, 370, 399 

D. Understand historical research. 

 •              Event (time and place) 

 

 

Grade 3: 117, 132, 163, 170e, 175, 

188, 

 

206c, 213, 215, 217, 225, 232, 237, 

248, 



•              Facts, folklore and fiction Grade 3: 2, 4, 47, 40, 66, 68, 86-87, 

91, 

116, 119, 134, 136, 170d, 177, 180-

181, 

191, 194-195, 200, 206c, 209, 212, 

213, 

229, 237, 239, 262, 273, 276, 283, 

307, 309, 

319, 327, 337, 345, 352, 360, 373, 

406-407 

•              Formation of a historical question 

 

 

Grade 3: H14, 34, 123, 132, 149, 154, 

201, 

 

206c, 212-213, 218, 267, 276, 280 

•              Primary sources 

 

 

Grade 3:  40, 60, 88-89, 112-113, 116, 

118, 

 

128, 179a, 190, 229, 313, 327, 344-

345, 

 

349h, 364, 367, 396-397, 403 

•              Secondary sources 

 

 

Grade 3:  94, 112-113, 162, 206c, 237, 

264- 

 

265, 296-297, 374-375, 397 

•              Conclusions  (e.g., storytelling, role 

 playing, diorama) 

 

 

Grade 3:  67, 117, 118, 163, 165, 175, 

201, 

 

215, 216, 225, 235, 247, 257, 265, 

267, 269, 

 

280, 295, 363, 364, 393, 410 

8.2 Pennsylvania History 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to analyze cultural, economic, 

geographic, political and social relations to 

A. Understand the political and cultural contributions of individuals and groups to Pennsylvania 

history. •              William Penn Grade 3:  229 



•              Benjamin Franklin 

 

 

Grade 3: 251, 344, 368, 371 

•              Pennsylvanians impacting American Culture (e.g., John Chapman, Richard Allen, Betsy Ross, 

Mary Ludwig Hayes, Rachel Carson, Elizabeth Jane Cochran, Marian Anderson) •              Local historical figures in municipalities and counties. 

 

Grade 3:  251 

B. Identify and describe primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites important in 

Pennsylvania history. •              Documents, Writings and Oral Traditions (e.g., Penn’s Charter, Pennsylvania “Declaration of 

Rights”) 

 

Grade 3: 356f, 366-367, 368 

•              Artifacts, Architecture and Historic Places (e.g., Local historical sites, museum collections, 

Independence Hall) 

 

Grade 3: 200, 257, 372, 384, 393 

•              Liberty Bell 

 •              Official Commonwealth symbols (e.g., tree, bird, dog, insect) 

C.  Identify and describe how continuity and change have influenced Pennsylvania history. 

•              Belief Systems and Religions (e.g., Native Americans, early settlers, contemporary religions) 

 

Grade 3:  95, 200 

•              Commerce and Industry (e.g., jobs, trade, environmental change) 

 

Grade 3:  72, 284-285, 335, 338-341 

•              Innovations (e.g., technology, ideas, processes) 

 

 

Grade 3:  251, 258-263 

•              Politics (e.g., rules, regulations, laws) 

 

 

Grade 3:  377, 395 

•              Settlement Patterns (e.g., farms, towns, rural communities, cities) 

 

Grade 3: 94-95, 100-101, 131, 188, 

200, 

•              Social Organization  (e.g., relationships of individuals, families, groups, communities; ability 

to be educated) 

 

Grade 3: 2-3, 4-5, 10-11, 200 

•              Transportation (e.g., methods of moving people and goods over time) 

 

Grade 3:  200, 246-247, 257, 386 

•              Women’s Movement (e.g., changes in roles and rights over time) 

 

Grade 3:  200, 257, 397 

D. Identify and describe conflict and cooperation among 

social groups and organizations in Pennsylvania history. 

Grade 3:  200, 257 

•              Domestic Instability (e.g., political, economic and geographic impact on daily activities) 

•              Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., treatment of various ethnic and racial groups in history) 

 

Grade 3: 94-95, 100-101, 131, 191, 



200, 

•              Labor Relations (e.g., working conditions over time) 

 

Grade 3:  94, 257 

•              Immigration (e.g., diverse groups inhabiting the state) 

 

Grade 3: 94-95, 257 

•              Military Conflicts (e.g., struggle for control) 

 

 

Grade 3: 257 

8.3  United States History 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to analyze cultural, economic, 

geographic, political and social relations to 

A. Identify contributions of individuals and groups to United States history. 

•              George Washington 

 

 

Grade 3: 356d, 368, 369, 371, 374 

•              Thomas Jefferson 

 

 

Grade 3: 356d, 356f, 366-367 

•              Abraham Lincoln 

 

 

Grade 3: 356d, 374-375 

•              Theodore Roosevelt 

 •              Franklin D. Roosevelt 

 •               Cal Ripken Jr. 

 

 

Grade 3: 233 (Related material) 

•               Sammy Sosa 

 

 

Grade 3: 86-87, 233 (Related material) 

•              Individuals who are role models (e.g., Abigail Adams, Sacajawea, Frederick Douglass, Clara 

Barton, Jackie Robinson, Rosa Parks, Archbishop Patrick Flores, Jamie Escalante, Sally Ride, Tiger 

Woods, 

 

Grade 3: 82-83, 96-97, 117-119, 121, 

126- 

 

127, 153b, 176-177, 190-191, 194-

195, 

 

201c, 202-203, 205, 236-237, 243, 

272-273, 

 

326-327, 356d, 356e, 356f, 364-365, 

368, 

 

370-371, 374-375, 382f, 402-403 

B. Identify and describe primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites important in United 

States history. •              Documents (e.g., Declaration of Independence, U.S. Constitution, Bill of 



 

Grade 3: 38, 90, 349h, 356d, 356e, 

356f, 

Rights) 360-361, 366-368, 370-371, 373, 380, 

382f •              Writings and Communications  (e.g., Pledge of Allegiance, famous quotations and sayings) 

 

Grade 3: 90-91, 229, 344-345, 350-

351, 

 

359, 367, 375, 396 

•              Historic Places (e.g., The White House, Mount Rushmore, Statue of Liberty) 

 

Grade 3: E16, 72d, 72f, 84-85, 89, 101, 

 

200, 202-203, 206d, 218-219, 352-

353, 372- 

•              The Flag of the United States 

 

 

Grade 3: 131, 350 

C. Identify important changes in United States history (e.g., Belief Systems and Religions, Commerce 

and Industry, Innovations, Politics, Settlement Patterns and Expansion, Social Organization, 

Transportation, Women’s Movement). 

 

Grade 3: 8f, 13, 15, 20-23, 46-47, 72d, 

72f, 

 

94-95, 101, 119, 122-123, 131, 140f, 

162- 

 

163, 176-177, 179, 202-203, 206c, 

206d, 

 

206e, 206f, 206, 209, 210-211, 214-

217, 

 

220-221, 230-233, 238-239, 240c, 

240d, 

 

240e, 240f, 242-244, 246-247, 251-

255, 

 

258-263, 264-265, 266-267, 268-269, 

274- 

 

275, 276-277, 278-279, 356c, 356, 

360-361, 

 

364-365, 366-368, 370-371, 374-375 

D. Identify conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations in United States history. 

•              Domestic Instability (e.g., impact on daily activities) 



 

Grade 3:  367 

•              Ethnic and Racial Relations treatment of minority groups in history) 

 

Grade 3: 102d, 102e, 102f, 121, 126-

127, 

 

170e, 170f, 189, 190-191, 197, 201b, 

206f, 

 

209, 211, 215, 234-235, 239, 370-371, 

397 

•              Labor Relations (e.g., working conditions over time) 

 

Grade 3: 

•              Immigration (e.g., diverse groups inhabiting the state) 

 

Grade 3: 72d, 72e, 78-79, 81, 82-83, 

84-87, 

 

88-89, 90-95, 100-101, 130, 206c 

•              Military Conflicts (e.g., struggle for control) 

 

 

Grade 3: 

 

217, 239, 375 

8.4 World History 

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize his or her 

maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to analyze cultural, economic, geographic, political and social relations to... 

A. Identify individuals and groups who have made significant political and cultural contributions to 

world history. •              Africa (e.g., Nefertiti, Mansa Musa, Nelson Mandela) 

 

Grade 3: 27-29, 30-31, 124-125 

•              Americas (e.g., Montezuma, Simon Bolivar, Fidel Castro) 

 

Grade 3: 224-225 

•              Asia (e.g., Hammurabi, Mohandas Gandhi, Benazir Bhutto) 

•              Europe (e.g., Julius Ceasar, Joan of Arc, Pope John Paul) 

 

Grade 3: 220-221 

B. Identify historic sites and material artifacts important to world history. 

•              Africa (e.g., Pyramids, treasures of Grade 3: 26-27, 29, 30 

Tutankhamen, Nefertiti’s sculpture) 

 •              Americas (e.g., Olmec ritualistic centers, Mayan pyramids, arrowheads) 

 

Grade 3:  226 

•              Asia (e.g., Code of Hammurabi, Ziggurat at Ur, canals) 



 

Grade 3: 112-113 (Related material) 

•              Europe (e.g., ancient megaliths, Arc de Triomphe, 

Acropolis) 

Grade 3: 220-221, 352-353, 356b, 359, 

 

372-373, 382f 

C. Compare similarities and differences 

 between earliest civilizations and life today 

 (e.g., Africa, Egypt; Asia, Babylonia; 

 Americas, Olmec; Europe, Neolithic 

 settlements). Grade 3: 154-155, 296-297 (Related 

 

material) 

D. Identify how conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations affected world 

history. •              Domestic Instability (e.g., political, economic and geographic impact on normal activities) 

 

Grade 3:  367 (Related material) 

•              Labor Relations (e.g., working conditions over time) 

 

Grade 3: 306-308 (Related material) 

•              Racial and Ethnic Relations (e.g., treatment of various ethnic and racial groups in history) 

 

Grade 3: 208-211, 214-219, 224-227, 

230- 

 

235, 236-237 

•              Immigration and migration (e.g., diverse groups inhabiting a territory) 

 

material) 

 

Grade 3: 82-83, 84-89, 90-95, 94-95, 

208- 

 

211, 214-219, 224-227, 257 (Related 

 

material) 

•              Military Conflicts (e.g., struggle for control) 

 

 

Grade 3: 216-217 (Related material) 
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 Academic Standards for Civics and Government  

 5.1.  Principles and Documents of Government  

 Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

 

A. Explain the purpose of government. Grade 4: E14-E15, 47-52 

Grade 5 The United States: 14, 15-17, 42, 

348-349, 336c, 336d, 336e, 354-355, 359 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 14, 15-17, 42, 

348-349, 336c, 336d, 336e, 354-355, 359 

Grade 6: E14-E15, 458-459, 464–465, 472- 

473 (Related material) 

B. Explain the importance of the rule of 
law for the protection of individual rights and 
the common good in the community, state, 
nation and world. 

Grade 4: 27, 47, 52, 137, 138, 139 

Grade 5 The United States: 16, 42, 80, 

222, 354 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 42, 80, 222, 

354 

Grade 6: 313h, 327 

C. Describe the principles and ideals 
shaping government. 

• Equality 

Grade 4: 52, 57, 206, 207 

Grade 5 The United States: 43, 337 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 43, 337 

Grade 6:  290, 468, 471 
• Majority rule/Minority rights Grade 4: 50, 58-59 

Grade 5 The United States: 15-17, 43, 337 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15-17, 43, 337 • Popular sovereignty Grade 4: 50 

Grade 5 The United States: 15, 43, 348- 

349 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15, 43, 348-349 

Grade 6: 472-473 (Related material) 

• Privacy Grade 5 The United States: 15, 43, 348- 

349 

 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15, 43, 348-349 • Checks and balances Grade 5 The United States: 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 43, 348-349 

Grade 6: 472-473 (Related material) 



• Separation of powers Grade 4: 50-51 

Grade 5 The United States: 43, 348-349 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 43, 348-349 

Grade 6: E14-E15, 458-459, 464–465, 472- 

473 (Related material) 

D. Explain the basic principles and ideals 
within documents of Pennsylvania 
government. 

• Charter of 1681 

Grade 5 The United States: 179 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 179 

• Charter of Privileges Grade 5 The United States: 179, 183 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 179, 183 

• Pennsylvania Constitution Grade 5 The United States: 345 (Related 
Content) 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 345 (Related 
Content) 

• Pennsylvania Declaration of Rights Grade 5 The United States: 354 (Related 
Content) 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 354 (Related 
Content) E. Explain the basic principles and ideals Grade 4: 36, 52, 57, 59, 131, 151, 197 

within documents of United States Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6c, 15, 17, 
government. 80, 184, 222, 277, 336c, 336d, 336e, 336f, 

337, 348-349, 353-354, 359 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6c, 15, 17, 
80, 184, 222, 277, 336c, 336d, 336e, 336f, 
337, 348-349, 353-354, 359 
Grade 6:  23, 472, 640 

F. Explain the meaning of the Preamble 
to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania and compare it to the Preamble 
of the Constitution of the United States. 

Grade 5 The United States: 2-3, 17, 329h, 

336e, 348 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 2-3, 17, 329h, 

336e, 348 

Grade 6: 472, 473, 651 

G. Describe the proper use, display and 
respect for the United States Flag and explain 
the significance of patriotic activities. 

• Reciting The Pledge of Allegiance 

Grade 4: 3, R25 

Grade 5 The United States: 6c, 10-11 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6c, 10-11 • Standing for The National Anthem Grade 4: 224, R25 

Grade 5 The United States: 360c, 360e, 383, 
388-389 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 360c, 360e, 383, 
388-389 H. Describe the roles played by the 

framers of the basic documents of 
governments of Pennsylvania and the United 
States. 

Grade 4: 130-131, 150, 197 

Grade 5 The United States: 6, 221, 294c, 

294e, 294f, 296-300, 301, 335, 336d, 336e, 

336f, 339, 345-350, 351-352, 353-355, 358- 

359, 360f, 390 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6, 221, 294c, 
294e, 294f, 296-300, 301, 335, 336d, 336e, 
336f, 339, 345-350, 351-352, 353-355, 358- 



359, 360f, 390 
Grade 6:  472, 473 

I. Describe and compare the making of 
rules by direct democracy and by a republican 
form of government. 

Grade 4: 47, 50, 52-53, 62, 129, 130, 189, 

327 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6c, 6d, 15, 
42, 336c, 336d, 339, 344-350, 358-359 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6c, 6d, 15, 
42, 336c, 336d, 339, 344-350, 358-359 
Grade 6:  225, 238-239, 255, 283, 288 

J. Describe how the government protects Grade 4: 27, 47, 52 
individual and property rights and promotes Grade 5 The United States: 16, 222-223, 
the common good. 336e, 337, 354-355, 358-359 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 222-223, 
336e, 337, 354-355, 358-359 
Grade 6:  640 

K. Describe the purpose of symbols and Grade 4: 3, 144, 47, 224, 398 
holidays. Grade 5 The United States: 2, 6-7, 11, 365- 

366, 383, 387, 388-389 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 2, 6-7, 11, 365- 
366, 383, 387, 388-389 

L. Explain the role of courts in resolving Grade 4: 49, 51 
conflicts involving the principles and ideals of Grade 5 The United States: 16, 222, 339, 
government. 348-349 
• Local Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 222, 339, 
• State 348-349 
• Federal Grade 6:  290 

M. Explain the basic principles and ideals 
found in famous speeches and writings (e.g., 
“Governments, like clocks, go from the motion 
people give them,” William Penn; “A date that 
will live in infamy,” Franklin D. Roosevelt). 

Grade 4: 2-3, 23, 41, 53, 91, 96-97, 118, 

132, 158-159, 244, 261, 278, 292-293, 319, 

326, 329, 330-331, 351, 353, 357, 360-361, 

416-417 

Grade 5 The United States: 2-3, 16, 21, 37, 

40, 41, 46-47, 79, 93, 103, 125h, 126-127, 

135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 182, 

184, 185, 189, 194-195, 206, 209, 214, 215, 
217, 221, 227, 235, 238-239, 241, 249, 260- 
261, 266d, 269, 270, 274-275, 279, 281, 
282, 285, 287-288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 
312-313, 316, 343, 346, 348, 350, 353, 366, 
371, 406, 407, 418 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 2-3, 16, 21, 37, 
40, 41, 46-47, 79, 93, 103, 125h, 126-127, 
135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 182, 
184, 185, 189, 194-195, 206, 209, 214, 215, 
217, 221, 227, 235, 238-239, 241, 249, 260- 
261, 266d, 269, 270, 274-275, 279, 281, 
282, 285, 287-288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 
312-313, 316, 343, 346, 348, 350, 353, 366, 
371, 406, 407, 418 



Grade 6:  2-3, 14, 29, 37, 43, 50, 52, 70-71, 
80, 85, 91, 111, 116, 137, 154-155, 181, 
203, 216, 226-227, 228-229, 238-239, 248, 
255, 256, 257, 265, 270, 280-281, 284, 286, 
289, 291, 293, 295, 307, 314-315, 328, 329, 
331, 335, 339, 352, 353, 354, 358, 363, 379, 
383, 389, 399, 401, 407, 409, 410, 412h, 
422-423, 431, 437, 440, 443, 457, 458, 459, 
463, 471, 472-473, 476, 477, 483, 487, 488, 
495, 499, 500, 501, 512-513, 523, 527, 528, 
530, 536, 547, 549, 550, 552, 559, 561, 569, 
570, 571, 573, 577, 579, 586, 588-589, 
597h, 598-599, 607, 609, 611, 619, 623, 
639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 646, 647, 648, 655, 
661 

5.2  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Compare rights and responsibilities of 
citizenship. 

• Political rights 

Grade 4: 36, 52, 57, 58-59, 63, 137, 138, 

151 

Grade 5 The United States: E12-E13, 6a, 6d, 
14, 16-17, 184, 222-223, 299, 354-355, 
369, 612 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: E12-E13, 6a, 
6d, 14, 16-17, 184, 222-223, 299, 354-355, 
369 
Grade 6:  290, 609 

• Economic rights Grade 5 The United States: 18-22, 42, 204, 

354 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 18-22, 42, 204, 

354 
• Personal responsibilities of the 

individual and to society 
Grade 4:  58-59, 63, 149, 272 

Grade 5 The United States: E12-E13, H4, 
6a, 6d, 14, 16-17, 40-41, 369 Grade 5 Building a Nation: E12-E13, H4, 
6a, 6d, 14, 16-17, 40-41, 369 
Grade 6:  17, 305, 647 

• Civic responsibilities of the individual and 
to society 

Grade 4: 58-59, 148-149, 260-261 

Grade 5 The United States: E12-E13, 15, 
40-41, 369, 505, 666-667 Grade 5 Building a Nation: E12-E13, 15, 
40-41, 369, 505 
Grade 6:  199, 255 



• Traits of character of individuals and to a 
republican form of government 

Grade 4: H4, 45, 53, 60-61, 141, 148-149, 

200-201, 207, 260-261, 272, 318-319, 354, 

416-417 
Grade 5 The United States: H4-H5, 16-17, 
40-41, 92-93, 184-185, 222-223, 274-275, 
300, 310-311, 422-423, 504-505, 666-667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H4-H5, 16-17, 
40-41, 92-93, 184-185, 222-223, 274-275, 
300, 310-311, 422-423, 504-505 
Grade 6:  H4-H5, 17-18, 88-89, 202, 293, 
305, 339, 471, 573, 643 

B. Explain the relationship between rights 
and responsibilities. 

Grade 4: 56-57, 58-59, 63 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6d, 14, 16- 

17, 42 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6d, 14, 16- 
17, 42 

C. Explain ways citizens resolve conflicts 
in society and government. 

Grade 4: H5, 14, 51, 111, 245, 260, 304, 

339 

Grade 5 The United States: Grade 5 Building a Nation: H5, 16, 222- 
223, 319, 342, 347, 348-349 
Grade 6:  H5, 197, 283, 375, 436, 522, 574- 
575, 591, 639, 640-641, 667 

D. Describe the importance of political 
leadership and public service. 

Grade 4: 45, 273 

Grade 5 The United States: 15, 16-17, 40- 

41, 92-93, 184-185, 274-275, 422-423, 504- 
505, 368-369, 666-667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15, 16-17, 40- 
41, 92-93, 184-185, 274-275, 422-423, 504- 
505, 368-369 
Grade 6: 111, 199, 351 

E. Identify examples of the rights and 
responsibilities of citizenship. 

Grade 4: H4-H5, 36, 52, 57, 58-59, 63, 137- 

138, 148-149, 151, 272 

Grade 5 The United States: E12-E13, H4- 
H5, 6a, 6d, 14, 16-17, 40-41, 92-93, 184- 
185, 222 274-275, 354-355, 422-423, 504- 
505, 666-667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: E12-E13, H4- 
H5, 6a, 6d, 14, 16-17, 40-41, 92-93, 184- 
185, 222 274-275, 354-355, 422-423, 504- 
505 
Grade 6:  H4-H5, 17-18, 88-89, 199, 202, 
255, 290, 293, 305, 339, 471, 573, 609, 643, 
647 

F Describe the impact of the 
consequences of violating rules and laws in a 
civil society. 

Grade 5 The United States: 222 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 222 



G. Explain the importance of participating 
in government and civic life. 

Grade 4: 36, 45-47, 53, 58-59, 147, 260- 

261, 273, 416-417 

Grade 5 The United States: E12-E13, 223, 
366c, 369 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: E12-E13, 223, 
366c, 369 

5.3. How Government Works 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 

A. Compare the structure, organization 
and operation of local, state and national 
governments. 

Grade 4: E14-E15, 48-49, 50-51, 63 

Grade 5 The United States: 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15-16, 336c, 
336d, 339, 348-349, 350, 371 

Grade 6: E14-E15, 458-459, 464–465, 472- 

473 (Related material) 

B. Describe the responsibilities and 
powers of the three branches of government. 

Grade 4: 50-51, 62 

Grade 5 The United States: 336c, 336d, 339, 
349-350, 358-359, 360e, 371 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 336c, 336d, 
339, 349-350, 358-359, 360e, 371 
Grade 6: E14-E15, 458-459, 464–465, 472- 
473 (Related material) 

C. Explain how government actions affect 
citizens' daily lives 

Grade 4: E14-E15, 27, 49, 52 

Grade 5 The United States: 15-16, 37, 41, 

222-223, 371 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15-16, 37, 41, 
222-223, 371 
Grade 6:  609 
Grade 6:  E14-E15 (Related material) 

D. Describe how local, state and national 
governments implement their services. 

Grade 4: E14-E15, 49 

Grade 5 The United States: 371 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 371 

Grade 6: E14-E15, 458-459, 464–465, 472- 

473 (Related material) 

E. Identify major leaders of local, state 
and national governments, their primary duties 
and their political party affiliation. 

Grade 4: 45, 48, 53, 62, 416-417 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 15, 349, 

351, 353, 360c, 360e, 363-364, 368-369, 

371 403, 404, 406 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 15, 349, 
351, 353, 360c, 360e, 363-364, 368-369, 
371 403, 404, 406 

F. Describe the voting process. 

• Pennsylvania 

Grade 4: E14-E15, 58-59 

Grade 5 The United States: 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 360c, 363 • United States Grade 4: E14-E15, 58-59 

Grade 5 The United States: 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15-16, 360c, 363 



 

Pennsylvania Academic  Standards  

Scott Foresman Social Studies 

G. Describe how the government protects 
individual rights. 

• Presumption of Innocence 

Grade 4: 59 

Grade 5 The United States: 16, 222, 277, 

353, 354 

Grade 5 Building a Nation:16, 222, 277, 

353, 354 
Grade 6:  290 

• Right to Counsel Grade 4: 59 

Grade 5 The United States: 16, 222, 227, 

353, 354 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 222, 227, 

353, 354 
• Trial by Jury Grade 4: 58-59 

Grade 5 The United States: 16, 222, 277, 

353, 354 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 222, 277, 

353, 354 

Grade 6:  290, 468 

• Bill of Rights Grade 4: 52, 57, 59, 62 

Grade 5 The United States: 222, 336c, 336d, 
336e, 336f, 354-355, 358, 360e 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 222, 336c, 
336d, 336e, 336f, 354-355, 358, 360e 

Grade 6:  640 H. Identify individual interests and how 
they impact government 

Grade 4: 47, 58-59, 350-351, 416-417 

Grade 5 The United States: 222-223, 368- 

369, 446 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 222-223, 368- 
369, 446 

I. Describe why and how government 
raises money to pay for its operations and 
services. 

Grade 4: 58 

Grade 5 The United States: 371 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 371 

Grade 6: 49, 111, 199, 348, 375, 384, 457, 

467 
J. Describe the influence of media in 
reporting issues. 

Grade 4: 118 

Grade 5 The United States: 200c, 208-209, 
211, 219, 222-223 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200c, 208-209, 
211, 219, 222-223 

K. Describe forms of government. Grade 4: 127 

Grade 5 The United States: 335, 339, 343, 

346-347, 360e, 371 



• Limited Grade 5 Building a Nation: 335, 339, 343, 
346-347, 360e, 371 
Grade 6:  169, 182, 183, 199, 205, 255, 
262, 283, 288, 357, 481, 525, 640 

• Unlimited Grade 4: 46, 191, 327 

Grade 5 The United States: 335, 339, 343, 

346-347, 360e, 371 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 335, 339, 343, 

346-347, 360e, 371 

Grade 6:  245, 255, 290, 640 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Explain the concept of nation-states. Grade 5 The United States: 142-145, 232- 

236, 240-243, 246-251, 380-382, 609 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 142-145, 232- 
236, 240-243, 246-251, 380-382 
Grade 6:  487, 493, 499, 500, 501, 504-505, 
506, 521, 546, 597, 608,  615-618, 637, 676 

B. Describe how nation-states coexist in Grade 5 The United States: 142-145, 232- 
the world community. 236, 240-243, 246-251, 380-382, 609 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 142-145, 232- 
236, 240-243, 246-251, 380-382 
Grade 6:  487, 493, 615-618, 676 

C. Describe the governments of the 
countries bordering the United States and 
their relationships with the United States. 

Grade 5 The United States: 678-679, 682- 

683 

Grade 5 Building a Nation:  238-239 (Related 
material) 

Grade 6: 459-461, 502, 633, 640 

D. Describe the processes that resulted in Grade 5 The United States: 373, 611 
a treaty or agreement between the United Grade 5 Building a Nation: 373, 611 
States and another nation-state. Grade 6: 495, 509, 534, 536-537, 560, 570, 

590-591, 633, 674 
E. Explain how nations work together on Grade 5 The United States: 504-505, 637, 
common environmental problems, natural 664 
disasters and trade. Grade 5 Building a Nation: 504-505 

Grade 6: 597, 598, 631-635, 660-673, 676- 
677 

    

Academic Standards for Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 



A.  Describe and identify the characteristics of 
traditional, command and market systems. 

Grade 4: 76, 77, 79, 88 

Grade 5 The United States: 6b, 6c, 6d, 18- 
22, 200e, 204-205, 212-213, 254, 256, 279, 

566, 618 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6b, 6c, 6d, 18- 22, 
200e, 204-205, 212-213, 254, 256, 279 

Grade 6: 480-481 

B.  Explain the three basic questions that all 
economic systems attempt to answer. 

 What goods and services should be 
produced? 

Grade 4: E4-E5, 76, 79, 82, 180, 271, 386 

Grade 5 The United States: E4-E5, 6a, 19- 
22, 204-205, 618 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: E4-E5, 6a, 19- 22, 
204-205 

Grade 6:  E4-E5, 480-481 

 How will goods and services be produced? Grade 4: 76, 79, 82, 271 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 19-22, 204- 

205, 618 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 19-22, 204- 

205 

Grade 6: 480-481 

 Who will consume goods and services? Grade 4: E4-E5, 74, 76, 77, 79, 82, 84 

Grade 5 The United States: E4-E5, 6a, 6b, 
21, 19-22, 42, 203-204, 446-447, 618 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: E4-E5, 6a, 6b, 21, 
19-22, 42, 203-204, 446-447 

Grade 6: E4-E5, 480-481 

C.  Define measures of economic activity and 
relate them to the health of the economy. 

 Prices 

Grade 4: 74, 76, 77, 89 

Grade 5 The United States: 19, 103, 336d, 

340 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19, 103, 336d, 

340 

Grade 6:  543 

 Employment Grade 4: 76 

Grade 5 The United States: 19, 203-204, 

465, 644 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19, 203-204, 

465 

Grade 6:  E4-E5, 543 

 Output Grade 4: 27-28, 76, 251, 271, 274-275, 315 

Grade 5 The United States: 19-20, 203- 204, 465, 615 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19-20, 203- 
204, 465 
Grade 6:  E4-E5, 543 

D.  Explain the importance of expansion and 
contraction on individual businesses (e.g., 
gourmet food shops, auto repair shops, ski 
resorts). 

Grade 4: 76, 273, 397 

Grade 5 The United States: 254, 410, 465, 

539, 617, 644 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 254, 410, 465 
6.2 Markets and the Functions of Governments 



Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Describe market transactions in terms 
of goods, services, consumers and producers. 

Grade 4: 74, 76, 77, 79, 82, 88, 89, 267, 

271 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6c, 19, 21, 
203-204, 446-447 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6c, 19, 21, 
203-204, 446-447 

B. Describe the costs and benefits of 
competition to consumers in markets. 

Grade 4: 77, 280 

Grade 5 The United States: 19, 21, 446- 

447 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19, 21, 446-447 
C. Explain the function of money and its 
use in society. 

Grade 4: 73, 74, 75, 79, 89, 271 

Grade 5 The United States: 78-79, 79, 84, 

203, 340 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 78-79, 79, 84, 
203, 340 
Grade 6:  59, 248, 336, 375, 399 

D. Define economic institutions (e.g., 
banks, labor unions). 

Grade 4: 74 

Grade 5 The United States: 560c, 572-574 

Grade 6: 336, 480, 621 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 363 

Grade 6: 336, 480, 621 

E.   Explain how the interaction of buyers 
and sellers determines prices and quantities 
exchanged. 

Grade 4: 74, 77, 387 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6b, 19, 42, 

103, 179, 410, 617 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6b, 19, 42, 

103, 179, 410 

F. Describe how prices influence both 
buyers and sellers and explain why prices 
may vary for similar products. 

Grade 4: 74, 77 

Grade 5 The United States: 446-447 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 446-447 

Grade 6: 544 
G. Explain how taxes affect the price of 
goods and services. 

Grade 4: 58 

Grade 5 The United States: 265, 266e, 269, 
272, 279, 289, 341 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 265, 266e, 269, 

272, 279, 289, 341 
H. Describe the Pennsylvania and United 
States governments' roles in monitoring 
economic activities. 

Grade 4: 58, 76 

Grade 5 The United States: 321, 349, 660 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 321, 349 

Grade 6: 348 
I. Identify and describe public goods. Grade 5 The United States: 644 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 411 (Related 
material) 



J. Explain the cost and benefits of 
taxation. 

Grade 5 The United States: 265, 266e, 269, 
272, 289, 339, 341 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 265, 266e, 269, 

272, 289, 339, 341 

Grade 6:  49, 111, 199, 348, 375, 384, 457, 

467 

K. Explain how advertisements influence 
perceptions of the costs and benefits of 
economic decisions. 

Grade 4: 89, 209, 358 

Grade 5 The United States: 446-447 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 446-447 

Grade 6:  632 
L. Explain what an exchange rate is. Grade 4: 74 

Grade 5 The United States: 340 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 340 

Grade 6: 632 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Explain how scarcity influences choices 
and behaviors. 

• Personal decision-making 

Grade 4: 78 

Grade 5 The United States: 6c, 35-41, 42 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6c, 35-41, 42 

Grade 6: E4-E5 (Related material) • Family decision-making Grade 4: 272 

Grade 5 The United States: 6c, 35-41, 42 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6c, 35-41, 42 

• Community decision-making Grade 4: 282, 321, 411 

Grade 5 The United States: 6c, 35-41, 42 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6c, 35-41, 42 

Grade 6: 202-203, 228-229 
B. Explain how limited resources and 
unlimited wants cause scarcity. 

Grade 4: 89, 315, 321, 411 

Grade 5 The United States: 6c, 36, 41, 

114, 502, 627 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6c, 36, 41, 114, 
502 
Grade 6: 228-229, 375 

C. Describe the natural, human and 
capital resources used to produce a specific 
good or service. 

Grade 4: 28-29, 31, 34-35, 68-69, 76, 82, 

182-183, 315, 386, 387, 395 

Grade 5 The United States: 6c, 35-42, 74c, 
74d, 74e, 74f, 78, 83, 95, 98-99, 100f, 177, 
254, 539 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6c, 35-42, 74c, 
74d, 74e, 74f, 78, 83, 95, 98-99, 100f, 177, 
254 
Grade 6: 80 

D. Explain the costs and benefits of an 
economic decision. 

Grade 4: 76, 78, 89, 272, 282 

Grade 5 The United States: 21, 157, 447 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 21, 157, 447 



E. Define opportunity cost and describe 
the opportunity cost of a personal choice. 

Grade 4: 78, 88 

Grade 5 The United States: 21, 447 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 21, 447 

Grade 6: 228-229 
F. Explain how negative and positive 
incentives affect choices. 

Grade 4: 77, 89 

Grade 5 The United States: 19, 21, 157, 

254 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19, 21, 157, 
254 
Grade 6: 228-229 

6.4. Economic Interdependence 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Explain the advantages and Grade 4: 82 
disadvantages of specialization and division of Grade 5 The United States: 18, 52c, 52e, 
labor. 52f, 57, 67, 72, 203-204, 254 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 18, 52c, 52e, 
52f, 57, 67, 72, 203-204, 254 
Grade 6: 38-39 

B. Explain how specialization leads to Grade 4:  67, 82, 83, 85, 89, 127, 190, 258, 
more trade between people and nations. 266, 277, 395, 414 

Grade 5 The United States: 20, 30, 203- 
207, 254 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 20, 30, 203- 
207, 254 
Grade 6: 38-39, 58, 66, 94, 169, 220, 248, 
375, 385, 404, 408-409 

C. Identify and define imports, exports, Grade 4: 81-83 85, 88, 89, 92, 143, 145, 
inter-regional trade and international trade. 150, 265, 267, 405-406, 414-415, 418-419 

Grade 5 The United States: 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 5, 6b, 6c, 20, 
22, 30, 220c, 205-207, 254, 256, 340 
Grade 6:  111, 112, 127, 381, 444, 494, 
630-633 

D. Explain how the location of resources, Grade 4: 273 
transportation and communication networks, Grade 5 The United States: 28, 35, 78, 
and technology have affected Pennsylvania 176, 177, 200c, 200e, 200f, 205, 212, 214, 
economic patterns. 254 
• Agriculture (e.g., farms) Grade 5 Building a Nation: 28, 35, 78, 176, 

177, 200c, 200e, 200f, 205, 212, 214, 254 
• Forestry (e.g., logging) Grade 5 The United States: 35, 177, 200c, 

205 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 35, 177, 200c, 

205 
• Mining and mineral extraction (e.g., coal 

fields) 
Grade 4: 28, 115, 145 

Grade 5 The United States: 35 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 35 • Manufacturing (e.g., steel mills) Grade 4: 28, 70, 82, 84-85, 124, 143, 145, 
146 



Grade 5 The United States: 410-411, 564- 
565 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 410-411 

• Wholesale and retail (e.g., super 
stores, internet) 

Grade 4: 84-85 

Grade 5 The United States: 661 D.  Explain how specialization and trade lead Grade 4: 68, 81-83, 85, 88-89, 92, 265-266, 
to interdependence. 277, 325 

Grade 5 The United States: 20, 30, 203- 
207, 254 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 20, 30, 203- 
207, 254 
Grade 6:  39, 99, 110, 169, 248, 269, 313, 
336, 369, 391, 351 367, 383, 449, 630-633 

F. Explain how opportunity costs influence 
where goods and services are produced locally 
and regionally. 

Grade 4: 82, 83, 85, 88 

Grade 5 The United States: 5, 20, 205, 254 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 5, 20, 205, 254 G. Describe geographic patterns of 
economic activities in Pennsylvania. 

• Agriculture 

Grade 4: 27 

Grade 5 The United States: 35, 176-177, 

200c, 200e, 200f, 205, 212, 214 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 35, 176-177, 

200c, 200e, 200f, 205, 212, 214 
• Travel and tourism Grade 4: 107, 146, 154 

Grade 5 The United States: 211 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 211 • Mining and mineral extraction Grade 4: 28, 115, 145 

Grade 5 The United States: 35 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 35 • Manufacturing Grade 4: 28, 70, 143, 145, 146 

Grade 5 The United States: 410-411, 564- 

565 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 410-411 
• Wholesale and retail Grade 4: 146 

Grade 5 The United States: 19-21 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19-21 • Health services Grade 4: 143, 145 

Grade 5 The United States: 203, 211 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 203, 211 6.5. Work and Earnings 

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
A. Recognize that the availability of goods Grade 5 The United States: 22, 204, 212- 
and services is the result of work by members 213, 214, 230d, 254, 258 
of the society. Grade 5 Building a Nation: 22, 204, 212- 

213, 214, 230d, 254, 258 
Grade 6:  404, 431 

B. Explain the concept of labor 
productivity. 

Grade 5 The United States: 203-204 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 203-204 

Grade 6:  479 



C. Compare the number of employees at 
different businesses. 

Grade 5 The United States: 200c, 212-213 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200c, 212-213 

D. Explain how profits and losses serve as Grade 4: 76 
incentives. Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6b, 19, 

114, 212 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6b, 19, 114, 
212 
Grade 6:  487, 543 

E. Describe how people accumulate 
tangible and financial assets through income, 
saving and financial investment. 

Grade 4: 74 

Grade 5 The United States: 19, 21, 148, 

212, 321, 566 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 19, 21, 148, 

212, 321 
Grade 6:  431, 543 

F. Identify entrepreneurs in Pennsylvania. Grade 4: 132, 145, 147, 150, 155, 271, 
• Historical 273, 403, 407 

Grade 5 The United States: 6d, 21, 22, 81, 
444, 566 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6d, 21, 22, 81, 
444 

• Contemporary Grade 5 The United States: 5, 6a, 19 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 5, 6a, 19 G. Identify the costs and benefits of 
saving. 

• Piggy banks 

 

Taught in Grade 1: 105 and Grade 2: 

130 • Savings accounts  

Taught in Grade 2: 126 and Grade 3: 

287 • U.S. Savings Bonds Grade 5 The United States: 619 (Related 
Content) 

H. Describe why there is a difference 
between interest rates for saving and 
borrowing. 

Grade 4: 74 

Grade 5 The United States: 21 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 21 

    

Academic Standards For Geography 
 

7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 



A. Describe geographic tools and their 
uses. 

• Basis on which maps, graphs and 
diagrams are created 

Aerial and other photographs 

Grade 4: H8, 18, 292, R2-R3, R6-R7, R9, 
R14-R15 

Grade 5 The United States: H8-H9, 230d, 
245, 513, R1-R3, R7, R9, R14-R15 

• Aerial and other photographs Grade 5 Building a Nation: H8-H9, 230d, 
• Reference works 245, 513, R1-R3, R7, R9, R14-R15 

• Field observations 
• Surveys 

Grade 6: R2-R3 

Reference works 

Grade 4: 17, 32, 40, 50, 71, 110, 133, 159, 170, 189, 215, 239, 240, 245, 270, 281, 309, 
348, 382, 405, 413, 421 
Grade 5 The United States: 20, 43, 62, 68, 
77-78, 84, 89, 91, 95, 103, 107, 109, 136, 
137, 145, 150, 166, 181, 204-205, 211, 214, 
226, 378 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 20, 43, 62, 68, 
77-78, 84, 89, 91, 95, 103, 107, 109, 136, 
137, 145, 150, 166, 181, 204-205, 211, 214, 
226, 378 
Grade 6:  176-177, 199, 214, 220, 340-341, 
398, 562-563, 616-617 
Field observations 
Grade 4: H13, 16-17, 19, 20, 22, 110-111, 
173, 181, 234-235, 247, 309, 313, 381, 387, 
R9, R14-R15 
Grade 5 The United States: H12-H13, 26- 
27, 29, 32-33, 52d, 58-59, 73, 230d, 245, 
414-415, 427, 513, R7, R9, R14, R15 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H12-H13, 26- 
27, 29, 32-33, 52d, 58-59, 73, 230d, 245, 
414-415, 427, 513, R7, R9, R14, R15 
Grade 6:  H11, 104-105, 119, 353, 571, 656, 
R9, R12-R13 

continued Surveys 

Grade 4:  H21, 240-241, 253, 289, 413 Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 8-9, 12-13, 
378-379 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 8-9, 12-13, 
378-379 
Grade 6:  H21, 343, 396-397, 476, 490, 505, 
624, 631, 634-635, 655 

• Geographic representations to display 
spatial information 

• Absolute location 

Absolute location 

Grade 4: H15, 9, 16, 26, 37, 46, 72, 98, 

103, 104, 112, 125, 131, 136, 142, 164, 165, 

172, 178, 188, 194, 202, 210, 211, 231, 242, 
• Relative location 246, 255, 256, 276, 294, 299, 300, 308, 314, 
• Flows (e.g., goods, people, 323, 332, 338, 346, 367, 368, 378, 384, 394, 

traffic) 400, 403, 410 



• Topography 
• Historic events 

Grade 5 The United States: H13-H14, 53, 

54, 62, 63, 66, 75, 77, 101, 103, 111, 115, 

141, 155, 171, 201, 212, 230d, 231, 251, 
267, 288, 295, 296, 302, 305, 313, 314, 375, 
435, 438, 477, 479, 486, 491, 506, 507, 509, 
538, 542-543, 554, 556, 601, 608, 621, 629, 
638, 650, 652 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H13-H14, 53, 
54, 62, 63, 66, 75, 77, 101, 103, 111, 115, 
141, 155, 171, 201, 212, 230d, 231, 251, 
267, 288, 295, 296, 302, 305, 313, 314, 375 
Grade 6: H9, 26, 48, 54, 77, 78, 84, 92, 
100, 114, 121, 122, 126, 128, 136, 140, 
161, 168, 175, 185, 190, 196, 198, 207, 208, 
212, 218, 223, 245, 246, 252, 260, 263, 266, 
267, 282, 275, 276, 288, 298, 321, 322, 323, 
330, 334, 345, 346, 350, 356, 357, 360, 362, 
369, 374, 380, 391, 396, 406, 429, 431, 438, 
444, 456, 466, 474, 478, 485, 486, 519, 520, 
526, 541, 542, 567, 568, 576, 605, 614, 620, 
629, 636, 653, 654 

continued Relative location 

Grade 4: H12-H13, H15, 4-5, 11, 18, 22-23, 24-25, 35, 46, 72, 80, 98, 104, 112, 121, 
136, 142, 164, 165, 172, 173, 178, 188, 202, 
210, 215, 234, 242, 250, 256, 268, 276, 294, 
300, 308, 312, 314, 332, 338, 343, 346, 362, 
384, 394, 400 
Grade 5 The United States: H13, 26-27, 
29, 33, 54, 62, 76, 77, 82, 84, 89, 106, 134, 
177, 212, 216, 226, 230d, 234, 235, 244- 
245, 250, 269, 271, 288, 290, 296, 302, 305, 
341-342, 435, 438, 477, 479, 486, 491, 506, 
507, 509, 538, 542-543, 554, 556, 601, 608, 
621, 629, 638, 650, 652 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H13, 26-27, 29, 
33, 54, 62, 76, 77, 82, 84, 89, 106, 134, 177, 
212, 216, 226, 230d, 234, 235, 244-245, 
250, 271, 288, 290, 296, 302, 305, 341-342 
Grade 6:  H12, 13, 40, 48, 49, 54, 78, 84, 
92, 93, 100, 109, 114, 122, 124, 128, 132, 
136, 140, 162, 163, 168, 175, 186, 190, 198, 
201, 212, 214, 222, 246, 247, 252, 260, 263, 
277, 286, 288, 290, 298, 303, 322, 327, 330, 
334, 346, 348, 350, 356, 357, 360, 362, 370, 
374, 393, 396, 431, 457, 499, 520, 526, 529, 
546, 549, 558, 568, 576, 614, 617, 636, 637, 
639 
Flows 
Grade 4: 40, 105, 110-111, 133, 191, 195, 



234, 265, 281, 326, 333, 347, 351, 402 
Grade 5 The United States: 5, 102, 103, 
107, 114, 136, 137, 141, 147, 150, 166, 206, 
234, 242, 290, 305, 375 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 55, 102, 103, 
107, 114, 136, 137, 141, 147, 150, 166, 206, 
234, 242, 290, 305, 375 
Grade 6:  15, 58, 79, 109, 130, 142, 178, 
200, 303, 332, 373, 377, 383, 407, 409, 440, 
441, 448, 577 

continued Topography 

Grade 4: H13, 16-17, 98, 121, 160, 167, 170-171, 185, 294, 362, 372, R6-R7, R9, 
R14-R15 
Grade 5 The United States: H12-H13, 26- 
27, 29, 32, 62, 68, 77, 84, 89, 95, 205, 212- 
213, 244, 375, R6-R7, R9, R14-R15 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H12-H13, 26- 
27, 29, 32, 62, 68, 77, 84, 89, 95, 205, 212- 
213, 244, 375, R6-R7, R9, R14-R15 
Grade 6:  H11, 79, 101, 124, 130, 163, 186, 
187, 198, 200, 247, 277, 323, 347, 371, 393, 
R6-R7, R9, R12-R13, R15, R17, R18-R19, 
R14-R15 
Historic events 
Grade 4: 40-41, 191, 265, 279, 281, 326 
Grade 5 The United States: 148, 212-213, 
288, 290, 305, 317, 375, 435, 540, 550, 556, 
581, 608, 621, 629, 638, 650, 652 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 148, 212-213, 
288, 290, 305, 317, 375, 435 
Grade 6:  49, 57, 138, 142, 261, 263, 267, 
286, 290, 296, 300, 332, 348, 352, 357, 362, 
373, 377, 397, 407, 410, 436, 441, 446, 460, 
469, 488, 494, 499, 501, 522, 529, 535, 546, 
549, 586, 649, 569, 583, 586, 608, 610, 611, 
617, 622, 638, 645 

• Mental maps to organize an understanding of 
the human and physical features of 
Pennsylvania  and the homecounty 

Grade 4:  83, 144, 174, 279, 341, 402 

Grade 5 The United States: 30, 109, 113, 

114, 182, 212-213, 245, 291, 366, 401, 429, 

537, 601, 635 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 30, 109, 113, 
114, 182, 212-213, 245, 291, 366, 401, 429, 
537, 601, 635 
Grade 6: 38, 94, 200, 261, 337, 440, 577, 
662 



• Basic spatial elements for depicting the 
patterns of physical and human features 
• Point, line, area, location, 

distance, scale 

Grade 4: H8, H12, H13, H14, 11, 24-25, 40, 

86-87, 89, 105, 170-171, 173, 265, 279, 326, 

343, 401, 403, 409, 419 

Grade 5 The United States: H6, H12, H14, 
32-33, 68, 77, 84, 89, 136, 140-141, 177, 

• Map grids 230d, 242, 244-245, 305, 375, 378-379, 387, 
• Alpha-numeric system 512-513, 556, 656-657 
• Cardinal and intermediate 

directions 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H6, H12, H14, 

32-33, 68, 77, 84, 89, 136, 140-141, 177, 

230d, 242, 244-245, 305, 375, 378-379, 387, 
512-513 
Grade 6:  H6, H8-H10, H11, H12, H14, 49, 
82-83, 93, 101, 127, 132, 138, 166-167, 176, 
183, 188, 194-195, 198, 200, 220, 235, 247, 
258-259, 261, 267, 273, 277, 286, 300, 352, 
397, 486, 531, 637 

B. Describe and locate places and 
regions. 

• Coordinate systems (e.g., latitude and 
longitude, time zones) 

Grade 4: H11, H15, 54-55, 63, 408-409, 

419 

Grade 5 The United States: H6, H8, H11, 
H13, H14, 140-141, 148, 153, 191, 542-543, 

581, 656-657 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: H6, H8, H11, 
H13, H14, 140-141, 148, 153, 191 
Grade 6:  H8-H10, H15, 166-167, 188, 194- 
195, 205, 393, 412-413, 415, 446, 494, 502, 
583 

• Physical features 
• In the United States 

(e.g., Great Lakes, Rocky, Mountains, Great 
Plains) 

Grade 4:  H7, H13, 7, 8, 11, 12-15, 16-17, 

28–30, 32-33, 34, 98-99, 104-109, 160, 163- 

171, 226-227, 233, 242-244, 247, 294-295, 

303-304, 362-363, 368-375, 390 

Grade 5 The United States: H12-H13, H7, 

• In Pennsylvania (e.g., Coastal 6b, 25, 26-27, 28, 62, 78, 83, 89, 95, 183, 
Plain, Piedmont, Appalachians) 205 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: H12-H13, H7, 
6b, 25, 26-27, 28, 62, 78, 83, 89, 95, 183, 
205 



 Human features 
• Countries (e.g., United 

Kingdom, Argentina, Egypt) 
• Provinces (e.g., Ontario, 

Quebec, Nova Scotia) 
• Major human regions (e.g., 

Mid Atlantic, New England, Southwest) 
• States (e.g., California, 

Massachusetts, Florida) 
• Major cities (e.g., London, Los 

Angeles, Tokyo) 
• Counties (e.g., Lancaster, 

Lackawanna, Jefferson) 
• Townships (e.g., Dickinson, Lower 

Mifflin, Southampton) 

Countries 

Grade 4: 37, 65, 83, 105, 133, 144, 401, 

250, R4-R5, R8 

Grade 5 The United States: H12, 63, 100, 

110, 114, 133, 134, 142, 146, 148, 202, 267, 
R6-R7 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: H12, 63, 100, 

110, 114, 133, 134, 142, 146, 148, 202, 267, 
R6-R7 

Grade 6:  54, 57, 79, 93, 99, 101, 124, 138, 

142, 163, 170, 175, 195, 245, 250, 267, 286, 

290, 296, 300, 303, 323, 327, 332, 345, 352, 

357, 436, 446, 460, 469, 499, 502, 521, 526, 

531, 546, 549, 550, 552, 569, 583, 585, 610, 

617, 622, 638, 639, R4-R5 R8, R10- 
R11R14, R16 

States and Provinces 

Grade 4:  H6, H12-H13, H15, 4-5, 22, 86- 

89, 114, 105, 160, 160, 167, 173, 181, 185, 
217, 226, 234, 281, 294, 309, 326, 372, 381, 
387, 401, 403, 409, R10-R15 
Grade 5 The United States: H12-H13, 26- 
27, 29, 33, 75, 183, 201, 232, 235, 244, 246, 
296, 317, 378-379, 676, R12-R13 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H12-H13, 26- 
27, 29, 33, 75, 183, 201, 232, 235, 244, 296, 
317, 378-379, R12-R13 
Grade 6: 99, 114, 207, 214, 220, 431, 457 
Major human regions 
Grade 4: 4-5, 9, 11, 14, 160, 226, 250 
Grade 5 The United States: 26-27, 42, 76- 
77, 82, 84, 88, 89, 94, 95, 176-177, 201, 
240, 250, 338 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 26-27, 42, 76- 
77, 82, 84, 88, 89, 94, 95, 176-177, 201, 
240, 250, 338 
Grade 6:  109, 220, 357 
Counties 
Grade 5 The United States: 387 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 387 

continued Townships 

Grade 4: 86, 89, 167, 173, 195, 210, 231, 247, 255, 256, 267, 281, 309, 314, 323, 326, 
372, 403, 409, R12-R14 
Grade 5 The United States: 168, 244, 267, 
288, 295, 302, 314, 317, 338, 513 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 168, 244, 267, 
288, 295, 302, 314, 317, 338, 513 
Grade 6:  33, 38, 49, 57, 58, 77, 93, 110, 
212, 288, 429, 529 



Major cities 
Grade 4: 35, 54, 86, 89, 98, 144, 160, 167, 
173, 202, 210, 226, 255, 256, 276, 281, 291, 
294, 309, 314, 323, 332, 338, 346,362, 372, 
381, R12-R13 
Grade 5 The United States: 6b, 26-27, 28, 
53, 103, 106, 133, 142, 168, 183, 201, 202, 
210, 219, 216, 231, 232, 235, 244, 245, 267, 
268, 271, 278, 286, 288, 295, 296, 302, 314, 
337, 344, 352, 361, 638, 652, R4-R7 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6b, 26-27, 28, 
53, 103, 106, 133, 142, 168, 183, 201, 202, 
210, 219, 216, 231, 232, 235, 244, 245, 267, 
268, 271, 278, 286, 288, 295, 296, 302, 314, 
337, 344, 352, 361, R4-R7 
Grade 6:  33, 38, 49, 57, 58, 101, 109, 110, 
121, 122, 140, 170, 175, 195, 198, 220, 245, 
247, 258-259, 263, 275, 276, 277, 286, 288, 
296, 300, 303, 327, 328, 337, 345, 348, 357, 
360, 377 383, 407, 409, 410, 412, 455, 488, 
492, 519, 529, 541, 567, R8, R10, R14, R16 

• Ways in which different people view places 
and regions  (e.g., places to visit or to avoid) 

Grade 4: 30, 35, 96, 106-109, 123, 144, 

146, 154, 161, 164, 172-175, 185, 196, 212- 

213, 253, 268-269, 291, 296-297, 300, 303, 

307, 361, 365, 366, 391 411, 412, 415 

Grade 5 The United States: 578-582, 608- 
614, 636-641 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 476-479 
Grade 6:  614-618, 620-623 

• Community connections to other 
places 
• Dependence and 

interdependence 

Grade 4: H7, 68, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 88, 92, 

163, 198, 212, 234-235, 236-237, 252, 253, 

255, 257, 265-266, 268-269, 271, 277, 278, 

280-282, 284-285, 288-289, 325, 403, 413, 

416-417 

• Access and movement Grade 5 The United States: H7, 411, 412, 
414-415 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H7, 411, 412, 
414-415 
Grade 6:  H7, 89, 112, 169, 176, 177, 197, 
200, 205, 215, 220, 225, 248, 263, 278, 287, 
290, 330, 336, 338, 342, 343, 353, 367, 375, 
376-378, 382, 383, 389, 394, 404, 407-409, 
414, 418 

7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 
to. 
A. Describe the physical characteristics of Grade 4: H8, H9, H10, 12-13, 16-17, 19, 



places and regions. 20-21, 34, 105, 107, 108-109, 117, 120-121, 
• Components of Earth’s physical 122, 163, 167-168, 170, 182, 185, 220, 237, 

systems (e.g., clouds, storms, relief 238-239, 252, 301, 310-311, 369, 370-371, 
and elevation [topography], tides, 372-373, 374-375, 380-381, 390-391, R16- 
biomes, tectonic plates) R17 

Grade 5 The United States: H6-H7, H8, 
H12-H13, 5, 25, 28, 32-33, 37, 68, 107, 342, 
R16-R17 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H6-H7, H8, 
H12-H13, 5, 25, 28, 32-33, 37, 68, 107, 342, 
R16-R17 
Grade 6:  H11, 125, 164, 176, 182, 187, 
188, 191, 204, 209, 230, 235, 277, R20-R21 

• Comparison of the physical Grade 4:  H6, H7, 4-5, 8, 11, 12-13, 14-15, 
characteristics of different places 16-17, 19, 20-21, 22-23, 28, 30, 32-33, 34- 
and regions (e.g., soil, vegetation, 35, 92, 102-103, 104-105, 106-107, 108- 
climate, topography) 109, 112-113 114-115, 117-123, 159, 160- 

161, 167-169, 170-171, 174, 179-182 184- 
185, 212, 220, 229, 245, 247-248, 294-295, 
298-299, 308-311, 312-313, 320-321, 362- 
363, 365, 366, 369, 372-373, 379-383, 390, 
391, 412, 422 
Grade 5 The United States: H7, 5, 6c, 25, 
26-27, 29, 58-59, 177, 205 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H7, 5, 6c, 25, 
26-27, 29, 58-59, 177, 205 
Grade 6: H7, 36, 63, 75, 79, 93, 101-103, 
118, 123-127, 146-147, 150, 163-165, 183, 
184, 186-188, 205, 206, 208-211, 213, 223, 
230, 247, 277, 323, 324, 347, 362, 372, 385, 
388, 393-395, 415, 463 

• Climate types (e.g., marine west coast, Grade 4: 22-23, 180, 247, 309, 347, 379 
humid continental, tropical wet and dry) Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6c, 29, 58- 

59 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6c, 29, 58- 
59 
Grade 6:  101, 171, 209-211, 223, 231, 371, 
373, 394-395 

B. Describe the physical processes that 
shape patterns on Earth’s surface. 

• Earth-sun relationships (i.e., 
differences between equinoxes and 
solstices, reasons they occur and their 
relationship to latitude) 

Grade 4: H11 

Grade 5 The United States: H8 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H8 
Grade 6:  75, 81, 194-195 

• Climate influences (e.g., elevation, Grade 4: 39, 105, 167, 233, 243, 252 
latitude, nearby ocean currents) Grade 5 The United States: 52c, 52d, 52e, 

52f, 55, 57, 63, 72, 243, 245, 247, 252, 272 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 52c, 52d, 52e, 
52f, 55, 57, 63, 72, 243, 245, 247, 252, 272 
Grade 6:  H2, 14-15, 66, 75, 102, 214 



• Climate change, (e.g., global 
warming/cooling, desertification, glaciations) 

Grade 4: 39, 105, 167, 233, 243, 252 

Grade 5 The United States: 52c, 52d, 52e, 
52f, 55, 57, 63, 72, 243, 245, 247, 252, 272 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 52c, 52d, 52e, 
52f, 55, 57, 63, 72, 243, 245, 247, 252, 272 
Grade 6:  H2, 14-15, 66, 75, 102, 214 

• Plate tectonics Grade 4: H8, 16 

Grade 5 The United States: 55 (Related 
Content) 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 55 (Related 
Content) 

Grade 6: 123 

• Hydrologic cycle Grade 4: 20-21, 105, 174, 229, 233, 243, 

247, 252, 309, 365, 382-383 

Grade 5 The United States: 63 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 63 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 
to. 
A. Describe the human characteristics of Grade 4: H12, 43, 213, 240, 241, 253, 411, 
places and regions by their population 413 
characteristics. Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 8-9, 12-13, 
• Spatial distribution, size, density and 26, 115, 172, 179, 211, 345, 347, 360d, 376, 

demographic characteristics of population at 378-379, 387, 443, 445, 465, 466 
the county and state level. Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 8-9, 12-13, 

26, 115, 172, 179, 211, 345, 347, 360d, 376, 
378-379, 387, 443, 445, 465, 466 
Grade 6:  H13, 125, 127, 178, 269, 340-341, 
384, 476, 634, 654-659, 673 

• Causes of human movement Grade 4: 39, 67-69, 146, 151, 212, 257, 
• Mobility (e.g., shopping, 350-351, 416-417 

commuting, recreation) Grade 5 The United States: 51, 52c, 52d, 
• Migration models (e.g., 52e, 52f, 55, 57, 72, 122, 411, 412-413, 376, 

push/pull factors, barriers to migration) 613, 617 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 51, 52c, 52d, 
52e, 52f, 55, 57, 72, 122, 411, 412-413, 376 
Grade 6:  14-16, 27, 137, 176, 223, 269, 
372, 373, 394, 407-409, 656-657 

B. Describe the human characteristics of Grade 4: 43, 53, 214-215, 258-259, 260- 
places and regions by their cultural 261, 267, 336-337, 394, 396-397, 419 
characteristics. Grade 5 The United States: 8-9, 80, 85, 91, 
• Ethnicity of people at the county and 97, 107, 136, 166-167, 200d, 211, 241, 313 

state levels (e.g., customs, celebrations, Grade 5 Building a Nation: 8-9, 80, 85, 91, 
languages, religions) 97, 107, 136, 166-167, 200d, 211, 241, 313 

Grade 6:  18–23, 26–29, 40–46, 48–53, 54– 
59, 81, 84–90, 92–95, 106–112, 114–117, 
128–134, 136–139, 140–143, 165, 168–173, 



174–180, 190–193, 196–201, 202–203, 
218–221, 222–224, 249, 252–253, 254, 
260–264, 266–271, 276–279, 282–287, 
288–292, 294–297, 298–304, 326–328, 329, 
330–333, 334–338, 339–340, 346–349, 
356–359, 360–363, 374–378, 380–385, 
396–398, 399, 401, 404, 406–411, 416, 465, 
557, 579, 585, 656 

• Spatial arrangement of cultures creates 
distinctive landscapes (e.g., cultural regions 
based on languages, customs, religion, 
building styles as in the Pennsylvania German 
region) 

Grade 4: 39, 43, 258-259, 268-269, 325, 

395, 422 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 7, 26, 52d, 

52e, 56, 63, 64, 65, 67, 71, 74c, 74d, 74e, 

74f, 75, 89-90, 95-96, 99, 148, 218, 289 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 7, 26, 52d, 

52e, 56, 63, 64, 65, 67, 71, 74c, 74d, 74e, 
74f, 75, 89-90, 95-96, 99, 148, 218, 289 
Grade 6:  52, 164-165, 214, 247, 249, 250, 
268, 273, 324-325, 361, 402-403, 416 

C. Describe the human characteristics of 
places and regions by their settlement 
characteristics. 

• Current and past settlement 
patterns in the local area 

Grade 4: 33, 71, 132, 143, 145-146, 151 

Grade 5 The United States: 62, 74c, 77, 

84, 89, 91, 95, 159, 177, 211-213, 227, 243, 

378-379, 440, 513 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 62, 74c, 77, 84, 

89, 91, 95, 159, 177, 211-213, 227, 243, 

378-379, 440, 513 

• Factors that affect the growth and 
decline of settlements (e.g., immigration, 
transportation development, depletion of 
natural resources, site and situation) 

Grade 4: 33, 69, 143, 145-146, 151, 163, 

211, 225, 253, 257, 265-269, 270, 277, 280- 

281, 288, 302, 315, 321, 339, 342-343, 347, 

403-405, 411-413, 419 

Grade 5 The United States: 5, 6a, 28, 62, 

74c, 77, 83-84, 89, 91, 95, 159, 162, 165, 
177, 230e, 234, 243, 440 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 5, 6a, 28, 62, 
74c, 77, 83-84, 89, 91, 95, 159, 162, 165, 
177, 230e, 234, 243, 440 
Grade 6:  38, 79, 80, 125, 127, 150, 173, 
176-177, 178, 179, 247, 249, 250, 299, 300- 
304, 313, 324-325, 343, 347, 349, 381, 385, 
394, 399, 410-411, 476, 656-659 



D. Describe the human characteristics of 
places and regions by their economic 
activities. 

• Spatial distribution of economic activities 
in the local area (e.g., patterns of 
agriculture, forestry, mining, retailing, 

Grade 4: 26, 28, 33, 70-71, 115, 117, 123, 

124, 143, 145-146, 268-269 

Grade 5 The United States: 28, 205, 375 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 28, 205, 375 

Grade 6: 542-547, 630-633 (Related material) 
manufacturing, services) 

• Factors that influence the location and spatial 
distribution of economic activities (e.g., 
market size for different types of business, 
accessibility, modes of transportation used to 
move people, goods and materials) 

Grade 4: 27-28, 33, 70, 113-115, 117, 120- 

121, 143, 145-146, 151, 172-173, 180-181, 

236-237, 247-249, 253, 268-269, 298, 303, 

316-317, 338, 339, 347, 385-386, 391, 405, 

406, 411, 412 

Grade 5 The United States: 28, 95, 177, 

243 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 28, 95, 177, 
243 
Grade 6:  39, 80, 125, 176, 213, 278, 323, 
347, 372, 394 

 Spatial distribution of resources and 
their relationship to population 
distribution 

• Historical settlement patterns and 
natural resource use (e.g., 
waterpower sites along the Fall Line) 

 Natural resource-based industries 
(e.g., agriculture, mining, fishing, 

forestry) 

Grade 4:  27-29, 67, 68-69, 70-71, 105, 113- 

115, 116-118, 145, 163, 167-169, 180-184, 

189, 211, 245, 257, 268-269, 297, 303, 315, 

320, 327, 342, 369, 386, 387, 388, 394, 402- 

403, 405, 412 

Grade 5 The United States: 20, 28, 35, 62, 

74c, 77, 83-84, 89, 91, 95, 159, 177, 204- 

205, 212-213, 214, 230e, 234, 243, 440 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 20, 28, 35, 62, 

74c, 77, 83-84, 89, 91, 95, 159, 177, 204- 
205, 212-213, 214, 230e, 234, 243, 440 
Grade 6:  38, 79, 80, 125, 127, 247, 375, 
377, 381, 383, 385, 394, 395, 476, 486-487 

E. Describe the human characteristics of 
places and regions by their political activities. 

• Spatial pattern of political units in 
Pennsylvania 

Grade 4: 14, 34 

Grade 5 The United States: 179, 183, 210- 

211, 216, 296 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 179, 183, 210- 

211, 216, 296 

• Functions of political units (e.g., 
counties, municipalities, townships, school 
districts, PA General Assembly districts 
(House and Senate), U.S. Congressional 
districts, states) 

Grade 4: 48-49 

Grade 5 The United States: 15, 349, 363 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15, 349, 363 

7.4  The Interactions Between People and Places 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 



A. Describe the impacts of physical 
systems on people. 

• How people depend on, adjust to and 
modify physical systems on a regional scale 
(e.g., coastal industries, development of 
coastal communities, flood control) 

Grade 4: H7, 19, 102, 105, 110-111, 117, 

120, 154, 248, 249, 285, 302, 347-348, 386 

Grade 5 The United States: H7, 6b, 28, 55, 

62-63, 89, 98 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: H7, 6b, 28, 55, 

62-63, 89, 98 

Grade 6:  H7, 36, 63, 102, 127, 171-172, 

187, 219, 231, 248, 314, 338, 347, 357, 367, 
381, 394-395 

• Ways in which people adjust to life in 
hazard-prone areas (e.g., California and 
earthquakes, Florida and hurricanes, 
Oklahoma and tornadoes) 

Grade 4: 174-175, 272, 309 

Grade 5 The United States: 58-59, 63, 621 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 58-59, 63 

Grade 6:  36, 66, 75, 81, 102, 125, 213, 

214, 223, 231, 233, 337, 361 
B. Describe the impacts of people on 
physical systems. 

• Changing spatial patterns on Earth's 
surface that result from human activities (e.g., 
lake desiccation as in the Aral Sea, 
construction of dikes, dams and storm surge 
barriers in the Netherlands, designation of 
state parks and forests throughout 
Pennsylvania) 

Grade 4: H6-H7, 106, 109118, 123, 145, 

160, 165, 173, 179, 218, 238-239, 244, 248, 

252, 272, 292, 297, 304, 347, 349, 370-371, 

386, 390, 423 

Grade 5 The United States: H6-H7, 37, 39, 

89, 621 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: H6-H7, 37, 39, 

89 

Grade 6: H6-H7, 384, 394-395, 477, 661- 

667, 672, 677 

• Ways humans adjust their impact on 
the habitat (e.g., Endangered Species Act, 
replacement of wetlands, logging and 
replanting trees) 

Grade 4: 23, 28-29, 109, 118, 123, 145, 

179, 182, 248, 252, 272, 304, 349, 386, 388, 

412 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 36, 38, 40- 

41, 42, 270, 357, 661-667, 673 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 36, 38, 40- 
41, 42, 270, 357 
Grade 6:  357, 661-667, 673 

Academic Standards For History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 

to. . . 
A. Understand chronological thinking and 
distinguish between past, present and future 
time. 

• Calendar time 

Grade 4: TR15-TR28 (Related material) 
Grade 5 The United States: TR23-TR36 
(Related material) 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: TR23-TR36 
(Related material) 

Grade 6: 24, 75, 81, 165, 172, 183, 337; 

also see Calendar Activities TR19-TR32 



• Time lines Grade 4: 38, 44, 71, 84, 130, 133, 134-135, 

136, 138, 140, 150-151, 188, 192, 194, 199, 202, 216, 264-265, 266, 276, 284-285, 324, 
332, 337, 338, 343, 346, 348, 352-353, 400, 
418-419 

continued Grade 5 The United States: 47, 49, 54, 57, 

60, 64, 66, 69, 72, 76, 82, 88, 94, 99, 100d, 102, 104, 106, 109, 110, 115, 116-117, 119, 
127, 129, 134, 138, 142, 146, 150, 153, 156, 
164, 167, 168, 173, 176, 182, 187, 195, 197, 
202, 210, 216, 220, 224, 227, 232, 236, 240, 
243, 246, 251, 253, 260, 263, 268, 273, 282, 
286, 291, 293, 296, 300, 302, 308, 314, 319, 
322, 331, 333, 338, 343, 344, 350, 352, 359, 
362, 366, 370, 376, 380, 384, 387, 397, 426, 
457, 464, 470, 488, 492, 506, 516, 522, 532, 
546, 554, 568, 586, 602, 616, 632, 642, 668, 
678, 682 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 47, 49, 54, 57, 
60, 64, 66, 69, 72, 76, 82, 88, 94, 99, 100d, 
102, 104, 106, 109, 110, 115, 116-117, 119, 
127, 129, 134, 138, 142, 146, 150, 153, 156, 
164, 167, 168, 173, 176, 182, 187, 195, 197, 
202, 210, 216, 220, 224, 227, 232, 236, 240, 
243, 246, 251, 253, 260, 263, 268, 273, 282, 
286, 291, 293, 296, 300, 302, 308, 314, 319, 
322, 331, 333, 338, 343, 344, 350, 352, 359, 
362, 366, 370, 376, 380, 384, 387, 397, 426, 
457 
Grade 6:  H19, 3, 5, 10, 18, 24-25, 26, 30- 
31, 34, 39, 40, 46, 48, 53, 54, 59, 63, 67, 71, 
73, 78, 84, 90, 92, 95, 97, 106, 110-111, 
114, 117, 119, 128, 147, 155, 157, 168, 174, 
180, 183, 190, 193, 196, 201, 205, 212, 215, 
218, 221, 222, 224, 231, 239, 241, 246, 252, 
256, 260, 264, 266, 273, 276, 282, 288, 297, 
298, 304, 307, 315, 317, 326, 328, 330, 333, 
334, 338, 343, 346, 349, 350, 355, 356, 359, 
360, 362, 366-367, 370, 373, 380, 389, 396, 
398, 400, 406, 415, 423, 425, 430, 434, 438, 
442, 444. 449, 453, 456, 462, 466, 470, 474, 
478-479, 483, 486, 492, 496,498, 503, 505, 
513, 515, 520, 524-525, 526, 534, 537, 539, 
542, 547, 548, 558, 561, 565, 568, 571, 576, 
580, 582, 587, 591, 595, 599, 601, 606, 609, 



612, 614, 620, 621, 623, 627, 630, 636, 641, 
644, 646, 649, 651, 654, 660, 664, 667, 668, 
671, 673, R29-R40 

• People and events in time Grade 4: 36, 41, 45, 53, 64, 65, 101, 124, 

128, 129, 131, 132, 135, 136-138, 139, 140, 143, 147, 148-149, 36, 65, 186, 193, 254, 
384 
Grade 5 The United States: 10, 23, 31, 39, 
40-41, 48-49, 52, 57, 60, 64, 65, 66, 69, 70- 
71, 72-73, 74, 76, 80, 81, 82, 83, 85, 88, 91, 
92-93, 94, 97, 98-99, 100, 102, 104, 105, 
106, 109, 110, 115, 118-119, 128-129, 132, 
134, 138, 142, 145, 146, 150, 151, 152-155, 
154, 155, 156, 162, 163, 164, 167, 168, 173, 
176, 182, 183, 184-185, 186-187, 196-197, 
200, 202, 207, 210, 214, 215, 216, 220, 221, 
224, 227, 230, 236, 237, 238-239, 240, 243, 
246, 251, 252-253, 262-263, 266, 273, 274- 
275, 276, 282, 283, 286, 291, 292-293, 294, 
302, 309, 310, 319, 322-323, 332-333, 337, 
343, 350, 351, 352, 360, 367, 376, 380, 384, 
385, 396-39, 407, 421, 497, 575, 623 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 10, 23, 31, 39, 
40-41, 48-49, 52, 57, 60, 64, 65, 66, 69, 70- 
71, 72-73, 74, 76, 80, 81, 82, 83, 85, 88, 91, 
92-93, 94, 97, 98-99, 100, 102, 104, 105, 
106, 109, 110, 115, 118-119, 128-129, 132, 
134, 138, 142, 145, 146, 150, 151, 152-155, 
154, 155, 156, 162, 163, 164, 167, 168, 173, 
176, 182, 183, 184-185, 186-187, 196-197, 
200, 202, 207, 210, 214, 215, 216, 220, 221, 
224, 227, 230, 236, 237, 238-239, 240, 243, 
246, 251, 252-253, 262-263, 266, 273, 274- 
275, 276, 282, 283, 286, 291, 292-293, 294, 
302, 309, 310, 319, 322-323, 332-333, 337, 
343, 350, 351, 352, 360, 367, 376, 380, 384, 
385, 396-39, 407, 421, 497 

continued Grade 6:  4-5, 8, 32, 43-44, 47, 49-51, 53, 

55-57, 64-65, 72-73, 76, 87, 90, 91, 95, 110, 111, 113, 120, 133, 135, 141, 156-157, 160, 
176, 178, 180, 181, 197, 198, 201-203, 206, 
225, 235, 240-241, 244, 255, 257, 262, 266- 
269, 274, 285, 288-289, 293, 295, 296, 299, 
301, 305, 315, 316-317, 320, 327-329, 336, 
339, 344, 351, 352, 368, 376-377, 379, 390, 
397-398, 400, 407, 424-425, 427, 428, 430, 
432-433, 434, 436, 439, 441, 442, 443, 454, 
460, 462, 463, 471, 475, 479, 484, 495, 497, 
514-515, 518, 531, 533, 536-537, 540, 541, 



544-547, 549, 551, 555, 560, 566, 568-572, 
577-580, 581, 585, 600-601, 604, 607, 611- 
612, 613, 618, 619, 628, 640, 642, 643, 652, 
654, 655, 661 

• Patterns of continuity and change Grade 4: 41, 64, 72, 118, 187, 192, 197, 

243, 258-259, 263, 277, 280-281, 302, 303, 324, 328, 335, 397, 404 
Grade 5 The United States: 8, 10, 16, 63, 
91, 74c, 80, 85, 111, 115, 144, 172, 199, 
211, 216, 277, 282, 416–420, 421, 422, 
464–467, 470–474, 476–482, 546–552, 
554–557, 568–574, 642–648 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 8, 10, 16, 63, 
91, 74c, 80, 85, 111, 115, 144, 172, 199, 
211, 216, 277, 282, 416–420, 421, 422, 
464–467, 470–474, 476–482 
Grade 6: 19-23, 64, 126, 187, 192, 197, 
223, 243, 254, 258-259, 263, 277, 280-281, 
297, 301, 324, 358, 446, 500, 501, 524-525, 
535, 539, 544, 608, 617, 646, 647, 649, 669 

• Sequential order Grade 4: 100-101, 104, 105, 119, 126, 129, 

130, 131, 133, 141, 143, 145, 148, 193, 194, 266 
Grade 5 The United States: 106, 108, 109, 
112, 117, 130-131, 132c, 135, 136, 137, 
138, 139, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 150, 
151, 154f, 157, 165, 166, 180, 181, 186, 
203, 240, 242, 243, 249, 288, 289, 302, 308, 
339, 347, 350, 354, 357, 373, 383, 440, 472, 

Continued 495, 507, 534, 538, 539, 540, 541, 546, 547, 

552, 554, 555, 557, 562, 563, 565, 567, 570, 580, 581, 611, 639, 652, 659, 660, 664, 684 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 106, 108, 109, 
112, 117, 130-131, 132c, 135, 136, 137, 
138, 139, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 150, 
151, 154f, 157, 165, 166, 180, 181, 186, 
203, 240, 242, 243, 249, 288, 289, 302, 308, 
339, 347, 350, 354, 357, 373, 383, 440, 472, 
495, 507 
Grade 6:  6-7, 10, 11, 14, 16, 18, 23, 28, 36, 
38, 48, 50, 52, 53, 61, 62, 80, 87, 108, 135, 
171, 176, 191, 195, 197, 202, 237, 270, 296, 
301, 303, 318-319, 322, 325, 326, 332, 341, 
346, 348, 349, 355, 361, 365, 366, 376, 387, 
396, 397, 398, 410, 439, 457, 495, 498, 531, 
535, 550, 572, 577, 578, 580, 584, 607, 608, 
613, 621, 625, 670 

• Context for events Grade 4: 37, 37, 38, 66, 72, 80, 124, 125, 

130, 136, 142, 187, 194, 210, 264, 268, 276, 



338, 393, 400 
Grade 5 The United States: 6, 14, 18, 24, 
34,53, 54, 60, 66, 75, 76, 82, 88, 94, 102, 
106, 110, 133, 134, 142, 146, 155, 156, 164, 
168, 176, 201, 202, 210, 216, 224, 231, 232, 
240, 246, 267, 268, 276, 286, 295, 296, 302, 
314, 337, 338, 344, 352, 361-362, 370, 380, 
402, 401, 408, 416, 424-425, 429, 463, 491, 
537, 561, 601, 635 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6, 14, 18, 24, 
34,53, 54, 60, 66, 75, 76, 82, 88, 94, 102, 
106, 110, 133, 134, 142, 146, 155, 156, 164, 
168, 176, 201, 202, 210, 216, 224, 231, 232, 
240, 246, 267, 268, 276, 286, 295, 296, 302, 
314, 337, 338, 344, 352, 361-362, 370, 380, 
402, 401, 408, 416, 424-425, 429, 463, 491 

continued Grade 6:  9, 10, 18, 26, 33, 34, 40, 48, 54, 

77, 92, 100, 106, 114, 121, 122, 128, 136, 140, 161, 162, 168, 174, 185, 186, 207, 208, 
245, 252, 260, 275, 276, 282, 321, 322, 326, 
330, 334, 345, 346, 350, 356, 360, 369, 370, 
374, 380, 391, 392, 396, 400, 406, 429, 430, 
438, 444, 455, 456, 466, 474, 478, 485, 486, 
492, 498, 519, 520, 526, 530, 534, 541, 548, 
567, 576, 582, 605, 606, 620, 629, 630, 636, 
644 

B. Explain and analyze historical sources. 

• Literal meaning of a historical passage 

Grade 4: 2-3, 23, 41,  53, 91, 96-97, 118, 

132, 158-159, 244,  261, 278, 292-293, 319, 

326, 329, 330-331, 351, 353, 357, 360-361, 
416-417 
Grade 5 The United States: 16, 37, 93, 
103, 135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 
182, 184, 185, 189, 206, 209, 214, 215, 221, 
227, 235, 241, 249, 269, 270, 275, 279, 281, 
282, 285, 288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 316, 
346, 348, 350, 353, 366, 367, 406, 407, 418, 
423, 424-425, 436, 441, 445, 467, 474, 482, 
487, 496, 503, 511, 521, 541, 552, 557, 567, 
574, 582, 605, 614, 622, 630, 641, 648, 655, 
667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 37, 93, 103, 
135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 182, 



184, 185, 189, 206, 209, 214, 215, 221, 227, 
235, 241, 249, 269, 270, 275, 279, 281, 282, 
285, 288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 316, 346, 
348, 350, 353, 366, 367, 406, 407, 418, 423, 
424-425, 436, 441, 445, 467, 474, 482, 487, 
496, 503, 511, 521 
Grade 6: 14, 37, 43, 52, 65, 91, 111, 116, 
137, 181, 229, 253, 270, 284, 286, 289, 291, 
293, 295, 305, 308, 328, 329, 331, 335, 339, 
352 353, 358, 363, 379, 383, 399, 401, 407, 
409, 410, 431, 437, 440, 443, 457, 458, 459, 
463, 471, 477, 487, 495, 499, 500, 501, 523, 
530, 533, 536, 547, 549, 550, 552, 559, 561, 
569, 570, 577, 586, 589, 607, 609, 611, 623, 
640, 642, 646, 647, 648, 655, 661 

• Data in historical and contemporary 
maps, graphs and tables 

Grade 4: 19, 20, 40, 54, 134, 173, 240-241, 

253, 334, 372, 408-409, 413 

Grade 5 The United States: 8-9, 12-13, 20, 
52d, 58-59, 73, 136, 159, 161, 171, 181, 
183, 204, 205, 211, 225, 248, 250, 278, 288, 
290, 305, 317, 435, 443, 465, 466, 493, 519, 
570, 647, 686, 688, 690 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 8-9, 12-13, 20, 
52d, 58-59, 73, 136, 159, 161, 171, 181, 
183, 204, 205, 211, 225, 248, 250, 278, 288, 
290, 305, 317, 435 
Grade 6: H13, 24-25, 104-105, 170, 263, 
296, 300, 340-341, 412-413, 476, 490-491, 
524-525, 562-563, 565, 624, 634-635, 658- 
659 

• Author or historical source Grade 4: 45, 53, 139, 147, 193, 207, 267, 

273, 283, 305, 329, 330-331, 349, 389, 407 Grade 5 The United States: 23, 31, 39, 65, 
81, 105, 151, 163, 183, 215, 221, 237, 283, 
301, 309, 351, 367, 385, 407, 421, 424-425, 
584-585, 587 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 23, 31, 39, 65, 
81, 105, 151, 163, 183, 215, 221, 237, 283, 
301, 309, 351, 367, 385, 407, 421, 424-425 
Grade 6:  44, 47, 51, 91, 113, 135, 181, 
203, 225, 257, 265, 305, 329, 364-365, 367, 
386-387, 379, 389, 399, 443, 463, 497, 533, 
555, 581, 613, 619, 624-625, 626 



• Multiple historical perspectives Grade 4: 176, 195, 330-331 

Grade 5 The United States: 234, 250, 260, 

277, 308 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 234, 250, 260, 

277, 308 

Grade 6: 16, 119, 651 
• Visual evidence Grade 4: 16-17, 32-33, 76, 110-111, 114, 

123, 140-141, 171, 176-177, 181, 235, 274- 275, 315, 334, 344-345, 374-375, 382, 387, 
398-399 
Grade 5 The United States: 7, 70, 78, 139, 
212, 213, 238, 312,416, 424, 427, 377, 514, 
544, 615 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 7, 70, 78, 139, 
212, 213, 238, 312,416, 424, 427, 377, 514 
Grade 6:  12, 85, 86, 226, 270, 354, 475, 
556, 661, 670 

• Mathematical data from graphs and 
tables 

Grade 4:  20, 25, 53, 55, 83, 86-87, 135, 

171, 215, 240, 248, 250, 285, 309, 313, 382, 

413 
Grade 5 The United States: 8, 12-13, 22, 
33, 58-59, 78, 117, 136, 182, 244, 278, 282, 
290, 316, 317, 342, 347, 375, 376, 406, 410, 
443, 465, 466, 493, 570, 647, 680 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 8, 12-13, 22, 
33, 58-59, 78, 117, 136, 182, 244, 278, 282, 
290, 316, 317, 342, 347, 375, 376, 406 
Grade 6:  82, 85, 104, 127, 164-165, 170, 
187, 194, 220, 226, 261, 340, 412, 423, 562- 
563, 624, 657 

C. Explain the fundamentals of historical 
interpretation. 

• Difference between fact and opinion 

Grade 4: 85, 208-209, 213, 217, 221, 351, 

353, 389, 419 

Grade 5 The United States: 36, 81, 89, 

174, 153, 154d, 174, 187, 223, 234, 237, 

239, 274-275, 291, 303, 308, 309, 339, 432, 
444, 450, 581, 583, 585, 643, 645, 660 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 36, 81, 89, 174, 
153, 154d, 174, 187, 223, 234, 237, 239, 
274-275, 291, 303, 308, 309, 339, 432, 444, 
450 
Grade 6:  113, 139, 200, 202, 213, 216-217, 
268, 328, 337, 363, 367, 398 437, 450-451, 



461, 464, 587, 612, 651 

• Multiple points of view Grade 4: 23, 41, 47, 90, 138, 139, 145, 

195, 199, 238-239, 258-259, 282, 285, 290, 303, 315, 326, 330-331, 337, 348, 350, 371, 
383, 388, 411, 415, 421 
Grade 5 The United States: 11, 38, 80, 
150, 169, 173, 219, 221, 222-223, 223, 227, 
238, 234, 243, 250, 260, 269, 274-275, 277, 
285, 289, 297, 298, 310-311, 315, 318, 339, 
368-369 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 11, 38, 80, 150, 
169, 173, 219, 221, 222-223, 223, 227, 238, 
234, 243, 250, 260, 269, 274-275, 277, 285, 
289, 297, 298, 310-311, 315, 318, 339, 368- 
369 
Grade 6:  16, 119, 204, 216-217, 228-229, 
255, 273, 290, 343, 363, 367,389, 446, 450- 
451, 470, 483, 536, 539, 544, 586, 588, 589, 
592, 609, 619, 651, 667, 675 

• Illustrations in historical stories Grade 4: 39, 47, 68-69, 148-149, 204, 259, 

268-269, 334, 399, 403 Grade 5 The United States: 78, 87, 90, 96, 
108, 172, 188, 212, 270, 349, 424-425 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 78, 87, 90, 96, 
108, 172, 188, 212, 270, 349, 424-425 
Grade 6: H4, H16, 137, 233, 465, 496, 500, 
527 

• Causes and results Grade 4: 40, 43, 115, 117, 132, 137, 142, 

143. 146, 190, 191, 196, 198, 204, 228-229, 232-233, 235, 237, 238, 242, 245, 246, 249, 
252, 257, 258, 259, 264, 266, 268, 267, 269, 
271, 272, 276, 277, 280, 281, 282, 284, 315, 
321, 324, 326, 327, 328, 333, 337, 342, 348, 
395, 401, 404 
Grade 5 The United States: 10, 21, 28, 38, 
40, 55, 57, 63, 67, 82, 84, 85, 103, 104, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 121, 138, 150, 157 160, 161, 
164, 167, 169, 170, 172, 180, 184, 197, 206, 
212, 215, 217, 218, 220, 235, 236, 238, 242, 
246, 247, 251, 264, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 

continued 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, 286, 287, 291, 296, 

297, 299, 300, 303, 304, 305, 308, 310, 315, 342, 343, 348, 354, 367, 372, 373, 380, 381, 
382, 384, 405, 409, 411, 413, 417, 418, 419, 



421, 431, 435, 443, 451, 465, 472, 474, 477, 
479, 480, 481, 486, 495, 497, 500, 501, 502, 
505, 507, 509, 510, 517, 520, 521, 539, 540, 
547, 548, 549, 551, 552, 555, 556, 563, 564, 
566, 569, 572, 573, 577, 578, 579, 580, 588, 
603, 604, 609, 611, 612, 613, 617, 618, 619, 
621, 623, 626, 627, 637, 639, 643, 644, 646, 
652, 653, 654, 661, 680, 689 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 10, 21, 28, 38, 
40, 55, 57, 63, 67, 82, 84, 85, 103, 104, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 121, 138, 150, 157 160, 161, 
164, 167, 169, 170, 172, 180, 184, 197, 206, 
212, 215, 217, 218, 220, 235, 236, 238, 242, 
246, 247, 251, 264, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 
276, 277, 279, 280, 282, 286, 287, 291, 296, 
297, 299, 300, 303, 304, 305, 308, 310, 315, 
342, 343, 348, 354, 367, 372, 373, 380, 381, 
382, 384, 405, 409, 411, 413, 417, 418, 419, 
421, 431, 435, 443, 451, 465, 472, 474, 477, 
479, 480, 481, 486, 495, 497, 500, 501, 502, 
505, 507, 509, 510, 517, 520, 521 
Grade 6:  H15, 21, 27, 34, 41, 64, 79, 86, 
89, 94, 95, 101, 110, 115, 117, 123, 132, 
133, 142, 164, 165, 169, 177, 180, 181, 188, 
193, 197, 198, 199, 201, 215, 217, 224, 225, 
228, 248, 249, 263, 264, 266, 269, 271, 284, 
285, 286, 296, 298, 299, 301, 323, 331, 334, 
335, 336, 338, 339, 347, 349, 353, 356, 357, 
359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 371, 373, 379, 382, 
383, 385, 392, 393, 394, 395, 402, 404, 406, 
407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 416, 431, 435, 439, 
440, 443, 447, 457, 468, 469, 471, 473, 475, 
477, 479, 487, 488, 492, 495, 499, 500, 503, 
520, 521, 523, 526, 528, 530, 534-535, 536, 
537, 538, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 
550, 551, 552, 554, 545, 546, 547, 548, 550, 
551, 552, 554, 558, 559, 561, 568, 569, 570, 
571, 572, 573, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 
582, 583, 585, 587, 589, 593, 615, 616, 617, 

continued 621, 522, 630, 631, 637, 638, 645, 656, 

659,660, 661, 662, 663, 665, 666 
• Author or source of historical narratives Grade 4: H16, 2, 23, 41, 53, 91, 96, 118, 

132, 244, 292-293, 319, 326, 330-331, 353, 360, 376-377, 416 
Grade 5 The United States: 16, 37, 93, 
103, 135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 
182, 184, 185, 189, 206, 209, 214, 215, 221, 
227, 235, 241, 249, 269, 270, 275, 279, 281, 
282, 285, 288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 316, 
346, 348, 350, 353, 366, 367, 407, 418, 423, 



424-425, 432, 437, 439, 456–457, 467, 469, 
471, 475, 478, 481, 483, 489, 497, 498, 500, 
504, 508, 510, 511, 519, 530–531, 548, 551, 
553, 555, 556, 563, 569, 572, 575, 576, 577, 
583, 584, 594–595, 610, 612, 620, 621, 622, 
623, 626, 627, 628, 631, 638, 640, 644, 645, 
646, 647, 649, 651, 659, 660, 662, 666, 667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 16, 37, 93, 103, 
135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 182, 
184, 185, 189, 206, 209, 214, 215, 221, 227, 
235, 241, 249, 269, 270, 275, 279, 281, 282, 
285, 288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 316, 346, 
348, 350, 353, 366, 367, 407, 418, 423, 424- 
425 
Grade 6: 2-3, 14, 37, 43, 52, 65, 79, 91, 
111, 116, 137, 181, 229, 253, 270, 284, 286, 
289, 291, 293, 295, 305, 308, 328, 329, 331, 
335, 339, 352, 353, 358, 363, 379, 383, 399, 
401, 407, 409, 410, 431, 437, 440, 443, 457, 
458, 459, 463, 471, 477, 487, 495, 499, 500, 
501, 523, 530, 533, 536, 547, 549, 550, 552, 
559, 561, 569, 570, 577, 586, 589, 599, 607, 
609, 611, 621, 623, 640, 642, 646, 647, 648, 
651, 655, 661 

D. Describe and explain historical 
research. 

• Historical events (time and place) 

Grade 4: 57, 68, 101, 128, 134, 138, 140, 

141, 155, 174, 191, 195, 201, 204, 217, 221, 

222, 262, 266, 278, 280, 290, 357, 413, 421, 

423 

Grade 5 The United States: 56, 69, 85, 86- 
87, 127, 159, 162, 167, 174-175, 208-209, 
222-223, 242, 248, 261, 273, 275, 280, 319, 
356-357, 359, 393, 424-425, 436, 441, 445, 
467, 474, 482, 487, 496, 503, 511, 521, 541, 
552, 557, 567, 574, 582, 605, 614, 622, 630, 
641, 648, 655, 667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 56, 69, 85, 86- 
87, 127, 159, 162, 167, 174-175, 208-209, 
222-223, 242, 248, 261, 273, 275, 280, 319, 
356-357, 359, 393, 424-425, 436, 441, 445, 
467, 474, 482, 487, 496, 503, 511, 521 
Grade 6:  4, 10, 16, 17, 111, 115, 176, 261, 
296, 301, 316, 319, 326, 331, 346, 349, 351, 



367, 376, 389, 396, 398, 416, 424, 437, 442, 
461, 462, 495, 496, 499, 501, 525, 536, 545, 
547, 565, 571, 575, 580, 582, 583, 584, 596, 
599, 609, 621, 638, 646, 648, 651, 671 

• Facts, folklore and fiction Grade 4: H2, H5, 1h, 4, 17, 30, 41, 42, 49, 

74, 75, 93, 95h, 98, 106-107, 115, 139, 152, 153, 155, 157h, 160, 179, 183, 193, 196, 
197, 206, 207, 218-219, 221, 223h, 226, 
236, 248, 250, 271, 283, 289, 291h, 294, 
303, 305, 307, 310, 312, 315, 326, 331, 345, 
354, 355, 357, 359h, 362, 373, 385, 389, 
395, 399, 407, 413, 420, 421, 423 
Grade 5 The United States: H19, 1h, 9, 20, 
23, 26, 31, 37, 45h, 48, 64, 70, 79, 91, 93, 
105, 116, 120-121, 128, 135, 137, 147, 150, 
159, 166, 172, 180, 181, 188-189, 193h, 
196, 204, 219, 221, 237, 254-255, 259h, 
262, 275, 282, 283, 287, 289, 301, 307, 317, 
329h, 332, 349, 350, 371, 374, 396h, 396, 
407, 414, 419, 421, 423, 439, 475, 500, 504, 
508, 519, 525, 548, 551, 556, 610, 612, 620, 
622, 626, 638, 644, 647, 651, 660, 665 

continued Grade 5 Building a Nation: H19, 1h, 9, 20, 

23, 26, 31, 37, 45h, 48, 64, 70, 79, 91, 93, 105, 116, 120-121, 128, 135, 137, 147, 150, 
159, 166, 172, 180, 181, 188-189, 193h, 
196, 204, 219, 221, 237, 254-255, 259h, 
262, 275, 282, 283, 287, 289, 301, 307, 317, 
329h, 332, 349, 350, 371, 374, 396h, 396, 
407, 414, 419, 421 
Grade 6:  H2, 1h, 4, 14, 38, 39, 44, 46, 47, 
51, 64-65, 67, 69h, 72, 83, 87, 91, 105, 107, 
110, 113, 132, 135, 141, 148-149, 151, 
153h, 156, 171, 180, 181, 195, 203, 217, 
218, 225, 232-233, 235, 237h, 240, 251, 
253, 254, 257, 262, 264, 265, 276, 286, 292, 
305, 308, 313h, 316, 329, 336, 339, 348, 
351, 359, 373, 376, 379, 399, 403, 405, 416- 
417, 419, 421h, 424, 432, 443, 448, 461, 
463, 471, 497, 507, 511h, 514, 528, 532, 
533, 536, 546, 555, 571, 573, 581, 583, 584, 
588, 595, 597h, 600, 613, 617, 619, 632, 
638, 642, 643, 645, 648, 666, 674-675, 677 

• Historical questions Grade 4: H16-H20, 4, 49, 57, 98, 106, 128, 

141, 155, 160, 174, 195, 197, 225, 226, 243, 268-269, 294, 326, 362, 376 



Grade 5 The United States: H20, 38, 43, 
56, 64, 69, 74d, 80, 86-87, 90, 165, 127, 
204, 208-209, 220, 227, 230d, 243, 258, 
275, 300, 339, 356-357, 359, 377, 424-425, 
436, 441, 445, 467, 474, 482, 487, 496, 503, 
511, 521, 541, 552, 557, 567, 574, 582, 605, 
614, 622, 630, 641, 648, 655, 667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: H20, 38, 43, 
56, 64, 69, 74d, 80, 86-87, 90, 165, 127, 
204, 208-209, 220, 227, 230d, 243, 258, 
275, 300, 339, 356-357, 359, 377, 424-425 
Grade 6: H22, 4, 17, 111, 137, 144-145, 
151, 158, 179, 228, 296, 309, 324, 341, 357, 
367, 381, 424, 442, 514, 575, 580, 616, 622, 
625, 633, 647, 660 

• Primary sources Grade 4: 2-3, 23, 41, 53, 91, 96-97, 118,132, 
158-159, 244, 261, 278, 292-293, 319, 
326, 329, 330-331, 351, 353, 357, 360-361, 
416-417 
Grade 5 The United States: 2-3, 16, 21, 37, 
40, 41, 46-47, 79, 93, 103, 125h, 126-127, 
135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 182, 
184, 185, 189, 194-195, 206, 209, 214, 215, 
217, 221, 227, 235, 238-239, 241, 249, 260- 
261, 266d, 269, 270, 274-275, 279, 281, 
282, 285, 287-288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 
312-313, 316, 343, 346, 348, 350, 353, 366, 
371, 406, 407, 418, 424-425, 432, 437, 439, 
456–457, 467, 469, 471, 475, 478, 481, 483, 
489, 497, 498, 500, 504, 508, 510, 511, 519, 
530–531, 548, 551, 553, 555, 556, 563, 569, 
572, 575, 576, 577, 583, 584, 594–595, 610, 
612, 620, 621, 622, 623, 626, 627, 628, 631, 
638, 640, 644, 645, 646, 647, 649, 651, 659, 
660, 662, 666, 667 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 2-3, 16, 21, 37, 
40, 41, 46-47, 79, 93, 103, 125h, 126-127, 
135, 149, 158, 160, 163, 171, 172, 175, 182, 
184, 185, 189, 194-195, 206, 209, 214, 215, 
217, 221, 227, 235, 238-239, 241, 249, 260- 
261, 266d, 269, 270, 274-275, 279, 281, 
282, 285, 287-288, 290, 299, 301, 304, 309, 
312-313, 316, 343, 346, 348, 350, 353, 366, 
371, 406, 407, 418, 424-425 
Grade 6:  2-3, 14, 29, 37, 43, 50, 52, 70-71, 
80, 85, 91, 111, 116, 137, 154-155, 181, 
203, 216, 226-227, 228-229, 238-239, 248, 



255, 256, 257, 265, 270, 280-281, 284, 286, 
289, 291, 293, 295, 307, 314-315, 328, 329, 
331, 335, 339, 352, 353, 354, 358, 363, 379, 
383, 389, 399, 401, 407, 409, 410, 412h, 
422-423, 431, 437, 440, 443, 457, 458, 459, 
463, 471, 472-473, 476, 477, 483, 487, 488, 
495, 499, 500, 501, 512-513, 523, 527, 528, 
530, 536, 547, 549, 550, 552, 559, 561, 569, 
570, 571, 573, 577, 579, 586, 588-589, 
597h, 598-599, 607, 609, 611, 619, 623, 
639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 646, 647, 648, 655, 
661 

• Secondary sources Grade 4: 118, 140-141, 274-275, 330-
331,344-345 
Grade 5 The United States: 70-71, 139, 
238-239, 312-313, 377, 424-425 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 70-71, 139, 
238-239, 312-313, 377, 424-425 
Grade 6:  12, 86, 226-227, 270, 280-281, 
354, 534, 556-557, 670 

• Conclusions (e.g., simulations, group 
projects, skits and plays) 

Grade 4: 28, 45, 47, 60-61, 73, 78, 84, 91, 

93, 94, 107, 109, 128, 133, 140, 141, 144, 

145, 148, 153, 156, 174, 176, 180, 199, 213, 
219, 221, 222, 251, 261, 269, 287, 290, 307, 
329, 334, 350, 353, 355, 357, 358, 369, 375, 
388, 403, 421, 423, 424 
Grade 5 The United States: 43-47, 85, 97, 
109, 115, 120, 123, 124, 189, 192, 213, 243, 
258, 285, 289, 308, 327, 328, 339, 365, 391 
345, 350, 392, 454, 528, 592, 676 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 43-47, 85, 97, 
109, 115, 120, 123, 124, 189, 192, 213, 243, 
258, 285, 289, 308, 327, 328, 339, 365, 391 
345, 350 
Grade 6:  61, 67, 68, 109, 116, 117, 125, 
126, 151, 152, 172, 177, 179, 181, 189, 191, 
192, 193, 197, 202, 213, 228, 235, 236, 290, 
311, 312, 327, 337, 351, 376, 381, 384, 404, 
419, 420, 461, 487, 509, 510, 524, 543, 545, 
575, 586, 596, 639, 640, 643, 647, 648, 675, 
677, 678 

8.2 Pennsylvania History 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
analyze cultural, economic, geographic, political and social relations to 



A. Identify and explain the political and 
cultural contributions of individuals and groups 
to Pennsylvania history from Beginnings to 
1824. 

• Inhabitants (e.g., Native Americans, 
Europeans, Africans) 

Grade 4: 129, 269 

Grade 5 The United States: 10-11, 179 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 10-11, 179 

Grade 6: 224-225, 234 

• Military Leaders (e.g., Anthony Wayne, 
Oliver H. Perry, John Muhlenberg) 

Grade 4: 198 

Grade 5 The United States: 249, 382-
383Grade 5 Building a Nation: 249, 382-383 

 • Political Leaders (e.g., William Penn, 
Hannah Penn, Benjamin Franklin) 

Grade 4: 131, 15, 154, 269 

Grade 5 The United States: 6, 154d, 179, 

181, 183, 221, 228, 298, 300, 316, 319, 323, 340-344 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6, 154d, 179, 
181, 183, 221, 228, 298, 300, 316, 319, 323, 
340-344 

• Cultural and Commercial Leaders (e.g., 
Robert Morris, John Bartram, Albert Gallatin) 

Grade 4: 3 

Grade 5 The United States: 200d, 200f, 214, 
219, 210-211, 221, 228, 280 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200d, 200f, 
214, 219, 210-211, 221, 228, 280 

• Innovators and Reformers (e.g., 
Society of Friends, Richard Allen, Sybilla 
Masters) 

Grade 4: 200 

Grade 5 The United States: 218, 221, 
228,409-413 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 218, 221, 228, 
409-413 
Grade 6: 661 

B. Identify and explain primary 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites 
important in Pennsylvania history from 
Beginnings to 1824. 

Grade 5 The United States: 206, 219, 316, 

347, 350 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 206, 219, 316, 

347, 350 
• Documents, Writings and Oral 

Traditions (e.g., Charter of Privileges, The 
Gradual Abolition of Slavery Act of 1780, 
Letters from a Pennsylvania Farmer) 

• Artifacts, Architecture and Historic 
Places (e.g., Conestoga Wagon, 
Pennsylvania rifle, Brig Niagara) 

Grade 4: 66, 68, 144, 146 

Grade 5 The United States: 183, 208-209, 
211, 216-217, 297, 402 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 183, 208-209, 



211, 216-217, 297, 402 

C. Identify and explain how continuity and 
change have influenced Pennsylvania history 
from the Beginnings to 1824. 

• Belief Systems and Religions (e.g., 
Native Americans, Quakers) 

Grade 4: 129 

Grade 5 The United States: 74c, 74e, 74- 
80, 154d, 179, 181, 183, 185, 200c, 200d, 

211, 218, 228 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 74c, 74e, 74- 
80, 154d, 179, 181, 183, 185, 200c, 200d, 

211, 218, 228 

• Commerce and Industry (e.g., iron 
production, sailing, fur trade) 

Grade 4: 124, 154, 268-269 

Grade 5 The United States: 200c, 200d, 
200e, 200f, 202-205, 211 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200c, 200d, 
200e, 200f, 202-205, 211 

• Innovations (e.g., steam boat, 
Conestoga Wagon) 

Grade 4: 66, 68, 84-85, 135 

Grade 5 The United States: 211, 278, 409- 

413 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 211, 278, 409- 
413 

• Politics (e.g., The Mason-Dixon Line, 
Pennsylvania’s acquisition and detachment of 
the “lower three counties,” movements of 
State capital) 

Grade 4: 154 

Grade 5 The United States: 297-300, 345 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 297-300, 345 
• Settlement Patterns (e.g., native 
settlements, Westward expansion, 
development of towns) 

Grade 4: 41-43, 68, 124, 143 

Grade 5 The United States: 28, 74c, 77,179, 
200d, 200e, 200f, 211-212, 228-229, 

256, 280, 372-373 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 28, 74c, 77, 
179, 200d, 200e, 200f, 211-212, 228-229, 
256, 280, 372-373 

• Social Organization (e.g., trade and 
development of cash economy, African 
Methodist Episcopal Church founded, schools 
in the colony) 

Grade 4: 129 

Grade 5 The United States: 200d, 200e, 200f, 
203-207, 211-212, 214, 216-217, 219, 220, 
228-229 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200d, 200e, 
200f, 203-207, 211-212, 214, 216-217, 219, 
220, 228-229 



• Transportation (e.g., trade routes, 
turnpikes, post roads) 

Grade 4: H7, 106 

Grade 5 The United States: 200d, 206-207, 
228, 256, 412, 413 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200d, 206-207, 
228, 256, 412, 413 

• Women’s Movement  (e.g., voting 
qualifications, role models) 

Grade 4: 138-139, 154 

Grade 5 The United States: 17, 200d, 214, 

404, 419 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 17, 200d, 214, 
404, 419 

D. Identify and explain conflict and 
cooperation among social groups and 
organizations in Pennsylvania history from 
Beginnings to 1824. 

• Domestic Instability (e.g., religious 

Grade 4: 200 

Grade 5 The United States: 183, 249, 269- 

282 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 183, 249, 269- 
282 

diversity, toleration and conflicts, incursion of 
the Iroquois) 

• Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., 
Penn’s Treaties with Indians, the Underground 
Railroad, the abolition of slavery) 

Grade 4: 222 

Grade 5 The United States: 179, 206-207, 
225, 418 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 179, 206-207, 
225, 418 

• Labor Relations (e.g., indentured 
servants, working conditions) 

Grade 4: 222 

Grade 5 The United States: 161, 200c, 
200d, 200e, 200f, 202-204, 228-229 Grade 5 Building a Nation: 161, 200c, 
200d, 200e, 200f, 202-204, 228-229 

• Immigration (e.g., Germans, Irish) Grade 4: 42-43, 44, 103, 132-133, 154, 222 
Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6c, 6d, 8, 
10-11, 42, 211 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6c, 6d, 8, 
10-11, 42, 211 

• Military Conflicts (e.g., Dutch, Swedish 
and English struggle for control of land, 
Wyoming Massacre, The Whiskey Rebellion) 

Grade 4: 131, 197, 222 

Grade 5 The United States: 247-251, 252-
253, 317 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 247-251, 252- 
253, 317 

8.3  United States History 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
analyze cultural, economic, geographic, political and social relations to… 



A. Identify and explain the political and 
cultural contributions of individuals and groups 
to United States history from Beginnings to 
1824. 

Grade 4: 36, 38-44, 126-129, 150, 189-193, 

195-196, 198-199, 216-217, 221, 257, 268- 

269, 302, 320, 325, 333, 334-335, 337, 356- 

357, 401, 423 
• Native Americans, Africans and 
Europeans Grade 5 The United States: 61-64, 74c, 74d, 

74e, 74f, 76-80, 82-86, 88-91, 95-97, 
100f, 154c, 154d, 154e, 154f, 157, 160-162, 
163, 164-167, 169, 170, 181, 186-187, 190, 
234, 241-242, 306, 310, 314-315, 374-375, 
385, 391, 424-425 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 61-64, 74c, 
74d, 74e, 74f, 76-80, 82-86, 88-91, 95-97, 
100f, 154c, 154d, 154e, 154f, 157, 160-162, 
163, 164-167, 169, 170, 181, 186-187, 190, 
234, 241-242, 306, 310, 314-315, 374-375, 
385, 391, 424-425 
Grade 6:  27, 213-215, 219-221, 224-225, 
234 

• Political Leaders (e.g., John Adams, 
Thomas Jefferson, John Marshall) 

Grade 4: 42, 90, 131, 150, 190, 197, 198, 

203, 216, 221, 259, 269, 278 

Grade 5 The United States: 221, 228, 274- 
275, 282, 296-301, 319, 335, 336d, 336f, 
340, 341, 344, 345, 351, 355, 360d, 353, 
360c, 363-364, 366, 368-369, 370, 373, 382- 
383 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 221, 228, 274- 
275, 282, 296-301, 319, 335, 336d, 336f, 
340, 341, 344, 345, 351, 355, 360d, 353, 
360c, 363-364, 366, 368-369, 370, 373, 382- 
383 
Grade 6: 646 

• Military Leaders (e.g. George 
Washington, Meriwether Lewis, Henry Knox) 

Grade 4: 42, 278 

Grade 5 The United States: 266d, 281, 283, 
286-287, 290-291, 302-308, 316-318, 360c, 374-375, 382-384 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 266d, 281, 283, 
286-287, 290-291, 302-308, 316-318, 360c, 
374-375, 382-384 

• Cultural and Commercial Leaders (e.g., 
Paul Revere, Phyllis Wheatley, John Rolfe) 

Grade 4: 267, 289 

Grade 5 The United States: 21, 200d, 200f, 
210-211, 215, 219, 221, 222, 228, 266d, 



278, 307, 309, 327, 341, 360c, 360e, 365, 
367, 383, 391 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 21, 200d, 200f, 
210-211, 215, 219, 221, 222, 228, 266d, 
278, 307, 309, 327, 341, 360c, 360e, 365, 
367, 383, 391 

• Innovators and Reformers (e.g., 
Ann Hutchinson, Roger Williams, Junipero 
Serra) 

Grade 4: 138-139, 200-201 

Grade 5 The United States: 6d, 21, 23, 28,31, 
36, 37, 39, 40-41, 92-93, 184-185, 186, 

200d, 213, 215, 218, 219, 221, 228, 236- 
237, 274-275, 409-413 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6d, 21, 23, 28, 
31, 36, 37, 39, 40-41, 92-93, 184-185, 186, 
200d, 213, 215, 218, 219, 221, 228, 236- 
237, 274-275, 409-413 

B. Identify and explain primary 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites 
important in United States history from 
Beginnings to 1824. 

• Documents (e.g., Mayflower Compact, 
Northwest Ordinance, Washington’s Farewell 
Address) 

Grade 4: 131-132, 144, 197 

Grade 5 The United States: 2-3, 6a, 6b, 6c, 
17, 154d, 170, 173, 300, 319, 335, 336c, 

336d, 336e, 336f, 337, 342-343, 348, 354, 

360f, 383, 391, 419, 424-425 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 2-3, 6a, 6b, 6c, 
17, 154d, 170, 173, 300, 319, 335, 336c, 

336d, 336e, 336f, 337, 342-343, 348, 354, 

360f, 383, 391, 419, 424-425 
Grade 6: 472-473 

• 18th Century Writings and 
Communications (e.g., Paine’s Common 
Sense; Franklin’s “Join, or die,” Henry’s “Give 
me liberty or give me death”) 

Grade 5 The United States: 125h, 135, 
200e, 206, 219, 270, 282, 274-275, 282, 

294c, 294e, 298, 316, 353, 391, 424-425 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 125h, 135, 200e, 
206, 219, 270, 282, 274-275, 282, 

 
294c, 294e, 298, 316, 353, 391, 424-425 
Grade 6:  472-473 (Related material) 

• Historic Places (e.g., Cahokia Mounds, 
Spanish Missions, Jamestown) 

Grade 4: 144, 196-197, 216-217, 277, 289 

Grade 5 The United States: 15, 61-63, 

100f, 154c, 154e, 154-155, 156, 159-161, 
211, 217, 218, 271, 365, 366, 371, 383 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 15, 61-63, 100f, 
154c, 154e, 154-155, 156, 159-161, 211, 
217, 218, 271, 365, 366, 371, 383 
Grade 6: 219-221 

C. Explain how continuity and change has 
influenced United States history from 
Beginnings to 1824. 

• Belief Systems and Religions (e.g., 
impact on daily life, colonial government 
established religions, communal sects) 

Grade 4: 41, 44, 189, 265, 334-335, 401 

Grade 5 The United States: 5, 61, 63, 79, 

88, 90, 96, 131, 154, 154e, 154f, 169-170, 

172-173, 174-175, 178-179, 180, 183, 184 - 

185, 187, 200c, 200d, 228, 417 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 5, 61, 63, 79, 

172-173, 174-175, 178-179, 180, 183, 184 - 
185, 187, 200c, 200d, 228, 417 



Grade 6: 221, 234 
• Commerce and Industry (e.g., fur trade, 
development of cash crops) 

Grade 4: 143, 258, 264-269, 271, 278, 401, 

405 

Grade 5 The United States: 131, 136, 165, 
200c, 200d, 200e, 200f, 202-205, 211, 212- 
213, 230d, 230e, 234, 241 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 131, 136, 165, 
200c, 200d, 200e, 200f, 202-205, 211, 212- 
213, 230d, 230e, 234, 241 

• Innovations (e.g., cotton gin, Whitney; 
wooden clock, Banneker; stove, Franklin) 

Grade 4: 135 

Grade 5 The United States: 23, 31, 200d, 

211, 215, 332, 365, 367, 371, 409-413, 414- 
415, 446 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 23, 31, 200d, 
211, 215, 332, 365, 367, 371, 409-413, 414- 
415, 446 
Grade 6: 479 

• Politics (e.g., Hamilton’s defense of 
John Peter Zenger, The Great Compromise, 
Marbury v. Madison) 

Grade 4: 13 

Grade 5 The United States: 219, 222, 

266c, 266d, 266e, 266f, 270-273, 278, 297- 

300, 347, 349, 363-364, 391 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 219, 222, 266c, 
266d, 266e, 266f, 270-273, 278, 297-300, 
347, 349, 363-364, 391 

• Settlement Patterns (e.g., frontier 
settlements, slave plantation society, growth 
of cities) 

Grade 4: 41-42, 44, 67-68, 132, 143, 196, 

198-199, 266, 269-270, 280, 334, 337 Grade 5 
The United States: 74c, 77, 84, 

89, 95, 131, 159, 164-167, 169, 170, 172, 
178, 179, 180, 182, 200d, 211, 212-213, 
214, 228-229, 230c, 230d, 230e, 230f, 233, 
234, 236, 237, 243, 252-253, 271, 335, 
360c, 372-373, 376, 390, 435 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 74c, 77, 84, 89, 
95, 131, 159, 164-167, 169, 170, 172, 178, 
179, 180, 182, 200d, 211, 212-213, 214, 
228-229, 230c, 230d, 230e, 230f, 233, 234, 
236, 237, 243, 252-253, 271, 335, 360c, 
372-373, 376, 390, 435 

• Social Organization (e.g., community 
structure on the frontier, cultural and language 
barriers) 

Grade 4: 127, 190, 302, 270, 325, 334-335 

Grade 5 The United States: 200c, 200d, 203-
204, 211, 212-213, 214, 216-217, 219, 

228-229, 234 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200c, 200d, 
203-204, 211, 212-213, 214, 216-217, 219, 

228-229, 234 



• Transportation and Trade (e.g., 
methods of overland travel, water 
transportation, National Road) 

Grade 4: 68, 143, 198, 234-237, 265, 277- 

278, 279, 280 

Grade 5 The United States: 200d, 206-207, 
228, 230c, 230e, 230f, 234, 241-243, 252, 
360c, 374-376, 411, 412, 414-415 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 200d, 206-207, 
228, 230c, 230e, 230f, 234, 241-243, 252, 
360c, 374-376, 411, 412, 414-415 

• Women’s Movement (e.g., roles and 
changing status of women, Margaret Brent’s 
vote, soldier Deborah Sampson) 

Grade 4: 138-139 

Grade 5 The United States: 17, 200d, 213, 

215, 228, 266d, 272, 294f, 307, 309, 323, 

409, 419 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 17, 200d, 213, 
215, 228, 266d, 272, 294f, 307, 309, 323, 
409, 419 

D. Identify and explain conflict and 
cooperation among social groups and 
organizations in United States history from 
Beginnings to 1824. 

• Domestic Instability (e.g., Salem Witch 
Trials, Shays Rebellion, religious persecution) 

Grade 4: 128, 268-269 

Grade 5 The United States: 85, 91, 200c, 
200d, 200e, 200f, 227, 230c, 230e, 235, 

265, 266c, 266d, 266e, 266f, 269, 282, 292-
293, 326, 335, 336c, 336d, 336f, 341, 360f 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 85, 91, 200c, 
200d, 200e, 200f, 227, 230c, 230e, 235, 

265, 266c, 266d, 266e, 266f, 269, 282, 292- 
293, 326, 335, 336c, 336d, 336f, 341, 360f 

• Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., 
cooperation between and among Native 
Americans and European settlers, slave 
uprisings, “Colored” troops in the Revolution) 

Grade 4: 128-130, 136, 137, 190-191, 196, 

198-199, 200-201, 205-207, 208, 258, 265- 

266, 269, 285, 325, 334-335 

Grade 5 The United States: 84, 136, 149, 

157, 160, 161, 168, 170-171, 173, 180, 

200c, 200d, 200e, 200f, 206-207, 213, 224- 
227, 229, 230c, 236, 241, 242, 251, 294c, 
294e, 294f, 306, 310, 323, 374-375, 381, 
385, 405-406, 418, 466 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 84, 136, 149, 
157, 160, 161, 168, 170-171, 173, 180, 
200c, 200d, 200e, 200f, 206-207, 213, 224- 
227, 229, 230c, 236, 241, 242, 251, 294c, 
294e, 294f, 306, 310, 323, 374-375, 381, 
385, 405-406, 418, 466 
Grade 6:  216-217, 449, 508 

• Labor Relations (e.g., early union 
efforts, 10-hour day, women’s role) 

Grade 4: 70-71 

Grade 5 The United States: 161, 200c, 200d, 
200e, 200f, 202-204, 228, 424-425 



Grade 5 Building a Nation: 161, 200c, 
200d, 200e, 200f, 202-204, 228, 424-425 
Grade 6:  474-477, 478-481 (Related 
material) 

• Immigration and Migration 
(e.g., western settlements, Louisiana 
Purchase, European immigration) 

Grade 4: 41-43, 68, 132-133, 191, 196-197 

Grade 5 The United States: 6a, 6c, 6d, 10- 
11, 42, 165-167, 169, 170, 172, 234-236, 

375-376, 547-549 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 6a, 6c, 6d, 10- 
11, 42, 165-167, 169, 170, 172, 234-236, 
375-376, 547-549 
Grade 6:  444-446 (Related material) 

• Military Conflicts (e.g., French and 
Indian War, American Revolutionary War, War 
of 1812) 

Grade 4: 128, 131, 151, 190, 197, 327 

Grade 5 The United States: 158, 230c, 230d, 
230e, 230f, 235, 246-251, 252-253, 

260-261, 265, 266c, 266d, 266e, 266f, 287- 
293, 294c, 294d, 294e, 294f, 315-318, 322- 
323, 326-327, 335, 336c, 341, 360c, 360d, 
360e, 380-384, 386-387 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 158, 230c, 
230d, 230e, 230f, 235, 246-251, 252-253, 
260-261, 265, 266c, 266d, 266e, 266f, 287- 
293, 294c, 294d, 294e, 294f, 315-318, 322- 
323, 326-327, 335, 336c, 341, 360c, 360d, 
360e, 380-384, 386-387 
Grade 6: 456-458 

8.4 World History 
Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to 
realize his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
analyze cultural, economic, geographic, political and social relations to 
A. Identify and explain how individuals 
and groups made significant political and 
cultural contributions to world history. 

• Africa (e.g., Nelson Mandela, Desmond 
Tutu, F. W. de Klerk, Pieter Botha, African 
National Congress) 

Grade 5 The United States: 100c, 100e, 
100f, 100, 107-109, 118-119, 122, 311 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 100c, 100e, 
100f, 100, 107-109, 118-119, 122, 311 

Grade 6:  84-91, 93-97, 250, 373, 375-379, 

381-385, 388-389, 500-501, 607-609, 613, 

619, 626-627 

• Americas (e.g., Pizarro, Atahualpa, 
Aztecs, Incas, Montezuma, Cortez) 

Grade 4: 398 

Grade 5 The United States: 66-69, 72-73, 142- 

145, 403 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 66-69, 72-73, 142- 
145, 403 



Grade 6: 27, 131, 154-155, 159, 164-165, 169- 
173, 174-180, 181, 182, 189, 191, 197-201, 205, 
211-215, 219-221, 223-225, 231, 234, 235, 456- 
463, 475, 479-481, 482-483, 496, 560, 564-565, 
569-570, 583-587, 640, 642, 647-648, 650, 661, 
670 

• Asia (e.g., Tokugawa Ieyasu, Toyotomi 
clan, shogun Iemitsu, Commodore Perry, 
daimyo) 

Grade 5 The United States: 100c, 100d, 
100e, 100f, 100, 103-105, 118-119, 122 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 100c, 100d, 
100e, 100f, 100, 103-105, 118-119, 122 Grade 6:  37-39, 41-47, 49-53, 54-59, 62- 
63, 64-65, 66-67, 107-113, 114-117, 118- 
119, 129-135, 137-139, 140-143, 146-147, 
150, 267, 271, 272-273, 294-296, 313h, 321, 
327-329, 331-333, 342-343, 348-349, 351- 
353, 361-363, 366-367, 577-581, 584, 590- 
591, 597h, 610-612, 615-519, 640-642, 650- 
651, 655, 671 

• Europe (e.g., Pope Leo X, John Calvin, 
John Wesley, Martin Luther, Ignatius of 
Loyola) 

Grade 4: 40-41, 132, 302, 333, 401 

Grade 5 The United States: 100c, 100d, 
100e, 100f, 100, 102-103, 111-115, 118- 

119, 122, 131, 132d, 132e, 132f, 135, 137, 
138, 141, 142-145, 146-150, 151, 152-153, 
154f, 158, 233 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 100c, 100d, 
100e, 100f, 100, 102-103, 111-115, 118- 
119, 122, 131, 132d, 132e, 132f, 135, 137, 
138, 141, 142-145, 146-150, 151, 152-153, 
154f, 158, 233 
Grade 6: 243, 244, 250-251, 254-257, 261- 
265, 278-279, 283-287, 299-305, 305-307, 
310-311, 397-399, 401, 405, 407, 419, 431- 
437, 439-443, 445-449, 452-453, 467-471, 
475, 488, 489, 500-503, 504, 521-522, 527- 
533, 536, 544-545, 549-555, 561, 564-565, 
569, 595, 603, 621-622, 626-627, 639, 650, 
671 

B. Identify and explain important 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites 
in world history.Africa (e.g., Prohibition of 
Marriages 

Grade 5 The United States: 107, 109, 116- 

117 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 107, 109, 116- 

117 

Grade 6: 13, 70-71, 76, 84-91, 92-97, 250, 

Act, prison on Robben Island) 376-377, 381-382, 384 



• Americas (e.g., Tenochtitlan, Aztec 
masks) 

Grade 4: 398 

Grade 5 The United States: 67-69, 70-71, 

132d, 143, 144, 145 
Grade 5 Building a Nation: 67-69, 70-71, 
132d, 143, 144, 145 
Grade 6:  2-3, 131, 159, 160, 162, 168-172, 
175-177, 179-180, 181, 183, 184, 190, 193, 
197-200, 205, 206, 212-215, 218-221, 222, 
231, 260-265, 478-479 

• Asia (e.g., samurai sword, Commodore 
Perry’s Black Ships) 

Grade 5 The United States: 63, 104, 116- 

117, 118, 152, 235 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 63, 104, 116- 
117, 118, 152, 235 
Grade 6:  32-33, 38-39, 41-44, 48, 50-53, 
54-59, 107-113, 114-117, 120, 128-135, 
137, 140-142, 150, 268-271, 294-296, 319, 
328-329, 331, 349, 350-355, 356-357, 361, 
363, 495, 497, 576 

• Europe (e.g., Luther’s Ninety-Five 
Theses, Wittenberg Castle Church) 

Grade 5 The United States: 108, 111-113, 

116-117, 119, 139, 142 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 108, 111-113, 
116-117, 119, 139, 142 
Grade 6:  H6, 8, 22, 28-29, 243-244, 246, 
250-251, 254-257, 277-279, 289-293, 299, 
398, 401, 430, 435, 448-449, 475, 500, 528 

C. Identify and explain how continuity and 
change has affected belief systems, 
commerce and industry, innovations, 
settlement patterns, social organizations, 
transportation and women’s roles in world 
history. 

• Africa (e.g., Apartheid) 

Grade 5 The United States: 636-641 
(Related material) 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 106-109 

Grade 6:  609 

• Americas (e.g., European conquest) Grade 4: 130-133 

Grade 5 The United States: 134-151, 156- 

184 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 134-151, 156- 

184 

Grade 6:  438-442, 444-449 

• Asia (e.g., Japanese society prior to the 
Meiji Restoration) 

Grade 6:  346-349, 350-353, 356-359, 360- 

363, 492-496 

• Europe (e.g., Impact of the Great 
Schism and Reformation) 

Grade 6: 430-437 



D. Explain how conflict and cooperation 
among social groups and organizations 
affected world history.Africa (e.g., 
imperialism) 

Grade 6:  486-489, 606-610 

• Americas (e.g., European diseases) Grade 5 The United States: 134-151, 156- 

184, 232-251 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 134-151, 156- 

184, 232-251 

Grade 6:  438-442, 444-449 
• Asia (e.g., trade routes) Grade 5 The United States: 102-104, 110- 

113 

Grade 5 Building a Nation: 102-104, 110- 

113 

Grade 6: 438-442 
• Europe (e.g., Counter reformation) Grade 6: 430-437, 466-470, 526-532, 548- 

554 
 

 

 

 

  



FOURTH GRADE – SOCIAL STUDIES 

Curriculum: Compass Learning Odyssey and Scott Foresman Social Studies 

 

 

Description: In fourth grade social studies, students learn about the history and geography 
of Pennsylvania and other U.S. States. They learn how Native Americans lived and adapted 
to the environment, and they study the European exploration and colonization of North 
America. Students also discuss other important issues that faced the Commonwealth from 
the early eighteenth century and issues influencing our lives today. Ancient civilizations 
around the world are studied. Topics include:  

 

1. Ancient Civilization - Students will review the ancient civilizations of 
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Indus Valley. Students will explore their types of 
writing, mysteries, and wonders 

2. Aztecs, Incas, and Mayas - Students will learn about the ancient civilizations of 
the Aztecs, Incas, and Mayas. They will explore their writing, art, architecture, and 
government. 

3. U. S. Revolutionary Period - Students will learn the history of the United States 
during the Revolutionary and Early National Periods. Lessons begin with the 
discovery of America, colonization, wars, important people, and end with a 
timeline. 

4. Geography - Students learn how to explore the world through the use of maps, 
globes, and atlases. Lessons are taught on how to recognize the different 
physical features of maps. Students also learn the various land features such as 
plateau, prairie, peninsula, isthmus, mesa, mountain range, delta, straight, and 
channel. 

5. United States Civics - Students will learn about the United States political 
system in historic context and from the standpoint of present-day practice. 
Students learn from using historical documents such as The Articles of 
Confederation, The Constitution, and The Bill of Rights. 

6. Economics - Students will demonstrate an understanding of economics through 
the study of production, distribution, and consumption. They will learn to 
differentiate between personal wants and needs, identify sources of revenue for 
local, state, and federal governments and review the role of economics in today's 
society. 

7. Current Events - Students will examine and analyze current issues and discuss 
how they might impact present and future life. They will learn how to use public 
documents to gather information regarding current issues and events, examine 
possible impacts of a current event, predict possible impacts of a current event on 
future life and relate a current event to personal life. 

8. Prehistoric Art - Students will learn about and describe the basic styles of 
prehistoric cave art. 

 



 

Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

5.1.4.A Describe what government is. 76194 76171 76172 
5.1.4.B Explain the purposes of rules and laws and why they are 

important in the classroom, school,  community, state and 
nation. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.1.4.C Define the principles and ideals shaping government. 
- Justice 
- Truth 
- Diversity of people and ideas 
- Patriotism 
- Common good 
- Liberty 
- Rule of law 
- Leadership 
- Citizenship 

56169 56142 56143 

76194 76171 76172 

5.1.4.E Identify documents of United States government. 
- Declaration of Independence 
- Constitution of the United States 
- Bill of Rights 

56170 56149 56150 

67140 67108 67109 

 

 

Pennsylvania Academic  Standards   Scott Foresman Social 
Studies  

Academic Standards for Civics and Government    

5.1.  Principles and Documents of Government    

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and 

support every student to realize his or her maximum 

potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 

to  

  

A. Explain the purpose of government.  Grade 4: E14-E15, 47-52 

B. Explain the importance of the rule of law for the 

protection of individual rights and the common good in 

the community, state, nation and world.  

Grade 4: 27, 47, 52, 137, 138, 

139 

C. Describe the principles and ideals shaping government.   

• Equality  Grade 4: 52, 57, 206, 207 

• Majority rule/Minority rights  Grade 4: 50, 58-59 



• Popular sovereignty  Grade 4: 50 

• Separation of powers  Grade 4: 50-51 

E. Explain the basic principles and ideals  within 

documents of United States 

Grade 4: 36, 52, 57, 59, 131, 

151, 197 

F. Explain the meaning of the Preamble to the 

Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and 

compare it to the Preamble of the Constitution of the 

United States. Grade 5 The United States: 2-3, 17, 329h, 

  

G. Describe the proper use, display and respect for the 

United States Flag and explain the significance of patriotic 

activities. 

  

• Reciting The Pledge of Allegiance  Grade 4: 3, R25 

• Standing for The National Anthem  Grade 4: 224, R25 

H. Describe the roles played by the framers of the basic 

documents of governments of Pennsylvania and the 

United States.  

Grade 4: 130-131, 150, 197 

I. Describe and compare the making of rules by direct 

democracy and by a republican form of government.  

Grade 4: 47, 50, 52-53, 62, 129, 

130, 189, 

J. Describe how the government protects individual and 

property rights and promotes 

Grade 4: 27, 47, 52 

K. Describe the purpose of symbols and holidays. Grade 4: 3, 144, 47, 224, 398 

L. Explain the role of courts in resolving conflicts involving 

the principles and ideals of US Govt. 

Grade 4: 49, 51 

M. Explain the basic principles and ideals found in famous 

speeches and writings (e.g., “Governments, like clocks, go 

from the motion people give them,” William Penn; “A 

date that will live in infamy,” Franklin D. Roosevelt).  

Grade 4: 2-3, 23, 41, 53, 91, 96-

97, 118, 

5.2  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship   

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and 

support every student to realize his or her maximum 

potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 

to 

  

A. Compare rights and responsibilities of citizenship.   



• Political rights  Grade 4: 36, 52, 57, 58-59, 63, 

137, 138, 

• Personal responsibilities of the individual and to society  Grade 4:  58-59, 63, 149, 272 

• Civic responsibilities of the individual and to society  Grade 4: 58-59, 148-149, 260-

261 

• Traits of character of individuals and to a republican 

form of government  

Grade 4: H4, 45, 53, 60-61, 141, 

148-149, 

B. Explain the relationship between rights and 

responsibilities.  

Grade 4: 56-57, 58-59, 63 

C. Explain ways citizens resolve conflicts in society and 

government.  

Grade 4: H5, 14, 51, 111, 245, 

260, 304, 

D. Describe the importance of political leadership and 

public service.  

Grade 4: 45, 273 

E. Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of 

citizenship.  

Grade 4: H4-H5, 36, 52, 57, 58-

59, 63, 137- 

F Describe the impact of the consequences of violating 

rules and laws in a civil society. Grade 5 The United States: 

222 

  

G. Explain the importance of participating in government 

and civic life.  

Grade 4: 36, 45-47, 53, 58-59, 

147, 260- 

5.3. How Government Works   

Pennsylvania’s public schools shall teach, challenge and 

support every student to realize his or her maximum 

potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 

to 

  

A. Compare the structure, organization and operation of 

local, state and national governments.  

Grade 4: E14-E15, 48-49, 50-51, 

63 

B. Describe the responsibilities and powers of the three 

branches of government.  

Grade 4: 50-51, 62 

C. Explain how government actions affect citizens' daily 

lives  

Grade 4: E14-E15, 27, 49, 52 

D. Describe how local, state and national governments 

implement their services.  

Grade 4: E14-E15, 49 



E. Identify major leaders of local, state and national 

governments, their primary duties and their political party 

affiliation.  

Grade 4: 45, 48, 53, 62, 416-417 

F. Describe the voting process.   

• Pennsylvania  Grade 4: E14-E15, 58-59 

• United States  Grade 4: E14-E15, 58-59 

 

 

 

 

 



Fifth GRADE – SOCIAL STUDIES 

Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning 

 

Description: In grade five social studies, students learn about the history of the United 
States from its early beginnings to the present with a focus on colonial times through the 
20th century. Students examine the importance of effective leadership in a democratic 
society and identify important leaders in the national government. Students examine 
fundamental rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. Students use critical-thinking skills, 
including sequencing, categorizing, and summarizing information and drawing inferences 
and conclusions. Ancient civilizations, including the Phoenicians, the Greeks, Nubia and 
Shang/Zhou Dynasties, are studied. Topics include: 

 

1. Olmec - The Olmec Civilization and its location, means of travel, dwellings, food 
production, art and religion, writing, counting, and calendar are discussed. Interactive 
assignments require the students to identify important facts. 

2. Phoenicians - Students learn about the Phoenician Civilization and its location, role of 
city-states, identification of important cities, influence of Egyptian trade, trade routes, 
culture in terms of clothing and hieroglyphics, manufacturing, navigation and 
seafaring, and the development of an alphabet and its basis for our current alphabet. 

3. Shang/Zhou Dynasty – Teaches students about the Shang and Zhou Dynasties. 
Students are asked to point out the location of these dynasties on a map, describe 
the use of bronze and the creation of silk textiles, explain their use of a sophisticated 
writing system, explain the roles of art and religion, identify the various rulers and 
influential people, describe the period known as China’s Golden Age, explain the 
Confucian Philosophy, Lao-tsu and Daoism. 

4. Nubian Kingdom –The Nubian Civilization is taught through lessons on its location, 
important cities, conflicts with other nations, similar surrounding cultures, and natural 
resources. 

5. Ancient Greece – Students learn about Ancient Greece through lessons that require 
them to locate the Ancient Greek civilization’s location on a map, explain their city-
states, define tyrants, describe the roles of the Greek gods and goddesses, describe 
the Greek alphabet and how it was developed, explain the contributions of the Greek 
scholars, and define the role that art, architecture, music, athletics, drama, and 
literature played in the development of Greek culture. 

6. U.S. Politics 1801-1840 - Students learn about the early presidents and politics of the 
United States during the period of 1801-1840. Assignments require students to 
describe the life of Thomas Jefferson, the importance of the Louisiana Purchase and 
the Lewis and Clark Expedition, the Zebulon Pike Expedition, the presidency of 
James Madison, the events that led to the War of 1812 and the battles of that war, 
the presidency of James Monroe, the Missouri Compromise, the presidency of 
Andrew Jackson and the Indian Removal Act, the Trail of Tears, and the Seminole 
Wars. 

7. U.S. History 1820-1850 – Teaches the students an overview of the history of the 
states by examining the influence of Westward Expansion, the means of travel, the 
Santa Fe Trail, the Texas War for Independence, the Battle of the Alamo and the 



important men who fought there, The Oregon Trail, the Mormons migration West, the 
Mexican –American war, and the California Gold Rush. 

8. U.S. Economy in the mid-1800s – Students learn about the differences in the 
economies of the north and the south through exploration of industrial development. 
Lessons include the invention of rubber, the sewing machine, the telegraph, whaling, 
clipper and trade ships, the reaper, the railroad expansion, growing cotton in the 
south, slavery and the fight to free them, women who made a difference, and 
reformers for schools, prisons, and mental hospitals. 

9. Leading to American Civil War – The events that led to the Civil War are examined 
and students are asked to summarize the Compromise of 1850, the effect Harriet 
Beecher Stowe had on the slavery debate, The Dred Scott decision and the 
formation of the Republican Party, the Raid at Harper’s Ferry, John Brown, and the 
outbreak of the Civil War. 

10. The American Civil War – Teaches about the Civil War through a comparison of the 
Blue and the Grey and the Yankees and the Rebels. Lessons require the student to 
explain the differences between each side as the war began, describe the Battle of 
Bull Run and the battles at sea, explain the fight for control of the Mississippi River, 
describe the Peninsular Campaign and the Second Bull Run, describe the effect the 
Emancipation Proclamation had on African Americans, describe General Sherman’s 
march to the sea and explain why he did this, depict the events that led up to the 
surrender at Appomattox and the costs of the Civil War. 

11. Reconstruction 1865-1877 – Students learn about the reconstruction of the U.S. after 
the Civil War. Topics of interest include: the death of President Lincoln, the Johnson 
Reconstruction Plan, the carpetbaggers, amendments to the constitution, racism 
during reconstruction, and the Compromise of 1877. 

12. Geography of the United States - Teaches states and capitals and their location on a 
map, major cities, major regions, Midwest and Great Plains, major rivers, and the 
various time zones. 

13. World Geography – Students learn geography of the world through the study of time 
zones, the tropic of cancer and Capricorn, climate zones, polar and mountain 
regions, islands and rain forests, deserts and grasslands, archaeologists, artifacts 
and ruins, and how archaeologists can reconstruct the past. 

14. Political Science – Teaches about the purpose of government, the various terms of 
office for governmental positions, the line of succession for the presidency, 
democratic laws, civil rights, public policy, resolving conflicts, the role of the U.S. in 
the world, and the responsibility of citizenship. 

15. Economic System – Students are asked to describe the law of supply and demand, 
how economic systems produce and distribute goods, factors that affect how 
consumers make their choices, given examples of competition in the economy, the 
economic role of government, the national defense plan, productivity, exchange of 
goods and services, entrepreneurship, and the influence of income on education and 
career choices. 

16. 19th Century Individuals – Notable individuals and accomplishments are examined. 
Students are asked to identify the accomplishments of The Wright Brothers, Samuel 
F. Morse, Louis Braille, Elijah McCoy, Madame CJ Walker, and Alexander Graham 
Bell. 

 

 

Standard/As Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 



sessment 
Anchor # 

Resources 

5.1.A Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
A. Describe what government is. 

76194 76171 76172 
 

5.1.B Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
B. Explain the purposes of rules and laws and why they are 
important in the classroom, school, community, state and 
nation. 

76194 76171 76172 
 

5.1.C Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
C. Define the principles and ideals shaping government. 
- Justice 
- Truth 
- Diversity of people and ideas 
- Patriotism 
- Common good 
- Liberty 
- Rule of law 
- Leadership 
- Citizenship 

56169 56142 56143 

76194 76171 76172 

 

5.1.E Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
E. Identify documents of United States government. 
- Declaration of Independence 
- Constitution of the United States 
- Bill of Rights 

56170 56149 56150 

67140 67108 67109 

 

5.1.F Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
F. Explain the meaning of a preamble. 
- Constitution of the United States 
- Pennsylvania Constitution 

56170 56149 56150 
 

5.1.H Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
H. Identify framers of documents of governments. 
- Pennsylvania 
- United States 

41218 41189 41190 

41199 67138 67104 

67105 67106 

 
5.1.I Civics and Government 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
I. Explain why government is necessary in the classroom, 
school, community, state and nation and the basic purposes 
of government in Pennsylvania and the United States. 

76194 76171 76172 
 

5.1.J Civics and Government<br< 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
J. Explain the importance of respect for the property and the 
opinions of others. 

56172 56144 56145 

67141 67093 67094 

 
5.1.K Civics and Government 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
K. Identify symbols and political holidays. 
- Pennsylvania (e. g., Charter Day, Liberty Bell, Keystone 
State) 
- United States (e. g., Presidents' Day, Statue of Liberty, 
White House) 

41217 41188 41222 

41198 67139 67107 

 

5.1.L Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
L. Identify ways courts resolve conflicts involving principles 
and ideals of government. 

56171 56146 56147 

76194 76171 76172 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 



 
5.1.M Civics and Government 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
M. Identify portions of famous speeches and writings that 
reflect the basic principles and ideals of government (e. g., "I 
have a dream," Reverend Martin Luther King; "One small 
step for man" Neil Armstrong). 

67145 67110 67111 

76198 76179 76180 

76183 8053 8025 

8026 

 
5.2.A Civics and Government 

5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
A. Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of 
citizenship. 
- Personal rights 
- Political rights 
- Economic rights 
- Personal responsibilities 
- Civic responsibilities 

41214 41180 56169 

56142 56143 67140 

67108 67109 

5.2.B Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
B. Identify personal rights and responsibilities. 

41214 41180 8058 

8034 8035 

5.2.C Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
C. Identify sources of conflict and disagreement and 
different ways conflicts can be resolved. 

56171 56146 56147 

56172 56144 56145 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 
5.2.D Civics and Government 

5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
D. Identify the importance of political leadership and public 
service in the school, community, state and nation. 

56169 56142 56143 

76196 76175 

5.2.E Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
E. Describe ways citizens can influence the decisions and 
actions of government. 

76195 76176 76196 

76175 8051 8021 

8022 8023 8024 

5.2.F Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
F. Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the 
consequences of violating them. 

67140 67108 67109 

5.2.G Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
G. Identify ways to participate in government and civic life. 

41215 41181 76194 

76171 76172 76195 

76176 76196 76175 
5.3.A Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
A. Identify the elected representative bodies responsible for 
making local, Pennsylvania and United States laws. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.3.B Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
B. Identify the role of the three branches of government. 
- Executive 
- Legislative 
- Judicial 

76194 76171 76172 

5.3.D Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
D. Identify services performed by the local, state and 
national governments. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 

41181 76199 76173 

76174 

 
5.3.E Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
76194 76171 76172 

76196 76175 



E. Identify positions of authority at school and in local, state 
and national governments. 

 

5.3.F Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
F. Explain what an election is. 

76195 76176 76196 

76175 

 
5.3.G Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
G. Explain why being treated fairly is important. 

56171 56146 56147 
 

5.3.H Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
H. Identify individual interests and explain ways to influence 
others. 

56172 56144 56145 
 

5.3.I Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
I. Explain why taxes are necessary and identify who pays 
them. 

76199 76173 76174 
 

5.3.J Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
J. Identify the role of the media in society. 

56173 56137 56138 

67142 67099 67100 

67143 67095 67096 

76196 76175 
5.3.K Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
K. Identify different ways people govern themselves. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 

41181 

 
5.4.A Civics and Government 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 
A. Identify how customs and traditions influence 
governments. 

41220 41193 41194 

41222 41198 67137 

67097 67098 

5.4.C Civics and Government 
5.4. How International Relationships Function 
C. Identify ways in which countries interact with the United 
States. 

67138 67104 67105 

67106 67145 67110 

67111 

 
5.4.D Civics and Government 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 
D. Identify treaties and other agreements between or among 
nations. 

56175 56148 67145 

67110 67111 

 

5.4.E Civics and Government 
5.4. How International Relationships Function 
E. Identify how nations work together to solve problems. 

56175 56148 67145 

67110 67111 

6.1.A Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
A. Describe how individuals, families and communities with 
limited resources 
make choices. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67136 67091 

67092 67143 67095 

67096 67144 67101 

67102 67103 
6.1.B Economics 

6.1. Economic Systems 
B. Describe alternative methods of allocating goods and 
services and advantages and disadvantages of each. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67144 67101 

67102 67103 
6.1.C Economics 

6.1. Economic Systems 
C. Identify local economic activities. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 



- Employment 
- Output 

41181 67139 67107 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 76200 76169 

76170 
6.1.D Economics<br 

6.1. Economic Systems 
D. Identify examples of local businesses opening, closing, 
expanding or contracting. 

8053 8025 8026 

6.2.A Economics 
6.2. 
Markets and the Functions of Governments 
A. Define and identify goods, services, consumers and 
producers. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67143 67095 

67096 
6.2.B Economics 

6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
B. Identify ways local businesses compete to get 
consumers. 

67143 67095 67096 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.2.C Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
C. Identify and compare means of payment. 
- Barter 
- Money 

76200 76169 76170 

6.2.D Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
D. Identify groups of competing producers in the local area. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.2.E Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
E. Identify who supplies a product and who demands a 
product. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67143 67095 

67096 67144 67101 

67102 67103 
6.2.F Economics 

6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
F. Define price and identify the prices of different items. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.2.G Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
G. Define what a tax is and identify a tax paid by most 
families. 

76199 76173 76174 

6.2.H Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
H. Identify government involvement in local economic 
activities. 

8057 8036 8037 

8038 

6.2.J Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
J. Explain the relationship between taxation and government 
services. 

76199 76173 76174 

6.2.K Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
K. Identify forms of advertising designed to influence 
personal choice. 

67143 67095 67096 

6.2.L Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
L. Explain why most countries create their own form of 
money. 

76200 76169 76170 

6.3.B Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
B. Identify and define wants of different people. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 



41187 67143 67095 

67096 
6.3.D Economics 

6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
D. Identify costs and benefits associated with an economic 
decision. 

67143 67095 67096 

6.3.E Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
E. Explain what is given up when making a choice. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 76200 76169 

76170 
6.3.F Economics 

6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
F. Explain how self-interest influences choice. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67143 67095 

67096 
6.4.B Economics 

6.4. Economic Interdependence 
B. Explain why people trade. 

76200 76169 76170 

6.5.A Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
A. Explain why people work to get goods and services. 

41215 41181 67144 

67101 67102 67103 

6.5.B Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
B. Identify different occupations. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 

41181 
6.5.C Economics 

6.5. Work and Earnings 
C. Describe businesses that provide goods and businesses 
that provide services. 

41215 41181 67143 

67095 67096 

6.5.D Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
D. Define profit and loss. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.5.F Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
F. Define entrepreneurship and identify entrepreneurs in the 
local community. 

76201 76163 76164 

76165 76166 76167 

76168 8053 8025 

8026 
6.5.G Economics 

6.5. Work and Earnings 
G. Define saving and explain why people save. 

76200 76169 76170 

7.1.A Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
A. Identify geographic tools and their uses. 
- Characteristics and purposes of different geographic 
representations 
-- Maps and basic map elements 
-- Globes 
-- Graphs 
-- Diagrams 
-- Photographs 
- Geographic representations to display spatial information 
-- Sketch maps 
-- Thematic maps 
- Mental maps to describe the human and physical features 
of the local area 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 8054 8027 

8028 

7.1.B Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 



B. Identify and locate places and regions. 
Physical features 
- Continents and oceans 
-- Major landforms, rivers and lakes in North America 
-- Local community 
- Human features 
-- Countries (i. e., United States, Mexico, Canada) 
-- States (i. e., Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, New 
Jersey, New York, Ohio, West Virginia) 
-- Cities (i. e., Philadelphia, Erie, Altoona, Pittsburgh, 
Scranton, Harrisburg, Johnstown, Allentown, Washington D. 
C., Baltimore, New York, Toronto, Cleveland 
-- Local community 
- Regions as areas with unifying geographic characteristics 
-- Physical regions (e. g., landform regions, climate regions, 
river basins) 
-- Human regions (e. g., neighborhoods, cities, states, 
countries) 

56141 

 

7.2.A Geography 
7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 
A. Identify the physical characteristics of places and regions. 
- Physical properties 
-- Landforms (e. g., plains, hills, plateaus and mountains) 
-- Bodies of water (e. g., rivers, lakes, seas and oceans) 
- Weather and climate 
- Vegetation and animals 
- Earth's basic physical systems 
-- Lithosphere 
-- Hydrosphere 
-- Atmosphere 
-- Biosphere 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

 

7.3.A Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
A. Identify the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their population characteristics. 
- The number and distribution of people in the local 
community 
- Human movement in the local community (e. g., mobility in 
daily life, migration) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41219 

41191 41192 67137 

67097 67098 

 

7.3.B Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
B. Identify the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their cultural characteristics. 
- Components of culture (e. g., language, belief systems and 
customs, social organizations, foods, ethnicity) 
- Ethnicity of people in the local community (e. g., customs, 
celebrations, languages, religions) 

41220 41193 41194 

41222 41198 8055 

8031 8032 

 

7.3.C Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
C. Identify the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their settlement characteristics. 
- Types of settlements (e. g., villages, towns, suburbs, cities, 
metropolitan areas) 
- Factors that affect where people settle (e. g., water, 
resources, transportation) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 8052 

8029 8030 

7.3.E Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
E. Identify the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their political activities. 
- Type of political units (e. g., townships, boroughs, towns, 
cities, counties, states, countries [nation state]) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 76194 

76171 76172 

 



- Political units in the local area 
7.4.B Geography 

7.4 The Interactions Between People and Places 
B. Identify the impacts of people on physical systems. 
- Effects of energy use (e. g., water quality, air quality, 
change in natural vegetation) 
- Ways humans change local ecosystems (e. g., land use, 
dams and canals on waterways, reduction and extinction of 
species) 

67145 67110 67111 

8056 8033 

 

8.1.A History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
A. Understand chronological thinking and distinguish 
between past, present and future time. 
- Calendar time 
- Time lines 
- Continuity and change 
- Events (time and place) 

56175 56148 76201 

76163 76164 76165 

76166 76167 76168 

 

8.1.B History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
B. Develop an understanding of historical sources. 
- Data in historical maps 
- Visual data from maps and tables 
- Mathematical data from graphs and tables 
- Author or historical source 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

 

8.1.C History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
C. Understand fundamentals of historical interpretation. 

- Difference between fact and opinion 
- The existence of multiple points of view 
- Illustrations in historical stories 
- Causes and results 

67141 67093 67094 

67142 67099 67100 

 

8.1.D History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
D. Understand historical research. 

- Event (time and place) 
- Facts, folklore and fiction 
- Formation of a historical question 
- Primary sources 
- Secondary sources 
- Conclusions (e. g., storytelling, role playing, diorama) 

56173 56137 56138 
 

8.2.B History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
B. Identify and describe primary documents, material 
artifacts and historic sites important in Pennsylvania history. 
- Documents, Writings and Oral Traditions (e. g., Penn's 
Charter, Pennsylvania "Declaration of Rights") 
- Artifacts, Architecture and Historic Places (e. g., Local 
historical sites, museum collections, Independence Hall) 
- Liberty Bell 
- Official Commonwealth symbols (e. g., tree, bird, dog, 
insect) 

41217 41188 
 

8.2.C History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
C. Identify and describe how continuity and change have 
influenced Pennsylvania history. 
- Belief Systems and Religions (e. g., Native Americans, 
early settlers, contemporary religions) 
- Commerce and Industry (e. g., jobs, trade, environmental 
change) 
- Innovations (e. g., technology, ideas, processes) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 8051 

8021 8022 8023 

8024 8053 8025 

8026 

;  



- Politics (e. g., rules, regulations, laws) 
- Settlement Patterns (e. g., farms, towns, rural communities, 
cities) 
- Social Organization (e. g., relationships of individuals, 
families, groups, communities; ability to be educated) 
- Transportation (e. g., methods of moving people and goods 
over time) 
- Women's Movement (e. g., changes in roles and rights 
over time) 

 

  



SIXTH GRADE – SOCIAL STUDIES 

Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning 

 

Description: Students study the major areas of social studies, including ancient and recent 
history, economics, geography, and the social social sciences. Students learn about ancient 
Chinese, Indian, Hebrew, Roman, and Islamic cultures. Students study American history 
since the Civil War. The U.S. Constitution is also a focus of sixth grade. Topics include: 

1. Ancient Hebrew Civilization - Students learn about the major characteristics and contributions of the 
Ancient Hebrew civilization. Aspects about Yahweh, the Code of Morals, and how these ethical 
traditions affected Western Civilization are explored. 

2. Early Civilization of India – Teaches students about the Indus River Valley and its physical setting, 
Brahmanism and Hinduism, the Caste System, Buddhism in India and its spread to surrounding 
countries, and the contributions of India in the areas of art, literature, medicine, astronomy, and 
mathematics. 

3. Early Civilization of China - Students learn about the major characteristics and contributions of the 
Early Chinese civilization. Lessons cover the first emperor, the Han Dynasty, the “silk” road, the Tang 
Dynasty, and important Chinese discoveries. 

4. Rome – Teaches the major characteristics about Rome and its development. Students will be able to 
describe the location and rise of the Roman republic, the features of Roman government, reasons for 
the growth of Roman territories, the transition from republic to empire, the migration of the Jews, 
origins of Christianity, how Christianity spread, and the Roman legacy left to us in art, architecture, 
technology, science, literature, language, and law. 

5. Civilizations of Islam - Students learn about the major characteristics and contributions of the Islamic 
Civilizations including the location of the Arabian Peninsula and its physical features, the spread of 
Muslim rule by military conquest and treaty, and Muslim contributions to science, geography, 
mathematics, philosophy, medicine, art, and literature. 

6. African Civilization – The sub-Saharan African civilizations of Ghana and Mali are explored in this 
chapter. Students are required to locate the Niger river and other vegetation zones, relate these 
features to the trade of Ghana and Mali, describe the caravan trade across the Sahara, and 
summarize the written and oral traditions in African culture. 

7. Settling the Western U.S. – Students will learn about the history of the United States during the 
settlement of the American West including information about the Plains Indians, Settler and Native 
American Wars, life on the plains, and farming in the late 1800’s. 

8. Industrial Revolution – Teaches about the growth of industry in America. Students will be able to 
explain why railroads grew after the Civil War, how steel became a big industry, how inventions 
during this time revolutionized the nation, how factory work changed in the 1880’s, and why there 
were issues between the workers and owners of factories. 

9. Immigration to America – Students will explore the influx of immigrants in America after 1870 
including the reasons they immigrated, the various populations, attempts at urban development, and 
the changes that took place in cities. 

10. United States 1877-1914 – The changes that were brought about by political, social, and economic 
effects in the U.S. are discussed. Students are expected to describe the fight for women’s rights, how 
Theodore Roosevelt became president, Roosevelt’s reforms, Woodrow Wilson’s policies, the fight for 
equality and against discrimination, and the problems faced by African, Asian, Mexican, and Native 
Americans. 

11. The U.S. as a World Power – Students will learn about the circumstances that helped the U.S. become 
a world leader including overseas expansion, the Spanish-American War, the Panama Canal, and the 
Invasion of Mexico. 



12. Investigate Your State - Students will examine people, events, and ideas of particular importance to 
the development of their state. Lessons include research based activities to determine which Native 
American artifacts and homes have been used in your state. Students will also identify their state’s 
major office holders and develop a chart depicting the branches of their local government. 

13. Characteristics of PA – Students will examine the natural resources, industries, and landmarks 
present in Pennsylvania. Students are required to develop a creative travel brochure depicting the 
information gathered. 

14. Maps/Globes/Geographic Tools - Teaches students about the advantages and disadvantages of using 
maps and globes. Students will also learn about the methods used for finding particular locations on 
the globe, and the various weather patterns in relations to ecosystems. 

15. Political Science – Students learn about political science through a look at the political make up of our 
country. Lessons include a look at the Constitution, the ways to become a citizen, a citizen’s rights, 
responsibilities, and privileges, American principles and values, the importance of guaranteeing 
human rights, private life, and civic life. 

16. U.S. Political System – The U.S. political system is viewed through a historical context. Lessons include 
a look at political parties and what they are, how a presidential candidate is selected, and how the 
presidential election flows from nomination to the general election. 

17. Economic System – Describes the various influences on the economic systems found in the Eastern 
world. Students should be able to explain how physical geography, specialization and trade influence 
the way people earn money; international trade requires a system for exchanging money between 
nations; the economic factors such as scarcity choice, opportunity, cost, money, goods, and services, 
price, and supply and demand affect global trade; how each system determines what will be 
produced, for whom, and how; and the Gross Domestic Product in the Eastern world and the United 
States. 

 

 

Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

5.1.A Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
A. Explain the purpose of government. 

76194 76171 76172 
  

5.1.B Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
B. Explain the importance of the rule of law for the 
protection of individual 
rights and the common good in the community, state, nation 
and world. 

76194 76171 76172 
  

5.1.C Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
C. Describe the principles and ideas shaping government. 

- Equality 
- Majority rule/Minority rights 
- Popular sovereignty 
- Privacy 
- Checks and balances 
- Separation of powers 

76194 76171 76172 
  

5.1.E Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
E. Explain the principles and basic ideas within documents 
of United States 
government. 

56170 56149 56150 

67140 67108 67109 

 

5.1.F Civics and Government 56170 56149 56150 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
F. Explain the meaning of the Preamble to the Constitution 
of the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania and compare it to the Preamble of the 
Constitution of the United States. 

  

5.1.G Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
G. Describe the proper use, display and respect for the 
United States Flag and 
explain the significance of patriotic activities. 

- Reciting The Pledge of Alliance 
- Standing for The National Anthem 

56169 56142 56143 
 

5.1.H Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
H. Describe the roles played by framers of the basic 
documents of governments of Pennsylvania and the United 
States. 

41218 41189 41190 

41199 67138 67104 

67105 67106 

  
5.1.I Civics and Government 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
I. Describe and compare the making of rules by direct 
democracy and by a republican form of government. 

76194 76171 76172 
 

5.1.J Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
J. Describe how the government protects individual and 
property rights and promotes the common good. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 67140 

67108 67109 

  
5.1.K Civics and Government 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
K. Describe the purpose of symbols and holidays 

41222 41198 
  

5.1.L Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
L. Explain the role of courts in resolving conflicts involving 
the principles and ideals of government. 

- Local 
- State 
- Federal 

56171 56146 56147 

76194 76171 76172 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 

  

5.1.M Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
M. Explain the basic principles and ideals found in famous 
speeches and writings (e. g., "Governments, like clocks, go 
from the motion people give them," William Penn; "A date 
that will live in infamy," Franklin D. Roosevelt). 

67145 67110 67111 

76198 76179 76180 

76183 8053 8025 

8026 

  
5.2.A Civics and Government 

5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
A. Compare rights and responsibilities of citizenship. 
- Political rights 
- Economic rights 
- Personal responsibilities of the individual and to society 
- Civic responsibilities of the individual and to society 
- Traits of character of individuals 
and to a republican form of government 

41214 41180 56169 

56142 56143 67140 

67108 67109 

  

5.2.B Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
B. Explain the relationship between rights and 
responsibilities. 

56169 56142 56143 

67140 67108 67109 

  

5.2.C Civics and Government 56171 56146 56147 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
C. Explain ways citizens resolve conflicts in society and 
government. 

56172 56144 56145 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 8057 

8036 8037 8038 
5.2.D Civics and Government 

5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
D. Describe the importance of political leadership and public 
service. 

56169 56142 56143 

76196 76175 

5.2.E Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
E. Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of 
citizenship. 

56169 56142 56143 

5.2.F Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
F. Describe the impact of the consequences of violating 
rules and laws in a civil society. 

67140 67108 67109 

5.2.G Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
G. Explain the importance of participating in government 
and civic life. 

41215 41181 76194 

76171 76172 76195 

76176 76196 76175 

5.3.A Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
A. Compare the structure, organization and operation of 
local, state and national governments. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.3.B Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
B. Describe the responsibilities and powers of the three 
branches of government. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.3.C Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
C. Explain how government actions affect citizens' daily 
lives. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 76199 

76173 76174 8057 

8036 8037 8038 
5.3.D Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
D. Describe how local, state and national governments 
implement their services. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 

41181 76199 76173 

76174 

  
5.3.E Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
E. Identify major leaders of local, state and national 
governments, 
their primary duties and their political party affiliation. 

76194 76171 76172 

76196 76175 

  

5.3.F Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
F. Describe the voting process. 
- Pennsylvania 
- United States 

76195 76176 76196 

76175 

  

5.3.G Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
G. Describe how the government protects individual rights. 
- Presumption of Innocence 
- Right to Counsel 

56171 56146 56147 

67140 67108  

67109  

  



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

- Trial by Jury 
- Bill of Rights 

 

5.3.H Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
H. Identify individual interests and how they impact 
government. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41216 

41182 41183 41184 

41185 41186 41187 

8058 8034 8035 

  
5.3.I Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
I. Describe why and how government raises money to pay 
for its operations and services. 

76199 76173 76174 
  

5.3.J Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
J. Describe the influence of media in reporting issues. 

56173 56137 56138 

67142 67099 67100 

67143 67095 67096 

76196 76175 

 
5.3.K Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
K. Describe forms of government. 
- Limited 
- Unlimited 

76194 76171 76172 
 

5.4.D Civics and Government 
5.4. How International Relationships Function 
D. Describe the processes that resulted in a treaty or 
agreement between the 
United States and another nation state. 

56175 56148 67145 

67110 67111 

 

5.4.E Civics and Government 
5.4. How International Relationships Function 
E. Explain how nations work together on common 
environmental problems, natural disasters and trade. 

56175 56148 67145 

67110 67111 

6.1.A Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
A. Describe and identify the 
characteristics of traditional, command and market systems. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.1.B Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
B. Explain the three basic questions that all economic 
systems attempt to 
answer. 
- What goods and services should be produced? 
- How will goods and services be produced? 
- Who will consume goods and services? 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67143 67095 

67096 67144 67101 

67102 67103 

6.1.C Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
C. Define measures of economic activity and relate them to 
the health of the economy. 
- Prices 
- Employment 
- Output 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 

41181 67144 67101 

67102 67103 76200 

76169 76170 

6.2.A Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
A. Describe market transactions in terms 

67143 67095 67096 

67144 67101 67102 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

of goods, services, consumers and producers. 67103 
6.2.B Economics 

6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
B. Describe the costs and benefits of competition to 
consumers in markets. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.2.C Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
C. Explain the function of money and its use in society. 

76200 76169 76170 

6.2.E Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
E. Explain how the interaction of buyers and sellers 
determines prices and quantities exchanged. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.2.F Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
F. Describe how prices influence both buyers and sellers 
and explain why prices may vary for similar products. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

6.2.G Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
G. Explain how taxes affect the price of goods and services. 

76199 76173 76174 

6.2.H Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
H. Describe the Pennsylvania and United States 
governments' roles in 
monitoring economic activities. 

8057 8036 8037 

8038 

6.2.J Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
J. Explain the cost and benefits of taxation. 

76199 76173 76174 

6.2.K Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
K. Explain how advertisements influence perceptions of the 
costs and benefits of economic decisions. 

67143 67095 67096 

6.2.L Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
L. Explain what an exchange rate is. 

76200 76169 76170 

6.3.A Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
A. Explain how scarcity influences choices and behaviors. 
- Personal decision-making 
- Family decision-making 
- Community decision-making 

41215 41181 41216 

41182 41183 41184 

41185 41186 41187 

6.3.B Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
B. Explain how limited resources and unlimited wants cause 
scarcity. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 

6.3.D Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
D. Explain the costs and benefits of an economic decision. 

67143 67095 67096 

6.3.E Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
E. Define opportunity cost and describe the opportunity cost 
of a personal choice. 

41216 41182 41183 

41184 41185 41186 

41187 67144 67101 

67102 67103 
6.3.F Economics 

6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
F. Explain how negative and positive incentives affect 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

choices. 
6.5.A Economics 

6.5. Work and Earnings 
A. Recognize that the availability of goods and services is 
the result of work by members of the society. 

41215 41181 

6.5.C Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
C. Compare the number of employees at different 
businesses. 

41215 41181 

6.5.D Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
D. Explain how profits and losses serve as incentives. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

7.1A 7.1.A Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
A. Describe geographic tools and their uses. 
- Basis on which maps, graphs and diagrams are 
created 
-- Aerial and other photographs 
-- Reference works 
-- Field observations 
-- Surveys 
- Geographic representations to display spatial 
information 
-- Absolute location 
-- Relative location 
-- Flows (e. g., goods, people, traffic) 
-- Topography 
-- Historic events 
- Mental maps to organize an understanding of the 
human and physical features of Pennsylvania and the home 
county 
- Basic spatial elements for depicting the patterns of 
physical and human features 
-- Point, line, area, location, distance, scale 
-- Map grids 
-- Alpha-numeric system 
-- Cardinal and intermediate directions 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 8054 8027 

8028 

  

7.1.B Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
B. Describe and locate places and regions. 
- Coordinate systems (e. g., latitude and longitude, time 
zones) 
- Physical features 
-- In Pennsylvania (e. g., Coastal Plain, Piedmont, 
Appalachians) 
-- In the United States (e. g., Great Lakes, Rocky 
Mountains, Great Plains) 
- Human features 
-- Countries (e. g., United Kingdom, Argentina, Egypt) 
-- States (e. g., California, Massachusetts, Florida) 
-- Provinces (e. g., Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia) 
-- Major human regions (e. g., Mid Atlantic, New England, 
Southwest) 
-- Counties (e. g., Lancaster, Lackawanna, Jefferson) 
-- Townships (e. g., Dickinson, Lower Mifflin, Southampton) 
-- Major cities (e. g., London, Los Angeles, Tokyo) 
- Ways in which different people view places and regions (e. 
g., as places to visit or to avoid) 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

  



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

- Community connections to other places 
-- Dependence and interdependence 
-- Access and movement 

7.2.A Geography 
7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 
A. Describe the physical characteristics of places and 
regions. 
- Components of Earth’s physical systems (e. g., clouds, 
storms, relief and elevation [topography], tides, biomes, 
tectonic plates) 
- Comparison of the physical characteristics of different 
places and regions (e. g., soil, vegetation, climate, 
topography) 
- Climate types (e. g., marine west coast, humid continental, 
tropical wet and dry) 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

  

7.3.A Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
A. Describe the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their population characteristics. 
- Spatial distribution, size, density and demographic 
characteristics of population at the county and state level. 
- Causes of human movement 
-- Mobility (e. g., shopping, commuting, recreation) 
-- Migration models (e. g., push/ pull factors, barriers to 
migration) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41219 

41191 41192 

  

7.3.B Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
B. Describe the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their cultural characteristics. 
- Ethnicity of people at the county 
and state levels (e. g., customs, celebrations, languages, 
religions) 
- Spatial arrangement of cultures 
creates distinctive landscapes (e. g., cultural regions based 
on languages, customs, religion, building styles as in the 
Pennsylvania German region) 

41220 41193 41194 

41222 41198 8055 

8031 8032 

7.3.C Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
C. Describe the human characteristics of 
places and regions by their settlement characteristics. 
- Current and past settlement patterns in the local area 
- Factors that affect the growth and 
decline of settlements (e. g., immigration, transportation 
development, depletion of natural resources, site and 
situation) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 8052 

8029 8030 

7.3.E Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
E. Describe the human characteristics of places and regions 
by their political activities. 
- Spatial pattern of political units in Pennsylvania 
- Functions of political units (e. g., counties, municipalities, 
townships, school districts, PA General Assembly districts 
[House and Senate], U.S. Congressional districts, states) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 76194 

76171 76172 

7.4.B Geography 
7.4 The Interactions Between People and Places 
B. Describe the impacts of people on physical systems. 
- Changing spatial patterns on Earth's surface that result 

41217 41188 8056 

8033 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

from human activities (e. g., lake desiccation as in the Aral 
Sea, construction of dikes, dams and storm surge barriers 
in the Netherlands, creation of state parks and forests 
throughout Pennsylvania) 
- Ways humans adjust their impact 
on the habitat (e. g., endangered species act, replacement 
of wetlands, logging and replanting trees) 

8.1.A History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
A. Understand chronological thinking and distinguish 
between past, present and future time. 
- Calendar time 
- Time lines 
- People and events in time 
- Patterns of continuity and change 
- Sequential order 
- Context for events 

56175 56148 76201 

76163 76164 76165 

76166 76167 76168 

8053 8025 8026 

8.1.B History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
B. Explain and analyze historical sources. 
- Literal meaning of a historical passage 
- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs and 
tables 
- Author or historical source 
- Multiple historical perspectives 
- Visual evidence 
- Mathematical data from graphs and tables 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

  

8.1.C History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
C. Explain the fundamentals of historical interpretation. 
- Difference between fact and opinion 
- Multiple points of view 
- Illustrations in historical stories 
- Causes and results 
- Author or source of historical narratives 

56173 56137 56138 

67141 67093 67094 

67142 67099 67100 

  

8.1.D History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
D. Describe and explain historical research. 
- Historical events (time and place) 
- Facts, folklore and fiction 
- Historical questions 
- Primary sources 
- Secondary sources 
- Conclusions (e. g., simulations, group projects, skits and 
plays) 

56173 56137 56138 
  

8.2.A History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
A. Identify and explain the political and cultural contributions 
of individuals 
and groups to Pennsylvania history from Beginnings to 
1824. 
- Inhabitants (e. g., Native Americans, Europeans, Africans) 
- Military Leaders (e. g., Anthony Wayne, Oliver H. Perry, 
John Muhlenberg) 
- Political Leaders (e. g., William Penn, Hannah Penn, 
Benjamin Franklin) 
- Cultural and Commercial Leaders (e. g., Robert Morris, 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 8053 

8025 8026 8055 

8031 8032 

  



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

John Bartram, Albert Gallatin) 
- Innovators and Reformers 
(e. g., Society of Friends, Richard Allen, Sybilla Masters) 

8.2.B History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
B. Identify and explain primary 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites important in 
Pennsylvania 
history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Documents, Writings and Oral Traditions (e. g., Charter of 
Privileges, The Gradual Abolition of Slavery Act of 1780, 
Letters from a Pennsylvania Farmer) 
- Artifacts, Architecture and Historic 
Places (e. g., Conestoga Wagon, Pennsylvania rifle, Brig 
Niagara) 

41217 41188 
  

8.2.C History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
C. Identify and explain how continuity 
and change have influenced Pennsylvania history from the 
Beginnings to 1824. 
- Belief Systems and Religions (e. g., Native Americans, 
Quakers) 
- Commerce and Industry (e. g., iron production, sailing, fur 
trade) 
- Innovations (e. g., steam boat, Conestoga Wagon) 
- Politics (e. g., The Mason- Dixon Line, Pennsylvania's 
acquisition 
and detachment of the "lower three counties," movements 
of State capital) 
- Settlement Patterns (e. g., native settlements, Westward 
expansion, development of towns) 
- Social Organization (e. g., trade and development of cash 
economy, African Methodist Episcopal Church founded, 
schools in the colony) 
- Transportation (e. g., trade routes, turnpikes, post roads) 
- Women's Movement (e. g., voting qualifications, role 
models) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 76201 

76163 76164 76165 

76166 76167 76168 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 8053 

8025 8026 8055 

8031 8032 

  

8.2.D History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
D. Identify and explain conflict and cooperation among 
social groups and 
organizations in Pennsylvania history from Beginnings to 
1824. 
- Domestic Instability (e. g., religious diversity, toleration and 
conflicts, incursion of the Iroquois) 
- Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., Penn's Treaties with 
Indians, the Underground Railroad, the abolition of slavery) 
- Labor Relations (e. g., indentured servants, working 
conditions) 
- Immigration (e. g., Germans, Irish) 
- Military Conflicts (e. g., Dutch, Swedish and English 
struggle for control of land, Wyoming Massacre, The 
Whiskey Rebellion) 

56171 56146 56147 

67137 67097 67098 

8057 8036 8037 

8038 

  

8.3.A History 
8.3. United States History 
A. Identify and explain the political and cultural contributions 
of individuals 
and groups to United States history from Beginnings to 

41218 41189 41190 

41199 67138 67104 

67105 67106 76197 

76181 76182 76198 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

1824. 
- Native Americans, Africans and Europeans 
- Political Leaders (e. g., John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, 
John Marshall) 
- Military Leaders (e. g. George Washington, Meriwether 
Lewis, Henry Knox) 
- Cultural and Commercial Leaders (e. g., Paul Revere, 
Phyllis Wheatley, John Rolfe) 
- Innovators and Reformers (e. g., Ann Hutchinson, Roger 
Williams, Junipero Serra) 

76179 76180 76183 

8055 8031 8032 

  

8.3.B History 
8.3. United States History 
B. Identify and explain primary documents, material artifacts 
and historic sites important in United 
States history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Documents (e. g., Mayflower Compact, Northwest 
Ordinance, Washington's Farewell Address) 
- 18th Century Writings and Communications (e.g., Paine's 
Common Sense; Franklin's "Join, or DIE," Henry's "Give me 
liberty or give me death") 
- Historic Places (e. g., Cahokia Mounds, Spanish Missions, 
Jamestown) 

41217 41188 41218 

41189 41190 41199 

41222 41198 67139 

67107 76198 76179 

76180 76183 

  

8.3.C History 
8.3. United States History 
C. Explain how continuity and change has 
influenced United States history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Belief Systems and Religions (e.g., impact on daily life, 
government established religions, communal sects) 
- Commerce and Industry (e.g., fur trade, development of 
cash crops) 
- Innovations (e.g., cotton gin, Whitney; wooden clock, 
Banneker; stove, Franklin) 
- Politics (e.g., Hamilton's defense of John Peter Zenger, 
The Great Compromise, Marbury v. Madison) 
- Settlement Patterns (e.g., frontier settlements, slave 
plantation society, growth of cities) 
- Social Organization (e.g., community structure on the 
frontier, cultural and language barriers) 
- Transportation and Trade (e.g., methods of overland 
travel, water transportation, National Road) 
- Women's Movement (e.g., roles and changing status of 
women, Margaret Brent's vote, soldier Deborah Sampson) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 8051 

8021 8022 8023 

8024 8052 8029 

8030 8053 8025 

8026 

  

8.3.D History 
8.3. United States History 
D. Identify and explain conflict and cooperation among 
social groups and 
organizations in United States history from Beginnings to 
1824. 
- Domestic Instability (e.g., Salem Witch Trials, Shays 
Rebellion, religious persecution) 
- Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., cooperation between 
and among Native Americans and European settlers, slave 
uprisings, "Colored" troops in the Revolution) 
- Labor Relations (e.g., early union efforts, 10-hour day, 
women’s role) 
- Immigration and Migration (e.g., western settlements, 
Louisiana Purchase, European immigration) 
- Military Conflicts (e.g., French and Indian War, American 

56171 56146 56147 

56175 56148 67137 

67097 67098 8057 

8036 8037 8038 

  



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning Activities/ 
Resources 

Revolutionary War, War of 1812) 
8.4.B History 

8.4. World History 
B. Identify and explain important 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites in world 
history. 
- Africa (e.g., Prohibition of Marriages Act, prison on 
Robben Island) 
- Americas (e.g., Tenochtitlan, Aztec masks) 
- Asia (e.g., samurai sword, Commodore Perry's Black 
Ships) 
- Europe (e.g., Luther's Ninety-Five Theses, Wittenberg 
Castle Church) 

56176 56151 
  

5.3.6.F F. Describe the voting process. 
· PA 
· United States 

6092 6090 
  

5.1.6.E E. Explain the basic principles and ideals of documents of 
United States government.· Declaration of Independence· 
Constitution of the United States· Bill of Rights 

6088 6085 
  

5.1.6.M M. Explain the basic principles and ideals found in famous 
speeches and writings. 

6085 6088 
  

5.3.6.E Identify major leaders of local, state and national 
governments, their primary duties and their political party 
affiliation. 

6127 6128 
  

5.2.6.E Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of 
citizenship. 

6127  
  
 

7.4.2.A Identify resources used to provide humans with energy, 
food, housing and water. 

6126 
  

 

 

 



SEVENTH GRADE – SOCIAL STUDIES 

Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning 

 

Description: In Seventh Grade, students study early life in the American colonies, 
colonization, the development of Jeffersonian democracy in the young United States, the 
geography of North America, and issues leading to the two World Wars. Topics include: 

1. Age of Exploration - Teaches the characteristics of life in America prior to the 17th 
century. Lessons present information about the first Americans and how geography 
influenced the way they lived, the early exploration of the Americas, the conquering 
and dominating of the New World, and the Spanish, French, and English colonies in 
America. 

2. English Colonization - Teaches about the way of life of the British colonization in 
America. Students will learn about the cities of Roanoke and Jamestown, the thirteen 
colonies, and the geography and daily life of the colonies. 

3. American Revolution Causes - Students will gain an overview of the events, 
individuals, and organizations that contributed to the war against Britain. Lessons will 
look at the struggle for control in the colonies, the idea of mercantilism, the taxes that 
were imposed on colonists, the protests that colonists made, and Britain’s response. 

4. The American Revolution - Teaches about the history of the United States during the 
early years of The Revolutionary War. Lessons include information about the battles, 
documents, and people involved in the Revolution. 

5. Creation of U.S. Government - Teaches about the early years of the establishment of 
American government. Students will look at how government started, the influences 
on the Founding Fathers, the creation of the Constitution, the structure of the 
government, and the challenges surrounding the Constitution. 

6. Early Years of the Republic - Students will analyze the various difficulties that arose 
in the early years of the Republic. Lessons include information about Washington’s 
presidency, major issues facing the nation, and the various political parties involved. 

7. Age of Jefferson - Students will learn about the challenges that President Thomas 
Jefferson faced by reviewing information about population issues, trade difficulties, 
and the War of 1812. 

8. Growth and Expansion – Teaches about the major changes in the U.S. during the 
1800’s. Students will explore the Industrial Revolution, internal improvements that 
were made, the changing role of government, and the development of foreign policy. 

9. Jacksonian Democracy - Students learn about the various policies that president 
Andrew Jackson put into effect. Lessons describe Jackson’s early years, military 
career, presidential election, and philosophies that were applied during this time. 

10. Manifest Destiny - Students will learn how apparent it was that the U.S. was destined 
to control all territory between the Atlantic and Pacific. Lessons examine the causes 
that led to this control such as: the types of people who moved West, the war with 
Mexico, and Western Travel. 

11. Reform Movements – Students will discover how the various reforms of the 1800’s 
led to permanent change in the United States. Lessons include abolition, 
temperance, women’s rights, education, religious and mentally ill/prison reform. 

12. Causes of the Civil War – Students will learn about the complex issues that 
contributed to the division of the states and ultimately the Civil War. Lessons review 
slavery, issues dividing the North and the South, the idea of Manifest Destiny, and 



the secession of the South. 
13. The Civil War - Students encounter the various characteristics of both the north and 

the south during the Civil War. Lessons also encourage students to analyze the final 
battles of the war as well as the terms of surrender. 

14. Reconstruction – Students analyze the plan used for reconstruction of the United 
States and examine the reuniting of the nation, the South under construction, 
change, problems with the Native Americans, and settlers in the West. 

15. Immigration and Industry – Students will explore immigration and the impact it had on 
the growth of business in the United States. Lessons explore the melting pot of many 
nations, the changes in industry, and the workers and their rights. 

16. United States as a World Power – Students will learn about the United States shift in 
policy during the Era of Reform and Overseas Expansion. Lesson detail events in 
overseas expansion such as imperialism, yellow journalism, muckraking, and the 
U.S. involvement in the Spanish American War. 

17. World War I – Students will examine the various issues, causes, battles, and 
outcomes that affected the Great War. Lessons also explore the reason the United 
States entered the war. 

18. Roaring Twenties – Students will examine the post war challenges of the 1920’s such 
as the Red Scare, the rise of the KKK, and the changing economic climate. 

19. The Great Depression – Students will examine the different problems and causes of 
the depression and what the New Deal meant to America. 

20. World War II – Students will analyze the stepping stones to the Second World War, 
as well as examine the reasons for the United States involvement. 

21. The Cold War – Students will evaluate the concept of the Iron Curtain, the spread of 
communism, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and the conflict with Vietnam. 

22. Changing Times in America – Students will examine an overview of the Civil Rights 
Era and the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations. 

23. Modern America – Students will view a comparison of the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton 
administrations. Lessons will look at the economic and foreign policies during these 
years. 

 

Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

5.1.B Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
B. Explain the importance of the rule of law for the protection of 
individual rights and the common good in the community, state, 
nation and world. 

76194 76171 76172 
 

5.1.C Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
C. Describe the principles and ideas shaping government. 

- Equality 
- Majority rule/Minority rights 
- Popular sovereignty 
- Privacy 
- Checks and balances 
- Separation of powers 

76194 76171 76172 

5.1.E Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
E. Explain the principles and basic ideas within documents of 
United States government. 

56170 56149 56150 

67140 67108 67109 

5.1.F Civics and Government 56170 56149 56150 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
F. Explain the meaning of the Preamble to the Constitution of 
the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania and compare it to the Preamble of the 
Constitution of the United States. 

5.1.G Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
G. Describe the proper use, display and respect for the United 
States Flag and explain the significance of patriotic activities. 

- Reciting The Pledge of Alliance 
- Standing for The National Anthem 

56169 56142 56143 

5.2.A Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
A. Compare rights and responsibilities of citizenship. 
- Political rights 
- Economic rights 
- Personal responsibilities of the individual and to society 
- Civic responsibilities of the individual and to society 
- Traits of character of individuals 
and to a republican form of government 

41214 41180 56169 

56142 56143 67140 

67108 67109 

5.2.B Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
B. Explain the relationship between rights and responsibilities. 

56169 56142 56143 

67140 67108 67109 

 
5.2.C Civics and Government 

5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
C. Explain ways citizens resolve conflicts in society and 
government. 

56171 56146 56147 

56172 56144 56145 

8051 8021 8022 

8023 8024 8057 

8036 8037 8038 
 

5.2.D Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
D. Describe the importance of political leadership and public 
service. 

56169 56142 56143 

76196 76175 

5.3.A Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
A. Compare the structure, organization and operation of local, 
state and national governments. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.3.B Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
B. Describe the responsibilities and powers of the three 
branches of government. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.3.C Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
C. Explain how government actions affect citizens' daily lives. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 76199 

76173 76174 8057 

8036 8037 8038 
5.3.D Civics and Government 

5.3. How Government Works 
D. Describe how local, state and national governments 
implement their services. 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41215 

41181 76199 76173 

76174 
5.4.D Civics and Government 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 
D. Describe the processes that resulted in a treaty or 
agreement between the United States and another nation 

56175 56148 67145 

67110 67111 

 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

state. 
5.4.E Civics and Government 

5.4. How International Relationships Function 
E. Explain how nations work together on common 
environmental problems, natural disasters and trade 

56175 56148 67145 

67110 67111  

 

6.5.A Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
A. Recognize that the availability of goods and services is the 
result of work by members of the society. 

41215 41181 

6.5.C Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
C. Compare the number of employees at different businesses. 

41215 41181 

6.5.D Economics 
6.5. Work and Earnings 
D. Explain how profits and losses serve as incentives. 

67144 67101 67102 

67103 

7.1.A 7.1.A Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
A. Describe geographic tools and their uses. 
- Basis on which maps, graphs and diagrams are 
created 
-- Aerial and other photographs 
-- Reference works 
-- Field observations 
-- Surveys 
- Geographic representations to display spatial 
information 
-- Absolute location 
-- Relative location 
-- Flows (e. g., goods, people, traffic) 
-- Topography 
-- Historic events 
- Mental maps to organize an understanding of the 
human and physical features of Pennsylvania and the home 
county 
- Basic spatial elements for depicting the patterns of 
physical and human features 
-- Point, line, area, location, distance, scale 
-- Map grids 
-- Alpha-numeric system 
-- Cardinal and intermediate direction 

41219 41191 41192 
56174 56139 56140 
56141 8054 8027 
8028   
 

7.1.B Geography 
7.1. Basic Geographic Literacy 
B. Describe and locate places and regions. 
- Coordinate systems (e. g., latitude and longitude, time zones) 
- Physical features 
-- In Pennsylvania (e. g., Coastal Plain, Piedmont, 
Appalachians) 
-- In the United States (e. g., Great Lakes, Rocky Mountains, 
Great Plains) 
- Human features 
-- Countries (e. g., United Kingdom, Argentina, Egypt) 
-- States (e. g., California, Massachusetts, Florida) 
-- Provinces (e. g., Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia) 
-- Major human regions (e. g., Mid Atlantic, New England, 
Southwest) 

41219 41191 41192 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

-- Counties (e. g., Lancaster, Lackawanna, Jefferson) 
-- Townships (e. g., Dickinson, Lower Mifflin, Southampton) 
-- Major cities (e. g., London, Los Angeles, Tokyo) 
- Ways in which different people view places and regions (e. 
g., as places to visit or to avoid) 
- Community connections to other places 
-- Dependence and interdependence 
-- Access and movement 

7.2.A Geography 
7.2 The Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 
A. Describe the physical characteristics of places and regions. 
- Components of Earth’s physical systems (e. g., clouds, 
storms, relief and elevation [topography], tides, biomes, 
tectonic plates) 
- Comparison of the physical characteristics of different places 
and regions (e. g., soil, vegetation, climate, topography) 
- Climate types (e. g., marine west coast, humid continental, 
tropical wet and dry) 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

 

7.3.A Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
A. Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by 
their population characteristics. 
- Spatial distribution, size, density and demographic 
characteristics of population at the county and state level. 
- Causes of human movement 
-- Mobility (e. g., shopping, commuting, recreation) 
-- Migration models (e. g., push/ pull factors, barriers to 
migration) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 41219 

41191 41192 

7.3.B Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
B. Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by 
their cultural characteristics. 

- Ethnicity of people at the county 
and state levels (e. g., customs, celebrations, languages, 
religions) 

- Spatial arrangement of cultures 
creates distinctive landscapes (e. g., cultural regions based on 
languages, customs, religion, building styles as in the 
Pennsylvania German region) 

41220 41193 41194 

41222 41198 8055 

8031 8032 

7.3.C Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
C. Describe the human characteristics of 
places and regions by their settlement characteristics. 

- Current and past settlement patterns in the local area 
- Factors that affect the growth and 

decline of settlements (e. g., immigration, transportation 
development, depletion of natural resources, site and situation) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 8052 

8029 8030 

7.3.E Geography 
7.3 The Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
E. Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by 
their political activities. 
- Spatial pattern of political units in Pennsylvania 
- Functions of political units (e. g., counties, municipalities, 
townships, school districts, PA General Assembly districts 
[House and Senate], U.S. Congressional districts, states) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 76194 

76171 76172 

8.1.A History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

56175 56148 76201 

76163 76164 76165 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

A. Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between 
past, present and future time. 

- Calendar time 
- Time lines 
- People and events in time 
- Patterns of continuity and change 
- Sequential order 
- Context for events 

76166 76167 76168 

8053 8025 8026 

 

8.1.B History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
B. Explain and analyze historical sources. 
- Literal meaning of a historical passage 
- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs and tables 
- Author or historical source 
- Multiple historical perspectives 
- Visual evidence 
- Mathematical data from graphs and tables 

56174 56139 56140 

56141 

 

8.1.C History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
C. Explain the fundamentals of historical interpretation. 
- Difference between fact and opinion 
- Multiple points of view 
- Illustrations in historical stories 
- Causes and results 
- Author or source of historical narratives 

56173 56137 56138 

67141 67093 67094 

67142 67099 67100 

 

8.1.D History 
8.1. Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
D. Describe and explain historical research. 
- Historical events (time and place) 
- Facts, folklore and fiction 
- Historical questions 
- Primary sources 
- Secondary sources 
- Conclusions (e. g., simulations, group projects, skits and 
plays) 

56173 56137 56138 

8.3.A History 
8.3. United States History 
A. Identify and explain the political and cultural contributions of 
individuals 
and groups to United States history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Native Americans, Africans and Europeans 
- Political Leaders (e. g., John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, John 
Marshall) 
- Military Leaders (e. g. George Washington, Meriwether Lewis, 
Henry Knox) 
- Cultural and Commercial Leaders (e. g., Paul Revere, Phyllis 
Wheatley, John Rolfe) 
- Innovators and Reformers (e. g., Ann Hutchinson, Roger 
Williams, Junipero Serra) 

41218 41189 41190 

41199 67138 67104 

67105 67106 76197 

76181 76182 76198 

76179 76180 76183 

8055 8031 8032 

8.3.B History 
8.3. United States History 
B. Identify and explain primary documents, material artifacts 
and historic sites important in United 
States history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Documents (e. g., Mayflower Compact, Northwest Ordinance, 
Washington's Farewell Address) 
- 18th Century Writings and Communications (e.g., Paine's 

41217 41188 41218 

41189 41190 41199 

41222 41198 67139 

67107 76198 76179 

76180 76183 

 



Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

Common Sense; Franklin's "Join, or DIE," Henry's "Give me 
liberty or give me death") 
- Historic Places (e. g., Cahokia Mounds, Spanish Missions, 
Jamestown) 

8.3.C History 
8.3. United States History 
C. Explain how continuity and change has 
influenced United States history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Belief Systems and Religions (e.g., impact on daily life, 
government established religions, communal sects) 
- Commerce and Industry (e.g., fur trade, development of cash 
crops) 
- Innovations (e.g., cotton gin, Whitney; wooden clock, 
Banneker; stove, Franklin) 
- Politics (e.g., Hamilton's defense of John Peter Zenger, The 
Great Compromise, Marbury v. Madison) 
- Settlement Patterns (e.g., frontier settlements, slave 
plantation society, growth of cities) 
- Social Organization (e.g., community structure on the frontier, 
cultural and language barriers) 
- Transportation and Trade (e.g., methods of overland travel, 
water transportation, National Road) 
- Women's Movement (e.g., roles and changing status of 
women, Margaret Brent's vote, soldier Deborah Sampson) 

41213 41176 41177 

41178 41179 8051 

8021 8022 8023 

8024 8052 8029 

8030 8053 8025 

8026 

 

8.3.D History 
8.3. United States History 
D. Identify and explain conflict and cooperation among social 
groups and 
organizations in United States history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Domestic Instability (e.g., Salem Witch Trials, Shays 
Rebellion, religious persecution) 
- Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., cooperation between and 
among Native Americans and European settlers, slave 
uprisings, "Colored" troops in the Revolution) 
- Labor Relations (e.g., early union efforts, 10-hour day, 
women’s role) 
- Immigration and Migration (e.g., western settlements, 
Louisiana Purchase, European immigration) 
- Military Conflicts (e.g., French and Indian War, American 
Revolutionary War, War of 1812) 

56171 56146 56147 

56175 56148 67137 

67097 67098 8057 

8036 8037 8038 

 

8.4.B History 
8.4. World History 
B. Identify and explain important 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites in world history. 
- Africa (e.g., Prohibition of Marriages Act, prison on Robben 
Island) 
- Americas (e.g., Tenochtitlan, Aztec masks) 
- Asia (e.g., samurai sword, Commodore Perry's Black Ships) 
- Europe (e.g., Luther's Ninety-Five Theses, Wittenberg Castle 
Church) 

56176    56151 
 

 



EIGHTH GRADE – SOCIAL STUDIES 

Curriculum Materials: Compass Learning Odyssey; Pearson Social Studies myWorld 
Geography 

 

Description:   Eighth grade social studies offers an in-depth look at the development and 
influence of America in the World after WWII, the interplay of markets and governments in 
macro and micro-economics, and the history of Pennsylvania from early colonization to 
modern times.  

 

 

Standard/As
sessment 
Anchor # 

Description/Eligible Content Compass Learning 
Activities/ Resources 

5.1.H Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
H. Describe the roles played by framers of the basic documents 
of governments of Pennsylvania and the United States. 

41218 41189 41190 
41199 67138 67104 
67105 67106 

5.1.I Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
I. Describe and compare the making of rules by direct 
democracy and by a republican form of government. 

76194 76171 76172 

5.1.J Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
J. Describe how the government protects individual and property 
rights and promotes the common good 

41213 41176 41177 
41178 41179 67140 
67108 67109 

5.1.K Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
K. Describe the purpose of symbols and holidays 

41222 41198 

5.1.L Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
L. Explain the role of courts in resolving conflicts involving the 
principles and ideals of government. 

- Local 
- State 
- Federal 

56171 56146 56147 
76194 76171 76172 
8051 8021 8022 
8023 8024 

5.1.M Civics and Government 
5.1. Principles and Documents of Government 
M. Explain the basic principles and ideals found in famous 
speeches and writings (e. g., "Governments, like clocks, go from 
the motion people give them," William Penn; "A date that will live 
in infamy," Franklin D. Roosevelt). 

67145 67110 67111 
76198 76179 76180 
76183 8053 8025 
8026 

5.2.E Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
E. Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of 
citizenship. 

56169 56142 56143 

5.2.F Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
F. Describe the impact of the consequences of violating rules 
and laws in a civil society. 

67140 67108 67109 



5.2.G Civics and Government 
5.2. Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
G. Explain the importance of participating in government and 
civic life. 

41215 41181 76194 
76171 76172 76195 
76176 76196 76175 

5.3.E Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
E. Identify major leaders of local, state and national 
governments, 
their primary duties and their political party affiliation. 

76194 76171 76172 
76196 76175 

5.3.F Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
F. Describe the voting process. 

- Pennsylvania 
- United States 

76195 76176 76196 
76175 

5.3.G Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
G. Describe how the government protects individual rights. 

- Presumption of Innocence 
- Right to Counsel 
- Trial by Jury 
- Bill of Rights 

56171 56146 56147 
67140 67108 67109 

5.3.H Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
H. Identify individual interests and how they impact government. 

41213 41176 41177 
41178 41179 41216 
41182 41183 41184 
41185 41186 41187 
8058 8034 8035 

5.3.I Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
I. Describe why and how government raises money to pay for its 
operations and services. 

76199 76173 76174 

5.3.J Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
J. Describe the influence of media in reporting issues. 

56173 56137 56138 
67142 67099 67100 
67143 67095 67096 
76196 76175 

5.3.K Civics and Government 
5.3. How Government Works 
K. Describe forms of government. 

- Limited 
- Unlimited 

76194 76171 76172 

6.1.A Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
A. Describe and identify the 
characteristics of traditional, command and market systems 

67144 67101 67102 
67103 

6.1.B Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
B. Explain the three basic questions that all economic systems 
attempt to 
answer. 
- What goods and services should be produced? 
- How will goods and services be produced? 
- Who will consume goods and services? 

41216 41182 41183 
41184 41185 41186 
41187 67143 67095 
67096 67144 67101 
67102 67103 

6.1.C Economics 
6.1. Economic Systems 
C. Define measures of economic activity and relate them to the 
health of the economy. 

- Prices 
- Employment 
- Output 

41213 41176 41177 
41178 41179 41215 
41181 67144 67101 
67102 67103 76200 
76169 76170 



6.2.A Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
A. Describe market transactions in terms 
of goods, services, consumers and producers. 

67143 67095 67096 
67144 67101 67102 
67103 

6.2.B Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
B. Describe the costs and benefits of competition to consumers 
in markets. 

67144 67101 67102 
67103 

6.2.C Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
C. Explain the function of money and its use in society. 

76200 76169 76170 

6.2.E Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
E. Explain how the interaction of buyers and sellers determines 
prices and quantities exchanged. 

67144 67101 67102 
67103 

6.2.F Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
F. Describe how prices influence both buyers and sellers and 
explain why prices may vary for similar products. 

67144 67101 67102 
67103 

6.2.G Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
G. Explain how taxes affect the price of goods and services. 

76199 76173 76174 

6.2.H Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
H. Describe the Pennsylvania and United States governments' 
roles in 
monitoring economic activities. 

8057 8036 8037 
8038 

6.2.J Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
J. Explain the cost and benefits of taxation. 

76199 76173 76174 

6.2.K Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
K. Explain how advertisements influence perceptions of the 
costs and benefits of economic decisions. 

67143 67095 67096 

6.2.L Economics 
6.2. Markets and the Functions of Governments 
L. Explain what an exchange rate is. 

76200 76169 76170 

6.3.A Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
A. Explain how scarcity influences choices and behaviors. 

- Personal decision-making 
- Family decision-making 
- Community decision-making 

41215 41181 41216 
41182 41183 41184 
41185 41186 41187 

6.3.B Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
B. Explain how limited resources and unlimited wants cause 
scarcity. 

41216 41182 41183 
41184 41185 41186 
41187 

6.3.D Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
D. Explain the costs and benefits of an economic decision. 

67143 67095 67096 

6.3.E Economics 
6.3. Scarcity and Choice 
E. Define opportunity cost and describe the opportunity cost of a 
personal choice. 

41216 41182 41183 
41184 41185 41186 
41187 67144 67101 
67102 67103 



7.4.B Geography 
7.4 The Interactions Between People and Places 
B. Describe the impacts of people on physical systems. 
- Changing spatial patterns on Earth's surface that result from 
human activities (e. g., lake desiccation as in the Aral Sea, 
construction of dikes, dams and storm surge barriers in the 
Netherlands, creation of state parks and forests throughout 
Pennsylvania) 
- Ways humans adjust their impact 
on the habitat (e. g., endangered species act, replacement of 
wetlands, logging and replanting trees) 

41217 41188 8056 
8033 
 

8.2.A History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
A. Identify and explain the political and cultural contributions of 
individuals 
and groups to Pennsylvania history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Inhabitants (e. g., Native Americans, Europeans, Africans) 
- Military Leaders (e. g., Anthony Wayne, Oliver H. Perry, John 
Muhlenberg) 
- Political Leaders (e. g., William Penn, Hannah Penn, 
Benjamin Franklin) 
- Cultural and Commercial Leaders (e. g., Robert Morris, John 
Bartram, Albert Gallatin) 
- Innovators and Reformers 
(e. g., Society of Friends, Richard Allen, Sybilla Masters) 

8051 8021 8022 
8023 8024 8053 
8025 8026 8055 
8031 8032 
 

8.2.B History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
B. Identify and explain primary 
documents, material artifacts and historic sites important in 
Pennsylvania 
history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Documents, Writings and Oral Traditions (e. g., Charter of 
Privileges, The Gradual Abolition of Slavery Act of 1780, 
Letters from a Pennsylvania Farmer) 
- Artifacts, Architecture and Historic 
Places (e. g., Conestoga Wagon, Pennsylvania rifle, Brig 
Niagara) 

41217 41188  
 

8.2.C History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
C. Identify and explain how continuity 
and change have influenced Pennsylvania history from the 
Beginnings to 1824. 
- Belief Systems and Religions (e. g., Native Americans, 
Quakers) 
- Commerce and Industry (e. g., iron production, sailing, fur 
trade) 
- Innovations (e. g., steam boat, Conestoga Wagon) 
- Politics (e. g., The Mason- Dixon Line, Pennsylvania's 
acquisition 
and detachment of the "lower three counties," movements of 
State capital) 
- Settlement Patterns (e. g., native settlements, Westward 
expansion, development of towns) 
- Social Organization (e. g., trade and development of cash 
economy, African Methodist Episcopal Church founded, 
schools in the colony) 
- Transportation (e. g., trade routes, turnpikes, post roads) 
- Women's Movement (e. g., voting qualifications, role models) 

41213 41176 41177 
41178 41179 76201 
76163 76164 76165 
76166 76167 76168 
8051 8021 8022 
8023 8024 8053 
8025 8026 8055 
8031 8032 



8.2.D History 
8.2. Pennsylvania History 
D. Identify and explain conflict and cooperation among social 
groups and 
organizations in Pennsylvania history from Beginnings to 1824. 
- Domestic Instability (e. g., religious diversity, toleration and 
conflicts, incursion of the Iroquois) 
- Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., Penn's Treaties with 
Indians, the Underground Railroad, the abolition of slavery) 
- Labor Relations (e. g., indentured servants, working 
conditions) 
- Immigration (e. g., Germans, Irish) 
- Military Conflicts (e. g., Dutch, Swedish and English struggle 
for control of land, Wyoming Massacre, The Whiskey 
Rebellion) 

56171 56146 56147 
67137 67097 67098 
8057 8036 8037 
8038 
 

 

Pearson Social Studies MyWorld Geography 

Pennsylvania Anchor Standards 

& Eligible Content for Grade 8 

myWorld Geography 

©2011 
5.1 Civics and Government; Principles and Documents of Government 

5.1.8 Grade 8  
5.1.8.A:  
Identify the sources of the rule of law. SE/TE: Purpose of government, 104; Limited 

Government, 105; Rule of Law, 108 

5.1.8.B:  



Outline how different systems of government 

function. 

SE/TE: Political Systems, 106–107; Government 

Systems: Afghanistan, 730; Albania, 459; 

Algeria, 574; Ancient Egypt, 565; Ancient Greece, 

341–343, 347; Arabia and Iraq, 604; Australia, 

848; Austria, 433; Bangladesh, 730; Belgium, 

431; Bhutan, 730; Brazil, 318–319, 325; Brunei, 

816; Bulgaria, 459; Cambodia, 816; Canada, 

176, 177, 178–179; Caucasus, 700–701; China, 

105, 753, 758–759, 760, 761; Colombia, 273; 

Cuba, 107; Czech Republic, 456; East Timor, 

816; Egypt, 569, 574; England, 364, 365, 390; 

Estonia, 454, 455; Ethiopia, 541; France, 387, 

391, 430; French Guiana, 273; Georgia, 700– 

701; Germany, 107, 391; Greece, 434; Guyana, 

273; Hungary, 457; India, 730; Indonesia, 816; 

Iran, 662–663; Israel, 634–635; Italy, 391; 

Japan, 786–787; Jordan, 635; Kazakhstan, 700; 

Laos, 816; Latvia, 454, 455; Lebanon, 635; 

Libya, 574; Lithuania, 454, 455; Malaysia, 816; 

Mexico, 212–213; Mongolia, 758–759; Morocco, 

574, 575; Myanmar, 816; Nepal, 730; New 

Zealand, 848; North Africa, 574–575; North 

Korea, 107; Pakistan, 730; Russia, 479–483; 

Saudi Arabia, 107, 604; Singapore, 816; South 

Africa, 547, 548; South Korea, 788–789; Sudan, 

547; Suriname, 273; Switzerland, 433; Syria, 

635; Taiwan, 761; Turkey, 666–667; United 

Kingdom, 107, 422–423; United States, 105, 

106, 108, 148–149; Venezuela, 273, 274; 

Vietnam, 81; Zimbabwe, 547 

5.1.8.C:  
Analyze the principles and ideas that shaped 

local, Pennsylvania, and national governments. 

 Liberty / Freedom 
 Democracy 
 Justice 

 Equality 

SE/TE: Serving Her Country, 103; Limited 
Government, 105; Democracy, 106; Principles of 

Government, 108; Document-Based Questions: 

The Federalist, 115; Preserving Democracy: 
Separation of Powers, 148; Civil Rights 
Movement, 151 

5.1.8.D:  
Summarize the basic principles and ideals within 
documents and the roles played by the framers as 

found in significant documents: 

 Declaration of Independence 
 United States Constitution 
 Bill of Rights 
 Pennsylvania Constitution 

SE/TE: Constitution, U.S., 109, 148–149; Bill of 

Rights, 112; Declaration of Independence, 148, 

390 

5.1.8.E:  
Compare and contrast the individual rights 
guaranteed by the PA Constitution versus the 

U.S. Constitution. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Bill of Rights, 
112; Constitution, U.S., 148–149 

5.1.8.F:  



Analyze how political symbols are used by the 

media and leaders to influence public opinion. 

SE/TE: 21st Century Learning: Analyze Media 

Content, 492–493; also see: Serving Her 

Country, 103; Image of U.S. Flag, 105, 155; 
Queen of England, 106; Statue of Ki Il-Sung, 
107; U.S. Capitol, 108; Naturalization ceremony, 

112; Civic Participation, 113; also see: Closer 

Look: Struggle for Power, 208–209, Politics in 

Venezuela, 274 5.2 Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

5.2.8 Grade 8  
5.2.8.A:  
Summarize the role of citizens in terms of right 

and responsibilities in different government 

systems. 

SE/TE: Serving Her Country, 103; Rights and 

Responsibilities, 112–113; Document-Based 

Questions: Voter Participation, 115 5.2.8.B:  
Describe how citizens resolve conflicts in society 

and government. 

SE/TE: Internal Divisions, 149; Civil Rights 

Movement, 151; Immigration Today, 155–156 

5.2.8.C:  
Describe the role of political leadership and 

public service. 

SE/TE: Serving Her Country, 103; Democracy, 

106; Branches of Government, 109; Civic Life, 

113; Preserving Democracy: Separation of 

Powers, 148; Civil Rights Movement, 151 
5.2.8.D:  
Describe the citizen’s role in the political process. SE/TE: Serving Her Country, 103; Democracy, 

106; Rights and Responsibilities (voting), 113; 
Document-Based Questions: Voter Participation, 

115 

5.3 How Government Works 

5.3.8 Grade 8  
5.3.8.A:  
Compare and contrast the responsibilities and 

powers of the three branches of government 

between Pennsylvania and the Federal 

government. 

SE/TE: Branches of Government, 109;  Preserving 

Democracy: Separation of Powers, 148 

5.3.8.B:  
Compare and contrast the policy-making process 
between Pennsylvania and the federal 

government. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Branches of 
Government, 109; Preserving Democracy: 

Separation of Powers, 148 

5.3.8.C:  
Describe how local, state, and national 

governments provide services. 

SE/TE: Political Structures (types and levels of 
governments in the United States), 108 

5.3.8.D:  
Identify leadership positions and the role of 
political party affiliation at the local, state, and 

national levels. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Political 
Structures (types and levels of governments in 

the United States), 108 

5.3.8.E:  
Describe the closed primary voting process in 

Pennsylvania. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Political 

Structures (types and levels of governments in 

the United States), 108 5.3.8.F:  
Explain the various judicial levels of the U.S. and 

state. 

SE/TE: Judicial Branch, 109; Using the courts to 

fight an injustice, 112; Preserving Democracy: 

Separation of Powers (Judicial Branch), 148 5.3.8.G:  
Explain the role of interest groups in the federal 

government process 

SE/TE: Civic Participation: Join an interest group, 

113 

5.3.8.H:  



Describe the influence of mass media on 

government. 

SE/TE: 21st Century Learning: Search for 

Information on the Internet, 328–329, Analyze 

Media Content, 492–493, Evaluate Web Sites, 

734–735 

5.3.8.I:  
Describe various types of projects and services 

provided through local, state, and national taxes. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Taxes in the 

colonies, 148; Taxes and taxation, 351 

5.3.8.J:  
Compare democracy to totalitarianism. SE/TE: Political Systems, 106–107; also see: 

Government Systems: China, 105, 753, 758–759, 

760, 761; United Kingdom, 107, 422–423; United 

States, 105, 106, 108, 148–149; Venezuela, 273, 

274 

5.4 How International Relationships Function 

5.4.8 Grade 8  
5.4.8.A:  
Describe how national interests lead to 
agreements and conflicts between and among 

countries. 

SE/TE: Trade Barriers and Free Trade, 67; 
Conflict and Cooperation, 110–111; A Developing 

Power, 150–151; Influence on the World 

Economy, 152, 154; The United States as World 
Leader, 156–157; Conflict and Compromise, 174– 
175; Canada’s Role in the World, 180–181; Trade 

(Mexico), 218, 219; Ending Foreign Control, 236– 

237; Free-Trade Agreements, 241–242; After 

Independence, 268–269; Economies (South 

America), 275; Regional Economies, 299–300; 

Farming and Free Trade (Brazil), 324; European 

Union, 403; International Issues, 406; At the 

Center of the European Union, 428, 429; Regional 

Newcomers, 438–439; 

Russia and the World, 487–489; The African 

Union, 522–523; 

(Continued) 

5.4.8.A: Describe how national interests lead to 
agreements and conflicts between and among 

countries. 

Problems and Potential, 548–549; Resources and 

Trade, 562–563; The Persian Gulf in Modern 

Times, 603–605; Israel and Its Neighbors Today, 

634–641; How the Oil Rich Can Help the Oil Poor, 

672–673; Joining the World Economy, 698; 

Governments and Economies, 730–731; Economic 

Growth: the Importance of Exports, 762–763; 

Southeast Asia and the World, 819 
5.4.8.B:  
Describe the foreign policy tools of diplomacy, 

economic aid, military aid, sanctions, and 

treaties. 

SE/TE: Economic development, 64-65 

Foreign Policy, 110;  Treaties and diplomacy 

(includes international organizations), 111; 

Diplomacy, 156, 892; also see: Treaty of 
Tordesillas (1494), 317; Treaty of Versailles, 395, 

397; North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 
401, 431, 459, 487; Maastricht Treaty (1992), 

403; Antarctic Treaty, 855, 886 
5.4.8.C:  



Explain how common problems (e.g., natural 

disasters, ethnic conflict, environmental concerns) 

are addressed by organizations and governments. 

SE/TE: A Closer Look: Crops and Water Pollution, 

232; One Region, Many Faces, 239; Globalization 

and the Environment, 298; Understanding the 

European Union, 429; Coal or Nuclear: difficult 
Energy Choices, 450; Darfur Refugee Crisis, 546; 

The Shrinking Aral Sea, 699; Women in South 

Asia, 728; The Three Gorges Dam, 766; Effects of 

Colonization, 812; Disappearing Islands, 850 

5.4.8.D:  
Describe how mass media influences our view of 

international events. 

SE/TE: For related material see: 21st Century 

Learning: Analyze Media Content, 492–493 

6.1 Economics; Scarcity and Choice 

6.1.8 Grade 8  
6.1.8.A:  
Explain how limited resources and unlimited 

wants cause scarcity. 

SE/TE: Scarcity, 58–59 

6.1.8.B:  
Compare decisions made because of limited 

resources and unlimited wants. Analyze the 

resources that are combined to create goods and 

services. 

SE/TE: Goods and Services, 58, 59, 60; Factors 

of Production, 58 

6.1.8.C:  
Compare choices to determine the best action. SE/TE: Opportunity Cost, 59; Globalization and 

the Environment, 298; Coal on Nuclear: Difficult 

Energy Choices, 450 

6.1.8.D:  
Compare the effect of incentives on personal 

decisions. 

SE/TE: Incentives, 59; Environmental Impact, 

145 

6.2 Markets and Economic Systems 

6.2.8.A:  
Describe the interaction of consumers and 
producers of goods and services in the state 

and national economy. 

SE/TE: Economic Basics, 58–59; Economic 
Process, 60–61; Economic Systems, 62–63 

6.2.8.B:  
Identify positive and negative effects of market 

competition. 

SE/TE: Economic Process, 60–61; Economic 

Systems, 62–63 

6.2.8.C:  
Explain how advertising influences economic 

decisions. 

SE/TE: Advertising, 61; Also see: Planning a 
Marketing Campaign, 578–579 

6.2.8.D:  
Explain the effects that changes in price have on 

buyers and sellers. 

SE/TE: Prices, 59, 61 

6.2.8.E:  
Compare the state of the current economy with 
the economy in a different time or place. 

SE/TE: The English Colonies, 147–148; The 
Great Depression, 151; The United States 
Economy, 152–154; The European Union, 403; 

Prosperity and Partnerships, 423–424; Economic 

Changes, 436; The Silk Road of Central Asia, 
693; Communists Take Control 695; Joining the 

World Economy, 698; The Colonial Period, 721; 

Economies, 730 
6.2.8.F:  
Analyze the functions of private economic 

institutions in the national economy. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Economic Basics, 

58–59; Economic Process, 60–61; Service 

Industries, 154 



6.2.8.G:  
Examine how various economic systems 

address the three basic questions. 

 What to produce? 
 How? 

 For whom? 

SE/TE: Economic Systems, 62–63; see also 

Economy of Different Countries: Algeria, 572– 

573; Andes and the Pampas, 299-300; Arabia 

and Iraq, 593, 608–609; Australia, 849; Baltic 

Nations, 455; Bangladesh, 730; Belgium, 431; 

Brazil, 317, 318, 319, 324; Canada, 170, 171, 

177, 180–181; Caribbean South America, 275; 

Central America and Caribbean, 237, 241–242; 

Central Asia and Caucasus, 698; China, 762–763; 

Colombia, 275; Czech Republic, 456; Egypt, 573; 

Europe, 406; France, 430; French Guiana, 275; 

Germany, 396, 406, 432; Greece, 436–437, 438; 

Guyana, 275; India, 730–731; Iran, 664; Israel, 

637; Italy, 436-437, 438; Japan, 787, 792; 

Jordan, 637; Kenya, 549; Lebanon, 637; Libya, 

572–573; Mexico, 216–217; Middle America, 

192–193; Mongolia, 762, 763; New Zealand, 849; 
North Africa, 572–573; North Korea, 791; Pacific 

region, 849; Pakistan, 730; Poland, 454–455; 

Portugal, 436–437, 438; Russian Federation, 483, 

485; Saudi Arabia, 609; Scandinavia, 425; 

Slovakia, 456; Slovenia, 457; Solomon Islands, 

849; South Africa, 549; South Asia, 728, 730– 

(Continued) 

6.2.8. G: Examine how various economic 
systems address the three basic questions. 

 What to produce? 
 How? 
 For whom? 

731; Southeast Asia, 818–819; South Korea, 

789; Southwest Asia, 637; Spain, 436–437, 438; 

Suriname, 275; Syria, 637; Taiwan, 762, 763; 

Tajikistan, 698; Turkey, 667–668; United 

Kingdom, 423; United States, 152–154; 
Venezuela, 275; West and Central Africa, 518– 

519; Western Europe, 426; Yemen, 608 
6.3 Functions of Government 

6.3.8.A:  
Assess the value of public goods and services. SE/TE: Goods and Services, 58, 59, 60; Service 

Industries, 154; Public Health Organization, 110 

6.3.8.B:  



Predict how changes to government involvement 

at the state and national levels may affect the 

economy. 

SE/TE: Economic Basics, 58–59; Economic 

Process, 60–61; Economic Systems, 62–63; 
Economy of Different Countries: Algeria, 572– 

573; Andes and the Pampas, 299-300; Arabia 

and Iraq, 593, 608–609Australia, 849; Baltic 

Nations, 455; Bangladesh, 730; Belgium, 431; 

Brazil, 317, 318, 319, 324; Canada, 170, 171, 

177, 180–181; Caribbean South America, 275; 

Central America and Caribbean, 237, 241–242; 

Central Asia and Caucasus, 698; China, 762–763; 

Colombia, 275; Czech Republic, 456; Egypt, 573; 

Europe, 406; France, 430; French Guiana, 275; 

Germany, 396, 406, 432; Greece, 436–437, 438; 

Guyana, 275; India, 730–731; Iran, 664; Israel, 

637; Italy, 436-437, 438; Japan, 787, 792; 

Jordan, 637; Kenya, 549; Lebanon, 637; Libya, 

572–573; Mexico, 216–217; Middle America, 

192–193; Mongolia, 762, 763; New Zealand, 849; 
North Africa, 572–573; North Korea, 791; Pacific 

region, 849; Pakistan, 730; Poland, 454–455; 

Portugal, 436–437, 438; Russian Federation, 483, 

485; Saudi Arabia, 609; Scandinavia, 425; 

Slovakia, 456; Slovenia, 457; Solomon Islands, 

849; South Africa, 549; South Asia, 728, 730– 

731; Southeast Asia, 818–819; South Korea, 

789; Southwest Asia, 637; Spain, 436–437, 438; 

Suriname, 275; Syria, 637; Taiwan, 762, 763; 

Tajikistan, 698; Turkey, 667–668; United 

Kingdom, 423; United States, 152–154; 

Venezuela, 275; West and Central Africa, 518– 

519; Western Europe, 426; Yemen, 608 

6.3.8.C:  
Compare and contrast the effects of different 

taxation policies. 

SE/TE: Taxes and Taxation, 351; also see: 

Tariffs, 67, 438, 819, 907 

6.3.8.D:  
Explain how government actions may affect 

international trade. 

SE/TE: Trade Barriers, 67, 907; Tariffs, 67, 438, 

819, 907; NAFTA, 152, 154, 180, 216, 219; 

Central America-Dominican Republic-United 
States Free Trade Association (CAFTA-DR), 242; 
Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), 219; 

Free Trade, 67, 425, 819, 894; Free-Trade 

Agreements and, 241-242, 299-300; Economic 

Development, 64–65 

6.4 Economic Interdependence 

6.4.8.A:  
Explain how specialization contributes to 

economic interdependence on a national level. 

SE/TE: Specialization, 60–61 

6.4.8.B:  



Compare the standard of living in different times 

and places. 

SE/TE: Comparing Standards of Living, 486; also 

see: Economic Development, 64–65; Charts, 

Graphs, and Diagrams: The Economy Today: 

What People Do, 153, Foreign Aid, 2006, 156, 
Canada's Economy Today, 171, Mexico's 

Economy: 1950, 2007, 216, Median Years of 

Schooling, 247, Literacy Rates, 247, Brazil's 
Economy, 324, Brazil's GDP Over Time, 327, 
Unemployment in Europe, 1928-1938, 396, The 

Cradle-to-Grave System, 424, GDP per person, 

Northwestern Europe, 426, Workforce of Moldova, 
463, Literacy Rates in Central Africa, 522, Infant 

Mortality in Selected Countries, 525, Southern 

and Eastern Africa Adult HIV/AIDS Incidence 
Rate, 537, Literacy Rates and Gender, 549, GDP, 

Israel and Its Neighbors, 637, Literacy Rates: 

South Asia, 728, Economic Output per Person: 
China and Its Neighbors, 763, Life Expectancy 
and Literacy in Western and Eastern China, 765, 

Japan's Aging Population, 792, GDP per Capita of 

Selected Southeast Asian Nations, 818, GDP by 

Economic Sector, 849, Internet Users, 857 

6.4.8.C:  
Explain the influence of multinational 

corporations and other non-government 

organizations. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Economic 

Process, 60–61 

6.4.8.D:  
Explain how the level of transportation, 
communication networks, and technology affect 

economic interdependence. 

SE/TE: Economic Development, 64–65; Trade, 66–

67; Transportation Systems, 77, 97, 98–99, 

392, 421, 472, 689 

6.5 Income, Profit, and Wealth 

6.5.8.A:  
Examine the compensation of workers who 
produce different goods and provide different 

services. 

SE/TE: Wages, 762; also see: Money 

Management, 68–69; Money as an Incentive, 59 

6.5.8.B:  
Compare the characteristics of productive workers 

with less productive workers. 

SE/TE: Economic Basics, 58–59 

6.5.8.C:  
Explain the organization of different types of 
businesses. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Businesses, 59, 
60–61. 

6.5.8.D:  
Compare the risks and rewards of specific 

business actions. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Entrepreneurs 

and, 57, 58, 62, 392, 423, 454, 608, 609, 893 

6.5.8.E:  
Identify wealth within and among political 
divisions in Pennsylvania. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Economic 
Basics, 58–59; Economic Development, 64–65; 

Money Management, 68–69 6.5.8.F:  
Explain the role of entrepreneurship across the 

nation. 

SE/TE: For related material see: Entrepreneurs 

and, 57, 58, 62, 392, 423, 454, 608, 609, 893 

6.5.8.G:  
Identify the costs and benefits of various 

financial tools available to savers. 

SE/TE: Money Management, 68–69 

6.5.8.H:  
Identify the effect of higher and lower interest 

rates. 

SE/TE: Money Management, 68–69 



7.1 Geography; Basic Geographic Literacy 

7.1.8 Grade 8  
7.1.8.A:  
Explain and illustrate how geographic tools are 

used to organize and interpret information about 

people, places, and environments. 

SE/TE: Tools of Geography: The Study of Earth, 4-

5, Geography’s Five Themes, 6–7, Ways to 

Show Earth’s Surface, 8–9, Understanding Maps, 

10–11, Types of Maps, 12–13; Climates and 

Ecosystems: Climate and Weather, 32–33, 

Temperature, 34–35, Water and Climate, 36–37, 

Air Circulation and Precipitation, 38–39, Types of 

Climate, 40–41, Ecosystems, 42–43; Human- 

Environment Interaction: Environment and 

Resources, 48–49, Land Use, 50–51, People’s 

Impact on the Environment, 52–53; Population 

and Movement: Population Growth, 74–75, 

Population Distribution, 76–77, Migration, 78–79, 

Urbanization, 80–81 

7.1.8.B:  
Explain and locate places and regions as defined SE/TE: Geography’s Five Themes, 6–7; 
by physical and human features. Understanding Maps, 10–11; Types of Maps, 12– 

13; Climate and Weather, 32–33; Types of 
Climate, 40–41; Ecosystems, 42–43; Land Use, 
50–51; Population Distribution, 76–77; 

Urbanization, 80–81; Historical Maps, 124–125; 
also see: Chapter Atlas, 138–145, 164–171, 198– 

205, 226–233, 258–265, 282–289, 308–315, 
414–421, 446–453, 468–475, 504–511, 530– 

537, 556–563, 590–597, 618–625, 648–655, 
684–691, 708–715, 746–753, 774–781, 802–809 

7.2 Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 

7.2.8.A:  
Explain the characteristics of places and SE/TE: Types of Maps, 12–13; Climate and 
regions. Weather, 32–33; Water and Climate, 36–37; 

Types of Climate, 40–41; Ecosystems, 42–43; 
Environment and Resources, 48–49; Land Use, 
50–51; also see: Chapter Atlas, 138–145, 164– 
171, 198–205, 226–233, 258–265, 282–289, 

308–315, 414–421, 446–453, 468–475, 504– 
511, 530–537, 556–563, 590–597, 618–625, 
648–655, 684–691, 708–715, 746–753, 774– 

781, 802–809 

7.2.8.B:  
Explain the physical processes that shape 

patterns on Earth’s surface. 

SE/TE: Forces on Earth’s Surface, 24–25; also 
see: Water and Climate, 36–37; Ecosystems, 42– 

43; Erosion, 53, 893 

7.3 Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 

7.3.8.A:  



Explain the human characteristics of places and 

regions using the following criteria: 

 Population 
 Culture 
 Settlement 

 Economic activities 
 Political activities 

SE/TE: Environment and Resources, 48–49; Land 

Use, 50–51; People’s Impact on the Environment, 

52–53; Economic Basics, 58–59; Economic 

Process, 60–61; Economic Systems, 62–63; 

Economic Development, 64–65; Trade, 66–67; 

Money Management, 68–69; Population Growth, 

74–75; Population Distribution, 76–77; Migration, 

78–79; Urbanization, 80–81; What is Culture?, 

86–87; Families and Societies, 88–89; Language, 

90–91; Religion, 92–93; Art, 94–95; Cultural 

Diffusion and Change, 96–97; Science and 
Technology, 98–99; Foundations of Government, 
104–105; Political Systems, 106–107; Political 
Structures, 108–109; Conflict and Cooperation, 

110–111; Citizenship, 112–113 

7.4 Interactions Between People and the Environment 

7.4.8.A:  
Illustrate the effects of the physical systems on SE/TE: Climate and Weather, 32–33; 
people within regions. Temperature, 34–35; Water and Climate, 36–37; 

Air Circulation and Precipitation, 38–39; Types of 
Climate, 40–41; Ecosystems, 42–43; Chapter 

Atlas, 138–145, 164–171, 198–205, 226–233, 
258–265, 282–289, 308–315, 414–421, 446– 
453, 468–475, 504–511, 530–537, 556–563, 
590–597, 618–625, 648–655, 684–691, 708– 

715, 746–753, 774–781, 802–809 

7.4.8.B:  
Interpret the effects of people on the physical 

systems within regions. 

SE/TE: Environment and Resources, 48–49; Land 

Use, 50–51; People’s Impact on the Environment, 

52–53; Environmental Impact, 145; The 

Environment: New Concerns, 170–171; 

Environmental Impact, 204–205; Environments in 

Danger, 232–233; How People Use Their Land, 

264; Land Use and Resources, 286–287; Climate 

and Land Use, 310–311; Natural Resources and 

the Environment, 451; Russia’s Resources, 472– 

472; People and the Land, 508–509; Riches from 

the Land, 534–535; Resources and Trade, 562– 

563; Land Use and Energy, 652–653; Climate and 

Land Use, 686–687; Land Use and Resources, 712; 

Climate and Land Use, 748–749; Land Use and 

Natural Resources, 778–779; Environmental 

Threats, 781; Settlement and Land Use, 806 8.1. History; Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

8.1.8 Grade 8  
8.1.8.A.  



Compare and contrast events over time and how 

continuity and change over time influenced those 

events. 

SE/TE: Tools of History: Measuring Time, 118– 

119, Historical Sources, 120–121, Archaeology 

and Other Sources, 122–123, Historical Maps, 

124–125; Timelines, 118, 150, 353, 476–477, 

513, 603, 632, 754–755 

8.1.8.B.  
Compare and contrast a historical event, using SE/TE: Identify Bias, 387; Fact and Opinion, 
multiple points of view from primary and 408; also see: Document–Based Questions, 15, 
secondary sources. 29, 45, 55, 71, 83, 101, 115, 120-121, 127, 159, 

185, 221, 245, 277, 303, 327, 369, 409, 441, 
491, 525, 551, 577, 613, 643, 671, 703, 733, 
769, 797, 821, 857; Analyze Primary and 
Secondary Sources, 126, 158, 576; 21st Century 

Learning: Evaluate Web sites, 15, 121, 734–735, 
769; Analyze media content, 83, 115, 221, 277, 
492–493, 551, 643 

TE only: Primary Source Lesson Plan: The United 
States and Canada, T28, T50; Middle America, 
T48; South America, T20, T48, T76; Europe and 
Russia, T14, T122, T30, T50, T70, T78, T106, 

T134, T154; Africa, T28, T48, T84; Southwest 

Asia, T20, T56, T76; South and Central Asia, T20, 
T48; East and Southeast Asia, T20, T48, T76; 
Australia and the Pacific, T20 

8.1.8.C.  
Produce an organized product on an assigned SE/TE: Twenty–first Century Learning, 15, 29, 
historical topic that presents and reflects on a 45, 55, 71, 83, 101, 115, 127, 159, 185, 186– 
thesis statement and appropriate primary and 187, 221, 245, 246–247, 277, 303, 327, 328– 
secondary sources. (Reference RWSL Standard 329, 369, 409, 441, 491, 492–493, 525, 551, 
1.8.8 Research) 577, 578–579, 613, 643, 671, 672–673, 703, 

733, 734–735, 769, 797, 821, 822–823, 857; 
Analyze Primary and Secondary Sources, 126, 
158, 576 

TE only: myworldgeography.com: Core Concepts, 
T23, T15, T27, T41, T49, T63, T73, T89, T101; 
The United States and Canada, T4, T32; Middle 

America, T4, T32; South America, T4, T32, T60; 
Europe and Russia, T4, T40, T82, T116, T138; 

Africa, T28, T48, T84; Southwest Asia, T20, T56, 
T76; South and Central Asia, T20, T48; East and 
Southeast Asia, T20, T48, T76; Australia and the 
Pacific, T20 

myWorld Chapter Activity: The United States and 
Canada, T5, T33; Middle America, T5, T33; South 
America, T5, T33, T61; Europe and Russia, T5, 
T41, T83, T117, T139; Africa, T5, T33, T61; 
Southwest Asia, T5, T33, T61; South and Central 
Asia, T5, T33; East and Southeast Asia, T5, T33, 



T61; Australia and the Pacific, T5 

8.2 Pennsylvania History  
8.2.8.A:  
Compare and contrast the social, political, 
cultural, and economic contributions of specific 

individuals and groups from Pennsylvania. 

SE/TE: For related material see: History of the 
United States, 146–151; The United States 

Today, 152–157 

8.2.8.B:  
Compare and contrast the importance of 

significant historical documents, artifacts, and 

places critical to Pennsylvania history. 

SE/TE: For related material see: U.S. Capitol 

(photograph), 105, 108; Constitution, U.S., 109, 

148–149; Bill of Rights, 112; Declaration of 

Independence, 148, 390 8.2.8.C:  
Compare and contrast the ways continuity and 

change have impacted Pennsylvania history. 

 Belief systems and religions 
 Commerce and industry 
 Technology 
 Politics and government 

 Physical and human geography 
 Social organizations 

SE/TE: For related material see: History of the 
United States, 146–151; The United States 

Today, 152–157 

8.2.8.D:  
Compare and contrast examples of how conflict 
and cooperation among groups and organizations 

impacted the history and development of 

Pennsylvania. 

 Ethnicity and race 
 Working conditions 

 Immigration 
 Military conflict 
 Economic stability 

SE/TE: For related material see: History of the 
United States, 146–151; The United States 

Today, 152–157 

8.3. United States History 

8.3.8.A.  
Examine the role groups and individuals played in 

the social, political, cultural, and economic 

development of the United States. 

SE/TE: History of the United States, 146–151; 

The United States Today, 152–157; also see: 

Religion, 92–93; Political Structures, 108–109 

8.3.8.B.  
Evaluate the importance of historical documents, 
artifacts and places critical to United States 

history. 

SE/TE: Constitution, U.S., 109, 148–149; Bill of 
Rights, 112; Declaration of Independence, 148, 

390 

8.3.8.C.  



Summarize how continuity and change have 

impacted U.S. history. 

 Belief systems and religions 
 Commerce and industry 
 Technology 

 Politics and government 
 Physical and human geography 

 Social organizations 

SE/TE: History of the United States, 146–151; 

The United States Today, 152–157; also see: 

Religion, 92–93; Political Structures, 108–109 

8.3.8.D.  
Examine how conflict and cooperation among 
groups and organizations have impacted the 

growth and development of the U.S. 

 Ethnicity and race 
 Working conditions 

 Immigration 

 Military conflict 
 Economic stability 

SE/TE: History of the United States, 146–151; 
The United States Today, 152–157; World War I 

and, 395; World War II and, 398–399; Korean 

War, 786; United Nations (UN), 111, 150, 181, 

433 

8.4 World History 

8.4.8.A:  
Compare the role groups and individuals played in 
the social, political, cultural, and economic 

development throughout world history. 

SE/TE: History of the United States, 146–151; 
The United States Today, 152–157; History of 

Canada, 172–177; Canada Today, 178–183; 

History of Mexico, 206–211; Mexico Today, 212– 
219; History of Central America and the 

Caribbean, 234–237; Central America and the 

Caribbean Today, 238–243; 

History of Caribbean South America, 266–269; 

Caribbean South America Today, 270–275; History 

of the Andes and the Pampas, 290–295; The 

Andes and the Pampas Today, 296–301; History of 

Brazil, 316–319; Brazil Today, 320– 325; Ancient 

and Medieval Europe, 336–369; Europe in Modern 

Times, 370–409; Western Europe Today, 422–

439; Eastern Europe Today, 454–461; History of 

Russia, 476–483; Russia Today, 484–489; History 

of West and Central Africa, 512–517; West and 

Central Africa Today, 518–523; History of 

Southern and Eastern Africa, 538–543; Southern 

and Eastern Africa Today, 544–549; History of 

North Africa, 564–569; North Africa Today, 570–

575; History of Arabia and Iraq, 598–605; Arabia 

and Iraq Today, 606–611; History of Israel and Its 

Neighbors, 626–633; Israel and Its Neighbors 

Today, 634–641; History of Iran, Turkey, and 

Cyprus, 656–661; Iran, Turkey, and Cyprus Today, 

662–669; History of Central Asia and the 

Caucasus, 692–695; Central Asia and the 

Caucasus Today, 696–701; History of South Asia, 

716–723; South Asia Today, 724– 731; History of 

China and Its Neighbors, 754– 

(Continued) 

Compare the role groups and individuals played in 
the social, political, cultural, and economic 

development throughout world history. 

759; China and Its Neighbors Today, 760–767; 

History of Japan and the Koreas, 782–787; Japan 

and the Koreas Today, 788–795; History of 

Southeast Asia, 810–813; Southeast Asia Today, 

814–819; History of Australia and the Pacific, 

842–845; Australia and the Pacific Today, 846– 

851 8.4.8.B:  
Illustrate how historical documents, artifacts, SE/TE: Document–Based Questions, 15, 29, 45, 
and sites are critical to world history. 55, 71, 83, 101, 115, 120-121, 127, 159, 185, 



221, 245, 277, 303, 327, 369, 409, 441, 491, 

525, 551, 577, 613, 643, 671, 703, 733, 769, 
797, 821, 857; Analyze Primary and Secondary 
Sources, 126, 158, 576; Artifacts, 120, 123; Art, 

94–95, 208–211, 214, 361, 375, 377, 435, 521, 
567, 629, 665; Architecture, 94, 345, 356, 361, 
567, 665 

TE only: Primary Source Lesson Plan: Core 
Concepts, 12, 27, 33, 49, 97, 106, 110, 118 

8.4.8.C:  
Illustrate how continuity and change have 

impacted world history. 

 Belief systems and religions 
 Commerce and industry 
 Technology 

 Politics and government 
 Physical and human geography 
 Social organizations 

SE/TE: History of the United States, 146–151; 
The United States Today, 152–157; History of 

Canada, 172–177; Canada Today, 178–183; 

History of Mexico, 206–211; Mexico Today, 212– 

219; History of Central America and the 

Caribbean, 234–237; Central America and the 

Caribbean Today, 238–243; History of Caribbean 
South America, 266–269; Caribbean South 
America Today, 270–275; History of the Andes 

and the Pampas, 290–295; The Andes and the 

Pampas Today, 296–301; History of Brazil, 316– 
319; Brazil Today, 320–325; Ancient and 
Medieval Europe, 336–369; Europe in Modern 

Times, 370–409; Western Europe Today, 422– 
439; Eastern Europe Today, 454–461; History of 

Russia, 476–483; Russia Today, 484–489; History 

of West and Central Africa, 512–517; West and 
Central Africa Today, 518–523; History of 
Southern and Eastern Africa, 538–543; Southern 

and Eastern Africa Today, 544–549; History of 

North Africa, 564–569; North Africa Today, 570– 
575; History of Arabia and Iraq, 598–605; Arabia 

and Iraq Today, 606–611; History of Israel and 

Its Neighbors, 626–633; Israel and Its Neighbors 
Today, 634–641; History of Iran, Turkey, and 

Cyprus, 656–661; Iran, Turkey, and Cyprus 

Today, 662–669; History of Central Asia and the 
Caucasus, 692–695; Central Asia and the 
Caucasus Today, 696–701; History of South Asia, 

716–723; South Asia Today, 724–731; History of 

China and Its Neighbors, 754–759; China and Its 
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Illustrate how continuity and change have 

impacted world history. 

Neighbors Today, 760–767; History of Japan and 

the Koreas, 782–787; Japan and the Koreas 

Today, 788–795; History of Southeast Asia, 810– 

813; Southeast Asia Today, 814–819; History of 

Australia and the Pacific, 842–845; Australia and 

the Pacific Today, 846–851 

 

 

 

8.4.8.D:  
Compare conflict and cooperation among groups 

and organizations which have impacted the 

history and development of the world. 

SE/TE: World War II, 151; The United States as 

World Leader, 156–157; World War I, 177; 

Historical Ties to Britain, 178; Struggle for Power, 
210–211; An Independent Brazil, 317–318; World 

War I, 394–395; A War of Ideas, 397; World War 

II, 398–399; Cold War and Division, 400–402; 
European Union, 403, 429; Yugoslavia Splits, 
458; Ethnic Conflict Continues, 459; Cold War 

Russia, 481; Independence and Beyond (Africa), 

516–517; Political Challenges, 519–520; 
Independence and Conflict (Israel), 632–633; The 

Palestinian-Israeli Conflict, 638–639; Iran and the 

United States, 664; Divided Cyprus, 668–669; 
Communists Take Control, 695; South Asia After 
Independence, 722–723; Conflicts in South Asia, 

729; International Conflicts and Connections, 784–
785; The Korean War, 786; Independence, War, 

and Recovery, 812–813; United Nations (UN), 111, 

150, 181, 433; NAFTA and, 152, 154, 

216, 219 

 

  



 

 
 
Curriculum 8.  Social Studies Scope and Sequence 9 – 12 
  



 

Social Studies  Scope and Sequence Synergy Cyber Charter School – High 
School 9th to 12th Grades 

 

Overview: Students will master the core disciplinary concepts and processes of World History, U.S. 

History -- Early and Modern, and American Civics and Government at an advanced level in preparation for 

college and post-secondary learning.  Students earn four high school credits in Social Studies by 

demonstrating proficiency in these four courses. Scope and Sequence for each course is provided by 

grade, with correlation to PA Academic Standards. 

 

Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Safari Montage online videos.  

 

WORLD HISTORY- 9th GRADE 

[Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Safari Montage online videos.] 

 

Description: This course highlights the nature of changes in international frameworks and their causes and 

consequences, as well as comparisons of major societies. The course emphasizes the development of relevant factual 

knowledge, leading interpretive issues, and types of historical evidence. Beginning with the earliest known civilizations, 

the course builds on an understanding of cultural, institutional, and technological precedents that, along with 

geography, set the human stage up to the present. The division of world history into broad chronological periods forms 

the organizing principle for dealing with change and continuity from the earliest civilizations to the present. Specific 

themes provide further organization, along with consistent attention to contacts among societies that form the core of 

world history as a field of study. A significant portion of the content dealing with the 20th and 21st centuries is 

accompanied by archival video footage. 

Activities, Content and Correlations 

 

PA 
Standards 
and 
Anchors 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 
Quizzes 

5.1.W.B Civics and Government wh032 aqwh032 wh034 WH13C04 

WH13D01 

WH13D02 

WH13D03 

WH13D04 

WH13E02 

WH13E03 

WH13E04 

Principles and Documents of Government 
Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and aqwh034 wh036 wh038 

organizations have influenced the history and development aqwh038 wh039 aqwh039 
of the world. Employ historical examples and political 
arguments advanced for the necessity of government. 

wh044 

aqwh046 

aqwh044 

wh049 

wh046 

aqwh049 

wh050 aqwh050 wh051 

aqwh051 wh052 aqwh052 

wh053 wh055 aqwh055 

wh056 aqwh056 wh057 



 

aqwh057 wh058 wh111 WH13E05 

WH13F01 

WH13F02 

WH13F03 

WH13F04 

WH13F05 

WH13F06 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

WH13F09 

 

wh127 wh059 aqwh059 

wh060 aqwh060 wh061 

aqwh061 wh062 aqwh062 

wh063 aqwh063 wh064 

aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 

wh066 aqwh066 wh067 

wh069 aqwh069 wh070 

aqwh070 wh130 wh072 

aqwh072 wh131 wh073 

aqwh073 wh074 aqwh074 

wh075 aqwh075 wh076 

aqwh076 wh077 wh132 

wh078 aqwh078 wh079 

aqwh079 wh080 aqwh080 

wh081 aqwh081 wh133 

wh083 aqwh083 wh085 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 

aqwh087 wh135 wh088 

aqwh088 wh089 aqwh089 

wh090 aqwh090 wh091 

wh136 wh092 aqwh092 

wh093 aqwh093 wh094 

aqwh094 wh095 aqwh095 

wh096 aqwh096 wh097 

aqwh097 wh098 aqwh098 

wh137 wh099 aqwh099 

wh100 aqwh100 wh101 

aqwh101 wh102 wh138 

5.1.W.F Civics and Government 
Principles and Documents of Government 
Evaluate the role of nationalism in uniting and dividing 
citizens. 

wh061 

aqwh062 

wh070 

aqwh078 

wh080 

aqwh081 

wh093 

aqwh097 

aqwh061 

wh069 

aqwh070 

wh079 

aqwh080 

wh083 

aqwh093 

wh062 

aqwh069 

wh078 

aqwh079 

wh081 

aqwh083 

wh097 

 

WH13E03 

WH13E05 

WH13F03 

WH13F04 

WH13F07 

5.2.W.A Civics and Government 
Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Contrast the rights and responsibilities of a citizen in a 
democracy with a citizen in an authoritarian system. 

GV112 

aqgv511 

GV513 

aqgv112 

GV512 

aqgv513 

GV511 

aqgv512 

 
GV13A01 

GV13E01 

5.2.W.B Civics and Government 
Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Analyze strategies used to resolve conflicts in society and 
government. 

GV113 aqgv113 GV114 GV13A01 



 

5.2.W.D Civics and Government 
Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Evaluate and demonstrate what makes competent and 
responsible citizens. 

GV315 

aqgv321 

GV323 

aqgv315 

GV322 

GV325 

GV321 

aqgv322 

aqgv325 

 
GV13C01 

GV13C02 

5.3.W.J Civics and Government wh038 aqwh038 wh055 
 

GV13A01 
How Government Works 
Compare and contrast various systems of government. aqwh055 wh062 aqwh062 

wh075 

aqwh083 

aqwh075 

GV112 

wh083 

aqgv112 

GV511 aqgv511 GV512 GV13E01 

aqgv512 GV513 aqgv513 WH13D01 

WH13E02 

WH13E03 

WH13F02 

WH13F04 

5.4.W.C Civics and Government wh076 aqwh076 wh092 
 

GV13E02 
How International Relationships Function 
Identify the role of international organizations. aqwh092 wh101 aqwh101 

GV525 

aqgv612 

aqgv525 GV612 
GV13F01 

WH13F02 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

6.1.W.A Economics 
Scarcity and Choice 
Analyze how choices are made because of scarcity. 

ec002 aqec002 EC13A01 

6.1.W.B Economics wh032 aqwh032 wh043 
 

WH13C04 
Scarcity and Choice 
Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and aqwh043 wh044 aqwh044 

organizations have impacted the control of limited resources wh046 aqwh046 wh110 
in the world. wh049 aqwh049 wh050 

aqwh050 wh051 aqwh051 

wh052 aqwh052 wh057 

aqwh057 wh059 aqwh059 

wh060 aqwh060 wh064 

aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 

wh066 aqwh066 wh067 

wh069 aqwh069 wh070 

aqwh070 wh073 aqwh073 WH13D02 
wh074 

aqwh075 

aqwh074 

wh076 

wh075 

aqwh076 
WH13D03 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 WH13D04 

aqwh087 wh088 aqwh088 WH13E02 

wh089 aqwh089 wh090 WH13E03 
aqwh090 wh093 aqwh093 WH13E04 
wh094 aqwh094 wh095 WH13E05 
aqwh095 wh096 aqwh096  
wh097 aqwh097 wh098 

WH13F02 



 

aqwh098 wh099 aqwh099 WH13F05 

wh100 aqwh100 wh101 WH13F06 

aqwh101   WH13F07 

WH13F08 

6.1.W.C Economics 
Scarcity and Choice 
Analyze the opportunity cost of decisions made by 
individuals, businesses, communities, and nations. 

ec012 aqec012 EC13A03 

6.2.W.A Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Evaluate the flow of goods and services in an international 
economy. 

ec034 aqec034 EC13C01 

6.2.W.C Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Evaluate the impact of advertising and media on individual 
and group behavior throughout world history. 

GV341 

aqgv342 

GV344 

aqgv345 

aqgv341 

GV343 

aqgv344 

GV342 

aqgv343 

GV345 

 

GV13C04 

6.2.W.D Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Explain how the laws of supply and demand impacted 
individuals and groups behavior over time. 

ec032 

aqec033 

ec035 

aqec036 

aqec032 

ec034 

aqec035 

ec033 

aqec034 

ec036 

 

EC13C01 

6.2.W.E Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Analyze the impact of the business cycle on individual and 
group behavior over time. Analyze the characteristics of 
economic expansion, recession, and depression. 

ec022 aqec022 EC13B02 

6.2.W.F Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Analyze the impact of private economic institutions on 
individuals and groups over time. 

ec013 aqec013 EC13A03 

6.2.W.G Economics wh054 aqwh054 wh062  
EC13A01 Markets and Economic Systems 

Compare and contrast various economic systems. aqwh062 wh075 aqwh075 

wh103 aqwh103 ec003 

aqec003 ec004 aqec004 

GV521 aqgv521 GV522 GV13E02 
aqgv522 GV523 aqgv523 WH13E01 
GV525 aqgv525 GV524 

WH13E03 

WH13F02 

WH13F09 

6.3.W.B Economics wh045 aqwh045 wh046  
WH13D03 Functions of Government 

Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and aqwh046 wh047 aqwh047 

organizations have influenced the history and development wh052 aqwh052 wh054 
of the world: ethnicity and race, working conditions, 
immigration, military conflict, and economic stability. 

aqwh054 

aqwh055 

wh126 

wh056 

wh055 

aqwh056 

wh057 aqwh057 wh058 



 

wh111 wh127 wh059 

aqwh059 wh060 aqwh060 

wh063 aqwh063 wh064 

aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 

wh066 aqwh066 wh069 

aqwh069 wh070 aqwh070 

wh072 aqwh072 wh073 

aqwh073 wh074 aqwh074 

wh075 aqwh075 wh076 

aqwh076 wh077 wh078 WH13D04 
aqwh078 wh080 aqwh080 WH13E01 
wh081 

aqwh082 

aqwh081 

wh083 

wh082 

aqwh083 
WH13E02 

wh084 aqwh084 wh134 WH13E03 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 WH13E04 

aqwh087 wh088 aqwh088 WH13E05 
wh089 aqwh089 wh090 WH13F01 
aqwh090 wh091 wh136 WH13F02 
wh092 aqwh092 wh093  
aqwh093 wh094 aqwh094 

WH13F03 

wh095 aqwh095 wh096 WH13F04 

aqwh096 wh097 aqwh097 WH13F05 

wh098 aqwh098 wh099 WH13F06 
aqwh099 wh100 aqwh100 WH13F07 
wh101 aqwh101 wh103 

WH13F08 
aqwh103 wh105 aqwh105  

WH13F09 

6.3.W.D Economics wh045 aqwh045 wh046  
WH13D03 Functions of Government 

Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and aqwh046 wh047 aqwh047 

organizations have influenced the history and development wh052 aqwh052 wh054 
of the world: ethnicity and race, working conditions, 
immigration, military conflict, and economic stability. 

aqwh054 

aqwh055 

wh126 

wh056 

wh055 

aqwh056 

wh057 aqwh057 wh058 

wh111 wh127 wh059 

aqwh059 wh060 aqwh060 

wh063 aqwh063 wh064 

aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 

wh066 aqwh066 wh069 

aqwh069 wh070 aqwh070 

wh072 aqwh072 wh073 

aqwh073 wh074 aqwh074 



 

wh075 aqwh075 wh076 

aqwh076 wh077 wh078 WH13D04 
aqwh078 wh080 aqwh080 WH13E01 
wh081 

aqwh082 

aqwh081 

wh083 

wh082 

aqwh083 
WH13E02 

wh084 aqwh084 wh134 WH13E03 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 WH13E04 

aqwh087 wh088 aqwh088 WH13E05 
wh089 aqwh089 wh090 WH13F01 
aqwh090 wh091 wh136 WH13F02 
wh092 aqwh092 wh093  
aqwh093 wh094 aqwh094 

WH13F03 

wh095 aqwh095 wh096 WH13F04 

aqwh096 wh097 aqwh097 WH13F05 

wh098 aqwh098 wh099 WH13F06 
aqwh099 wh100 aqwh100 WH13F07 
wh101 aqwh101 wh103 

WH13F08 
aqwh103 wh105 aqwh105  

WH13F09 

6.4.W.A Economics 
Economic Interdependence 
Explain how specialization contributes to economic 
interdependence on a national and international level. 

ec009 

aqec014 

aqec009 

ec049 

ec014 

aqec049 EC13A02 

EC13A03 

EC13D01 

6.4.W.B Economics 
Economic Interdependence 
Explain how trade contributes to economic 
interdependence. 

ec014 aqec014 EC13A03 



 

6.4.W.C Economic Interdependence 
Compare the role groups and individuals 
played in the social, political, cultural, and 
economic development throughout world 
history. 

 

wh032       aqwh032   wh033 
aqwh033 wh034
 aqwh034 
wh035 aqwh035 wh037 
aqwh037 wh038
 aqwh038 
wh039 aqwh039 wh040 
aqwh040 wh042
 aqwh042 
wh043 aqwh043 wh044 
aqwh044 wh045
 aqwh045 
wh046 aqwh046 wh047 
aqwh047 wh049
 aqwh049 
wh050 aqwh050 wh051 
aqwh051 wh052
 aqwh052 
wh054 aqwh054 wh055 
aqwh055 wh056
 aqwh056 
wh057 aqwh057 wh059 
aqwh059 wh060
 aqwh060 
wh061 aqwh061 wh062 
aqwh062 wh063
 aqwh063 
wh064 aqwh064 wh065 
aqwh065 wh066
 aqwh066 
wh068 aqwh068 wh069 
aqwh069 wh070
 aqwh070 
wh072 aqwh072 wh073 
aqwh073 wh074
 aqwh074 
wh075 aqwh075 wh076 
aqwh076 wh078
 aqwh078 
wh079 aqwh079 wh080 
aqwh080 wh081
 aqwh081 
wh082 aqwh082 wh083 
aqwh083 wh084
 aqwh084 
wh086 aqwh086 wh087 
aqwh087 wh088
 aqwh088 
wh089 aqwh089 wh090 
aqwh090 wh092
 aqwh092 
wh093 aqwh093 wh094 
aqwh094 wh095
 aqwh095 
wh096 aqwh096 wh097 
aqwh097 wh098
 aqwh098 
wh099 aqwh099 wh100 
aqwh100 wh101
 aqwh101 

WH13C04 
WH13D01 

WH13D02 
WH13D03 
WH13D04 
WH13E01 
WH13E02 
WH13E03 

WH13E04 
WH13E05 
WH13F01 
WH13F02 
WH13F03 

WH13F04 
WH13F05 
WH13F06 
WH13F07 
WH13F08 
WH13F09 

 

    

6.4.W.D Economics 
Economic Interdependence 
Explain how the level of development of transportation, 
communication networks, and technology affect economic 
interdependence. 

ec056 aqec056 EC13D02 

6.5.W.E Economics 
Income, Profit, and Wealth 
Compare distribution of wealth across nations. 

ec055 aqec055 EC13D02 

7.1.W.A Geography 
Basic Geographic Literacy 
Use geographic tools to analyze information about the 
interaction between people, places, and the environment. 

wg001 

aqwg002 

aqwg001 wg002  
WG13A01 

7.2.W.A Geography wg008 aqwg008 wg009 
 

WG13B02 
Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 
Analyze the physical characteristics of places and regions, aqwg009 wg010 aqwg010 

including the interrelationships among the components of wg011 aqwg011 wg012 
Earth’s physical systems. aqwg012 wg013 aqwg013 

wg014 aqwg014 wg025 

aqwg025 wg031 aqwg031 
WG13B03 

wg037 aqwg037 wg043  
aqwg043 wg049 aqwg049 WG13D01 

wg055 aqwg055 wg061 WG13E01 

aqwg061 wg067 aqwg067 WG13F01 

WG13G01 

WG13H01 

WG13I01 

WG13J01 

WG13K01 



 

7.2.W.B Geography 
Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 
Analyze the significance of physical processes in shaping 
the character of places and regions. 

wg008 

aqwg009 

wg011 

aqwg012 

wg014 

aqwg008 

wg010 

aqwg011 

wg013 

aqwg014 

wg009 

aqwg010 

wg012 

aqwg013 

 

WG13B02 

WG13B03 

7.3.W.A Geography wg017 aqwg017 wg018  
WG13C01 Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 

Analyze the human characteristics of places and regions aqwg018 wg026 aqwg026 

using the following criteria: population, culture, settlement, wg027 aqwg027 wg028 
economic activities, and political activities. aqwg028 wg032 aqwg032 

wg033 aqwg033 wg034 

aqwg034 wg038 aqwg038 

wg039 aqwg039 wg040 

aqwg040 

wg045 

wg044 

aqwg045 

aqwg044 

wg046 

aqwg046 wg050 aqwg050 WG13D02 

wg051 aqwg051 wg052 WG13E02 

aqwg052 wg056 aqwg056 WG13F02 
wg057 aqwg057 wg058 WG13G02 
aqwg058 wg062 aqwg062 WG13H02 
wg063 aqwg063 wg064  
aqwg064 wg068 aqwg068 

WG13I02 

wg069 aqwg069 wg070 WG13J02 

aqwg070   WG13K02 

7.4.W.A Geography 
Interactions Between People and the Environment 
Analyze the effects of changes in the physical systems. 

wh104 

aqwg018 

aqwh104 wg018 
WG13C01 

WH13F09 

7.4.W.B Geography 
Interactions Between People and the Environment 
Analyze the effects of human activity on the physical 
systems. 

wh104 

aqwg018 

aqwh104 wg018  
WG13C01 

WH13F09 

8.1.W.A History wh032 aqwh032 wh033  
Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
Evaluate patterns of continuity and change over time, aqwh033 wh034 aqwh034 

applying context of events. wh035 aqwh035 wh036 

wh121 wh037 aqwh037 

wh038 aqwh038 wh039 

aqwh039 wh040 aqwh040 

wh041 wh122 wh042 

aqwh042 wh043 aqwh043 

wh044 aqwh044 wh123 

wh045 aqwh045 wh046 

aqwh046 wh047 aqwh047 

wh048 wh110 wh124 



 

wh049 aqwh049 wh050 

aqwh050 wh051 aqwh051 

wh052 aqwh052 wh053 

wh125 wh054 aqwh054 

wh126 wh055 aqwh055 

wh056 aqwh056 wh057 

  aqwh057 wh058 wh111 
 

WH13C04 
wh127 wh059 aqwh059 

wh060 aqwh060 wh061 

aqwh061 wh062 aqwh062 

wh063 aqwh063 wh064 

aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 

wh066 aqwh066 wh067 

wh129 wh068 aqwh068 

wh069 aqwh069 wh070 

aqwh070 wh071 wh130 

wh072 aqwh072 wh131 

wh073 aqwh073 wh074 

aqwh074 wh075 aqwh075 

wh076 aqwh076 wh077 

wh132 wh078 aqwh078 

wh079 aqwh079 wh080 

aqwh080 wh081 aqwh081 

wh133 wh082 aqwh082 

wh083 aqwh083 wh084 

aqwh084 wh085 wh134 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 

aqwh087 wh135 wh088 

aqwh088 wh089 aqwh089 

wh090 aqwh090 wh091 

wh136 wh092 aqwh092 WH13D01 
wh093 aqwh093 wh094 

WH13D02 
aqwh094 wh095 aqwh095  
wh096 aqwh096 wh097 WH13D03 

aqwh097 wh098 aqwh098 WH13D04 

wh137 wh099 aqwh099 WH13E01 

wh100 aqwh100 wh101 WH13E02 
aqwh101 wh102 wh138 WH13E03 
wh112 

wh104 

wh103 

aqwh104 

aqwh103 

wh105 
WH13E04 

aqwh105 wh106  WH13E05 

WH13F01 

WH13F02 

WH13F03 

WH13F04 



 

WH13F05 

WH13F06 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

WH13F09 

8.1.W.B History E2451 E2711 E2713 
 

E313E05 
Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
Evaluate the interpretation of historical events and sources, 
considering the use of fact versus opinion, multiple 

E2723 

e3006 

E2725 

e3016 

e3002 

e3024 
perspectives, and cause and effect relationships. e3034 e4012 e4033 E213D05 

e3043 e4057  E213G01 

E213G02 

E313A02 

E313A05 

E313B08 

E313C07 

E313D07 

E313E04 

E413B06 

E413E05 

E413H08 

8.1.W.C History e3087 e3088 e3089 
E313J01 

E313J02 

Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
Construct research on a historical topic using a thesis 
statement and demonstrate use of appropriate primary and 

e3090 e3091  

secondary sources. E313J03 

E313J04 

E313J05 



 

8.4.W.A History 
World History 
Evaluate the role groups and individuals played in the 
social, political, cultural, and economic development 
throughout world history. 

wh032 

aqwh033 

wh035 

aqwh037 

wh039 

aqwh040 

wh043 

aqwh044 

wh046 

aqwh047 

wh050 

aqwh051 

wh054 

aqwh055 

wh057 

aqwh059 

wh061 

aqwh062 

wh064 

aqwh065 

wh068 

aqwh032 

wh034 

aqwh035 

wh038 

aqwh039 

wh042 

aqwh043 

wh045 

aqwh046 

wh049 

aqwh050 

wh052 

aqwh054 

wh056 

aqwh057 

wh060 

aqwh061 

wh063 

aqwh064 

wh066 

aqwh068 

wh033 

aqwh034 

wh037 

aqwh038 

wh040 

aqwh042 

wh044 

aqwh045 

wh047 

aqwh049 

wh051 

aqwh052 

wh055 

aqwh056 

wh059 

aqwh060 

wh062 

aqwh063 

wh065 

aqwh066 

wh069 

 

  aqwh069 wh070 aqwh070 
 

WH13C04 
wh072 aqwh072 wh073 

aqwh073 wh074 aqwh074 

wh075 aqwh075 wh076 

aqwh076 wh078 aqwh078 

wh079 aqwh079 wh080 

aqwh080 wh081 aqwh081 

wh082 aqwh082 wh083 

aqwh083 wh084 aqwh084 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 

aqwh087 wh088 aqwh088 

wh089 aqwh089 wh090 

aqwh090 wh092 aqwh092 

wh093 aqwh093 wh094 

aqwh094 wh095 aqwh095 

wh096 aqwh096 wh097 

aqwh097 wh098 aqwh098 

wh099 aqwh099 wh100 

aqwh100 wh101 aqwh101 

wh103 aqwh103  WH13D01 

WH13D02 

WH13D03 

WH13D04 



 

WH13E01 

WH13E02 

WH13E03 

WH13E04 

WH13E05 

WH13F01 

WH13F02 

WH13F03 

WH13F04 

WH13F05 

WH13F06 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

WH13F09 

8.4.W.B History 
World History 
Evaluate the importance of historical documents, artifacts, 
and sites which are critical to world history. 

wh035 

aqh1033 

h1059 

aqh1060 

aqwh035 

h1049 

aqh1059 

h1064 

h1033 

aqh1049 

h1060 

aqh1064 

 

H113D02 

H113E02 

H113F02 

H113F04 

WH13C04 

8.4.W.C.1 History wh035 aqwh035 wh039  
WH13C04 World History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the aqwh039 wh040 aqwh040 

world today: belief systems and religions. wh080 aqwh080 wh092 

aqwh092 wh093 aqwh093 WH13D01 
wh099 aqwh099 wh105  
aqwh105   WH13F03 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

WH13F09 

8.4.W.C.2 History wh037 aqwh037 wh040  

WH13D01 World History 
Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the aqwh040 wh043 aqwh043 

world today: commerce and industry. wh044 aqwh044 wh123 

wh045 aqwh045 wh047 

aqwh047 wh048 wh050 

aqwh050 wh054 aqwh054  
wh126 wh059 aqwh059 

WH13D02 

wh063 aqwh063 wh082 WH13D03 

aqwh082 wh100 aqwh100 WH13D04 

wh101 aqwh101 wh103 WH13E01 
aqwh103   WH13E03 



 

WH13E04 

WH13F04 

WH13F08 

WH13F09 
 

8.4.W.C.3 History wh034 aqwh034 wh037  

WH13C04 World History 
Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the aqwh037 wh040 aqwh040 

world today: technology. wh049 aqwh049 wh054 

aqwh054 wh126 wh059 

aqwh059 wh068 aqwh068 
WH13D01 

wh073 aqwh073 wh090  
aqwh090 wh093 aqwh093 

WH13D04 

wh101 aqwh101  WH13E01 

WH13E03 

WH13E05 

WH13F02 

WH13F06 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 



 

8.4.W.C.4 History wh032 aqwh032 wh033  

WH13C04 World History 
Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the aqwh033 wh034 aqwh034 

world today: politics and government. wh038 aqwh038 wh040 

aqwh040 wh044 aqwh044 

wh049 aqwh049 wh050 

aqwh050 wh051 aqwh051 

wh052 aqwh052 wh054 

aqwh054 wh055 aqwh055 

wh056 aqwh056 wh057 

aqwh057 wh059 aqwh059 

wh060 aqwh060 wh061 

aqwh061 wh062 aqwh062 

wh063 aqwh063 wh069 

aqwh069 wh070 aqwh070 

wh072 aqwh072 wh073 

aqwh073 wh074 aqwh074 

wh075 aqwh075 wh076 WH13D01 
aqwh076 wh078 aqwh078 WH13D02 
wh079 aqwh079 wh080  
aqwh080 wh081 aqwh081 

WH13D04 

wh082 aqwh082 wh083 WH13E01 

aqwh083 wh084 aqwh084 WH13E02 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 WH13E03 
aqwh087 wh088 aqwh088 WH13E04 
wh089 aqwh089 wh090 

WH13E05 
aqwh090 wh092 aqwh092  
wh093 aqwh093 wh094 

WH13F01 

aqwh094 wh095 aqwh095 WH13F02 

wh096 aqwh096 wh097 WH13F03 

aqwh097 wh098 aqwh098 WH13F04 
wh099 aqwh099 wh100 WH13F05 
aqwh100 

wh103 

wh101 

aqwh103 

aqwh101 

wh104 
WH13F06 

aqwh104 wh105 aqwh105 WH13F07 

wh106   WH13F08 

WH13F09 

8.4.W.C.5 History wh033 aqwh033 wh034  

WH13C04 World History 
Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the aqwh034 wh037 aqwh037 

world today: physical and human geography. wh042 aqwh042 wh043 

aqwh043 wh044 aqwh044 



 

wh123 wh045 aqwh045 

wh046 aqwh046 wh047 

aqwh047 wh048 wh110 

wh049 aqwh049 wh050 

aqwh050 wh060 aqwh060 

wh063 aqwh063 wh064 WH13D01 
aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 WH13D02 
wh066 

aqwh078 

aqwh066 

wh079 

wh078 

aqwh079 
WH13D03 

wh080 aqwh080 wh081 WH13D04 

aqwh081 wh093 aqwh093 WH13E03 

wh097 aqwh097 wh098 WH13E04 

aqwh098 wh099 aqwh099 WH13F03 
wh100 aqwh100 wh101 WH13F07 
aqwh101    WH13F08 

8.4.W.C.6 History wh038 aqwh038 wh042 
 

WH13D01 
World History 
Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the aqwh042 wh044 aqwh044 

world today: social organization. wh045 aqwh045 wh046 

aqwh046 wh056 aqwh056 

wh057 aqwh057 wh060 

aqwh060 wh062 aqwh062 

wh075 aqwh075 wh078  
aqwh078 wh079 aqwh079 WH13D02 

wh080 aqwh080 wh081 WH13D03 

aqwh081 wh083 aqwh083 WH13E02 

wh084 aqwh084 wh093 WH13E03 
aqwh093 wh097 aqwh097 WH13F02 
wh099 aqwh099  WH13F03 

WH13F04 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

8.4.W.D History wh032 aqwh032 wh034  
World History 
Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and aqwh034 wh036 wh038 

organizations have impacted the development of the world aqwh038 wh039 aqwh039 
today, including its effects on Pennsylvania. wh044 aqwh044 wh046 

aqwh046 wh049 aqwh049 

wh050 aqwh050 wh051 

  aqwh051 wh052 aqwh052 
 

WH13C04 
wh053 wh055 aqwh055 

wh056 aqwh056 wh057 

aqwh057 wh058 wh111 



 

wh127 wh059 aqwh059 

wh060 aqwh060 wh061 

aqwh061 wh062 aqwh062 

wh063 aqwh063 wh064 

aqwh064 wh065 aqwh065 

wh066 aqwh066 wh067 

wh069 aqwh069 wh070 

aqwh070 wh130 wh072 

aqwh072 wh131 wh073 

aqwh073 wh074 aqwh074 

wh075 aqwh075 wh076 

aqwh076 wh077 wh132 

wh078 aqwh078 wh079 

aqwh079 wh080 aqwh080 

wh081 aqwh081 wh133 

wh083 aqwh083 wh085 WH13D01 

wh086 aqwh086 wh087 WH13D02 
aqwh087 wh135 wh088 WH13D03 
aqwh088 

wh090 

wh089 

aqwh090 

aqwh089 

wh091 
WH13D04 

wh136 wh092 aqwh092 WH13E02 

wh093 aqwh093 wh094 WH13E03 

aqwh094 wh095 aqwh095 WH13E04 
wh096 aqwh096 wh097 WH13E05 
aqwh097 wh098 aqwh098 WH13F01 
wh137 wh099 aqwh099  
wh100 aqwh100 wh101 

WH13F02 

aqwh101 wh102 wh138 WH13F03 

wh112 wh103 aqwh103 WH13F04 

wh104 aqwh104 wh105 WH13F05 
aqwh105 wh106  WH13F06 

WH13F07 

WH13F08 

WH13F09 

 

 

 

  



 

UNITED STATES HISTORY 1- 10th GRADE 

[Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Safari Montage online videos.] 

 

Description: Students will explore the history of the United States from its beginning until the year 1850. The course 

covers such topics as the exploration and colonization of America, how America got its independence, how the 

Constitution was formed, and the reforms that took place along the way. This course prepares students for US History II, 

which covers post-1850 history. 

PA Standards 

and Anchors Description 

Learning Activities 

  

  

Lesson 

Quizzes 

5.1.U.A Civics and Government GV133 aqgv133 GV366   

  Principles and Documents of Government aqgv366     

GV13A03 

GV13C06 

  

Apply examples of the rule of law as related to individual 

rights and the common good.         

5.1.U.C Civics and Government h1033 aqh1033 h1048   

  Principles and Documents of Government aqh1048 h1049 aqh1049   

  Analyze the principles and ideals that shape United 

States government: liberty/freedom, democracy, justice, 

and equality. 

  

h1059 

aqh1059 

h1060 

  

    

    aqh1060 h1061 aqh1061   

    h1062 aqh1062 h1063 H113E02 

    aqh1063 h1064 aqh1064 H113F02 

          H113F03 

          H113F04 

5.1.U.D Civics and Government h1049 aqh1049 

h1060 

h1059   

  Principles and Documents of Government 

aqh1059 

h1064 aqh1064 aqh1060 

H113E02 

H113F02 

H113F04 

  

Compare and contrast the basic principles and ideals 

found in significant documents: Declaration of 

Independence, United States Constitution, Bill of Rights, 

and Pennsylvania Constitution.         

5.1.U.F Civics and Government h1064 aqh1064 GV363   

  Principles and Documents of Government aqgv363     

GV13C06 

H113F04 



 

  

Analyze the role political symbols play in civil 

disobedience and patriotic activities.         

5.2.U.A Civics and Government GV112 aqgv112 

GV512 

GV511   

  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

aqgv511 

GV513 aqgv513 aqgv512   

  

Contrast the rights and responsibilities of a citizen in a 

democracy with a citizen in an authoritarian system.       

GV13A01 

GV13E01 

5.2.U.B Civics and Government GV113 aqgv113 GV114 GV13A01 

  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship         

  

Analyze strategies used to resolve conflicts in society 

and government.         

5.2.U.C Civics and Government h1066 aqh1066 h1067   

  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship aqh1067 h1068 aqh1068   

  Examine political leadership and public service in a         

  republican form of government. h1069 aqh1069 h1070   

    aqh1070 h1071 aqh1071   

    h1072 aqh1072 h1075 H113G01 

    aqh1075 h1076 aqh1076   

    h1077 aqh1077 h1078   

    h1081 aqh1081 h1082 H113G02 

    aqh1082 h1083 aqh1083 H113G03 

    h1084 aqh1084 h1085 H113G05 

    aqh1085 h1086 h1094 H113H02 

    aqh1094 h1095 aqh1095 H113H03 

    h1096 aqh1096   H113J02 

5.2.U.D Civics and Government GV315 aqgv315 

GV322 

GV325 

GV321   

  Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

aqgv321 

GV323   

aqgv322 

aqgv325   

  

Evaluate and demonstrate what makes competent and 

responsible citizens.       

GV13C01 

GV13C02 

5.3.U.D Civics and Government h1066 aqh1066 h1067   

  How Government Works aqh1067 h1069 aqh1069   

  

Evaluate the roles of political parties, interest groups, 

and         

  mass media in politics and public policy. h1070 aqh1070 h1083   

    aqh1083 h1085 aqh1085   

    GV311 aqgv311 GV312   

    aqgv312 GV313 aqgv313 GV13C01 

    GV314 aqgv314 GV315   

    aqgv315 GV316 GV341 GV13C04 



 

    aqgv341 GV342 aqgv342 GV13C05 

    GV343 aqgv343 GV344   

    aqgv344 GV345 aqgv345 H113G01 

    GV351 aqgv351 GV352 H113G02 

    aqgv352 GV353 aqgv353 H113G03 

    GV355 aqgv355 GV354 H113H03 

5.3.U.F Civics and Government How Government Works h1064 aqh1064 h1072   

  

Analyze landmark United States Supreme Court 

interpretations of the Constitution and its Amendments. aqh1072     

H113F04 

H113G03 

5.4.U.A Civics and Government GV611 aqgv611   GV13F01 

  How International Relationships Function         

  Explain how United States foreign policy is developed.         

6.1.U.A Economics ec002 aqec002   EC13A01 

  Scarcity and Choice         

  Analyze how choices are made because of scarcity.         

6.1.U.B Economics h1030 aqh1030 

h1040 

h1039   

  Scarcity and Choice 

aqh1039 

h1041 

h1058 

aqh1041 

aqh1058 

h1076 

aqh1040 

h1042 

h1071   

  

Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have impacted the control of limited 

resources in the United States. 

aqh1071 

h1085 

aqh1085 

h1093 

aqh1076 

h1092   

    

aqh1092 

h1094 

aqh1094 

h1096 

aqh1093 

h1095   

    

aqh1095 

h1097 aqh1097 aqh1096   

          

H113D01 

H113D04 

H113F01 

H113G03 

H113G05 

H113H03 

H113J01 

H113J02 

H113J03 

6.1.U.C Economics ec012 aqec012   EC13A03 

  Scarcity and Choice         

  
Analyze the opportunity cost of decisions made by 

        



 

individuals, businesses, communities, and nations. 

6.2.U.A Economics ec034 aqec034   EC13C01 

  Markets and Economic Systems         

  

Analyze the flow of goods and services in the national 

economy.         

6.2.U.C Economics GV341 aqgv341 

GV343 

GV342   

  Markets and Economic Systems 

aqgv342 

GV344 aqgv344 

aqgv343 

GV345   

  

Evaluate the impact of advertising and media on 

individual and group behavior throughout United States 

history. aqgv345 GV346     

          GV13C04 

6.2.U.D Economics ec032 

aqec033 

ec035 

aqec032 

ec034 

aqec035 

ec033 

aqec034 

ec036 

  

  Markets and Economic Systems aqec036       

  

Explain how the laws of supply and demand impacted 

individuals and groups behavior over time.         

          EC13C01 

6.2.U.E Economics ec022 aqec022   EC13B02 

  Markets and Economic Systems         

  

Analyze the impact of the business cycle on individual 

and group behavior over time. Analyze the 

characteristics of economic expansion, recession, and 

depression.         

6.2.U.F Economics ec013 aqec013   EC13A03 

  Markets and Economic Systems         

  

Analyze the impact of private economic institutions on 

individuals and groups over time.         

6.2.U.G Economics ec003 

aqec004 

GV522 

aqec003 

GV521 

ec004 

aqgv521 

GV523 

  

  Markets and Economic Systems aqgv523 

aqgv522 

GV525 aqgv525   

  Compare and contrast various economic systems. GV524       

          

EC13A01 

GV13E02 

6.3.U.B Economics h1019 aqh1019 h1020   

  Functions of Government aqh1020 h1021 aqh1021   



 

  Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and         

  organizations have influenced the history and 

development 

h1022 aqh1022 h1023   

  of the world: ethnicity and race, working conditions, aqh1023 h1024 aqh1024   

  immigration, military conflict, and economic stab h1025 aqh1025 h1026   

    aqh1026 h1027 aqh1027   

    h1028 h1029 aqh1029   

    h1030 aqh1030 h1031   

    aqh1031 h1032 aqh1032   

    h1036 aqh1036 h1037   

    aqh1037 h1038 aqh1038   

    h1039 aqh1039 h1040   

    aqh1040 h1041 aqh1041   

    h1042 h1043 aqh1043 H113C03 

    h1044 aqh1044 h1045   

    aqh1045 h1046 aqh1046   

    h1047 aqh1047 h1048 H113C04 

    aqh1048 h1049 aqh1049 H113C05 

    h1050 aqh1050 h1051 H113D01 

    aqh1051 h1052 aqh1052   

    h1053 aqh1053 h1054 H113D02 

    aqh1054 h1055 h1073 H113D03 

    aqh1073 h1074 aqh1074 H113D04 

    h1075 aqh1075 h1076 H113E01 

    aqh1076 h1077 aqh1077 H113E02 

    h1079 aqh1079 h1080 H113E03 

    aqh1080 h1081 aqh1081   

    h1082 aqh1082 h1084 H113G04 

    aqh1084 h1085 aqh1085 H113G05 

    h1088 aqh1088 h1093 H113H01 

    aqh1093 h1094 aqh1094 H113H02 

    h1095 aqh1095 h1096 H113H03 

    aqh1096 h1097 aqh1097 H113I01 

    h1098 aqh1098 h1099 H113J01 

          H113J02 

          H113J03 

6.3.U.C Economics ec027 

aqgv413 

aqec027 

GV423 

GV413 EC13B03 

GV13D01 

GV13D02 

  Functions of Government     aqgv423   

  

Compare and contrast the taxation policies of the local, 

state, and national governments.         

6.3.U.D Economics h1019 aqh1019 h1020   

  Functions of Government aqh1020 h1021 aqh1021   



 

  Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and         

  organizations have influenced the history and 

development 

h1022 aqh1022 h1023   

  of the world: ethnicity and race, working conditions, aqh1023 h1024 aqh1024   

  immigration, military conflict, and economic stab h1025 aqh1025 h1026   

    aqh1026 h1027 aqh1027   

    h1028 h1029 aqh1029   

    h1030 aqh1030 h1031   

    aqh1031 h1032 aqh1032   

    h1036 aqh1036 h1037   

    aqh1037 h1038 aqh1038   

    h1039 aqh1039 h1040   

    aqh1040 h1041 aqh1041   

    h1042 h1043 aqh1043 H113C03 

    h1044 aqh1044 h1045   

    aqh1045 h1046 aqh1046   

    h1047 aqh1047 h1048 H113C04 

    aqh1048 h1049 aqh1049 H113C05 

    h1050 aqh1050 h1051 H113D01 

    aqh1051 h1052 aqh1052   

    h1053 aqh1053 h1054 H113D02 

    aqh1054 h1055 h1073 H113D03 

    aqh1073 h1074 aqh1074 H113D04 

    h1075 aqh1075 h1076 H113E01 

    aqh1076 h1077 aqh1077 H113E02 

    h1079 aqh1079 h1080 H113E03 

    aqh1080 h1081 aqh1081   

    h1082 aqh1082 h1084 H113G04 

    aqh1084 h1085 aqh1085 H113G05 

    h1088 aqh1088 h1093 H113H01 

    aqh1093 h1094 aqh1094 H113H02 

    h1095 aqh1095 h1096 H113H03 

    aqh1096 h1097 aqh1097 H113I01 

    h1098 aqh1098 h1099 H113J01 

          H113J02 

          H113J03 

6.4.U.A Economics ec009 aqec009   EC13A02 

  Economic Interdependence         

  

Explain how specialization contributes to economic 

interdependence on a national and international level.         

6.4.U.C Economics h1005 aqh1005 h1007   

  Economic Interdependence         



 

  

Compare the role groups and individuals played in the 

social, political, cultural, and economic development of 

the U.S.         

6.4.U.D Economics ec055 

aqec056 

aqec055 

ec057 

ec056   

  Economic Interdependence       EC13D02 

  

Explain how the level of development of transportation, 

communication networks, and technology affect 

economic interdependence.         

6.5.U.B Economics h1005 aqh1005 h1007   

  Income, Profit, and Wealth aqh1007 h1019 aqh1019   

  

Compare the role groups and individuals played in the 

social, political, cultural, and economic development of 

the U.S.         

  

 

h1020 aqh1020 h1021   

  

 

aqh1021 h1022 aqh1022   

    h1023 aqh1023 h1024   

    aqh1024 h1025 aqh1025   

    h1026 aqh1026 h1027   

    aqh1027 h1029 aqh1029   

    h1030 aqh1030 h1031   

    aqh1031 h1032 aqh1032   

    h1033 aqh1033 h1034   

    aqh1034 h1035 aqh1035   

    h1036 aqh1036 h1037   

    aqh1037 h1038 aqh1038   

    h1043 aqh1043 h1044   

    aqh1044 h1045 aqh1045   

    h1047 aqh1047 h1048   

    aqh1048 h1049 aqh1049 H113B01 

    h1057 aqh1057 h1059   

    aqh1059 h1060 aqh1060 H113B02 

    h1061 aqh1061 h1062 H113C03 

    aqh1062 h1066 aqh1066 H113C04 

    h1067 aqh1067 h1068   

    aqh1068 h1069 aqh1069 H113C05 

    h1070 aqh1070 h1071 H113D01 

    aqh1071 h1072 aqh1072 H113D02 

    h1075 aqh1075 h1076 H113D03 

    aqh1076 h1077 aqh1077 H113E01 

    h1078 h1079 aqh1079 H113E02 

    h1080 aqh1080 h1081   

    aqh1081 h1082 aqh1082 H113F01 

    h1083 aqh1083 h1084 H113F02 



 

    aqh1084 h1085 aqh1085 H113F03 

    h1086 h1087 aqh1087 H113G01 

    h1088 aqh1088 h1089 H113G02 

    aqh1089 h1090 aqh1090   

    h1091 h1092 aqh1092 H113G03 

            

            

    h1093 aqh1093 h1094 H113G05 

    aqh1094 h1095 aqh1095 H113H01 

    h1096 aqh1096 h1097 H113H02 

    aqh1097 h1098 aqh1098 H113H03 

          H113I01 

          H113I02 

          H113J01 

          H113J02 

          H113J03 

6.5.U.E Economics h1079 aqh1079   H113H01 

  Income, Profit, and Wealth         

  

Define wealth and describe its distribution within and 

among the political divisions of the United States.         

6.5.U.F Economics h1080 aqh1080 ec034   

  Income, Profit, and Wealth aqec034     

EC13C01 

H113H01 

  

Examine leading entrepreneurs in the United States in 

terms of the risks they took and the rewards they 

received.         

7.1.U.A Geography wg001 

aqwg002 

aqwg001 wg002   

  Basic Geographic Literacy       WG13A01 

  

Use geographic tools to analyze information about the 

interaction between people, places, and the 

environment.         

7.2.U.A Geography h1017 aqh1017 h1018   

  Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions aqh1018 h1019 aqh1019   

  

Analyze the physical characteristics of places and 

regions,         



 

  including the interrelationships among the components 

of 

h1020 aqh1020 h1021   

  Earth’s physical systems. aqh1021 h1022 aqh1022   

    h1023 aqh1023 h1024   

    aqh1024 h1025 aqh1025   

    h1026 aqh1026 h1027 H113C02 

    aqh1027 h1071 aqh1071   

    h1092 aqh1092 h1093 H113C03 

    aqh1093 wg006 aqwg006 H113C04 

    wg007 aqwg007 wg008 H113C05 

    aqwg008 wg009 aqwg009 H113G03 

    wg010 aqwg010 wg011 H113J01 

    aqwg011 wg012 aqwg012   

    wg013 aqwg013 wg014 WG13B01 

    aqwg014     WG13B02 

          WG13B03 

7.2.U.B Geography h1017 aqh1017 h1018   

  Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions aqh1018 h1019 aqh1019   

  

Analyze the significance of physical processes in 

shaping         

  the character of places and regions. h1026 aqh1026 h1027   

    aqh1027 h1035 aqh1035   

    h1036 aqh1036 h1092 H113C02 

    aqh1092 h1093 aqh1093   

    h1097 aqh1097 wg008 H113C03 

    aqwg008 wg009 aqwg009 H113C05 

    wg010 aqwg010 wg011 H113D03 

    aqwg011 wg012 aqwg012   

    wg013 aqwg013 wg014 H113J01 

    aqwg014     H113J03 

          WG13B02 

          WG13B03 

7.3.U.A Geography h1017 aqh1017 h1018   

  Human Characteristics of Places and Regions aqh1018 h1019 aqh1019   

  Analyze the human characteristics of places and regions         

  using the following criteria: population, culture, 

settlement, 

h1020 aqh1020 h1021   

  economic activities, and political activities. aqh1021 h1022 aqh1022   

    h1023 aqh1023 h1024 H113C02 

    aqh1024 h1025 aqh1025   

    h1026 aqh1026 h1027 H113C03 

    aqh1027 h1035 aqh1035 H113C04 

    h1036 aqh1036 h1037   



 

    aqh1037 h1038 aqh1038 H113C05 

    h1092 aqh1092 h1093 H113D03 

    aqh1093 h1097 aqh1097 H113J01 

          H113J03 

7.4.U.A Geography wg018 aqwg018   WG13C01 

  

Interactions Between People and the Environment 

Analyze the effects of changes in the physical systems.         

7.4.U.B Geography wg018 aqwg018   WG13C01 

  

Interactions Between People and the Environment 

Analyze the effects of human activity on the physical 

systems.         

8.1.U.A History h1001 aqh1001 

h1006 

h1005   

  Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

aqh1005 

h1007 

aqh1007 

h1009 

aqh1006 

h1008   

  

Evaluate patterns of continuity and change over time, 

applying context of events. 

aqh1008 

h1010 

aqh1010 

h1012 

h1014 

aqh1009 

h1011   

    

aqh1011 

h1013 

h1015 

aqh1015 

h1017 

aqh1012 

aqh1014 

h1016   

    

aqh1016 

h1018 aqh1018 

aqh1017 

h1019   

    aqh1019 h1020 aqh1020   

    h1021 aqh1021 h1022   

    aqh1022 h1023 aqh1023   

    h1024 aqh1024 h1025   

    aqh1025 h1026 aqh1026   

    h1027 aqh1027 h1028   

    h1029 aqh1029 h1030   

    aqh1030 h1031 aqh1031   

    h1032 aqh1032 h1033   

    aqh1033 h1034 aqh1034   

    h1035 aqh1035 h1036   

    aqh1036 h1037 aqh1037   

    h1038 aqh1038 h1039   

    aqh1039 h1040 aqh1040   

    h1041 aqh1041 h1042   

    h1043 aqh1043 h1044 H113A01 

    aqh1044 h1045 aqh1045 H113B01 

    h1046 aqh1046 h1047 H113B02 



 

    aqh1047 h1048 aqh1048   

    h1049 aqh1049 h1050 H113B03 

    aqh1050 h1051 aqh1051 H113B04 

    h1052 aqh1052 h1053 H113C01 

    aqh1053 h1054 aqh1054 H113C02 

    h1057 aqh1057 h1058 H113C03 

    aqh1058 h1059 aqh1059   

    h1060 aqh1060 h1061 H113C04 

    aqh1061 h1062 aqh1062 H113C05 

    h1063 aqh1063 h1064 H113D01 

    aqh1064 h1066 aqh1066 H113D02 

    h1067 aqh1067 h1068 H113D03 

    aqh1068 h1069 aqh1069 H113D04 

    h1070 aqh1070 h1071   

    aqh1071 h1072 aqh1072 H113E01 

    h1073 aqh1073 h1074 H113E02 

    aqh1074 h1075 aqh1075 H113E03 

    h1076 aqh1076 h1077 H113F01 

    aqh1077 h1079 aqh1079 H113F02 

    h1080 aqh1080 h1081 H113F03 

    aqh1081 h1082 aqh1082   

    h1083 aqh1083 h1084 H113F04 

    aqh1084 h1085 aqh1085 H113G01 

    h1087 aqh1087 h1088 H113G02 

    aqh1088 h1089 aqh1089 H113G03 

    h1090 aqh1090 h1092 H113G04 

    aqh1092 h1093 aqh1093   

          H113G05 

    h1094 aqh1094 h1095 H113H01 

    aqh1095 h1096 aqh1096 H113H02 

    h1097 aqh1097 h1098 H113H03 

    aqh1098 h1099   H113I01 

          H113I02 

          H113J01 

          H113J02 

          H113J03 

8.1.U.B History e3002 e3006 e3016 E313A02 

E313A05 

E313B08 

  Historical Analysis and Skills Development         

  
Evaluate the interpretation of historical events and 

        



 

sources, considering the use of fact versus opinion, 

multiple perspectives, and cause and effect 

relationships. 

8.1.U.C History e3087 e3088 e3089 E313J01 

E313J02   Historical Analysis and Skills Development e3090 e3091     

  

Analyze, synthesize and integrate historical data, 

creating a product that supports and appropriately 

illustrates inferences and conclusions drawn from 

research.         

         E313J03 

          E313J04 

          E313J05 

8.2.U.A History h1021 aqh1021 h1022   

  Pennsylvania History aqh1022 h1037 aqh1037   

  

Evaluate the role groups and individuals from 

Pennsylvania       H113C03 

  played in the social, political, cultural, and economic 

development of the U.S. 

h1045 aqh1045 h1047   

    aqh1047 h1049 aqh1049   

    h1057 aqh1057 h1059 H113D03 

    aqh1059 h1060 aqh1060 H113E01 

          H113E02 

          H113F01 

          H113F02 

8.2.U.B History h1049 aqh1049 

h1060 

h1059   

  Pennsylvania History aqh1059   aqh1060   

  

Evaluate the importance of various historical documents, 

artifacts, and places in Pennsylvania which are critical to 

U.S.       

H113E02 

H113F02 

8.2.U.C History h1021 aqh1021 

h1037 

h1022   

  Pennsylvania History aqh1022   aqh1037   

  

Evaluate continuity and change in Pennsylvania are 

interrelated to the U.S.: belief systems and religions, 

commerce and industry, technology, politics and 

government, physical and human geography, and social 

organization       

H113C03 

H113D03 

8.2.U.D History h1021 aqh1021 

h1037 

h1022   



 

  Pennsylvania History aqh1022   aqh1037   

  

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups 

and organizations in Pennsylvania have influenced the 

growth and development of the U.S.: ethnicity and race, 

working conditions, immigration, military conflict, and eco       

H113C03 

H113D03 

8.3.U.A History h1005 aqh1005 h1007   

  United States History aqh1007 h1018 aqh1018   

  Compare the role groups and individuals played in the         

  social, political, cultural, and economic development of 

the 

h1019 aqh1019 h1020   

  U.S. aqh1020 h1021 aqh1021   

    h1022 aqh1022 h1023   

    aqh1023 h1024 aqh1024   

    h1025 aqh1025 h1026   

    aqh1026 h1027 aqh1027   

    h1029 aqh1029 h1030   

    aqh1030 h1031 aqh1031   

    h1033 aqh1033 h1034   

    aqh1034 h1035 aqh1035   

    h1036 aqh1036 h1037   

    aqh1037 h1038 aqh1038   

    h1043 aqh1043 h1044   

    aqh1044 h1045 aqh1045   

    h1046 aqh1046 h1047   

    aqh1047 h1048 aqh1048   

    h1049 aqh1049 h1050   

    aqh1050 h1051 aqh1051 H113B01 

    h1052 aqh1052 h1053   

    aqh1053 h1054 aqh1054 H113B02 

    h1057 aqh1057 h1058   

    aqh1058 h1059 aqh1059 H113C02 

    h1060 aqh1060 h1061 H113C03 

    aqh1061 h1062 aqh1062 H113C04 

    h1063 aqh1063 h1064 H113C05 

    aqh1064 h1066 aqh1066 H113D01 

    h1067 aqh1067 h1068 H113D02 

    aqh1068 h1069 aqh1069   

    h1070 aqh1070 h1071 H113D03 

    aqh1071 h1072 aqh1072 H113E01 

    h1075 aqh1075 h1076 H113E02 

    aqh1076 h1077 aqh1077 H113E03 

    h1078 h1079 aqh1079 H113F01 

    h1080 aqh1080 h1081   

    aqh1081 h1082 aqh1082 H113F02 



 

    h1083 aqh1083 h1084 H113F03 

    aqh1084 h1085 aqh1085 H113F04 

    h1087 aqh1087 h1088 H113G01 

    aqh1088 h1089 aqh1089   

    h1090 aqh1090 h1092 H113G02 

    aqh1092 h1093 aqh1093 H113G03 

    h1094 aqh1094 h1095 H113G05 

    aqh1095 h1096 aqh1096 H113H01 

    h1097 aqh1097 h1098   

    aqh1098     H113H02 

          H113H03 

          H113I01 

          H113I02 

          H113J01 

          H113J02 

          H113J03 

8.3.U.B History h1049 aqh1049 h1059   

  United States History aqh1059 

h1061 

h1060 aqh1060 

h1063 

H113E02 

  

Compare the impact of historical documents, artifacts, 

and places which are critical to the U.S.   aqh1061     

    aqh1063 h1064 aqh1064 H113F02 

          H113F03 

          H113F04 

8.3.U.C.1 History h1021 aqh1021 h1022   

  United States History aqh1022 

h1024 

h1023 aqh1023 

h1025 

H113C03 

  

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

United States: belief systems and religions.   aqh1024     

    aqh1025 h1038 aqh1038 H113C04 

    h1087 aqh1087   H113D03 

          H113I01 

8.3.U.C.2 History h1032 aqh1032 

h1079 

h1035   

  United States History 

aqh1035 

h1080 aqh1080 aqh1079 

H113D02 

H113D03 

H113H01 

  
Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

        



 

United States: commerce and industry. 

8.3.U.C.3 History h1079 aqh1079 

h1098 

h1080 H113H01 

H113J03   United States History aqh1080   aqh1098   

  

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

United States: technology.         

8.3.U.C.4 History h1020 aqh1020 h1033   

            

  United States History aqh1033 h1043 aqh1043   

  Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the         

  United States: politics and government. h1044 aqh1044 h1045   

    aqh1045 h1047 aqh1047   

    h1048 aqh1048 h1049   

    aqh1049 h1057 aqh1057   

    h1058 aqh1058 h1059   

    aqh1059 h1060 aqh1060   

    h1061 aqh1061 h1062 H113C03 

    aqh1062 h1063 aqh1063   

    h1064 aqh1064 h1065   

    h1066 aqh1066 h1067 H113D02 

    aqh1067 h1068 aqh1068 H113E01 

    h1069 aqh1069 h1070 H113E02 

    aqh1070 h1072 aqh1072 H113F01 

    h1075 aqh1075 h1076 H113F02 

    aqh1076 h1077 aqh1077 H113F03 

    h1081 aqh1081 h1082   

    aqh1082 h1083 aqh1083 H113F04 

    h1084 aqh1084 h1085 H113G01 

    aqh1085 h1095 aqh1095 H113G02 

    h1097 aqh1097   H113G03 

          H113G05 

          H113H02 

          H113H03 

          H113J02 

          H113J03 

8.3.U.C.5 History h1017 aqh1017 h1018   

  United States History aqh1018 h1019 aqh1019   

  Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the         



 

  United States: physical and human geography. h1020 aqh1020 h1021   

    aqh1021 h1022 aqh1022   

    h1023 aqh1023 h1024   

    aqh1024 h1025 aqh1025   

    h1026 aqh1026 h1027 H113C02 

    aqh1027 h1032 aqh1032   

    h1035 aqh1035 h1036 H113C03 

    aqh1036 h1037 aqh1037 H113C04 

    h1038 aqh1038 h1058 H113C05 

    aqh1058 h1071 aqh1071 H113D02 

    h1079 aqh1079 h1080 H113D03 

    aqh1080 h1092 aqh1092   

    h1093 aqh1093 h1097 H113F01 

    aqh1097     H113G03 

          H113H01 

          H113J01 

          H113J03 

8.3.U.C.6 History h1029 aqh1029 h1030   

  United States History aqh1030 h1031 aqh1031   

  Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the       H113D01 

  United States: social organizations. h1079 aqh1079 h1081   

    aqh1081 h1087 aqh1087   

    h1088 aqh1088 h1089 H113H01 

    aqh1089 h1098 aqh1098 H113H02 

          H113I01 

          H113I02 

          H113J03 

8.3.U.D.1 History h1029 aqh1029 h1030   

  United States History aqh1030 h1031 aqh1031   

  

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups 

and         

  organizations have influenced the growth and 

development 

h1076 aqh1076 h1081 H113D01 

  of the U.S.: ethnicity and race. aqh1081 h1082 aqh1082   

    h1084 aqh1084 h1085   

    aqh1085 h1088 aqh1088 H113G05 

    h1093 aqh1093 h1097 H113H02 

    aqh1097 h1098 aqh1098 H113H03 



 

    h1099     H113I01 

          H113J01 

          H113J03 

8.3.U.D.2 History h1029 

aqh1029 

h1079 h1031   

  United States History 

aqh1031 

h1080 aqh1080 

aqh1079 

h1098   

  

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups 

and organizations have influenced the growth and 

development of the U.S.: working conditions. aqh1098       

          

H113D01 

H113H01 

H113J03 

8.3.U.D.3 History h1029 aqh1029 

h1031 

h1030   

  United States History 

aqh1030 

h1079 aqh1079 

aqh1031 

h1081   

  

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups 

and organizations have influenced the growth and 

development of the U.S.: immigration. aqh1081       

          

H113D01 

H113H01 

H113H02 

8.3.U.D.4 History h1039 aqh1039 h1040   

  United States History aqh1040 h1041 aqh1041   

  

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups 

and         

  organizations have influenced the growth and 

development 

h1042 h1043 aqh1043   

  of the U.S.: military conflict. h1044 aqh1044 h1045   

    aqh1045 h1046 aqh1046   

    h1047 aqh1047 h1048 H113D04 

    aqh1048 h1049 aqh1049   

    h1050 aqh1050 h1051 H113E01 

    aqh1051 h1052 aqh1052   

    h1053 aqh1053 h1054 H113E02 

    aqh1054 h1055 h1073 H113E03 

    aqh1073 h1074 aqh1074 H113G04 

    h1076 aqh1076 h1094 H113G05 

    aqh1094 h1095 aqh1095 H113J02 



 

    h1096 aqh1096     

8.3.U.D.5 History h1032 aqh1032 

h1079 

h1035   

  United States History 

aqh1035 

h1080 aqh1080 aqh1079 

H113D02 

H113D03 

H113H01 

 

 

  



 

UNITED STATES HISTORY 2- 11th GRADE 

[Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Safari Montage online videos.] 

 

Description: Students study the history of the U.S. from the Civil War to the present. Historical content focuses on 

political, economic, and social events related to sectionalism, slavery, industrialization, urbanization, major international 

wars, domestic and foreign policies of the Cold War and post-Cold War eras, and reform movements including the 

expansion of democratic processes and civil rights. Students examine the impact of geographic factors on major events 

and analyze causes and effects of the Great Depression. Students examine the impact of constitutional issues on U.S. 

society, evaluate the relationships among the three branches of government, and analyze efforts to expand the 

democratic process. Students analyze the impact of technological innovations on the American labor force. Students 

learn contemporary U.S. history, including the election of 2008 and the terrorist threat of the early 21st century. The 

course includes a review of U.S. history prior to 1850. 

PA 

Standards 

and Anchors 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 

Quizzes 

5.1.U.A Civics and Government 

Principles and Documents of Government 

Apply examples of the rule of law as related to individual 

rights and the common good. 

GV133 

aqgv366 

aqgv133 GV366  

GV13A03 

GV13C06 

 

 

5.1.U.C Civics and Government 

Principles and Documents of Government 

Analyze the principles and ideals that shape United 

States 

government: liberty/freedom, democracy, justice, and 

equality. 

HS122 

aqhs122 

GV113 

aqgv113 

GV121 

aqgv121 

GV122 

aqgv122 

GV123 

aqgv123 

GV133 

aqgv133 

GV13A01 

GV13A02 

GV13A03 

GV13C06 

HS13A02 



 

GV134 

GV136 

aqgv136 

GV361 

aqgv361 

GV362 

aqgv362 

GV363 

aqgv363 

GV364 

aqgv364 

GV365 

aqgv365 

GV366 

aqgv366 

GV368 

aqgv368 

GV369 

aqgv369 

5.1.U.D Civics and Government 

Principles and Documents of Government 

Compare and contrast the basic principles and ideals 

found in significant documents: Declaration of 

Independence, United States Constitution, Bill of Rights, 

and Pennsylvania Constitution. 

GV121 

aqgv122 

GV124 

GV134 

GV361 

aqgv362 

GV364 

aqgv365 

GV368 

aqgv369 

aqgv121 

GV123 

GV133 

GV136 

aqgv361 

GV363 

aqgv364 

GV366 

aqgv368 

GV122 

aqgv123 aqgv133 

aqgv136 GV362 

aqgv363 GV365 

aqgv366 GV369 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GV13A02 

GV13A03 

GV13C06 



 

5.1.U.F Civics and Government 

Principles and Documents of Government 

Analyze the role political symbols play in civil 

disobedience and patriotic activities. 

GV363 aqgv363 GV13C06 

5.2.U.A Civics and Government 

Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

Contrast the rights and responsibilities of a citizen in a 

democracy with a citizen in an authoritarian system. 

GV112 

aqgv511 

GV513 

aqgv112 

GV512 

aqgv513 

GV511 

aqgv512 

 

 

GV13A01 

GV13E01 

5.2.U.B Civics and Government 

Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

Analyze strategies used to resolve conflicts in society 

and government. 

GV113 aqgv113 GV114 GV13A01 

5.2.U.C Civics and Government HS211 aqhs211 HS212  

 Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

Examine political leadership and public service in a 

republican form of government. 

qhs631 HS632 

aqhs632 HS633 aqhs633 HS814 aqhs814

 HS911 

aqhs911 HS912 aqhs912 HS931 aqhs931

 HS1011 

aqhs1011  HS1012 a 

 aqgv215 GV216 aqgv216 GV217 

aqgv217 GV219 aqgv219 GV2110

 aqgv2110  GV2111 

aqgv2111  GV2112 aqgv2112 

GV2113 aqgv2113  GV218 GV221 aqgv221

 GV222 

aqgv222 GV223 aqgv223 GV224  

 aqgv213 GV214 

aqgv214 GV215 

GV13B01 

GV13B02 

GV13B03 

GV13C01 

GV13C05 

GV13D01 

GV13D02 

HS13B01 

HS13D03 

HS13E02 

HS13E03 

HS13F01 

HS13F02 

HS13F03 

HS13H01 

HS13I01 

HS13I03 

HS13J01 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

5.2.U.D Civics and Government 

Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

Evaluate and demonstrate what makes competent and 

responsible citizens. 

GV3

15 

aqg

v32

1 

aqgv315 

GV322 

GV325 

GV321 

aqgv322 aqgv325 

 

 

GV13C01 

GV13C02 



 

GV3

23 

5.3.U.D Civics and Government HS212 

aqhs212 

HS213 

aqhs213 

HS434 

aqhs434 

HS521 

aqhs521 

HS522 

aqhs522 

HS523 

aqhs523 

HS922 

aqhs922 

HS931 

aqhs931 

HS1011 

aqhs1011 

HS1031 

aqhs1031 

HS1032 

aqhs1032 

HS1041 

aqhs1041 

GV311 

aqgv311 

GV312 

GV13C01 

GV13C04 

GV13C05 

HS13B01 

HS13D03 

HS13E02 

HS13I02 

HS13I03 

HS13J01 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

How Government Works 

Evaluate the roles of political parties, interest groups, and 

mass media in politics and public policy. 



 

aqgv312 

GV313 

aqgv313 

GV314 

aqgv314 

GV315 

aqgv315 

GV316 

GV341 

aqgv341 

GV343 

GV342 

aqgv343 

aqgv342 

GV344 

aqgv344 

GV345 

aqgv345 

GV351 

aqgv351 

GV352 

aqgv352 

GV353 

aqgv353 

GV355 

aqgv355 

GV354 

5.3.U.F Civics and Government HS211  



 

How Government Works 

Analyze landmark United States Supreme Court 

aqhs211 

HS431 

aqhs431 

HS911 

aqhs911 

GV233 

aqgv233 

GV234 

aqgv234 

GV235 

aqgv235 

GV237 

aqgv237 

GV239 

aqgv239 

 

 

 

GV13B03 

interpretations of the Constitution and its Amendments. 

HS13B01 

 

HS13D03 

HS13I01 

5.4.U.A Civics and Government 

How International Relationships Function 

Explain how United States foreign policy is developed. 

GV6

11 

aqgv611 GV13F01 

6.1.U.A Economics 

Scarcity and Choice 

Analyze how choices are made because of scarcity. 

ec0

02 

aqec002 EC13A01 

6.1.U.B Economics 

Scarcity and Choice 

Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have impacted the control of limited 

resources in the United States. 

HS121 

aqhs123 

HS511 

aqhs512 

HS514 

aqhs121 HS422 

aqhs511 HS513 

aqhs514 

HS123 

aqhs422 

HS512 

aqhs513 

 

 

 

 

HS13A02 

HS13D02 

HS13E01 

6.1.U.C Economics ec0 aqec012 EC13A03 



 

Scarcity and Choice 

Analyze the opportunity cost of decisions made by 

individuals, businesses, communities, and nations. 

12 

6.2.U.A Economics 

Markets and Economic Systems 

Analyze the flow of goods and services in the national 

economy. 

ec0

34 

aqec034 EC13C01 

6.2.U.C Economics 

Markets and Economic Systems 

Evaluate the impact of advertising and media on individual 

and group behavior throughout United States history. 

GV341 

aqgv342 GV344 

aqgv345 

aqgv341 GV343 

aqgv344 

GV342 

aqgv343 GV345 

 

 

 

GV13C04 

6.2.U.D Economics 

Markets and Economic Systems 

Explain how the laws of supply and demand impacted 

individuals and groups behavior over time. 

ec032 aqec033 ec035 

aqec036 

aqec032 ec034 aqec035 

ec033 aqec034 ec036 

 

 

 

EC13C01 

6.2.U.E Economics 

Markets and Economic Systems 

Analyze the impact of the business cycle on individual and 

group behavior over time. Analyze the characteristics of 

economic expansion, recession, and depression. 

ec022 

aqec022 

EC13B02 

6.2.U.F Economics 

Markets and Economic Systems 

Analyze the impact of private economic institutions on 

individuals and groups over time. 

ec0

13 

aqec013 EC13A03 

6.2.U.G Economics 

Markets and Economic Systems 

Compare and contrast various economic systems. 

ec003 aqec004 GV522 

aqgv523 

GV524 

 

 

 



 

aqec003 GV521 

aqgv522 GV525 

ec004 aqgv521 GV523 

aqgv525 

EC13A01 

GV13E02 

6.3.U.B Economics 

Functions of Government 

Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have influenced the history and 

development of the world: ethnicity and race, working 

conditions, immigration, military conflict, and economic 

stab 

HS211 

aqhs221 HS232 

aqhs241 HS261 HS311 

aqhs321 HS331 

aqhs411 HS422 

aqhs431 HS433 

aqhs211 HS231 

aqhs232 HS251 

aqhs261 aqhs311 HS322 

aqhs331 HS421 

aqhs422 HS432 

aqhs433 

HS221 

aqhs231 HS241 

aqhs251 HS262 HS321 

aqhs322 HS411 

aqhs421 HS431 

aqhs432 HS434 

aqhs434 

HS435 

HS511 

aqhs511 

HS512 

aqhs512 

 

HS13B01 

HS13B02 

HS13B03 

HS13B04 

HS13B05 

HS13B06 

HS13C01 

HS13C02 

HS13C03 

HS13D01 

HS13D02 

HS13D03 

  

HS13E01 

HS13E02 

HS13E03 

HS13F01 

HS13F02 

HS13F03 

HS13G01 

HS13G02 

 

HS13G03 

HS13H01 



 

HS513 

aqhs513 

HS514 

aqhs514 

HS521 

aqhs521 

HS522 

aqhs522 

HS523 

aqhs523 

HS525 

aqhs525 

HS531 

aqhs531 

HS532 

 

HS13H02 

HS13I01 

HS13I02 

HS13J01 

HS13J02 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

6.3.U.C Economics 

Functions of Government 

Compare and contrast the taxation policies of the local, 

state, and national governments. 

ec027 aqgv413 

aqec027 GV423 

GV413 

aqgv423 

EC13B03 

GV13D01 

GV13D02 

6.3.U.D Economics 

Functions of Government 

Analyze how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have influenced the history and development 

of the world: ethnicity and race, working conditions, 

immigration, military conflict, and economic stab 

 

HS211 aqhs211 HS221 

aqhs221 HS231 aqhs231 HS232

 aqhs232 HS241 

aqhs241 HS251 aqhs251 HS261

 aqhs261 HS262 HS311

 aqhs311 HS321 

aqhs321 HS322 aqhs322 HS331

 aqhs331 HS411 

aqhs411 HS421 aqhs421 HS422

 aqhs422 HS431 

aqhs431 HS432 aqhs432 HS433

HS13B01 

HS13B02 

HS13B03 

HS13B04 

HS13B05 

HS13B06 

HS13C01 

HS13C02 

HS13C03 

HS13D01 

HS13D02 

HS13D03 

HS13E01 

HS13E02 



 

 aqhs433 HS434 aqhs434 HS435

 HS511 

aqhs511 HS512 aqhs512 HS513

 aqhs513 HS514 

aqhs514 HS521 aqhs521 HS522

 aqhs522 HS523 

aqhs523 HS525 aqhs525 HS531

 aqhs531 HS532 

aqhs532 HS533 aqhs533 HS534

 aqhs534 HS611 

aqhs611 HS621 aqhs621 HS622

 aqhs622 HS623 

aqhs623 HS631 aqhs631 HS632

 aqhs632 HS633 

aqhs633 HS634 aqhs634 HS711

 aqhs711 HS712 

aqhs712 HS721 aqhs721 HS722

 aqhs722 HS723 

aqhs723 HS724 aqhs724 HS725

 aqhs725 HS731 

aqhs731 HS732 aqhs732 HS733

 aqhs733 HS811 

aqhs811 HS814 aqhs814 HS821

 aqhs821 HS822 

aqhs822 HS823 aqhs823 HS824  HS911  

aqhs911 HS912       aqhs912    HS921 

aqhs921 HS922 aqhs922 HS1012

 aqhs1012  HS1021 

aqhs1021  HS1033 aqhs1033 

HS1042 aqhs1042  HS1043 

aqhs1043  HS1044 aqhs1044 

HS13E03 

HS13F01 

HS13F02 

HS13F03 

HS13G01 

HS13G02 

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

HS13H02 

6.4.U.C Economics HS121 aqhs121 HS122  

HS13A02 

HS13B01 

Economic Interdependence 

Compare the role groups and individuals played in the 

aqhs122 HS123 aqhs123 



 

social, political, cultural, and economic development of the HS124 aqhs124 HS211 HS13B03 

HS13B05 

HS13C01 

HS13C02 

HS13C03 

HS13D01 

HS13D02 

HS13D03 

HS13E01 

HS13E02 

HS13F01 

HS13F02 

HS13F03 

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

HS13I01 

HS13I02 

HS13J01 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

U.S. aqhs211 HS212 aqhs212 

HS213 aqhs213 HS232 

aqhs232 HS251 aqhs251 

HS311 aqhs311 HS321 

aqhs321 HS322 aqhs322 

HS331 aqhs331 HS411 

aqhs411 HS421 aqhs421 

HS422 aqhs422 HS431 

aqhs431 HS432 aqhs432 

HS433 aqhs433 HS434 

aqhs434 HS511 aqhs511 

HS521 aqhs521 HS522 

aqhs522 HS523 aqhs523 

HS524 aqhs524 HS525 

aqhs525 

HS612 

HS611 

aqhs612 

aqhs611 

HS621 

aqhs621 HS622 aqhs622 

HS623 aqhs623 HS631 

aqhs631 HS632 aqhs632 

HS633 aqhs633 HS634 

aqhs634 HS732 aqhs732 

HS733 aqhs733 HS811 

aqhs811 HS812 aqhs812 

HS813 aqhs813 HS814 

aqhs814 HS911 aqhs911 

HS912 aqhs912 HS922 

aqhs922 HS1011 aqhs1011 



 

HS1031 aqhs103

1 

HS1041 

aqhs1041 HS1044 aqhs1044 

6.4.U.D Economics 

Economic Interdependence 

Explain how the level of development of transportation, 

communication networks, and technology affect economic 

interdependence. 

ec055 

aqec056 

aqec055 

ec057 

ec056  

EC13D02 

6.5.U.B Economics HS121 aqhs121 HS122  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Income, Profit, and Wealth 

Compare the role groups and individuals played in the 

aqhs122 HS123 aqhs123 

social, political, cultural, and economic development of the HS124 aqhs124 HS211 

U.S. aqhs211 HS212 aqhs212 

HS213 aqhs213 HS232 

aqhs232 HS251 aqhs251 

HS311 aqhs311 HS321 

aqhs321 HS322 aqhs322 

HS331 aqhs331 HS411 

aqhs411 HS421 aqhs421 

HS422 aqhs422 HS431 

aqhs431 HS432 aqhs432 

HS433 aqhs433 HS434 

aqhs434 HS511 aqhs511 

HS521 aqhs521 HS522 



 

 

 

 

HS13A02 

aqhs522 HS523 aqhs523 HS13B01 

HS524 aqhs524 HS525 HS13B03 

aqhs525 

HS612 

HS611 

aqhs612 

aqhs611 

HS621 

HS13B05 

aqhs621 HS622 aqhs622 HS13C01 

HS623 aqhs623 HS631 HS13C02 

aqhs631 HS632 aqhs632 HS13C03 

HS633 aqhs633 HS634 HS13D01 

aqhs634 HS732 aqhs732 HS13D02 

HS733 aqhs733 HS811  

aqhs811 HS812 aqhs812 HS13D03 

HS813 aqhs813 HS814 HS13E01 

aqhs814 HS911 aqhs911 HS13E02 

HS912 aqhs912 HS922 HS13F01 

aqhs922 HS1011 aqhs1011 HS13F02 

HS1031 aqhs1031 HS1041 HS13F03 

aqhs1041 HS1044 aqhs1044  

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

HS13I01 

HS13I02 

HS13J01 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 



 

6.5.U.E Economics 

Income, Profit, and Wealth 

Define wealth and describe its distribution within and 

among the political divisions of the United States. 

HS411 

aqhs433 

aqhs411 

HS811 

HS433 

aqhs811 

HS13D01 

HS13D03 

HS13H01 

6.5.U.F Economics 

Income, Profit, and Wealth 

Examine leading entrepreneurs in the United States in 

terms of the risks they took and the rewards they received. 

ec034 aqec034 EC13C01 

7.1.U.A Geography 

Basic Geographic Literacy 

Use geographic tools to analyze information about the 

interaction between people, places, and the environment. 

wg001 aqwg002 aqwg001 wg002  

WG13A01 

7.2.U.A Geography 

Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 

Analyze the physical characteristics of places and regions, 

including the interrelationships among the components of 

Earth’s physical systems. 

wg008 aqwg009 

wg011 aqwg012 

wg014 aqwg025 

aqwg008 

wg010 

aqwg011 

wg013 

aqwg014 

wg009 

aqwg010 

wg012 

aqwg013 

wg025 

 

 

 

 

WG13B02 

WG13B03 

WG13D01 

7.2.U.B Geography 

Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions 

Analyze the significance of physical processes in shaping 

the character of places and regions. 

wg008 aqwg009 

wg011 aqwg012 

wg014 

aqwg008 

wg010 

aqwg011 

wg013 

aqwg014 

wg009 

aqwg010 

wg012 

aqwg013 

 

 

 

 

WG13B02 

WG13B03 

7.3.U.A Geography HS123 aqhs123 HS411  

 

 

 

HS13A02 

Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 

Analyze the human characteristics of places and regions 

using the following criteria: population, culture, settlement, 

aqhs411 HS525 HS422 

aqhs525 

aqhs422 

HS811 

economic activities, and political activities. aqhs811 HS812 aqhs812 HS13D01 



 

HS911 aqhs911  HS13D02 

HS13E02 

HS13H01 

HS13I01 

7.4.U.A Geography 

Interactions Between People and the Environment Analyze 

the effects of changes in the physical systems. 

wg018 aqwg018 WG13C01 

7.4.U.B Geography 

Interactions Between People and the Environment Analyze 

the effects of human activity on the physical systems. 

wg018 aqwg018 WG13C01 

8.1.U.A History 

Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

Evaluate patterns of continuity and change over time, 

applying context of events. 

h1001 

aqhs121 HS123 

aqhs124 HS212 

aqhs213 HS231 

aqhs232 HS251 

aqhs261 HS321 

aqh1001 

HS122 

aqhs123 

HS211 

aqhs212 

HS221 

aqhs231 

HS241 

aqhs251 

HS311 

aqhs321 

HS121 

aqhs122 

HS124 

aqhs211 

HS213 

aqhs221 

HS232 

aqhs241 

HS261 

aqhs311 

HS322 

 

  aqhs322 HS331 aqhs331  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HS332 HS411 aqhs411 

HS421 aqhs421 HS422 

aqhs422 HS431 aqhs431 

HS432 aqhs432 HS433 

aqhs433 HS434 aqhs434 

HS435 HS511 aqhs511 

HS512 aqhs512 HS513 

aqhs513 HS514 aqhs514 

HS521 aqhs521 HS522 



 

aqhs522 HS523 aqhs523  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H113A01 

HS524 aqhs524 HS525 

aqhs525 HS531 aqhs531 

HS532 aqhs532 HS533 

aqhs533 HS534 aqhs534 HS13A02 

HS535 HS611 aqhs611 HS13B01 

HS612 aqhs612 HS621  

aqhs621 HS622 aqhs622 HS13B02 

HS623 aqhs623 HS631 HS13B03 

aqhs631 HS632 aqhs632 HS13B04 

HS633 aqhs633 HS634 HS13B05 

aqhs634 HS635 HS711 HS13B06 

aqhs711 

HS721 

HS712 

aqhs721 

aqhs712 

HS722 

HS13C01 

aqhs722 HS723 aqhs723 HS13C02 

HS724 aqhs724 HS725 HS13C03 

aqhs725 HS731 aqhs731 HS13D01 

HS732 aqhs732 HS733 HS13D02 



 

aqhs733 HS734 HS811 HS13D03 

aqhs811 HS812 aqhs812  

HS813 aqhs813 HS814 HS13E01 

aqhs814 HS821 aqhs821 HS13E02 

HS822 aqhs822 HS823 HS13E03 

aqhs823 HS824 HS911 HS13F01 

aqhs911 HS912 aqhs912 HS13F02 

HS921 aqhs921 HS922 HS13F03 

aqhs922 HS931 aqhs931  

HS932 HS1011 aqhs1011 HS13G01 

HS1012 aqhs1012 HS1013 HS13G02 

aqhs1013 HS1021 aqhs1021 HS13G03 

HS1031 aqhs1031 HS1032 HS13H01 

aqhs1032 HS1033 aqhs1033 HS13H02 

HS1041 

aqhs1042 

aqhs1041 

HS1043 

HS1042 

aqhs1043 

HS13I01 

HS1044 aqhs1044 HS1045 HS13I02 

   HS13I03 

HS13J01 

HS13J02 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

8.1.U.B History E2451 E2711 E2713  

 

E313E05 

Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

Evaluate the interpretation of historical events and sources, 

E2723 E2725 e3016 

considering the use of fact versus opinion, multiple 

perspectives, and cause and effect relationships. 

e3024 e3034 e3043 E213D05 

E213G01 

E213G02 

E313B08 

E313C07 



 

E313D07 

E313E04 

8.1.U.C History e3087 e3088 e3089 E313J01 

E313J02 
Historical Analysis and Skills Development 

Analyze, synthesize and integrate historical data, creating 

a product that supports and appropriately illustrates 

e3090 e3091  

inferences and conclusions drawn from research. E313J03 

E313J04 

E313J05 

8.2.U.A History h1021 aqh1021 h1022  

 

 

 

 

H113C03 

Pennsylvania History 

Evaluate the role groups and individuals from Pennsylvania 

aqh1022 h1037 aqh1037 

played in the social, political, cultural, and economic 

development of the U.S. 

h1045 

aqh1047 

aqh1045 

h1049 

h1047 

aqh1049 

h1057 aqh1057 h1059 H113D03 

aqh1059 h1060 aqh1060 H113E01 

H113E02 

H113F01 

H113F02 

8.2.U.B History 

Pennsylvania History 

Evaluate the importance of various historical documents, 

artifacts, and places in Pennsylvania which are critical to 

U.S. 

h1049 

aqh1059 

aqh1049 

h1060 

h1059 

aqh1060 

 

 

H113E02 

H113F02 

8.2.U.C History 

Pennsylvania History 

Evaluate continuity and change in Pennsylvania are 

interrelated to the U.S.: belief systems and religions, 

commerce and industry, technology, politics and 

government, physical and human geography, and social 

h1021 

aqh1022 

aqh1021 

h1037 

h1022 

aqh1037 

 

 

H113C03 

H113D03 



 

organization 

8.2.U.D History 

Pennsylvania History 

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations in Pennsylvania have influenced the growth 

and development of the U.S.: ethnicity and race, working 

conditions, immigration, military conflict, and eco 

h1021 

aqh1022 

aqh1021 

h1037 

h1022 

aqh1037 

 

 

H113C03 

H113D03 

8.3.U.A History HS121 aqhs121 HS122  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

United States History 

Compare the role groups and individuals played in the 

aqhs122 HS123 aqhs123 

social, political, cultural, and economic development of the HS124 aqhs124 HS211 

U.S. aqhs211 HS212 aqhs212 

HS213 aqhs213 HS232 

aqhs232 HS251 aqhs251 

HS311 aqhs311 HS321 

aqhs321 HS322 aqhs322 

HS331 aqhs331 HS411 

aqhs411 HS421 aqhs421 

HS422 aqhs422 HS431 

aqhs431 HS432 aqhs432 

HS433 aqhs433 HS434 

aqhs434 HS511 aqhs511 

HS521 aqhs521 HS522 



 

 

 

HS13A02 

aqhs522 HS523 aqhs523 HS13B01 

HS524 aqhs524 HS525 HS13B03 

aqhs525 

HS612 

HS611 

aqhs612 

aqhs611 

HS621 

HS13B05 

aqhs621 HS622 aqhs622 HS13C01 

HS623 aqhs623 HS631 HS13C02 

aqhs631 HS632 aqhs632 HS13C03 

HS633 aqhs633 HS634 HS13D01 

aqhs634 HS732 aqhs732 HS13D02 

HS733 aqhs733 HS811  

aqhs811 HS812 aqhs812 HS13D03 

HS813 aqhs813 HS814 HS13E01 

aqhs814 HS911 aqhs911 HS13E02 

HS912 aqhs912 HS922 HS13F01 

aqhs922 HS1011 aqhs1011 HS13F02 

HS1031 aqhs1031 HS1041 HS13F03 

aqhs1041 HS1044 aqhs1044  

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

HS13I01 

HS13I02 

HS13J01 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

8.3.U.B History GV121 aqgv121 

GV123 

GV122 

aqgv123 

 



 

United States History 

Compare the impact of historical documents, artifacts, and 

places which are critical to the U.S. 

aqgv122 GV131 

aqgv132 GV135 

aqgv136 

aqgv131 

GV133 

aqgv135 

GV134 

GV132 

aqgv133 

GV136 

 

 

 

GV13A02 

GV13A03 

8.3.U.C.1 History 

United States History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

United States: belief systems and religions. 

HS124 aqhs124 HS13A02 

8.3.U.C.2 History HS411 aqhs411 HS512  

 

 

HS13D01 

United States History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

United States: commerce and industry. 

aqhs512 HS611 HS513 

aqhs611 

aqhs513 

HS811 

aqhs811 HS1021 aqhs1021 HS13E01 

HS13F01 

HS13H01 

HS13J02 

8.3.U.C.3 History HS411 aqhs411 HS421  

 

 

 

HS13D01 

United States History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

aqhs421 HS611 aqhs611 

United States: technology. HS732 aqhs732 HS811 

aqhs811 HS812 aqhs812 HS13D02 

HS1021 aqhs1021 HS1044  

aqhs1044   HS13F01 

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

HS13J02 

HS13J04 



 

8.3.U.C.4 History HS211 aqhs211 HS212  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HS13B01 

United States History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

aqhs212 HS213 aqhs213 

United States: politics and government. HS251 aqhs251 HS311 

aqhs311 HS321 aqhs321 

HS322 aqhs322 HS331 

aqhs331 HS431 aqhs431 

HS433 aqhs433 HS434 

aqhs434 HS511 aqhs511 

HS512 aqhs512 HS513 

aqhs513 HS514 aqhs514 

HS521 aqhs521 HS522 

aqhs522 HS523 aqhs523 

HS524 aqhs524 HS525 

aqhs525 HS532 aqhs532 

HS534 aqhs534 HS611 

aqhs611 HS621 aqhs621 



 

HS622 aqhs622 HS623  

aqhs623 HS631 aqhs631 HS13B05 

HS632 aqhs632 HS633 HS13C01 

aqhs633 HS634 aqhs634 HS13C02 

HS712 aqhs712 HS725 HS13C03 

aqhs725 HS732 aqhs732 HS13D03 

HS733 

aqhs811 

aqhs733 

HS814 

HS811 

aqhs814 

HS13E01 

HS821 aqhs821 HS822 HS13E02 

aqhs822 HS823 aqhs823 HS13E03 

HS911 aqhs911 HS912 HS13F01 

aqhs912 HS921 aqhs921 HS13F02 

HS931 aqhs931 HS1011 HS13F03 

aqhs1011 HS1012 aqhs1012  

HS1013 aqhs1013 HS1031 HS13G01 

aqhs1031 HS1032 aqhs1032 HS13G02 

HS1033 aqhs1033 HS1041 HS13G03 

aqhs1041 HS1042 aqhs1042 HS13H01 

HS1043 aqhs1043 HS1044 HS13H02 

aqhs1044   HS13I01 

HS13I02 

HS13I03 

HS13J01 

HS13J03 

HS13J04 

8.3.U.C.5 History 

United States History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

United States: physical and human geography. 

HS123 

aqhs421 HS525 

aqhs811 HS911 

aqhs123 

HS422 

aqhs525 

HS812 

HS421 

aqhs422 

HS811 

aqhs812 

 

 

 

HS13A02 



 

aqhs911 HS13D02 

HS13E02 

HS13H01 

HS13I01 

8.3.U.C.6 History HS124 aqhs124 HS251  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HS13A02 

United States History 

Evaluate how continuity and change have impacted the 

aqhs251 HS431 aqhs431 

United States: social organizations. HS432 aqhs432 HS433 

aqhs433 HS434 aqhs434 

HS521 aqhs521 HS522 

aqhs522 HS523 aqhs523 

HS524 aqhs524 HS525 HS13B05 

aqhs525 HS811 aqhs811 HS13D03 

HS812 aqhs812 HS813 HS13E02 

aqhs813 HS814 aqhs814  

HS911 aqhs911 HS922 HS13H01 

aqhs922   HS13I01 

HS13I02 

8.3.U.D.1 History HS124 aqhs124 HS211  

 

 

 

 

HS13A02 

United States History 

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

aqhs211 HS251 aqhs251 

organizations have influenced the growth and development HS431 aqhs431 HS432 

of the U.S.: ethnicity and race. aqhs432 HS525 aqhs525 

HS611 aqhs611 HS733 HS13B01 

aqhs733 HS911 aqhs911 HS13B05 



 

HS922 aqhs922  HS13D03 

HS13E02 

HS13F01 

HS13G03 

HS13I01 

HS13I02 

8.3.U.D.2 History HS411 aqhs411 HS432  

 

 

 

 

HS13D01 

United States History 

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

aqhs432 HS433 aqhs433 

organizations have influenced the growth and development HS434 aqhs434 HS521 

of the U.S.: working conditions. aqhs521 HS522 aqhs522 

HS523 aqhs523 HS732 HS13D03 

aqhs732 HS811 aqhs811 HS13E02 

HS1021 aqhs1021  HS13G03 

HS13H01 

HS13J02 

8.3.U.D.3 History 

United States History 

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have influenced the growth and development 

of the U.S.: immigration. 

HS432 

aqhs611 HS814 

aqhs432 

HS733 

aqhs814 

HS611 

aqhs733 

 

HS13D03 

HS13F01 

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

8.3.U.D.4 History HS221 aqhs221 HS231  

 

 

 

 

 

 

United States History 

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

aqhs231 HS232 aqhs232 

organizations have influenced the growth and development HS241 aqhs241 HS251 

of the U.S.: military conflict. aqhs251 HS261 aqhs261 

HS262 HS512 aqhs512 

HS513 aqhs513 HS514 



 

aqhs514 HS531 aqhs531  

 

 

 

 

 

HS13B02 

HS532 

aqhs533 

aqhs532 

HS534 

HS533 

aqhs534 

HS535 HS711 aqhs711 HS13B03 

HS712 aqhs712 HS721 HS13B04 

aqhs721 HS722 aqhs722 HS13B05 

HS723 aqhs723 HS724 HS13B06 

aqhs724 HS725 aqhs725 HS13E01 

HS821 aqhs821 HS822  

aqhs822 HS823 aqhs823 HS13E03 

HS921 aqhs921 HS1043 HS13G01 

aqhs1043   HS13G02 

HS13H02 

HS13I02 

HS13J04 

8.3.U.D.5 History HS433 aqhs433 HS611  

 

 

 

 

 

HS13D03 

United States History 

Evaluate how conflict and cooperation among groups and 

aqhs611 HS621 aqhs621 

organizations have influenced the growth and development HS622 aqhs622 HS623 

of the U.S.: economic stability. aqhs623 HS631 aqhs631 

HS632 aqhs632 HS633 HS13F01 

aqhs633 HS634 aqhs634 HS13F02 



 

HS732 aqhs732 HS811  

aqhs811   HS13F03 

HS13G03 

HS13H01 

 

 

  



 

AMERICAN CIVICS AND GOVERNMENT with ECONOMICS 12th GRADE 

[Curriculum Resources: Compass Learning Odyssey Online and Safari Montage online videos.] 

 

Description: Government Students learn major historical political ideas, forms of government, and founding principles of 

U.S. government. Students learn the functions, structure, and powers of government at all levels. Emphasis is placed on 

the U.S. Constitution, its fundamental principles, and the form of government it created. Students analyze concepts of 

republicanism, federalism, checks and balances, separation of powers, popular sovereignty, and individual rights. 

Students compare the U.S. system of government and economics with other systems. Students analyze the impact of 

individuals, political parties, interest groups, and the media; evaluate the importance of voluntary individual 

participation in a democratic society; and analyze the rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. Students examine the 

relationship between policies and culture in the U.S. Students learn the requirements for citizenship and the importance 

of active citizens in a democracy. Economics Students will learns basic principles of production, consumption, and 

distribution of goods and services in the United States and compare them with those in other countries. Students will 

learn the rights and responsibilities of consumers and businesses. Students will enterprise system. Students will 

understand market structures. Students will examine economic indicators and tools relevant to the study of 

international economics and identify how economics plays a role in the development of countries and the future of the 

global economy. 

PA 
Standards 
and Anchors 

Description Learning Activities  Lesson 
Quizzes 

5.1.C.A Civics and Government 
Principles and Documents of Government 
Analyze the sources, purposes, functions of law, and how the rule of 
law protects individual rights and promotes the common good. 

GV121 

aqgv122 

GV131 

aqgv132 

GV135 

aqgv136 

GV362 

aqgv363 

GV365 

aqgv366 

GV369 

aqgv121 

GV123 

aqgv131 

GV133 

aqgv135 

GV361 

aqgv362 

GV364 

aqgv365 

GV368 

aqgv369 

GV122 

aqgv123 

GV132 

aqgv133 

GV136 

aqgv361 

GV363 

aqgv364 

GV366 

aqgv368 

GV367 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
GV13A02 

GV13A03 

GV13C06 

5.1.C.B Civics and Government 
Principles and Documents of Government 
Employ historical examples and political philosophy to evaluate the major 
arguments advanced for the necessity of government. 

GV111 aqgv111 GV13A01 

5.1.C.C Civics and Government GV113 aqgv113 GV114 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13A01 

Principles and Documents of Government 
Evaluate the application of the principles and ideals in 

GV115 aqgv115 GV315 

contemporary civic life: liberty/freedom, democracy, justice, aqgv315 GV321 aqgv321 

and equality. GV322 aqgv322 GV323 

GV325 aqgv325 GV361 

aqgv361 GV362 aqgv362 
GV13C01 

GV363 aqgv363 GV364  

aqgv364 GV365 aqgv365 
GV13C02 



 

GV366 aqgv366 GV368 GV13C06 

aqgv368 GV369 aqgv369 

5.1.C.D Civics and Government GV123 aqgv123 GV133  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13A02 

Principles and Documents of Government 
Evaluate state and federal powers based on significant 

aqgv133 GV136 aqgv136 

documents and other critical sources: Declaration of GV141 aqgv141 GV142 

Independence, United States Constitution, Bill of Rights, 
and Pennsylvania Const 

aqgv142 

GV144 

GV143 

aqgv144 

aqgv143 

GV212 

aqgv212 GV215 aqgv215 

GV216 aqgv216 GV222 

aqgv222 

GV224 

GV223 

aqgv224 

aqgv223 

GV228 
GV13A03 

aqgv228 GV231 aqgv231 
GV13A04 

GV232 aqgv232 GV233 GV13B01 

aqgv233 GV234 aqgv234 GV13B02 

GV238 aqgv238 GV411 GV13B03 

aqgv411 GV412 aqgv412 
GV13D01 

GV413 aqgv413  

5.1.C.E Civics and Government 
Principles and Documents of Government 
Analyze and assess the rights of people as written in the PA Constitution 
and the US Constitution. 

GV133 

aqgv136 

GV362 

aqgv363 

GV365 

aqgv366 

GV369 

aqgv133 

GV361 

aqgv362 

GV364 

aqgv365 

GV368 

aqgv369 

GV136 

aqgv361 

GV363 

aqgv364 

GV366 

aqgv368 

 
 
 
 
 
GV13A03 

GV13C06 

5.1.C.F Civics and Government 
Principles and Documents of Government 
Analyze the role political symbols play in civil disobedience and patriotic 
activities. 

GV363 aqgv363 GV13C06 

5.2.C.A Civics and Government 
Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Contrast the rights and responsibilities of a citizen in a democracy with a 
citizen in an authoritarian system. 

GV112 

aqgv511 

GV513 

aqgv112 

GV512 

aqgv513 

GV511 

aqgv512 

 
 
GV13A01 

GV13E01 

5.2.C.B Civics and Government 
Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Analyze strategies used to resolve conflicts in society and government. 

GV113 aqgv113 GV114 GV13A01 

5.2.C.C Civics and Government GV211 aqgv211 GV212 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Examine political leadership and public service in a 

aqgv212 GV213 aqgv213 

republican form of government. GV214 aqgv214 GV215 

aqgv215 GV216 aqgv216 

GV217 aqgv217 GV219 

aqgv219 GV2110 aqgv2110 



 

GV2111 aqgv2111 GV2112  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13B01 

aqgv2112 GV2113 aqgv2113 

GV218 GV221 aqgv221 

GV222 aqgv222 GV223 

aqgv223 GV224 aqgv224 

GV225 aqgv225 GV226 

aqgv226 GV227 aqgv227 

GV228 aqgv228 GV231 

aqgv231 GV232 aqgv232 GV13B02 

GV233 aqgv233 GV234 GV13B03 

aqgv234 GV235 aqgv235 GV13C01 

GV237 aqgv237 GV238 
GV13C05 

aqgv238 GV239 aqgv239  

GV311 aqgv311 GV312 
GV13D01 

aqgv312 GV313 aqgv313 
GV13D02 

GV314 aqgv314 GV315 

aqgv315 GV351 aqgv351 

GV352 aqgv352 GV353 

aqgv353 GV355 aqgv355 

GV411 aqgv411 GV412 

aqgv412 GV413 aqgv413 

GV421 aqgv421 GV422 

aqgv422 GV423 aqgv423 

5.2.C.D Civics and Government 
Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 
Evaluate and demonstrate what makes competent and responsible 
citizens. 

GV315 

aqgv321 

GV323 

aqgv315 

GV322 

GV325 

GV321 

aqgv322 

aqgv325 

 

 
GV13C01 

GV13C02 

5.3.C.A Civics and Government How 
Government Works 
Examine the process of checks and balances among the three branches 
of government, including the creation of law. 

GV133 

aqgv212 

GV216 

aqgv221 

GV223 

aqgv224 

GV226 

aqgv227 

GV229 

GV235 

aqgv133 

GV215 

aqgv216 

GV222 

aqgv223 

GV225 

aqgv226 

GV228 

GV234 

aqgv235 

GV212 

aqgv215 

GV221 

aqgv222 

GV224 

aqgv225 

GV227 

aqgv228 

aqgv234 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
GV13A03 

GV13B01 

GV13B02 

GV13B03 

5.3.C.B Civics and Government GV115 aqgv115 GV221 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How Government Works 
Analyze the roles of local, state, and national governments 

aqgv221 GV222 aqgv222 

in policy-making. GV223 aqgv223 GV224 

aqgv224 GV225 aqgv225 



 

GV226 aqgv226 GV227  
 
GV13A01 aqgv227 GV228 aqgv228 

GV229 GV351 aqgv351 GV13B02 

GV352 aqgv352 GV353 GV13C05 

aqgv353 GV355 aqgv355 
GV13D01 

GV354 GV411 aqgv411 

GV412 aqgv412 GV413 

aqgv413   

5.3.C.C Civics and Government GV115 aqgv115 GV135 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13A01 

How Government Works 
Explain how government agencies create, amend, and 

aqgv135 GV141 aqgv141 

enforce policies in local, state, and national governments. GV142 aqgv142 GV143 

aqgv143 GV144 aqgv144 

GV211 aqgv211 GV212 

aqgv212 GV213 aqgv213 

GV214 aqgv214 GV215 

aqgv215 GV216 aqgv216 

GV217 aqgv217 GV219 

aqgv219 GV2110 aqgv2110 

GV2111 aqgv2111 GV2112 

aqgv2112 GV2113 aqgv2113 

GV221 aqgv221 GV222 GV13A03 

aqgv222 GV223 aqgv223 GV13A04 

GV224 aqgv224 GV225 GV13B01 
aqgv225 GV226 aqgv226 

GV13B02 
GV227 aqgv227 GV228  

aqgv228 GV229 GV351 
GV13C05 

aqgv351 GV352 aqgv352 GV13D01 

GV353 aqgv353 GV355 GV13D02 

aqgv355 GV354 GV411 

aqgv411 GV412 aqgv412 

GV413 aqgv413 GV421 

aqgv421 GV422 aqgv422 

GV423 aqgv423  

5.3.C.D Civics and Government GV115 aqgv115 GV311  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13A01 

How Government Works 
Evaluate the roles of political parties, interest groups, and 

aqgv311 GV312 aqgv312 

mass media in politics and public policy. GV313 aqgv313 GV314 

aqgv314 GV315 aqgv315 

GV316 GV341 aqgv341 

GV342 aqgv342 GV343 

aqgv343 GV344 aqgv344 
GV13C01 

GV345 aqgv345 GV351 GV13C04 



 

aqgv351 GV352 aqgv352 GV13C05 

GV353 aqgv353 GV355 

aqgv355 GV354  

5.3.C.E Civics and Government How 
Government Works 
Compare and contrast the different election processes for local, state, 
and national offices. 

GV227 

aqgv231 

GV332 

aqgv333 

GV334 

aqgv227 

GV331 

aqgv332 

GV335 

GV231 

aqgv331 

GV333 

aqgv335 

 
 

 
GV13B02 

GV13B03 

GV13C03 

5.3.C.F Civics and Government How 
Government Works 
Explain the Supreme Court’s role in interpreting the U.S. Constitution: 
individual rights, states’ rights, and civil rights. 

GV142 

aqgv231 

GV233 

aqgv234 

GV237 

aqgv238 

GV236 

GV363 

aqgv364 

GV366 

aqgv368 

aqgv142 

GV232 

aqgv233 

GV235 

aqgv237 

GV239 

GV362 

aqgv363 

GV365 

aqgv366 

GV369 

GV231 

aqgv232 

GV234 

aqgv235 

GV238 

aqgv239 

aqgv362 

GV364 

aqgv365 

GV368 

aqgv369 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
GV13A04 

GV13B03 

GV13C06 

5.3.C.G Civics and Government GV115 aqgv115 GV314 
 
 
 
GV13A01 

How Government Works 
Analyze the influence of interest groups in the political 

aqgv314 GV351 aqgv351 

process. GV353 aqgv353 GV354  

GV355 aqgv355 
GV13C01 

GV13C05 

5.3.C.H Civics and Government How 
Government Works 
Evaluate the role of mass media in setting public agenda and influencing 
political life. 

GV341 

aqgv342 

GV344 

aqgv345 

aqgv341 

GV343 

aqgv344 

GV346 

GV342 

aqgv343 

GV345 

 
 
 
GV13C04 

5.3.C.I Civics and Government How 
Government Works 
Explain various types of taxes and their purposes. 

ec027 aqec027 EC13B03 

5.4.C.A Civics and Government 
How International Relationships Function 
Explain how United States foreign policy is developed. 

GV611 aqgv611 GV13F01 

5.4.C.B Civics and Government 
How International Relationships Function 
Explain why and how different foreign policy tools are used to advance a 
nation’s self interest (e.g., diplomacy, economic aid, military aid, 
sanctions, treaties). 

GV215 

aqgv611 

aqgv215 GV611  
GV13B01 

GV13F01 

6.1.C.A Economics 
Scarcity and Choice 
Predict the long-term consequences of decisions made because of 
scarcity. 

ec002 aqec002 EC13A01 

6.1.C.B Economics 
Scarcity and Choice 
Evaluate the economic reasoning behind a choice. 

ec012 aqec012 EC13A03 



 

6.1.C.C Economics 
Scarcity and Choice 
Explain the opportunity cost associated with government policies. 

ec012 

aqec027 

ec029 

aqec012 

ec028 

aqec029 

ec027 

aqec028 

 
 
EC13A03 

EC13B03 

6.2.C.A Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Analyze the flow of goods and services in the national economy. 

ec034 aqec034 EC13C01 

6.2.C.C Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Analyze how media affects economic decisions. 

GV341 

aqgv342 

GV344 

aqgv345 

aqgv341 

GV343 

aqgv344 

GV342 

aqgv343 

GV345 

 
 
 
GV13C04 

6.2.C.E Economics 
Markets and Economic Systems 
Analyze the characteristics of economic expansion, recession, and 
depression. 

ec022 aqec022 EC13B02 

6.2.C.G Economics GV521 aqgv521 GV522  
 

 
EC13A01 

Markets and Economic Systems 
Compare and contrast various economic systems. 

aqgv522 

GV525 

GV523 

aqgv525 

aqgv523 

GV524 

ec003 aqec003 ec004 GV13E02 

aqec004 

6.3.C.A Economics 
Functions of Government 
Evaluate the costs and benefits of government decisions to provide 
public goods and services. 

ec044 

aqec045 

aqec044 ec045  
EC13C03 

6.3.C.B Economics ec013 aqec013 ec027 
 
 
 
 
EC13A03 

Functions of Government 
Assess the government's role in regulating and stabilizing the state and 
national economy. 

aqec027 

ec029 

ec028 

aqec029 

aqec028 

ec041 

aqec041 ec044 aqec044 EC13B03 

ec045 aqec045  
EC13C02 

EC13C03 

6.3.C.C Economics 
Functions of Government 
Evaluate the social, political, and economic costs/benefits of potential 
changes to taxation policies. 

GV413 

aqgv423 

aqgv413 

ec027 

GV423 

aqec027 
EC13B03 

GV13D01 

GV13D02 

6.3.C.D Economics 
Functions of Government 
Explain why governments limit or promote international trade. 

GV525 

aqec050 

aqgv525 

ec051 

ec050 

aqec051 
EC13D01 

GV13E02 

6.4.C.A Economics 
Economic Interdependence 
Explain how specialization contributes to economic interdependence on a 
national and international level. 

ec009 

aqec014 

aqec009 

ec049 

ec014 

aqec049 
EC13A02 

EC13A03 

EC13D01 

6.4.C.C Economics 
Economic Interdependence 
Evaluate the impact of multinational corporations and other non-
government organizations. 

GV525 aqgv525 GV13E02 



 

7.1.C.A Geography 
Basic Geographic Literacy 
Use geographic tools to analyze information about the interaction 
between people, places, and the environment. 

wg001 

aqwg002 

aqwg001 wg002  
WG13A01 

7.3.C.A Geography 
Human Characteristics of Places and Regions 
Analyze the human characteristics of places and regions using the 
following criteria: population, culture, settlement, economic activities, and 
political activities. 

wg017 

aqwg019 

wg021 

aqwg022 

aqwg017 

wg020 

aqwg021 

wg019 

aqwg020 

wg022 

 
 
 
WG13C01 

WG13C02 

8.1.C.B History 
Historical Analysis and Skills Development 
Analyze the major arguments advanced for different systems of 
government. 

GV112 

aqgv511 

GV513 

aqgv112 

GV512 

aqgv513 

GV511 

aqgv512 

 
 
GV13A01 

GV13E01 

8.2.C.B History 
Pennsylvania History 
Demonstrate an understanding of how the PA Constitution and the US 
Constitution co-exist. 

GV141 

aqgv142 

GV144 

aqgv411 

aqgv141 

GV143 

aqgv144 

GV142 

aqgv143 

GV411 

 
 
 
GV13A04 

GV13D01 

8.3.C.A History 
United States History 
Compare and contrast the politics of various interest groups and 
evaluate their impact on foreign policy. 

GV351 

aqgv353 

GV354 

aqgv351 

GV355 

GV353 

aqgv355 

 
 
GV13C05 

8.3.C.B History 
United States History 
Compare and contrast the basic principles and ideals found in significant 
documents: Declaration of Independence, United States Constitution, 
and Bill of Rights. 

GV121 

aqgv122 

GV124 

GV132 

aqgv133 

GV136 

GV361 

aqgv362 

GV364 

aqgv365 

GV368 

aqgv369 

aqgv121 

GV123 

GV131 

aqgv132 

GV135 

aqgv136 

aqgv361 

GV363 

aqgv364 

GV366 

aqgv368 

GV367 

GV122 

aqgv123 

aqgv131 

GV133 

aqgv135 

GV134 

GV362 

aqgv363 

GV365 

aqgv366 

GV369 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13A02 

GV13A03 

GV13C06 

8.3.C.C History GV113 aqgv113 GV114 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV13A01 

United States History 
Analyze the principles and ideals that shape United States 

GV121 aqgv121 GV122 

government: liberty/freedom, democracy, justice, and aqgv122 GV123 aqgv123 

equality. GV124 GV133 aqgv133 

GV136 aqgv136 GV361 

aqgv361 GV362 aqgv362 
GV13A02 

GV363 aqgv363 GV364  

aqgv364 GV365 aqgv365 
GV13A03 

GV366 aqgv366 GV368 GV13C06 

aqgv368 GV369 aqgv369 



 

8.3.C.D History 
United States History 
Analyze the role political symbols play in civil disobedience and patriotic 
activities. 

GV363 aqgv363 GV13C06 

8.4.C.A History 
World History 
Evaluate critical issues in various contemporary governments. Evaluate 
the effectiveness of various international organizations, both 
governmental and non- governmental. 

GV511 

aqgv512 

GV514 

GV611 

aqgv612 

aqgv511 

GV513 

GV525 

aqgv611 

GV613 

GV512 

aqgv513 

aqgv525 

GV612 

aqgv613 

 
 
 
 
GV13E01 

GV13E02 

GV13F01 

8.4.C.B History 
World History 
Compare and contrast the basic principles and ideals found in significant 
documents: Declaration of Independence. 

GV121 

aqgv122 

GV124 

aqgv121 

GV123 

GV122 

aqgv123 

 
 
GV13A02 

8.4.C.C History GV111 aqgv111 GV112  
 
 
 

GV13A01 

GV13E01 

World History 
Evaluate critical issues in various contemporary 

aqgv112 GV511 aqgv511 

governments. Employ historical examples and political GV512 aqgv512 GV513 

philosophy to evaluate major arguments advanced for the necessity of 
government. 

aqgv513 

aqgv525 

GV514 

GV611 

GV525 

aqgv611 

GV612 aqgv612 GV613 GV13E02 

aqgv613   GV13F01 

8.4.C.D History 
World History 
Analyze strategies used to resolve conflicts in society and government. 
Evaluate the role of nationalism in uniting and dividing citizens. 

GV113 

GV511 

aqgv512 

aqgv113 

aqgv511 

GV513 

GV114 

GV512 

aqgv513 

 

 
GV13A01 

GV13E01 

 

  



 

Curriculum 9.  World Languages 7 – 12 
  



 

 

World Languages/ Spanish Synergy Cyber Charter School Scope and Sequence– By Grade, 7th 

to 12th Grades 

Overview 

Spanish I (Compass Learning Odyssey/Middlebury Powerspeak Online) 

Spanish I is an entry level middle school/high school foreign language course that explores the Spanish language through 

communication, culture, connections, comparisons, and communities. Course materials are designed to support 

students as they work to gain a basic proficiency in speaking, listening, reading, and writing Spanish, and in cultural 

competency. 

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to do the following: 

 

 Use Spanish in everyday situations in a basic manner and in both oral and written communication. 

 Use vocabulary necessary to function as a tourist in Spanish-speaking countries. 

 Demonstrate a basic knowledge of the Spanish-speaking world. 

 Listen to and understand basic passages in Spanish related to various themes. 

 Read and understand basic passages in Spanish related to various themes. 

 Compare and contrast cultural aspects of Hispanic countries and the United States. 
 

This course is fully aligned with Pennsylvania’s Academic Standards for World Languages, including:  

 

12.1: COMMUNICATION in a Target Language (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.2: COMMUNICATION in a Classical World Language (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.3: The Role of CULTURE in World Language Acquisition (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.4: The Role of CULTURE in Classical World Language Acquisition (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.5: World Languages in the COMMUNITY (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.6: Classical World Languages in the COMMUNITY (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

 

Spanish II (Compass Learning Odyssey/Middlebury Powerspeak Online) 

 

Spanish II is a middle school and high school foreign language course that builds upon skills and concepts taught in 

Spanish I, emphasizing communication, cultures, connections, comparisons, and communities. 

 



 

Course materials are designed to support students as they work to gain a basic proficiency in speaking, listening, 

reading, and writing Spanish, and in cultural competency. 

 

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to do the following: 

 Use Spanish in everyday situations in both oral and written communication. 

 Use vocabulary necessary to live in a Spanish-speaking country. 

 Demonstrate an understanding of Hispanic countries. 

 Listen to and understand passages in Spanish related to various themes. 

 Read and understand passages in Spanish related to themes. 

 Compare and contrast cultural aspects of Hispanic countries and the United States 
 

This course is fully aligned with Pennsylvania’s Academic Standards for World Languages, including:  

12.1: COMMUNICATION in a Target Language (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.2: COMMUNICATION in a Classical World Language (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.3: The Role of CULTURE in World Language Acquisition (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.4: The Role of CULTURE in Classical World Language Acquisition (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.5: World Languages in the COMMUNITY (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

12.6: Classical World Languages in the COMMUNITY (CONTENT STANDARDS) 

 

  



 

Spanish I 

Curriculum Guide (including Course Objectives, Weekly Content, and Scope and Sequence) 

Course Description 
 

Students begin their introduction to Spanish with fundamental building blocks in four key areas of foreign language 
study: listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing. The course consists of 180 lesson days formatted in 
an intuitive calendar view, which can be divided into two 90-day semesters and represents an ideal blend of language 
learning pedagogy and online learning. As students begin the course, they construct their own Avatar that 
accumulates “Avatar bucks”—by performing well on course tasks—to use to purchase items (clothing, gadgets, 
scenery, etc.) at the “Avatar store”. Each Unit consists of an ongoing adventure story, a new vocabulary theme and 
grammar concept, numerous interactive games reinforcing vocabulary and grammar, reading and listening 
comprehension activities, speaking and writing activities, and multimedia cultural presentations covering major 
Spanish-speaking areas in Europe and the Americas. The course has been carefully aligned to national standards as 
set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages). 

 

Course length: Two semesters 

 

Materials: Vox Everyday Spanish and English Dictionary 

 

Prerequisites: None 

 

Overall Course Objectives 
 

The Middle School Spanish 1 course helps students: 

 

 Engage in language learning 
 Master common vocabulary terms and phrases 
 Comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns 
 Instigate and continue simple conversations, and respond appropriately to basic conversational prompts 
 Generate language incorporating basic vocabulary and a limited range of grammar patterns 
 Read, write, speak, and listen for meaning in basic Spanish 
 Analyze and compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various Spanish-speaking countries 
 Regularly assess progress in proficiency through quizzes, tests, and speaking/writing submissions 

 

 

Recurring Content 
 

 Vocabulary Theme 

o Each unit presents a new set of vocabulary words through various self-correcting activities. A 
printable vocabulary list, which includes pronunciation, is also provided. 

 Grammar Concept 



 

o Each unit introduces a new grammatical pattern. The concept is introduced through sentence 
comparisons and presented in a printable explanation of the pattern. 

 Reinforcement Activities 
o A range of interactive games (incrementally increasing in challenge) helps students reinforce 

vocabulary and grammar concepts.  These activities may be completed multiple times so that students 
can better retain and apply the new information. Students accumulate “Avatar bucks” by performing well 
on these and other interactive challenges. 

 Diglot Weave™ Story 
o Each unit students follow a new episode of an immersive Diglot Weave™ story. The story is told several 

times, each time with more Spanish woven in. (Diglot comes from the roots "di" meaning two and "glot" 
meaning language.  These stories weave together the students' native language and the target 
language.) These stories provide a narrative structure to the course as well as a fun and linguistically-
rich context for optimal comprehension. 

 “Stretch” Activities 
o Each unit students work through an inventive and challenging activity to comprehend involved passages 

in Spanish, or to generate their own sentences in Spanish. Stretch activities include zany performances, 
core content-based instruction, familiar folktales presented in Spanish, simple narratives that students 
string together from basic building blocks, and more. These activities help students work creatively in 
Spanish to communicate and make meaning. 

 Presentation of Culture through CultureGrams™ and Culture Videos 
o Each unit students learn about various cultural aspects (e.g. practices, products, and perspectives) of 

a Spanish-speaking country. CultureGrams™ are multi-media cultural presentations that cover a wide 
range of topics such as gestures, etiquette, history, food, and more. Culture videos present students 
with short video explanations about cultural aspects of various Spanish-speaking countries from a 
native of that country. 

 “Gameshow” Review 
o Each unit students review material from the unit’s content in a “Gameshow” that builds on the motivations and 

friendly competition of familiar television game shows. Students are pitted against a virtual opponent and 
earn “Avatar bucks” as they demonstrate their mastery of the unit’s material. The burden of review for the Unit 
assessment is thus transformed to a fun and engaging game. 

 “Out of Seat” Activities 
o Several times during the year, students are given opportunities to use the language offline, or “out of 

seat”. These are specific assignments directing students to interact in a genuine way with the Spanish 
language or Spanish-speaking cultures. 



 

 Realia 
o Approximately every other unit, students work to decipher the key messages and 

significant details in Realias. In Realias, students confront authentic or semi-authentic 
texts in real-world, everyday situations. These encounters are neither trivial, nor far 
beyond a student's comprehension level, but are texts to which students can respond 
and that move them to a deeper understanding of the target language and culture at the 
same time. Sample texts include menus, cinema marquees, student class schedule, 
etc. 

 Simulated Conversation Practice 
o Several times during the year, students participate in a simulated conversation. Students 

listen to a series of everyday conversational prompts and are guided to respond to each 
prompt and/or to ask further questions to continue the conversation. 

 Oral and Written Activities 
o Each unit, students complete oral and written activities. These activities give students a 

chance to become more familiar with the speaking and writing patterns of Spanish by 
applying them in communicative situations. 

 Listening and Reading Comprehension Activities 
o Each unit contains either a focused listening or a focused reading comprehension 

activity. These activities help students to develop listening and reading comprehension 
skills.  They are based on the vocabulary, grammar, or culture concepts presented that 
Unit, and follow up assessments challenge students to identify the main ideas and 
significant details of these rich texts based on everyday communicative situations. 

 Assessments 
o Diglot Weave™ comprehension quizzes verify that students are following the ongoing 

immersive Diglot Weave™ story and that they are picking up key ideas and vocabulary as 
they work along. 

o Focused Listening or Reading quizzes verify that students comprehend the main ideas or 
significant details of target passages or conversations. 

o Culture comprehension quizzes verify that students have captured facts and 
understandings from the cultural presentations. 

o End-of-unit quizzes assess students’ mastery of the vocabulary words and grammar 
concept presented that Unit, and include an oral or written assessment. 

o Midterm and Semester Exams assess students’ mastery of the semester’s contents up to their 
current place on the calendar, and include oral and written assessments. 



 

Spanish I Course Scope and Sequence 
 

Semester 1 

 

 Vocabulary Topic Grammar Pattern “Stretch” Activity* Culture 

Unit 1 Greetings 

Alphabet 

Parts of Speech 

Subject Pronouns 

Tú vs. Ud. 

Ditties Mexico 

Unit 2 School Nouns (singular and 

plural, gender, 

agreement) 

Definite Articles 

Indefinite Articles 

Points, Lines, and Figures Mexico 

Unit 3 Descriptions 

Colors 

Adjectives (usage and 

placement) 

The Broken Window Diglot 

Weave™ story 

Mexico 

Unit 4 Countries and 

Nationalities 

Numbers 0-30 

Ser and Estar El Alfabeto Romano Mexico 

Unit 5 Common -ar verbs 

Adverbs of Frequency 

Verbs (-ar) 

Negative Sentences 

N/A Spain 

Unit 6 Common -er verbs 

Telling Time 

Verbs (-er) Chatter at a Royal Ball Spain 

Unit 7 Common -ir verbs 

Coordinating 

Conjunctions 

Prepositions 

Verbs (-ir) The Key of the King’s Kingdom Spain 

Unit 8 Days, Months, and 

Seasons 

Numbers 30-100 

Question Formation 

Giving Dates 

Speed Learning Spain 



 

Semester 2 

 

Unit 1 Hobbies Gustar Thinking en Español Guatemala 

Unit 2 Food (part 1) Possessive Adjectives 

Possession Using "de" 

Toward Fluency 1 & 2 Guatemala 

Unit 3 Food (part 2) Demonstrative 

Adjectives 

Demonstration Lecture 1 Guatemala 

Unit 4 Family Two-Verb 

Combinations 

Stringing Together Your Own 

Narratives 

Guatemala 

Unit 5 Places Ir + a + infinitive 

Acabar de 

Contractions 

Chatter at a Royal Ball Honduras 

Unit 6 Animals Stem-Changing Verbs The Puzzle Honduras 

Unit 7 Shopping Irregular Present Tense 

in the "yo" Form 

N/A Honduras 

Unit 8 Weather Expressions "Hay" and "Tener" 

Expressions 

Stringing Together Your Own 

Narratives 

Honduras 

*For a general description of “Stretch” Activities, see heading under Recurring Unit Content. 
 

 

  

http://pglms.k12.com/assignments/start/237812/1833


 

HS Spanish II 

 

Curriculum Guide (including Course Objectives, Weekly Content, and Scope and Sequence) 
 

Course Description 
 

Students continue their introduction to Spanish with fundamental building blocks in four key areas of 
foreign language study: listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing. The course consists of 
180 lesson days formatted in an intuitive calendar view, which can be divided into two 90-day semesters 
and represents an ideal blend of language learning pedagogy and online learning. The course 
e x e m p l i f i e s  a marriage of the best in language learning pedagogy and online learning. As students 
begin the course, they construct their own Avatar that accumulates “Avatar bucks”—by performing well 
on course tasks—to use to purchase materials (clothing, gadgets, scenery, etc.) at the “Avatar store”. 
Each week consists of an ongoing adventure story, a new vocabulary theme and grammar concept, 
numerous interactive games reinforcing vocabulary and grammar, reading and listening comprehension 
activities, speaking and writing activities, cultural presentations covering major Spanish-speaking areas in 
Europe and the Americas, and assessments.  The course has been carefully aligned to national 
standards as set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages). 

 

 

Course length: Two semesters 

Materials: Vox Everyday Spanish and English Dictionary 

Prerequisites: Spanish I 
 

Overall Course Objectives 
 

The High School Spanish II course helps students: 

 

 Engage in language learning 
 Master common and some specialized vocabulary terms and phrases 
 Comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns 
 Instigate and continue simple conversations, and respond appropriately to increasingly nuanced 

conversational prompts 
 Generate language incorporating basic and some specialized vocabulary and a range of grammar 

patterns 
 Read, write, speak, and listen for meaning in Spanish 
 Analyze and compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various Spanish-speaking 

countries 
 Regularly assess progress in proficiency through quizzes, tests, and speaking/writing submissions 

 

Recurring Content 



 

 

 Vocabulary Theme 

Each week presents a new set of vocabulary words through various self-correcting activities.  A 
printable vocabulary list, which includes pronunciation, is also provided. 

 Grammar Concept 
Each week introduces a new grammatical pattern. The concept is introduced through sentence 
comparisons and presented in a printable explanation of the pattern. 

 Reinforcement Activities 
A range of interactive games (incrementally increasing in challenge) helps students reinforce 
vocabulary and grammar concepts. These activities may be completed multiple times so that 
students can better retain and apply the new information. Students accumulate “Avatar bucks” by 
performing well on these and other interactive challenges. 

 Diglot Weave™ Story 
Each week students follow a new episode of an immersive Diglot Weave™ story. The story is told 
several times, each time with more Spanish woven in. (Diglot comes from the roots "di" 
meaning two and "glot" meaning language. These stories weave together the students' native 
language and the target language.) These stories provide students a fun and linguistically-rich 
context for optimal comprehension. 

 “Stretch” Activities 
Each week students work through an inventive and challenging activity to comprehend 
involved passages in Spanish, or to generate their own sentences in Spanish. Stretch activities 
include zany performances, core content-based instruction, familiar folktales presented in 
Spanish, simple narratives that students string together from basic building blocks, and many 
more. These activities help students work creatively in Spanish to communicate and make 
meaning. 

 Presentation of Culture through CultureGrams™ and Culture Videos 
Each week students learn about various cultural aspects (e.g. practices, products, and 
perspectives) of a Spanish-speaking country. CultureGrams™ are multi-media cultural 
presentations that cover a wide range of topics such as gestures, etiquette, history, food, and 
more. Culture videos present students with short video explanations about cultural aspects of 
various Spanish-speaking countries from a native of that country. 

 “Gameshow” Review 
Each week students review material from the week’s content in a “Gameshow” that builds on the 
motivations and friendly competition of familiar television game shows. Students are pitted 
against a virtual opponent and earn “Avatar bucks” as they demonstrate their mastery of the week’s 

material. The burden of review for the weekly assessment is thus transformed to a fun and engaging 
game. 

 “Out of Seat” Activities 



 

Several times during the year, students are given opportunities to use the language “outside” the 
course. These are specific assignments directing students to interact in a genuine way with the 
Spanish language or Spanish-speaking cultures. 

 Realia 
Approximately every other week, students work to decipher the key messages and significant 
details in Realias. In Realias, students confront authentic or semi-authentic texts in real-world, 
everyday situations. These encounters are neither trivial, nor far beyond a student's 
comprehension level, but are texts to which students can respond and that move them to a 
deeper understanding of the target language and culture at the same time. Sample texts 
include menus, cinema marquees, student class schedule, etc. 

 Simulated Conversation Practice 
Several times during the year, students participate in a simulated conversation. Students listen 
to a series of everyday conversational prompts and are guided to respond to each prompt and/or 
to ask further questions to continue the conversation. 

 Oral and Written Activities 
Each week, students complete oral and written activities. These activities give students a 
chance to become more familiar with the speaking and writing patterns of Spanish by applying 
them in communicative situations. 

 Listening and Reading Comprehension Activities 
Each week contains either a focused listening or a focused reading comprehension practice. 
These practices help students to develop listening and reading comprehension skills. They are 
based on the vocabulary, grammar, or culture concepts presented that week, and follow up 
assessments challenge students to identify the main ideas and significant details of texts based 
on everyday communicative situations. 

 Assessments 
o Diglot Weave™ comprehension quizzes verify that students are following the ongoing 

immersive Diglot Weave™ story and that they are picking up key ideas and vocabulary as 
they follow along. 

o Focused Listening or Reading quizzes verify that students comprehend the main ideas or 
significant details of target passages or conversations. 

o Culture comprehension quizzes verify that students have captured facts and 
understandings from the cultural presentations. 

o End-of-week quizzes assess students’ mastery of the vocabulary words and grammar 
concept presented that week, and include an oral or written assessment. 

o Midterm and Semester Exams assess students’ mastery of the semester’s contents up to their 
current place on the calendar, and include oral and written assessments. 



 

Course Scope and Sequence 
 

Semester 1 

 

 Vocabulary Topic Grammar Pattern “Stretch” Activity* Culture 

Week 1 Verb Review Review of Present 

Tense 

In the Aquarium Ecuador 

Week 2 Verb Review Review of Preterite 

Tense 

A Small Child Answers the 

Phone 

Ecuador 

Week 3 Numbers Review 

Ordinal Numbers 

Review 

Review of Object 

Pronouns 

Focus on the Language: 

Object Pronouns 

Ecuador 

Week 4 Food Irregular Preterite - 

hacer, ir, ser, dar, decir, 

pedir, tener, estar 

Chatter at a Royal Ball Ecuador 

Week 5 Health Irregular Preterite 

(spelling changes) 

Irregular Preterite (-car, 

-gar, -zar) 

The Farmer and the Turnip Puerto Rico 

Week 6 Family Review of Present 

Progressive 

A Spanish Lesson Puerto Rico 

Week 7 Professions Present vs. Preterite Focus on a Scene Puerto Rico 

Week 8 Descriptions Review of Ser vs. Estar The Story of the Three Bears Puerto Rico 

Week 9 Midterm Review and Test - no topics 

Week 10 Pastimes Imperfect Chatter at a Royal Ball Uruguay 

Week 11 Body Irregular Imperfect A Geography Lesson Uruguay 

Week 12 Holidays/Special 

Celebrations 

Preterite vs. Imperfect A Geometry Lesson Uruguay 

Week 13 At Home Preterite and Imperfect 

Meaning Changes 

Questions From a Child Uruguay 

Week 14 At School Hay vs. Había/Hubo Focus on Scene El Salvador 

Week 15 Car Hacer and Time 

Expressions 

Openers and Rejoinders El Salvador 

Week 16 In the City Reflexive Usage - 

review and expansion 

A Geography Lesson El Salvador 

Week 17 Spanish Expressions Verbs like Gustar Story Time: Little Red Riding 

Hood 

El Salvador 

Week 18 Final Review and Test- no topics 



 

Semester 2 

 

 Vocabulary Topic Grammar Pattern “Stretch” Activity* Culture 

Week 1 Verb Review Future The Story of the Three Billy 

Goats 

Peru 

Week 2 False Cognates Irregular Future Chatter at a Royal Ball Peru 

Week 3 Nature Conditional Focus on the Language Peru 

Week 4 Vacation Irregular Conditional A Hungry Giant Peru 

Week 5 Music Review of 

Comparatives 

Superlatives 

Observing Closely How 

Spanish Works 

Colombia 

Week 6 Technology Review of Possessive 

Adjectives 

Possessive Pronouns 

The Skillful Calculator Colombia 

Week 7 Measurements Review of 

Demonstrative 

Adjectives 

Demonstrative 

Pronouns 

Focus on the Language Colombia 

Week 8 Clothing Verbs Followed by 

Prepositions 

Dream of a Little Girl Colombia 

Week 9 Midterm Review and Test - no topics 

Week 10 Work Review of Commands - 

tú 

A Spanish Lesson Argentina 

Week 11 Shopping 

Money 

Commands - Ud. - 

affirmative and 

negative 

Focus on Action Argentina 

Week 12 Por and Para 

Expressions 

Introduction to "por vs. 

para" 

The Arab and His Camel Argentina 

Week 13 Love and Dating 1 Present Perfect The Critical Mother Argentina 

Week 14 Love and Dating 2 Irregular Present 

Perfect 

Chicken Little Bolivia 

Week 15 Societal Issues 1 Introduction to 

Subjunctive Mood 

A Spanish Lesson Bolivia 

Week 16 Societal Issues 2 Subjunctive Forms A Little Boy and a Flower Bolivia 

Week 17 Slang Integration of All Tenses A Spanish Lesson Bolivia 

Week 18 Final Review and Test- no topics 



 

  



 

Optional- Advanced Spanish III- Scope and Sequence  

(CompassLearning/ Middlebury Powerspeak on line) 

 

Unit 1 – The Outdoors 

 

Unit Length/Unit 

theme/ Enduring 
understanding 

Unit Guiding Questions Assessment Functions 

 

Unit length 

 About 6 weeks 

 

Unit theme 

 The outdoors 

 

Enduring understanding 

 Partaking in family 
outings and nature is 
an important aspect of 
life. 

 

 What is the 
importance of being 
outdoors? 

 What items are 
essential to survive in 
the outdoors? 

 How do outdoor 
activities compare 
culturally? 

 

 interpersonal task: 
discuss a past camping 
trip 

 interpretive task: read 
about/listen to 
camping experiences 

 presentational task: 
write about/create a 
storyboard about a 
past camping trip 

 

 predict outcomes 
 explain/resolve 

problems in the 
outdoors 

 describe materials 
used in the outdoors 

 discuss camping 
activities 

 narrate events in the 
past 

 read and interpret 
schedules 

 plan/organize 
outdoor 
excursions/trips 

 identify cause/effect 
relationships 

 compare outdoor 
activities in Spanish- 
speaking countries 

Context Structure Culture Resources 

 

 weather 

 outdoor activities 

 camping equipment 

 features of the natural 
environment 

 geography 

 places 

 

 preterite tense – all 
regular/irregular 
forms 

 preterite vs. imperfect 
 transitions 
 ir de… 

 

 outdoor activities 
 cultural perspectives 

on family outings 
 national parks in 

Spanish-speaking 
countries 

 

Compass Learning 
Odyssey and Rosetta 
Stone Online Spanish 



 

 

Unit 2 – Visual Arts 

 

Unit Length/Unit 

theme/ Enduring 
understanding 

Unit Guiding Questions Assessment Functions 

 

Unit length 

 About 6 weeks 

 

Unit theme 

 Visual arts 

 

Enduring 
understandi
ng 

 Visual arts 
impact culture 

and community. 

 

 Who are the most 
influential artists from 
Spanish- speaking 
countries? 

 What materials are 
used to produce art? 

 How does art affect 
culture and vice 

versa? 

 

 interpersonal task: 
discuss and compare 
works of art 

 interpretive task: 
read about how art 
reflects the historic 
period 

 presentational task: “A 
Day in the Life of an 
Artist” or describe an 
artist as the artist 

 

 describe works of fine art 

 discuss influential 

artistic 
professions/moveme
nts 

 recognize 
correlations 
between history 
and art 

 relate the arts to 
personal experience 

 narrate events in the past 

 describe art 
supplies/forms of art 

 compare different 
types of art 

Context Structure Culture Resources 

 

 sculpture 

 painting 

 drawing 

 artists 

 adjectives 

 genres 

 

 imperfect tense 

 preterite tense 

 imperfect vs. preterite 

 ser/estar 

 

 perspectives/influences on 
art 

 artwork of the world 

 comparing styles of art 

 salsa 

 

Compass Learning 
Odyssey and 
Rosetta Stone 
Online Spanish  

 

Unit 3 – Living a Healthy Lifestyle 

 

Unit Length/Unit 

theme/ Enduring 

understanding 

Unit Guiding Questions Assessment Functions 



 

 

Unit length 

 About 6 weeks 

 

Unit theme 

 Living a healthy 
lifestyle 
 

Enduring understanding 

 Health and nutrition 
are important for 
maintaining a healthy 
lifestyle. 

 

 How do I maintain a 
healthy lifestyle? 

 How do I give advice 
about health and 
nutrition? 

 What do I do when 
I’m sick? 

 

 interpersonal task: give 
advice about healthy 
lifestyle habits 

 interpretive task: read 
articles/advice columns 
about health issues 

 presentational task: 
create a brochure for a 
health related issue for kids 
and adults 

 

 discuss ways 
to stay fit/healthy 

 complain about 
health issues 

 discuss 
symptoms/remedi
es 

 give advice 
about 
health/nutritio
n 

 compare 
cultural 
perspectives 
about health, 
nutrition, physical 
fitness, and 
medicine 

Context Structure Culture Resources 

 

 parts of the body 

 medicine 

 symptoms 

 nutrition 

 exercise 

 physical/emotional 
states of being 

 foods 

 

 tú/Ud./Uds. 

commands 

 high-frequency 
present subjunctive 

 preterite tense 

 

 compare cultural 
perspectives about 
health, nutrition, 
physical fitness, and 
medicine 

 eating/exercise habits 

 physical education 

 

Compass Learning 
Odyssey and Rosetta 
Stone Online Spanish 

 

Unit 4 – Relationships Among Family and Friends 

 

Unit Length/Unit theme/ 
Enduring understanding 

Unit Guiding 
Questions 

Assessment Functions 

 

Unit length 

 About 6 weeks 

 

 

 How do I relate to 
friends and family? 

 What is needed to 
maintain 
relationships? 

 

 interpersonal task: 
role-play a 
problem/solution 
scenario between 
friends, Dear Abby 

 

 discuss 
friendships and 
personality traits 

 distinguish 
between positive 



 

Unit theme 

 Relationships among 
family and friends 
 

Enduring understanding 

 Daily interactions and 
relationships among family 
and friends vary culturally. 

 What are important 

characteristics of 
relationships? 

letter and response 

 interpretive task: 
watch Casi casi and 
interpret the 
relationships 

 presentational task: 
create a scene from a 
soap opera 

and negative 
personal qualities 

 express and 

support opinions 
and emotions 

 give advice 

 express 

needs/emoti

ons 

 explain/re

solve 
problems 

Context Structure Culture Resources 

 

 friendship 

 personality 

traits/qualities 

 collaboration/cooperation 

 conflict resolution 

 personal 
reactions/emotions 

 relationship expressions 

 literary devices 

 

 por/para 

 present subjunctive 

 use of reflexives/ 
pronouns 

 

 differences in 

relationships 

 youth of Spanish- 
speaking cultures 

 Latin American soap 
operas 

Compass Learning 

Odyssey and 

Rosetta Stone 

Online 

 

Unit 5 – Science, Technology, and the Future 

 

Unit Length/Unit 

theme/ Enduring 
understanding 

Unit Guiding Questions Assessment* Functions 

 

Unit length 

 About 6 weeks 

 

Unit theme 

 Science, technology 
and the future 

 

 

 What careers and 
professions will exist in 
the future? 

 How can I keep up 
with employment 
trends in our rapidly 
changing future? 

 How do cultural 
perspectives shape 
changes in 

 

 interpersonal task: 
critique the science fair 
entries and evaluate the 
effectiveness 

 interpretive task: answer 
questions about 

/reflect on science fair 

presentations 

 

 formulate 

 draw conclusions 

 hypothesize 

 assess 

 construct 

 analyze 

 interpret/critique

/ evaluate 

 convince 



 

Enduring understanding 

 Science and 
technology impact our 
plans, careers and 
professions both now 
and in the future. 

employment, 
demographics and 
futurology? 

 presentational task: 
“science fair” 
presenting a new 
invention 

 

*This is an Integrated 
Performance Assessment. 

 recommend/adv

ise 

 invent 

 predict 

Context Structure Culture Resources 

 

 technology 

 professions/careers 

 activities 

 relationships 

 adjectives 

 transitions 

 

 future tense 

 double object 
pronouns 

 

 current events/social 

issues 

 effects of technology on 

society 

 Spanish in media and 
technology 

 cultural perspectives on 
jobs and technology 

 contemporary issues 

related to science, 
technology, and the 
future 

 

Compass Learning 

Odyssey and 

Rosetta Stone 

Online 



 

Unit 6 – Ancient Civilizations and Cultural Interactions 

 

Unit Length/Unit 

theme/ Enduring 

understanding 

Unit Guiding Questions Assessment* Functions 

 

Unit length 

 About 6 weeks 

 

Unit theme 

 Ancient 
civilizations, 
archaeology and 
cultural 
interactions 

 

Enduring understanding 

 Contributions from 
ancient civilizations and 
the fusion of cultures 
form our individual and 
global identities. 

 

 What can I learn from 
ancient civilizations? 

 What are my beliefs 
and opinions about 

archaeological 
mysteries? 

 How have ancient 
cultures influenced 
language, architecture, 
food and culture in 
present-day life? 

 

 interpersonal task: 
asking/answering 
questions about 
myths/legends 

 interpretive task: 
read myth/legend 

 presentational task: 
write own  myth/legend to 
explain a natural 
occurrence 
 

*This is an Integrated 
Performance Assessment. 

 

 describe what 
archaeologists do 

 describe and 
explain 
extraordinary 
phenomena 

 compare myths 
and legends 

 give opinions 
about mysterious 
events and ancient 
civilizations 

 discuss 

contributions of 
ancient civilizations 

Context Structure Culture Resources 

 

 history 

 geography 

 myths/legends 

 art 

 architecture of 

ancient civilizations 

 

 subjunctive with 
doubt 

 

 myths/legends 

 archaeology 

 ancient cultures 

 intercultural awareness 
and respect 

 fusion of cultures in 
today’s societies 

 

Compass Learning 
Odyssey and 
Rosetta Stone 
Online 

 

  



 

Curriculum 10.  Physical Education and Health K – 12 
  



 

Physical Education and Health Scope and Sequence for Synergy Cyber Charter School - 

Kindergarten to 12th Grade 

Student Learning Goals for Physical Education and Health 

 Students will understand the principles and strategies of movement in physical activity  

 Students will understand concepts of health, healthy living, safety and injury prevention in daily living 

 Students will understand importance of heredity, environmental factors and personal lifestyle in daily 
living 

 Students will understand nutritional and dietary choices that impact health and wellness 

 Students will demonstrate an understanding of appropriate information about sexuality and other 
current sexual issues  

 Students will understand that tobacco, alcohol, street drugs and prescription drugs can cause harmful 
and deadly effects on the human body.  

 Students will understand the rules of team sports and the importance of good sportsmanship 
 

Habits of Mind 

The National Association for Sport and Physical Education’s (NASPE) definition of a physically educated person 

includes 5 major focus areas: 

To pursue a lifetime of healthful physical activity, a physically educated person: 

 Has learned skills necessary to perform a variety of physical activities; 
 Knows the implications of and the benefits from involvement in physical activities; 
 Does participate regularly in physical activity; 
 Is physically fit; 
 Values physical activity and its contribution to a healthful lifestyle. 

 

Physical Education Environment 

Exercise should occur primarily in standards-based environments that foster understanding of physical fitness, skill 

development, competition and cooperation through a meaningful content that provides: 

 Instruction in a variety of motor skills that are designed to enhance the physical, mental, and 
social/emotional development of every child. 

 Fitness education and assessment to help children understand, improve, and/or maintain their physical 
well-being. 

 Development of cognitive concepts about motor skill and fitness. 
 Opportunities to improve their emerging social and cooperative skills and gain a multicultural perspective. 
 Promotion of regular amounts of appropriate physical activity now and throughout life. 

 

Enduring Understandings 



 

Physical education is an integral part of the total education of every child from kindergarten through grade 12. 

Quality physical education programs are needed to increase the physical competence, health- related fitness, self-

responsibility, and enjoyment of physical activity for all students so that they can be physically active for a lifetime. 

Our physical education program aims to provide these benefits by including the following: 

 Skill development- Physical education develops motor skills that allow for safe, successful, and satisfying 
participation in physical activities. 

 Regular, healthful physical activity- Physical education provides a wide range of developmentally 
appropriate activities for all children and youth. It encourages young people to choose to be physically 
active and aware of the benefits of such a choice. 

 Improved physical fitness- Quality physical education improves cardiovascular endurance, muscular 
strength, flexibility, muscular endurance, and body composition. 

 Support for other subject areas- Physical education reinforces knowledge learned across the curriculum 
and serves as a laboratory for application of content in science, math, and social studies. 

 Self-discipline- Physical education facilitates development of responsibility for personal health, safety, and 
fitness. 

 Improved judgment - Quality physical education influences moral development. Students learn to assume 
leadership, cooperate with others, and accept responsibility for their own behavior. 

 Stress reduction- Physical activity becomes an outlet for releasing tension and anxiety and facilitates 
emotional stability and resilience. 

 Strengthened peer relations- Physical education is a major force in helping children and youth socialize with 
others successfully and provides opportunities to learn positive social skills. Especially during late childhood 
and adolescence, being able to participate in dances, games, and sports is an important part of youth and 
peer cultures. 

 Improved self-confidence and self-esteem- Physical education instills a stronger sense of self- worth in 
young people based on their mastery of skills and concepts in physical activity. They become more 
confident, assertive, independent, and self-controlled. 

 Experiencing goal setting- Physical education gives children and youth the opportunity to set and strive for 
personal, achievable goals. 

 

Essential Questions 

 How can I develop my physical skills and improve my physical fitness? 

 Which activities will lead to regular, healthful living? 

 Which core academics are applied in physical education? 

 What does it take to have self-discipline? 

 What can I do to improve my judgment skills? 

 What activities will reduce stress? Strengthen peer relations? Improve self confidence? 

 How do I set SMART goals for myself? (specific, measureable, attainable, realistic, time-bound) 
 

Curriculum Resources:  Fitness4Homeschool program is a workbook and online fitness program 

(familytimefitness.com) designed specifically for students who learn primarily at home, addressing some of the 

common problems that often arise when learning outside of a structured school physical fitness program, such as 

limited time spent exercising and interacting actively with peers. The 260 planned lessons require minimal 



 

preparation time, and are designed so that they do not require a large investment in equipment. The lessons are 

designed to accomplish the following objectives: 

• Increase knowledge and teaching on how to exercise 

• Improve gross motor skills 

• Childhood obesity prevention 

• Diabetes prevention 

• Weight management 

• Develop self-confidence 

• Increase energy and focus for academic studies 

• Provide family fitness experience 

• Increase PE/ Fitness options. 

 

Students will also learn about health and fitness using Prentice Hall’s Health: Skills for Wellness and McGraw Hill’s 

Glencoe Health. Both sets of resources stress healthy choices and decision making. The texts teach students the skills 

necessary to weigh options, to make responsible decisions, and to develop behavior that promote healthy lifestyles. 

The materials also give students the skills they need to stand up to peer pressure, avoid risky behaviors, and develop 

the resilience they need to handle the changes they'll face during their school years...and throughout their lives using 

real-world examples. Students will also have the tools to become fit and active teens with the Fitness Zone providing 

fitness and nutrition information in print and online including tips, energy boosters, and videos. Glencoe Health uses 

the most complete teacher resources and the latest technology resources, including the Health e-Spotlight Video 

Series for Glencoe Health, to help build a healthy generation. Safari Montage provides a wide range of online 

professional videos on a large number of physical education- and health-related topics (www.safarimontage.com).  

 

 

 

 

Elementary Level Physical Education and Health 

Course Description Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

KINDERGARTEN   

Kindergarten serves as an 
overview of the five senses. 

- Have students participate in activities that 
name body parts, (e.g., Simon Says, people-

Fitness4homeschool  
Safari Montage 

http://www.safarimontage.com/


 

Students learn that their 
differences make life 
interesting. Students look 
in mirrors and discover the 
special features that make 
them unique. They make 
self-portraits and sign them 
with fingerprints, further 
reinforcing how every 
person is different. This 
grade stresses that we are 
all alike and we are all 
different. 

to-people). 
- Have students explore playing areas at the 

school (e.g., adventure playground, fields). 
- Discuss the changes that take place in the 

body during physical activity (e.g., breathing 
and heart rates increase, body temperature 
rises). 

- Outside on a sunny day, play Shadows, and 
notice how different body parts move. 

- Have students look at food pictures (or their 
snacks) and identify healthy foods. 

- Discuss how healthy foods provide energy, 
and have students identify three good 
nutritional habits. 

- Plan trips to natural settings during 
different seasons (e.g., park, hiking trail). 

- Safely explore possible physical activities in 
the outdoors (e.g., jog, walk, build snow 
forts). 

- Have students write or draw in their 
journals about physical activities they enjoy. 

- Have students walk around the school 
observing the paths or walks and the 
features that assist walkers (e.g., landmarks, 
handrails, steps, obstacles). 

- Plan a 20--30-minute walk or hike that will 
involve a rest or refreshment stop. 

- Have students brainstorm, then draw items 
needed for an alternative-environment 
activity (e.g., clothing, food, first-aid kit). 

- Discuss, demonstrate, and practice rules, 
safe use and care of equipment, and 
appropriate clothing and footwear, before 
and after activities (e.g., lacing skates; 
holding onto, stopping, and turning a 
toboggan; lining up; taking turns). 

- Make use of lessons at the local community 
center, and collaborate with staff to provide 
instruction in skating, swimming, skiing 
skills, and so on. 

- Have students move in general space using 
a variety of locomotor movements (e.g., 
skip, hop, gallop, run).  

- With the students, establish safety 
procedures and routines for various work 
areas (e.g., adventure playground, field, 
classroom, gymnasium, park).  

- Model and demonstrate safe ways to move 

(safarimontage.com) 
 
PA Academic 
Standards Addressed:  

 10.1.3A-E 
Concepts of 
Health 

 10.2.3A-E 
Healthful Living 

 10.3.3A-D 
Safety and 
Injury 
Protection 

 10.4.3A-F 
Physical 
Activity 

 10.5.3A-F 
Concepts, 
Principles and 
Strategies of 
Movement 



 

and use equipment.  
- Identify efficient ways to distribute and 

collect equipment.  
- In a journal or class discussion, have 

students identify co-operative behavior 
(e.g., how to listen, share with others, lead, 
follow).  

- Have students participate in a variety of co-
operative activities, creative games, or 
challenges (e.g., parachute activities).  

- Use magazine pictures, or have students 
draw their out-of-school activities and their 
school or home chores. Discuss the links 
between leisure (fun activities) and work. 

  



 

FIRST GRADE 

Course Description Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

Grade One focuses on 
three senses: taste, touch, 
and smell. Students learn 
that their bodies are 
precious "machines" that 
enable them to have 
healthy and active lives. 
 Students use a 
stethoscope to listen to 
the heart, the engine that 
runs the "Super Machine."  
Students again make self-
portraits, but now they 
compare them with 
others' self-portraits to see 
how they are the same 
and how they are 
different.  
Using a magnifying glass, 
students study their taste 
buds, and later perform an 
experiment to find out 
which part of the tongue 
experiences sweet, sour, 
bitter, and salty tastes. 
Students participate in a 
variety of discussions 
designed to build their 
assertiveness skills and 
their self-esteem, e.g., 
their ability to say, "No" to 
an adult who touches 
them in an uncomfortable 
way, the need to tell 
someone when they're 
angry, and the way to say, 
"No" in a definitive 
manner. 

- Have students prepare individual or group 
calendars charting their physical activities 
at recess, lunch, and after school. Discuss 
what is considered to be a physical activity. 

- Have students bring activities played at 
home to share with others.  

- Using charts, models, or pictures, have 
students examine how muscles and joints 
move during physical activity.  

- Explore the range of movement of the 
joints (e.g., rotation, up and down), and 
record this information on a chart. 

- Have students practice specific movements 
without equipment (e.g., for skiing: 
stopping, turning). 

- Have students participate in a bike rodeo 
and complete activity sheets on bicycle 
safety. 

- Have students draw the activities they like 
to participate in outside school. 

- Have students describe, list, or draw safe 
use of playground equipment.  

- Have students design a route for a walk or 
hike.  

- Have students brainstorm equipment 
needs for a day trip (e.g., footwear, 
clothing, food, first-aid kit) and review 
safety rules.  

- Have students bounce a ball using two 
hands, then one hand.  

- Have students create simple throwing and 
catching sequences, alone, against the wall, 
and with a partner.  

- Have students explore ways to move a ball 
using different parts of their feet, 
demonstrating control, and stopping on 
signal.  

- Have students use equipment (e.g., hoop 
and beanbag, scoop and ball) to create 
simple co-operative games with a partner.  

- Have students use floor hockey sticks with 
beanbags, then pucks, to stickhandle 
around cones or chairs.  

- Provide opportunities and encouragement 
that develop self-confidence and enable 
students to accept a variety of challenges.  

Fitness4homeschool  
Safari Montage 
(safarimontage.com) 
 
PA Academic Standards 
Addressed:  

 10.1.3A-E 
Concepts of 
Health 

 10.2.3A-E 
Healthful Living 

 10.3.3A-D Safety 
and Injury 
Protection 

 10.4.3A-F 
Physical Activity 

 10.5.3A-F 
Concepts, 
Principles and 
Strategies of 
Movement 



 

- Have students perform movement 
sequences for partners, small groups, and 
large groups (e.g., parents, older students, 
younger students).  

- Have students identify personal and 
general work spaces and their 
responsibilities when working in these 
spaces (e.g., stop-and-go signals, staying 
on-task, working with a partner). 

  



 

SECOND GRADE 

Course Description Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

In Grade Two, students 
learn about two senses: 
sight and hearing.  
Students look at optical 
illusions, pictures that 
illustrate that we need to 
look carefully to be sure 
we're seeing what's really 
there.  
They also participate in 
activities such as spelling 
their names in Braille and 
trying to navigate their 
way around the 
classroom, blindfolded 
and using a cane.  
Using a hand puppet, 
students discuss feelings 
from shyness to 
happiness, body language, 
and how the tone of their 
voice indicates feelings.  
They also learn and rank 
areas of noise pollution 
and offer solutions to 
reduce noise pollution. 

- Have students keep a growth chart over the 
year, and record changes in a journal.  

- Have students maintain a fitness log, set 
fitness goals, and plan ways to increase 
fitness levels (e.g., increasing running 
distance, repetition of a specific exercise).  

- Use the Guide to Healthy Living  to identify 
the role of food in building a healthy body 
and supplying energy for physical activity.  

- Instruct students in taking their heart rate 
and recording rates at different points (e.g., 
at rest, after moderate and vigorous 
exercise).  

- Discuss the physical changes that occur in 
the body when exercising (e.g., red face, 
raised temperature, faster breathing).  

- Have students follow an orienteering course 
on the school grounds or in a local park.  

- Have students, with a partner or in small 
groups, locate checkpoints on a course, and 
participate in physical activities listed at 
each checkpoint.  

- Discuss, demonstrate, and practice the safe 
use and care of equipment used in a variety 
of activities (e.g., skates, ski boots, roller 
blades).  

- Have students plan a short bike trip using 
local bike trails.  

- Review safety equipment and procedures 
(e.g., bike rodeo).  

- Select a variety of simple games that 
emphasize body and space awareness as 
warm-up activities.  

- Have students throw and catch scarves, 
then beanbags, and balls (music may be 
used) to develop hand-eye co-ordination.  
 

- Practice throwing and catching with two 
hands, one hand to same hand, one hand to 
other hand, and so on.  

- Challenge students to create movement 
sequences.  

- Enhance the learning environment by 
encouraging acceptance of varying student 
potentials and interests.  

- Provide a variety of activities, and 

Fitness4homeschool  
Safari Montage 
(safarimontage.com) 
 
PA Academic Standards 
Addressed:  

 10.1.3A-E 
Concepts of 
Health 

 10.2.3A-E 
Healthful Living 

 10.3.3A-D 
Safety and 
Injury 
Protection 

 10.4.3A-F 
Physical 
Activity 

 10.5.3A-F 
Concepts, 
Principles and 
Strategies of 
Movement   



 

acknowledge varying ability levels, interests, 
and cultural backgrounds.  

 

 
THIRD GRADE 

Course Description Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

In Grade Three, students 
focus on the muscular 
and skeletal systems.  
Students make a 
mannequin to show how 
people need muscles and 
bones to support 
themselves. They then 
use the mannequin to 
learn about movement.  
Using an interactive 
video, students practice 
daily exercises and 
movement activities 
while studying which 
muscles allow them to 
participate in these 
activities.  
Participating in a chicken 
leg dissection, students 
also learn about the 
muscles and joints that 
allow movement.  
Students learn about 
safety while staying 
home alone and 
construct "Home Alone 
Fridge Minders."  
They make skeletal hand 
puppets and play 
"Skeletal Says," a game 
similar to Simon Says, 
which highlights the 
different parts of the 
body (e.g., Skeletal Says, 
"Touch your cranium to 
your patella"). 

- Plan a cross-country run, hike, walk, or 
bike trip in a park or appropriate 
natural setting. 

- Provide teacher models of placing value 
on effort.  

- Create opportunities for students to 
take on different roles and 
organizations (e.g., leading, following, 
group member).  

- Have students move in general space, 
changing directions, levels, and 
pathways, and demonstrating control. 
Then add equipment to practice 
activity-specific motor skills, such as 
dribbling, throwing, and catching.  

- Use scarves, then beanbags, balls, and 
hoops, to develop hand-eye co-
ordination. Music can be used to 
establish a beat.  

- Use equipment (e.g., balls, beanbags, 
scoops, paddles, sticks) to explore 
striking skills with hands, feet, 
implements, and so on.  

- Have students find three ways to move 
an object in general and personal space, 
and then share with others.  

- Provide positive feedback and highlight 
student performances.  

- Have students observe each other and 
provide positive feedback, identifying 
how to be a good audience. 

- With students, design exercises that 
warm-up and cool-down the muscles 
safely. 

Fitness4homeschool  
Safari Montage 
(safarimontage.com) 
 
PA Academic Standards 
Addressed:  

 10.1.3A-E Concepts of 
Health 

 10.2.3A-E Healthful 
Living 

 10.3.3A-D Safety and 
Injury Protection 

 10.4.3A-F Physical 
Activity 

 10.5.3A-F Concepts, 
Principles and 
Strategies of 
Movement   
 

 

  



 

 

FOURTH GRADE 

Course Description Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

In Grade Four, Students 
pop popcorn and observe 
how energy is 
transferred.  
They then trace back 
where the popcorn 
received its initial energy 
(from the sun) to grow.  
To discover how to 
provide their own bodies 
with energy, students use 
the Food Guide Pyramid 
to "size up snacks" and 
plan nutritious, balanced 
meals.  
To reinforce the inter-
relations of the 
ecosystem, students play 
the "Web of Life" game.  
They experience 
digestion in the mouth by 
slowly eating soda 
crackers and observing 
the physical (chewing) 
and chemical processes 
(saliva) that begin the 
digestive process 
Each day, students 
complete other hand-on 
activities which highlight 
the digestive process. 

- Have students work in small groups 
to create a movement sequence 
that demonstrates their idea of 
active living.  

- Discuss the importance of 
preserving the environment and of 
activities that do not disturb the 
natural environment  

- Have students participate in a daily 
15--20-minute walking, jogging, or 
skipping program 

- When students enter the gym, have 
them select a piece of equipment 
for the first five minutes of class.  

- Use stations and task cards to 
provide students with fitness 
activities as a warm-up or as a 
lesson focus.  

- Have students use a concept map to 
brainstorm the meaning of active 
living. 

- Use local facilities and resource 
people for activities requiring 
special facilities and expert 
instruction (e.g., instructors at the 
local swimming pool or at the ski 
hill).  

- Have students list the activities they 
enjoy participating in.  

- Discuss water safety, and make a 
poster displaying safety rules.  

- Create a collage of alternative-
environment activities using 
magazine pictures.  

- Have students play snow golf or 
snow ball using a brightly coloured 
playground ball.  

- Invite a local parks authority to 
speak to students about visiting a 
wilderness area without damaging 
the area.  

- Develop a relay or game using 
articles of clothing suitable for the 
area and season.  
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- Have students dribble a ball with 
alternate hands, stationary and 
moving.  

- Use beanbags and scoops to 
practice throwing and catching, 
sending and receiving.  

- Then progress to paddles with birds 
and balls.  

- Use whiffle balls and paddles in a 
variety of ways (e.g., balance ball on 
paddle, tap with paddle, and catch).  

- Create simple co-operative or 
competitive games using equipment 
(e.g., cones, floor hockey sticks, 
pucks, parachutes).  

- Use activities such as hop changes 
or dribbling to develop foot-eye co-
ordination.   

- Use student performance as an 
opportunity to discuss appropriate 
attitudes and behaviours (e.g., 
working on-task, demonstrating 
appropriate audience behavior, 
giving positive feedback).  

- Discuss leisure activities in the 
community and how to become 
involved. 

  



 

FIFTH GRADE 

Course Description Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

In Grade 5, Students learn to 
appreciate the respiratory 
system by conducting air 
experiments to determine 
the levels of pollution and 
then students create 
"pollution solutions."  
Reacting to a smoking 
machine, students learn 
about passive smoke and 
practice ways to say, "No" to 
peer pressure to use 
cigarettes, smokeless 
tobacco, alcohol, and other 
drugs.  
A class lung dissection aids 
students in understanding 
various lung diseases.  
Students learn mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation and role-
play first-aid skills for 
emergencies. 

- Have students keep an activity calendar, and record 
daily participation in activities in and out of school.  

- Have students record their daily food intake for a 
week, and compare this to their activity level. 
Discuss the relationship between nutrition and 
exercise.  

- Have students list the social, mental, physical, and 
moral benefits of physical activities for each 
movement category, and make bingo cards.  

- Have students keep a log of activities undertaken to 
achieve their personal fitness goals.  

- Use stations to provide students with activity 
choices as an introduction to the lesson. 

- Have students plan healthy snacks and lunch for a 
day trip.  

- Set up an activity circuit in a park with various 
stations (e.g., Aboriginal and Inuit games).  

- Have students plan a treasure hunt using basic 
orienteering skills (e.g., map reading, symbol 
identification).  

- Use community facilities and qualified instructors to 
provide training in water safety, stroke techniques, 
skating skills, or other available activities.  

- Have students participate in a vigorous walking 
program in preparation for hiking, orienteering, 
snowshoeing, or skiing.  

- Have students prepare a first-aid kit and safety 
provisions for a one- to three-day outdoor trip. 

- Have students work in small groups to practice 
throwing and catching skills, using modified game 
activities (e.g., keep away, guard-the-pin).  

- Working in groups, have students invent a new co-
operative or competitive game using two pieces of 
equipment for sending, receiving, and moving (e.g., 
ball and beanbag, Frisbee).  

- Have students write a description of a competitive 
or co-operative game or activity, with illustrations. 
Then have them teach the game to others, 
including a warm-up and cool-down activity.  

- Have students research games from other cultures 
and plan a multicultural festival.  

- Have students use various pieces of equipment to 
practice, individually and with a partner, activity-
specific motor skills (e.g., dribbling, passing, 
shooting).  
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- Identify careers in leisure activities in the 
community.  

- Invite guest speakers and sport personalities to 
describe the attributes and qualities required in 
specific professions related to physical activity.  

- Establish safety procedures and routines for the 
classroom (e.g., start-and-stop signals, listening 
positions, change room routines). 

- Have students perform locomotor movements (e.g., 
run and stop in various directions and pathways) to 
develop the footwork used in specific game 
activities (e.g., side slide, pivot).  

- Use a variety of equipment (e.g., sticks, bats, balls, 
scoops, beanbags, rackets) to practice skills of 
sending, projecting, and receiving to a stationary or 
moving target. 

 

 

 

  



 

Physical Education and Health Middle School Level 

 

SIXTH GRADE 

Course 

Description 

Units/Themes/Topics Resources 

In Grade Six, 

students plan 

and build a time 

capsule collage 

to reinforce 

"how we've 

changed."  

Students then 

identify their 

future health 

goals and other 

goals for age 18.  

Students 

construct a 

model cell and 

demonstrate the 

process of 

osmosis and 

diffusion.  

Another 

demonstration 

shows how 

bleeding is 

controlled.  

Students listen 

to their hearts 

with a 

stethoscope, 

learn to calculate 

their pulse rate, 

and participate 

- Have students lead small groups using exercises to warm up 
different parts of the body.  

- Discuss correct forms and techniques to prevent injuries.  
- Discuss fitness components and ways to assess and evaluate 

personal fitness levels.  
- In a journal or log, record personal fitness goals, and 

strategies to achieve those goals.  
- Have students create and participate in a personal-activity 

plan to improve their level of fitness.  
- Have students identify five good nutritional habits, and 

create a poster to illustrate them.  
- Have students list the benefits of physical activity, and create 

a poem to express their ideas about active living.  
- Have students list and participate in activities in an outdoor 

setting (e.g., orienteering, hiking, canoeing) and consider 
ways to avoid disturbing the natural setting.  

- In small groups, have students brainstorm factors that affect 
choices of physical activity (e.g., interests, physical 
limitations, age).  

- Discuss ways to adapt to outdoor conditions in any season. 
Include ways to prevent hyperthermia or hypothermia.  

- Use seasonal clothing to demonstrate ways to prevent 
hypothermia, heat exhaustion, and so forth.  

- Role-play first-aid situations, and have students work 
individually or in teams to attend to the injuries.  

- Have students work in pairs or groups to practice basic 
offensive and defensive skills.  

- Have students research and write about the origin and 
history of a game or sport from a different culture.  

- Have students maintain a physical activity calendar, with the 
date, type, and amount of physical activity performed in 
school and out of school.  

- Encourage students to share their involvement and 
accomplishments in sports and physical activities in and out 
of school.  

- Have students write a news story about a real or imagined 
game as a journalist for radio, television, a magazine, or a 
newspaper.  

- Have students use different body parts to strike and control 
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in a heart 

dissection to 

explore the 

structure and 

function of the 

heart.  

Additional 

activities explore 

the causes and 

nature of stress 

and reinforce 

refusal skills 

introduced in 

Grade 5. 

 

objects (e.g., soccer ball, volleyball) in personal or general 
space, and in different directions, pathways, and levels.  

- Have students practice controlling an object (e.g., ball) with 
their foot, sending it long or short distances, and trapping it 
on return using different parts of the foot, leg, chest, head, 
or shoulders.  

- Have students provide positive feedback to their peers on 
their performance and behaviour during presentations.  

- Have students perform routines for partners and for small 
and large groups, and highlight positive aspects.  

- Discuss leisure activities available in the community (e.g., 
YM/YWCA, community center, sports programs) and 
associated careers and qualifications. 

In Grade Seven, 

Students 

exercise to 

maintain a 

healthy body and 

mind, and learn 

the harmful 

effects of various 

chemical 

substances on 

the brain and 

body 

- Students examine the effects of healthy eating and regular 
physical activity on body size and shape, and on self-esteem;  

- describe how our body image influences our food choices;  
- identify factors affecting healthy body weight (e.g., food 

intake, growth spurts, physical activity/inactivity);  
- explain the male and female reproductive systems as they 

relate to fertilization;  
- distinguish between the facts and myths associated with 

menstruation, spermatogenesis, and fertilization;  
- identify the methods of transmission and the symptoms of 

sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), and ways to prevent 
them;  

- use effective communication skills (e.g., refusal skills, active 
listening) to deal with various relationships and situations;  

- explain the term abstinence as it applies to healthy sexuality;  
- identify sources of support with regard to issues related to 

healthy sexuality (e.g., parents/guardians, doctors);  
- describe harassment and identify ways of dealing with it 

(e.g., by communicating feelings and reporting incidents of 
harassment);  

- identify people and resources that can support someone 
experiencing harassment;  

- outline a variety of issues related to substance use and 
abuse (e.g., the effects of second-hand smoke; the impact of 
laws governing drug use, including the use of tobacco and 
alcohol);  

- identify and categorize drugs as stimulants, depressants, and 
hallucinogens;  
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- apply a decision-making process to make informed choices 
regarding drug use;  

- demonstrate strategies (e.g., saying no, walking away) that 
can be used to counter pressures to smoke, drink, and take 
drugs, and identify healthy alternatives to drug use 

- Have students list the benefits of physical activity, and create 
a poem to express their ideas about active living.  

- Have students list and participate in activities in an outdoor 
setting (e.g., orienteering, hiking, canoeing) and consider 
ways to avoid disturbing the natural setting.  

- In small groups, have students brainstorm factors that affect 
choices of physical activity (e.g., interests, physical 
limitations, age).  

- When students enter the gym, have them choose and use a 
piece of equipment for the first five minutes of class.  

- Use stations and task cards to provide students with fitness 
activities as a warm-up or a lesson focus. (e.g., "Skip for one 
minute." "Use the bench for step-ups.")  

- Have students use a concept map to brainstorm the meaning 
of active living.  

- Have students in groups create a movement sequence 
demonstrating their meaning of active living.  

- Have students read and design maps, identifying cardinal 
directions and following directions to complete an activity-
station circuit.  

- Have students plan meals for a one- to three-day trip, 
selecting appropriate foods.  

- Invite a local conservation officer or a guest speaker from an 
outdoors school or parks agency to speak about protecting 
the environment while visiting a wilderness area.  

- Have students participate in activities at an outdoors school. 
The program could include land- and water-based activities 
(e.g., orienteering, following a map while hiking, 
environmental awareness, plant and animal identification).  

- Have students work in small groups to solve problems while 
participating in outdoor activities, such as scavenger hunts, 
wall climbing, or relay races.  

- Discuss the safety procedures and routines used when 
participating in an activity (e.g., skiing--with a partner, 
etiquette, clothing; camping--life jackets, clothing; 
snorkeling--with a buddy). 

- Have students, individually or with a partner, strike a ball 
against the wall, demonstrating activity-specific motor skills, 
such as volleying, serving, or dribbling.  

- Have students use implements (e.g., bats, rackets, lacrosse 
sticks) to strike and control an object (e.g., ball, birdie, puck, 
beanbag).  

- Have students use a racket or paddle to practice various 
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of 
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strokes (e.g., forehand, backhand, smash, lob). 
- Have students list ways to show respect and appreciation for 

others and their work.  

In Grade Eight, 

students develop 

healthy eating 

and exercise 

habits, and learn 

about healthy 

social behaviors 

- Students will: 
-  analyze the effects of under eating (e.g., as a result of 

bulimia or sports dieting) and overeating (e.g., obesity) on 
health and well-being;  

- identify ways to maintain a healthy body weight (e.g., 
physical activity);  

- adopt personal food plans, based on nutritional needs and 
personal goals, to improve or maintain their eating practices;  

- explain the importance of abstinence as a positive choice for 
adolescents;  

- identify symptoms, methods of transmission, prevention, 
and high-risk behaviours related to common STDs, HIV, and 
AIDS;  

- identify methods used to prevent pregnancy;  
- apply living skills (e.g., decision-making, assertiveness, and 

refusal skills) in making informed decisions, and analyse the 
consequences of engaging in sexual activities and using 
drugs;  

- identify sources of support (e.g., parents/ guardians, 
doctors) related to healthy sexuality issues;  

- analyse situations (e.g., hitchhiking, gang violence, violence 
in relationships) that are potentially dangerous to personal 
safety;  

- identify support services (e.g., the school guidance 
department, shelters, Kids’ Help Phone) that assist victims of 
violence, and explain how to access them;  

- outline the possible negative consequences of substance use 
and abuse (e.g., fetal alcohol syndrome, effects of steroid 
use, accidents when drinking and driving);  

- identify those school and community resources that are 
involved in education about substance use and abuse, and 
those involved in preventing and treating substance abuse;  

- describe causes and symptoms of stress and positive ways 
(as opposed to substance use) to relieve stress;  

- apply the steps of a decision-making process to address age-
specific situations related to personal health and well-being 
in which substance use or abuse is one of the factors. 

- Have students design posters or write poems about active 
living.  

- Working in small groups, have students plan and participate 
in a fitness circuit using activities to develop muscular 
endurance, strength, flexibility, and cardiovascular 
endurance.  

- Set and modify personal fitness goals, and in a journal 
identify the factors that influence participation in physical 
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activity.  
- Have students keep an activity calendar and record 

participation in activities in and out of school.  
- Have students list appropriate warm-up and cool-down 

exercises for specific activities.  
- Have students take their pulse before and after an activity. 

Discuss recovery rates and resting heart rates.  
- Have students list the foods they eat and their nutritional 

value.  
- Research the benefits of activity and nutrition and how the 

body uses food for physical activity. 
- Have students plan a nutritious menu for a four-day camping 

trip.  
- Working in small groups, have students plan an exercise 

program in preparation for the alternative-environment 
activities (e.g., skiing: prepare leg muscles, shoulders).  

- Have students assess student-prepared first-aid kits to 
ensure that appropriate supplies are available.  

- Discuss how to care for minor cuts, burns, and fractures.  
- Have students discuss and demonstrate how to prepare and 

preserve the natural environment when using it for activities 
(e.g., camping, backpacking, rock climbing).  

- Invite local parks employees or naturalists to discuss 
participation in wilderness areas, the programs available, 
and possible career opportunities and qualifications.  

- Using a compass have students follow a map to locate 
controls on an orienteering course.  

- In small groups, create simple game challenges using skills 
and concepts taught, and add equipment. (e.g., Create a 
game or challenge using two different pieces of equipment.)  

- Have students research and teach games from other 
countries.  

- Have students play parachute games and discuss the 
components of a co-operative activity. 

- Discuss how health relates to work life, qualifying for a job, 
and reducing illness and time away.  

- Discuss the emotional and physical damage and risks 
associated with sports and fitness stereotypes. (e.g., "Girls 
aren't strong." "Jocks aren't smart.") 
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High School Level Physical Education and Health 

 

NINTH TO TWELFTH GRADE - Health- 1 Credit 

 

Health (Compass Learning Odyssey):  

Odyssey High School Health gives students the opportunity to learn about overall health and its many facets, to 

practice life skills, and to develop attitudes that can benefit them throughout their lives. The course provides 

opportunities for students to practice and reflect upon healthy decision-making strategies and their use. The content 

for the course is based on current information provided by the Centers for Disease Control, the National Institute of 

Health, and many of the NIH divisions. High School Health is a course that gives students the opportunity to learn 

about overall health and its many facets, to practice life skills, and to develop attitudes that can benefit them 

throughout their lives. The course provides opportunities for students to practice and reflect upon healthy decision-

making strategies and their use.  

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to do the following: 

 Demonstrate awareness of health as it applies to their own bodies, minds, and emotions. 

 Demonstrate awareness of health as it applies to their living environments. 

 Identify the components of a healthy lifestyle and set reasonable goals to achieve a lifestyle of wellness. 

 Understand that incorporating sound health practices creates a lifestyle of moderation and wellness. 

 Understand the responsibility of properly caring for their bodies. 

 

PA Academic Standards:  

 

Units/Learning Activities Curriculum 

Materials 

The students will:  

 Analyze factors that impact nutritional choices of adolescents including body image, 
advertising, dietary guidelines, eating disorders, peer influence and athletic goals 

 Analyze factors that impact growth and development between adolescence and adulthood 
including relationships, interpersonal communication, risk factors, abstinence, STD and HIV 
prevention, and community 

 Analyze the interdependence existing among  the body systems. 
 Analyze and apply scientific and  biomechanical principles to complex  movements 
 Describe and apply game strategies to complex games and physical activities including 

offensive strategies, defensive strategies and time management 

Compass Learning 

Health Elective, 
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Academic 
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 Describe and apply concepts of motor skill development that impact the quality of 
increasingly complex movement 

Standards for 

Physical 

Education/Health 

10.1 Concepts of 

Health, 10.2 

Healthful Living, 

10.3 Safety and 

Injury Prevention, 

10.4 Physical 

Activity, 10.5 

Concepts, 

Principles and 

Strategies of 

Movement 

 

Chapter - "What Is Health?" - Students will explore health and wellness, looking at the different types of health and all of the 
influences on healthy decisions. Students will investigate life skills, communication skills, and decision-making strategies. 

Lesson Code Lesson Title and Description LA Number 

1 Health and Wellness - Students will explore health and wellness, looking at the 
different types of health and all of the influences on healthy decisions. Students 
will investigate life skills, communication skills, and decision-making strategies. 

he001 he002 he003 

he064 he078 he079 

he080 he090 aqhe001 

aqhe002 aqhe003 

Chapter - "Emotional Health" - Students will explore emotional health. Topics include stress, anxiety, loss, grief, coping strategies, 
mental and emotional disorders,  depression, suicide, and the changes associated with adolescence. 

Lesson Code Lesson Title and Description LA Number 

1 Stress and Stress Management - Students will examine stress and anxiety, 
looking specifically at stressors and stress management. Students will investigate 
coping strategies and discuss loss and grief. 

he004 he005 he006 

he065 he081 aqhe004 

aqhe005 aqhe006 

2 Mental and Emotional Problems - Students will explore mental and emotional 
disorders, including symptoms and possible coping strategies/treatments. 
Students will look deeply at depression and suicide. Students will investigate the 
process and benefits of seeking health for mental and emotional disorders. 

he007 he008 he009 

aqhe007 aqhe008 aqhe009 

3 Healthy Relationships - Students will examine the mental, emotional, and social 
changes associated with adolescence. Students will evaluate scenarios where 
healthy decisions have not been made and will provide an alternative plan. 
Students will explore the different types of violence and ways to manage conflict. 

he010 he011 he012 

he013 he014 he066 

aqhe010 aqhe011 aqhe012 

aqhe013 aqhe014 

Chapter - "Physical Health" - Students will explore nutrition, body image, metabolism, and fitness, working towards a healthier 
body. Students will investigate methods to prevent environmental injury as well as when to visit a health care provider. 

Lesson Code Lesson Title and Description LA Number 

1 Nutrition for Health - Students will examine dietary guidelines for various stages in 
life, the amount of nutrients in various types of food, and dietary supplements. 
Students will investigate diets, looking for effectiveness and healthfulness. 

he015 he016 he017 

he082 aqhe015 aqhe016 



 

Students will explore safe food- handling practices. aqhe017 

2 Managing Weight and Eating Behaviors - Students will explore metabolism, body 
image, and physical activity. Students will establish a personal diet and fitness 
plan. 

he018 he067 he050 

he019 he051 he020 

he052 he068 aqhe018 

aqhe019 aqhe020 

3 Personal Health Care - Students will investigate actions that will protect them 
from environmental threats as well as when to see a health care provider. 

he021 he022 aqhe021 

aqhe022 

Chapter - "Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco" - Students will explore tobacco, alcohol, and illegal drug use, including side effects, 
associated risks, and pressures associated with use. Students will devise strategies for making healthy decisions regarding their use. 

Lesson Code Lesson Title and Description LA Number 

1 Medicines and Drugs - Students will examine drugs, medicines, and drugs of 
abuse, including the dangers of improper medication usage. Students will 
internalize refusal strategies and practice their use. 

he023 

2 Tobacco - he024 he053 

3 Alcohol - Students will explore alcohol use, including side effects, associated 
risks, and pressures associated with use. Students will devise strategies for 
making healthy decisions regarding alcohol use. 

he025 he054 he026 

he055 aqhe025 aqhe026 

4 Illegal Drugs - Students will explore illegal drug use, including side effects, 
associated risks, and pressures associated with use. Students will devise 
strategies for making healthy decisions regarding illegal drug use. 

he027 he028 he029 

he030 he069 he083 

aqhe027 aqhe028 aqhe029 

aqhe030 

Chapter - "Disease and Other Injuries" - Students will explore the causes and symptoms of communicable diseases, STDs, 
HIV/AIDS, noncommunicable diseases, and other physical injuries. Students will investigate best practices for disease and injury 
prevention and response. 

Lesson Code Lesson Title and Description LA Number 

1 Communicable Diseases - Students will explore the causes and symptoms of 
communicable diseases. Students will investigate best practices for disease 
prevention and response. 

he031 he032

 he084 aqhe031

 aqhe032 

2 Sexually Transmitted Diseases and HIV/AIDS - Students will examine sexually 
transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS, to include transmission, symptoms, 
treatments, and prevention. 

he033 he035

 he057 aqhe033

 aqhe035 

3 Noncommunicable Diseases and Disabilities - Students will explore the causes 
and symptoms of noncommunicable diseases. Students will investigate best 
practices for disease prevention and response. 

he036 he037 he038 

he062 he063 aqhe036 

aqhe037 aqhe038 aqhe062 

aqhe063 

4 Safety and First Aid - Students will explore the causes and symptoms of various 
injuries. Students will investigate best practices for injury prevention and first aid. 

he039 he070 he058 

Chapter - "Building Families" - Students will explore the role of family in today's society. Topics include changes to the family, 
healthy relationships, sexual health, fetal development, postadolescent development, and global health issues. 

Lesson Code Lesson Title and Description LA Number 

1 Family Relationships - Students will examine the role of family in today's society. 
Students will investigate changes to the family and use decision-making 
strategies to help cope. 

he040 he041 he042 

he085 aqhe040 aqhe041 

aqhe042 



 

2 Dating, Commitment, and Marriage - Students will explore healthy relationships, 
including dating, influences on decisions, decision- making strategies, and sexual 
health. Students will examine the development of a child from conception to birth, 
including the effects of poor decisions on the unborn fetus. 

he043 

he061 

he073 

he076 

he087 

aqhe043 

he059 

he046 

he074 

he077 

he088 

aqhe046 

he045 

he072 

he075 

he086 

he089 

3 Mature Life, Aging, and Death - Students will examine life after adolescence, 
including marriage, jobs, income, and aging. Students will explore global health 
issues and how healthy decision-making strategies assist in the development of 
policies and other battles. 

he047 

he071 

aqhe049 

he048 

aqhe047 

he049 

aqhe048 

 

 

 

  



 

NINTH TO TWELFTH GRADE – Personal Fitness- 1 Credit 

 

Personal Fitness (Fitness4Homeschool) 

Pennsylvania Academic Standards Addressed: Standards for Physical Education/Health 

10.1 Concepts of Health, 10.2 Healthful Living, 10.3 Safety and Injury Prevention, 10.4 Physical Activity, 10.5 

Concepts, Principles and Strategies of Movement 

 

Units/Learning Activities Curriculum 

Materials 

 

The students will: 

 Evaluate factors that impact growth and development during adulthood and late 
adulthood.   

 Evaluate factors that impact the body systems and apply protective/ preventive 
strategies. 

 Analyze factors that impact nutritional choices of adults.                      
 Evaluate issues relating to the use/non-use of drugs. 
 Identify and analyze factors that influence the prevention and control of health 

problems. 
 Evaluate health care products and services that impact adult health practices. 
 Assess factors that impact adult health consumer choices. 
 Compare and contrast the positive and negative effects of the media on adult 

personal health and safety. 
 Examine and apply a decision-making process to the development of short and 

long-term health goals. 
 Analyze the interrelationship between environmental factors and 

communityhealth. 
 Assess the personal and legal consequences of unsafe practices in the home, 

school or community. 
 Analyze and apply strategies for the management of injuries. 
 Analyze the impact of violence on the victim and surrounding community. 
 Evaluate the benefits, risks and safety factors associated with self-selected life-

long physical activities. 
 Evaluate and engage in an individualized physical activity plan that supports 

achievement of personal fitness and activity goals and promotes life-long 
participation.   

 Analyze the effects of regular        participation in a self-selected   program of 
moderate to vigorous physical activities. 

 Evaluate how changes in adult health status may affect the responses of the body 

Fitness4Homesch

ool 

 

Pennsylvania 

Academic 

Standards 

Addressed 

Standards for 

Physical 

Education/Health 

10.1 Concepts of 

Health, 10.2 

Healthful Living, 

10.3 Safety and 

Injury 

Prevention, 10.4 

Physical Activity, 

10.5 Concepts, 

Principles and 

Strategies of 

Movement 



 

systems during moderate to vigorous physical activity. 
 Evaluate factors that affect physical activity and exercise preferences of adults. 
 Analyze the interrelationships among regular participation in physical activity, 

motor skill improvement and the selection and engagement in lifetime physical 
activities. 

 Assess and use strategies for enhancing adult group interaction in physical 
activities. 

 Apply knowledge of movement skills, skill-related fitness and movement concepts 
to identify and evaluate physical activities that promote personal lifelong 
participation. 

 Incorporate and synthesize knowledge of motor skill development concepts to 
improve the quality of motor skills. 

 Evaluate the impact of practice strategies on skill development and      
improvement. 

 Incorporate and synthesize knowledge of exercise principles, training principles 
and health and skill-related fitness components to create a fitness program for 
personal use. 

 Evaluate movement forms for appropriate application of scientific and 
biomechanical principles. 

 Analyze the application of game strategies for different categories of physical 
activities. 

 

  



 

Curriculum 11.  Arts and Music K – 12 
  



 

Arts and Music Scope and Sequence Synergy Cyber Charter School - All 
Grades, K to 12th Grade 

 

 Overview: Students learn the essential components of visual and performing arts and the structure, 
composition, and elements of music. Students learn to produce art, as well as participate in discussions and 
research about how artists have created their works over the course of human history, and how they have 
influenced and been influenced by history.  

 

Curriculum Resources: MusicPlay Music Education (student and teacher texts, cds and online curricula); A 

Survival Kit for the Elementary/Middle School Art Teacher, Helen D. Hume (June 2002, Jossey-Bass); 

Understanding Music, 4th edition Prentice Hall, 2005. Artsguide:  World and Web,  

Dennis J. Sporre, Prentice Hall. Perceiving the Arts, 7th edition, Dennis J. Sporre, Prentice Hall, 2002, Reality 

Through the Arts, 6th ed., Dennis J. Sporre, Prentice Hall, 2006. 

 

Music Scope and Sequence Overview K to 6 

Element:  Rhythm (Duration) K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
music may move to a steady beat * * * * * * * 
distinguish between beat and rhythm  (ex=experience)  * * * * * * 
there are strong and weak beats in music  * * * * * * 
beats may be grouped in 2s, 3s or 4s   * * * * * 
2/4, 4/4 meter  * * * * * * 
3/4 meter    * * * * 
6/8 meter      * * 
compound meter, 5/4 meter      * * 
q  qr  Q quarter note (ta), eighth notes (ti-ti), rest * * * * * * * 
duration is extended by tie or  fermata   * * * * * 
rhythmic ostinato: eg. ta ta ti-ti ta q q qr q  * * * * * * 

h  H    w    W    half note, half rest, whole note, whole rest   * * * * * 
h.    qttt   dotted half note, sixteenth notes    * * * * 
e E eighth note, eighth rest     * * * 
e q   e   syncopation     * * * 
q;.u  dotted quarter - eighth note      * * 
triplets       * 



 

 

Element:  Expression - Dynamics, Tempo, Articulation K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
the beat in music may be fast or slow * * * * * * * 
tempo tell us how fast or slow the music should be played   * * * * * 
tempo markings:  adagio, moderato, allegro, presto   * * * * * 
tempo markings:  adagio, andante, presto, prestissimo    * * * * 
music may be fast or slow and change to one or the other suddenly or 
gradually 

  * * * * * 

rit, accel, allegro, andante    * * * * 
music may express feelings * * * * * * * 
music may be soft or loud * * * * * * * 

dynamic terms and symbols: f Ωp F p piano, forte, mezzo forte, 
  * * * * * 

dynamic levels: pp p Ωp F f ff 
   * * * * 

dynamics may change suddenly or gradually (accent, cresc. dim  sfz)    * * * * 
changes in dynamics add to the effect of music: * * * * * * * 
music can be smooth or separated   * * * * * 
legato, staccato refer to articulation    * * * * 

        

Element:  Melody (Pitch)        

sounds may be high, low or in the middle * * * * * * * 
melodic contour:  sounds move high-low or low-high * * * * * * * 
simple melodic patterns:  so-mi,  so-mi-la * * * * * * * 
drm sl (do re mi so la)   * * * * * 
high do, low la, low so    * * * * 
5 line staff, letter names in treble clef     * * * 
unison, step, skip, leap     * * * 
major and minor tonality     * * * 
major scales (C, F, G), key signatures      * * 
accidentals       * 
modes       * 
Element: Timbre K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
singing voice.  speaking voice, vocal timbre * * * * * * * 
body percussion * * * * * * * 
classify non-pitched percussion * * * * * * * 
identify families of orchestral instruments   * * * * * 
identify orchestral instruments    * * * * 
identify world instruments     * * * 



 

        

Element:  Form        

music can be organized into sections - same / different  (AB) * * * * * * * 
a section may be repeated (verse, chorus)     * * * 
music is organized into phrases  * * * * * * 
phrases may be long or short  * * * * * * 
a whole piece may be comprised of few sections  * * * * * * 
sections may be identified by letter AB, ABA, AABA  * * * * * * 
there may be an introduction, interlude and ending     * * * 
rondo form: ABACADA  * * * * * * 
theme and variations    * * * * 
first and second endings     * * * 

        

Element: Texture and Harmony        

two or more sounds can occur simultaneously * * * * * * * 
melodies may be accompanied by harmony  * * * * * * 
accompany simple melodies with ostinato or bordun  * * * * * * 
pitched percussion instruments can create harmony * * * * * * * 
rounds and canons   * * * * * 
two part songs, partner songs    * * * * 
layered melodies (Scoo be Doo)     * * * 
I and V chords can accompany melodies    * * * * 
I-IV-V chords can accompany melodies      * * 
monophonic, polyhonic, homophonic music     * * * 
 

Kindergarten Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay Curriculum) 

Month Beat/Rhythm 
Expression 

Melody - 
Harmony 

Listening 
Creating 

Form/Culture 
Movement 

Teaching Songs Action/Game 
Songs 

Theme/ 

Repetoire 
Songs 

Sept * Beat  -  
experience 

* loud - soft 
Listen as I Play the 

Beat 

* vocal exploration 

This is my Speaking 

Voice 

Loud Voice - Quiet 

*experience   

phrase 

Gingerbread 

Man 

* define open space 
* imitation - action 

songs 
Andy Pandy 

Dr. Knickerbocker 

Color Song 

Put Your Finger on Your 

Lip 

Count and Go 

Hickety Tickety 

Follow Follow Me 

Cookie Jar 

Welcome to School 

I’m Gonna Sing when 

the Sprit says Do You 

Want to Be a Friend 

A Smile Goes a Long 

Long Way 



 

Oct * Beat  -  
experience 

* loud - soft  * fast 
- slow 

*short-long  

patterns 

I Get a Happy 

Feeling 

* experience  
high- low 
* tone match 

Autumn Leaves 

Hey Hey Look at Me 

* phrase 
* high/low 
* timbre - 

voices 
* listen and 

respond 

* exp  phrase 
* free 

movement, 
imitation 
* high/low 

Shape Song 

Stop Look and Listen 

Alphabet Action 

Brush Your Teeth 

October is Here 

Costume fun 

Pumpkin Fat 

Halloween Looby 

Loo 

I’m Glad I have a Nose 

We Cooked Turkey 

Pumpkin Stew 

It Takes One to Know 

One 

Nov * Beat - label 
* loud - soft  * fast 

- slow 
*short-long  

patterns 

Grizzley Bear 

(l-s) Take my 

Little Car (f-s) 

*high-low, tone 

match 

Teddy Bear 

Old King 

Glory 

* exp  phrase 
* high/low 

*explore  

instruments 

* timbre - 
voices 

* exp  phrase 
* free 

movement, 
imitation 

Sambalele - Brazil 

Barnacle Bill 

ABC Blues 

Days of the Week 

Tommy Thumb 

Phoney Baloney 

Bear - Lee & Sandy 

Kumbayah - Peace 

Rainbow World Wheat 

in the Wind 

Dec * Beat - label 
* loud - soft  * fast 

- slow 
Put the Beat in your 

feet 

*high-low, tone 

match 

Curly Joe - guess 

* create sound 
effects 

* timbre - 
voices Join 
into the Game 
(with Inst) 

* listen to slow 

* mime animals 
* free 

movement, 
imitation 

Hanukkah 

Germs Christmas is Here 

Button Factory 

Rock Around the 

Christmas Tree S-A-N-

T-A 

He’ll be Comin’ Down 

the Chimney Jolly 

Jolly Santa 

Hanukkah 

Jan * loud - soft  * fast - 

slow 

Get on Board 

* show high-low 

with arm  motions  

(so-mi) 

Old Mother Brown 

* create sound 
effects 

* timbre - 
voices Who 
Has the Pencil 
Pretty 
Princess 

* free 

movement, 

imitation, 

mime 

Barnacle Bill 

Months of the Year 

100 Day Song 

Ha Ha thisaway ‘Bogannin’ Hill 

Michael Row Penguin 

Polka Sailor Song 

Feb * loud - soft  * fast 
- slow 

Head and 

Shoulders 

* label patterns q  
qr 

*music can 

express feelings 

* show high-low 

Kangaroo 

* create sound 
effects 

* timbre - 
voices If 
You’re happy 
(with Inst) 

* timbre - 
classroom 
instruments 

* mime animals etc 

China: 

Months 

Dinosaurs 

T-Rex is Coming 

We Don’t Put up 

with Putdowns 

A Tisket a Tasket 

Groundhog 

As Friends We’re Two 

* Valentines !!! 

I Wanna be a Dog 

March * loud - soft  * fast - 

slow 

Pages 

Train 

Chew 

Chew 

Chew 

Down by the Station 

* respond to so-

mi hand signals 

Burnie Bee 

Mr Troll 

* listen and 

move 2/4, 4/4  

* singing  games 

This Way we Willowby 

Purple Stew 

Tingalayo - Caribean 

A Me Limbo - L&S Leprechaun March 

Mr Troll (colors) 

Four in a Boat 

Don’t Throw Your Junk 

Me and My Kite 

? Billy Goats Gruff ? 

Hugs and Grugs and 

Snugglebugs Michael 

Finnigan 

April * accent * respond to so-

mi hand signals 

Bubble Gum 

Rain Rain 

* listen and 

move 3/4 

* free 
movement, 
imitation, 
mime 
* singing games 

Bluebird 

Color the Eggs  (colors) 

Wear a Helmet 

Old Mr. Rabbit 

Easter Bunny Hops 

Along Easter is 

Here 

Calliope Clown 

If all the Raindrops I’d 

Go Dancing ??? 

Grandma and Grandpa 



 

Grandma Moses we Love You 

May  * respond to so-
mi hand signals 
Fireman 
* Prepare  la 

The Mill 

* timbre - 

instruments 

- sound effects 

Chicamy Crow 

Old Macdonald 

(with inst) 

* listen and 

describe 

feelings 

* Music can be 

organized into 

sections (phrase) 

Spanish:   Los Pollitos 

En el Arco  (animals) 

Watch Our Garden Grow On a Log 

I’m in the Old Navy 

Chew Chew Chew 

Moms are special Old 

MacDonald 

* ? Uptown Zoo Frog in 

my Pocket 

 

June 

 *  Prepare  la 

Naughty Kitty Cat 

classify by 

sound 

beat, mime, imitate 

* A section can 

be 

same/different 

Japan - Firefly 

Insects: 

What Shall we do? 

Firefly 

Miss  Polly Pass 

the Shoe 

Draw a Bucket of 

Water 

Let Your Light Shine 

A Boy and a Girl in a 

Little Canoe 

 

 

  



 

First Grade Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay Curriculum) 

 

Month: Beat / Rhythm: Melody: Expression: Instruments: Listening, 
Form Culture: 

Create, 
Move 

Theme
s: 

September Listen to the Rhythm 
Big Book (BB) 5 

4 Snail Big Book (BB) 8 q qr 
5 Sam the Robot Man 

(beat) 9 Choo Choo 
BB 12/13 q qr 

12 Counting Song BB15/16 q 
qr 

17 Hop Old Squirrel  (beat) 

2 Mountaintop - 
high/low poems - 
Three Little Monkeys, 
Grandma’s Glasses 

4 Snail lsm Big 
Book 8/9 9 
Choo Choo 
Train sm 

12 Counting song sm Big 
Book 15/16 

singing-
speaking voice 
fast-slow song7, 

LCD #3, 7, 8 

loud-soft LCD#4 

Orff 
arrangements 
for songs 4, 9, 

Unpitched with 3, 8, 

13 

Listening CD (LCD) 1, 
2, 

3, 8, 28, 9 

3 Little Red - 
create verses 

5 Sam 
Robot - 
move
ment 

8 - actions 

13 - effects 

 

October 23 Hey Betty Martin beat 
BB 33 20 Bye Low Baby 
Oh q qr 

20 Bye Low Baby Oh 

BB26/27 

soft, lullaby - 
#20 spooky 
sounds - #30 

Orff for song 23, 
24, 29 

unpitched (u/p) 
29, poem 

Listening CD: 5, 10, 
13 19 - Kye 
Koolay, Africa 31 - 
Juanito, Spanish 

21  new 
verses 

27 movement 

29 sound 
effects 

30 movement 

Turkeys 
and 
Pumpkins 

November 34 Bounce the Ball 
BB40/41 q qr 

* accent 

36 Cuckoo sm BB 42 q qr 
37 Lucy Locket lsm BB43 q 

qr 
41 Hello Game sm q qr 

34 Bounce the Ball ls m 
BB40/41 36 Cuckoo sm 
BB 42 

37 Lucy Locket lsm 
BB 43/44 41 Hello 
Game sm 

soft, lullaby - #43 Fais 
do do Expressive 
Singing: 

33 Just One 
Candle 38 
Bear Hunt 

Orff for song 34, 
36, 37, 41, 43 

Listening CD: 14 

(Cuckoo), 32 
(Galliard) 

43 Fais do do, French 

42 Down 
by the 
Bay, new 
verses 
44 
Punchinel
lo - 
movemen
t 

Peace 

Bears 

December 47 Lemonade BB50 q qr 

50 Ho Ho Ho BB51 q qr Q 

47 Lemonade sm BB 50 Expressive 
Singing: 48, 
49 

Orff for song 47 
u/p song 51 Bells 
on the Sleigh 

Listening CD: 33, 34 44 Hanukkah 

52 Slippers 

- create 
dance 47 
Lemonade
, 
dramatize 

Holiday 

Fun! 

January 55 Strawberry  
BB54 q qr 60 
Tommy  BB55 q 
qr  64 Un deux 
trois q qr Q 

55 Strawberry lsm BB54 

60 Tommy Tiddlemouse lsm 
BB55 

slow - Listening CD 
35 (keep beat with 
balloons) 

u/p with 
Listening CD 
#28 

Orff song #60 

Listening CD: 28, 35, 
36 54 One Big 
Family, world 56 
Pimpon, Spanish 

57 Vive, French 

64 Un, deux, trois, 
French 

56 Pimpon, 
57 Vive, 59 
Little Red 
Car, 61 
Head and 
Shoulders 

create 
movement 

Music 
Around 
the World 

February 68 I Like You q qr Q 
69 Tick tock  BB 56 q 

qr 74 We Are 
Dancing  BB 59 q  
qr 

Review Snail #4 lsm 
BB 8/9 69 Tick Tock 
ls m BB 56 

71 Mr. Potato Head smd 
BB 57 74 We Are 
Dancing   BB 59 

fast-slow, song 72 
smooth-separated, 
Listen CD 11, 18 

Expressive 
Singing: 70 
Haul Away 
Joe 

Orff with song 68, 
69, 71, 74 

u/p with song #67 

Listening CD: 18, 11, 
37, 

38, 24, 25 

 

Aikendrum, 
Scotland Michael 
Row, Spiritual 

67 Aikendrum 

- create 
effects with 
u/p 

Special 

Frien ds 



 

March 78 Bee Bee Bumblebee  BB 
62 

q qr 

86 Bow Wow Wow BB65 

q  qr Q 

76 Bee Bee Bumblebee 
smd BB 62 87 Hurry Easter 
Bunny smd BB 68 

Expressive 
Singing: 79 
Baby 
Bumblebee 

Orff with song 78, 
86 

u/p with song 
#82 Bingo 

Listening CD: 22, 39, 
40, 

20-27 

 

80 Leprechaun 
(Irish theme) 

80 
Leprechaun 

- create 
movement 

Animals 
and 
Leprecha
uns 

April 89 Bunny Hides  
BB67 

90 Hurry Easter BB68 q 
qr Q 94 Apple Tree 
BB 69 q qr Q 96 Old 
Dog BB 70 q qr Q 

89 Bunny Hides the Basket 
Basket ls mrd BB 67 

90 Hurry Easter Bunny 
BB68 94 Apple Tree 
ls m d BB 69 96 Old 
Dog ls m dBB 70 

Expressive Singing: 

87 Little Rabbit 
Foo Foo 85 Five 
Little Ducks loud-
soft, song # 89, 
95 

Orff with song 
#89, 90, 94, 96 

Listening CD: 21, 7 91 Bunny 
Boogie 

95 Country 
Song 

- create 
movement 

Spring is 

Here! 

May 101  How Many Fingers  
smd  BB 71 q qr Q 

101 How Many Fingers smd 

BB 71 

Expressive 
Singing: 97 
That’s My 
Mom 104 
Heebie Jeeb 
ies 

use u/p with story 
of Chicken Little 

Listening CD: 6-19 
review and #41 

100 Savez Vous, 
French 102 La 
Vibora, Spanish 
103, El Coqui, 
Spanish 

99 Oats and 
Beans 100 
Savez Vous 

104 Heebie 
Jeebies 

- create 
movement 

Farms 

and Zoos 

June   Expressive 
Singing: 105 
Goin’ to the 
Zoo 

 Listening CD: 6-19 
review 

#30 (ABA), #42 

108 La Granja, 
Spanish 

create 
movement - 
Jumping 
Game 

Summer 
Fun: Zoo, 
The Sea, 
Picnics 

 

  



 

Second Grade Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay Curriculum) 

 

Month Beat/Rhythm Melody - 
Harmony 

Expression Instruments Listening 
Form/Culture 

Creating 
Movement 

Themes 

Sept * beat 
* q qr 
* qTq Obwisana 

high - middle - low 
(song #8) 

s-m (Hill, 
Engine#9) ls m  
(Bounce High) 

* fast - slow, 
loud-soft Poor 
Little Bug, John 
Jacob, 

Orff for #4,5,10,13 * environmental 
sounds, beat, 
fast/slow, high 
Obwisana - Africa 

* move to show 
high LCD#6 

* move to drum in 2’s 
and 3’s 

Names 
Welcom
e 

Oct * qTq  = h  (14 
Tony) 

* accent  #20 
Icka 

practice ls m 

prepare do (Time to 
Play) Harmony:  #18 
round 

fast-slow (Tony) families of u/p 
Time to Play 
(16) Birds and 
Bats (22) Orff 
#16, 18, 20, 
22 

fast-slow 
LCD#8 
Percussion 
family LCD 
#9, 10 

LCD 12 - 
fireworks 

create effects 
Birds and Bats 
(22) 

*move like bones LCD9 

Fall 
Hallowe
en 

Nov practise q  qr  
qTq rhythm  
erase 
dictation 

present do - 
Flea practice 
l-s-m: 

27 Starlight, 32,36 

Sing 
expressivel
y Sing for 
Peace (28) 
Make a 
Difference 
(29) 

Orff #27, 32, 36,37 Brass Family 

* show 
video 
LCD 
#13 

Napoléon - French 

* create movements 
This Way Thattaway 
(30) 

Peace 

Dec h  41 -Who’s 
That Pease 
Porridge 
present h 

practice ls m 
d Holiday 
Round 
prepare re: 
#41 

O Hanukkah (40) u/p - Ring the 
Bells 
u/p=unpitched 
perc Orff with 
#41 

Nutcrack
er LCD 
15,16 

Sleighride, Mozart 

Ice sculptures Holiday 
Fun 

- Hanu
kkah 

- Christ
mas 

Jan Practice q  qr  Q  

qTq  h 

practice ls m d  u/p 51 I like to play 

Orff with #46, 47, 49, 
52, 

54 

Bach - read and  
listen LCD # 17-20, 
DVD 

Japanese New 
Year Song (48) 

create u/p 
rondo I like 
to play 

Create movement: 
Oliver Twist (52) 

Bach 

Feb Practice q  qr  Q  

qTq  h 

practice ls m d 

29 I  See the Moon 
flashcards 

Sing sea songs u/p 
Gitsagakomi
m Orff with 
#59 

Woodwind 
Family 
Gitsagakomim 
(56) 

create food rondo  
create tone bar acc 
for I See the Moon 
(59) 

Going to 
Sea 
Valentin
es Day 

March Practice q  qr  Q  

qTq  h 

practice ls m d 

#66, 71 

prepare re 

Lollipop tree (67 

) 

Orff with #66, 71 Summer, Vivaldi create acc. for 
poem intro for #66 

create rain program 
acc. for Cookie story 

Rain 

April Practice q  qr  Q  
qTq  h 

Present  w 

present re 

Hot Cross Buns (73) 
Rabbits (78) 

dynamics 
Find the 
Easter 
Basket 
(75) 

 

Orff with #73, 75 

loud-soft 
LCD27 
Butterfly, Grieg 
ABABAB 
Bunnyhop 
Salish Hand 
Game 

create new words 

#78 Rabbits 

Move - Bunnyhop 

Earth 
Day 
Easter 

May Practice q  qr  Q  
qTq  h 

Present H 

practice s 
mrd 
Johnny,(82
) Bought 
(88) 

legato/staccato 

- move to 
show using 
LCD 29, 30 

u/p Bought Me a Cat 

(88) Orff with #82, 

86, 88 

LCD #29, 30 

Sur le pont - 
French 
Jugemos (84) 
Japanese Frog 
Song Kagome 
(85,91) 

u/p create effects 
Bought Me a Cat (88) 
create acc. #82 John 
Move - Sur le pont 

Music 

Around 

the 

World 



 

June Practice q  qr  Q  
qTq  h 

Present  W 

ls mrd  95, 96, 97 
Bluebird 

, Down Came Johnny, 
Chase the Squirrel, round 
- Row 

Ooey Gooey u/p with Ooey 

Gooey Orff with 

95, 96,97 

Bluebird, Tchaikovsky create effects - 
move Ooey Gooey 

create verses - picnic 

Summer 

Fun 

 

 

  



 

Third Grade Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay Curriculum) 

 

Month: Beat / Rhythm: Melody: Expression: Instruments: Listening, 
Form 
Culture: 

Create, 
Movement 

Themes: 

September prepare: q qr h w 
eq  e 

present: beat, q 
qr h w 

.2 Number Concentration (dms) 

7. No Robbers   (ms) 

6. Plainsies Clapsies  (ms l) 

8. Whoopee Cushion   (dmsd’) 
9. Rocky Mountain  (drm sl) 
10. Turkey Lurkey   (dms) 

4. Glad I’m Back ABA 
5. Missus Tong * loud-soft, 

* fast-slow 
* high-low 

families of 
unpitched (u/p) 

Orff arrangements 
for songs 2, 6, 9, 
10 LCD1, play u/p 
(unpitched) 

Listen CD 1, 2 
cup game for 
rondo form 

4. I’m Glad I’m Back 
ABA 

11. Shake the 
Papaya * create 
rondo 

 

6. Plainsies, 
create 
movement 

Back to School 

Let’s Sing! 

October prepare:  3/4, h. 

present: h. 

practice: beat q qr hwQ 

12. Pass a Beanbag   (dms) 

16. Bells in the Steeple  (dms) 
17. Seven Up   (drm) 
22. Closet Key   (drm) 
23. Trampin’   (drm) 

13. Seasons-* 
expression, effect of 
choices 

15.  Third Base 
Coaches Dance  * 
tempo 

22. Closet Key *dynamics 

Orff arrangements 
for songs 12, 17, 21, 
22, 23 

Use u/p with 18 

Listen CD 3, 4, 5, 6 

18. Indian Summer 
19. Ceremonial 

Dance 

20. Something, 
create effects 
with u/p 

Give Thanks 

Spooky Sounds 

November prepare: h. 
qttt eq e 

present qttt 

practice: beat q qr hwQ 

28. Old Brass Wagon   (s,l, 
drm) 

29. I’m an Acorn   drm sl) 
31. Long Legged Sailor   (drm) 

36. Shake them ‘Simmons  
(s,l, drm) 

* dynamics, 
LCD#10 
Expressive 
singing: 

26. Remember Flanders 

30. Children Together 

Orff arrangements 
for song 23 

Listen CD 7, 8, 9, 10 

25. Nothing But, 
Spiritual 

32. Bonhomme, 
French 

28. Old Brass 
Wagon, 
movement 

31. Long Legged, 
create movement 

33. Washboard, 
create rondo 

36. Shake 
Simmons, create 
movement 

Peace 

Dancing Fun! 

December practice: qqrhw qttt 43. King’s Land   (drm sl)  Orff arrangements 
for song 43 

Listen CD 11 (play 
u/p) 

Listen CD 11 (play 
u/p), 12 

39-40, Caribbean 

46. Noche Buena, 
Spanish 

 Holiday Fun 

January practice: qqrhw qttt 49. In the Land of Oz (ltd) 

51. Cindy (drm sl) 
52. Tideo  (drm sl) 

56. New Shoes  (drm sl) 

53. Pirate song- 
*expression 

57. Got a Hat Hat - 
*tempo review 
58. Sakura - * legato, 
create movement 

Orff arrangements 
for songs 49, 51, 
56 

Listen CD 13, 14 

47. January First, 
Japan 

48. Koto, Japan 
51. Cindy, American 

58. Sakura, Japan 

 Japan 

February prepare: 
3/4 
present: 
3/4 

practice: qqrhw qttt 

66. Shiny Penny (drm sl) 
67. Coy Malindo (drm sl) 

63.  Donkey Riding-

*staccato, legato, accent 

67. Coy Malindo * 
expression 

* dynamics, LCD #17 

Orff arrangements 
for song 66, 
Shiny Penny 

Listen CD 16, 17, 
18 Strauss, 
Strauss DVD 

61. Ton Moulin, 
French 

64. E Papa, Maori 

60. Love 
Somebody 

* create B section 

65. Eating is 
Fun * create 
words 

Loggers and 
Love 

March practice: qqrhw qttt 3/4 69. Old Blue  (drm s) Expressive singing: 

69. Old Blue 
*tempo/dynamics 

75. When You Dream 

Orff arrangements 
for song 69 

Use u/p with 70, 

Listen CD 18 
(Brass), 19 
(dynamics) 

70. Dinah, 
create 
effects 
71. Irish Reel, 
create 
movement 

Irish Fun 



 

76. Wind Dinah 71.  Irish Reel 

April practice: qqrhw qttt 78. Rabbits  (drm) 

83. Find the Basket (drm sl) 

87. Swedish March   (d msd’) 
88. Inuit Lullaby  (s,l, dr) 

83. Find the Basket 

* dynamics 

Orff arrangements 
for songs 83, Find 
the Basket and 
88, Inuit 

Listen CD 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26 

* theme and 
variations 

81. Waltzing, 
Australian 

82. Digeridoo, 
Australian 

85-86, Mexico 

88. Inuit 89. Tinga 
Layo 

89.  Tinga Layo 

* rondo, create 
with u/p 

Earth Day 

 

Native 
Americans 

May Review qTq 

 

practice: qqrhw  qttt 
qTq 

92. Someone’s Tapping  (drm 

sl) 

92. Someone’s Tapping 

* vocal timbre, assess solo 

Orff arrangements 
for song 92, 
Tapping 

Listen CD 27, 28 

90. Kaanaskina, 
Native 

91. El Burrito, 
Spanish 

96. La Pulga, 
Spanish 

97. The Provinces, 
Canada 

 Sing in 
Spanish! 

June practice: qqrhw qttt   Use u/p with LCD 29 Listen CD 29, 30 

100. Ndinani Na 

*call-response, 
Africa 

 Summer Fun 

  



 

Fourth Grade Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay Curriculum) 

 

Month: Rhythm: Melody: Other: Instruments: Themes: 

September Prepare: eqe 
Present:beat-rhythm q Q 
qr   qttt 

staff, letter names, solfege 

smd, lsm, d l,s, 

Tempo,verse-chorus, meter 

movement,measures, dance, 

dynamics 

Orff arrangements unpitched 

(u/p) 

fun song, names 

October Present:eqe 

Practice: h qr qttt 

3/4 meter 

Prepare: s,l,td 

Practice: note names 

Tie, verse-chorus, create 

sound effects, create 

ostinato, round, rondo 

rhythm composition 

Orff arrangements unpitched 

(u/p)and Boomwhackers® 

Thanksgiving spooky 

songs bats 

Spanish, mariachi 

November Prepare/Present: qrt 

Practice: q qr qttt qrt e 

q e beat 

Prepare: scale 

Present:  fa, ti 

Practice: note names 

create accompaniment 

 

Practice: tempo terms 

Orff arrangements, u/p, 

Boomwhackers® Woodwind 

family 

peace Japan, koto 

December Practice: q qr e q e 

Present:  ties 

Practice: notes of C scale create ostinato, create 

movement/dance, Handel 

sound effects 

Boomwhackers® Orff 

arrangements 

Hebrew 

Handel, Native American 

Christmas 

January Present: 3/4 

Practice: q qr 

qttt 

Practice: reading note names 

using letter names or solfege 

styles of music staccato, 

legato, accent, verse-

chorus, unison 

Orff arrangements, u/p 

Recorder 

French Spanish 

February Practice: e q e  qrt 

qt q   qttt 

3/4, beat 

Practice: reading note names 

using letter names or solfege 

create new verses 

create ostinato 

musical styles, tempo 

Orff arrangements, u/p 

Recorder 

Spanish and French 

birthday songs 

March Prepare: 6/8 

Practice: e q e q qr qttt 

Practice: reading note names 

using letter names or solfege 

verse-chorus, fermata, 

legato, create movement, 

ostinato 

Orff arrangements, u/p 

Recorder 

water, Spring Scotland 

Africa 

April Present: Changing meter 
Practice: q qr h 3/4 qrt 
qr  qttt 

Practice: reading note names 

using letter names or solfege 

tempo terms, melodic 

ostinato, concert manners 

create movement 

Orff arrangements, u/p 

Recorder, spoons 

Earth Day program 

* integrated arts activity 

Easter game, French 

May Prepare 6/8 

Practice: q qr Q qttt 

Present: qtr 

Practice: reading note names 

using letter names or solfege 

create rhythm rondo 

conduct 4/4, pickup notes 

Orff arrangements, u/p 

Recorder 

Violin and string family 

settlers 

Jamaica, steel drum 

June Practice: 3/4, tie/slur 

q qr h. w 

Practice: reading note names 

using letter names or solfege 

dynamics, create verses Percussion family Instrument 

families 

patriotic music 

  



 

Fifth Grade Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay Curriculum) 
 

Month: Rhythm: Melody: Other: Instruments: Themes: 

September Prepare: qtr e q e 
Present: beat-rhythm, 
q qr h w 

Present: d m s d’, ls m, 

s, l, t d 

high/low, loud/soft, 

fast/slow, 12 bar blues, 

Orff arrangements 

unpitched 

fun song, 

names 

Caribbean 

October Prepare: 6/8 

Present: drmfs, l, drm 

Practice: drm sl,s,l, drm 

s l,td,drmfs 

Prepare: major scale 

Present:  e q e 

Practice: q qr 

tempo terms, verse-chorus, 

legato, dynamics 

theme and variations 

Orff arrangements 

unpitched percussion 

family 

Thanksgiving 

Spooky 

songs 

November Prepare: q. e 

, 3/4 Present: 

qttt 

Practice: q qr 

Present: major scale 

Practice: d m s d’, s, drm 

major scale, legato Orff arrangements 

unpitched woodwind, 

brass 

peace winter 

Jamaican 

December Prepare:  q.  e    

3/4 Practice:  q  

qr  h Present:   

ties 

C 

scal

e G 

scal

e 

Present: ties sound effects 

Boomwhackers® Orff 

arrangements 

Hebrew 

Spanish 

Christmas 

Christmas 

January Present: 3/4 

Practice: q. e    qrt 

Practice: drmfs Rossin

i jazz 

Orff arrangements 

unpitched 

string family 

healthy habits 

Black History 

February Prepare: 6/8 

Present: 5/4 

Practice: e q 

e 

Practice: drm sl, s, drm jazz - scat Orff arrangements 

unpitched 

Chinese New 

Years 

March Present

: 6/8 

Present

: q. e 

Practice: e q e q qr qttt 

Practice:  l,t,d mf lt, 

drm s d', drm sl d’ and 

C scale 

tempo terms,dynamics 

diminution/augmentation 

conducting 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 

Orff arrangements 

unpitched 

Australia, 

Africa Irish 

music Hebrew 

, French 

April Practice: q. e  qrt Practice: drm sl tempo 

create 

verses 

Orff arrangements 

unpitched 

Carmen by 

Bizet DVD 

“Bizet’s 

Dream” 

Renaissance 

music 

May Practice: 3/4  q qr h  q. e Practice: s,l, drm, C scale maypole dance 

create new 

words 

Orff arrangements 

unpitched 

Boomwhackers® 

Renaissance 

music May 

Day 

Trinidad 



 

June Practice: 3/4  q  qr  h.  w Practice:  s,l,tdrm, C 

scale, 

movement Instrument Bingo patriotic music 

Texas folk 

song 



 

 

Sixth Grade Music Scope and Sequence (Musicplay 

Curriculum) 

 

Mont

h  

Rhythm  Melody  Form  Harmony  Expressio

n Create  + 

Instrumen

ts 

Movement  

Theme ~ 

Fun Game ~ 

Pop 

Historica

l Cultural  

Sept  Barges qr q h 

Why 
Shouldn't - 
qr q 
Mango 
Walk e  q  
e Now 
We'll 
Make qr q 

Barges C 
scale 
Now 
We'll 
Make F 

Mango 
Walk 
1st/2nd end 

Barges  - 
descant Why 
Shouldn't - 
round Rufus 
Rustus - 
partner I Love 
This Country 

I Love This 
Country 
Song for 
the Mira 

Mango Walk *Orff SK8ER BOI 

Love my 
Baseball Bat 
Boy 

Cello 
Concerto 
Syrinx - flute 
Mango Walk 

O c t  Fish and 
Chips 
triplet 
Dollar q 
h 

Above a Plain 
q.   e 

Greensleeves  
6/8 

Dollar C scale  Fish and Chips 3 pt  Dry Bones + 
move Above a 
Plain *Orff 

Fish and Chips 
Complicated 

Joy -
Thanksgiving 
Dollar 

Dry Bones 

Oh My Darling 

Telemann Sonata 1 

Telemann Sonata 2 

Telemann Sonata 
3 Above a Plain 
Scarborough 
Greensleeves 

Nov  Dona 
Nobis 
3/4 
Minuet - 
Mozart 
3/4 Suo 
Gan q.   
e 

Dona 
Nobis *F 
Suo Gan 
* F scale 

Hagdale
na AABA 

Dona 
Nobis  3 
pt In 
Flanders 
Fields 

Wild Mountain 
Thyme Mary 
Mac 

Minuet - 
Mozart 
rhythm 
playalong 
Angels * Orff 
Hineh ma tov 

+ create movement 

Dona Nobis 
Peace La 
Bamba 

In Flanders 
Fields A 
Song of 
Peace 
Hanky 
Panky 
Hagdalena 

La Bamba 
Minuet - Mozart 
Suo Gan - 
Welsh Raga 7 - 
India Raga 9 - 
India 

D e c  Who 
Did 
q;.u 
Hine
h 
ma 
tov 
6/8 
le 
divin 
enfa
nt 

Round 
and 
Round 
(dorian) 

Who Did  
* G scale 
le divin 
enfant G 

Angels 
(repeats) String 
Quartet 

Round 
and 
Round 
Hineh ma 
tov 
Snowflak
es 

 le divin 
enfant 
(recorder
) 

Christmas at 
Hop Line 
Dance 

le divin 
enfant 
Snowflakes 
Christmas 
at Hop Line 
Dance 

String 
Quartet 
Hineh ma 
tov 

J a n  COFFEE 3/4 

A Great Big 
Sea qttt qrt 

COFFEE 
F *read 
Oh My 
Love 
major/min
or 

 COFFEE 

Oh My Love 

Eine Kleine 
staccatto/legato 

She's Like the 
Swallow A 
Great Big Sea 

Here's a Song 
that's Really 
Neat  + 

It's a Whacky Kind 
of Sound + 

Mrs. 
Murphy's 
Chowder 
Hocky 
Song Love 
Somebody 

Paper 
Scissors De 
Colores Eine 
Kleine 



 

Tell my Ma qrt Boomwhackers® Hi Ho Rattlin' Bog 

Feb  A Wuni Kuni 

Hymn to 
Freedom C 

  Wai Bamba 
3 pt Found a 
Peanut  I  V 

Hymn to 

Freedom 

Wade in the Water 

* Orff 

Found a Peanut Wai 
Bamb 
Arupusu 
Beethov
en 

March  Entendez Vous  
qr q h 

A Ram Sam qr 
q h 

Entendez 
Vous  * F A 
Ram Sam * 
F 

 Black 
Socks 4 pt 
Entendez 
Vous 4 pt A 
Ram Sam 2 
pt 

Gyps
y 
Rove
r 
Build 
a 
Bridg
e 

Celtic 1 & 2 

+ create dance 
Tumbalalaika 
*Orff 

Fillimirriay 
Black 
Socks 

OO'Kat 
Tumbalalaika 

April  She Waded q;.u 

Shanty Boys 6/8 

  Jubilate 6 pt She Waded  
+ 
Cornermaste
r  + 80-85 
Blues + 

86-90 Rap + 

 My Heart Will Go Gerakina 

3 
instrumental 
Jubilate 
Senviak 

M a y  Laugh Ha Ha qr 
q Sippin 

qrt  qTq 

Take Time qr 
q. e eq 

Squid Jiggin 3/8 

Laugh Ha 
Ha * F Mi 
Gallo * F 

 Laugh Ha 
Ha Sippin' 
Milkshakes 
Mi Gallo 

Nova Scotia 
Song Take 
Time 

Take Time 
*Orff 
Siyahamba 
drum 

De 
U
m
p 
Do 
Ru
n 

My Landlord 
She Sailed 
Away 

Siyaham
ba Mi 
Gallo 

June  Blood on the 

Saddle 

Blood on the 

Saddle 
  Cockles and 

Mussels 

Mary Had a 

Little 

Farewell 

 Un elephant 

Home on the Range 

O Canada 

Star Spangled Banner 

 

ARTS, Dance and Theater Scope and Sequence Kindergarten to Sixth Grade 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER Kindergarten 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 
Production, Performance and 
Exhibition of Dance, Theatre, 
and Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural Contexts  
Critical Response  
Aesthetic Response 

Drawing  
Painting  
Working with textiles  
Making collages  
Participate in movement to music and action 
songs 
 
1. Students recognize and use the visual arts as a 

form of communication. 

In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 

A Survival Kit for 

the 

Elementary/Middle 

School Art Teacher, 
Helen D. Hume 
(June 2002, 
Jossey-Bass) 
 
  



 

do include… 

• identifying visual images, themes, and ideas for 

works of art; 

• selecting and using visual images, themes, and 

ideas to communicate meaning; and 

• comparing the use of visual images and ideas. 

 

2. Students know and apply elements of art, 

principles of design, and sensory and expressive 

features of visual arts. 

In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 

do include… 

• identifying elements of art and principles of design 

in works of art; and 

• applying elements of art and principles of design to 

create works of art. 

 

3. Students know and apply visual arts materials, 

tools, techniques, and processes. 

In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 

do include… 

• identifying and describing different materials, tools, 

techniques, and processes; and 

• using materials, tools, techniques, and processes 

to make works of art. 

 

4. Students relate the visual arts to various historical 

and cultural traditions. 

In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 

do include… 

• identifying works of art as belonging to various 

cultures, times, and places; and 



 

• creating art based on historical and cultural ideas 

of diverse people 

 

5. Students analyze and evaluate the 

characteristics, merits, and meaning of works of art. 

In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 

do include… 

• observing and describing a variety of works of art, 

including their own; 

• using specific criteria to analyze works of art; and 

• using specific criteria to evaluate works of art. 

 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER First Grade 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 
Production, Performance and 
Exhibition of Dance, Theatre, 
and Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural Contexts  
Critical Response  
Aesthetic Response  
 

Drawing  
Painting  
Sculpting  
Working with textiles  
Creating collages  
Printmaking  
Exploring art history  
Understanding applied arts  
Valuing, judging, and criticizing aesthetics of art  
Creativity  
 
1. Students recognize and use the visual arts 
as a form of communication. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying visual images, themes, and ideas 
for works of art; 
• selecting and using visual images, themes, 
and ideas to communicate meaning; and 
• comparing the use of visual images and 
ideas. 
 
2. Students know and apply elements of art, 
principles of design, and sensory and 
expressive features of visual arts. 

A Survival Kit for 

the 

Elementary/Middle 

School Art Teacher, 
Helen D. Hume 
(June 2002, 
Jossey-Bass) 
 



 

In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying elements of art and principles of 
design in works of art; and 
• applying elements of art and principles of 
design to create works of art. 
 
3. Students know and apply visual arts 
materials, tools, techniques, and processes. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying and describing different materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes; and 
• using materials, tools, techniques, and 
processes to make works of art. 
 
4. Students relate the visual arts to various 
historical and cultural traditions. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying works of art as belonging to 
various cultures, times, and places; and 
• creating art based on historical and cultural 
ideas of diverse peo 
 
5. Students analyze and evaluate the 
characteristics, merits, and meaning of works 
of art. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• observing and describing a variety of works of 
art, including their own; 
• using specific criteria to analyze works of art; 
and 
• using specific criteria to evaluate works of art. 

 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER Second Grade 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 



 

Production, Performance and 
Exhibition of Dance, Theatre, 
and Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural Contexts  
Critical Response  
Aesthetic Response  

Drawing  
Painting  
Sculpting  
Working with textiles  
Creating collages  
Printmaking  
Exploring art history  
Understanding applied arts  
Valuing, judging, and criticizing aesthetics of art  
 
1. Students recognize and use the visual arts as 
a form of communication. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able 
to do include… 
• identifying visual images, themes, and ideas for 
works of art; 
• selecting and using visual images, themes, and 
ideas to communicate meaning; and 
• comparing the use of visual images and ideas. 
 
2. Students know and apply elements of art, 
principles of design, and sensory and expressive 
features of visual arts. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able 
to do include… 
• identifying elements of art and principles of 
design in works of art; and 
• applying elements of art and principles of 
design to create works of art. 
 
3. Students know and apply visual arts materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able 
to do include… 
• identifying and describing different materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes; and 
• using materials, tools, techniques, and 
processes to make works of art. 
 
4. Students relate the visual arts to various 
historical and cultural traditions. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able 
to do include… 
• identifying works of art as belonging to various 
cultures, times, and places; and 
• creating art based on historical and cultural 

A Survival Kit for 

the 

Elementary/Middle 

School Art 

Teacher, Helen D. 
Hume (June 2002, 
Jossey-Bass) 
 



 

ideas of diverse peo 
 
5. Students analyze and evaluate the 
characteristics, merits, and meaning of works of 
art. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able 
to do include… 
• observing and describing a variety of works of 
art, including their own; 
• using specific criteria to analyze works of art; 
and 
• using specific criteria to evaluate works of art. 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER Third Grade 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 
Production, Performance and 
Exhibition of Dance, Theatre, and 
Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural Contexts  
Critical Response  
Aesthetic Response  
 

Drawing  
Painting  
Sculpting  
Working with textiles  
Creating collages  
Printmaking  
Exploring art history  
Understanding applied arts  
Valuing, judging, and criticizing aesthetics of art 
  
 1. Students recognize and use the visual arts 
as a form of communication. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying visual images, themes, and ideas 
for works of art; 
• selecting and using visual images, themes, 
and ideas to communicate meaning; and 
• comparing the use of visual images and 
ideas. 
 
2. Students know and apply elements of art, 
principles of design, and sensory and 
expressive features of visual arts. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying elements of art and principles of 
design in works of art; and 
• applying elements of art and principles of 
design to create works of art. 
 

A Survival Kit for 

the 

Elementary/Middle 

School Art 

Teacher, Helen D. 
Hume (June 2002, 
Jossey-Bass) 
 
 



 

3. Students know and apply visual arts 
materials, tools, techniques, and processes. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying and describing different materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes; and 
• using materials, tools, techniques, and 
processes to make works of art. 
 
4. Students relate the visual arts to various 
historical and cultural traditions. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• identifying works of art as belonging to various 
cultures, times, and places; and 
• creating art based on historical and cultural 
ideas of diverse peo 
 
5. Students analyze and evaluate the 
characteristics, merits, and meaning of works of 
art. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are 
able to do include… 
• observing and describing a variety of works of 
art, including their own; 
• using specific criteria to analyze works of art; 
and 
• using specific criteria to evaluate works of art. 

 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER, Fourth Grade 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 



 

Production, Performance and 
Exhibition of Dance, Theatre, 
and Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural 
Contexts 
Critical Response 
Aesthetic Response  
 

Drawing  
Painting  
Sculpting  
Working with textiles  
Creating collages  
Printmaking  
Exploring art history  
Understanding applied arts  
Valuing, judging, and criticizing aesthetics of Art  
1. Students recognize and use the visual arts as a 
form of communication. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 
do include… 
• identifying visual images, themes, and ideas for 
works of art; 
• selecting and using visual images, themes, and 
ideas to communicate meaning; and 
• comparing the use of visual images and ideas. 
 
2. Students know and apply elements of art, 
principles of design, and sensory and expressive 
features of visual arts. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 
do include… 
• identifying elements of art and principles of 
design in works of art; and 
• applying elements of art and principles of design 
to create works of art. 
 
3. Students know and apply visual arts materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 
do include… 
• identifying and describing different materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes; and 
• using materials, tools, techniques, and 
processes to make works of art. 
 
4. Students relate the visual arts to various 
historical and cultural traditions. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 
do include… 
• identifying works of art as belonging to various 
cultures, times, and places; and 
• creating art based on historical and cultural 
ideas of diverse peo 

A Survival Kit for 

the 

Elementary/Middle 

School Art 

Teacher, Helen D. 
Hume (June 2002, 
Jossey-Bass) 
 



 

 
5. Students analyze and evaluate the 
characteristics, merits, and meaning of works of 
art. 
In grades K-4, what students know and are able to 
do include… 
• observing and describing a variety of works of 
art, including their own; 
• using specific criteria to analyze works of art; 
and 
• using specific criteria to evaluate works of art. 

 

 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER, Fifth Grade 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 
Production, Performance 
and Exhibition of Dance, 
Theatre, and Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural 
Contexts 
Critical Response 
Aesthetic Response  
 

Drawing  
Painting  
Sculpting  
Working with textiles  
Creating collages  
Printmaking  
Exploring art history  
Understanding applied arts  
Valuing, judging, and criticizing aesthetics of Art  
 
Students in grades 5-6 will know and be able to do: 
• identifying and discussing how and why visual images, 
themes, and ideas communicate; 
• selecting, organizing, and employing visual images, 
themes, and ideas in works of art to express an 
intended meaning; and 
• evaluating meaning and communication in works of art. 
• interpreting and distinguishing intended meanings of 
visual images, themes, and ideas in works of art; 
• researching and synthesizing visual images, themes, 
and ideas to create works of art which reflect personal 
experiences and intended meanings; and 
• evaluating and defending the use of visual images, 
themes, and ideas to communicate intended meanings. 

A Survival Kit for 

the 

Elementary/Middle 

School Art 

Teacher, Helen D. 
Hume (June 2002, 
Jossey-Bass) 
 



 

• describing and discussing characteristics of elements 
of art, principles of design, and styles of art; 
• using elements of art, principles of design, and styles 
of art to communicate ideas and experiences; and 
• analyzing and evaluating the use of elements of art, 
principles of design, and styles of art that express ideas 
and experiences. 
• identifying and experimenting with materials, tools, 
techniques, and processes; 
• selecting and using materials, tools, techniques, and 
processes that enhance communication of ideas 
through art; and 
• evaluating the selection and use of materials, tools, 
techniques, and processes. 
• identifying and comparing the characteristics of works 
of art from various cultures, times, and places; 
• creating art based on personal interpretation of various 
historical and cultural contexts; 
• demonstrating how history and culture of various 
people influence the creation, meaning, and style of 
works of art. 
• identifying and discussing reasons for creating works 
of art; 
• using methods of critical analysis and aesthetic inquiry; 
and 
• formulating responses to works of art from personal 
and critical 

 

ARTS, DANCE, THEATER, Sixth Grade 

Arts Areas TOPICS/THEMATIC UNITS RESOURCES 



 

Production, Performance and 
Exhibition of Dance, Theatre, 
and Visual Arts 
Historical and Cultural 
Contexts 
Critical Response 
Aesthetic Response  
 

Drawing  
Painting  
Sculpting  
Working with textiles  
Creating collages  
Printmaking  
Exploring art history  
Understanding applied arts  
Valuing, judging, and criticizing aesthetics of Art  
 
Students in grades 5-6 will know and be able to do: 
• identifying and discussing how and why visual 
images, themes, and ideas communicate; 
• selecting, organizing, and employing visual 
images, themes, and ideas in works of art to 
express an intended meaning; and 
• evaluating meaning and communication in works 
of art. 
• interpreting and distinguishing intended meanings 
of visual images, themes, and ideas in works of art; 
• researching and synthesizing visual images, 
themes, and ideas to create works of art which 
reflect personal experiences and intended 
meanings; and 
• evaluating and defending the use of visual images, 
themes, and ideas to communicate intended 
meanings. 
• describing and discussing characteristics of 
elements of art, principles of design, and styles of 
art; 
• using elements of art, principles of design, and 
styles of art to communicate ideas and experiences; 
and 
• analyzing and evaluating the use of elements of 
art, principles of design, and styles of art that 
express ideas and experiences. 
• identifying and experimenting with materials, tools, 
techniques, and processes; 
• selecting and using materials, tools, techniques, 
and processes that enhance communication of 
ideas through art; and 
• evaluating the selection and use of materials, 
tools, techniques, and processes. 
• identifying and comparing the characteristics of 
works of art from various cultures, times, and 
places; 
• creating art based on personal interpretation of 
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various historical and cultural contexts; 
• demonstrating how history and culture of various 
people influence the creation, meaning, and style of 
works of art. 
• identifying and discussing reasons for creating 
works of art; 
• using methods of critical analysis and aesthetic 
inquiry; and 
• formulating responses to works of art from 
personal and critical 

 

 



 

ARTS SCOPE AND SEQUENCE, GRADES 7 to 12 

 

SEVENTH GRADE  MATERIALS 

The students will: 

Produce, Perform and Exhibit Works of Art in Various Forms (Dance, Music, Theatre 

and Visual Arts) 

 Know and use the elements of each art form to create works in the VISUAL 

& PERFORMING ARTS. 

 Elements 

 Dance: • energy/force • space • time 

 Music: • duration • intensity • pitch • timbre 

 Theatre: • scenario • script/text • set design 

 Visual Arts: • color • form/shape • line • space • texture • value  

 Know and use fundamental vocabulary within each of the arts forms. 

 Describe and use knowledge of a specific style within each art form 

through a performance or exhibition of a unique work. 

 Know and demonstrate how arts can communicate experiences, stories or 

emotions through the production of works in the arts.  

 Describe arts events that take place in schools and in communities.  

Build an Understanding of the Historical and Cultural Contexts of the Arts 

 Relate works in the arts chronologically to historical events (e.g., 10,000 

B.C. to present). 

 Relate works in the arts to varying styles and genre and to the periods in 

which they were created (e.g., Bronze Age, Ming Dynasty, Renaissance, 

Classical, Modern, Post-Modern, Contemporary, Futuristic, others). 

Develop the Knowledge and Skills of Critical Response 

 Identify critical processes in the examination of works in the VISUAL & 

PERFORMING ARTS. 

o Compare and contrast 

o Analyze 

o Interpret 

o Form and test hypotheses 

o Evaluate/form judgments 

 Describe works in the arts comparing similar and contrasting 

characteristics (e.g., staccato in Grieg’s In the Hall of the Mountain King 

and in tap dance). 

 Classify works in the arts by forms in which they are found (e.g., farce, 

architecture, graphic design). 

Identify, Explain, and Analyze the Qualities of Aesthetic Response 

 Identify uses of expressive symbols that show philosophical meanings in 

works in the VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS (e.g., American TV ads versus 

Asian TV ads). 

 Investigate and communicate multiple philosophical views about works in 

the arts. 
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EIGHTH GRADE MATERIALS 

The students will: 

 Produce, Perform and Exhibit Works of Art in Various Forms (Dance, Music, 

Theatre and Visual Arts) Know and use the elements and principles of 

each art form to create works in the VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS. 

 Principles 

 Dance: • choreography • form • genre • improvisation • style • 

technique  

 Music: • composition • form • genre • harmony • rhythm • texture  

 Theatre: • balance • collaboration • discipline • emphasis • focus • 

intention • movement • rhythm • style • voice  

 Visual Arts: • balance • contrast • emphasis/focal point • 

movement/rhythm • proportion/scale • repetition • unity/harmony 

 Describe works of others through performance or exhibition in two art 

forms. 

 Identify the function and benefits of rehearsal and practice sessions. 

 Use and maintain materials, equipment and tools safely at work and 

performance spaces. 

o Describe some materials used.  

o Describe issues of cleanliness related to the arts. 

o Describe types of mechanical/electrical equipment usage.  

o Know how to work in selected physical space/environments. 

o Identify the qualities of safe props/stage equipment. 

o Describe methods for storing materials in the arts. 

 Apply traditional and contemporary technologies for producing, 

performing and exhibiting works in the arts or the works of others. 

o Experiment with traditional technologies (e.g., ceramic/wooden 

tools, earthen clays, masks, instruments, folk shoes, etching tools, 

folk looms). 

o Experiment with contemporary technologies (e.g., color fills on 

computers, texture methods on computers, fonts/point systems, 

animation techniques, video teleconferencing, multimedia 

techniques, internet access, library computer card catalogues). 

 Apply traditional and contemporary technology in furthering knowledge 

and understanding in the humanities 

Build an Understanding of the Historical and Cultural Contexts of the Arts 

 Explain the historical, cultural and social context of an individual work in 

the arts. 

 Analyze a work of art from its historical and cultural perspective. 

 Know and apply appropriate vocabulary used between social studies and 

the VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS. 

Develop the Knowledge and Skills of Critical Response 

 Compare similar and contrasting important aspects of works in the VISUAL 

& PERFORMING ARTS based on a set of guidelines using a comprehensive 

vocabulary of critical response. 

 Describe and use types of critical analysis in the VISUAL & PERFORMING 

ARTS. 

o Contextual criticism  

o Formal criticism 

o Intuitive criticism 
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 Know how to recognize the process of criticism in identifying and analyzing 

characteristics among works in the arts. 

 Describe a critic's position or opinion about selected works in the VISUAL & 

PERFORMING ARTS (e.g., student’s presentation of a critical position on 

Walt Disney’s Evolution of Mickey and Minnie Mouse).  

Identify, Explain, and Analyze the Qualities of Aesthetic Response 

 Identify the attributes of various audiences’ environments as they influence 

individual aesthetic response (e.g., Beatles’ music played by the Boston 

Pops versus video taped concerts from the 1970s). 

 Explain choices made regarding media, technique, form, subject matter 

and themes that communicate the artist’s philosophy within a work in the 

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS (e.g., selection of stage lighting in Leonard 

Bernstein's West Side Story to communicate mood). 

 

 



 

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC – HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL   

COURSES OFFERED 

Art History (Compass Learning) 

Digital Arts & Photography (Compass Learning) 

Music and Arts Appreciation (Understanding Music, 4th edition, Prentice Hall, 2012; Reality Through 

the Arts, 6th ed.  Dennis J. Sporre,  Prentice Hall, 2006 

 

 

ART HISTORY – High School Level  

 

ART HISTORY 

 

MATERIALS 

Art History (Compass Learning; A Survival Kit- Hume, 2002) 

Art History is a year-long elective designed to enable students to develop knowledge of the 

history and theory of art and the relationship between artist, artwork, and society. Students will 

research and critique periods, styles, and works of art from early civilizations through modern and 

contemporary art. They will address questions such as: What makes an artwork a masterpiece? 

Why do artists create art? What is the difference between Rococo and Art Nouveau? Students 

will learn about the elements of art and principles of design, and learn how artists have used 

these elements and principles in the creation of art for centuries. This course focuses on the 

development of artistic traditions in Western culture. Major artists, periods, and movements from 

Prehistory to Modernism will be discussed. 

 

 

The students will: 

Produce, Perform and Exhibit Works of Art in Various Forms (Dance, Music, 

Theatre and Visual Arts) 

 Recognize, know, and use a variety of appropriate arts elements and 

principles to produce original works in the arts. 

 Identify and use comprehensive vocabulary within each of the arts forms.  

 Demonstrate knowledge of at least two styles within each art form 

through performance or exhibition of unique works. 

 Communicate a unifying theme or point of view through the production 

of works in the arts. 

Compass 

Learning 
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Art History 

Elective 
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 Explain works of others within each art form through performance or 

exhibition. 

 Explain the function and benefits of rehearsal and practice sessions.  

 Demonstrate and maintain materials, equipment and tools safely at work 

and performance spaces. 

o Analyze the use of materials.  

o Explain issues of cleanliness related to the arts. 

o Explain the use of mechanical/electrical equipment. 

o Demonstrate how to work in selected physical 

space/environment. 

o Demonstrate the selection of safe props/stage equipment. 

o Demonstrate methods for storing materials in the arts. 

 Know where arts events, performances and exhibitions occur and how 

to gain admission.  

Build an Understanding of the Historical and Cultural Contexts of the Arts 

 Analyze how historical events and culture impact forms, techniques and 

purposes of works in the arts (e.g., Gilbert and Sullivan operettas) 

 Relate works in the arts to geographic regions: 

o Europe 

o North America 

o South America 

Develop the Knowledge and Skills of Critical Response 

 Know and use the critical process of the examination of works in the 

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS. 

o Compare and contrast 

o Analyze 

o Interpret 

o Form and test hypotheses 

o Evaluate/form judgments 

 Analyze and interpret specific characteristics of works in the arts within 

each art form (e.g., pentatonic scales in Korean and Indonesian music). 

 Identify and classify styles, forms, types and genre within art forms    (e.g., 

modern dance and the ethnic dance, a ballad and a patriotic song). 

 Evaluate works in the VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS using a complex 

vocabulary of critical response. 

Identify, Explain, and Analyze the Qualities of Aesthetic Response 

 Compare and contrast examples of group and individual philosophical 

meanings of works in the VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS (e.g., group 

discussions on musical theatre versus the individual’s concept of musical 

theatre). 

 Compare and contrast informed individual opinions about the meaning of 

works in the arts to others (e.g., debate philosophical opinions within a 

listserve or at an artist’s website). 
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Digital Arts- High School Level 

(Compass Learning Odyssey) 

  

Digital Arts is designed to provide students with an introduction to digital cameras. Students will be able 

to display the photos they captured through various projects. Other projects will include virtual field 

trips and researching artists. provides computer science students with an introduction to visualization-

graphics programming on computers. To equip students for today’s digitally driven lifestyle; this course 

focuses on using a digital camera and the practical application of digital imaging and editing programs. 

Additionally, students will work with audio-editing programs, and will also examine 3D technology and 

cinematography. 

 

Course Outline 

Introduction 
Describe some careers found in this field Describe the goal of the course 

List tips for achieving academic success in the course 

Start the Course 
Identify computer requirements 

Learn how to move through the course Switch between windows 

Set Up  Computer 
Find files and folders on a computer Make a course folder 

Set up a computer to show the List folder view and file name extensions 

Set Up a Browser and Install Software Download and install a zip utility Download and unzip course resources 

Install software 

Set up a web browser 

Zip and unzip files and folders 

Research and Citation 
Define plagiarism and citation Find and complete course tasks 

Identify sources of trustworthy information 

Additional Materials 
Define copyright 

List the top 5 netiquette rules 

Introduction to Digital Art Visual Art 

Define art, artwork, and subjectivity Define visual art and performance art 

Identify criteria people use to identify and judge art Identify elements of visual art 

Digital Art 
Define digital art 

Identify common digital art tools Identify common uses of digital art 

Identify differences between raster and vector graphics 



 

Inkscape Basics 
Draw dots with the Pencil Tool 

Draw straight lines with the Pencil Tool Identify parts of the Inkscape workspace Open and save an Inkscape project 

Use the Zoom Tool to zoom in and out 

More Inkscape Basics 
Draw lines freehand with the Pencil Tool 

Use the Select Tool to select, resize, rotate, and move objects Use the Undo and Redo commands 

Use the Undo History command 

Lesson 1A 
Add on to  work from this unit Check  added-on work 

Check  work from this unit 

Compress (zip)  files 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 1B 
Compress (zip)  files 

Create new work using skills from this unit Review the Lesson rubric 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 1C 
Compress (zip)  Lesson file or files Research and reflect on key concepts from this unit 

Submit  compressed file or files to  instructor 

Lines in Art 
Identify common line qualities used to describe lines Identify common types of lines used in art 

Identify different styles of calligraphy Identify ways that artists use lines in art 

Draw and Edit Lines 
Define path, open path, and closed path Draw a curved line with the Pencil Tool Identify nodes and segments on a line 

Use the Node Tool to see, add, delete, and move nodes Use the Simplify command to remove nodes from a path 

Make Bezier Curves 
Draw Bezier curves with the Bezier Tool 

Switch between drawing curves and straight lines using the Bezier Tool Use Bezier Tool keyboard commands 

Use the Bezier Tool to draw a straight line with multiple segments Use the Bezier Tool to draw curves with a sharp angle in 

between 

Style Lines 
Define cap, butt cap, round cap, and square cap, and change the cap style of a line Define stroke and change the stroke style and 

thickness of a line 

Draw lines using preset brushes of the Calligraphy Tool Open and resave a project 

Use the Copy and Paste commands to copy and paste a line's style 

Start the Art Project 
Define still life and inanimate object Draw a decanter with Bezier curves 

Draw a wine glass with straight lines using the Bezier Tool Edit lines with the Node Tool 

Resize objects with the Select Tool 

 

Lesson 2A 
Add on to  work from this unit Check  added-on work 

Check  work from this unit Compress (zip)  files 



 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 2B 
Compress (zip)  files 

Create new work using skills from this unit Review the Lesson rubric 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 2C 
Compress (zip)  Lesson file or files Research and reflect on key concepts from this unit 

Submit  compressed file or files to  instructor 

Shape and Form 

Shape 

Define Cubism and identify examples of Cubism 

Define dimension, height, width, two-dimensional (2D) object, and shape Identify common shape arts 

Identify common types of shapes and ways that shapes can interact with each other Identify ways that artists use shape in art 

Draw Shapes 
Add layers and use the Cut and Paste command to move objects to layers Draw circles and ovals with the Ellipse Tool 

Draw polygons and stars with the Star Tool 

Draw squares and rectangles with the Rectangle Tool Hide and show layers, and lock and unlock layers 

Define form, three-dimensional (3D) object, and depth Identify common form arts 

Identify common types of forms  Identify ways that artists use form in art 

 

Add Shape and Form 
Align and unite the shapes of the bowl Draw and edit three shapes to make a bowl 

Draw ellipses in the glass and decanter, and edit them to look like liquid Open a project and save a new version 

Rename and add layers 

Lesson 3A 
Add on to  work from this unit Check  added-on work 

Check  work from this unit Compress (zip)  files 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 3B 
Compress (zip)  files 

Create new work using skills from this unit Review the Lesson rubric 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 3C 
Compress (zip)  Lesson file or files Research and reflect on key concepts from this unit 

Submit  compressed file or files to  instructor 

Color and Light 
Define color, visual spectrum, and color spectrum, and identify how color is created 

Define optical effects, emotional effects, simultaneous contrast, optical color mixture, and pointillism Identify differences between 

additive and subtractive color mixing 

Identify how the color wheel represents relationships between colors Identify the main properties of color, including hue, value, 

and intensity 

Color in Art 
Identify the importance of color in painting Identify types of color schemes 



 

Identify ways that artists use color in art 

Paint with Color 
Define color palette and fill 

Draw and color lines with the Calligraphy Tool 

Identify methods for changing color in Inkscape, and color lines using RGB, HSL, CMYK, and the Wheel in Inkscape Use Alpha, 

Blur, and Opacity 

Use Inkscape's Swatches panel and Palette 

Add Color to  Still Life 
Add a linear gradient to the background 

Color a background layer, the bowl, and the decanter liquid Define gradient, linear gradient, and radial gradient 

Use gradient stops to edit the color of a gradient 

Use the Dropper Tool to add a color from one object to another 

Add Grapes to  Still Life 

Color the grape and add a radial gradient 

Copy and paste the grape to create more grapes Draw a grape with the Ellipse Tool 

Move the grapes into the bowl 

Rotate grapes to make them look natural 

 
Value 

Lesson 4A 

Add on to  work from this unit Check  added-on work 

Check  work from this unit Compress (zip)  files 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 4B 
Compress (zip)  files 

Create new work using skills from this unit Review the Lesson rubric 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 4C 
Compress (zip)  Lesson file or files Research and reflect on key concepts from this unit 

Submit  compressed file or files to  instructor 

Study Guide and Quiz 
Review the quiz study guide before taking the quiz 
 

 

Value in Art 
Define value, lightness, darkness, contrast, gradation, and neutral colors Identify types of arts that illustrate value well 

Identify ways that artists use value in art 

Create Value 
Arrange the rows and columns 

Create a gray scale, a red scale, a green scale, and a blue scale Create columns of squares 

Identify common color models 

Start Adding Value to the Still Life 
Add a contrast gradient to the decanter and glass Add soft highlights to the bowl, decanter, and glass Define highlights 

Define soft highlights 



 

Make the glass and decanter white 

Space 

Finish Adding Value to the Still Life 

Add blurry highlights to the grapes 

Add hard highlights to the glass and decanter Define hard highlights 

Draw and color shadows for the objects 

Lesson 5A 
Add on to  work from this unit Check  added-on work 

Check  work from this unit Compress (zip)  files 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 5B 
Compress (zip)  files 

Create new work using skills from this unit Review the Lesson rubric 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 5C 
Compress (zip)  Lesson file or files Research and reflect on key concepts from this unit 

Submit  compressed file or files to  instructor 
 

Visual Cues 
Define foreground, background, middle ground, positive shape, figure, negative shape, and ground Define space, plane, and 

picture plane 

Identify common visual cues that artists use to create the illusion of depth Identify ways that space is used in 3D and 2D art 

Space in Art 
Identify types of perspective and types of linear perspective Identify ways that artists use space in art 

Create Space 
Add doors to the boxes so they look more like buildings Curve the roof of one of the boxes 

Draw a road using one-point perspective lines Draw boxes using two-point perspective Identify the Box Tool's types of handles 

Add a Table to the Still Life 
Align and color the front of the table Color the table top 

Define guide lines and draw guide lines that will help you draw the table top Draw the front of the table with the Rectangle Tool 

Draw the table top in one-point perspective 

Add a Book to the Still Life 
Add outlines, color, curves, gradients, and a shadow to the book Draw a book in two-point perspective with the Box Tool 

Edit the shape of the book Group objects on layers Rearrange objects on the table 

Lesson 6A 

Add on to  work from this unit Check  added-on work 

Check  work from this unit Compress (zip)  files 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 6B 
Compress (zip)  files 

Create new work using skills from this unit Review the Lesson rubric 

Submit  compressed files to  instructor 

Lesson 6C 



 

Compress (zip)  Lesson file or files Research and reflect on key concepts from this unit 

Submit  compressed file or files to  instructor 

Texture 

Texture in Art 

Add filters to shapes 

Define texture and visual feel Draw and color shapes Identify useful filter types 

Identify ways that texture is used in art 

Add Texture to  Still Life 

Add a glinting light 

Add color and a shadow to the tablecloth Add filters to the still life project 

Draw a tablecloth 

Use the Text Tool to add a title to the book 

 



 

Music and Arts Appreciation  

(Understanding Music, 4th edition, Prentice Hall, 2012; Reality Through the Arts, 6th ed.  Dennis J. 

Sporre,  Prentice Hall, 2006) 

 

The goal of course is to provide instruction in basic musical elements, trace the development and 

growth of classical music, and give students a strong foundation for a greater appreciation of music, and 

to explore a wide range of visual and performing arts in depth. Students will examine music in the world 

around them and discover how they experience music. They’ll be introduced to the basic elements and 

sounds of music and instruments. Students will learn the names and backgrounds of several famous 

musical composers. Students will also learn how and where classical music began, how it developed 

over the centuries, and the ways in which music and culture affect each other. Lastly, students will 

examine the ways modern music has been influenced by classical music. This course also provides 

students with lessons in engaged listening. These special lessons allow students to listen and respond to 

music. A template for how to listen and respond is provided. 

 

 

Music and Arts Appreciation MATERIALS 

The students will: 

Produce, Perform and Exhibit Works of Art in Various Forms (Dance, Music, 

Theatre and Visual Arts) 

 Recognize, know, use and demonstrate a variety of appropriate arts 

elements and principles to produce, review and revise original works in 

the arts. 

 Dance: • create and choreograph   

 Music: • read and notate music  

 Theatre: • improvise • interpret a role  

 Visual Arts: • craft • sculpt  

 

 Integrate and apply advanced vocabulary to the arts forms.  

 Demonstrate specific styles in combination through the production or 

performance of a unique work of art (e.g., a dance composition that 

combines jazz dance and African dance). 

 Delineate a unifying theme through the production of a work of art that 

reflects skills in media processes and techniques. 

 Analyze works of arts influenced by experiences or historical and 

cultural events through production, performance or exhibition. 

 Analyze the effect of rehearsal and practice sessions.  

 Incorporate the effective and safe use of materials, equipment and 

tools into the production of works in the arts at work and performance 
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spaces. 

o Evaluate the use and applications of materials. 

o Evaluate issues of cleanliness related to the arts. 

o Evaluate the use and applications of mechanical/electrical 

equipment. 

o Evaluate differences among selected physical 

space/environment. 

o Evaluate the use and applications of safe props/stage 

equipment. 

o Evaluate the use and apply safe methods for storing materials 

in the arts. 

Build an Understanding of the Historical and  

 Identify, describe and analyze the work of Pennsylvania Artists in dance, 

music, theatre and visual arts. 

 Identify, explain and analyze philosophical beliefs as they relate to works 

in the arts (e.g., classical architecture, rock music, Native American 

dance, contemporary American musical theatre). 

Develop the Knowledge and Skills of Critical Response 

 Explain and apply the critical examination processes of works in the 

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS.  

o Compare and contrast 

o Analyze 

o Interpret 

o Form and test hypotheses 

o Evaluate/form judgments 

 Determine and apply criteria to a person’s work and works of others in 

the arts (e.g., use visual scanning techniques to critique the student’s 

own use of sculptural space in comparison to Julio Gonzales’ use of 

space in Woman Combing Her Hair). 

 Apply systems of classification for interpreting works in the arts and 

forming a critical response. 

 Analyze and interpret works in the VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS from 

different societies using culturally specific vocabulary of critical 

response. 

Identify, Explain, and Analyze the Qualities of Aesthetic Response 

 Evaluate an individual’s philosophical statement on a work in the arts and 

its relationship to one’s own life based on knowledge and experience. 
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Curriculum 12.  Technology Scope and Sequence K to 8 
  



 

Synergy Cyber Charter School Technology Skills Scope and Sequence with 
Pennsylvania Standards and National Educational Technology Standards 
(NETS-S) Correlations.  K to 12th Grade 

Primary Curriculum Materials: EasyTech by Learning.com and CompassLearning 
Odyssey  

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, 

kindergarten students engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  

In Kindergarten, students are introduced to the keyboard and basic characteristics of computers.   

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Mouse Basics Select, Drag, 
and Double-
click 

3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information from a 
variety of sources and media. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to learning of 
new technologies. 

 

Introduction to 
Keyboards 

Cursor, Arrows, 
and Tab 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity.  
 
 

 

 KLMNO 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 

 



 

 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 PQRST 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Shift and 
Symbols 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 UVWXYZ 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 

 



 

of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 Words, Spaces, 
and Enter 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

 

 ABCDE 3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information from a 
variety of sources and media. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to learning of 
new technologies. 

 

 FGHIJ 3.c. Evaluate and select information sources and 
digital tools based on the appropriateness to 
specific tasks. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Numbers 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and  



 

responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 

 

First Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  First grade students 

continue learning about the keyboard while simultaneously exploring word processors and concept 

mapping. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Beginning 
Graphics 

Brushes and 
Lines 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of 
media and formats. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

3.4.3.A1.  
Identify how 
the  
natural made 
world  
and the human 
made  
world are 
different. 
 

 Shapes and 
Fills 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 

3.4.3.A1.  
Identify how 
the  
natural made 
world  
and the human 
made  



 

effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of 
media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

world are 
different. 
 

Visual 
Mapping 
Basics 

Grouping and 
Labeling 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of 
media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, 
and ethically use information from a variety of 
sources and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

 

 Attributes and 
Linking 

1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of 
media and formats. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 

 



 

 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

Word 
Processing 
Basics 

Creating 
Documents 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, 
experts, or others employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of 
media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

 

 Formatting 
Text 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, 
experts, or others employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of 
media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 



 

  

 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 



 

Second Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum. Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  In the second grade 

students continue exploring word processors, keyboarding, concept mapping while also learning about 

social responsibility during internet use. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Data and 
Database Basics 

Database: Data 
Classification 

2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with learners 
of other cultures. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to learning of 
new technologies. 

 

 Databases: Search 
and Filter 

3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 

 



 

4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Databases: Sort 
and Filter 

3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Databases: Table, 
Records, and Fields 

3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Sourcing and Ethics 4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 

 

Computer 
Basics 

Printer 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 

 



 

6.c Troubleshoot systems and applications. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to learning of 
new technologies. 

 Scanner 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Symbol of 
Technology 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 



 

 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to learning of 
new technologies. 

 Cyber Bullying for 
Grades 3-5 

5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
5.d Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship. 

 

 Data Storage 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Processor and I/O 
Devices 

5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

Keyboarding Home Row 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 

 



 

  

technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Shift Key 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Lower Row 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Number Row 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Upper Row 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 

 



 

Third Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  Third grade students 

continue perfecting their keyboarding skills and computer navigation abilities. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Visual 
Mapping 

Formats and 
Outlining 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, 
experts, or others employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information from a 
variety of sources and media. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

3.4.3.A1.  
Identify how the  
natural made 
world  
and the human 
made  
world are 
different. 
 
3.4.3.A2.  
Identify that some  
systems are found 
in  
nature and some  
systems are made 
by  
humans.  
 
 
3.4.3.A3.  
Identify how the  
study of 
technology  
uses many of the  
same ideas and 
skills  
as many other  
subjects.  

 Idea Webs 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression. 
 

3.4.3.B4.  
Illustrate how 
people  
have made tools 
to  
provide food,  



 

1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information from a 
variety of sources and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

clothing, and 
shelter. 
 
3.4.3.C1.  
Recognize  
design 
 is  
a creative process  
and everyone can  
design solutions 
to  
problems.  
 
3.4.3.C2.  
Explain why the  
design 
 process  
requires creativity  
and consideration 
of  
all ideas.  
 
 
 

 Grouping 
and Labeling 

1.b Create original works as a means of personal 
or group expression 

 

Computer 
Navigation 

Desktop 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a variety 
of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information from a 
variety of sources and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources and 
digital tools based on the appropriateness to 
specific tasks. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 

3.4.3.B1.  
Describe how 
using  
technology 
 can be  
good or bad.  
 
 
3.4.3.B2.  
Explain how  
materials are re-
used  
or recycled.  
 
 
3.4.3.B3.  
Identify and 
define  
products made to  
meet individual  
needs versus 
wants. 



 

productively. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to learning of 
new technologies. 

 
3.4.3.C3.  
Recognize that all  
products and  
systems 
 are subject  
to failure; many  
products and  
systems can be  
fixed.  

 Software 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources and 
digital tools based on the appropriateness to 
specific tasks. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

3.4.3.E1.  
Identify the  
technologies that  
support and 
improve  
quality of life. 
 
3.4.3.E2.  
Identify some  
processes used in  
agriculture that  
require different  
procedures,  
products, or 
systems. 
 
3.4.3.E3.  
Recognize that 
tools,  
machines, 
products,  
and systems use  
energy in order to 
do  
work.  

 Toolbars an 
Menus 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

3.4.3.E4.  
Recognize that  
information and  
communication  
technology is the  
transfer of 
messages  
among people 
and/or  
machines over  
distances through  
the use of  
technology. 



 

 
3.4.3.E5.  
Understand that  
transportation has  
many parts that  
work together to  
help people 
travel. 

 Network 
Basics 

1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

3.4.3.D1.  
Identify people’s  
needs and wants 
and  
define some  
problems that can 
be  
solved through 
the  
design process. 
 
3.4.3.D2.  
Observe, analyze  
and document 
how  
simple  
systems  
work. 

 Windows 
and Controls 

5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

3.4.3.D3.  
Collect 
information  
about everyday  
products and  
systems by asking  
questions. 
 
3.4.3.E6.  
Explain how  
manufacturing  
systems design 
and  
produce products 
in  
quantity. 
 
3.4.3.E7.  
Recognize that  
people live, work,  
and go to school 
in  



 

buildings which 
are  
different types of  
structures. 

Keyboarding Home Row 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, 
experts, or others employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively and 
productively. 

 

 Shift Key 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products, or processes. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Lower Row 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Number Row 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 

 

 Upper Row 5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 

 



 

  

 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, learning, 
and productivity. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 



 

Fourth Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  Fourth grade students 

continue perfecting their keyboarding skills and begin to learn to use spreadsheets as a tool for a variety 

of mathematical analysis. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Spreadsheet 
Basics 

Columns and 
Rows 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.a Plan strategies to guide inquiry. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 

3.4.5.C1.  
Explain how the  
design 
 process is a  
purposeful 
method  
of planning 
practical  
solutions to  
problems. 
 
3.4.5.C2.  
Describe how  
design, as a 
dynamic  
process of steps,  
can be performed 
in  
different 
sequences  
and repeated. 



 

technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Tables and Data 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.a Plan strategies to guide inquiry. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.5.B1.  
Explain how the 
use  
of  
technology 
 can  
have unintended  
consequences. 
 
3.4.5.B2.  
Describe how 
waste  
may be  
appropriately  
recycled or 
disposed  
of to prevent  
unnecessary 
harm to  
the environment.  
 
3.4.5.B3.  
Describe how  
community 
concerns  
support or limit  
technological  
developments.  
 
3.4.5.B4.  
Identify how the  
way people live 
and  
work has changed  
history in terms 
of  
technology.  

 Cell Basics 1.b Create original works as a means of  



 

personal or group expression. 

 Parts of a 
Spreadsheet 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.4.B1.  
Describe how  
technology 
 affects  
humans in 
various  
ways. 
 
3.4.4.B2.  
Explain how the 
use of  
technology 
 affects the  
environment in 
good  
and bad ways.  
 
 
3.4.4.B3.  
Explain why new  
technologies 
 are  
developed and 
old  
ones are 
improved in  
terms of needs 
and  
wants.  

 Cell Formatting 3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.4.A1.  
Understand that 
tools,  
materials, and 
skills  
are used to make  
things and carry 
out  
tasks. 
 
3.4.4.A2.  
Understand that  
systems have 
parts and  
components that 
work  
together. 
 



 

3.4.4.A3.  
Describe how 
various  
relationships 
exist  
between  
technology  
and other fields.  

Word 
Processing 

Creating and 
Organizing 
Content 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.4.E4.  
Explain how  
information and  
communication  
systems allow  
information to be  
transferred from  
human to human.  
 
3.4.4.E5.  
Recognize that a  
transportation  
system  
has many parts 
that  
work together to 
help  
people travel and 
to  
move goods from  
place to place 
 
 

 Desktop 
Publishing 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 

 



 

 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Proofreading and 
Editing 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Revising and 
Formatting 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 

3.4.4.D1.  
Investigate how 
things  
are made and 
how they  
can be improved. 
 



 

peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.4.D2.  
Recognize and 
use  
everyday symbols 
(e.g.  
icons, simple 
electrical  
symbols 
measurement)  
to communicate 
key  
ideas.  
  
Identify and use 
simple  
hand tools (e.g.,  
hammer, scale)  
correctly and 
safely 
 
3.4.4.D3.  
Investigate and 
assess  
the influence of a  
specific  
technology 
 or  
system 
 on the  
individual, family,  
community, and  
environment.  

 Page Layout 1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 

3.4.4.E3.  
Identify types of  
energy and the  
importance of 
energy  
conservation. 



 

technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Problems and 
Solutions 

4.a Identify and define authentic problems 
and significant questions for investigation. 

3.4.4.C3.  
Explain how 
asking  
questions and 
making  
observations help 
a  
person 
understand how  
things work and 
can be  
repaired. 
 
3.4.4.E6.  
Identify key 
aspects of  
manufacturing  
processes 
(designing  
products, 
gathering  
resources and 
using  
tools to separate, 
form  
and combine 
materials  
in order to 
produce  
products). 
 
3.4.4.E7.  
Understand that  
structures rest on  
foundations and 
that  
some structures 
are  
temporary, while  
others are 



 

permanent. 

Prescriptive 
Keyboarding 

Prescriptive 
Keyboarding (3-5) 

5.c Demonstrate personal responsibility for 
lifelong learning. 

 

Graphing in 
Spreadsheets 

Bar Graphs 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.a Plan strategies to guide inquiry. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.4.E1.  
Identify tools and  
devices that have 
been  
designed to 
provide  
information 
about a  
healthy lifestyle 
 
3.4.4.E2.  
Identify the  
technologies 
 in  
agriculture that 
make it  
possible for food 
to be  
available year 
round.  

 Pie Charts 1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 

 



 

  

3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Line Graphs 3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 



 

Fifth Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety through 

an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students engage in 

real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  Fifth grade students begin the 

practice of creating presentations, learn web browsing techniques, and discover etiquette rules of email 

as a communication tool. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Presentation 
Basics 

Enhancing Slides 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.5.A1.  
Explain how 
people  
use tools and  
techniques to 
help  
them do things 
 
3.4.5.A2.  
Understand that a  
subsystem 
 is a  
system 
 that operates  
as part of a larger  
system. 
 
3.4.5.A3.  
Describe how  
technologies 
 are  
often combined 

 Evaluating and 
Presenting 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 

3.4.5.B1.  
Explain how the 
use  
of  



 

personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

technology 
 can  
have unintended  
consequences. 
 
3.4.5.B2.  
Describe how 
waste  
may be  
appropriately  
recycled or 
disposed  
of to prevent  
unnecessary harm 
to  
the environment. 
 
3.4.5.B3.  
Describe how  
community 
concerns  
support or limit  
technological  
developments. 

 Audience and 
Organization 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.5.B4.  
Identify how the  
way people live 
and  
work has changed  
history in terms 
of  
technology.  

 Composing Slides 1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 

3.4.5.C1.  
Explain how the  
design 
 process is a  
purposeful 



 

variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

method  
of planning 
practical  
solutions to  
problems.  
 
 
3.4.5.C2.  
Describe how  
design, as a 
dynamic  
process of steps,  
can be performed 
in  
different 
sequences  
and repeated.  

Web Browsing 
Basics 

Basic 
Components 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.5.C3.  
Identify how  
invention 
 and  
innovation 
 are  
creative ways to 
turn  
ideas into real  
things. 

 Keyword 
Searches 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 

3.4.5.D1.  
Identify ways to  
improve a design  
solution.  
 
 
3.4.5.D2.  
Use information  



 

 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

provided in 
manuals,  
protocols, or by  
experienced 
people  
to see and  
understand how  
things work.  

 Sourcing and 
Ethics 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.5.D3.  
Determine if the  
human use of a  
product or system  
creates positive 
or  
negative results. 

 Browsing and 
URLs 

2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 

3.4.5.E1.  
Identify how  
technological  
advances have 
made  
it possible to 
create  



 

 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

new devices and 
to  
repair or replace  
certain parts of 
the  
human body.  
 
 
3.4.5.E1.  
Identify how  
technological  
advances have 
made  
it possible to 
create  
new devices and 
to  
repair or replace  
certain parts of 
the  
human body.  
 
 
3.4.5.E3.  
Explain how tools,  
machines, 
products,  
and systems use  
energy in order to 
do  
work.  

Email Basics Responding to 
Email Messages 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with learners 
of other cultures. 

3.4.5.E4.  
Describe how the  
use of symbols,  
measurements, 
and  
drawings 
promotes  
clear 
communication  
by providing a  
common 
language to  
express ideas. 
 
3.4.5.E5.  
Examine reasons  
why a 



 

  

 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

transportation  
system may lose  
efficiency or fail  
(e.g., one part is  
missing or  
malfunctioning or 
if  
a subsystem is 
not  
working).  

 Sending Email 
Messages 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with learners 
of other cultures. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.5.E6.  
Examine how  
manufacturing  
technologies have  
become an 
integral  
part of the  
engineered 
world. 
 
3.4.5.E7.  
Describe the  
importance of  
guidelines when  
planning a  
community. 



 

Sixth Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback. Sixth grade students 

continue developing spreadsheet program skills by creating formulas and queries based on the 

programs coding rules. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Database Creation, 
Queries, and 
Reports 

Databases: 
Database 
Creation 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use 
information from a variety of sources 
and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop 
a solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 
decisions.  
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to 
learning of new technologies. 

3.4.6.A1.  
Identify how  
creative thinking 
and  
economic and  
cultural influences  
shape 
technological  
development. 
 
3.4.6.A2.  
Describe how  
systems thinking  
involves 
considering  
how every part  
relates to others. 
 
3.4.6.A3.  
Explain how  
knowledge from  
other fields of 
study  
(STEM 
) integrate to  
create new  
technologies.  

 Databases: 
Queries and 
Reports 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 

3.4.6.B1.  
Describe how  
economic, 
political,  
and cultural issues  
are influenced by 



 

variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use 
information from a variety of sources 
and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop 
a solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 
decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

the  
development and 
use  
of  
technology. 
 
3.4.6.B2.  
Describe how  
technologies 
 can be  
used to repair  
damage caused by  
natural disasters 
and  
to break down 
waste  
from the use of  
various products 
and  
systems. 
 
3.4.6.B3.  
Interpret how  
societal and 
cultural  
priorities are  
reflected in  
technological  
devices.  
 
3.4.6.B4.  
Demonstrate how  
new technologies 
are  
developed based 
on  
people’s needs,  
wants, values, 
and/  
or interests.  

Formulas in 
Spreadsheets 

Adding and 
Subtracting 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
. 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish 

3.4.6.C1.  
Recognize that  
requirements for a  
design 
 include such  
factors as the 
desired  
elements and  



 

with peers, experts, or others 
employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use 
information from a variety of sources 
and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 
decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

features of a 
product  
or  
system or the  
limits that are 
placed  
on the design.  
 
 
3.4.6.C2.  
Show how models  
are used to  
communicate and  
test design ideas 
and  
processes. 
 
 

 Copying 
Formulas and 
Functions 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish 
with peers, experts, or others 
employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 

3.4.6.C3.  
Explain why some  
technological  
problems are best  
solved through  
experimentation.  



 

 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use 
information from a variety of sources 
and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 
decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

 Multiplying and 
Dividing 

2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish 
with peers, experts, or others 
employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with 
learners of other cultures. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use 
information from a variety of sources 
and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information 
sources and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 

3.4.6.D1.  
Apply a design  
process to solve  
problems beyond 
the  
laboratory  
classroom 
 
3.4.6.D2.  
Use computers  
appropriately to  
access and 
organize  
and apply  
information. 
 
3.4.6.D3.  
Design and use  
instruments to  
evaluate data.  



 

decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

Computer 
Fundamentals 

Basic 
Components 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to 
explore complex systems and issues. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.c Troubleshoot systems and 
applications. 
 
6.d Transfer current knowledge to 
learning of new technologies.  

3.4.6.E1.  
Describe how  
advances and  
innovation 
s in  
medical  
technologies 
 are  
used to improve  
health care.  
 
 
3.4.6.E2.  
Identify how  
emerging  
agricultural  
technologies have 
an  
effect on 
ecosystem  
dynamics and  
human/ animal 
food  
resources.  
 
 
3.4.6.E3.  
Investigate that  
power is the rate 
at  
which energy is  
converted from 
one  
form to another or  
transferred from 
one  
place to another.  

 Keyboarding 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 

3.4.6.E4.  
Illustrate how  
communication  
systems are made 



 

5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

up  
of a source, 
encoder,  
transmitter, 
receiver,  
decoder, and  
destination. 
 
3.4.6.E4.  
Illustrate how  
communication  
systems are made 
up  
of a source, 
encoder,  
transmitter, 
receiver,  
decoder, and  
destination. 
 
 

 Navigating 
Ribbon 
Interfaces 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 
decisions. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 

3.4.6.E6.  
Identify key 
aspects  
of manufacturing  
systems that use  
mechanical  
processes to 
change  
the form of 
natural  
materials (e.g.,  
separating, 
forming,  
combining,  
conditioning). 
 
3.4.6.E7.  
Explain how the  
type of structure  
determines the 
way  
the parts are put  
together.  

 Networking 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 

 



 

1.c Use models and simulations to 
explore complex systems and issues. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with 
learners of other cultures. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

 Operating 
Systems and 
Browsing 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to 
explore complex systems and issues. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 

 

 Program Menus 
and Toolbars 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 

 



 

solutions and/or make informed 
decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 

 Software, 
Buttons, and 
Controls 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to 
generate new ideas, products, or 
processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish 
with peers, experts, or others 
employing a variety of digital 
environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with 
learners of other cultures. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed 
decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, 
and responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward 
using technology that supports 
collaboration, learning, and 
productivity. 

 



 

  

 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications 
effectively and productively. 



 

Seventh Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  Seventh grade 

students use a variety of media to communicate ideas effectively while also learning about social 

responsibility related to technology use. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Multimedia and 
Databases 

Desktop 
Publishing 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.7.A1.  
Explain how  
technology 
 is closely  
linked to 
creativity,  
which has 
resulted in  
innovation 
 and  
invention. 
 
3.4.7.A2.  
Explain how 
different  
technologies 
 involve  
different sets of  
processes. 
 
3.4.7.A3.  
Explain how  
knowledge gained  
from other fields 
of  
study has a direct  
effect on the  
development of  
technological 
products  
and  
systems. 

 Graphics 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 3.4.7.B1.  



 

new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

Explain how the 
use of  
technology 
 can have  
consequences 
that  
affect humans in 
many  
ways.  
 
 
3.4.7.B2.  
Explain how 
decisions  
to develop and 
use  
technologies 
 may be  
influenced by  
environmental 
and  
economic 
concerns. 
 
3.4.7.B3.  
Describe how  
invention 
 and  
innovation 
 lead to  
changes in society 
and  
the creation of 
new  
needs and wants.  

 Audio/Video 1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 

3.4.7.B4.  
Explain how many  
inventions 
 and  
innovations 
 have  
evolved by using  
deliberate and  
methodical 
processes  
of tests and  
refinements. 



 

 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Databases 1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.7.C1.  
Describe how  
design,  
as a creative 
planning  
process, leads to 
useful  
products and  
systems. 
 
3.4.7.C2.  
Explain how 
modeling,  
testing, 
evaluating, and  
modifying are 
used to  
transform ideas 
into  
practical 
solutions.  
 
 
 

Word 
Processing 
Software 

Basic Operations 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 

3.4.7.C3.  
Describe how  
troubleshooting 
as a  
problem-solving  
method may 
identify  
the cause of a  
malfunction in a  
technological  
system. 



 

technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Creating Original 
Works 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.7.D1.  
Identify and 
collect  
information about  
everyday 
problems  
that can be solved 
by  
technology 
 and  
generate ideas 
and  
requirements for  
solving a problem. 
 
3.4.7.D2.  
Select and safely 
use  
appropriate tools,  
products and  
systems  
for specific tasks. 

 Spelling and 
Grammar Tools 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 

3.4.7.D3.  
Use data collected 
to  
analyze and 
interpret  
trends in order to  
identify the 
positive or  
negative effects 
of a  
technology.  



 

technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Tabs, Spacing, 
and Alignment 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.7.E1.  
Investigate recent  
advancements in  
medical 
technologies  
and their impact 
on  
quality of life. 
 
3.4.7.E2.  
Examine 
specialized  
equipment and  
practices used to  
improve the  
production of 
food,  
fiber, fuel, and 
other  
useful products 
and in  
the care of 
animals.  
 
 
3.4.7.E3.  
Examine the 
efficiency  
of energy use in 
our  
environment 

 Formatting 
Reports 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 

 



 

 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Margins and 
Layout 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

Presentation 
Software 

Effects and 
Views 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 

3.4.7.E4.  
Illustrate how  
information can 
be  
acquired and sent  
through a variety 
of  
technological 
sources,  
including print 
and  
electronic media.  
 
 
3.4.7.E5.  
Explain how  
processes, such as  
receiving, holding,  
storing, loading,  
moving, 
unloading,  
delivering, 
evaluating,  
marketing, 
managing  
and 
communicating  
are necessary for 



 

and productively. the  
entire  
system 
 to  
operate efficiently 

 Hyperlinks 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.7.E6.  
Examine the 
processes  
involved in 
extracting  
(e.g., harvesting,  
drilling, mining) 
raw  
materials from 
the  
earth for use in  
manufacturing  
processes. 
 
3.4.7.E7.  
Examine 
subsystems  
found in the  
construction of a  
building. 

 Elements and 
Basic Design 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 



 

  

 Lines, Lists, and 
Structure 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a variety 
of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 



 

Eighth Grade 

Overview: Students discover digital literacy, increase technology skills, and study internet safety 

through an integrated content core curriculum.  Throughout interactive, self-paced learning, students 

engage in real world challenges during guided practice with immediate feedback.  Eighth grade students 

continue developing their technology skills but also begin to the practice of coding while learning basic 

HTML. 

Unit Lesson NETS Standard PA Technology 
Standard 

Spreadsheet 
Software 

Basic Formatting 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.8.A1.  
Analyze the  
development of  
technology  
based on  
affordability or  
urgency. 
 
3.4.8.A2.  
Explain how 
controls  
are steps that 
people  
perform using  
information 
about the  
system 
 that causes  
systems 
 to change. 
 
3.4.8.A3.  
Compare how a  
product,  
system, 
 or  
environment 
developed  
for one setting 
may be  
applied to 
another  
setting. 



 

 Charts and 
Graphs 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.8.B1.  
Evaluate the 
societal  
implications of 
the  
management of 
waste  
produced by  
technology. 
 
3.4.8.B2.  
Compare and 
contrast  
decisions to 
develop  
and use  
technologies  
as related to  
environmental 
and  
economic 
concerns. 
 
3.4.8.B3.  
Explain how  
throughout 
history,  
new 
 technologies 
 have  
resulted from 
the  
demands, values, 
and  
interests of 
individuals,  
businesses, 
industries,  
and societies. 

 Formulas 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 

3.4.8.B4.  
 Explain how 
societal  
and cultural 
priorities  
and values are  
reflected in  
technological 
devices 



 

2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Functions, Copy, 
and Paste 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 

3.4.8.C1.  
Evaluate the 
criteria  
and constraints 
of a  
design. 
 
3.4.8.C2.  
Explore the 
design  
process as a  
collaborative 
endeavor  
in which each 
person  
in the group 
presents  
his or her ideas 
in an  
open forum.  



 

responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 
 
 

 Parts and 
Navigation 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
1.c Use models and simulations to explore 
complex systems and issues. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.8.C2.  
Explore the 
design  
process as a  
collaborative 
endeavor  
in which each 
person  
in the group 
presents  
his or her ideas 
in an  
open forum.  

 Layout 1.b Create original works as a means of 3.4.8.D1.  



 

personal or group expression. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

Test and 
evaluate the  
solutions for a 
design  
problem. 

 Trends and 
Forecasts 

1.d Identify trends and forecast possibilities. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 

3.4.8.D2.  
Operate and 
maintain  
systems in order 
to  
achieve a given  
purpose.  
 
 
3.4.8.D3.  
Interpret and 
evaluate  
the accuracy of 
the  
information 
obtained  
and determine 
its  
usefulness. 

Web Browsing URLs 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 

3.4.8.E1.  
Analyze what  
technologies are 
used  
in genetic 
engineering  
and predict how 
it may  
change the 



 

4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

future of  
medicine.  
 
 
3.4.8.E2.  
Describe how  
biotechnology 
applies  
the principles of  
biology to create  
commercial 
products  
or processes. 
 
3.4.8.E3.  
Examine power  
systems are used 
to  
drive and 
provide  
propulsion to 
other  
technological 
products  
or systems. 

 Validity and 
Sourcing 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 

3.4.8.E4.  
Describe how 
the  
design of the 
message  
is influenced by 
such  
factors as the 
intended  
audience, 
medium,  
purpose, and 
nature of  
the message 
 
3.4.8.E5.  
Describe how  
governmental  
regulations 
influence  
the design, 
operation  
and efficiency of  



 

 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

transportation 
systems. 

 Web Searches 3.b Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, 
synthesize, and ethically use information 
from a variety of sources and media. 
 
3.c. Evaluate and select information sources 
and digital tools based on the 
appropriateness to specific tasks. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

3.4.8.E6.  
Analyze the 
steps  
involved in the  
manufacturing 
process  
(e.g., design,  
development,  
production, 
marketing  
and servicing of  
products and  
systems). 
 
3.4.8.E7.  
Analyze factors 
that  
determine 
structural  
design (e.g., 
building  
laws and codes, 
style,  
convenience, 
cost,  
climate, and 
function). 

 Browsing Basics 4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 

 



 

and productively. 

Basic HTML Attributes 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 HTML and Body 
Tags 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Image Tags 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate  



 

 new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Tag Basics 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Anchor Tags 1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 

 



 

2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media.  
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology.  
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Font Color and 
Size 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

Communicating 
Online 

Blogs 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with learners 
of other cultures. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.b Plan and mange activities to develop a 
solution or complete a project.  
 

 



 

4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
5.d Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Community Sites 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
2.c Develop cultural understanding and 
global awareness by engaging with learners 
of other cultures. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 

 



 

 Mapping 
 

1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 

 

 Podcasts 1.a Apply existing Knowledge to generate 
new ideas, products, or processes. 
 
1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
3.d Process data and report results. 
 
4.c Collect and analyze data to identify 
solutions and/or make informed decisions. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 

 



 

 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 Instant 
Messaging 

1.b Create original works as a means of 
personal or group expression. 
 
2.a Interact, collaborate, and publish with 
peers, experts, or others employing a 
variety of digital environments and media. 
 
2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
6.a Understand and use technology 
systems. 
 
6.b Select and use applications effectively 
and productively. 

 

 Cyberbullying for 
grades 6-8 

2.b Communicate information and ideas 
effectively to multiple audiences using a 
variety of media and formats. 
 
5.a Advocate and practice safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and 
technology. 
 
5.b Exhibit a positive attitude toward using 
technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity. 
 
5.d Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship. 

 

 Personal 5.c Demonstrate personal responsibility for  



 

 

 

  

Learning 
Networks 

lifelong learning. 



 

Introduction to Computers and Applications – High School  

(CompassLearning) 

This course helps students understand hardware, software, and operating systems. Topics 

include hardware features and commonly used business applications. Students will learn the 

basics of creating a word-processing document in Microsoft Word®, a spreadsheet in Excel®, 

and PowerPoint® presentations. Internet safety skills are also covered, including the effective 

use of search engines and respect for intellectual property rights. In addition, students create 

their own presentations on subjects such as cyberbullying.  

Computer 

Technology 

Skills and Competencies PA Standards 

(CompassLearning) The students will: 

 Apply basic computer operations and concepts. 
 Identify solutions to basic hardware and software problems.  
 Apply knowledge of advanced input devices. 
 Apply knowledge of hardware setup.  
 Describe the process for basic software installation and demonstrate 

it. 
 Analyze and solve basic operating systems problems. 
 Apply touch keyboarding skills and techniques at expectable speed 

and accuracy. 
 Demonstrate the ability to perform basic software installation. 
 Utilize computer software to solve specific problems. 
 Identify legal restrictions in the use of software and the output of 

data. 
 Apply advanced graphic manipulation and desktop publishing 

techniques. 
 Apply basic multimedia applications. 
 Apply advanced word processing, database and spreadsheet skills. 
 Describe and demonstrate how two or more software applications 

can be used to produce an output. 
 Select and apply software designed to meet specific needs. 
 Apply basic computer communications systems. 
 Identify and explain various types of on-line services. 
 Identify and explain the function of the parts of a basic network. 
 Describe and apply the components of a web page and their 

function. 
 Explain and demonstrate file transfer within and out side of a 

computer network. 
 Identify, describe and complete advanced on-line research 
 Identify and safely use a variety of tools, basic machines, materials 

and techniques to solve problems and answer questions. 
 Select and safely apply appropriate tools, materials and processes 

necessary to solve complex problems. 
 Apply advanced tool and equipment manipulation techniques to 

solve problems. 
 Apply appropriate instruments and apparatus to examine a variety of 

objects and processes. 
 Describe and use appropriate instruments to gather and analyze data.  
 Compare and contrast different scientific measurement systems; 
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select the best measurement system for a specific situation. 
 Explain the need to estimate measurements within error of various 

instruments. 
 Apply accurate measurement knowledge to solve everyday problems. 
 Describe and demonstrate the operation and use of advanced 

instrumentation in evaluating material and chemical properties (e.g., 
scanning electron microscope, nuclear magnetic resonance 
machines). 

 Apply knowledge of information technologies of encoding, 
transmitting, receiving, storing, retrieving and decoding. 

 Describe the proper use of graphic and electronic communication 
systems. 

 Apply a variety of advanced mechanical and electronic drafting 
methods to communicate a solution to a specific problem. 

 Apply and analyze advanced communication techniques to produce 
an image that effectively conveys a message (e.g., desktop publishing, 
audio and/or video production). 

 Illustrate an understanding of a computer network system by 
modeling, constructing or assembling its components 

 Apply physical technologies of structural design, analysis and 
engineering, personnel relations, financial affairs, structural 
production, marketing, research and design to real world problems. 

 Describe and classify common construction by their characteristics 
and composition. 

 Compare and contrast specific construction systems that depend on 
each other in order to complete a project. 

 Evaluate material failure common to specific applications. 
 Demonstrate knowledge of various construction systems by building 

or interpreting models. 
 Select and apply the necessary resources to successfully conduct a 

manufacturing enterprise. 
 Apply concepts of design engineering and production engineering in 

the organization and application of a manufacturing activity. 
 Apply the concepts of manufacturing by redesigning an enterprise to 

improve productivity or reduce or eliminate waste and/or pollution. 
 Evaluate the interrelationship of various transportation systems in 

the community. 
 Analyze the impacts that transportation systems have on a 

community. 
 

 

 




















